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CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. All lots are offered for sale by Old World Auctions, either as owner or as agent for various Consignors.  These CONDITIONS OF 
SALE, as set forth in this catalog, are the complete, and only, terms and conditions, on which all property is offered for sale.  By 
bidding at auction, the buyer agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.

2. Mail, telephone and fax bids must be received by 10 pm Eastern Time of the closing date.  The auction begins closing at 10 pm.  All 
lots with no bids in the last 10 minutes will close immediately.  Lots with activity will remain open until a bid has not been received 
for 10 minutes.  Bids may be changed at any time up to the close, but cannot be cancelled after the close.

3. Do not send payment with mailed bids.  Successful bidders will be billed at the close of the auction.

4. In the case of identical high bids, preference goes to the first received.

5. The estimated price shown for each lot should be used only as a guide.  Lots may end up selling for more or less than the estimated 
price, and you may bid any amount.  Bids must be placed in bidding increments.  Bids received, which are not in accordance with 
bidding increments,  will be reduced to the next lower increment.  Bidding increments are listed on the bid sheet and on the inside, 
back cover.

6. There are no reserves on lots with estimated prices of $25 or under.  Lots with estimated values above $25 may have a confidential 
reserve.  Where reserves are present they will not exceed 75% of the estimated value unless specifically noted in the catalog.

7. High bids will be reduced to the reserve, or to the increment above the next highest bid, which ever is greater.  Bids below $25 will 
not be accepted.

8. A 15% buyers premium will be added to all invoices.

9. Invoices are sent immediately following the auction.  Payment is due on receipt of invoice.  The items are shipped when your pay-
ment is received.  We encourage you to use a credit card, so we can ship your material immediately following the auction.  We 
appreciate your prompt payment as this lets us pay our consignors equally promplty.

10. Packaging, shipping and insurance is extra and will be added to the invoice.  Unless specific instructions are received, Old World 
Auctions will determine the best method of packaging and shipment.  The minimum charge is $7.50.

11. Virginia residents will be charged sales tax at the rate of 5.30%, unless we are provided a copy of a reseller’s permit.

12. We warranty the authenticity and condition of each lot  described in this catalog.  Defects in lots offered for sale have been carefully 
noted.  However, any lot differing significantly from the catalog description, and thereby reducing its value, may be returned within 
one week of receipt.  Please call for a Return Authorization prior to returning.  No returns will be accepted for any reason after 30 
days following the auction close date.

13. You must open and inspect your package immediately upon receipt.  Any discrepancies, damage or missing items must be reported 
to us within 2 business days of receipt by you.  All packaging materials must be retained until the discrepancy has been resolved. 
Failure to notify us within the two day limit will nullify any claim by you.

14. Successful overseas bidders shall provide specific shipping and customs instructions when completing their invoice, including 
specific customs declarations, for any deliveries outside of the United States.  You are solely responsible for, and agree to pay all 
local fees including but not limited to duty and customs charges, and brokerage fees. These fees are not collected by Old World 
Auctions and are in addition to the amounts on your invoice.

15. These terms and conditions are binding upon you and may be amended by us at any time and with no advance notice.  You will be 
notified of such changes in writing or via email.

Checks should be made payable to Old World Auctions.  For your convenience we accept Mastercard, VISA, American Express and Discover.  Overseas 
and Canadian buyers should make payment in U.S. dollars by international money order or by an international bank draft drawn on BB&T Bank of 
Virginia, or by credit card as noted above.
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 Every effort is made to accurately describe the condition of each item. While condition is important, it must also be kept in mind that all 

items are original, generally several hundred years old, and should not be expected to be as new. Insignifi cant fl aws, such as tiny spots or 

printer’s creases have only a minimal effect on the value of an item and are not considered imperfections.  Folds and binding trims that 

were done at the time of publication are also not considered defects.

 We have used the following guidelines to develop the condition code system. These condition descriptions are meant to provide a general 

guide to what can be expected. Signifi cant fl aws are noted in addition to the code. Please contact us if you need further information. We 

will be happy to provide a detailed condition report or to discuss the condition with you personally. However, we ask that you not request 

a condition report on the closing day of the auction, as we are fully committed to taking telephone bids during that time.

A+   Fine condition with no noticeable imperfections in the image or blank margins.  Any minor restorations or repairs are confi ned to 

the margins and have been accomplished professionally.  

A   Near fi ne condition with no noticeable imperfections in the image, and only minor imperfections in the blank margins such as edge 

tears, short fold separations or small stains.  Any minor restorations in image or margins have been accomplished with archival 

materials.  

B+  Very good condition with unobtrusive imperfections, such as light toning, offsetting, soil, damp stains or tiny spots in image and 

margins.  May have fold separations or tears that are confi ned to the blank margins.  Any minor restorations in image or margins 

have been accomplished with archival materials.  

B Good condition with no signifi cant imperfections.  The paper is sound or any paper weakness has been reinforced with archival 

materials.  There may be tiny wormholes, stains, foxing, uneven toning, repaired tears or short fold separations in the image.  Any 

restorations or repairs in the image have been accomplished with archival materials.

 

C+  Satisfactory condition with noticeable imperfections.  The paper may have some minor weakness.  May have trimmed margins, 

weak or uneven impression, wormholes, spotting, foxing or uneven toning, repaired tears in the image, or fold separations with 

slight image loss.  Any restorations or repairs in the image have been accomplished with archival or removable materials.

C Fair condition with noticeable imperfections in need of repair.  May have trimmed margins with minor loss of border, or tears or 

long fold separations that can be easily repaired.  May have repairs that have been accomplished with unknown materials.

D Poor condition with defects in need of signifi cant repair or cleaning.  Paper may be highly acidic and brittle, severely toned or soiled.  

May have missing image or signifi cant fl aws.  May have inappropriate repairs that will require the attention of a professional.

Condition Code & Description
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Title Pages, World Maps, Polar, Celestial & Globes

1. Frontispiece, Portrait  (Spectandum Dedit Ortelius Mortalib. Orbem, Orbi Spectandum Galleus Ortelium), Ortelius/Galle, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, ca. 
1579.  8.2 x 12.7”.  (HC)  This famous portrait of Ortelius, at the age of about 50, was engraved by Philippe Galle and appeared in the Theatrum from 1579 onwards.  
Few other portraits of the great cartographer have survived.  The Latin title translation is, “By looking, Ortelius gave to mortal beings the world, by looking at his 
face, Galleus gave them Ortelius.”  The portrait is surrounded in a strapwork and garland frame.  Latin text on verso.     Original color with light toning and a few 
small chips in far left blank margin.  (B+)    $400-500

2. Frontispiece, Portrait  ([Portrait of Linschoten] Hugonis A. Linschoten Haerlemensis), Linschoten, Itinerarium…, Amsterdam, [1614].  6.5 x 7.8”.  (BW)  This 
superb frontispiece features a rare portrait of Jan Huygen van Linschoten (1563-1611) with small plans of Goa, Mozambique, and two of St. Helena in the corners.  
Linschoten was an important Dutch explorer who sailed via the Cape of Good Hope to Portuguese Goa in 1583 and later explored the Arctic Ocean with Willem 
Barents.  The valuable sailing instructions that Van Linschoten had managed to acquire from the secret Portuguese archives helped launch the Dutch trading empire 
in the East Indies.  Engraved by William Rogers.     Watermarked paper with minor soiling at bottom right of image.  (A) $240-300

3. Frontispiece  (Willhelm Schouten Abfarth in die Sudsee), Bry, America, Frankfurt, ca. 1630.  8.1 x 6.7”.  (HC)  This is the frontispiece to the German text edition 
of De Bry’s America.  A double-hemisphere world map is shown with the track of Willem Schouten’s voyage around the world from 1615-17.  Above the map are 
portraits of Ferdinand Magellan and Willem Schouten, both holding measuring dividers and being crowned with laurel wreaths by two angels.  Flanking them are 
medallions with the portraits of other great explorers, including Francis Drake, Thomas Candish, Olivier van Noort and George van Spilbergen.  This engraving is 
based on one originally published in Willem Schouten’s narrative of his voyage, fi rst published by Willem Blaeu in 1618.     Watermarked paper with minor soiling 
and very narrow side margins.  (B+)    $300-375

4. Title Pages  (Guil. et Ioannis Blaeu Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, sive Atlas Novus. Partis Primae pars Altera), Blaeu, Amsterdam, 1640.  7.8 x 12.9”.  (HC)  This title 
page from Blaeu’s great atlas is presented in the architectural format.  A knight in full armor and a nun fl ank the title.  At the top are two maidens displaying coats 
of arms, and the allegorical fi gure of Mars with his ferocious hounds.  The Latin title and imprint are pasted onto the engraved framework, as was customary with 
title pages.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #2:21B.  A fi ne impression on a clean, bright, watermarked sheet.  (A+)  $275-350

5. Title Pages, Low Countries  (De Bello Belgico Decas I. Famiani Stradae Rom. Soc. Iesu), Strada, 1649.  3.7 x 6.4”.  (HC)  The most famous of all cartographic 
curiosities is the Leo Belgicus, in which the Low Countries were depicted in the form of a lion.  This curious form of cartography is one of the highpoints in the 
Golden Age of mapmaking.  This version is based on the original 1538 Aitsinger form with the lion standing facing right with a paw raised and holding a shield.  
This is one of the larger of the Famianus Strada versions, used as a frontispiece for part one of his pro-Spanish and pro-Catholic book on the Dutch war of inde-
pendence.  It is beautifully engraved with a stippled sea fi lled with ships and a sea monster.  While the miniature Leo Belgicus maps are occasionally found on the 
market, the larger ones are quite rare.  Ref: Tooley (MCC-7) #26.  A nice impression with attractive color and marginal soiling.  Professionally remargined at left 
to accommodate framing.  (A)    $800-1000

6. Title Pages  (D’Onder-Aardse Weereld), Kircher, Amsterdam, 1682.  7.5 x 13.3”.  (HC)  This allegorical title page is from the Dutch edition of Kircher’s famous 
Mundus Subterraneus (Subterranean World) published by Joannes Janssonius van Waasberge.  The engraving centers on a seated female fi gure, who appears to 
be Clio, the muse of History, studying ancient writings.  Beside her stand Mercury, with his winged feet, winged hat and caduceus, and an angel.  Clio is being 
shown a portrait of Stadtholder William III of Orange by a putto.  Behind them stands a statue of Artemis of Ephesus (also known as Diana of Ephesus).  The view 
through the window shows a working mine.     Attractive color with a number of professionally repaired chips and tears in blank margins, with four tears entering 
less than 0.5” into image at top, and one tear entering 1.5” into image at left.  (B+)    $220-250

7. Title Pages  (Historia General de los Hechos de los Castellanos en las Islas y Tierra Firme del Mar Oceano...), Herrera y Tordesillas, Madrid, 1726.  6.3 x 9.8”.  
(BW)  Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas was the offi cial chronicler of the Spanish possessions in the Indies.  His most important work, Historia General…, begins 
with the history of the voyages of Columbus and includes events in America up to 1554, with the suppression of the revolt of Francisco Hernandez Giron in Peru.  
His work was originally published in 1601 with several editions and translations thereafter, all of which are scarce.  This title page is from an early 18th century 
edition published by Nicolas Rodriguez.  The engraving includes the royal coat of arms of Spain and portraits of famous Inca chiefs.  At top center is a portrait of 
the legendary fi rst Sapa Inca of the Kingdom of Cusco, Ayar Manco Capac, with his magic staff.  Along the sides are portraits of 12 additional chiefs of the Inca 
Empire.     Minor soiling with a few small abrasions with no loss of image and a tiny hole only visible when held to light.  The number “2” has been written in 
manuscript over the engraved number “6” in the date.  (B+)    $200-230

8. Title Pages  (Atlas Mapparum Geographicarum Generalium & Specialium Centum Foliis Compositum et Quotidianis Usibus Accomodatum Accedit Introductio 
in Geographiam Mathematicam, Naturalem & Historican), Homann Heirs, Nuremberg, ca. 1760.  12.4 x 19.6”.  (HC)  Inset at the bottom of this handsome title 
page is a map (5.6 x 4.1”) of a northern hemisphere showing the Island of California.  The Latin phrase, Nulla dies abeat, quin linea ducta superfi t (Let not a day 
pass without a drawn line remaining) is on a banner above the map.  The hemisphere is surrounded by the sun, moon and stars.  Similar to McLaughlin’s state 2, 
but this unrecorded example was published in the Atlas Mapparum Geographicarum rather than Grosser Atlas Liber die Gantze Welt.  Ref: McLaughlin (TP) #15.  
Watermarked paper with light soiling and a tear in bottom blank margin that has been closed with archival tape.  (B+) $200-240

9. Continents  ([Lot of 4] Amerique [and] Afrique [and] Asie [and] Europe), Desnos, Paris, ca. 1770.  20.8 x 14.3”.  (HC)  Each map from this matching set of conti-
nents is fl anked by panels of French text describing the continent.  The maps and text are surrounded in beautifully engraved rococo borders, printed from a separate 
plate.  Overall dimensions given; maps each measure approximately 9.5 x 11”.  Louis Charles Desnos (1725-1805) was an important instrument, globe and map 
maker in Paris during the eighteenth century.  In addition to his publishing work aimed at the French market, Desnos also held the position of Royal Globe maker 
to the King of Denmark.  He worked with several other publishers including Zannoni and Louis Brion de la Tour and produced a great many cartographic works 
including numerous atlases and a series of decorative wall maps.

 A. Amerique.  Interesting map of the Americas with the northwest coast of North America extremely truncated.  The British colonies are confi ned to the eastern 
seaboard, France controls most of the interior, and Spain possesses Mexico and the West Coast.  South America shows Portugal in possession of Brazil, France 
controlling Guiana and Spain in possession of the rest of the continent.  Sparse interior details.

 B. Afrique.  This map of Africa gives minimal interior detail, with the exception of a few rivers, lakes and mountain ranges.  The source of the Nile is shown as 
twin lakes in the Mts. De la Lune (Mountains of the Moon), well north of the Equator.

 C. Asie.  Numerous areas within the Asian continent are still misshapen, including a very narrow Kamchatka, an oversized Hokkaido, and a large bay depicted in 
the Indochina Peninsula.  New Guinea is depicted attached to an oddly shaped Australia, which is simply labeled as Partie du Continent Inconnu.

 D. Europe.  Although only a few rivers, mountains and place names are shown in the interior of the continent, the boundaries highlight the political situation in 
Europe during the late 18th century.  The German Empire encompasses most of central Europe, extending south to the Adriatic Sea and east nearly to the Black 
Sea.  Poland includes much of the Baltic states and extends south through much of the Ukraine.  Finland is divided between Russia and Sweden, and the Turkish 
Empire includes the majority of the Balkans and wraps to the northern shore of the Black Sea.     Original color on watermarked paper with light soiling.  (B+)  
     $800-950

10. World  ([Untitled - World]), Sylvanus, Claudii Ptholemaei Alexandrini liber geographiae cum tabulis…, Venice, [1511].  22 x 16.3”.  (HC)  This rare and distinctive 
“modern” world map, from the 1511 edition of Ptolemy’s Geograhia, is an extremely early example of 16th century Venetian cartography and one of the earliest 
maps obtainable by today’s collectors.  This Latin edition of Ptolemy was the fi rst published in Venice, by Jacobus Pentius de Leucho, and was the fi rst atlas to 
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use two-color woodblock printing.  The maps were printed in black with place names and headings printed in red ink by means of type set into the woodblock and 
applied with a second strike of the plate.  The text was based on a Latin translation by Jacobus Angelus, with revised maps by Bernardus Sylvanus.  Little is known 
of Sylvanus, a native of Southern Italy, although he is believed to have been a monk.  Realizing that Ptolemy’s maps were outdated, Sylvanus set out to update them 
with modern information, often from contemporary manuscript sources.  The resulting effect was an unusual hybrid of classical and modern information.  Sylvanus 
also introduced a new world map, depicted for the fi rst time in a distinctive cordiform (heart-shaped) projection, which was adopted by several later cartographers 
and used for a number of important 16th century maps.

 This world map was the fi rst to show the newly discovered Americas in an edition of Ptolemy’s Geograhia, and presents a fascinating view of the post-Columbian 
world.  South America, of which only the eastern coast is shown, is named Terra Sanctae Crucis but bears no additional place names.  The islands of Cuba and 
Hispanola appear overly large and surrounded by numerous small, unnamed islands.  Further north and quite close to Ireland are the island Terra Laboratorus and 
a partially delineated region named Regalis Domus, resulting from the Portuguese explorations of the Corte Real brothers in 1501.  On the opposite side of the 
map the island of Zampagv (Japan), which appears for only the second time on a printed map.  The fi rst appearance being on the Contarini/Rosselli map of 1506, 
of which there is only one known copy.  The land masses are vigorously engraved with mountain ranges, rivers and place names, and the map is surrounded by 
decorative wind heads and signs of the zodiac.  Printed on two sheets, joined.  Ref: Shirley #32; Lutz #2; Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #204-1.  A nice impression with 
light soiling, about 10 small worm holes (most only visible when held to light), and a couple of small chips along sheet edge at right, far from image.  The bottom 
wind head has been partially cut off, apparently as issued as the top margin is quite ample.  The two sheets have been professionally rejoined with about 1/4” wide 
strip of the image of the left-hand sheet missing along the joint.  (B)    $60000-75000

11. World  (Das Erst General Inhaltend die Beschreibung und den Circkel des Gantzen Erdtrichs und Mores), Munster, Cosmographia, Basel, ca. 1553.  15 x 10.9”.  
(BW)  This famous woodblock map is presented on an oval projection surrounded by clouds and wind heads with the title above the map.  The continents are shown 
in rough outline only.  North America is shown with the large cleft nearly separating the east coast from the continent, often referred to as the Sea of Verazano.  What 
appears to be a large Northwest Passage stretches towards Asia.  South America has a very strange shape as well.  In Africa, the Nile is prominently shown with its 
twin sources beginning in a range of southern mountains. The mythical islands of Grisonum and Calensuan are placed in the proximity of Australia, where there is 
also the label Mare Pacifi cum.  A sailing ship and several fi erce sea monsters occupy the oceans.  Initials of the engraver David Kandel in lower left-hand corner.  
This is the second ‘modern’ world map to appear in Munster’s Cosmographia, published between 1550 and 1578.  This example is from a German edition, which 
were published between 1550-78, with German text and an elaborate woodblock engraving on verso.  Ref: Shirley #92; Manasek #12.  There are expert repairs to a 
few minor centerfold separations and light toning that is slightly uneven along the centerfold.  A small chip in bottom blank margin along centerfold has also been 
archivally repaired.  (B+)    $2400-2750

12. World  (Typus Orbis Terrarum), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, 1587.  19.4 x 14.1”.  (HC)  Ortelius’ beautiful oval world map is a simplifi ed ver-
sion of Mercator’s infl uential map of 1569.  From surviving correspondence, it is known that Mercator encouraged Ortelius and provided him with information, 
particularly with co-ordinates of places in the Americas.  This is the fi rst state of Ortelius’ third world map updated with the more correct shape of South America 
and the fi rst depiction of the Solomon Islands off the coast of New Guinea.  North America is nearly bisected by a lengthy St. Lawrence River, and the lands of 
Anian Regnum and Quivira are noted on the western coast.  The Atlantic Ocean is fi lled with phantom islands, including Frieslant, St. Brandain, Brasil and many 
others.  A huge Southern Continent incorporates Tierra del Fuego, and the mythical lands of Beach, Maletur and Lucach.  The oval projection is surrounded by an 
intricate strapwork design with four corner medallions containing quotations from Cicero and Seneca.  Italian text on verso, indicating a publishing date of 1608-12.  
Ref: Shirley #158; Van den Broecke #3.1.  A nice impression with old color and full, original margins on watermarked paper.  There are a few tiny abrasions and a 
centerfold separation that enters 6” into map at bottom that has been professionally repaired with old paper on verso.  Remnants of hinge tape on verso.  (B+)  
     $7500-9000

13. World  (Orbis Terrae Compendiosa Descriptio…), Mercator, Atlas Sive Cosmographicae Meditationes de Fabrica…, 1587.  20.7 x 11.4”.  (HC)  An elaborate strap-
work border surrounds this beautiful double-hemisphere map, and an armillary sphere and 32-point compass rose are tucked between the hemispheres.  Rumold 
Mercator based this map on his father’s great world map of 1569.  The North Pole is depicted as a landmass surrounding a sea from which four rivers radiate and 
there is a well depicted Northwest Passage.  The huge Terra Australis is shown as a part of Tierra del Fuego, and the lands of Lucach, Maletur and Beach (from the 
travel account of Marco Polo) are noted along the coast in the vicinity of present day Australia with a large island labeled Iava Minor located in the same region.  
Japan is shown in a kite-shaped confi guration, with the fi ctitious Satyrorum insule (Satyr’s Island) shown above.  South America has a bulge on its southwest coast, 
and New Guinea is depicted in a large, circular confi guration.  The map embodies many ancient authorities and is a wonderful view of classical cartography.  Cracks 
in the copper plate are visible in the title, indicating a later publication circa 1619.  French text on verso.  Ref: Shirley #157; Portinaro & Knirsch XLVIII; Suarez 
(Veil) #31, plt. XI.  Watermarked paper with original color that has been partially refreshed and a few professionally repaired cracks at bottom right caused by the 
oxidation of the green pigment, with a tiny amount of image replaced in facsimile.  There are several separations and small holes along centerfold, as well as a few 
adjacent tears that have all been professionally repaired, with a small amount of image in facsimile along centerfold.  (B) 

      $4000-5000

14. World  (Typus Orbis Terrarum, ad Imitationem Universalis Gerhardi Mercatoris...), Quad, Cologne, ca. 1597.  12.3 x 8.6”.  (HC)  This is Quad’s version of Mercator’s 
planispherical map of 1569, with the addition of the fi gure of Christ in an oval frame in the top left quadrant of the map.  The North American continent is shown 
overly large and South America is depicted with the incorrect bulge on the western coast.  Quad also retains the mythical islands of Groclant, Thule, Frischlant, 
and S. Brandam around Greenland.  Large landmasses are shown at both poles, and there is a distinct Northern Passage to Asia.  A boldly engraved frame border 
surrounds the map, containing both the title at top and a quotation from Cicero at bottom.  Ref: Shirley #197.  A nice impression with a professionally repaired tear 
that just enters map border at bottom and a couple of tiny worm holes, only visible when held to light.  There are a few small chips confi ned to the blank margins 
that have also been professionally repaired.  (B+)    $1800-2100

15. World  ([Untitled - World and Horological Diagrams]), Ritter, Speculum Solis…, 1607.  13.4 x 11.2”.  (BW)  A rare and extremely unusual map shows the world 
projected from the North Pole as if it were the table of a sundial.  Although at fi rst glance it appears as if the landmasses are melting off the earth, they are actually 
drawn to scale based on a mathematical projection that links time and location.  Ritter uses a gnomonic projection, in which surface points of a sphere are projected 
from the center of the earth onto a tangent plane.  Meridians and the Equator are shown as straight lines, while all other parallels are depicted as ellipsis, parabolas 
or hyperbolas.  In order to use the map to tell time, the center point would be 45&degN 10&degE, from which point a shadow would be cast onto a meridian to 
indicate the local sun time.  The gnomonic projection was originally called horologium due to its relationship to sundials.

 The result is a very distorted, though mathematically correct, projection, with the distortion increasing rapidly away from the center point.  The geography on the 
map is limited to major rivers and a few place names, including Florida in North America and the fabled golden city of Manoa on the mythical Parime Lacus in 
South America.  The British Isles are curiously omitted, despite numerous small islands dotting the Atlantic.  One small sea monster graces the waters between 
Africa and Madagascar.

 Surrounding the central map are ten horological diagrams, all enclosed in a decorative border.  These diagrams include a windrose at top center (bearing the date 
Anno MDCVII), signs of the zodiac, and sundials for morning, midday and evening hours.  The plate was designed for Ritter’s fi rst edition of the Speculum Solis 
in 1607, and is a synopsis of all the plates that appear in his later editions.  This is the fi rst state.  Ref: cf. Shirley #270.  A nice impression on watermarked paper 
with a few small spots.  Binding trims at left that have been replaced with old paper, with a small amount of neatline expertly replaced in facsimile.  Issued folding, 
now pressed with a tear that enters 3” into image at left that has been professionally repaired.  (B+)   $3000-3750

16. World  (Orbis Terrae Novissima Descriptio), Hondius/Le Clerc, Paris, 1633.  19.9 x 12.9”.  (HC)  This is the fi rst of two world maps engraved by Jodocus Hondius 
for Parisian publisher Jean Le Clerc.  The map is based on Rumold Mercator’s double-hemisphere map from 1587 (see Shirley #157), which in turn was based 
on his father’s great world map of 1569.  The North Pole is depicted as a landmass surrounding a sea from which four rivers radiate and there is a well depicted 
Northwest Passage.  There is a huge Terra Australis, and the lands of Maletur and Beach (from the travel account of Marco Polo) are noted along the coast in the 
vicinity of present-day Australia with a large island labeled Iava Minor located in the same region.  Japan is shown in a kite-shaped confi guration, with the fi ctitious 
Satyrorum insule (Satyr’s Island) shown above.  Hondius updated Mercator’s map by eliminating the bulge in the southwest coast of South America and adding 
the islands of Queen Elizabeth at the southern tip.  In addition, Hondius elongated New Guinea and added several islands to its east.
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 The hemispheres are surrounded by an elaborate decorative border with an armillary sphere and 32-point compass rose tucked between the hemispheres.  Hondius 
has balanced the title at top with one of his favorite quotations from the Psalms at bottom.  The composition is completed with several diagrams in the corners, 
including two wind roses with the wind names in Dutch and Italian, a diagram of the phases of the moon, and a fi nal diagram of the climatic zones.  Le Clerc’s 
map was issued both separately and in editions of Mercator-Hondius atlases and Le Clerc’s own atlas (Theatre Geographique du Royaume de France).  This is the 
third state, dated 1633, with the coastline of Terra Australis partially erased and without the line of small islands between New Guinea and South America.  Blank 
verso.  Ref: Shirley #233.  Nice impression and color on watermarked paper with good margins and faint damp stains in blank margins, just entering map border 
at far right and left.  (A)    $5500-6500

17. World  (Nova Totius Terrarum Orbis Geographica ac Hydrographica Tabula), Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1640.  21.6 x 16.2”.  (HC)  A 
magnifi cent map featuring a carte-a-fi gures border with allegorical representations of the sun, the moon, the fi ve known planets, the four elements and the four 
seasons.  Along the bottom are vignettes showing the seven wonders of the world: the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the Colossus straddling the harbor at Rhodes, 
the Pyramids, the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus at Cairo, the Temple of Diana, the Statue of Jupiter and the lighthouse at Alexandria.  Josua van Ende engraved this 
map, reducing it from Blaeu’s 1605 wall map for inclusion in atlases.  

 Petrus Plancius’ world map of 1592 was the main source of geographical information.  The map is shown on Mercator’s projection with a massive Southern Con-
tinent attached to New Guinea, with the coastal names of Beach and Psittacorum regio noted from Marco Polo’s travel memoirs.  North America has the westward 
bulge characteristic of the time, with the Strait of Anian noted.  Korea is shown as an island and Japan is in a kite-like shape.  The map itself is richly decorated 
with cartouches, sea battles, monsters and compass roses.  Fourth state with Tierra del Fuego shown as an island and the date omitted from the lower cartouche 
on the right.  Latin text on verso, published between 1640-43.  Ref: Goss (Blaeu) #1; Shirley #255; Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #00001:2A.  A dark impression on 
watermarked paper with minor printer’s ink residue in the Barents Sea and expertly repaired centerfold separations at top and bottom.  (A) 

      $14000-16000

18. World  (Nova Totius Terrarum Orbis Geographica ac Hydpographica Tabula), Hondius/Mariette, Theatre Geographique de France, Amsterdam, 1642.  22 x 15”.  
(HC)  The Hondius world map of 1617 was the prototype for a series of maps by French publishers who combined Hondius’ geographical information with the 
more scientifi c border decorations from Boisseau’s map of 1636.  The map depicts the discovery of the Le Maire Strait at the tip of South America.  In North 
America, the St. Lawrence River runs nearly the entire width of the continent, terminating in a large lake not far from the infamous Civolo 7 citta (7 cities of 
Cibola).  Hudson Bay is depicted after the work of Gerritsz.  In Asia, Korea is shown as an island, the northern coast of New Guinea is more properly located and 
there is a large Terra Australis Incognita with Boach named in the region of the Australian continent.  The surrounding engravings include a pair of celestial charts, 
circular diagrams containing the compass points, the names of the winds, the climatic zones, the heavenly orbits and a thirty-year calendar.  The map is richly 
adorned with a variety of decorations including three cartouches, two featuring native fi gures, numerous sailing ships, sea monsters, fl ying fi sh and a depiction of 
Neptune.  This is the fi rst state with Mariette’s imprint.  Although dated 1642, this was likely published in the 1653 edition of Mariette’s Theatre Geographique de 
France.  Ref: Shirley #358; Pastoureau, MARIETTE B #C.1.  A fi ne impression, issued folding and now fl attened on watermarked paper with light soiling.  There 
are professional repairs to a small hole at far left as well as a few short separations and tiny holes along the folds.  The left and right margins have been extended 
to accommodate framing.  (B+)    $5000-6000

19. World  (Orbis Terrarum Nova et Accuratissima Tabula), Visscher, Amsterdam, ca. 1658.  22.1 x 18.4”.  (HC)  Visscher’s magnifi cent large map is regarded as the 
foundation for highly decorative Dutch world maps produced throughout the remainder of the 17th century.  The twin hemispheres are surrounded by dramatic 
scenes drawn by Nicolas Berchem.  These superb engravings represent the abduction of Persephone by Hades, Zeus being carried across the heavens in an eagle-
drawn chariot, Poseidon commanding his entourage, and Demeter receiving the fruits of the Earth.  Inset between the cusps are smaller polar projections, each 
fl anked by allegorical representations of Fire, Air, Water and Earth.  Geographically the map is based on Blaeu’s large world map of 1648 with minor variations 
in the island of California shown here with a fl at northern coast, and Anian appearing adjacent to a strait leading within striking distance of the western shores of 
Hudson Bay.  In China, stippling is used for the fi rst time in a general map to denote a desert, Xamo Desertum, just west of the Great Wall.  The map appeared in 
Jansson’s Novus Atlas in 1658 and was used in several later atlases both by Jansson and Visscher, all in this unchanged state.  Ref: Shirley #406.  A fi ne impression 
with attractive old color, light toning, and a few small spots of foxing.  There is an archivally repaired centerfold separation that enters 8.5” into map at bottom.  
Remnants of hinge tape on verso.  (B+)    $5500-7000

20. World  (Typus Orbis Terrarum), Cluver, Introductionis in Universam Geographicam…, ca. 1661.  12 x 6.2”.  (HC)  Charming small double-hemisphere map with 
the peninsular form for California and a northwest coastline that extends to include Quivira and Anian.  A huge Terra Australis Incognita is only partially delineated 
and incorporates Hollandia Nova.  The western hemisphere features few place names, yet numerous spurious rivers.  Ref: Shirley #424.  A clean, bright example 
with a nice impression.  Issued folding, now pressed with one small spot south of Africa.  Remnants of hinge tape on verso.  (A)

      $400-500

21. World  (Orbis Terrarum Tabula Recens Emendata et in Lucem Edita per N. Visscher), Visscher, Amsterdam, ca. 1663.  18.6 x 12.2”.  (HC)  This superb double 
hemisphere world map is surrounded by engravings including allegorical representations of the continents as well as native inhabitants and wildlife.  Visscher’s 
decorations were so popular several other cartographers copied them.  Two diagrams depicting the Ptolemaic and Copernican theories of the solar system appear 
within the cusps of the hemispheres.  The northwest coast of North America is greatly exaggerated with the fi ctional El Streto d’Anian, while California is shown 
as a peninsula.  In the Pacifi c, Western Australia, Van Diemens Landt and a bit of New Zealand are also noted.  This is the fi rst state.  Dutch text on verso.  Ref: 
Shirley #431; Poortman & Augusteijn #118.  A nice impression, issued folding and now fl attened with minor soiling, a few small abrasions along centerfold at 
bottom of map, and several short fold separations that have been professionally repaired.  (B+)    $1400-1700

22. World  (Mappe-Monde pour Connoitre les Progres & les Conquestes les Plus Remarquables des Prouinces-Unies, Ainsy que Celles des Compagnies d’Orient et 
d’Occident, et les Pais Quelles Possedent dans l’un et dans Lautre Hemisphere), Anon., ca. 1670.  18 x 13.1”.  (HC)  The voyages and discoveries of the Dutch 
East India Company (VOC) and other Dutch trading companies are the subject of this handsome, double-hemisphere map of the world.  California is shown as a 
prominent island, the Great Wall is shown in China, and the incomplete coasts of Australia and New Zealand are shown in the South Pacifi c.  The principal countries 
are named and other locations are numbered and related to the keys above and below the map.  The numbers 1 to 34 and the text refer to the voyages by Dutch 
explorers from 1594 (the fi rst attempt to locate a Northeast Passage) to 1665 when New Holande (New York) was captured by the British.  Items 35-47 describe 
the Dutch colonial possessions in Asia.  Published by Jean Malherbe.  Listed by Shirley as scarce.  Ref: Shirley #447.  Issued folding, now pressed on watermarked 
paper with some minor creasing at bottom and a few small, professionally repaired fold separations.  (B+)  $700-900

23. World  (Nova Orbis Tabula, in Lucem Edita), Wit, Amsterdam, ca. 1670.  22.5 x 18.9”.  (HC)  This is one of the most attractive double-hemispherical world maps 
of the late seventeenth century.  The corners are fi lled with images of the seasons, the zodiac, and the elements, all combined within four well-composed vignettes.  
At top left is a personifi cation of Spring, who also represents Virgo, with the element of Air billowing her robes.  The bull of Taurus and the ram of Aries are shown 
to the right.  The top right vignette represents Autumn, with the shore in the background illustrating the element Water.  A putti holds a crab representing Cancer, and 
another holds the lion of Leo.  The twins of Gemini fl ank the inset of the North Pole at top.  The lower left scene presents Summer and Earth with a wine-imbibing 
Bacchus and a scene of drunkenness  The signs for Scorpio and Libra are held by two followers, while Sagittarius gallops in the background.  Winter holds court 
in the fi nal vignette, with the element of Fire shown to the left.  Aquarius is represented by a child pouring water into a basin.  A group of raucous children in the 
background hold a goat representing Capricorn and a fi shing pole with the double fi sh of Pisces. 

 In North America, the Great Lakes appear as one large semi-circle with an open western end, and the island of California is shown on the Briggs model with a fl at 
northern coast, and a portion of Anian appears in the Pacifi c Northwest.  South America has the mythical L. Parime astride the equator, with the imaginary golden 
city of Manoa on its shores.  Asia displays a Japan with an oversized Iedso (Hokkaido) shown on the map of the Western Hemisphere.  A partial coastline for 
Australia is shown, and both New Zealand and Tasmania are indicated by only one stretch of coastline.  The inset of the North Pole shows Hudson Bay with two 
southern bays, and the inset of the South Pole is nearly blank save for the very tip of South America and Tierra del Fuego.  This is the second plate with cherubs in 
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the cusps and the appearance of Nova Guinea and Quiri Regio in the western hemisphere.  Ref: Shirley #451.  Attractive color with gilt highlights and a few minor 
creases in corners of map that have been pressed.  There are professional repairs along centerfold to several separations and minor creases in the map, as well as to 
some small chips and tears in blank margins, one of which enters 2” into map at top right.  Despite these imperfections, this piece presents itself beautifully.  (B)  
     $4750-5500

24. World  (Nova Totius Terrarum Orbis Geographica ac Hydrographica Tabula), Pitt, The English Atlas, London, ca. 1680.  21 x 15.7”.  (HC)  This beautiful map is 
one of the most intriguing examples of the internal workings of the map publishing business in the seventeenth century.  The copperplate from which the map was 
printed was originally engraved by Pieter van den Keere (Petrus Kaerius) in 1608.  It then passed into the hands of Jan Jansson in 1620, and fi nally to Jansson’s 
heirs who formed a partnership with the Englishman, Moses Pitt.  The plate was reworked several times and a comparison of the various states provides a compel-
ling view of the changing image of the world during the 17th century.  In this fi nal state, the classic carte-a-fi gures borders remain unchanged, while the map itself 
was updated with actual discoveries such as Australia, Tierra del Fuego and the straits of Magellan and Le Maire.  Other changes refl ect prevailing, but erroneous, 
theories such as an insular California, a peculiar isthmus linking Nova Zemla to northern Asia, and a revived huge Antarctic landmass.  The map is very scarce 
because Pitt’s ambitious atlas project was a commercial failure, resulting in his confi nement in debtor’s prison.      

 This map is a classic example of the mapmaker’s art with carte-a-fi gures borders depicting allegorical representations of the sun, moon, the fi ve known planets, the 
four elements and the four seasons.  Along the bottom are vignettes showing the seven wonders of the world: the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the Colossus over 
the harbor at Rhodes, the Pyramids, the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus at Cairo, the Temple of Diana, the Statue of Jupiter and the lighthouse at Alexandria.

 This example has been printed on very wide-margined paper that has been double red-lined ruled just outside of the plate mark, which was a common embellish-
ment for a royal presentation set.  Ref: Shirley #504 (cf. #264).  A nice impression in full original color, printed on an extra-large watermarked sheet.  There is light 
soiling, some minor color offsetting, and a few small abrasions at bottom right of image.  There are professional repairs to centerfold separations at top and bottom 
of map, a 3.5” tear that extends from the center of the map into North America, and a small hole in the Mausoleum vignette at bottom.  There are damp stains and 
a large repaired chip in blank margins, not affecting map.  Despite these imperfections, this map would frame very nicely.  (B) 

      $11000-13000

25. World  (Le Monde en Planisphere), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  5 x 4.1”.  (HC)  This is the fi rst world map created by Duval, 
fi rst published in 1658.  This miniature double-hemisphere map depicts the island of California with Iesso extending between Asia and North America.  There are a 
few place names noted on each continent, including Virginie and Canada in North America.  The western outline of Terre Australe is depicted, and a large, partially 
delineated Terres Antarctiques is shown.  The map was updated in 1672 with a numbered key at bottom identifying various straits, seas, and rivers.  Pierre Duval 
was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the 
maps based on Sanson.  Ref: Shirley #405; King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with attractive old 
color that has been partially refreshed There is light toning along centerfold and sheet edges, a few small spots of foxing, and a professionally repaired centerfold 
separation that enters 1.5” into map at top.  (B+)    $400-500

26. World  (Orbis Vetus, et Orbis Veteris Utraque Continens, Terrarumque Tractus Arcticus, et Antarcticus...), Sanson, Paris, 1694.  20.9 x 14.9”.  (HC)  This handsome 
double-hemisphere world map depicts the ancient world, with classical place names in the eastern hemisphere, and just a few mythical place names in the western 
hemisphere.  California is shown as an island, and a large, unnamed landmass appears in the north Pacifi c Ocean.  The Great Lakes are open-ended in the west, 
and there are spurious mountains and rivers throughout the western hemisphere.  The partially delineated outline of a large Antarctic continent fi lls the southern 
hemisphere.  Australia, New Zealand, and what appears to be part of New Guinea or the Solomon Islands are also partially delineated and unnamed.  Australia has 
a particularly odd northern coastline.  This map was originally published by Sanson in 1657, and was copied for this Italian edition, published in an atlas in 1699.  
Engraved by Bertin.  Ref: Shirley #562.  On a bright sheet with very wide margins, some faint printer’s ink residue, and a stain confi ned to the top blank margin.  
(A)    $950-1200

27. World  (Planisphaerium Terrestre cum Utroque Coelesti Hemisphaerio, sive Diversa Orbis Terraquei... / Vlakke Aard-Kloot met het Beide Hemelsch Half-Rond, 
of de Onderscheidene Verbeelding van de Land-Water-Waereld…), Zurner/Schenk, Atlas Contractus, Amsterdam, ca. 1700.  22.6 x 19.8”.  (HC)  This is a stun-
ning double hemisphere world map with up-to-date cartography for the period.  California is shown as an island with an indistinct Fretum Anian and Terra Esonis 
above it.  There is a River of the West emptying into a small sea just northeast of California.  Australia is shown to be separate from New Guinea, Carpentaria and 
Diemens Land.  Nova Britannia is shown as a separate island off the coast of New Guinea with the notation that it was discovered by Dampier in 1700.  Several 
explorer’s tracks are traced, including Magellan, Dampier, Tasman, Gaetani and Charmont.  The map is enclosed in broad bands containing information on the 
winds and climates.  Tucked between the hemispheres are beautiful celestial maps and arrayed throughout the border are twenty-six smaller astronomical diagrams 
and world maps on various projections.  At the bottom is a panorama illustrating tempests, earthquakes, tides, vortices, volcanoes with a textual commentary on 
the natural phenomena depicted.  Ref: Shirley #639.  Attractive color with soiling confi ned to blank margins.  (A)  $4500-5500

28. World  (Carte Generale de Toutes les Costes du Monde, et les Pays Nouvellement Decouvert, Dressee sur les Relations les Plus Nouvelles...), Mortier, Le Neptune 
Francois, Amsterdam, ca. 1700.  35.6 x 23.1”.  (HC)  Fine example of this large world map on Mercator’s projection, published in Mortier’s counterfeit version of 
Le Neptune Francois in 1693.  The original Neptune Francois was published in France by Hubert Jaillot in 1693, but Mortier re-engraved the maps the same year 
and published his version in Amsterdam with French, Dutch and English text.  The known coastlines are accurate for the period but many interior details from 
recent discoveries have been omitted.  The Great Lakes are depicted as a large Mer Douce with two smaller unnamed lakes.  California is shown as an island on 
the Sanson model.   This is the second state with Hudson Bay entirely re-engraved to now include three large islands and a distinctive Northwest Passage with Mer 
Glaciale extending through to the Detroit d’ Anian, just to the north of California.  The northeastern coast of Asia is truncated, but several promontories have been 
added.  Australia is charted according to the discoveries of Tasman’s voyages and many of the earlier Dutch discoveries.  Two sheets joined, as issued.  Ref: Shirley 
#559.  Original color with gilt highlights, minor soiling, and a few small cracks caused by the oxidation of the green pigment that have been archivally repaired.  
(B+)    $3500-4500

29. World  (Mappe-Monde ou Carte Generale de la Terre, Dressee sur les Observations de Mrs. de l’Academie Royale des Sciences), Fer, L’Atlas Curieux ou le Monde, 
Paris, 1705.  13.6 x 9.1”.  (HC)  Fine double hemispheric map that features California as an island.  Surrounding the hemispheres are nine medallion portraits 
of explorers, including La Salle, Tachard, Dampier, Magellan, Drake, Columbus, Vespucci, Marco Polo, and Schouten.  The map shows early mapping of North 
America with the Great Lakes not completely formed.  The northeast coast of Asia includes a coastline labeled Roye. de Coree stretching off the map in the direc-
tion of North America.  Australia and New Zealand are tentatively drawn and named Nouvelle Hollande and Nouv. Zeeland.  According to Shirley, this map may 
have been copied directly from the similar map by Mortier (see Shirley #572), however since the dating on the Mortier map is uncertain, it is possible that Mortier 
copied de Fer.  This is the second edition, dated 1705.  Ref: Shirley #601; Pastoureau, FER 1D.  A dark impression with minor soiling and a professionally repaired 
tear that just enters map border at bottom.  (B+)    $600-750

30. World  (De Werelt Caart), Danckerts, Amsterdam, ca. 1710.  20.4 x 14.6”.  (HC)  This is Cornelius Danckerts’ second world map; his fi rst being a re-engraved 
version of his father’s map.  This map is presented in the new scientifi c style popular at the turn of the 18th century.  Danckerts retained the continental outlines 
from his father’s map, including the island form of California.  However, he updated information on the course of the Mississippi from recent French discoveries.  
Terra Esonis stretches across the Pacifi c from just above California nearly to Asia and the land of Yedso above Japan.  Tasman’s discoveries relating to Australia, 
New Zealand and Tasmania are shown in the Pacifi c.  North and south polar projections appear at the top and bottom between the spheres.  In each upper corner 
are illustrations of the Ptolemaic theory on the revolution of the planets and stars around the earth.  In the lower corners are diagrams of the movement of the Sun 
throughout varying degrees of latitude, and a plan of the Sun, Moon and Earth during lunar and solar eclipses.  There are extensive notations in Dutch at the top 
and a keyed table of latitude at the bottom.  Dutch text on verso, from a Dutch Bible.  This edition does not have Danckerts’ imprint at bottom, which is more com-
monly found.  Ref: cf. Shirley #615; cf. Poortman & Augusteijn #159 (attributed to Albert Schut).  Nice impression and color on watermarked paper with minor 
toning and soling with narrow margins.  (B+)    $1500-1800
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31. World  (Werreldt Kaert), Van de Putte, Amsterdam, ca. 1715.  18.8 x 12.2”.  (BW)  The decorative elements of this ornate map are based on the Visscher-Berchem 
map of 1658.  The cartography of North America includes the island of California with the coastline above the island stretching westward and labeled Nova Albion.  
The partially formed coastlines of Australia and New Zealand refl ect the Dutch discoveries in the region.  Two astronomical diagrams are placed between the 
hemispheres showing the Copernican and Ptolemaic solar systems.  In the corners are beautifully rendered scenes of traditional mythology representing the four 
elements Fire, Air, Water and Earth.  Published in a Dutch Bible.  Ref: Shirley #493; Poortman & Augusteijn #170.  Issued folding with numerous fold separations 
and several edge tears that enter 1-2” into the map image that have been professionally repaired on verso with archival material.  There is a 2.5” tear that extends 
from the centerfold into South America also repaired on verso, along with some printer’s ink residue in the top left corner of the map image.  (B)   
     $1300-1600

32. World  (Mappe-Monde, Suivant les Nouvelles Observations de Messrs. de l’Academie Royale des Sciences, etc. Augmentees de Nouveau), Aa, Leiden, ca. 1720.  
16.3 x 13.3”.  (HC)  Vignettes symbolizing the four continents fi ll the corners of this uncommon, double hemispheric world map.  The map illustrates the routes 
of several sixteenth century explorers in the Pacifi c and Indian Oceans, including Magellan, Tasman, Chevalier de Chermont, Mendana and others.  The western 
coastline of New Zealand is illustrated, along with parts of Australia and Tasmania.  The entire northwest coast of North America is blank above the peninsular 
California.  There is a remnant of the coastline that suggested a connection between North America and Asia on earlier maps; here with a notation concerning the 
discoveries of Vasco de Gama.  The eastern coast of Asia is truncated and a huge Terre d’Yeco forms the northern part of Japan.  The title cartouche at top is bal-
anced with an advertisement cartouche at bottom.  The map is enclosed in a superb picture-frame style border, printed from a separate plate.     A fi ne impression, 
issued folding and now pressed on watermarked paper with a vertical printer’s crease near center of map.  The binding trim at left has been professionally replaced 
with old paper to accommodate framing.  (A)    $1400-1700

33. World  (A New Map of the Whole World with the Tradewinds According to ye Latest and Most Exact Observations), Moll, Atlas Minor, London, ca. 1736.  10.3 
x 7.9”.  (HC)  Very nice map with California as an Island.  Northwestern North America is largely left blank, with Annian Str. appearing north of California. The 
eastern seaboard is labeled as the English Empire.  Northeast Asia is only partially delineated, with a note in northern Russia that reads, “Parts Unknown.”  The 
borders of Australia and Tasmania are incomplete.  Above the hemispheres is a north polar projection.  The bottom is fi lled with unusual male representations of 
the continents and other interesting allegorical scenes.  This early thematic map uses arrows to depict the trade winds and their directions.  A note at top discusses 
trade winds and monsoons and incorporates a list of the zodiac signs.  Imprint below bottom neatline notes that the map was printed for Thos. Bowles Print and Map 
Seller next ye Chapter House in St. Pauls Churchyard, and John Bowles Print and Map Seller at the Black Horse in Cornhill, London.  Ref: Phillips (A) #585-1; 
Shirley (BL Atlases) T.MOLL-9c.  Issued folding, now pressed fl at, with attractive color.  There is a faint damp stain in the blank right margin, well away from 
image.  (A)    $700-850

34. World  (Essay d’une Carte Reduite Contenant les Parties Connues du Globe Terrestre...), Bellin, Paris, 1748.  25.5 x 18.9”.  (HC)  Early issue of this fi ne large 
world chart on Mercator’s projection decorated with a large title cartouche and two compass roses.  North America is shown with a very pronounced River of the 
West connecting through a series of rivers and lakes from Lake Superior to the Pacifi c - representing the elusive Northwest Passage.  The Russian discoveries in 
the North Pacifi c are not yet shown, although there is a note about the voyages of 1743.  Australia is labeled Nouvelle Hollande with Terre de Diemen and Nouv. 
Guinee both linked to the mainland.  New Zealand is only partially formed and there are numerous islands in the Pacifi c.  On four sheets, professionally joined.     
Issued folding, now pressed fl at, on watermarked paper with faint offsetting and a few spots scattered throughout the map.  The left margin is very narrow with a 
portion trimmed to the neatline.  (B+)    $800-950

35. World  (Mappe-Monde), Buffi er, Geographie Universelle, Paris, ca. 1749.  7 x 5.5”.  (HC)  Attractive small double hemisphere map shows the Western Hemisphere 
with California as an island off the western coast of North America.  The depiction of California as an island appeared on maps for over 100 years from approximately 
1624 to the early 18th century, after Father Kino, a Jesuit missionary, walked across the top of the Baja Peninsula from the mainland to the coast in 1698, thereby 
disproving the theory.  In 1705 his map was published in Europe, but it was not accepted until another Jesuit, Father Consag sailed completely around the Gulf 
in 1746, and King Ferdinand of Spain issued a decree a year later in 1747 announcing fi nally that “California is not an Island.”  Claude Buffi er, a theologian and 
geographer from Warsaw working in Paris, fi rst published this map in 1715, and published a further 17 French editions up to 1785 without updating the geography 
on this map.  In the eastern hemisphere, only the western coast of Australia is drawn, as the eastern coast had not yet been charted by Capt. Cook, who surveyed 
it years later in 1769.  Although land contours on this small map are drawn in a speculative fashion, the charm of the map lies in its inaccuracies and the lack of 
universal knowledge still apparent in mapmaking in some European centers in the early 18th century.  Engraved by Faure.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.BUFF-2a 
#1.  Issued folding, now pressed, with light offsetting, a hint of toning, and a few small spots.  (B+)   $150-180

36. World  (Mappemonde a l’Usage du Roy), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1770.  26.1 x 17”.  (HC)  Covens and Mortier issued this impressive large 
double hemisphere map based upon the work of both Delisle and Bauche.  The map shows well formed continents with the latest discoveries as mentioned in 
the cartouche at bottom.  The routes of numerous explorers are depicted, including Magellan (1520), Mendanna (1595), Quiras (1605), Le Maire (1615), Tasman 
(1642), St. Louis (1708), and Antoine (1710).  The western portion of North America is still largely blank with the exception of a large Mer de l’Ouest.  A broken 
coastline continues to the northwest with several notes of explorers’ discoveries.  Australia and New Zealand are only partially mapped, and there is no sign of 
Hawaii, indicating that this map does not include updates based on Captain Cook’s second and third voyages.  Above the map is a decorative cartouche featuring the 
French coat of arms surrounded by allegorical fi gures representing the four continents.  This is the fourth state, with the additional coastline added to the northwest 
coast of North America.  Engraved by J. Condet.  Printed on two joined sheets, as issued.  Ref: McGuirk #82.  Attractive color on watermarked paper with good 
margins.  A portion of the joint between the two sheets (around Australia) has come loose.  (B+)    $1500-1700

37. World  (Mappe-Mondes sur Diverses Projections), Chamouin, Paris, ca. 1812.  18.4 x 12.8”.  (HC)  Very unusual early 19th century double hemisphere world 
map.  Finely engraved and centered on South East Asia, it features topography rather than political divisions.  Five other projections surround the map: Northern, 
Southern, Western, Eastern and Mercator’s.  The pictorial title cartouche features the four female representations of the continents, Venus in a seashell, and frolick-
ing mermaids.  Engraved by Giraldon.     There is light scattered foxing mostly in the blank margins and along the centerfold, with some minor toning at the sheet’s 
edges.  A tiny part of the title cartouche is missing, apparently as issued.  (B+)    $350-450

38. World  (Mappe-Monde en Deux Hemispheres), Lapie/Tardieu, Atlas Universel, Paris, 1842.  22 x 14”.  (HC)  Handsome double hemisphere map shows the Western 
and Eastern Hemispheres in fi ne detail naming countries, rivers, harbors, seas and oceans.  Many islands and island groups appear in the oceans and offshore regions 
around the world.  The map also includes indications of the latest discoveries, brought back to Paris by navigators and explorers.  The coasts of Australia have now 
been discovered and Tasmania, formerly Van Diemen’s Land, is now shown separated from Australia by the Bass Strait.  New island groups in the Pacifi c have 
been located and named, and a few areas in the Antarctic are beginning to take shape.  America’s Pacifi c Northwest coast and Alaska have also been explored and 
charted.  This is a fi nely engraved map by Pierre Tardieu.     Wide, original margins with a few small spots and a centerfold separation in bottom blank margin that 
has been archivally repaired.  (B+)    $180-220

39. World  ([Lot of 2] Western Hemisphere [and] Eastern Hemisphere), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1850.  13.4 x 10.1”.  
(HC)  A lovely pair of fi nely rendered hemispheric maps that are some of the most decorative maps produced in the 19th Century.  Both maps were engraved by J. 
Rapkin and show a circular hemisphere completely surrounded by vignettes drawn by H. Warren, featuring whales, natives, and indigenous animals, with a fancy 
vine-style border. 

 The western map extends to include New Zealand and the Solomon Islands in the Pacifi c, and the Cape Verde Islands in the Atlantic.  Alaska is Russian America, 
New California occupies all the west coast with the Baja called California, and the coast of Antarctica is partially defi ned.

 The eastern map includes major cities, topography and watershed. The “Mail Route” for the British Empire is shown and identifi ed in a key near the South Pole; 
it extends from Britain through the Mediterranean Sea, over land to the Red Sea, across the Arabian Sea to Calcutta, through the East Indies and around Australia 
with stops in Perth, Adelaide, Hobart (Tasmania) and Sydney.     Both maps feature original outline color with minor soiling and faint toning along the centerfold.  
The western map has one small hole near the North Pole.  (B+)    $350-425
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40. World  (Map of the World on the Mercator Projection, Exhibiting the American Continent as Its Centre), Mitchell, Philadelphia, 1860.  18 x 14.1”.  (HC)  This 
crisply engraved map with the Western Hemisphere at center features the tracks of several explorers including Cook, Gore, and Ross.  In this fi rst edition map, the 
continent of Antarctica is named, but only small portions of its coastline are delineated, naming Graham’s Land, Palmer’s Land, and showing the track of the U.S. 
Exploring Expedition.  The Trans-Atlantic telegraph cable is shown between Newfoundland and Ireland.  Alaska is shown here Russian Territory.     There is an 
archivally repaired centerfold separation at bottom that just enters the map border, a few tiny spots in the image, and some soiling in the right blank margin.  (B+) 
     $90-120

41. Ancient World  (La Terre Connue Lorsque l’Evangile sut Publie), Anon., ca. 1720.  16.6 x 12.6”.  (HC)  This uncommon map illustrates those parts of the world 
that were known in ancient times; covering all of Europe, Northern Africa and Central Asia.  The ancient regions and cities are named and large rivers and lakes 
are noted, but there is little other detail.  The cartography is up-to-date, rather than on the Ptolemaic model.  The inset at upper right is a double hemisphere world 
showing the contemporary knowledge of the whole world.  It features the mythical island of California and large southern continent.  Evidence of a plate repair is 
in the bottom border.     An excellent impression on sturdy, watermarked paper with a few very minor creases.  (A)  $160-190

42. Ancient World  (Universalis Tabula Iuxta Ptolemaeum), Ptolemy/Mercator, Claudii Ptolemaei’s Atlas Tabulae Geographicae Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  
18.7 x 13.7”.  (HC)  This decorative map of the ancient world is the revised second state of Mercator’s 1578 Ptolemaic world map.  The border was re-engraved, sur-
rounded by allegorical fi gures representing the four elements of Fire (Zeus), Air (Hera), Water (Neptune), and Earth (Gaia), rather than the strapwork and wind head 
border of the earlier edition.  There is a very large Taprobana (modern day Sri Lanka) in the Indian Ocean and the Indian subcontinent is severely truncated, though 
the Ganges is noted.  Only the northern part of Africa is shown with the Nile originating in the twin lakes south of the Equator in the Lunae montes (Mountains of 
the Moon).  Ref: cf. Shirley #139; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #0900:1.2; Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #235-1.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with a very small 
hole adjacent to centerfold near bottom of map that has been professionally repaired.  There are a few minute worm holes only visible when held to light.  (A)  
     $2750-3500

43. North Pole  (Polus Arcticus cum Vicinis Regionibus), Mercator/Hondius, Atlas Minor, Amsterdam, [1609].  7.4 x 5.3”.  (HC)  This is a reduced version of the second 
state of Mercator’s famous North Pole map.  It depicts the region between the pole and the Arctic Circle.  This is one of the most intriguing early maps, combining 
medieval geographic concepts with some of the most advanced cartography of its day.  The North Pole is shown as a rocky island surrounded by ‘in-drawing seas’ 
between four huge islands.  The map shows an awareness of recent discoveries, including those of Frobisher and Davis, as well as the northern sea passage through 
America to Asia.  It is a striking example of baroque engraving, with the map set off by the roundel title cartouche and inset maps of the Faeroes, the Shetlands, 
and the mythical Frisland in the corners, and framed by a border of interlocking acanthus designs.  German text on verso.  Ref: Burden #154; Kershaw #27; Van 
der Krogt #0020:351:21.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with minor toning.  (A)    $400-500

44. North Pole  (La Description des Hyperborees), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  4.8 x 3.9”.  (BW)  This cap-
tivating miniature map of the North Pole is based on Gerard Mercator’s map published in 1595.  It depicts the region between the pole and the Arctic Circle with 
both the North Pole and the magnetic pole shown as rocky islands.  The pole is surrounded by ‘in-drawing seas’ between four huge islands.  Four scenes of Arctic 
wildlife fi ll the corners of the engraving, including a reindeer, fox, walrus, whale, and polar bears.  French title page on verso.  Ref: Burden #184; King (2nd ed.) 
pp. 96-99; Koeman (Vol. III) #0020:342.  A fi ne impression with a light stain at left, some printer’s ink residue in bottom blank margin, and light text show-through.  
(A)    $475-600

45. North Pole  (Hemisphere Septentrional pour Voir Plus Distinctement les Terres Arctiques), Delisle, Paris, 1714.  17.8 x 17.9”.  (HC)  This is the fi rst edition of this 
important map of the Northern Hemisphere, drawn with Delisle’s characteristic scientifi c approach.  This is the fi rst map to correctly place the west coast of North 
America, moving it substantially east from previous mapping.  California is shown as a peninsula at a time when it was often still shown as an island, even in other 
maps drawn by Delisle, although a dotted line still hints at the possibility of the island form.  Near the northern coast of Asia is Terre de la Compagnie with a note 
about its discovery by Jean de Gama.  Delisle based his depiction of the Northern Pacifi c on the voyage of Fondant in 1709.  Ref: Wagner #504.  On watermarked 
paper with ample margins.  There is light soiling and a few small scattered stains within the map image.  (B)  $400-500

46. North Pole  (A Correct Draught of the North Pole and of All the Countries Hitherto Discovered, Intercepted Between the Pole and the Parallel of 50 Degrees...), 
Bowen, Navigantium atque Itinerantium Bibliotheca…, London, ca. 1744.  17.2 x 15.4”.  (HC)  A highly detailed map that shows the tracks of navigators in their 
numerous attempts to fi nd a northern passage to the economic riches of Asia.  The map shows great information on the hunt for the Northwest Passage via Hudson 
Bay.  Much of Greenland and the western part of North America remain undiscovered.  A decorative title cartouche obscures the unknown northwest coast.  Panels 
of English text at the bottom describe the explorations and probabilities of fi nding a Northwest Passage via Hudson Bay, with particular interest in the outcome of 
the 1746 Arthur Dobbs expedition.  Published by John Harris.  Ref: Kershaw #418.  A dark impression on watermarked paper with attractive color and two small 
stains to the right of the title cartouche.  (B+)    $450-550

47. North Pole  (Emisfero Terrestre Settentrionale Tagliato su l’Equatore), Zatta, Atlante Novissimo…, Venice, 1779.  16.5 x 13”.  (HC)  Based on Robert de Vaugondy’s 
map, this polar projection covers from the North Pole to the equator.  In North America, the mythical Northwest Passage is shown connecting through the Strait of 
Anian and L. de Fonte to Hudson Bay.  The map also includes Lahontan’s system of rivers and lakes in the west; it labels the river connecting the Mississippi River 
to the Pacifi c the Beautiful River.  The Arctic discoveries of the eighteenth century are all well depicted.     Original color on watermarked paper with light toning 
along the centerfold and a few tiny spots of foxing.  (B+)    $250-325

48. North Pole  (A Map of the Countries Situate About the North Pole as Far as the 50th Degree of North Latitude), Carey, Carey’s Edition of Guthrie’s Geography, 
Philadelphia, ca. 1795.  9.3 x 9.8”.  (HC)  This is the fi rst state of the fi rst map of the North Pole published by an American cartographer.  The map illustrates in-
formation from the late eighteenth century explorations in the Canadian north by Hearne and Mackenzie.  Engraved by William Barker.  Ref: Wheat & Brun #915.  
Issued folding on watermarked paper, now fl attened, with wide margins.  There is a faint damp stain near the center of the image and marginal soiling.  (B+)  
     $140-170

49. South Pole  (Description de la Terre Soubs-Australe), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (BW)  This 
handsome miniature map is one of the fi rst to focus solely on the South Pole.  It depicts a large Magallanica Sive Terra Australis Incognita incorporating Terra del 
Fuogo, Beach Provincia, Psittacorum Regio, and Promontorium Terrae Australis.  The large landmass is separated from South America by the Strait of Magellan, 
and almost joined to Nova Guinea, with the Salomon Islands depicted nearby.   The map is handsomely adorned with a fi erce sea monster, a sailing ship, and two 
compass roses orienting north away from the South Pole.  French title page on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Koeman (Vol. III) #0030:342; Tooley (MCC-2) 
#12.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with minor marginal soiling and light text show-through.  (A)  $550-700

50. Celestial  (Atlas, Designed to Illustrate the Geography of the Heavens, Comprising the Following Maps or Plates.), Burritt, [1835].  14.3 x 16.5”.  (HC)  Complete 
celestial atlas with eight charts of the constellations.  This popular star atlas was intended for the general public, rather than for professional astronomers.  Only the 
brighter stars and nebulae, and their allegorical forms, are depicted on the charts.  The stiff paper covers include a vignette of astronomers using a telescope.  Charts 
include:  

 1) A Plan of the Solar System Exhibiting its Relative Magnitudes and Distances... 
 2) The Visible Heavens in January, February, and March.  
 3) The Visible Heavens in October, November, and December. 
 4) The Visible Heavens in April, May, and June. 
 5) The Visible Heavens in July, August, and September. 
 6) Southern Circumpolar Map for each Month in the Year. 
 7) Northern Circumpolar Map for each Month in the Year. 
 8) A Celestial Planisphere, or Map of the Heavens.     
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 This atlas is nearly always found in poor condition, however in this example most of the charts are in B to B+ condition.  The charts are in original color with light 
offsetting and scattered foxing throughout - primarily in the fi rst chart and then quite light in the last few charts.  The Plan of the Solar System also has a few small 
holes along centerfold at bottom of image and tattered sheet edges.  The covers are heavily worn, chipped and almost completely detached.  The verso of the fi rst 
chart was stamped in 1841 by the previous owner, Jacob H. Landis, from Conestoga Township, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.  (B) 

      $400-500

51. Moon  ([Untitled - Moon]), Kircher, D’Onder-Aardse Weereld, Amsterdam, [1682].  13.1 x 14.6”.  (HC)  This marvelous engraving is an early view of the moon 
graphically depicting its craters based on the observations of Kircher and Christoph Scheiner in 1636 and 1650.  This example is quite uncommon, as the engraving 
typically includes a banner-style title cartouche at top, held aloft by putti.  Kircher’s masterpiece, titled Mundus subterraneus (The Underground World), was the fi rst 
serious effort to describe the physical makeup of the earth, proposing theories (sometimes fantastic) in the areas of physics, geography, geology, and chemistry.

 See also lots 52 and 55 for Kircher’s matching engravings of the sun and earth.  Ref: cf. De Vorsey, Mapping the World Below, Mercator’s World Vol. 8 No. 2, pp. 
28-31.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with minor soiling, a few printer’s creases, and a professionally repaired hole at top left.  Professionally remargined 
at right and bottom.  (B+)    $600-750

52. Sun  (Schema Corporis Solaris, Prout ab Authore et P. Scheinero. Romae Anno 1635 Observatum Suit), Kircher, D’Onder-Aardse Weereld, Amsterdam, [1682].  
16.5 x 14.6”.  (HC)  This stunning engraving is an early view of the sun shown with solar fl ares and surface eruptions based on the observations of Kircher and 
Christoph Scheiner in 1635.  Kircher’s masterpiece, titled Mundus subterraneus (The Underground World) was the fi rst serious effort to describe the physical 
makeup of the earth, proposing theories (sometimes fantastic) in the areas of physics, geography, geology, and chemistry.  Published in a Dutch edition of Kircher’s 
famous Subterranean World by Johann Waesberger.

 See also lots 51 and 55 for Kircher’s matching engravings of the moon and earth.  Ref: De Vorsey (Mercator’s World) Vol. 8 No. 2, pp. 28-31.  A fi ne impression 
on watermarked paper with an expertly and nearly invisibly repaired tear that enters title cartouche at top.  There are small chips in top and bottom margins that 
have also been expertly repaired, two of which enter map border, with border replaced in facsimile.  (B+)  $1000-1300

53. Globes  ([12 Inch Globe] Cary’s New Terrestrial Globe Delineated from the Best Authorities…), Cary, London, ca. 1800.  17 x 24”.  (HC)  This is a stunning 12” 
terrestrial globe produced by the famous Cary brothers at the beginning of 19th century.  The globe is supported by a full graduated brass meridian and has a very 
ornate and detailed horizon ring that shows compass directions, days and months of the year, zodiac signs, and degrees of amplitude and azimuth.  It is raised on a 
mahogany stand with three legs.  The globe is composed of 12 hand colored gores in shades of olive and cream.  Complete with brass hour ring at the North Pole 
and a large analemma in the Pacifi c Ocean.  Total height is 24 inches. 

 The globe shows excellent detail of the voyages of many famous navigators including Cook, Vancouver, La Perouse and Pickergill.  Geographically, in North 
America the United States is confi ned to east of the Mississippi River and the west shows very little detail. The southern half of Africa is labeled as “Unknown 
Parts”. 

 A circular title cartouche reads “Cary’s/New/Terrestrial Globe/Delineated/From the best Authorities extant;/Exhibiting the Tracks of/Captain Cook,/and the New 
Discoveries made by him/ and other Circumnavigators./London.”  The distributor’s imprint, R. Spear of Dublin, replaces that of Cary at the bottom of the cartouche.   
John Cary and his brother, William, were regarded as the fi nest English globe makers of the late Georgian period.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Globes) p. 79, Cary #3.  This 
beautiful globe with original color has benefi ted from professional restoration.  It has been revarnished and shows the typical scattered foxing and staining which 
is typical for a globe this age.  Some of the foxing has been covered with touch-ups of light green paint, especially in the oceans.  There is a small 1” crack near 
the North Pole below the hour ring and a 1” x 2” chip in the horizon ring that has been repaired.  The wooden base is generally good with a few repaired cracks 
just above the legs, with one of the legs having a repaired fracture.  (B)    $9000-11000

54. Globes  ([12-Inch Globe] Loring’s Terrestrial Globe Containing All the Late Discoveries and Geographical Improvements…), Joslin, 1846.  16 x 19”.  (HC)  This 
attractive twelve-inch terrestrial globe is constructed of 12 copper-engraved gores in shades of olive and cream.  They are supported with a full bronze meridian 
with hour pointer and raised on a four leg maple stand with central supports.  The horizon band features a colored paper ring showing degrees of amplitude and 
azimuth, compass directions, days and months of the year, and the names of the signs of the zodiac.  

 The globe shows excellent detail of the voyages of famous navigators including Cook, Vancouver and La Perouse.  Geographically, despite its 1846 date, Texas is 
shown as a U.S. possession and the southwestern border with Mexico refl ects a pre-Gadsden Purchase confi guration, suggesting circa 1848.  The border with Canada 
is shown correctly at the 49th parallel.  Outside of Oregon Territory, only Indian tribes, rivers, and a few place names are called out west of the Mississippi River.  
The Great Basin area is labeled Plains of Nuestra Sonora and De La Paz Desert.  In Africa, the “Jibbel el Kumir or Mts. Of the Moon” are depicted.  Floating in 
the Pacifi c are the circular title cartouche and a large analemma.  The cartography was derived from Smith’s New English Globe, with additions and improvements 
by Annin & Smith, and revised by Roswell Park.  Manufactured in Boston by Gilman Joslin.  

 Gilman Joslin was one of America’s most prolifi c globe makers.  He began his career as a wood turner and maker of looking glass mirrors.  He later produced 
globes under the direction of Josiah Loring and acquired the business in 1839, fi rst under Loring’s name and then under his own name.     This attractive globe has 
benefi ted from professional restoration.  There are a few cracks and chips at top and bottom near the bearing pins that have been expertly repaired with a small 
amount of image in facsimile, as well as a small area just to the left of the analemma that has been infi lled.  There is scattered foxing and staining as is normal for 
globes of this age.  The stand and meridian are in very good condition while the horizon band is good with a few professional repairs.  (B) 

      $8000-10000

55. Cartographic Miscellany  (Systema Ideale Pyrophylaciorum Subterraneorum, Quorum Montes Vulcanii, Veluti Spiracula Quaedam Existant), Kircher, D’Onder-
Aardse Weereld, Amsterdam, [1682].  16.4 x 13.3”.  (HC)  This unusual copper engraving shows a cross-section of the earth’s interior with its magma core.  The 
surface of the earth is shown with erupting volcanoes and ships sailing in the oceans.  Clouds and four wind-heads surround the sphere.  A decorative title cartouche 
completes the fanciful composition with a text panel below.  The Jesuit scholar Athanasius Kircher was one of the fi rst compilers of semi-scientifi c knowledge 
about the physical features of the world.  This is from a Dutch edition of Kircher’s masterpiece, an immense and amazing work covering all aspects of anything 
that dwelled or occurred within the earth’s interior - from dragons, to fossils, to mountain springs, earthquakes, and volcanoes.

 See also lots 51 and 52 for Kircher’s matching engravings of the moon and sun.     A nice impression on watermarked paper with a few very minor creases.  Tiny 
tears and chips that are confi ned to the blank margins have been professionally repaired.  (A)    $1600-1900

56. Cartographic Miscellany, Napoleon, Germany  ([Untitled - Napoleon Bonaparte Portrait]), ca. 1814.  2.1 x 3.7”.  (HC)  This satirical cartoon depicts Napoleon 
Bonaparte in a style derived from Giuseppe Arcimboldo, a 16th century Italian artist who is famous for his portraits represented by fl owers, fruits and other com-
mon objects.  In this caricature, Napoleon’s hat is a black eagle, representing Germany, with its talons gripping Napoleon’s head.  His face is cleverly composed 
of corpses, with his collar symbolizing a river of blood.  His coat is a map depicting major battle sites in Germany.  Napoleon’s medal of the Legion of Honor is 
replaced with a spider in its web.  The coat also features a golden epaulette made from a hand, with the Eye of Providence on the wrist and fi ngers named for the 
primary powers engulfed in the Napoleonic Wars against France (England, Russia, Austria, Prussia and Sweden).  The hand appears to be tugging on one of the 
threads of the spider’s web, ready to unravel it, symbolizing the beginning of Napoleon’s demise.

 This caricature was originally created by the Henschel brothers immediately after the Battle of the Nations at Leipzig to commemorate German victory over Napo-
leon.  The cartoon was fi rst issued as a New Year’s card, often with accompanying text describing each element, and was soon copied in various printed versions 
all over Europe.     Original color with light scattered foxing.  (B+)    $600-750
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57. Cartographic Miscellany, Low Countries  (Journal de la Belgique. Pieces Offi cielles. Nouvelles Diverses), [1815].  9.3 x 11”.  (BW)  This is a four-page publication 
of the Journal De La Belgique from June 15, 1815, in French, giving news from around Europe.  The journal used a miniature version of the Leo Belgicus map as 
their logo.  The Leo Belgicus, in which the Low Countries were depicted in the form of a lion, was one of the highpoints in the Golden Age of mapmaking.  This 
version is based on the original 1538 Aitsinger form with the lion standing facing right with a paw raised and holding a shield.  The shield bears the motto, L’Union 
Fait la Force, which translates as “Unity Gives Strength.”  Two tax stamps appear to the right of the title.  The Leo Belgicus measures 1.4 x 1.7”.     The map itself 
is clean and bright.  The bifolium has a few spots of toning and a faint damp stain at bottom.  (B+)    $110-150

58. Cartographic Miscellany  (The United States at One View), Phelps, New York, 1845.  20.3 x 27”.  (BW)  This rare patriotic and statistical broadside, celebrating 
the 70th anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence, is comprised primarily of statistical tables listing populations, distances, railroads, rivers 
and mountains.  The center section contains detailed illustrations of Colonial paper currency as well as a contemporary $50 treasury bill.  The bottom portion is 
devoted to Oregon and Texas, describing the boundaries, geography and climate.  Decorated by a very detailed American eagle illustration at the top with a “E. 
Pluribus Unum” ribbon clutched in its beak.  Surrounded by a vine and leaf border.     Scattered foxing and soiling primarily along sheet edges, with a few edge 
tears and cracks repaired on verso with archival tape.  The top left corner of the sheet has been backed with old paper to reinforce and repair some small chips in 
the blank margin.  (B)    $400-500

59. Cartographic Miscellany  (Table of the Comparative of the Principal Mountains in the World [on sheet with] Table of the Comparative Lengths of the Principal 
Rivers in the World), Wyld, ca. 1850.  11.7 x 18.6”.  (HC)  Two attractive charts on one sheet.  At top is a representation of 156 different mountains with a key 
identifying the name, country and elevation of each mountain.  At bottom is a comparative view of 74 river systems of the world with a similar reference key.  Each 
chart stands on its own with a decorative keyboard style border.     Very wide margins with minor printer’s ink residue.  (A) $80-100

60. Cartographic Miscellany, United States  (Puzzle Map of the United States), Milton Bradley Co., ca. 1880.  20.3 x 13.5”.  (PC)  This uncommon puzzle map, 
published by Milton Bradley of Springfi eld Mass., is accompanied by its original chromolithograph decorated box.  The map is basic and displays the states and 
territories, major rivers, and a few cities in each state or territory.  While most boundaries refl ect current confi gurations, Dakota territory is still present and Yel-
lowstone National Park is separately delineated.  The map is printed on thin stock and cut into equal sized rectangles.     The puzzle has some minor soiling and 
foxing.  The top of the paper box is missing two sides with tape repairs holding up the other two sides.  (B)  $160-200

Western Hemisphere

61. Western Hemisphere  (Tabula Novarum Insularum, quas Diversis Respectibus Occidentales & Indianas Vocant), Munster, Cosmographia, Basel, [1559].  13.4 x 
10.6”.  (BW)  This map of the New World is often credited with popularizing the name America due to the popularity of Munster’s Cosmographia and the numerous 
editions published in the sixteenth century.  The infl uence of Marco Polo’s 13th century explorations in Asia are evident with the 7448 islands in the North Pacifi c 
and Zipangri (Japan) shown only a short distance off the western coast of North America.  The North American continent is very oddly shaped without a California 
landmass and the eastern region is nearly bisected by a body of water, known as the Sea of Verrazzano.  The Yucatan is still shown as an island, Cozumel is named 
nearby as Cozumela, and the lake at Temistitan (not named in this state) is connected to the Gulf of Mexico.  South America has a large bulge on the western coast, 
the Amazon River is very short, and cannibals inhabit the continent shown with the name Canibali next to a gruesome vignette with human limbs.  The map is 
very decorative with Magellan’s surviving ship Victoria appearing in the Pacifi c.  The fl ags of Spain and Portugal depict their respective spheres of infl uence in the 
New World.  This is the 10th state per Burden and the 9th state per Kershaw, without the place name Temistitan but with the lost stereotype Sciana now replaced in 
italics on the Caribbean island that holds the Royal Standard.  Ref: Burden #12, state 10; Kershaw #9.  Minor marginal soiling and a couple of small, insignifi cant 
spots.  (A)    $5500-6500

62. Western Hemisphere  (Americae Sive Novi Orbis, Nova Descriptio), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, [1579].  19.6 x 14.2”.  (HC)  This is one of the 
most famous maps of America, and one that had enormous infl uence on the future cartography of the New World.   The map is primarily based on Gerard Merca-
tor’s great multi-sheet world map of 1569.  The most recognizable features of the map are the bulbous Chilean coastline and the exaggerated breadth of the North 
American continent.  North America shows a lengthy St. Lawrence River reaching across the continent to nearly meet the fi ctitious, westward fl owing  Tiguas Rio.  
The strategically placed title cartouche hides the unknown South Pacifi c and therefore most of the conjectural great southern continent, which is shown attached 
to both New Guinea and Tierra del Fuego.  

 This map is from the second copper plate that contains identical geography to the fi rst plate [1570].  In this plate the largest ship in the Pacifi c is now sailing east 
and away from the viewer.  Due to religious persecution Ortelius had been forced to leave Antwerp and as a result there was a four year lapse in the publication 
of the Theatrum.  When he reestablished himself in Liege he used the great printing house of Christopher Plantin to resume publication with a number of revised 
plates.  This plate had a relatively short life of only 8 years, being replaced in 1587 with the plate easily distinguished from the revised shape of South America.  
Latin text on verso.  Ref: Burden #52; Goss (NA) #11; Van den Broecke #10.  A nice impression and superb color with a few tiny, insignifi cant spots.  Remnants 
of hinge tape in top blank margin on recto.  (A)    $6000-7500

63. Western Hemisphere  (Americae Nova Tabula), Blaeu, Toonneel des Aerdrycks, Amsterdam, ca. 1647.  22 x 16.3”.  (HC)  This stunning carte-a-fi gures map is a 
superb example of the fi ne art of decorative cartography and a seventeenth-century European view of the New World.  The coastal outlines generally follow Ortelius 
and Wytfl iet with nomenclature from a variety of explorers and colonists.  Panels at sides, each with fi ve portraits of the native inhabitants, were taken from John 
White (Virginia), Hans Staden (Brazil) and other early explorer’s accounts.  Across the top are nine town plans including Havana, St. Domingo, Cartegena, Mexico 
City, Cusco, Potosi, I. la Mocha in Chile, Rio de Janeiro and Olinda in Brazil.  This is one of the few maps of the Americas by this famous Dutch cartographer.  The 
map itself is similar to Blaeu’s wall map of 1608 with the additional discoveries of Henry Hudson in North America, and Tierra del Fuego with Le Maire Strait.  
This is the fi fth state of the plate with the imprint changed to Auct: Guiljelmo Blaeuw and some re-engraving of the sea surrounding the ships and sea monsters.  
Dutch text on verso, published between 1647-64.  Ref: Burden #189; Goss (Blaeu) p. 156; Tooley (Amer) p. 297; Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #9000:2.  A nice impression 
with original color that has been partially refreshed, moderate printer’s ink residue, and some professional repairs along the centerfold.  The left and right margins 
have been expertly extended to accommodate framing.  (B+)    $6000-7000

64. Western Hemisphere  (L’Amerique Autrement le Nouveau Monde et Indes Occidentales), Duval, Cartes de Geographie..., Paris, 1664.  15.1 x 14.4”.  (HC)  This is 
an uncommon map of the Americas based largely on the cartography of Nicolas Sanson, Duval’s uncle.  In North America, the Great Lakes are shown open-ended 
in the west and California is depicted as an island.  Above California is the Destroit d’ Anien and the large Terre de Iesso, or land of Jesso, that was the result of 
confusing reports by De Vries on his expedition in the waters north of Japan.  Several colonial settlements appear on the eastern seaboard including Iamestoun, 
Christina, London al: Boston, N. Amsterdam al: Manhate.  In South America, the mythical Parime Lake is located in Guiana with its legendary Manoa-el dorado 
(City of Gold).  There is good detail of the missions.  The map includes the western coasts of Europe and Africa and the Prime Meridian goes through the Isle de 
Fer.  The map was originally engraved in 1655 and appeared in several states until Duval’s death in 1683.  Engraved by Jan L’Huilier.  Ref: Burden #311, state 4; 
McLaughlin #15, state 3.  Nice impression with original outline color and wide original margins on watermarked paper.  Minor repairs in top blank margin, well 
away from map.  (A)    $1200-1400

65. Western Hemisphere  (Mappa Fluxus et Refl xus Rationes in Isthmo Americano in Freto Magellanico, Caeterisque Americae Littoribus Exhibens), Kircher, Mundus 
Subterraneus…, Amsterdam, ca. 1665.  16.4 x 13.6”.  (HC)  Very unusual map depicting all of South America and most of North America.  The map is totally de-
void of political detail with the exception of the fl oating city of Mexico, shown a bit too far north, and California is named.   Instead the map features the principal 
rivers, lakes, mountains and volcanoes in South America.  A huge crater lake, probably Lake Titicaca although it is situated too far north, is depicted as the source 
of the Amazon.  The Andes are shown as a range of live volcanoes.  Three sailing ships and a strapwork title cartouche adorn the map.  Kircher is credited with 
publishing the fi rst book describing the ocean’s currents and this map is a beautiful example of his representations that are surprisingly accurate.  Ref: Burden #382.  
Excellent impression and color on watermarked paper with a very faint damp stain at bottom and a few professionally repaired chips and tears in blank margins.  
(A)    $750-900
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66. Western Hemisphere  (Novissima et Accuratissima Totius Americae Descriptio), Meurs, Die Unbekante Neue Welt, oder Beschreibung des Welt-teils Amerika, 
Amsterdam, ca. 1673.  21 x 16.8”.  (BW)  Uncommon and exceptionally decorative map of the Americas based largely on Visscher’s map of 1658.  California 
is shown as a large island after Henry Brigg’s map with the Pacifi c coastline continuing northeast toward the Straet Anian, which separates it from Anian.  The 
interior is lacking any of the recent French discoveries and there is one huge, open-ended, Great Lake and a confused system of rivers in the Mississippi valley.  In 
the Southwest, the Rio del Norto fl ows from a large interior lake and empties into the sea between the mainland and California.  In South America, Parime Lacus 
is prominent.  The most outstanding features of the map are the beautifully engraved decorative details that include numerous vignettes of wildlife, Indian battles, 
sailing ships and two large cartouches.  At bottom, the title is surrounded by Native Americans trading with Europeans and fi lling the North Pacifi c is a lavish scene 
of Neptune and his consort in a chariot surrounded by his entourage and putti.  Ref: Burden (II) #430; McLaughlin #50; Tooley (AM) #36, plt. 43.  Issued folding 
and now fl attened with light offsetting and printer’s ink residue, several short fold separations have been closed with archival tape on verso, and a small 0.5” hole 
in an unengraved area above New Zealand that has been professionally repaired.  Binding trim at lower left has been replaced with old paper.  (B)   
     $2200-2750

67. Western Hemisphere  (Carte d’Amerique Dressee pour l’Usage du Roy), Delisle, Paris, 1722.  24 x 19.1”.  (HC)  This detailed map of the Americas is one of the 
most popular maps of the 18th century and provides a great deal of information about the state of geographic knowledge in the New World in the early part of the 
century.  In North America the western coast is blank above California.  The French territory of Louisiane takes up the lion’s share of North America at the expense 
of the British colonies.  This political bias is due to Delisle’s position as geographer to the King of France.  South America is well represented with a good depiction 
of the river systems and the locations of the Jesuit missions.  The is the second state with d’Amerique in block-style lettering in the title cartouche.  The map has a 
long publishing history that spans nearly 100 years!  Ref: Tooley (Amer) p. 13, #2; Portinaro & Knirsch CXIV.  A strong impression with old color on a watermarked 
sheet with very good margins.  There is a faint horizontal crease through the middle of the map.  (A)   $1100-1400

68. Western Hemisphere  (Totius Americae Septentrionalis et Meridionalis Novissima Repraesentatio quam ex Singulis Recentium Geographorum Tabulis Collecta Luci 
Publicae Accommodavit), Homann, Nuremberg, ca. 1730.  22.719 x 19”.  (HC)  This attractive map is a revision of the elder Homann’s 1710 map of the Americas.  
After his death in 1724, his son (Johann Christoph Homann) re-engraved the plate to correct the western coastline of North America, shown here extending very far 
west and north, with very little detail.  California is no longer shown as an island, although the remnants of the interior sea can be seen near the Pais de Moozem-
leck where a river nearly connects with the Mississippi River system, hinting at the possibility of a Northwest Passage.  The Great Lakes are taking shape, being 
actively explored by the French fur traders and the Hudson Bay Company.  The Solomon Islands are prominently placed in the Pacifi c, considerably too far to the 
east.  The map is decorated with two large pictorial cartouches, the one at top shows natives worshipping a fearsome demon at the right, while at left they listen 
placidly to a priest.  The lower cartouche also features the landscape and native fauna.     On watermarked paper with overall light toning, faint scattered foxing, 
and a 3” centerfold separation at bottom that has been repaired on verso with archival materials.  (B)   $600-750

69. Western Hemisphere  (Americae Mappa Generalis Secundum Legitimas Projectionis Stereographicae Regulas Relationes que Recentissimas...), Haas/Homann Heirs, 
Nuremberg, 1746.  20.8 x 18.3”.  (HC)  This is a handsome, decorative eighteenth century map of the Americas with considerable detail throughout.  It extends 
to the western part of Africa and southwest Europe.  There is only an amorphous coastline shown above the peninsular California, with the Pacifi c Northwest left 
blank.  The very large title cartouche includes two erupting volcanoes, Native Americans, palm trees, sugar cane, parrots, and a pot of gold.  Johann Matthias Haas 
was a professor of mathematics at Wittenberg, and he worked with the Homann Heirs updating their map stock.     A fi ne dark impression in old color with wide 
margins and a 0.75” tear in Africa that has been archivally repaired, some minor color offsetting, and three small pieces of tape in the far blank margins, well away 
from the map image.  (B+)    $550-700

70. Western Hemisphere  (Tab: Geogr: Americae ad Emendatiora quae Adhuc Prodierunt Exempla Jussu Acad: Reg: Scient: et Eleglitt Boruss Descripta), Von Euler, 
Atlas Geographicus, Berlin, ca. 1753.  14.3 x 12.4”.  (HC)  This attractive map of the Americas extends to show parts of Africa and Europe and includes a large 
title cartouche in the South Pacifi c.  In North America an elaborate system of rivers and lakes, including Lacus Ouinipigon, appear to make way for a Northwest 
Passage.  The northern portion of California is labeled Nova Albion and farther north is the mythical land of Quivira.  The British Colonies are confi ned east of the 
Appalachians with the French controlling Florida and Louisiana and the Spanish occupying the territories of New Mexico and California.  The map notes when 
several islands were discovered along with the explorer involved.  Engraved for the Royal Prussian Academy.  Von Euler’s initials are hidden in the title cartouche.     
Old color on watermarked paper with minor overall toning and a tear that just enters the neatline at bottom that has been closed with tape on verso.  There is an ink 
smudge in the bottom right corner.  (B+)    $700-850

71. Western Hemisphere  (L’Amerique Divisee par Grands Etats), Janvier/Lattre, Atlas Moderne, 1762.  17.6 x 12”.  (HC)  A fi ne map of the Americas that features a 
huge, imaginary Sea of the West and hints of a possible Northwest Passage.  Alaska is shown in an early confi guration with a rough shape incorporating the Aleu-
tians and notations concerning the coastline discoveries in 1741 by the Russians.  In North America, the British colonies are shown east of the mountains, French 
Louisiana takes in most of the interior and Spain controls Florida, New Mexico and Mexico.  There are several islands shown in the Pacifi c and just the western 
coastline of New Zealand.  A handsome map with a decorative rococo-style title cartouche.  Ref: McGuirk #108.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with 
light toning along the centerfold.  (B+)    $240-300

72. Western Hemisphere  (L’America Divisa ne Suoi Principali Stati di Nuova Projezione), Zatta, Atlante Novissimo, Venice, 1776.  15.8 x 12”.  (HC)  This handsome 
map of the Americas depicts the fi rst voyage of Capt. Cook around South America and across the Pacifi c to New Zealand.  In North America a variety of interest-
ing cartographic theories are evident.  The mythical Northwest Passage and the supposed discoveries of Admiral de Fonte are prominently depicted in the northern 
region.  The interior river systems illustrates the persistent belief in a network of navigable waterways between the Mississippi and the Pacifi c with Baron Lahontan’s 
Long River (F. Longo) and Le Page du Pratz’ Beautiful River (Bella Riviera).  The pictorial title cartouche portrays a sleeping lion.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #168.  An 
attractive example on watermarked paper with some light toning along the centerfold and one spot in the north Pacifi c.  (B+) 

      $350-450

73. Western Hemisphere  (L’Amerique), Robert de Vaugondy, Nouvel Atlas Portatif, Paris, ca. 1778.  8.8 x 9.4”.  (HC)  This handsome small map of the Americas is 
sparsely detailed, but interesting nonetheless.  The western coast of North America is truncated with a partial coastline and a notation indicating a possible Northwest 
Passage per the supposed discoveries of Admiral de Fonte.  The British Colonies are confi ned east of the Mississippi River.  This is the second state with the date 
removed from the cartouche and the comment concerning the discoveries of Admiral de Fonte added, published by Fortin.  Ref: Pedley #21.  A crisp impression on 
bluish watermarked paper with ample margins and a couple spots of minor soiling.  (A)    $160-200

74. Western Hemisphere  (L’Amerique Divisee en Ses Principaux Etats Assujettie aux Observations Astronomiqes...), Janvier/Santini, Venice, ca. 1784.  25.2 x 18.4”.  
(HC)  This large, handsome map of North and South America is an Italian edition of Janvier’s map.  Its most striking feature is the huge Sea of the West, which 
extends out of the top border, and is connected by a series of rivers to Hudson Bay in the north and nearly connects to the Mississippi River in the south.  The large 
decorative title cartouche shows a stream fi lled with unusual beaver dams and a pine tree on one bank and palm trees on the other.  This is the second state, published 
by Francesco Santini and Giuseppe Antonio Remondini.  Ref: McGuirk #162.  A fi ne impression with an archivally repaired centerfold separation that enters 1.5” 
into map at bottom.  (A)    $550-650

75. Western Hemisphere  (A New Map of the Whole Continent of America, Divided into North and South and West Indies wherein are Exactly Described the United 
States of North America...), Laurie & Whittle, London, 1794.  46.8 x 40.5”.  (HC)  An impressive, four-sheet map of North and South America, originally drawn 
by John Gibson in 1763 with a slightly different title.  The map went through several revisions; this being the fi nal state.  The huge map is fi lled with incredible 
detail and is based on D’Anville’s cartography, as well as Spanish explorations on the west coast of North America and the journals of Governor Pownall in New 
England and Canada.  The new United States is shown with its boundary on the Mississippi River.  In the west are two possible locations for a River of the West; 
one with its source at Pike’s Lake, the other further north at Lake Winnipeg.  A Chinese colony, Fou Sang is shown in present-day British Columbia.  At lower left 
is an inset map of Hudson and Baffi n’s Bay.  Above the inset is a large text panel listing of the states and the colonial possessions of the various European powers.  
The baroque style title cartouche features a beaver, a crocodile, an Indian headdress amid trees, a waterfall and tropical fl ora.  The left and right sheets have been 
joined creating a northern and southern pair (each 46.8 x 20.3”).  Ref: Tooley (America) p. 52, #3.f; McGuirk #112.  An attractive example on sturdy sheets of 
watermarked paper with narrow top margins, a few misfolds and light toning along one fold.  Occasional light soil and edge chips in the blank margins.  (B+)  
     $1500-2000
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76. Western Hemisphere, Franklinia  (North & South America; For the Elucidation of the Abbe Gaultier’s Geographical Games), Aspin, A Complete Course Of Ge-
ography..., London, ca. 1845.  16.9 x 13.5”.  (HC)  This is a very unusual and interesting map of the Western Hemisphere with a large inset of the United States, 
engraved  for the “Geographical Games.”  The large inset shows the eastern United States, which extends to just beyond the Mississippi River.  This inset gives 
a very late depiction of the proposed state of Franklinia.  In 1785, settlers in western North Carolina and what would become eastern Tennessee organized a state 
government to be named in honor of Benjamin Franklin.  Congress turned down their appeal but the state maintained a legislature and governor until 1788.  This 
ephemeral state appears on only a small number of maps and this is a late appearance of this frontier political experiment.  This scarce map was not included in 
Baynton-Williams’ Map Collector article, “Maps marking the American State of Franklin,” (TMC-72, pp12).  Engraved by Hewitt.     Very nice example on blue 
paper with a strong impression, coloring, and full margins.  There are a few small spots within the image.  (A)  $300-400

North America

77. North America  (Amerique Septentrionale par N. Sanson d’Abbeville…), Sanson/Mariette, Cartes Generales de Toutes les Parties du Monde…, Paris, 1650.  22 x 
15.5”.  (HC)  Sanson’s important map of North America is the fi rst to show all of the Great Lakes in a recognizable form, and the fi rst to name lakes Superior and 
Ontario.  The Arctic bears the cartography typical of this date, with Greenland shown as three islands, and another three-island mass in Baffi n Bay.  Buttons Bay is 
left open-ended to the west, allowing the hopeful possibility of a Northwest Passage.   The map extends to include Iceland and Britain, as well as Central America 
and the Caribbean.  On the east coast, Nouvelle Amsterdam (New York) is located on a very small and misplaced island.  Delaware is noted as N. Suede, the fi rst 
such place name on a printed map referring to the Swedish colony located there in 1638.  The Southeast features two fi ctional lakes near the Carolinas, and the 
Chesapeake Bay is greatly enlarged.   Many native tribes are identifi ed in New Mexico where the R. del Norte (Rio Grande) mistakenly fl ows from an interior lake 
and empties into the Mar Vermeio (Gulf of California).  This is the third state of the map with Lake Ontario properly shaded.  Engraved by A. Peyrounin.  Ref: Burden 
#294; McLaughlin #12; Wheat (TMW) #47; Pastoureau, Sanson V A [85].  Watermarked paper with an archivally repaired edge tear at lower left that extends 3.5” 
into the image, scattered foxing, and uneven toning.  A long centerfold separation and two tiny worm holes along the centerfold have been professionally repaired.  
There are a few extraneous creases near the center of the image and one small manuscript note off the coast of Delaware.  (B) $2500-3250

78. North America  (Amerique Septentrionale), Mallet, Beschreibung des Ganzen Welt-Kreisses…, Paris, ca. 1685.  4.6 x 6.1”.  (BW)  This charming miniature map 
depicts the continent with the island of California shown only to about the 40 degrees north.  The Great Lakes are open-ended in the west and called Mer Douce 
and there is a north-south range of mountains called Mont de Suala.  A drape-style cartouche adorns the title.  This is the second state of the map, published in the 

German edition of Description de l’Univers, with German text above the map.  Ref: Burden #563; McLaughlin #81-2.  Lightly toned with a bit of printer’s ink 
residue.  (B+)    $240-300

79. North America  (L’Amerique Septentrionale Noord America), La Feuille, Les Tablettes Guerrieres…, ca. 1706.  7.5 x 5.4”.  (HC)  This charming small map fea-
tures a huge island of California with an indented coastline and the place names R. d’ Estate, C. Blanco, P. de Carinde, Canal de S. Barbee, I. de S. Martin, I. de 
S. Mare, B. de S. Francisco, B. de Simon, B.S. Christoue and Piemabe.  The British Colonies extend along the coast from New England west past the Mississippi 
River, oddly encompassing the Spanish colony of La Floride.  The Mississippi River is depicted far too west with its headwaters located by the Rio Grande.  The 
European route to and from the West Indies is also depicted.  A quaint title cartouche features a crocodile, serpent and natives tending a fi re.  Ref: McLaughlin 
#147.  A nice impression with original color and wide margins.  (A+)    $500-600

80. North America  (L’Amerique Septentrionale), Sanson, Nouvelle Relation, Contenent les Voyages de Thomas Gage, Paris, ca. 1720.  9 x 6.4”.  (HC)  This is an un-
common little map of North America showing a large island of California with a fl at northern coastline.  The Rio Grande (R. de Nort) is shown fl owing incorrectly 
into the Gulf of California, rather than the Gulf of Mexico.  All fi ve Great Lakes are shown but are still misshapen, and Erie is not yet named.  A small stretch of 
Terre de Iesso appears west of California.  The title cartouche in the upper left corner shows a kneeling native making an offering to a standing European with a 
wriggling snake in the foreground.  This is apparently a later edition from a smaller plate with the engraver’s imprint erased.  Ref: Burden #705; cf. McLaughlin 
#119.  Issued folding on watermarked paper with moderate offsetting and some light uneven toning.  There is a binding trim at right with an associated tear that 
just enters less than 0.5” into the neatline and has been closed on verso with archival tape.  (B)    $500-700

81. North America  (Carte des Parties Nord et Ouest de l’Amerique Dressee d’Apres les Relations les Plus Authentiques...), Robert de Vaugondy, Encyclopedie: Suite 
de Recueil des Planches, sur les Sciences…, Paris, 1772.  15.1 x 11.7”.  (BW)  Robert de Vaugondy’s rendition of Samuel Engel’s map of 1764 alters the North 
American coastline slightly and extends to include part of Asia.  The myth of a Northwest Passage continues to persist, here linking the Detroit d Anian with Lac 
Michinipi by a system of rivers and a large Lac des Conibas.  There is also a River of the West that connects to another large lake, L. des Tahuglanuks that is located 
near a remnant of Lanhotan’s R. Longue.   Alaska is shown as a series of large islands.  California is labeled Grand Quivira.  A great map that illustrates many of 
the cartographic myths of the period.  Ref: Pedley #453; Portinaro & Knirsch #158.  A nice impression, issued folding on sturdy paper with a faint damp stain in 
California and a binding tear just entering the neatline at left that has been professionally repaired on verso.  (B+)  $200-230

82. North America  (North America Agreeable to the Most Approved Maps and Charts), Conder, Millar’s New Complete & Universal System of Geography, London, 
ca. 1779.  14.6 x 13.2”.  (BW)  A Revolutionary War era map shows early colonial boundaries and much interesting cartography.  The Carolinas, Virginia, and 
West Florida all extend to the Mississippi River.  The Red River of the North,  R. Rouge, is shown correctly fl owing from Lake Winnipeg, but connected a little too 
directly to the Mississippi River.  The western part of the continent is described as both Parts Unknown and Intirely Unknown.  The West Coast shows the straits 
of both Juan de Fuca and Martin Aguilar, in addition to the port of San Francisco, noting that Sir Francis Drake spent fi ve weeks there.  The interest in a Northwest 
Passage via Hudson Bay is evident by the notes surrounding the region, including an assertion that “If a West Passage exists it must be thro one of these Bays.”  
An uncommon map.     A crisp impression on watermarked paper with a few minor ink smudges.  (A)   $325-400

83. North America  (Carte Generale de l’Amerique Septentrionale), Bonne, Atlas Portatif, Paris, 1781.  12.5 x 8.3”.  (HC)  Great map of North America displaying some 
of the most intriguing cartographic mis-mapping of the late eighteenth century.  The most apparent deviation is the huge Mer de l’ Ouest, complete with several 
fi ctitious islands and the fabled wealthy city of Quivira on its southern shore.  This sea is connected to the Pacifi c by the Entre of Jean de Fuca and the Entre de 
Martin d’ Aguilar.  In the middle of Canada is a gigantic Grande Eau from which fl ows the mythical R. de los Reyes (a remnant of the Northwest Passage theories).  
Also striking is the treatment of Alaska, shown as a vast group of islands, the most prominent of which is named Alaschka.  Longitude is measured from Paris on 
lower scale and from I’Isle de Fer on upper.  With seven distance scales.  Ref: McGuirk #180.  There are a few minor spots in the image, else very good.  (B+)  
     $250-325

84. North America  (L’Amerique Septentrionale, ou se Remarquent les Etats Unis), Brion de la Tour, Paris, 1783.  28.8 x 20”.  (HC)  The large map provides a good 
illustration of the state of geographical knowledge in North America at the end of the 18th century.  The region east of the Mississippi valley is well mapped.  The 
United States is shown confi ned along the eastern seaboard but there is already considerable settlement on the frontier.  The entire western part of the continent 
is marked Pays inconnus (unknown lands), except for the regions of the Southwest that were settled by the Spanish.  A River of the West snakes its way from 
the headwaters of the Mississippi into the blank part of the map, alluding to the sought after Northwest Passage.  The west coast is depicted from the discoveries 
of the Russians and Capt. Cook, with Cook’s route of 1778 traced along the northwest coast.  The route of the Spanish Manila Galleons is also shown. The title 
cartouche features ships and a mariner representing trade and commerce, and an allegorical scene of America nursing her children representing the young United 
States.  When fi rst issued in 1779, it was one of the earliest maps to acknowledge the Etats Unis in the title.  Ref: Sellers & Van Ee #167.  On watermarked paper 
with light extraneous creasing along centerfold and a small hole at bottom that just enters the map border.  (B+)  $1900-2300

85. North America  ([On 4 Sheets] Generalkarte von Nordamerica samt den Westindischen Inseln), Schraembl, Allgemeiner Grosser Atlas, Vienna, 1788.  23 x 19.9”.  
(HC)  This large-scale map of North America includes excellent detail of towns, political boundaries, roads, rivers, mines, Indian villages, and tribal territories.  The 
map is a German-language edition of Emmanuel Bowen and John Gibson’s An Accurate Map of North America Describing and Distinguishing the British, Spanish 
and French Dominions on this Great Continent…, which was fi rst published in 1763 to illustrate the seat of the French and Indian War.  Hundreds of settlements 
and Indian villages are located, with interesting notations referring to native tribes and historical events.  A number of roads are shown on the map stretching all the 
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way to New Mexico and Neu Navarra.  There are two interesting inset maps.  One shows the discoveries of Father Eusebius Kino in the Southwest that proved that 
California was not an island.  The other illustrates the ongoing search for a Northwest Passage, showing Baffi n and Hudson Bays with the fi ctional Lake de Fonte 
(See de Fonte) reaching nearly to Baffi n Bay.  The title cartouche also credits Thomas Pownall’s map of the Middle British Colonies, updated from Lewis Evans’ 
map, with valuable geographic knowledge of the Ohio River Valley.  The routes of the Spanish treasure galleons are shown throughout the Caribbean and Gulf of 
Mexico.  The map is adorned with a rococo cartouche containing distance scales and a legend, and a decorative title cartouche featuring a female fi gure representing 
America and two cherubs.  Engraved by Johann Stenger.  Printed on four sheets, as issued without centerfolds; size varies slightly.  Full sheets measure 36 x 25.3” 
(bottom two sheets) and 38.5 x 25.3” (top two sheets).  Ref: McCorkle #788.6; Phillips (A) #694.  Nice impressions with slightly faded original outline color and 
a couple of small, unobtrusive spots.  Printed on heavy, watermarked paper with the most generous margins we’ve ever seen.  (A) 

      $1400-1700

86. North America  (An Accurate Map of North America with the New Discoveries), Neele, The New Gazetteer; or, Modern Geographical Index, London, 1793.  9.3 
x 7.7”.  (BW)  This striking small map of North America was printed by David Ramsay for The New Gazetteer; or, Modern Geographical Index.  The United 
States is confi ned to east of the Mississippi while the Spanish control the west.  Quivira appears in the northwest, as does the River of the West, which empties 
into the Entrance of Juan de Fuco.  The site of Sir Francis Drake’s landing is identifi ed, with the adjacent coastal area labeled as New Albion.  Rivers, some cities, 
and several Indian tribes are named, including the Cenis in Texas.  Ref: McCorkle (18th C. Geography Books) #317-3.  Issued folding with minor soiling and an 
archivally repaired edge tear that just enters the neatline at top.  (A)    $140-180

87. North America  (A New Map of North America Shewing All the New Discoveries), Morse, American Gazetteer, 1797.  9.1 x 7.6”.  (BW)  This small map of North 
America served as the frontispiece to Morse’s American Gazetteer.  Florida is divided into East and West Florida.  Sir Francis Drake’s Harbor is shown on the coast 
of present-day California which is labeled New Albion.  A prominent River of the West fl ows into the Pacifi c at the Entrance of Juan de Fuca and an elaborate, 
apocryphal Northwest Passage links Hudson Bay with Prince William Sound through a laborious system of rivers and lakes in Canada.  The Arctic shoreline is 
indicated with a dashed line.  Engraved by Samuel Hill.  Ref: Wheat & Brun #60, Wheat (TMW) #244.  Issued folding with two short fold separations that have 
been closed on verso with archival tape and faint soiling.  (A)    $130-160

88. North America  (Amerique Septentrionale), Blondeau, Paris, ca. 1800.  8.8 x 7.3”.  (HC)  This small map of North America is an interesting document of a continent 
still in the process of being explored.  The Mississippi River serves as the western boundary of the United States, with the western frontier under Spanish rule.  
Several states, cities, rivers, and Indian tribes are named.  Out west, Santa Fe is the most prominent city to appear.  Mythical Teguaio is located near the Colorado 
River, while Quivira is placed farther north than usual.  Here, the R. de l’Ouest originates from the Oregon River.  The northwest coast of the continent refl ects 
Cook’s recent discoveries.     On watermarked paper with minor foxing confi ned to the blank margins.  (A)  $140-180

89. North America  (North America from the Latest Authorities), Darton, London, 1812.  10.8 x 9”.  (HC)  An uncommon copper engraved chart in which Mexico 
controls the entire west from the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, and north to the Oregan R. and River of the West at about today’s border with Canada.  California 
and the Northwest are here called New England.  Virtually blank, the area has a few conjectural mountain ranges and the Colorado River is named.     Issued on 
watermarked paper with wide margins and a few minor pencil marks in the lower left corner of the map.  (A)  $140-170

90. North America, Texas  (Nord America Entworfen u. Gezeichnet), Stuelpnagel, Stieler’s Hand-Atlas, ca. 1836.  15 x 11.5”.  (HC)  This interesting map of North 
America depicts the Republic of Texas in its larger stovepipe confi guration.  The large Wisconsin Territory lies above Illinois while Michigan Territory is confi ned 
to the east of Lake Michigan.  West of the Missouri River only Indian Districts are named.  The border with Canada and the United States is left blank in the area 
disputed by Britain and the United States.  The map extends to include the Sandwich Islands, which is unusual for a map of this period.  Engraved by L. Thiel and 
published in Stieler’s Hand Atlas.     Original color with minor toning, scattered foxing, and a small edge tear confi ned to the lower blank margin closed on verso 
with archival tape.  (B)    $300-375

91. North America  ([Lot of 2] Carte de l’Amerique Septentrionale et des Antilles [and] Carte de l’Amerique Septentrionale…), Delamarche, 1838-44.  (HC)  

 A. Carte de l’Amerique Septentrionale et des Antilles, dated 1844 (11.3 x 17”).  Uncommon edition of this map of the continent with the Independent Republic 
of Texas and early western territorial borders in the United States.  The District Oregon ou Colombie extends into present-day British Columbia and is bounded 
by the Rocky Mountains.  Missouri Territory takes in the entire region between Oregon and the Mississippi except for the young states of Missouri, Arkansas and 
Louisiana.  The map is fi lled with the locations of many Indian Districts and Tribes.  The Aleutian Islands are shown in an inset on the same scale as the main map.  
A table at right lists 26 states and the territories of the United States, and another table lists 20 states for Mexico.  Condition:  Faint, scattered foxing primarily 
confi ned to blank margins. 

 B. Carte de l’Amerique Septentrionale, dated 1838 (11.3 x 16.3”).  Attractive map of North America featuring an interesting territorial confi guration during a very 
transitory period of the development of the United States boundaries.  Oregon Territory is shown reaching high into present-day British Columbia at the latitude 
of 54 40’.  Missouri Territory extends from the shores of Lake Michigan, south to the Red River and west to the Rockies.  The entire Southwest is part of Mexico, 
with Texas named as a town inside the state of Saint Louis de Potosi.  A small inset of the Aleutian islands is included in the bottom left corner.  Condition:  There 
are a few light spots in the image and light scattered foxing confi ned to the blank margins.  (B+)    $275-350

92. North America  (Amerique Septentrionale), Lorrain, Depot de la Guerre, [1839].  14.6 x 10.8”.  (HC)  This uncommon copper-engraved map features the Independent 
Republic of Texas nestled between the United States and a large Mexico.  Texas is in an odd confi guration with the western border displaced too far to the east from 
the Rio Grande River, putting San Antonio and Santa Fe in Mexico.  The Rocky Mountains are called the Montagues Rochieuses.  The Great Salt Lake is called 
Lake Timpanogos with the smaller Lake Teguya below.  Several river systems cross the Great Basin area.  This French map portrays the United States extending 
well into British Columbia, which was eventually known as the Fifty-four Forty or Fight controversy, cartographically taking the side of the United States.  Alaska 
is Russie Americaine and all of Canada is Nouvelle Bretagne.  Fancy titling with fl ourishes and a keyboard-style border embellish the map.     Original outline color 
with minor soiling and some printer’s ink residue.  (B+)    $200-300

93. North America, Texas  (Carte de l’Amerique Septentrionale), Lapie/Tardieu, Atlas Universel, Paris, 1841.  15.8 x 21.5”.  (HC)  This is an interesting 19th century 
map of the continent showing the United States in an evolving confi guration.  The boundary between the United States and Canada refl ects the United States claims 
in the disputed Columbia region (Oregon) and there is an independent Republic of Texas.  Alaska is named Amerique Russe.  The map shows good detail of cities, 
rivers and locations of Indian tribes but does not show state or territorial boundaries.  At lower left is an inset of the Aleutian Islands and Bering Sea.  Engraved by 
Pierre Tardieu.     Original color and full margins with very minor soiling and a few tiny spots of foxing.  (B+)  $230-175

94. North America, Texas  (North America), Greenleaf, A New Universal Atlas, ca. 1842.  11.8 x 12.5”.  (HC)  This map illustrates an interesting period in the politi-
cal development of North America.  The independent Republic of Texas is nestled between the United States and Mexico, which controls all of the Southwest.  
The United States is shown with its claims in Oregon Territory that extend to the Boundary of 1824 (referring to the Russo-American Treaty).   Alaska is Russian 
America.  The Province of Canada is shown as a separate entity from New Britain following the Rebellions of 1837.  The map is fi lled with much else of interest 
including the Great American Desert and the Great Sandy Desert.     Original color with light scattered foxing.  (B+) $220-250

95. North America, Texas  (North America), SDUK Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London, 1843.  12 x 15”.  (HC)  Detailed and fi nely engraved map 
that portrays an Independent Texas, with Mexico controlling Nueva California.  The boundary between Canada and the United States is left unengraved, leaving 
the ownership of Oregon Territory (here labeled Columbia) unknown, which is unusual for a British map.  Filled with well-developed topography, the map names 
numerous forts, trading posts, Indian tribes and locates L. Youla roughly near the Great Salt Lake with the American Fur Depot on its eastern shore.  The R. Bue-
naventura extends to the Pacifi c from two branches, one originating from a large swamp in the Great Basin.  The course of the Snake River is fairly accurate, but 
the Colorado River originates too far north and rushes to the Sea of Cortez in a straight line.  Locates the 3 buttes in present-day Idaho -- important landmarks on 
the Oregon Trail.  Lake Michigan retains its erroneous elongated shape.  Distance scales outside of border give English Miles and Spanish Leagues.  Engraved by 
J. & C. Walker and published by Chapman & Hall.     Original outline color with pleasant even-age toning.  (A)  $230-275
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96. North America, Texas  (Amerique Septentrionale), Levasseur, Atlas Universel Illustre, Paris, ca. 1843.  17 x 11.2”.  (HC)  This richly engraved map of North 
America shows the United States’ claims into present-day Canada refl ecting the Oregon boundary dispute.  The Republic of Texas is shown, and Mexico’s northern 
border is drawn according to the Treaty of 1819 (here misprinted as 1810).  Russia is in control of Alaska.  The map is surrounded by beautifully engraved scenes 
of North and Central America including wildlife, a ship stranded in the polar sea and a Mayan temple.     A clean, bright example with very minor toning along the 
sheet edges, away from map image.  Remnants of hinge tape on verso.  (A)    $240-300

97. North America  (Nordamerika), Brockhaus, Illustrierter Hand-atlas, Leipzig, ca. 1863.  13.5 x 17”.  (HC)  This is a rare decorative map of North America.  Sur-
rounding the map (7.5 x 7”), are twelve American vignettes, including polar bears, Santo Domingo, Eskimos, bison, a raccoon, a grizzly bear and a beaver, an Indian 
meeting, harvesting sugar cane, picking cotton, a scene of the Red River, a swamp scene with an alligator, and an interesting scene of an eagle attacking a group 
of turkeys.  The map itself is a sharp topographical presentation of the continent.     There is a bit of light foxing in the margins and in a couple of the vignettes, as 
well as some edge tears in the blank margins, most closed with archival tape.  (B+)    $200-250

98. Colonial North America & West Indies  (The English Empire in America, Newfound-Land, Canada, Hudson’s Bay. &c. in Plano), Moll, A System of Geography, 
London, [1701].  7 x 8.5”.  (HC)  This fascinating map of English possessions in North America stretches from Cuba to the southern tip of Greenland.  There 
is good detail throughout the eastern seaboard, with many rivers named and important settlements and cities such as Jamestown, Plymouth, Boston, Baltimore, 
Philadelphia, and Charleston located.  The boundaries of Virginia extend north to Lake Erie, and Pennsylvania’s northern border nearly reaches the St. Lawrence 
River.  A note pointing out The 5 Nations of the Iroquois spans from Virginia to Montreal.  The St. Lawrence River, Hudson’s Bay, Lake Ontario, and Lake Erie all 
appear in a roughly accurate confi guration.  A compass rose capped with a fl eur-de-lys and radiating rhumb lines adorns the Atlantic, referred to here as the Sea of 
the English Empire.  Moll’s System of Geography was essentially a larger version of Thesaurus Geographicus of 1695.  The additional maps included in System 
of Geography were stamped “NEW,” as seen here below the title cartouche.  English text on verso.  Ref: Phillips (A) #536-161; Shirley (BL Atlases) T.MOLL-1b. 
#35.  A fi ne impression with light show-through of text on verso.  (B+)    $350-425

99. Colonial North America & Caribbean  (Carte Contenant le Royaume du Mexique et la Floride, Dressez sur les Meilleures Observations & sur les Memoires les 
plus Nouveaux), Chatelain, Atlas Historique…, Amsterdam, ca. 1719.  20.8 x 16.3”.  (HC)  This is a derivative of Delisle’s landmark map of the southern part of 
North America and the West Indies.  The detailed map shows many English settlements along the East Coast and carefully notes the discoveries of D’Iberville 
along the Gulf Coast and Mississippi River.  The vast region, later known as Louisiana, from Florida through present-day Texas is shown as the French possession 
of Floride.  There is also a great amount of detail in Nouveau Mexique, particularly of the Spanish missions: Santa Fe, Taos, and Acoma.  Ref: Martin & Martin, 
p. 93.  Nice impression and color on a very clean sheet of watermarked paper.  (A+)    $900-1100

100. Colonial North America & Caribbean  (Carte du Mexique et de la Floride des Terres Angloises et des Isles Antilles…), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, 
1722.  23.5 x 18.5”.  (HC)  Covens & Mortier’s issue of Delisle’s important map that is credited with accurately showing the course of the Mississippi River and 
its mouth for the fi rst time.  The map infl uenced later delineations of the Mississippi River by Seutter, Homann, Lotter and others for many years.  It is an attrac-
tive map that includes much of the present day United States, Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean.  The British colonies are confi ned along the eastern 
seaboard.  Florida is shown as a Spanish possession taking in the entire southern region and the Southwest is labeled Nouveau Mexique.  This issue has the route of 
the Spanish galleons added, and the title in Latin along the top margin.  Ref: Tooley [Amer] #51; Schwartz & Ehrenberg Plt. 82; cf Cummings (SE) #137; Martin 
& Martin plt.17.  Original color on watermarked paper with very minor toning along the centerfold at bottom and a soft horizontal crease through the middle of 
the map.  (B+)    $1100-1400

101. Colonial North America & Caribbean  (Mappa Geographica Regionem Mexicanam et Floridam Terrasque Adjacentes, ut et Anteriores Americae Insulas, Cursus 
Itidem et Reditus Navigantium Versus Flumen Missisipi...), Seutter/Lotter, Augsburg, ca. 1770.  22.9 x 19.6”.  (HC)  This is one of the many versions of Delisle’s 
important map of 1703 (Carte du Mexique et de la Floride).  It  provides a view of North America from the Great Lakes through the West Indies.  The British 
colonies are confi ned east of the Appalachian Mountains, France controls the Mississippi Valley and Florida, and Spain possesses Mexico; political divisions as 
dictated by the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713.  New Mexico is fi nely described with many native tribes and pueblos noted, including Acoma, Santa Clara, and Isleta.  
While geographically nearly identical to Delisle’s chart, this map is very decorative with the lower left corner fi lled with a huge sea battle and the Atlantic fi lled 
with four inset plans of Panama, Havana, Carthagena and Vera Cruz.  Engraved by Tobias Conrad Lotter and fi rst published by Lotter’s father-in-law, Matthais 
Seutter, this edition was published by Lotter after he inherited the plate in 1758.  Ref: Martin & Martin, plt. 18.  Original color on watermarked paper with a small, 
professionally repaired hole in sea battle scene and a couple of minute worm holes, only visible when held to light.  (A) $1200-1500

102. Western North America, California  (The Isle of California. New Mexico. Louisiane. The River Misisipi. And the Lake’s of Canada.), Moll, A System of Geog-
raphy..., London, [1701].  7.3 x 6.4”.  (BW)  Herman Moll’s map of the island of California and the western part of North America combines a lot of information 
with quite a bit of nonsense.  Just north of California is The North Straits that separate the island from Agubela de Cato and the Land of Panimaha.  Further north 
lies the Straits of Annian and the partial coastline of Annian.  Four major rivers fl ow west into the Gulf of California with The 7 Cittys near the mouth of the Coral 
R., just west of Acoma.  Conibas Lake forms the source of the North or Bravo R. (Rio Grande), which correctly empties into the Gulf of Mexico.  Much of the 
map appears to have been derived from Hennepin, but it contains vastly more detail and the locations of numerous Indian villages, including the Missourits on 
the bank of what would become the Missouri River.  Several forts are shown along the Mississippi River and in the Great Lakes region.  In Canada, the Mission 
des Recolets is located just south of the Lake of Assinibouels, and is noted as ye Farthermost in ye whole Country.  Another interesting notation shows a tree, near 
the headwaters of the Mississippi, into which the Arms of France are cut.  On a full sheet of English text measuring 8.4 x 12.3”.  Ref: McLaughlin #144; Tooley 
(Amer) p.129 #78; Wagner (NW) #487; Wheat (TMW) #81 & #109.  A slightly uneven impression at left with some very minor soiling, little of which is in the 
image, and a small wormhole outside the neatline.  (B+)    $475-600

103. Western North America  (Carte de la Californie et des Pays Nord-Ouest separes de l’Asie par le Detroit d’Anian, extraite de deux cartes publiees au commencement 
du 17e siecle), Robert de Vaugondy, Diderot’s Encyclopedie (Supplement), Paris, 1772.  14.3 x 11.5”.  (HC)  This handsome sheet has two contrasting historical 
maps, one inset into the other.  The inset map is based on a world map by Plancius issued in 1641, while the larger map is based on Visscher’s map of 1612.  Other 
than a recognizable Baja California, the maps depict a distorted Pacifi c coastline and are fi lled with the cartographic myths of the 17th century.  The northwest coast 
bulges too far to the west.  Both maps feature the seven cities of Cevola gathered around a spurious lake in the American Southwest.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #159; 
Wagner (NW) #632; Pedley #473.  Issued folding.  (A)    $200-250

104. Northwestern North America, Bering Strait  (Amerique Boreale pour Servir a l’Histoire des Dernieres Decouvertes), Monin, L’Univers. Atlas Classique et Universel 
de Geographie Ancienne et Moderne..., Paris, ca. 1837.  17.8 x 12.4”.  (BW)  Finely engraved map of the Arctic regions of North America and northeastern Asia 
with very good coastal detail, particularly in Alaska and the Aleutian Islands.  A note along a dotted line in Alaska reads: “Limites entre les Possessions Anglaises 
et Russes d’apres le traite de 1825” (Boundaries between English and Russian possessions after the treaty of 1825).  Engraved by Laguillermie and Mardelet and 
printed by Mangeon.     There are two small spots at top right and light toning along three of the sheet’s edges, well away from image.  (A) 

      $120-160

Canada

105. Canada  (Voyages from Montreal, on the River St. Laurence, Through the Continent of North America, to the Frozen and Pacifi c Oceans; in the Years 1789 and 
1793...), Mackenzie, London, [1801].  8.6 x 10.8”.  (BW)  This is Mackenzie’s famous account of his epic journeys to the North and Northwest composed in two 
volumes - fi rst to the Arctic Ocean in 1789, and second to the Pacifi c Ocean in 1793.  Alexander Mackenzie was the fi rst white man to cross the North American 
continent north of Mexico and thus totally dispel the belief in a Northwest Passage from Hudson Bay.  His courageous voyages were ones of incredible hardship and 
mark an important page in the cartographic history of North America.  Mackenzie’s writings on his journeys came to the attention of Thomas Jefferson and served 
as the catalyst to Lewis and Clark’s famous expedition to the Pacifi c Northwest.  Included in his remarkable account are three very important and rare maps: 
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 A.  A Map of Mackenzie’s Track from Fort Chipewyan to the North Sea, in 1789 (22 x 23.4”).  This basic map charts the 1,100-mile Mackenzie River, traveling 
from the Great Slave Lake to Mackenzie Bay in the Arctic Ocean.  Mackenzie had been following Peter Pond’s false prediction of a river that led from the Great 
Slave Lake west to the Pacifi c Ocean, but instead ended up in the Arctic.  

 B.  A Map of Mackenzie’s Track from Fort Chipewyan to the Pacifi c Ocean in 1793(22 x 23.6”).  This map is sparsely engraved with detail only in the regions 
adjacent to his trek from Fort Chipewyan to Finlay Forks, south along the Parsnip River (headwater of the Peace River), then down the Herrick and McGregor 
Rivers to the Great Fork with the Fraser River (which he mistook for the upper Columbia).  He followed the river until the rapids just above Williams Lake and 
then made his way on foot along established native trails to the Pacifi c at the mouth of the Bella Coola River.  

 C.  A Map of America, between Latitudes 40 and 70 North, and Longitudes 45 and 180 West, Exhibiting Mackenzie’s Track from Montreal to Fort Chipewyan 
& from thence onto the North Sea in 1789, & to the West Pacifi c Ocean in 1793, hand color (17.3 x 30.5”).  Shows the entire track of both the 1789 and 1793 
expeditions from Montreal to the Arctic Sea and then on to the Pacifi c Ocean.  Inland detail is limited to the river system, lakes and Indian tribes mainly along his 
route. 

 After his journeys, Mackenzie retired back to his native Scotland as a wealthy fur-trader, where he wrote the Voyages, published in London in 1801.  552 pages 
including three folding maps and an engraved portrait frontispiece.  Quarto, hardbound with new leather spine and original leather boards with gilt title on spine.  
Ref: Wagner-Camp #1:1; Wheat (TMW) #251; Howes M133.  Condition code is for the maps which are dissected and backed in linen and have light to moderate 
offsetting with some archivally repaired tears and damp stains.  The text is lightly toned, a few pages with foxing, and the fi rst 100 pages have a damp stain con-
fi ned to the top blank margin.  Title page has offsetting from the adjacent frontispiece.  Rebound with original covers that are bumped and worn with some surface 
scratches and abrasions.  (B)    $5500-6500

106. Eastern Canada  (A Chart of the Banks of Newfoundland, Drawn from a Great Number of Hydrographical Surveys, Chiefl y from Those of Chabert, Cook and 
Fleurieu, Connected and Ascertained by Astronomical Observations), Jefferys/Sayer & Bennett, London, 1775.  26 x 19.5”.  (BW)  A large-scale chart of New-
foundland, part of Cape Breton Island and the Great Banks. Tracks of the three great surveys are shown with vignettes of their ships.  The banks are fi lled with 
soundings and the coasts are fi nely detailed.  A table of astronomical observations on which this chart is grounded includes Cook’s observations of an eclipse of the 
sun on August 5, 1766 and longitudes ascertained by the marine clocks of Berthoud.  Ref: Phillips (A) 1165-13.  Issued on watermarked paper with light offsetting, 
centerfold toning, and centerfold separations at top and bottom confi ned to the blank margins.  (B)    $250-325

107. Eastern Canada  ([Lot of 2] New and Accurate Chart of Hudson’s Bay, in North America [and] Halifax Harbor), London, ca. 1782-1865.    

 A.  New and Accurate Chart of Hudson’s Bay, in North America, by John Lodge, from Political Magazine, dated 1782, hand color (9 x 7”).  Attractive, small map 
describing the James and Hudson Bays, the St. Lawrence,  and part of Nova Scotia,  Labrador, Hudson Strait, Repulse Bay, and Greenland.  There is a hopeful, 
but spurious,  New discover’d Sea located on the western coast of Labrador.  The map is decorated with a compass rose.  This map was created by John Lodge 
for publication in the Political Magazine of 1782.  References: Jolly #POL-64; Kershaw #481.  Condition:  Slightly uneven impression at bottom with some text 
transfer from an opposing page. (B) 

 B.  Halifax Harbor, by James Imray, circa 1835, black & white (6.3 x 10”).  Detailed chart of the harbor shows block plans of Halifax & Dartmouth.  Depicts the 
Eastern Passage and the Northwest Arm, McNab Island and the coast down to Duncan Reef, Catch Harbor and Sambro Harbor.  Hundreds of depth soundings are 
indicated throughout and includes Rockhead and Neverfail shoals at the harbor entrance, with courses and variations.  Condition:  Light toning. (B+)     
     $120-150

108. Eastern Canada  (The Island of Newfoundland, Laid Down from Surveys Taken by Order of the Right Honorable the Lords Commissioners of Admiralty, by Lieut. 
Michael Lane...), Faden, London, 1790.  22.8 x 28.1”.  (HC)  This large chart covers the entire island of Newfoundland along with a portion of the coast of Labrador 
bordering the Gulf of St. Lawrence.  There is fi ne detail along the coast including soundings, shoals and many place names, which has been highlighted in yellow 
outline color.  With the exception of the river system, there is no inland detail with a note explaining “The Eastern Coast of Newfoundland from Cape Bonavista 
to White Cape has not been Surveyed and is therefore described by an outline only.”  A note below the title shows the population at just over 50,000, with only 
19,000 living there during the winter.     Issued folding and now fl attened and backed in tissue to reinforce and repair a 4.5” tear and 3” tear in a blank area of the 
image below the title.  There are a few short fold separations and minor spots in the image.  (B)    $700-850

109. Newfoundland, Canada  (Karte von dem Eylande Terre-Neuve...), Bellin, Allgemeine Geschichte…, Paris, 1744.  14.1 x 11.3”.  (HC)  Fine copper engraved chart 
of Newfoundland, with the coast of the mainland at upper left.  Blank interior, but there is good detail along the coastlines with scores of place names.  The Strasse 
von Bell’ Isle and part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence are noted.  Shoals and fi shing banks are indicated through full stippling in the sea, with soundings marked.  
There are two scales of miles at lower left.  Dated 1744, but published in 1756 in the German edition of Bellin’s Histoire et Description Generale de la Nouvelle 
France by Arkstee & Merkus.  Ref: Kershaw #516.  Issued folding, now pressed on watermarked paper with a few light stains and offsetting with a binding trim 
at left that has been replaced with old paper.  (B+)    $140-170

110. Gulf of St. Lawrence, Canada  (Carte Reduite du Golphe de St. Laurent Contenant l’Isle de Terre-Neuve et Partie de la Coste des Esquimaux...), Bellin, L’Hydrographie 
Francoise…, Paris, 1754.  33.8 x 20.9”.  (HC)  This large-scale, copper engraved map shows St. Lawrence Bay with Anticosti Island, Prince Edward Island (Isle 
St Jean), Cape Breton Island (Isle Royale), Newfoundland and the adjacent mainland.  Numerous place names are identifi ed along the coastlines, and a few topo-
graphical details are shown inland.  The waters are fi lled with soundings, anchorages, rocks, and shoals, and the fi shing banks are delineated, including the Banc 
aux Balaines (whale bank).  The map is adorned with a decorative rococo-style cartouche.  This is the third state of the map with a revised title cartouche and 
alterations to the southeastern coast of Newfoundland.  Ref: Kershaw #585.  Issued folding with old color, some soiling, and a small chip in a blank area of the 
engraving under the word “Golphe.”  The map was trimmed close to the neatline on all sides, dissected horizontally, and backed with linen.  (B) 

      $275-350

111. Gulf of St. Lawrence, Canada  (A Chart of the Gulf of St. Laurence, Composed from a Great Number of Actual Surveys and Other Materials, Regulated and Con-
nected by Astronomical Observations), Jefferys/Sayer & Bennett, The American Atlas..., London, 1775.  19.6 x 24.1”.  (HC)  First state of this handsome sailing 
chart of the gulf, embracing Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and New Britain, complete with rhumb lines, soundings, shoals and numerous notations.  The coastlines 
are presented in great detail, naming a profusion of harbors and ports.  A table of Astronomical Observations lists the latitude and longitude of various major ports.  
This is an excellent example of the work of Thomas Jefferys, one of the most outstanding English cartographers of the late 18th century. 

 Jefferys was geographer to the Prince of Wales, later King George III, and the leading map supplier of his day.  Jefferys died in November 1771 and his successors, 
Robert Sayer and John Bennett, gathered several separately published maps to form The American Atlas, the most important 18th-century atlas of America.  Ref: 
Kershaw #597, Phillips (M) p. 762.  Watermarked paper with faint toning and light, scattered foxing.  There are a few tiny edge tears in the wide, blank margins.  
(B+)    $450-550

112. St. Lawrence River, Canada  (Karte von dem Laufe des Flusses St. Laurenz...), Bellin, Allgemeine Historie der Reisen zu Wasser und Lande, Paris, 1757.  11.9 x 
7.6”.  (HC)  This fascinating map by Bellin details the course of the St. Lawrence River from Anticosti Island and the mouth west to beyond Quebec.  Many rocks 
and shoals are shown in the river as well as numerous villages and forts lining the shore. The map is decorated with a rococo-style cartouche that includes a distance 
scale.  From a German edition published in 1758 by Johann Joachim Schwabe.  Ref: Kershaw #636.  Issued folding with a few tiny spots of foxing.  (A)  
     $120-150
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113. Cape Breton Island, Canada  (Plan du Port et Ville de Louisbourg dans l’Isle Royale), Bellin, Allgemeine Historie der Reisen zu Wasser und Lande, Paris, [1756].  
11.1 x 7.6”.  (HC)  This is the second state of this plan of Louisbourg, the French fortifi ed settlement on Cape Breton Island.  War broke out between France and 
England in 1744, and a large number of maps were produced to describe the areas involved.  The French lost Louisbourg to a determined British army, but the treaty 
of Aix-la-Chappelle returned Louisbourg to the French in 1748.  By 1758 Louisbourg was once again besieged by the British, and in 1760 the fortress was leveled.  
Published only four years prior to its destruction, the plan shows the harbor of Louisbourg in the southeast portion of the island in great detail. A large compass 
rose topped with a fl eur-de-lis in the harbor orients the map with the north to the upper right corner.  The German title appears below: Grundriss des Hafens und 
der Stadt Louisbourg oder Ludwigsburg auf der Koenigs-Insel.  Ref: Kershaw #886.  Just a hint of soiling in blank margins.  (A+) 

      $160-200

114. Nova Scotia, Canada  (Carte de l’Acadie, Isle Royale, et Pais Voisins. Pour Servir a l’Histoire Generale des Voyages), Bellin, La Harpe’s Histoire Generale des 
Voyages, Paris, 1757.  13 x 8.4”.  (HC)  This strongly engraved map by Bellin covers all of Nova Scotia including Cape Breton.  Prince Edward Island, here called 
Isle Saint Jean,  is shown in good detail, and Nova Scotia is in part named as Acadie.  South of Nova Scotia numerous banks are noted where ‘la Pesche est tres 
bonne’ (the fi sh are very good).  The Micmac tribe is named near Shelburne. This map was published shortly after the 1755 expulsion of Acadians from this region.  
Although the Acadians were able to come back in 1764, many had settled in Louisiana and did not return.  Ref: Kershaw #783.  There are a couple small faint 
spots, else fi ne.  (A)    $160-190

115. Quebec, Canada  (A Plan of the City of Quebec), Weld, Travels through the States of North America, ca. 1798.  9.5 x 6.8”.  (BW)  This is an uncommon plan of 
Quebec that contains a very decorative title cartouche with trees, ships in the harbor and a man planting the French fl ag.  There is excellent detail of street layout 
with a legend in the lower left locating the more important buildings and places of the city.  The protective fortifi cations and walls are well shown.  Distance scale 
in the lower margin is in feet.  This map is virtually identical to Andrews’ edition but lacks the date in the cartouche and the engraver’s attribution, and hatching 
has been added to the buildings and the waterline is emphasized with additional printing.  Ref: Kershaw #1079; Howes #W-235.  Light toning and soiling along 
the edges of the sheet, just passing the neatline at top.  (B+)    $140-170

Canada & United States

116. United States & Canada, Texas  (Carte des Etats-Unis d’Amerique, du Canada, du Nouveau Brunswick et d’une Partie de la Nouvelle Bretagne), Lapie/Tardieu, 
Atlas Universel, Paris, 1841.  21.5 x 15.7”.  (HC)  This is a great map fi lled with detail, Indian tribes, forts and other political and geographical information.  It cov-
ers primarily the United States, but extends to include a good portion of Canada; the western parts of which are largely still the domain of several Indian nations.  
The cartography in the west is primarily taken from the explorations of Lewis and Clark and dotted lines trace the Hunt and Stuart routes.  Texas is an Independent 
Republic in its small format.  Missouri Territory occupies all of the Midwest.  The Pacifi c Northwest is labeled District de la Columbia, which stretches up into 
present-day British Columbia.  Arkansas Territory is shown at its largest extent even though by the time of this publication it had already assumed its fi nal borders.  
Two large lakes in today’s Utah drain via rivers to the Pacifi c, as defi ned by dotted lines.  The Colorado River ends in the desert east of San Diego and the title covers 
the Gulf of California.  This interesting map was published by Colonel Pierre Lapie (1777-1850) and his son Alexandre Emile, who was the Royal Geographer to 
the King in Paris.  The map was engraved by Pierre Tardieu, a foremost French 19th century engraver.     Original outline color on a bright sheet with wide margins 
and light toning along sheet edges.  There are a few faint spots and two tiny abrasions along the centerfold in Texas.  (B+) $300-400

117. United States & Canada  (New Map of the Dominion of Canada), Bartholomew, 1870.  32.6 x 21.3”.  (PC)  Map covers the area from Ohio east to Nova Scotia 
and Prince Edward Island.  Details include existing and proposed railroads, canals, cities and towns.  Insets show the Environs of Montreal and Newfoundland.  
Folds into green cloth covers with gilt title on front cover (4.5 x 6.0”).     Dissected and mounted on linen with some faint damp staining in the image.  Front cover 
is detached.  (B+)    $80-100

118. Eastern United States & Canada  (Tierra Nueva), Ruscelli, La Geografi a di Claudio Tolomeo Allessadrino…, Venice, ca. 1574.  9.6 x 7.3”.  (BW)  This important 
early map devoted to the East Coast of North America is based on Giacomo Gastaldi’s map of 1548, which combined data from the Verrazano and Cartier voyages.  
The cartography is unchanged, with the exception of the depiction of the Hudson and St. Lawrence Rivers (unnamed), which are shown connected upriver, a notion 
he borrowed from Ramusio.  Bermuda is named off the Florida coast as La Bremuda.  Engraved on copper by Giulio and Livio Sanuto in the unmistakable Italian 
style.  This is the second state, with Italian text on verso.  Ref: Burden #30; Kershaw #18b; McCorkle #561.2.  On watermarked paper with faint toning, minor 
show-through of text on verso, and a few short worm tracks in the top blank margin, well away from image.  (B+)  $1000-1300

119. Colonial United States & Canada  (Canada), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.8 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This little map is derived from 
Sanson’s infl uential Le Canada ou Nouvelle France of 1656.  The map is centered on the French possessions in North America with emphasis on the Great Lakes.  
Lake Superior and Michigan (Lac des puants) are shown with open-ended western shores and Lake Erie (Lac du Chat) is located too far south.  In northern Canada, 
a sea route is shown through the northwest part of Hudson Bay.  The British, Dutch and Swedish colonies are depicted along the eastern seaboard from Virginia to 
Newfoundland I. de Terre Neuve.  This is the third state with several additional names including Mer de Canada, 3 Rivieres, Manhate, B. Chesapeak and Boston.  
Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with 
many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: Burden #351; Kershaw #142; McCorkle #661.1; King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A fi ne impression 
with attractive color on watermarked paper and light toning along the centerfold.  (B+)    $400-500

120. Colonial United States & Canada  (Carte Nouvelle de l’Amerique Angloise Contenant la Virginie, Mary-Land, Caroline, Pensylvania, Nouvelle Iorck, N: Iarsey N: 
France, et les Terres Nouvellement Decouerte...), Mortier, Suite de Neptune Francois, Amsterdam, ca. 1700.  36 x 23.5”.  (HC)  This large, interesting map is fi lled 
with various geographic misconceptions of the late seventeenth century.  The map is based on Robert Morden ‘s important map of 1698, New Map of the English 
Empire in America, even though the cartouche credits le Sieur S. (Nicolas Sanson).  It does not include Morden’s inset of the Atlantic, otherwise, the cartography 
is the same.  The area shown extends from Hudson Bay and the Canadian Arctic to the Gulf of Mexico.  The Mississippi, R. Mitchisipi ou Rio Grande, enters the 
gulf too far west; an error resulting from the intentionally faulty reports of French explorer La Salle.  The coastal areas are fi lled with names including James To-
vum on the well-defi ned Chesapeake Bay.  The map has both French and English names including a mention of a Copper Mine near what would become Chicago.  
The Great Lakes are all present, but with some odd shapes; Lake Michigan is square in shape and Green Bay is very elongated and named Bay de Puans (Bay of 
evil smells).  A prominent mountain range begins in the Michigan peninsula and runs all the way down through Florida.  This spurious feature is one of the most 
mysterious geographic mistakes in the mapping of North America.  The notorious errors derived from the reports of John Lederer (Ashley Lake, the Savana, and 
the Desert Arenosa) are present in Caroline.  Boston Harbor is inset at the upper left; the fi rst example of an English colonial city on a map that did not originate 
in England.  Printed on two sheets, joined professionally.  Ref: Burden (II) #765; Cumming #129; McCorkle #695.7.  A fi ne example with a couple of tiny spots 
of foxing, minor printer’s ink residue, and one spot of soiling below the Boston Harbor inset.  (A)    $3500-4250

121. Colonial United States & Canada  (Carte du Canada ou de la Nouvelle France et des Decouvertes qui y ont ete Faites...), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 
1730.  22.6 x 19.3”.  (HC)  First issued in 1703, this richly detailed map provides the most accurate rendering of the Great Lakes of the time, with the lakes fully 
enclosed and properly placed in longitude and latitude.  Delisle’s map of Canada and the Great Lakes is one of the most outstanding and infl uential maps of the 
eighteenth century.  Detroit marks it’s debut on this map, only two years after its founding.  Delisle’s cartography is very meticulous and adds new information from 
Joliet, Franquelin, and the Jesuit explorers.  It correctly positions the Ohio River but confuses its name with the Wabash River.  West of the Mississippi Lahontan’s 
fi ctitious Riviere Longue is prominently depicted.  In Canada special attention is given to the rivers and lakes between Hudson Bay and the St. Lawrence, and Lac 
de Assenipoils (Lake Winnipeg) connects to Hudson Bay.  Sanson’s three islands of the Arctic are retained.  The exquisite cartouche with a beaver, natives, priest 
and friars, was engraved by Guerard.  This is the second state of the map and remains essentially unchanged from the fi rst edition.  Ref: Kershaw #318; Tooley 
(Amer) p. 20 #39.  A fi ne impression with original color on watermarked paper and minor offsetting at top right.  There are some shadows that appear in the image 
that are caused by our scanner, and do not appear on the map itself.  (A)    $1400-1700
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122. Colonial United States & Canada  (Dominia Anglorum in America Septentrionali... / Die Gros-Britannische Colonie-Laender, in Nord-America...), Homann Heirs, 
Nuremberg, ca. 1740.  22.1 x 19.9”.  (HC)  Great sheet consisting of four separate maps, each based on the work of Hermann Moll.  Each map details the British 
possessions in North America, with roads, forts, towns, coastal shoals.  Text panel at bottom with a description of the region and details on the Iroquois Indians.

 A. New Foundland, od. Terra Nova, S. Laurentii Bay, die Fisch-Bank, Acadia, nebst einem Theil New Schotland.  This map of the Atlantic provinces of Canada 
gives great detail of the cod fi shing banks, an important asset to the French colonies.  Mountains along the Gaspe are shown pictorially and labeled The Lady 
Mountains.

 B. New Engelland, New York, New Yersey und Pensilvania.  This map is based on Herman Moll’s postal map of New England.  The postal road is shown extending 
from Portsmouth, New Hampshire along the coast to New York and turning west to Philadelphia.  New York is confi ned to a narrow strip along the Hudson River 
and New Jersey is divided into West and East New Jersey.  A large area along the St. Lawrence River is marked as Iroquois land.  Piscataway labels the region of 
present-day Maine.

 C. Virginia und Maryland.  This interesting little map of the eastern coast of Virginia, Maryland, and the Chesapeake Bay was taken directly from Herman Moll’s 
map made for Oldmixon’s British Empire in America.  The map retains the English nomenclature and locates English Plantations and Indian Plantations and Houses 
as noted in the key, as well as a great deal of other interesting information.  Useful notations are included such as “the swamp here not passable.”

 D. Carolina nebst einem Theil von Florida.  This map details the roads, forts, towns, and coastal shoals between the mouth of Chesapeake Bay to The South Bounds 
of Carolina according to the last Charter, which is in present-day Florida just south of St. Augustine.  It extends inland to just west of the Apalaxy R. (Apalachicola 
River) and north to two battlefi elds of the Tuscarora War.  The map was based off of Moll’s map from Atlas Minor, circa 1729.  As in Moll’s map, the region of 
present-day Georgia is labeled Azilia for the aborted “Margravate of Azilia” of Sir Robert Montgomery.  Seluda Desert, a remnant of the misconceptions perpetu-
ated by John Lederer is also shown.  Many of Moll’s notations throughout the map have been translated into German and Latin.  Several additions have also been 
made, including Ebenezer of the Salzb. at the mouth of the Savannah River, and Fort Col Angile (Argyle) near the mouth of the Howgeche (Ogeechee) River.  

 References:  Ref: Cumming (SE) #233; McCorkle #740.1; Portinaro & Knirsch #123; Sellers & Van Ee #83; Kershaw #579.  A bright sheet of watermarked paper 
with original color that has been partially refreshed.  (A)    $550-700

123. Colonial United States & Canada  (A Map of the British & French Plantations in North America), Anon., London Magazine, London, [1755].  10.4 x 8.3”.  (HC)  
This charming little map of New England and northeastern Canada covers from Long Island through the coast of Labrador.  New England consists of Connecticut, 
Rhode Island, Massachusets Bay, New Hampshire and York County.  The title cartouche was meant to serve as the title for three maps published in the July, August 
and September editions of the magazine.  Together those maps covered the entire American theater of the Seven Years War or French and Indian War.  Ref: Jolly 
#LOND-96; Kershaw #351; McCorkle #755-28; Sellers & Van Ee #65.  Issued folding with faint offsetting from an opposing text page.  A binding trim at lower 
left, resulting in minute loss of neatline, has been professionally replaced with old paper to accommodate framing.  (A) $250-325

124. Colonial United States & Canada  (A New and Accurate Map of the Present War in North America), Hinton, Universal Magazine, London, [1757].  14.3 x 10.8”.  
(BW)  This uncommon French and Indian War map would have provided an invaluable glimpse into the war for readers across the Atlantic.  The map covers the 
region from Boston north to Quebec, and goes as far west as Lake Ontario.  There is excellent detail of the area, with many rivers, lakes, towns, and cities identi-
fi ed.  Various forts and camps are located, and a note in New Hampshire indicates a Barrier against the Indians.  Indian territories are labeled, with the Iroquois 
apparent as the dominant tribe in the vicinity.  A decorative title cartouche adorns the bottom right corner.  Engraved by R.W. Seale.  Ref: Jolly #UNIV-58; Sellers 
& van Ee #79.  Issued folding and now fl attened on watermarked paper with a 1” binding tear that has been archivally repaired and a couple of minor spots.  The 
margins have been trimmed close to the neatline. A faint wash color has been applied to the Massachusetts Bay and Sagadahook regions.  (B+) 

      $450-550

125. Colonial United States & Canada  (A Particular Map, to Illustrate Gen. Amherst’s Expedition, to Montreal; with a Plan of the Town & Draught of ye Island), 
Gibson, Gentleman’s Magazine, London, [1760].  9 x 7.2”.  (BW)  After the fall of Quebec, Montreal was the sole remaining French power center in Canada.  The 
British General, Jeffery Amherst, occupied Fort Ticonderoga and Crown Point in the fall of 1759.  He began a three-pronged offensive converging on Montreal the 
following spring.  When Vaudreuil de Cavagnal surrendered on September 8, 1760, this ended the last major campaign of the French and Indian War.  This map 
shows the St. Lawrence River from Quebec City to the Great Falls of Niagara 140 ft and east to include the Hudson River, Albany, and Lake Champlain.  Details 
include several forts, Drowned Lands, and Indian tribes.  An inset at lower right shows the environs of Montreal Island.  At upper left, a plan of the walled city of 
Montreal portrays individual buildings and has an index of 16 important features including the Arsenal, hospital, the Governor’s Palace, and the gardens of Mons 
Beausou and de Quain.  Ref: Jolly #GENT-145.  Issued folding with a horizontal extraneous crease running through the middle of the map and minor even toning.  
(B+)    $140-180

126. Colonial United States & Canada  (A New Map of North America from the Latest Discoveries), Spilsbury, The Continuation of Dr. Smolletts History of England, 
1761.  14.9 x 10.9”.  (BW)  This is the uncommon fi rst state, not the 1763 edition from  London Magazine, of this fi ne map noting the colonial possessions in North 
America eastward from Texas to the Atlantic coast.  It shows early settlements, forts, Indian villages, and tribal territory.  The colonies have boundaries extending 
past the map’s western border.  Various treaty and charter boundaries are shown.  Earl Granville’s Property stretches from the Atlantic west to beyond the Missis-
sippi River.  In Florida, a line from Fort St. George to St. Mark delineates the Limits Stipulated in 1738 and below, nearly to Cape Canaveral, are the Bounds of 
Carolina by Charter of 1665.  The fi shing banks off Canada are prominently outlined.  The map is enhanced by a delicate title cartouche and fancy compass rose.  
Ref: McCorkle #761-3; Sellers & Van Ee #89.  A nice impression on watermarked paper, issued folding, now pressed fl at, with one short fold separation entering 
less than 0.75” into the image that has been closed on verso with archival materials.  There is also a tiny edge tear just breaching the neatline at left and some minor 
soiling.  (B+)    $375-475

127. Colonial United States & Canada  (An Accurate Map of the British Empire in Nth. America as Settled by the Preliminaries in 1762), Gibson, Gentleman’s Magazine, 
London, ca. 1762.  9.7 x 8.3”.  (BW)  Covering from Labrador to Florida and west to the Mississippi, this important, historical map details the land settlement that 
ended the French & Indian War.  The map graphically depicts “The Countries shaded with lines are those formerly claimed or possessed by France and Spain and 
are now absolutely ceded & guaranteed to Great Britain.”  This long and complex war resulted in Britain gaining New France, the eastern Mississippi basin, and 
Florida.  Spain gained New Orleans and retained its Caribbean islands.  France also retained its Caribbean islands and Havana.  The preliminary treaty illustrated 
by this map was ratifi ed the following year in the Treaty of Paris.  The colonies of Virginia and Carolina are now shown with their western boundaries to the Mis-
sissippi River.  The Six Nations’ boundary extends west to occupy the Great Lakes region.  A large inset “Chart of the Entrance of the Mississippi” provides a 
detailed view of the delta region and the vicinity of New Orleans.  Ref: Jolly #GENT-165; McCorkle #762.1; Seller & Van Ee #92.  Issued folding on watermarked 
paper with light overall toning, a binding trim at bottom left, and a small damp stain at top right that just enters the neatline.  (B+) 

      $240-300

128. Colonial United States & Canada  (Partie du Nord de l’Amerique Septentrionale, pour Servir a l’Histoire Philosophique et Politique…), Bonne, Raynal’s Histoire 
Philosphique et Politique, Geneva, ca. 1774.  9.3 x 12.6”.  (BW)  This attractive map of the eastern part of North America shows the British colonies confi ned along 
the eastern seaboard with French Louisianne and Canada taking up the interior.  In the upper left is a series of rivers and lakes purportedly connecting Hudson Bay 
with la Mer de l’Ouest (Sea of the West).  Features include the notation of the Natchitoches tribe in Louisiana Territory, along with numerous additional native tribes.  
Three distance scales and a fi ne shield-style cartouche embellish the composition.  Engraved by Andre.  Ref: McCorkle #774.1.  Issued folding on watermarked 
paper with faint offsetting.  There is a binding trim at right and an associated 5” binding tear that has been closed on verso with old paper.  (B) 

      $200-250
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129. Eastern United States & Canada  (Map of the United States in North America: with the British, French and Spanish Dominions Adjoining, According to the Treaty 
of 1783), Kitchin, London, 1783.  19.7 x 16”.  (HC)  This is one of the earliest English-produced maps to offi cially acknowledge the United States.  It depicts the 
new nation with its western border on the Mississippi River.  Of particular interest is the coloring of Virginia, stretching west to the Mississippi River and north 
to Lake of the Woods, encompassing nearly a third of the map including today’s Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan.  This coloring was based upon the early 
17th century charters which Virginia only realized after the French and Indian War.  Virginia would claim these borders for 20 years before they were reduced by 
cession and civil war.  The map is fi lled with information on early settlements, forts, Indian villages and fi shing banks.  The title is enclosed in a simple cartouche, 
with the island of Bermuda below.  The map was published in Raynal’s A Philosophical and Political History. 

 An example with the same coloring is found at the Library of Virginia.  Ref: McCorkle #783-11; Phillips (M) p. 862.  Issued folding and now fl attened and backed 
with tissue to reinforce and repair numerous small splits along the folds resulting in minor loss of image primarily in blank areas of the engraving.  Light soiling 
and offsetting.  (B)    $1000-1400

130. Eastern United States & Canada  (L’Acadia, le Provincie di Sagadahook e Main, la Nuova Hampshire, la Rhode Island, e Parte di Massachusset e Connecticut), 
Zatta, Atlante Novissimo, Venice, ca. 1785.  16.7 x 12.5”.  (HC)  This great regional map covers New England and Nova Scotia and details the early settlements 
and roads with the adjacent fi shing banks.  It includes Cape Cod, Boston, Newport, New London, Portsmouth, and much more.  Delineates the roads along the coast 
and westward from Concord.  Provides excellent detail in Acadia and of the adjacent fi shing banks.  Towns, villages, roads, trails, and watershed topography were 
drawn from the earliest available English and indigenous surveys.  This map is one sheet of the Italian version of Mitchell’s seminal map of the British Dominions 
in North America that Zatta issued in 12 sections with the whole titled “Le Colonie Unite dell’ America Settentrle.”  The map was also included in the Italian 
edition of Abbe Raynal’s “Storia dell’ America Settentrionale.”  Ref: Kershaw #796; McCorkle #778.8; Portinaro & Knirsch #148; Sellers and Van Ee #163.  On 
watermarked paper with wide, original margins and light centerfold toning.  (B+)    $275-350

131. Eastern United States & Canada  (Carte Generale des Etats-Unis de l’Amerique Septentrionale, Renfermant Aussi Quelques Provinces Angloises Adjacentes...), 
Crevecoeur, Lettres d’un Cultivateur Ameriquain..., Paris, ca. 1787.  16.7 x 10.1”.  (BW)  An uncommon map of the early United States and the fi rst printed map 
to name Frankland.  Also known as Franklinia, it is shown here just west of the border of North Carolina, named Pays de Frankland.  In 1785 settlers in western 
North Carolina and what would become eastern Tennessee organized a state government to be named in honor of Benjamin Franklin.  Congress turned down their 
appeal but the state maintained a legislature and governor until 1788.  This ephemeral state appears on only a small number of maps.  The 14th state of Vermont is 
named and noted in the key at right, with a notation in French that it was “not yet accepted in the confederation.”  Virginia is shown in a strange confi guration and 
there is a square-shaped region denoted as Pays de Kentukey.   Engraved by Pierre Francois Tardieu.

 Crevecoeur was a French-born surveyor who settled in New York, where he produced this classic collection of twelve essays that refl ected on the nature of Ameri-
can life, particularly its customs and manners.  His description of bountiful American lands spurred many French people to immigrate to America.  Howes says 
that Crevecoeur’s work is a: “Description of American life of great infl uence in attracting European immigration in the post-revolutionary period.  As literature 
unexcelled by any American work of the eighteenth century.”

 See also Lot 178 for Crevecoeur’s three-volume Lettres d’un Cultivateur Ameriquain.  Ref: McCorkle #787.8; Mapforum 1, Early Maps of the US #69; Baynton-
Williams (TMC-72) #1.  Issued folding on watermarked paper with a short fold separation that just enters the image at right, some minor offsetting, and a binding 
trim at right.  (B+)    $600-800

132. Eastern United States & Canada  ([Map with Report] Map of the Various Lines between the United States and the British Provinces), Graham, Mr. Webster’s 
Vindication of the Treaty of Washington in 1842…, Washington D.C., 1846.  15.5 x 11.8”.  (HC)  The fi nely engraved map shows the disputed borders and border 
treaties between the United States and Canada.   The map is centered on Maine and includes parts of the surrounding New Brunswick, New Hampshire, Vermont 
and New York. Hand coloring identifi es the Boundary Established by the Treaty of Washington of 1842; Line by award of the King of the Netherlands; and Line 
claimed by the U.S. under the Treaty of 1783.  Also shows the true Meridian Traced by Major Graham.  To the left is an inset map showing detail of the Canadian/
US boundary at the outlet of Lake Champlain.  This map, “Rouse’s Point and its vicinity on Lake Champlain Shewing the positions selected for the Fortifi cations” 
(4 x 6”), shows a massive “site of proposed fortifi cation” on the New York side and a fort on an un-named spit of land later called Island Point. This unnamed 
fort is the infamous Fort Blunder that was built on an unstable foundation and abandoned uncompleted after two years of construction at a cost of approximately 
$200,000.  Originally thought to be south of the 45th degree of latitude, a later survey found it to be about two-thirds of a mile north of the border (clearly seen on 
the inset map).   As seen on the inset map, the Treaty of 1842 moved the boundary about one-half mile north of the fort. The proposed fort was eventually built and 
called Fort Montgomery, with part of its massive walls still remaining today.  

  The map is accompanied (map is loose) by the original 88-page report, “Mr. Webster’s Vindication of the Treaty of Washington of 1842.”  In 1838 Canadian 
lumberjacks illegally entered the United States to cut timber in the Aroostook region during the winter months.  They seized the American land agent dispatched 
to expel them, thus starting the “Aroostook War.”  After Maine dispatched 10,000 troops to confront the Canadians, President van Buren sent General Winfi eld 
Scott to the “war” zone.  Scott arranged an agreement between offi cials of Maine and New Brunswick that averted any actual fi ghting.  The dispute was settled in 
1842 by the Webster-Ashburton Treaty, also known as the Treaty of Washington as it is named on this map.  Political opponents later accused Daniel Webster, the 
lead negotiator, of giving too much land to the British.  This report is Webster’s answer to these criticisms and is an excellent summary on the negotiations with 
extensive references to correspondence.     Issued folding with moderate foxing in the image and two tiny pinholes in the lower left and right corner of the neatline 
only visible when held to light.  Binding trim at lower left.  Report contents are good with light toning and occasional foxing.  (B) 

      $400-500

133. Eastern United States & Canada  (A Geological Map of the United States and Canada), Hitchcock, Outline of the Geology of the Globe…, Boston, 1853.  24.4 x 
16.7”.  (HC)  Hitchcock’s landmark geological map of the United State and southern Canada was published between 1853 and 1856 with no changes.  The eastern 
portion of the map is a compilation of Lyell’s map with the western geology from  M. Boue’s Geological Map of the World, modifi ed by the author’s generalizations.  
The map provides early detail of the geological formations with an explanatory key to the colors indicating fi fteen different geological groups.   Lithographed by 
W.O. Sharps Lith., Boston.  Published in Outline of the Geology of the Globe, and of the United States in Particular..., by Edward Hitchcock,  by Phillips, Sampson 
& Company.  Ref: Marcou & Marcou #41.  Issued folding with faint color offsetting, a few minor spots, and a binding trim at left with an associated 3” binding 
tear repaired on verso with archival material.  (B+)    $700-900

134. Northern United States & Canada  (British Possessions in North America), Arrowsmith, London, 1809.  15.6 x 10.8”.  (BW)  This intriguing map shows the United 
States from North Carolina on up and extends north through Canada to Baffi n Bay.  There is good topographical detail, and important cities and various Indian 
tribes are identifi ed.  What is most notable here is the depiction of the networks of rivers, lakes, and bays of the region.  Notations throughout provide interesting 
details of the continent’s frontiers, with many referencing the Indians’ geographical knowledge.  Drawn and engraved by John Russell, and published by Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, and Orme.     Faint scattered foxing.  (A)    $200-230

135. Western United States & Canada  (Journal of an Exploring Tour Beyond the Rocky Mountains … [with] Map of Oregon Territory), Parker, Utica, NY, [1844].  5 
x 7.8”.  (BW)  Samuel Parker was a missionary who accompanied a fur-trading party on an expedition from Council Bluffs, Iowa to the Oregon Territory.  At the 
time, the region was claimed by both the British and the United States and was little known except to fur-traders. The folding map Map of Oregon Territory…, 
1838(22.4 x 14”), and the wood engraving of the Basaltic Formations on the Columbia River are both present in this complete volume.  Parker’s map, based on 
both personal observation and reports of the fur-traders of the Hudson Bay Company, is considered a landmark in the mapping of the region. The map provides 
an excellent view of the river systems and tribal territory.  It shows several forts, including an early depiction of Fort Hall. The map extends to include much of 
present-day Canada.  The map is still bound in the original book in which Parker tells of his incredible experiences on the expedition.  The books preface refers 
to the map as being “far more accurate than any which has before been published.”  Ref: Howes P89; Wagner-Camp 70:4; Wheat [TMW] #438.  The map has a 
2” binding tear and moderate foxing in the image.  Text is tight with light scattered foxing.  The original binding is very good with light shelf wear and very small 
chips to the spine at top and bottom.  (B)    $700-850
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136. Western United States & Canada  (Voyages Aux Montagnes Rocheuses, et une Annee de Sejour Chez les Tribus Indiennes du Vaste Territoire de l’Oregon, Defen-
dant des Etats-Unis d’Amerique), De Smet, 1844.  15.5 x 12”.  (BW)  This is the Malines (Mechelen) edition of this highly regarded journal containing De Smet’s 
untitled map covering the area from the Missouri River to the Pacifi c, and from the Great Salt Lake to Little Slave Lake.  The map shows the tracks of De Smet 
as he traversed the region on his mission to enlighten the native inhabitants on the beliefs of Christendom.  According to Wagner-Camp, “Father De Smet gave 
more than three decades of service to the cause of the American Indian.” and “…his voluminous, articulate writings, in the form of letters published in the United 
States, and in Europe, described his wards with accuracy and sympathy.”  The text is illustrated with 20 beautiful lithographic plates showing scenery, ceremonies 
and portraits.  Wagner & Camp note that this edition contains additional plates not found in the 1843 English edition.  The map is De Smet’s fi rst published fold-
ing map.  Complete with 304 pages.  12mo.  Hardbound in quarter calf over marbled paper boards with gilt title on spine.  Ref: Wagner & Camp #113a:1; Howes 
D288.  The map has a few minor spots and two short binding tears, one of which enters 0.5” into the map image that have both been closed on verso with archival 
material.  Contents are tight and the covers and spine show only light wear.  (B+)    $500-700

137. Western United States & Canada  (Das Oregon-Gebiet), Flemming, ca. 1848.  12.6 x 16.4”.  (HC)  This uncommon German map of Oregon Territory shows the 
U.S. claim extending well into British Columbia to 54 40.  The map reaches south to Monterey, and inland to the Sierra Nevadas and Rocky Mountains.  The 

information is taken from the maps of Fremont and other western explorers.  The Columbia River and San Francisco Bay are included in detailed insets, complete 
with soundings.     Original outline color in main map with later color in insets. On a clean, bright sheet with light toning along its edges, well away from image.  
(A)    $275-350

138. Western Canada & Alaska  (A Map Shewing the Communication of the Lakes and the Rivers Between Lake Superior and Slave Lake in North America), Anon., 
Gentleman’s Magazine, London, 1790.  9.3 x 7.8”.  (BW)  This intriguing map is based on the map and report by Peter Pond in 1787.   The map traces the route 
from Lake Superior to Lake Winnipeg and then through an interconnected chain of lakes and rivers to Arabaska Lake and Slave Lake.  The most interesting feature 
is the speculative river fl owing out of Slave Lake, over “falls said to be the largest in the known world,” and emptying into Cook Inlet in Alaska, a remarkable 
journey considering the topography.  Pond’s map infl uenced Alexander Mackenzie’s quest to fi nd the Northwest Passage in his famous expedition in the region.  
Published in the March 1790 issue with no attribution to the engraver.  Ref: Hays #130; Jolly #GENT-283; Kershaw #1159; Wheat [TMW] #222.  Issued folding 
with a few faint extraneous creases and very faint offsetting.  (A)    $275-350

139. Arctic, Canada & Alaska  (Partie de la Carte du Capitaine Cluny Auteur d’un Ouvrage Anglois Intitule American Traveller Publie a ‘ Londres en 1769), Robert de 
Vaugondy, Diderot’s Encyclopedia (Supplement), Paris, 1769.  19.4 x 11.6”.  (BW)  While this fascinating map covers the Arctic from Asia through Europe, the 
focus of the map is on the North American Arctic region.  The most important feature of the map is the early depiction of what is present-day Alaska, patterned 
after Muller’s epic map of 1750 that was the fi rst to show the Russian discoveries, also noted here.  The peninsula is shown as an indistinct dashed line that extends 
out to M. S. Jean.  Early explorations are noted: “Terre decouverte par Gwosdew (Gwosden)” and “Decouvert par Bering en 1741.”   A very interesting Northwest 
Passage is shown from Repulse Bay in the north part of Hudson Bay into the Arctic Ocean at Cape Fowler.  The River of the West enters at about 45  with an 
uncertain course that is roughly aligned with the F. York river in the southwest of Hudson Bay, another allusion to the Northwest Passage.  Ref: Wagner #637-10; 
Pedley #460.  On watermarked paper with two small holes at top left, a few spots, and a hint of offsetting.  (B+)  $150-190

United States

140. United States  (United States of America Compiled from the Latest & Best Authorities), Melish, A Complete Genealogical, Historical, Chronological and Geographi-
cal Atlas…, Philadelphia, 1821.  21.3 x 17”.  (HC)  An important map by the American cartographer John Melish, engraved by Benjamin Tanner, and published by 
Mathew Carey & Son for C. V. Lavoisne’s atlas.  It provides a detailed view of the Missouri River and the headwaters of the Columbia River based on information 
from Lewis and Clark’s expedition.  The new state of Missouri is shown with a straight western border.  Michigan Territory includes the eastern part of present-day 
Wisconsin, which is still a part of the North West Territory.  The large Arkansas Territory takes in most of present-day Oklahoma.  Texas is a part of Mexico.  One 
of the most interesting features of the map is the river system in the West, near the Highest Peak, where the headwaters of several major rivers all originate within 
a few miles of one another - Red River of California (Colorado), Multnomah (Willamette), Rio del Norte (Rio Grande), Arkansaw (Arkansas), and the Platte.  Ref: 
Wheat (TMW) #338.  Light toning and staining with a centerfold separation at bottom that extends 6” into the image closed on verso with archival tape.  Damp 
stains occupy the top corners of the map image, and there are a few tiny chips along the edges of the sheet that just enter the neatline.  (B) 

      $700-900

141. United States  (United States), Morse, New York, ca. 1822.  17 x 10.5”.  (HC)  This uncommon map of the United States shows early territorial confi gurations in 
the middle of the country.  Arkansas is in its large confi guration extending to Mexico, while Texas is named and is part of Mexico.  The large Northwest Territory 
is bounded on the west by the Mississippi River and stretches to Lake Superior and Lake Michigan.   The central plains and Northwest are labeled Missouri Terri-
tory with a portion extending into Canada labeled New Caledonia.  In Utah a lake is shown whose “Western Limits...are unknown” and just to the east is the Valle 
Salado.  An unknown river bisects the unnamed Great Basin with a hopeful notation predicting it “will probably be the communication between the Atlantic and 
Pacifi c.”     Issued folding on thin, banknote-style paper with an edge tear at right that extends 1.5” into the image which has been closed on verso with archival 
tape.  Light toning.  (B)    $450-550

142. United States  (A Geological Map of the United States), Hinton, Simpkin & Marshall, London, 1832.  15.4 x 9.8”.  (HC)  This map of the United States identifi es 9 
different geologic types including anthracite, bituminous coal, sandstone and trap rocks extending from the eastern seaboard to the Rocky Mountains.  In addition 
to the geologic features, the map identifi es Indian tribes, rivers and the Chippewayan Desert.  In the Pacifi c Northwest, the area is labeled Western Territory and 
extends well into British Colombia, refl ecting United States claims in the region.  Fancy lettering and fl ourishes in title with the imprint of I.T. Hinton & Simpkin 
& Marshall dated March 15, 1832.     Issued folding with original color and a few small spots.  There are light damp stains that enter the top border and the lower 
right corner of the map image.  (B+)    $180-220

143. United States  (United States), Bradford, Boston, ca. 1835.  10 x 7.7”.  (HC)  Map shows the extent of the early United States with Missouri, Arkansas and Loui-
siana demarcating the western frontier. Texas is part of Mexico and an unnamed Missouri Territory reaches westward including the Great American Desert where 
several Indian Districts are named.  The Huron District takes the place of Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.  Oregon District takes in present-day 
Oregon and Washington and encroaches slightly into present-day British Columbia.  An unnamed river links L. Timpanogos with the Pacifi c at the Bay of Sir F. 
Drake.  The map is fi lled with early towns, settlements and mines.     A nice impression with a few very minor spots, else fi ne.  (A) 

      $120-150

144. United States, Texas, Mexico  (No. 5 Map of the United States Engraved to Illustrate Mitchell’s School and Family Geography), Mitchell, Mitchell’s School and 
Family Geography, Philadelphia, 1839.  16.8 x 10.3”.  (HC)  This early map has terrifi c western territorial borders featuring the Independent Republic of Texas with 
the long stovepipe border extending well above Pike’s Peak to the 42nd parallel.   Austin is shown as the republic’s capital city. Names Bexar, Victoria, Columbia, 
Houston, Franklin and Galveston.  Notations within Texas include “Herds of Buffaloes and Wild Horses”, “Mustang Desert”, and “Extensive Prairies.”  The Great 
American Desert extends from the panhandle up into the large Indian Territory.  The huge Missouri Territory lays between the even larger Oregon Territory and 
extends to meet the unnamed Sioux lands at the Missouri River.  The large Indian Territory fi lls the region from Texas to Missouri Territory along the North Fork 
of the Platte River, west to Upper California and east to border with Iowa, Missouri and Arkansas.   The large inset “No. 6 Map of Mexico and Guatimala” shows 
Mexico in control of the entire Southwest up to Oregon Territory and eastward to Texas.  The western United States is here named Upper California while the Baja 
is Old California.    An early Mitchell map that was engraved by W. Williams.     Original color with some minor soiling, a few small faint stains, and a centerfold 
separation at bottom that enters 2” into the image repaired on verso with archival tape.  (B+)    $160-200

145. United States, Texas  (Etats-Unis), Duvotenay, 1846.  12 x 8.8”.  (HC)  This interesting map of the United States shows Mexico encompassing the majority of the 
Southwest and California.  Texas is shown as an independent Republic.  Most of the states east of the Mississippi River are named and outlined, except for Wis-
consin, which is called District Huron.  Besides Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas, land west of the Mississippi River is separated into regions, including 
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District of the Mandines, District of the Osages, District of the Ozark, District of the Sioux, and District of the Oregon.  Canada is called Nouvelle Bretagne.  The 
map includes decorative borders with graphic elements in the corners and four distance scales.     A nice impression with light scattered foxing.  (B+) 

      $200-250

146. United States, Texas  (The United States & The Relative Position of the Oregon & Texas), Wyld, ca. 1846.  21.5 x 15”.  (HC)  This interesting map depicts the 
United States in the midst of dramatic westward expansion, just after the annexation of Texas and the resolution of the Oregon Boundary Dispute, and just prior 
to the Mexican-American War.  The map shows several previous and proposed western boundaries.  In the Pacifi c Northwest there is the Line Proposed by the 
Convention of the 20th October 1818, the Line Proposed by the Americans in 1824 & 1826, and the Line Proposed by the English in 1826.  The boundary is shown 
on the map as set by Oregon Treaty in 1846, but there is no mention of the treaty itself.  The Line of the Treaty of Florida of the 22nd February 1819 and of 12th 
January 1828 forms the U.S. boundary with Mexico and the northern border of Texas.  The Line Proposed to Mexico by the United Sates in 1835 shows an obscure 
proposed boundary roughly on the 37th parallel.    Texas is shown in its largest confi guration with the panhandle elongated to include the panhandle of present-day 
Oklahoma, and parts of  New Mexico and Colorado.  The Oregon Route is shown crossing the plains and the Rocky Mountains at South Pass.  An inset of Great 
Britain is on the same scale in the Atlantic.  This edition was published circa 1846 after the Oregon Boundary Dispute had been settled.  Ref: cf. Wheat (TMW) 
#503.  Very light toning with a few edge tears with that have been closed on verso with archival material, only one of which enters 1” into the map image.  (B+)  
     $700-900

147. United States  (Vereinigte Staaten von Nordamerika), Flemming, ca. 1852.  27 x 20.5”.  (HC)  This large, detailed map of the United States extends to include part 
of Canada and Mexico, although information is focused on the United States.  The map provided an excellent view of the American West with fi ve large territories 
encompassing almost the entire west, shown to be mostly the domain of numerous Indian nations.  Minosotah Territory takes in the Dakotas with Missouri Territory 
stretching to the Rocky Mountains.  Indian Territory encompasses present day Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebraska.  West of the Rockies are the state of California 
and the territories of New Mexico, Utah and Oregon, which encompasses present-day Washington, Idaho and Oregon.  The border with Mexico is shown along the 
Gila River, pre Gadsden Purchase.  The map depicts towns, missions, forts, railroads, and canals, and includes a list of the highest mountain peaks.  A table lists 
the states and territories, with populations in 1840, number of counties, and size.  Lithography by Handtke.  Printed on four sheets, joined.     Very clean and bright 
with just a few very faint spots mostly in Mexico.  (A)    $275-350

148. United States  ([Map in Book] The United States of America [in] A Comprehensive Geography and History Ancient and Modern), Colton, 1855.  26.5 x 17.5”.  (HC)  
This great map features numerous early western territorial boundaries. Washington and Oregon Territories extend to the huge Nebraska Territory at the Continental 
Divide. Nebraska Territory in turn, extends to the Missouri River where it borders a large Minnesota Territory. Utah Territory spans from California east to join 
Nebraska and Kanzas along the Rocky Mountains and Continental Divide. The very large New Mexico Territory comprises all of today’s Arizona, the southern 
tip of Nevada, and part of Colorado. The map details the exploration routes of many expeditions including those of Marcy, Kearny, Fremont, etc., and locates the 
Santa Fe Trail and the Oregon Trail. An uncommon issue printed on bank-note paper and surrounded in a fl ourishing decorative border. 

 The map is bound into the front cover of A Comprehensive Geography and History Ancient and Modern (8.5 x 10.9”).  It is fi lled with 79 hand colored illustrations 
interspersed within the text, including several single page maps, and a double-page map of the United States featuring the phantom territory of Mesilla below New 
Mexico.  Several other maps also depict Mesilla.  272 pp.  Hardbound in gilt stamped red cloth boards with gilt title on front cover and spine.

 The large folding map, issued with wide margins, has numerous extraneous creases and some occasional light foxing.  The other maps and text are very good with 
light toning.  The front hinge is starting, the covers are worn and bumped, and the spine is chipped.  (B+)  $500-650

149. United States  (Map of the United States, and Territories. Together with Canada &c.), Mitchell, 1860.  21.5 x 13.3”.  (HC)  A terrifi c map published at a time when 
many territorial borders were at their most unique confi gurations.  Utah is a large territory that includes all of Nevada and most of Colorado.  New Mexico extends 
between Texas and California, but Arizona Territory occupies its southern half.  This is the rare Confederate Territory of Arizona as established by the Confederate 
General Baylor.  Oregon state has just been formed, leaving its eastern half to Washington Territory, which is now shaped as an upside down “L” and touching 
Utah in the south.  Nebraska extends from Kansas to the Canadian border and includes today’s Montana, Wyoming and much of the Dakotas. Oklahoma is Indian 
Territory.  Dakota is a small area between the Missouri River at the west and the Sioux and Red Rivers on the east, and bounded by Nebraska and Minnesota.  The 
extensive railroad network is depicted throughout the East, with proposed railroads, wagon roads and emigrant routes shown in the western territories.  Includes 
an inset of Newfoundland in the Atlantic.  A decorative grapevine border surrounds this attractive map.     A bright and colorful example with some minor soiling 
mostly confi ned to the blank margins.  (A)    $200-250

150. United States, Civil War  ([Lot of 3 - Unused Civil War Envelopes]), ca. 1861.  5.6 x 3.2”.  (PC)  This lot consists of three uncommon Civil War era envelopes 
(unused).  The fi rst envelope displays a 34-star American fl ag superimposed over a map of the United States, published by William Perris.  The map depicts the 
Confederate Territory of Arizona as well as the oversized territories of Dakota and Washington.  West Virginia has yet to appear.  The second envelope shows a 
profi le of a bearded Jefferson Davis wearing a hat with the caption “Jeff Davis going in.”  By turning the envelope 90 degrees the profi le becomes a donkey with 
the caption “ Jeff Davis going out.”  The last envelope shows a large rat labeled “Octagenarian” with an American fl ag enticing a small rat with a Confederate fl ag 
tied to its tail to nibble at the bowl labeled Capitol.  Size varies slightly.     Overall good condition with light soiling and toning.  (B+) 

      $150-180

151. United States, Civil War  ([Untitled - Map of United States with The Army of Liberty Song]), Magnus, New York, ca. 1863.  4.8 x 7.4”.  (HC)  This is an uncom-
mon patriotic Civil War era broadside with a hand colored map of the United States in the upper half and the words to the song on the bottom. This does not appear 
to be a page from a publication but was a separately issued handout for the soldiers.  A vignette of General Washington conducting a battle is super-imposed over 
the mid-section of the map.  The map shows Washington Territory in its inverted “L” confi guration extending around Oregon into today’s Idaho.  Shows the newly 
formed Nevada, and the Dakota Territory stretches between the Mississippi river and the Rocky Mountains. The patriotic song, titled “I’m glad I’m in this Army,” 
which begins “Come rally for our country,” was obviously published to inspire the Union solider.  No attribution, city, date or printer noted on this rare, unfolded 
broadside but OCLC indicates it was published by Charles Magnus.     Overall very good with just a hint of offsetting and pleasant even-age toning.  (A)  
     $250-325

152. United States, Civil War  (Map of the United States, Showing the Territory in Possession of the Federal Union), Bacon, G. W.  & Company, 1864.  26.4 x 17.7”.  
(HC)  This is an unusual Civil War map in that it gives information on territorial claims, both by the Confederate States and the Federal Union, including areas 
reclaimed from the Rebellion.  The depiction of the Western Territories is particularly interesting.  A large Dakota extends all the way to the Rockies bordering 
Washington and two offset rectangles make up the newly formed Idao - an unusual confi guration for Idaho.  A table below the title gives the population, both free 
and slaves, of each color-coded area.     Issued folding with light scattered foxing and an edge tear at right that extends 3.5” into the image closed on verso with 
archival material.  (B+)    $200-250

153. United States  (General Map of the United States), Bartholomew, ca. 1875.  22.1 x 16.8”.  (PC)  This rare, if not scarce, map is unique for its depiction of the Ter-
ritory of Pembina where North Dakota exists today.  There was much interest in dividing Dakota Territory in the mid-1870s, and in the Dec. 22nd, 1874 edition 
of the Sacramento Daily Union under “News of the Morning” is a one sentence note “The Pembina Territory Bill was revived on motion of Boreman” in the U.S. 
Senate.  Bartholomew apparently wanted the jump on other map makers, and thus shows Pembina as a territory with a border with Dakota more to the south than 
exists between North and South Dakota today.  However, the color of Pembina was not changed with Dakota to the south and the lettering was not in bold type, 
which would indicate some uncertainty with its status.  In later years Bartholomew would show the area to become North Dakota as the Territory of Huron and 
Lincoln Territory.  North and South Dakota were eventually created in 1889.     A clean and bright example with one short, closed edge tear confi ned to the right 
blank margin.  (A)    $300-400

154. United States  ([Lot of 3] Map of the United States Exhibiting the Progress Made in the Geographic Survey [and] Map of the United States Showing Progress in 
Preparation and Engraving of Topographic Maps [and] Map Showing Condition and Progress of Topographic Surveys), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Washington 
D.C., ca. 1884-99.  (PC)  These three maps show the evolution of surveying by the USGS over a fi fteen-year period (1884-1899) including: 
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 A. Map of the United States Exhibiting the Progress Made in the Geographic Survey, from Fifth Annual Report, dated 1884 (28.3 x 17.4”).  Surveying is focused 
on the western states including Colorado, Utah, Nevada and California.  The legend shows four different surveys: Triangulation, Area Surveyed by Geological 
Survey, Area Surveyed by Northern Transcontinental Survey, and Area Surveyed by other Organizations.  Condition:  There is some light color offsetting and some 
extraneous creasing at left. (B+) 

 B. Map of the United States Showing Progress in Preparation and Engraving of Topographic Maps, from Seventh Annual Report, circa 1886 (28.3 x 17.3”).  Depicts 
the extent of surveying at the close of the fi scal year 1886.  Surveyed areas include the southern Appalachians, the Great Basin, California and Washington state.  
Condition:  There is a small stain in Nevada at the fold and a binding trim at lower left. (B+) 

 C. Map Showing Condition and Progress of Topographic Surveys and Location of Gaging Stations for the Fiscal Year 1898-1899, from Twentieth Annual Report, 
circa 1899 (28.2 x 17.4”).  Additional surveying is seen especially in the middle of the country in Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma.  Gaging stations are also identi-
fi ed.  Condition:  A clean, bright example. (A)      $150-180

155. United States  (Governors, Coats of Arms and Interesting Features of the States and Territories of Our Country), ca. 1889.  10.3 x 6.9”.  (PC)  This is a nice example 
of an unusual atlas that was designed to advertise W. Duke, Sons & Co. cigarettes.  This publication is similar in style to the series produced by Arbuckle’s Coffee, 
but is less common.  The oblong 4to atlas has 13 sheets featuring 48 beautiful chromolithographic trading cards showing the current governor of every state/terri-
tory, coat of arms, and a local vignette.  On the left facing page are small printed maps of each state/territory with a paragraph describing its boundaries, history and 
population.  The front and rear stiff covers display colorful advertisements for the Duke Company.  The atlas is printed on loose pages held together with original 
twisted pink ribbon. 

 George Washington Duke was a tobacco industrialist and philanthropist who spent his life in the state of North Carolina.  His company, one of the earliest to market 
pre-rolled cigarettes, was one of the largest tobacco manufacturers in the world.  Duke’s infl uence and considerable donations brought Trinity College to Durham 
in 1892, and the college would eventually change names to Duke University in 1924.     Contents are very good to near fi ne with some minor soiling confi ned to 
the right blank margin.  The covers are somewhat worn and soiled with a crease in the lower left portion of the front cover.  Covers are slightly loose.  (B+)  
     $400-500

156. United States, Railroads  (The Rand-McNally Railway Guide Map of the United States with Portions of the Dominion of Canada, the Republic of Mexico, and 
the West Indies), Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, 1893.  42.5 x 30.5”.  (PC)  This very large and detailed map of the United States features terrifi c railroad detail 
along with towns, cities, rivers and topography.  It extends to include most of Mexico and southern Canada.  Advertisements surround the map including one for 
the Everett Land Co., which is the terminus of the Great Northern Railroad.  At bottom is an inset of Alaska showing no railroad development.  The verso contains 
numerous advertisements.  The map appears to have been issued with paper covers but none are present.     The map is mostly clean and bright with light toning 
along a couple of folds, very faint offsetting in a few spots, and short splits at fold intersections closed on verso with archival tape.  (B+) 

      $160-200

157. United States  (Map Showing the Lines of the Bell Telephone Companies in the United States and Canada), Boston, 1904.  39 x 25”.  (PC)  Large heliotype fold-
ing map showing the extent of American Telephone & Telegraph Co.’s network of communication lines primarily within the United States.  AT&T’s long distance 
lines are shown in green and the connecting lines from the other Bell Telephone Companies are shown in red overprinting.  An early telephone map in very good 
condition.     Issued folding with a few short fold separations and a 3” binding tear, all of which have been closed on verso with archival materials.  (B+)  
     $180-220

158. Colonial United States, Louisiana Territory  (Carte de la Louisiane et du Cours du Mississipi Dressee sur un Grand Nombre de Memoires entr’autres sur ceux de 
Mr. le Maire), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1733.  23.4 x 17.2”.  (HC)  This is a later edition of Delisle’s infl uential map of the French possession 
of Louisiana that drew together the cartographic work of the previous half century and had a tremendous impact on the history of cartography.  When originally 
published in 1718, it was the fi rst detailed map of the Gulf region and the Mississippi, and the fi rst to show the explorations of De Soto, Cavelier, Tonty, Moscoso 
and Denis.  The map was designed for the political purpose of invalidating the English claims west of the Appalachian Mountains and laid claim to Carolina by 
the French, which provoked an angry English response.  The name Texas made its fi rst appearance in print on the earlier edition of this map, with the legendary 
Mission de los Teijas, established in 1716.  The notation of Indiens errans et anthrophages along the Gulf Coast warns of cannibals.  However, it is the cartography 
of the Mississippi Valley for which the map is notable today.  An inset of the Mississippi Delta and Mobile Bay fi lls the lower right corner, titled Carte Particulière 
des Embouchures de la Rivière S. Louis et de la Mobile.  This is the Covens & Mortier edition, a re-engraving of the original plate, updated with the addition of 
New Orleans.  Ref: Cumming (SE) #208; Tooley (Amer) p.22, #45; cf. Wheat (TMW) #99; cf. Martin & Martin #19.  Original color on watermarked paper with 
good margins and just a hint of offsetting.  (A)    $2750-3500

159. Colonial United States, Cuba  (Various Plans and Draughts of Cities, Towns, Harbours &c. Drawn from the Latest Authorities), Conder, London, ca. 1780.  8.2 x 
11.7”.  (BW)  This very attractive sheet has fi ve maps: Plan of the Harbour of New-York and Parts adjacent, The Town & Harbour of Boston &c., Draught of the 
River Delaware from Chester to Philadelphia, Plan of the Harbour of Charles Town, South Carolina, and Plan of the City & Harbour of Havana, Capital of Cuba.  
Each map is very detailed with city plans, islands, and channels.  Filled with interesting and early place names:  Old Town and New Town on Staten Island, Elizabeth 
Town, Penny Ferry, Inn de Marmoleno, Johnstons Fort, etc.  Top and bottom have decorative garlands.     Backed in Japanese tissue with a few tiny spots within 
the image.  (A)    $180-220

160. Eastern United States  (Carte des Etats-Unis d’Amerique et du Cours du Mississipi…), Brion de la Tour, Paris, 1784.  27.5 x 20”.  (HC)  The Treaty of Paris, which 
ended the Revolutionary War, brought on the publication of a number of maps of the new United States and this map was among the earliest French maps to show 
the new nation.  First published in 1783, this is the second state, dated 1784, but apparently unchanged from the fi rst state.  The map shows the nation’s boundary 
on the Mississippi River, but extends to include considerable information on the Indian tribes on the western frontier as far as present-day Kansas (Kanfez).  The 
states of Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia all have their western borders on the Mississippi River.  There is excellent detail of early settlements, 
forts, and Indian villages with a list of 18 important forts in the New England region.  A table at lower left gives the population for the original 13 states.  A section 
of Virginia is named Indiana.  This region was originally granted to a Philadelphia trading company by the Iroquois Confederacy in 1768.  Then in 1776 it was sold 
to the Indiana Land Company, but was also claimed by the State of Virginia as a part of her original charter.  The resulting battle between the private land company 
and Virginia resulted in the Eleventh Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and is one of the most interesting chapters in the history of the young United States.  The 
large title cartouche is framed by a Liberty cap on a pikestaff, emblem of the Sons of Liberty, and the fl ags of the United States and France.  Ref: McCorkle #784.2; 
Sellers & Van Ee #746; Ristow, p. 63.  Nice impression and original color on sturdy, watermarked paper.  There is a faint horizontal extraneous crease where the 
map was folded, a few small spots in the image, and light toning primarily confi ned to the lower blank margin.  (B+) $2500-3500

161. Eastern United States  (Part of North America, Comprehending the Course of the Ohio, New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, 
Carolina & Georgia), Cary, Guthrie’s Universal Geography Improved, London, [1795].  11.6 x 8.3”.  (BW)  A fi nely engraved map based on the larger map by Didier 
Robert de Vaugondy (McCorkle 755.37).  The map is fi lled with detail of early settlements, Indian villages, and topography.  The colonies extend to the Illinois and 
Mississippi Rivers, with North Carolina shown in an unusual, skinny confi guration.  The top left of the map is fi led with the inset “Supplement to Carolina” which 
extends the map through South Carolina and part of Georgia on the same scale.  With an oval title cartouche at lower right in the Atlantic.  This is a later edition 
of the map with Cary’s name and imprint removed.  Earlier, it appeared in Seally’s 1782 Dictionary, in Michael Adam’s New Royal Geographical Magazine, and 
in his 1794 New Royal System of Universal Geography.  Ref: McCorkle #782.9.  Light toning and faint offsetting with a few minor spots in the image.  (B+)  
     $350-450

162. Eastern United States  (The United States of America), Scott, The New Universal Gazetteer, Philadelphia, ca. 1800.  12.8 x 10”.  (BW)  This map of the young 
United States covers the region from Maine south to Florida and west to the Mississippi River.  Georgia’s western boundary extends to include present-day Alabama 
and Mississippi.  Several spurious islands are located in Lake Superior including  I. Royal.  Vermont is not named.  Inland detail is limited to rivers, topography 
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and some place names.  The map is accompanied by fi ve pages of related text describing the land, population and trade.     Issued folding and now fl attened and 
professionally backed with tissue to repair and reinforce numerous fold separations and a 5” edge tear at right.  Light soiling.  (B) 

      $400-500

163. Eastern United States  (Carta delle Provincie Settentrionli. degli Stati Uniti), Rochefoucald Liancourt, ca. 1800.  19.3 x 12.6”.  (BW)  An uncommon and crisply 
engraved map describing the northern part of the young United States.  The map extends from the Passamaquoddy Bay in Maine down to Delaware and west 
to Lake Erie.  It provides a nice view of early settlements and roads, as well as the mountains and forests.  This map is from either an Italian edition of Francois 
la Rochefouchauld Liancourt’s Travels through the United States of North America… or Carlo Botta’s Storia della Guerra dell’ Independenza Degli Stati Uniti 
d’America.  Howes does not list an Italian edition of La Rochefouchauld Liancourt’s book, but it is copied from his map.  Ref: cf. Howes #L-106.  Issued folding 
with a few short edge tears, well away from image.  (A)    $200-250

164. Eastern United States  (Carte Generale des Etats-Unis), Tardieu, Atlas Universel de Geographie Physique et Politique, Paris, 1806.  18.7 x 14.8”.  (HC)  This fi nely 
engraved map shows the United States extending to the Mississippi River.  It extends westward  beyond the Mississippi River to show a portion of Louisiana Territory 
with numerous Indian tribes located on the frontier.  The western boundary for Georgia is at the Mississippi River and the oversized Florida is composed of East 
and West Florida.  There is signifi cant detail with a surprising number of towns and settlements located.  Published by Chanlaire & Mentelle.     On watermarked 
paper with very light offsetting.  (B+)    $250-325

165. Eastern United States  (The United States), Cummings & Hilliard, An Elementary Treatise on Mineralogy and Geology…, Boston, 1822.  16.5 x 11”.  (HC)  This 
early folding geological map of the United States is the frontis for “An Elementary Treatise on Mineralogy and Geology, Designed for the Use of Pupils,” by 
Parker Cleaveland, Boston, published by Cummings & Hilliard.   The map’s geology is by Parker Cleaveland and was drawn by H. Morse.  It extends into Texas 
to include San Antonio. Contains great watershed detail and uses hand coloring to suggest fi ve or six geologic formations.  Marcou says this map is a reissue of 
the 1817 Maclure’s Geological Map “with very few additions or variations.”  Issued on thin banknote-style paper, it is in the complete volume one (5.5” x 9”) in 
tan boards.  Second edition, octavo, 480 pp. of text with deckled edges.  One of the most famous and widely used mineralogical reference works of the early 19th 
century in America.  Very scarce especially with the map present.  Ref: Marcou & Marcou #28.  The map has a few minor stains and extraneous creases, otherwise 
near fi ne.  Text has light toning with some chips to the deckled edges.  The spine has nearly perished and the covers are partially detached and worn.  Map (B+), 
book (B).  (B+)    $550-700

166. Eastern United States  (Amer. Sep. Partie des Etats Unis.  No. 51), Vandermaelen, Atlas Universel, Brussels, 1825.  22.3 x 19”.  (HC)  This fi nely engraved and 
extremely detailed map covers the region from just south of the Chesapeake to Long Island, and up to Cape Cod, showing all or part of North Carolina, Virginia, 
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, New York and Long Island, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts.  There is good detail of the Chesapeake 
and Delaware Bays and the counties, towns, rivers, roads, mountains, rivers and islands.  The map has extensive notes on commerce, government, religion, revenues 
and weather.   A large table gives state by state populations, showing growth by decade for 1790, 1800, and 1810.  Expanded details for 1820 include populations 
for whites, slaves and free blacks, as well as populations of non-citizens, and information on the type of employment, broken down by agriculture, commerce and 
manufacturing.  The second table gives the total populations for Indians by state. The “Atlas Universel” contained 400 lithographed maps in 6 volumes.  It was 
the fi rst atlas to present all the maps on the same scale (1: 1,641,836).  There was only one edition of this scarce atlas, published in 1825-27, and the subscription 
list shows that only 810 copies were sold.  Ref: Phillips (A) #747, Imago Mundi, Vol. 24  Attractive original color with light offsetting primarily confi ned to the 
Atlantic Ocean and explanation table.  (B+)    $200-250

167. Eastern United States  (United States), Hall, London, ca. 1829.  9.3 x 7.3”.  (HC)  Nice small map with an extended Arkansas Territory that touches the border 
of Mexico (Texas) with the Red River serving as part of the southern border.  The region to the north of Arkansas Territory and lying between the Mississippi 
River and the Rocky Mountains, with the exception of Missouri, is noted as Western States and contains the names of numerous Indian tribes.  Texas is labeled 
as Mexican Territory.  Wisconsin is a large territory that includes today’s Minnesota and extends to the Red River.  Inset “Continuation of Florida” is on the same 
scale and locates Key Largo, St. Augustine, Cape Florida, Pt. Tancra, etc.  Engraved by Sidney Hall and published by Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown & Green from 
Paternoster Row, London.     Slightly toned with light soiling.  (B+)    $140-170

168. Eastern United States  (United States), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1851.  13.4 x 9.7”.  (HC)  This is a terrifi c edition of 
this map that features some interesting and unusual transitional boundaries.  The large Western Territory lies above a shortened Texas and stretches between New 
Mexico and the western boundaries of Missouri and Arkansas.  New Mexico or Santa Fe lies east of the Rio Grande, with Mexico to the west.  A huge Missouri 
Territory occupies much of the Great Plains region, as it extends from an oddly shaped Nebraska and off the map to the west.  Nebraska stretches from the Canadian 
border to the Western Territory as a thin strip of land lying against Minnesota and Iowa to the east.  This beautifully engraved map is surrounded by a decorative 
border with portraits of Washington and Franklin.   Vignettes of a buffalo hunt, Penn’s treaty with the Indians, Washington’s Monument in Baltimore, and two U.S. 
seals further adorn the map.     Lightly toned.  (B+)    $250-350

169. Eastern United States, Civil War  (United States of North America (Eastern & Central)), Ettling, Weekly Dispatch Atlas, London, 1862.  25 x 17”.  (HC)  This great 
Civil War map covers the country from the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic seaboard.  Of importance is the designation of the separate Confederate and Union 
states via hand coloring.  The states of Missouri and Kentucky are colored differently to indicate their status as border states containing both pro-Confederate and 
pro-Union government factions.  The Confederate Territory of Arizona is shown in the south of New Mexico Territory.  The map is fi nely engraved and detailed, and 
it shows existing railroads and several possible routes explored for the proposed Pacifi c Railroads.  The tracks of Fremont, Gunnison and others are shown, as are 
numerous roads, marshes, forts and Indian tribes.  These maps were published in the serial Weekly Dispatch Atlas for later binding into a world atlas, and examples 
still folding and unbound are uncommon.  Published by Cassell, Petier & Galpin, la Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill for inclusion in the Weekly Dispatch Atlas.  
A stamp in the top left corner indicates this map was in the December 28th, 1862 issue.  Printed on two sheets, joined.     A mostly clean sheet with a few minor 
stains in the image.  (B+)    $150-200

170. Colonial New England & Mid-Atlantic United States  (Novi Belgii, quod nunc Novi Jorck Vocatur, Novae qz. Angliae & Partis Virginiae Accuratissima et Novis-
sima Delineatio), Montanus, De Nieuwe en Onbekende Weereld, Amsterdam, ca. 1671.  14.6 x 11.5”.  (BW)  This fi nely engraved map is based on the infl uential 
Jansson-Visscher series.  Geographically the map follows Jansson, including the placement of nearly every European settlement along the coastline and rivers.  It 
covers the Eastern seaboard from just below the Chesapeake Bay to Pennobscot Bay.  Most of the interior details appear sketchy and speculative and are occupied 
by large forests and wild animals.  Many of the place names have been revised to refl ect the loss of the Dutch colony to the British in 1664.  While Nieuw Ned-
erlandt still appears for the region, the city is named Nieu Jorck, the Dutch Fort Organie is named Albany, and Nieu Jarsey is now named.  The unique decorative 
elements shows Native Americans in a variety of occupations.  Ref: Campbell (MCC-24) #21; McCorkle #671.1.  A dark impression with tattered edges at left, 
right, and bottom, leading to a few short edge tears that enter 1/8” to 1/2” into the image and a small portion of missing neatline at top left.  There are light damp 
stains on the right and left edges of the map, some faint soiling, and a few miniscule worm holes around the centerfold at top that are only visible when held up to 
light.  (B)    $550-700

171. Colonial New England & Mid-Atlantic United States  (Nova Belgica et Anglia Nova), Jansson/Valck & Schenk, Amsterdam, ca. 1694.  19.5 x 15”.  (HC)  Jansson’s 
infl uential map of the eastern coast of North America was fi rst issued in 1636 with a less decorative title cartouche.  It is derived from the less well-known 1630 
map of Johannes de Laet, which is generally regarded as the source map for New England and the Northeast.  It includes several very early depictions of colonial 
settlement including Manhattan and the Dutch colony of New Amsterdam, the Nordt Rivier (Hudson) and Zuydt Rivier (Delaware), along with Massachusetts and 
the English colony at Plymouth.  The map includes part of the Great Lakes labeled Grand Lac and Lac des Yroquois, an unnamed Lake Champlain, and a fi ctitious 
lake at the headwaters of the Delaware River.  In the second state, the title was shortened, giving greater prominence to the Dutch colonies, and wildlife was added 
throughout the interior.  It is beautifully adorned with cartouches, ships, sea monsters and compass roses.  This is the third state, with Jansson’s imprint replaced 
with that of Valck & Schenk and the addition of dotted lines to mark the regions.  Ref: Burden #247; McCorkle #636.2.  A dark impression and original color with 
wide margins, a bit of printer’s ink residue, light toning, and a faint damp stain in image at top right.  There is a tiny crack and hole near Baye Francoise caused by 
the oxidation of the green pigment that has been reinforced with archival tape.  The paper is still quite supple.  (B+)  $2000-2300
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172. Colonial New England & Mid-Atlantic United States  (Nova Anglia Septentrionali Americae Implantata Anglorumque Coloniis Florentissima...), Homann, Nuremberg, 
ca. 1730.  22.8 x 19.3”.  (HC)  This handsome map shows the English colonies of Nova Anglia and New Jarsey and the Dutch colony of Novum Belgium - Nieuw 
Nederland - New Jork.  It covers the region from Delaware Bay to Eastport, Maine.  Numerous soundings and navigation hazards are noted along the coastlines.  
Oversized lakes appear in the interior of New England and New York, notably Lake Champlain (which is grossly misplaced) and Sennecaas Lacus.  Cape Cod and 
Cape Ann are both depicted as islands and Boston Harbor is exceedingly large.  The fi ctitious region of Norumbeag is placed in present-day Maine at the head of 
Penebrock Bay.  Various Indian tribe names are identifi ed on the map, as are numerous colonial settlements along the coastlines and rivers.  The cartouche depicts a 
European sea captain negotiating with an Indian chief.  They are surrounded with trade goods, alluding to the natural wealth of the region.  Ref: McCorkle #724.1; 
Portinaro & Knirsch #116; Sellers & Van Ee #806.  On watermarked paper with faint damp stains in the top corners of map.  The sheet has been expertly remargined 
in the top corners with parts of the neatline in facsimile.  (B+)    $1300-1500

173. Colonial New England & Mid-Atlantic United States  (Nouvelle Angleterre Nlle. York Nlle. Jersey Pensilvanie Mariland et Virginie), Robert de Vaugondy, Atlas 
Portatif Universel et Militaire, Paris, 1748.  6.4 x 7.6”.  (HC)  This small map shows the political situation in North America from the French perspective at the 
conclusion of the confl ict known as King George’s War, the third of the four French and Indian Wars.  It covers the eastern seaboard from the Carolinas north 
through New England and west to include most of Lake Erie.  The region west of the mountains is labeled Louisiane and, farther north, Iroquois.  Most of the place 
names outside of the coastal regions are Indian names or French forts.  Ref: McCorkle #748.1; Pedley #468.  On bluish watermarked paper with ample margins 
and a single unobtrusive spot.  (A+)    $275-350

174. Colonial New England & Mid-Atlantic United States  (Carte de la Nouvelle Angleterre Nouvelle Yorck et Pensilvanie), Bellin, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des 
Voyages, Paris, 1757.  11.7 x 8.1”.  (BW)  This French & Indian War period map details the English colonies from Pennsylvania through to Castine, Maine, with 
their early boundaries.  It is fully engraved with topographical features and includes many early place names.  The colonies are shown confi ned east of the Allegh-
eny Mountains with the Nations Iroquoises, Indian villages, and several French forts located west of the mountains.  It extends to show Lake Ontario and most of 
Lake Erie.  A fl ourishing French rococo-style cartouche with distance scale decorates the map.  Ref: McCorkle #757.1; Sellers & Van Ee #721.  Issued folding on 
watermarked paper with faint offsetting, a few minor misfolds, and a tear confi ned to the top blank margin that has been closed on verso with archival tape.  (A)  
     $200-240

175. Colonial New England & Mid-Atlantic United States  (New England New York New Jersey and Pensilvania), Salmon, New Geographical and Historical Grammar, 
London, ca. 1767.  10.5 x 7.7”.  (HC)  This fascinating map was copied from Moll’s map of the same name, one of the earliest Post Road maps.  As in the Moll map, 
the postal road is shown extending from Portsmouth, New Hampshire along the coast to New York and turning west to the Delaware River.  New York is confi ned 
to a narrow strip along the Hudson River and New Jersey is divided into West and East New Jersey.  Several Indian tribes are noted in Pennsylvania.  Nova Scotia 
is named Scotland.  A sea battle rages in the Atlantic.  Ref: McCorkle #767.2.  Issued folding, now fl attened, with light creasing along the folds.  Remargined at 
top and at right with the majority of the neatline missing.  Faint damp stains enter image at bottom and at right, and there are several smaller light stains scattered 
throughout the image.  (B)    $300-375

176. Colonial Northeastern United States  (Nieuwe en Nauwkeurige Kaart van een gedeelte van Noord Amerika, behelzende Nieuw Engeland, New York, Pensylvania, 
New Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode Island, een Stuk van Virginia, Kanada en Halifax), Kalm, Reis door Noord Amerika, Utrecht, ca. 1772.  29.9 x 22”.  (BW)  This 
scarce map covers Virginia through New England, the St. Lawrence River, Lake Ontario and Lake Erie and extends west to the confl uence of the Ohio and Ken-
tucky Rivers. The map is fi lled with detail of the colonies, as well as settlements, forts (including Fort Detroit), and Indian villages west of the Ohio River. There is 
great detail of the Swedish settlements, particularly along the Delaware River and in southern New Jersey.  There are several interesting notations such as where to 
locate coal, salt and whetstones, and the place where elephant bones were found along the Ohio River.  The map is among the earliest maps to identify Petroleum 
in western Pennsylvania, near present-day Titusville where the fi rst oil well was drilled nearly a century later. 

 The map was issued to illustrate Peter Kalm’s book of his travels and adventures in the region.  Kalm’s work is one of the most important and reliable eighteenth-
century accounts of American natural history, social organization, and political situation.  It also provides important accounts of the American Swedish settlements.  
This is the more decorative and rare Dutch version, engraved by Carel Jacob de Huyser.  Ref: McCorkle #772.3; Seller & Van Ee #727; Howes #K5.  A crisp 
impression, originally issued folding, that has been backed in tissue to reinforce and repair a tear that extends 1.5” into the image at top right and several short fold 
separations.  There is light soiling along the left neatline and an archivally repaired chip in the top blank margin with some loss of the publisher’s imprint above 
the neatline.  (B+)    $1200-1500

177. Colonial New England & Mid-Atlantic United States  (Carte de la Partie Nord, des Etats Unis, de l’Amerique Septentrionale), Bonne/Raynal, Raynal’s Atlas de 
Toutes les Parties Connues du Globe Terrestre, Paris, ca. 1780.  12.8 x 8.5”.  (HC)  This early map presents the northern part of the newly-formed United States.  
It covers the region from northern Virginia to Maine (Machasuzet Bay), and westward to include Lake Erie.  The map has good topographical detail, and it also 
includes numerous settlements, forts, and Indian villages.  Locates Baltimore, Annapolis, Alexandria, New York, Boston, and Ft. Halifax.  There are four distance 
scales at upper left.  Ref: McCorkle #782.1A; Sellers & van Ee #744.  On bluish paper.  (A)    $140-170

178. New England United States  ([Three Volumes] Lettres d’un Cultivateur Americain Addressees a Wm. S... on Esqr. Depuis l’Annee 1770 Jusqu’en 1786...), Creve-
coeur, [1787].  5.1 x 8.1”.  (BW)  This very attractive three-volume set is Crevecoeur’s classic collection of twelve essays that refl ected on the nature of American 
life, particularly its customs and manners.  His description of bountiful American lands spurred many French people to immigrate to America.  Of special interest, 
the book contains letters concerning observations of life on the islands of Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard, which are generally considered to provide the fi rst 
detailed depictions of these islands.  Howes says that Crevecoeur’s work is a: “Description of American life of great infl uence in attracting European immigration 
in the post-revolutionary period.  As literature unexcelled by any American work of the eighteenth century.”  The books include the following 5 maps: 

 Carte Generale des Etats de Virginie, Maryland, Delaware, Pensilvanie, Nouveau-Jersey, New-York, Connecticut... (25.5 x 18.8”).  This is an updated edition of 
Evans’ rare and important map of the Middle Colonies that was fi rst published in 1755.  Highly detailed, the map covers the frontier, not just the better known popu-
lated areas of the states.  It extends to include Lakes Ontario and Erie, and the St. Lawrence River to Montreal.  The map randomly uses French or English for the 
scores of place names, while most notations and the legend are in English.  A large inset at upper left “Esquis se duresse de la Riviere de l’Ohio” shows the course 
of the Ohio River to the Mississippi and up to Lakes Michigan and Huron.   The French had better knowledge of the Great Lakes area as evidenced by additions 
on this map not found on the original Evans.  For example, the Portage of Chikago, Fort Erie, and St. Louis are shown and the Niagara River valley contains more 
detail of the watershed in the region.  Crevecoeur also included updated information in New England particularly in Vermont, where Dartmouth College, Putney, 
Bennington & Westminster are located.  Kentucky is erroneously named as a state and there are early references to important cities in the region - Louisville, and 
Leestown, which was the fi rst Anglo-American settlement on the north side of the Kentucky River and is now part of Frankfort.  The map names Indian tribes and 
a legend explains their status:  Extinct; Nearly extinct; and those that are Still considerable.  Condition: Light offsetting with a binding tear that extends 0.5” beyond 
the neatline. (B+) 

 Carte de l’Ile de Nantucket, pour les Lettres d’un Cultivateur Ameriquain (8.0 x 11.0”).  This early copper engraved map of Nantucket includes a legend identifying 
thirty-two different sites.  In addition to the detail in the legend, the map locates Sherburn, Full Mill and Isle de Tuckanuck.  Condition: Faint offsetting. (A) 

 Carte de l’Ile de Martha’s Vineyard avec ses Dependances... (10.3 x 8.3”).  This rare copper engraved map covers Martha’s Vineyard, the Elizabeth Islands and 
a portion of Cape Cod.  On the Vineyard, details include roads, natural features, towns and villages, and two meeting houses.  Also locates Tidsbury Wood Land 
south of Tidsbury Town, Eel Pond, Peat Swamp, Squidnoket Pastures, and Cape Pog Pond.  The legend at upper right identifi es ten features on the map with more 
information.   A most desirable and early map of Martha’s Vineyard.  Condition: Light offsetting. (A) 

 Esquisse du Muskinghum [on sheet with] Esquisse du Sioto [and] Esquisse de la Riviere du Grand Castor (20.5 x 9.0”).  Interesting sheet that contains three separate 
maps showing the Indian villages in the region of the Ohio River.  At upper left above neatline is “Tome IIIme. Page 413.”  Condition: Light offsetting. (B+) 
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 Carte Generale des Etats-Unis de l’Amerique Septentrionale... (16.7 x 10.1”).  An uncommon map of the early United States and the fi rst printed map to name 
Frankland.  Also known as Franklinia, it is shown here just west of the border of North Carolina, named Pays de Frankland.  In 1785 settlers in western North 
Carolina and what would become eastern Tennessee organized a state government to be named in honor of Benjamin Franklin.  Congress turned down their ap-
peal but the state maintained a legislature and governor until 1788.  This ephemeral state appears on only a small number of maps.  The 14th state of Vermont is 
named and noted in the key at right, with a notation in French that it was “not yet accepted in the confederation.”  Virginia is shown in a strange confi guration and 
there is a square-shaped region denoted as Pays de Kentukey.  Condition: There is a short binding tear at right with a small area of loss along the right neatline not 
impacting the map image.  Light offsetting and toning along one fold. (B+) 

 All maps are engraved by Pierre Tardieu.  Matched set in three volumes - volume 1 (478 pp.), volume 2 (438 pp.), volume 3 (592 pp.).  Octavo, hardbound in 
original full calf with gilt title on red and green labels on the spine, marbled endpapers and marbling on the sheet edges.  A very attractive offering.     

 An overall very nice example.  Contents are generally clean and tight and the binding shows only minimal wear.  See description for the condition of the maps.  
(A)    $3250-4000

179. New England United States  (Rhode-Island and Connecticut), Morse, The American Universal Geography, Boston, [1796].  13.2 x 7.7”.  (BW)  This early map of 
Rhode Island and Connecticut was published in Morse’s The American Universal Geography.  The map depicts counties, townships, rivers and numerous small 
lakes and ponds.  In the west the Oblong is shown, which was a 2 by 50 mile stretch of land given to New York in return for Connecticut’s boundary extending 
westward along Long Island Sound.  Drawn by Harding Harris and engraved by Samuel Hill.  Ref: Wheat & Brun #287.  Issued folding and now fl attened with a 
few minor spots and light toning along one fold.  (B+)    $160-200

180. Northeastern United States  (Map of the Northern Provinces of the United States), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, ca. 1799.  20 x 12.8”.  (BW)  
This map covers all of the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic, extending south to below Alexandria and west to beyond Wheeling on the Ohio River.  Early county de-
velopment in Pennsylvania is current to 1794, prior to the organization of Greene and Lycoming Counties.  The Lands of the Six Nations appear in western New 
York beside Lake Erie.  There is very good detail of roads throughout the region.  Engraved by John Russell Jr.  Ref: McCorkle #799.7; Phillips (M) p. 873.  A nice 
impression, issued folding with some very faint stains at top right and a couple extraneous creases.  There is a binding trim at top left that extends to the neatline 
with a tiny binding tear just entering the map that has been closed on verso with archival tape.  (B+)   $200-240

181. New England United States, Revolutionary War  (A Map of the Country Which Was the Scene of Operations of the Northern Army Including the Wilderness 
Through Which General Arnold Marched to Attack Quebec), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, 1806.  8.5 x 10”.  (BW)  This nice Revolutionary 
War map depicts the region along the Hudson River and Lake Champlain and the coastal areas of Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts to Cape Anne.  This 
was the area that General Benedict Arnold crossed on his march to attack Quebec in the 1775 Battle of Quebec.  Engraved by Samuel Neele.     A nice impression 
with minor offsetting and a narrow top margin, apparently as issued.  (A)    $160-190

182. New England United States  ([Map in Report] Notes on an Early Chart of Long Island Sound [with] A Portion of a Map of New England in the Public Record 
Offi ce…), U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey, Washington D.C., [1890].  35.5 x 17.8”.  (BW)  This rare and separately bound paper comes from the 1890 U.S. Coast 
& Geodetic Survey annual report.  The short 3-page report includes the map mentioned above that was, according to Captain Charles Townshend, constructed by 
a British survey party between the years of 1715 and 1720.  Of particular note, Townshend explains that “the chart furnishes positive proof of the existence of one 
of the closed passages that tradition says existed in early times through Cape Cod, and sustains the statement of Capt. Bartholomew Gosnold, in 1602, that Cape 
Cod was then an island.”  The map is packed with notes, soundings, shoals and anchorages.     Issued folding and mounted on linen to reinforce and repair a few 
short fold separations with light soiling in the blank margins.  Text is toned and covers are very good with light wear.  (B+) $150-200

183. Colonial Mid-Atlantic United States  (Nova Virginiae Tabula), Hondius/Blaeu, Le Grand Atlas, Amsterdam, [1663].  18.9 x 14.8”.  (HC)  The early settlement 
of Jamestown is noted as Iamestowne, and there are a number of other place names, both English and Native American.  The map was derived from Capt. John 
Smith’s map of 1612, which was the fi rst to depict the bay and its tributaries with any accuracy.  In the upper left corner is an engraving of the great Indian chief, 
Powhatan, seated on his throne and surrounded by his subjects.  A Susquehanna chief is depicted on the right under the British coat-of-arms and a key cartouche.  
The plate was engraved by Dirck Grijp and was originally published by Jodocus Hondius Jr. in 1618.  It was purchased by Willem Blaeu shortly after Hondius’ 
death (1629) and Blaeu’s imprint replaced that of Hondius.  French text on verso.  Ref: Burden #193; Portinaro & Knirsch KXXIV; Tooley (Amer) p. 161-62; Van 
der Krogt (Vol. II) #9410:2.2.  A fi ne impression with attractive color and very generous margins.  There is a printer’s crease adjacent to centerfold and some minor 
printer’s ink residue.  (A)    $2750-3500

184. Mid-Atlantic United States  (Map of the Middle States, of America. Comprehends New-York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and the Territory N:W: of Ohio), 
Russell, Historical, Geographical ...View of the United States, London, 1794.  18.1 x 14.3”.  (HC)  This detailed map extends from New York through Delaware 
and west to Lake Huron, Great Traverse Bay, Ft. Miami and Ft. Washington.   The area west of Virginia includes several Bounty Land Grants: Seven Ranges, Army 
Lands, Ohio Company, Donation Lands from the Commonwealth of Virginia, and Colonel Simmes Grant.  It also shows Indiana in what is now West Virginia.  This 
region was originally granted to a Philadelphia trading company by the Iroquois Confederacy in 1768.  Then in 1776 it  was sold to the Indiana Land Company, 
but was also claimed by the State of Virginia as a part of her original charter.  The resulting battle between the private land company and Virginia resulted in the 
Eleventh Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and is one of the most interesting chapters in the history of the young United States.  The map also names a host of 
early settlements including Hurricane Toms, Morgans Town, Lick Town, Kill Buck Town, Salt Lick Town, Wills Town, New Comers Town, and Beavers Town.  
It also locates Indian villages, forts, and mines.     Issued folding and now fl attened with a 2” tear at the bottom that has been professionally repaired and a couple 
tiny splits at fold intersections, one of which has been closed on verso with archival tape.  (B+)    $400-500

185. Mid-Atlantic United States  (A Map of the Country from Rariton River in East Jersey, to Elk Head in Maryland, Shewing the Several Operations of the American 
& British Armies, in 1776 & 1777), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, 1806.  15.3 x 9.9”.  (BW)  A fi ne Revolutionary War plan covering the area 
between Elk Head and northeast to Trenton and on to New Brunswick, New Jersey.  The map details troop positions, particularly those of General Irvine along the 
Delaware River on the opposite shore from Trenton, and locates scores of towns and villages.  Engraved by Neele.     Issued folding with a printer’s crease near 
the center.  (A)    $150-190

186. Mid-Atlantic United States  ([Lot of 2] Johnson’s Map of the Vicinity of Richmond, and Peninsular Campaign in Virginia… [and] Johnson’s Virginia, Delaware, 
Maryland & West Virginia), Johnson, New York, ca. 1862-64.  (HC)  

 A. Johnson’s Map of the Vicinity of Richmond, and Peninsular Campaign in Virginia. Showing Also the Interesting Localities Along the James, Chickahominy and 
York Rivers..., dated 1862 (26.6 x 17.9”).  A very interesting Civil War map that was compiled from the Offi cial Maps of the War Department.  This well-engraved 
map covers the region of the James, Chickahominy and York Rivers, and includes the cities of Norfolk, Richmond, and Petersburg.  The map shows great detail of 
military movements, lines and fortifi cations.  It notes the location of the “contest” between the Monitor and Merrimac on 9 March 1862, the Confederate evacuation 
of Yorktown, May 4 1862, the battle in the vicinity of Williamsburg, May 5 1862, the battle of Malvern Hill and several other military engagements in the vicinity 
of Richmond.  Condition:  There are a few tiny edge tears and light toning along the top edge of the sheet.  Narrow margins as issued. (B+) 

 B. Johnson’s Virginia, Delaware, Maryland & West Virginia, dated 1864 (23.2 x 17.0”).  A very graphic and attractive double-page map fi lled with detail of railroads, 
roads, towns, villages and topographical information.  With a large vignette birds-eye-view of Fort Monroe and the University of Virginia.  Decorative borders.  
Condition:  Faint toning along the centerfold with a centerfold separation at bottom confi ned to the blank margin. (A) $150-200

187. Mid-Atlantic United States, Virginia, Civil War  (One Hundred and Fifty Miles Around Richmond. Eastern Army Guide), Magnus, New York, 1863.  22.4 x 22.3”.  
(PC)  This scarce Civil War map focuses on the center of action in Virginia.  It covers the region from Baltimore south to Raleigh and from the Chesapeake Bay 
to Lexington, Virginia.  Details include roads, railroads, cities, courthouses, rivers and topography.  The map is attached to its original stiff boards and includes an 
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1863 almanac (calendar) and a hand-colored song sheet entitled “The Captain With His Whiskers” which came with the 5.5 x 8.5” portfolio.  The front cover gives 
a list of the contents which includes these described items only with a note “Almanac for 1863 Gratis” which helps to positively date the map.  Stephenson does 
not list this edition, but the 1863 date and lack of inset maps and illustrations around the map itself likely make this an early edition.  As stated on the cover, this 
portfolio and its contents were “ published for the Union soldiers by Charles Magnus.”     The map has scattered foxing and staining with a few tiny splits at fold 
intersections that have been closed on verso with archival tape.  Covers have light wear and stains.  (B)   $600-750

188. Mid-Atlantic United States  (Chesapeake Bay Maryland and Virginia), U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey, Washington D.C., 1904.  31.9 x 63.1”.  (BW)  This large 
format map, printed and joined on two sheets, shows incredible detail of the Chesapeake Bay from Norfolk, Virginia north to Havre de Grace, Maryland.  The 
chart extends west and north following the James, Potomac and Patapsco Rivers to Richmond, Washington D.C. and Baltimore respectively.  The bay is fi lled with 
soundings and buoys while lighthouses are noted along the coast at Cape Charles, Cape Henry and Hog Island.  A stamp at bottom notes that while the map is dated 
1904, it has been corrected to 1906 with “Aids to Navigation corrected for information received to August 27, 1906.”     There is a small area of loss at bottom right 
and one short edge tear at top confi ned to the blank margin and closed on verso with archival tape.  Otherwise a nearly fi ne example.  (B+) 

      $300-400

189. Mid-Atlantic United States  (Air Navigation Map No. 46 (Experimental) Washington, D.C. to Middletown, PA.), U.S. Corps of Engineers, Washington D.C., 1925.  
10.2 x 19.5”.  (PC)  In 1921, the United States Army Air Corps initiated a compressive evaluation of aeronautical charts in an effort to develop a standardized map 
for aerial navigation.  Based upon this study, the Air Corps issued 63 air navigation maps covering most of the military routes in the United States.  Prior to 1926, 
these maps were jointly compiled by the Geological Survey and U. S. Army Engineer Reproduction Plant.  By 1926, the preparation of air maps shifted to the U.S. 
Coast and Geodetic Survey (under the Commerce Department) with the passage of the Air Commerce Act.  Maps from this point on were intended to merge the 
growing commercial airways system with the military network. 

 This map covers the area from Washington D.C. to Middletown, Pennsylvania (near Harrisburg) and shows elevation and contours, cities and towns, rivers, roads 
and railroads.  Airfi eld classifi cations are shown with different symbols including seaplane landings.  True north and magnetic north are depicted.  On a scale of 8 
miles per inch.     A colorful example with some minor toning.  Backed in linen.  Ex-library stamp on verso.  (A)  $100-130

190. Chesapeake Bay  (The Bay of Chesapeake, from Its Entrance to Baltimore), Blunt, The American Coast Pilot, 1815.  17.2 x 7.2”.  (BW)  This chart details the 
Chesapeake Bay from the Currituck Inlet north to Baltimore.  It is fi lled with shoals and soundings, many of which extend into the James, York and Potomac 
Rivers.  The map is oriented with north to the right and shows both true and magnetic North.  Issued in the eighth edition of the Coast Pilot.     Issued folding and 
now fl attened and backed with tissue to reinforce and repair a tear that enters 3” into map at left.  Remargined at left with a small portion of neatline in facsimile.  
Occasional toning and light soiling, primarily along the folds.  (B)    $150-200

191. Delaware, Maryland  (Map and Profi le of the Route of the Wilmington and Susquehanna Railroad...), Railroad Companies, ca. 1835.  27.2 x 7.4”.  (BW)  This rare, 
early railroad survey was compiled by J. Trautwine under the direction of W. Strickland and published in the Journal of the Franklin Institute.  The map covers 
the route of this proposed railway from Wilmington, Delaware to Charlestown, Maryland.  Detail includes waterways, roads, villages and towns, and structures 
with owners’ names.  The map was lithographed by Lehman & Duval Lith. and has a scale of 1 inch to a mile.     Issued folding on a bright sheet which has been 
remargined at right to repair a few edge chips and tears with very minor loss of neatline.  Faint toning along one fold.  (B+) $200-250

192. Colonial Southeast United States  (Virginiae Item et Floridae Americae Provinciarum, Nova Descriptio), Hondius, Gerardi Mercatoris Atlas, Amsterdam, [1619].  
19.1 x 13.5”.  (HC)  This stunning map was compiled from two of the most important source maps of the early colonial period: John White’s Virginia and Jacques 
le Moyne’s Florida.  Hondius’ map became the prototype map of the region for the fi rst half of the 17th century and continued to infl uence the cartography of the 
region until the middle of the 18th century.  Largely due to the enormous success of Hondius’ Atlas, Le Moyne’s erroneous depiction of a large inland lake (Lacus 
aquae dulcis) from which the R. de May (St. John’s River) fl ows in a southeasterly direction was popularized.  Chesapeake Bay, here called Chesepioock Sinus, 
and the area south towards C.S. Romano Hispanis are shown in their White delineations.  The Indian villages of Paquiwok, Croatoan, and Wococon are named in 
the Outer Banks and several others along the Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds.  The map is extensively decorated with depictions of Indian villages incorporated 
in the title cartouche, a Floridian king and queen and Virginian natives in a canoe taken from De Bry, wildlife including a wild turkey, ships, sea monsters and a 
superb compass rose.  French text on verso.  Ref: Burden #151; Cumming #26; Williams & Johnson #3; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #9400:1A.  A nice impression with 
full original color, light overall toning, minor color offsetting, and a crease adjacent to centerfold.  (B+)   $2750-3500

193. Colonial Southeast United States  (A New Discription of Carolina by Order of the Lords Proprietors), Moxon/Ogilby, London, ca. 1673.  (BW)  The fi rst few print-
ings of Ogilby’s America contained Montanus’ map of the Carolinas, which was based on Blaeu’s map circa 1638.  Once it was decided that America would be 
used as a promotional tool to encourage settlement in Maryland and the Carolinas, Ogilby decided that new maps of these two areas were required.  Ogilby relied 
on numerous sources to ensure that his map of the Carolinas was the most up-to-date, including John Lederer, William Hilton, Robert Sandford, John Culpeper, 
and the Ashley-Cooper manuscript map (as evidenced in the inset map at far left).  The interior of the map was heavily infl uenced by Lederer, including several 
misconceptions, such as the large lake named Ashley Lake, the Savanae (savanna) running the length of the Apalathean Mountains, and a desert named Deserta 
Arenola.  It was chiefl y through this popular map that Lederer’s errors became quickly disseminated and so widely copied. 

 Much of the nomenclature on the map represents the names of the Lords Proprietors, including the Earl of Clarendon, the Duke of Albemarle, Sir George Carteret, 
Sir William Berkeley, and Anthony, Lord Ashley.  In 1663 under the reign of Charles II, eight Lords Proprietors were granted control of the region between 31 
and 36 degrees latitude, in the hopes of creating a new colony.  Settlement was slow and more expeditions in the area were required to better understand the land.  
The Lords Proprietors organized expeditions of the region and sought ways to convince settlers to come to the fl edgling colony.  In 1670 Ogilby approached the 
Lords Proprietors both for assistance in mapping the Carolinas and for a written account of the area.  The Lords Proprietors were eager to assist and supplied both 
cartographic material and a promotional account, which was apparently written by John Locke, the secretary of Lord Ashley.  As a result of their involvement, this 
landmark map is known as the First Lords Proprietors Map. 

 Drawn and engraved by James Moxon, the map is also signifi cant for the fi rst appearance of the Pamlico (Pemptico) River and the Pasquotank (Paskotank) River.  
Despite the misconceptions copied from Lederer, the map presented a great improvement over previously published maps of the region.  It served as the basis of 
Francis Lamb’s map published in the fi nal edition of Speed’s Prospect… in 1676, as well as numerous other maps for another 30 years, despite the publication of 
Gascoyne’s Second Lords Proprietors Map in 1682.  

 Oriented with north to the right, this scarce map is splendidly embellished with a title cartouche featuring two Native Americans, a distance scale surrounded by a 
group of natives, the arms of Charles II, a compass rose, ships and sea monsters.  First published in Ogilby’s America, the map was later included in a promotional 
tract by Samuel Wilson (the proprietor’s secretary) titled An Account of the Province of Carolina in 1682, and was likely issued separately as well.  

 Provenance: This map was purchased from Arader Galleries and has been in the home of a South Carolina family.  Ref: Burden #435; Cumming (SE) #70; Wil-
liams & Johnson #5.  Issued folding, now fl attened, on watermarked paper with a few separations and tiny tears along the bottom fold that have been professionally 
repaired.  Tears that enter 1” into map at top left and bottom right have also been professionally repaired.  There are a few minor printer’s creases and faint soiling.  
(B+)    $12000-15000

194. Colonia Southeast United States  (D. Carolina nebst Einem Theil von Florida), Homann Heirs, Grosser Atlas, Nuremberg, ca. 1740.  10.8 x 8”.  (HC)  This map 
details the roads, forts, towns, and coastal shoals between the mouth of Chesapeake Bay to The South Bounds of Carolina according to the last Charter, which is in 
present-day Florida just south of St. Augustine.  It extends inland to just west of the Apalaxy R. (Apalachicola River) and north to two battlefi elds of the Tuscarora 
War.  The map was based off of Moll’s map from Atlas Minor, circa 1729.  As in Moll’s map, the region of present-day Georgia is labeled Azilia for the aborted 
“Margravate of Azilia” of Sir Robert Montgomery.  Seluda Desert, a remnant of the misconceptions perpetuated by John Lederer is also shown.  Many of Moll’s 
notations throughout the map have been translated into German and Latin.  Several additions have also been made, including Ebenezer of the Salzb. at the mouth 
of the Savannah River, and Fort Col Angile (Argyle) near the mouth of the Howgeche (Ogeechee) River.  This map was one of four separate maps printed on one 
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sheet, titled Dominia Anglorum in America Septentrionali, showing the British possessions in North America based on Moll.  Ref: Cumming (SE) #233; Portinaro 
& Knirsch #123; Sellers & Van Ee #83.  Professionally remargined with old paper at top, left, and right, with neatline at left replaced in facsimile.  A nice impres-
sion with one tiny hole in border at right and an abrasion near the southern border of Carolina with a small portion of the image replaced in facsimile.  (B+)  
     $210-240

195. Colonia Southeast United States  (Carte de la Partie Sud des Etats Unis de l’Amerique Septentrionale), Bonne, Paris, ca. 1780.  12.3 x 8.3”.  (BW)  Attractive and 
concise copper-engraved map that covers the states of Virginia, North and South Carolina, and Georgia in the new United States.  All settlement is confi ned east 
of the Appalachians with les Cherokees the only note in the otherwise blank region west of the mountains.  There are four distance scales located on the left side 
of the map.  Ref: Sellers & Van Ee #1406.  There is faint offsetting and a few small stains in the image.  To the right of the title are a small hole and 0.5” tear that 
have been closed on verso with archival tape.  (B)    $120-150

196. Colonia Southeast United States  (A New and Accurate Map of North Carolina, and Part of South Carolina, with the Field of Battle between Earl Cornwallis and 
General Gates), Lodge, Political Magazine, London, 1780.  15 x 10.8”.  (BW)  This scarce map of the Carolinas, published during the American Revolution, is 
apparently based on Henry Mouzon’s 1778 foundation map of the region.  It is fi lled with topographical notes and the locations of important plantations, court 
houses, meeting houses, swamps, and chapels.  This map illustrates the region involved in the southern theater of the war.  After General Clinton seized Charleston 
in May of 1780, the British began a campaign into the Carolinas in pursuit of the remnants of the Continental Army.  The map illustrates the Battle of Camden in 
August, 1780, where the American General Gates was defeated by British General Cornwallis.  Includes two pages of related text describing the confl ict.  Ref: 
Jolly #POL-16.  Issued folding and now fl attened with faint offsetting and light soiling along a professionally repaired fold separation that enters 1” into map at 
top.  There are a few tiny holes at fold intersections, only visible when held to light.  (B+)    $600-700

197. Southeast United States  (Carte de la Caroline Meridionale et Septentrionale et de la Virginie), Tardieu, Atlas Universel de Geographie Physique et Politique, Paris, 
ca. 1797.  17 x 12.8”.  (HC)  The map shows all of North and South Carolina, Virginia and Maryland, with portions of New Jersey and Georgia.  Good detail in the 
states with many roads and settlements located. The Chesapeake is well shown.  The huge region to the west has early topography and watershed, but is virtually 
devoid of settlement except for a few forts and some interesting place names like Hurricane Tom’s.  Four distance scales and longitude is noted from both Paris 
and the Isle de Fer.  Published by Chanlaire & Mentelle.     Wide margins on bluish paper with a few tiny holes confi ned to the left blank margin and an ink stain 
in Maryland.  (B+)    $475-600

198. Southeast United States  (Carta delle Provincie Meridionali degli Stati-Uniti), Rochefoucald Liancourt, ca. 1800.  19 x 13.5”.  (BW)  This is a very uncommon 
Italian map of the southeastern region.  The map covers the states of Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee, North and South Carolina, and part of Georgia.  It provides 
a nice view of early settlements and roads, as well as the mountains, forests, and Indian villages.  Between Tennessee and Georgia is a long strip of land labeled 
Territorio degli Stati Uniti.  This land originally belonged to South Carolina but was ceded back to the United States in 1787, subject to Indian occupancy.  Numer-
ous Indian villages are shown, especially in the region of present-day Alabama.  This map is from either an Italian edition of Francois la Rochefoucald Liancourt’s 
Travels through the United States of North America… or Carlo Botta’s Storia della Guerra dell’ Independenza Degli Stati Uniti d’America.  Howes does not list an 
Italian edition of La Rochefoucald Liancourt’s book, but this map is a copy of his map.  Ref: cf. Howes L-106.  Issued folding with very faint printer’s ink residue 
and some minor edge tears, well away from image.  (A)    $230-275

 
199. Southeast United States  (Map of the Southern Provinces of the United States), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, ca. 1800.  19.9 x 13.6”.  (BW)  

Interesting map covering all of the Carolinas with parts of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Georgia.  Great detail of early roads and settlements.  Between Ten-
nessee and Georgia is a long strip of land labeled United States Territory.  This land originally belonged to South Carolina but was ceded back to the United States 
in 1787.  Numerous Indian villages are shown, especially in the region of present-day Alabama.  Engraved by John C. Russell.  Ref: Phillips (M) p. 873.  Issued 
folding with a binding trim that extends to the neatline at left and a short binding tear just entering the map that has been closed on verso with archival tape.  There 
is also a hint of offsetting.  (B+)    $275-350

200. Southeast United States  (Theatre des Operations les Plus Importantes de l’Armee du Sud, dans la Virginie, dans les Deux Carolines, et dans la Georgie), Marshall, 
Vie de George Washington, Philadelphia, ca. 1807.  10.2 x 14.1”.  (BW)  This map extends from north of Richmond, Virginia, to Savannah, Georgia, and depicts the 
southern theater of the Revolutionary War.  Towards the end of the war, the British shifted their attention towards the southern colonies, and succeeded in seizing 
control of several important port cities, including Savannah and Charleston.  The map depicts towns, roads, rivers, mountains and important battle sites, including 
the Battle of Cowpens, shown at left.  This map appeared in the French edition of Marshall’s Life of Washington.     On watermarked paper with the margin trimmed 
close to the neatline at left and a hint of offsetting.  (B+)    $240-300

201. Colonial Southern United States  (La Floride), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.8 x 3.8”.  (HC)  While the composition of this map 
is based on Sanson’s famous map of 1657, Duval has given prominence to the Rio del Spiritu Sto over the other rivers fl owing into the Gulf of Mexico.  La Caroline 
is named on the R. de May, and the French claim to the region is shown as Floride Francoise.  This is the third state, with Charlesford renamed Charlesfort.  Pierre 
Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many 
of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: Burden #352; cf Cumming (SE) #86; King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A fi ne impression with attractive 
color on watermarked paper and light toning along the centerfold.  (B+)    $400-500

202. Colonial Southern United States  (La Floride, Suivant les Nouvelles Observations…), Aa, La Galerie Agreable du Monde, Leiden, [1729].  16 x 13.2”.  (HC)  This 
splendid map of the southern United States was based on Delisle’s infl uential Carte du Mexique de la Floride of 1703.  The map is fi lled with details of early colonial 
settlements and Indian tribes.  The large lake fi rst found on Le Moyne’s 1591 map is here called Lac Grande and it is land-locked.  The Mississippi is shown too 
far west of its true course and the Apalachicoli River fl ows from a large spurious lake in present day Tennessee.  Details of the Bahamas are included.  The Gulf of 
Mexico is fi lled with a large cartouche featuring Native Americas and an incongruent lion.  The entire map is enclosed in a unique large picture frame-style border.  
Ref: Cumming (SE) #155.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with two tiny tears in bottom blank margin, not affecting map.  Small manuscript ink page 
number in lower right corner.  (A)    $1700-2000

203. Colonial Southern United States, Florida  (A Map of the New Governments, of East & West Florida), Gibson, Gentleman’s Magazine, London, [1763].  9.9 x 7.6”.  
(HC)  This map was published in November 1763 just a few weeks after the British acquisition of Florida at the conclusion of the French and Indian War.  The 
region was divided into two British provinces, East and West Florida.  The division was along the Apalachicola River, the boundary line for the Royal Proclamation 
of 1763 that extended from the Ohio River to Florida along the watershed of the Appalachian and Allegheny Mountains.  The Proclamation was designed to reduce 
confrontation between Indians and colonists by outlawing English settlement west of the line.  East Florida encompassed primarily the Florida peninsula; West 
Florida included the Gulf Coast region from the Apalachicola River to the Mississippi River south of 31  of latitude.  The map locates many settlements, swamps, 
and rivers.  Southern Florida is split by many waterways, giving the appearance that it’s made up of numerous small islands.  A large inset, Plan of the Harbour and 
Settlement of Pensacola, provides good detail of the Bay of Sta. Maria Galres (now Pensacola Bay) complete with soundings and a compass rose.  Ref: Cumming 
(SE) #336; Jolly #GENT-171.  Issued folding, now pressed fl at, with some faint soiling.  (A)    $400-475

204. Southern United States  (Map of Louisiana from D’Anville’s Atlas), Harrison, Philadelphia, 1788.  19.5 x 12.3”.  (HC)  This is the English version of D’Anville’s 
1732 Carte de la Louisiane, drawn by Haywood and engraved by Bowen.  The map focuses on the Mississippi delta, showing the Red River as far as Adayes, a 
Spanish garrison of the Province of Tecas.  The coastal area  extends in the east from Cape San Blas and Apalachicola Bay (C. Escondido) to an area named Cabo 
del Norte shown with a small island off the cape.  It names New Orleans, Fort Conde, Pensacola, Fort Louis and Mobiliens.  The northern portion of Louisiana 
Territory is portrayed in an inset.  The map has many notations of towns destroyed by battles, both Indian and French.  Ref: Sellers & Van Ee #1616; cf Lemmon, 
Magill & Wiese, Charting Louisiana #24.  Moderate toning and a few spots of foxing with a centerfold separation at bottom that extends 1” into the image and has 
been closed with archival tape.  A small 1” x 1” chip in an unengraved portion of the map at bottom has been replaced with old paper.  (C+) 

      $350-450
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205. Southern United States, Georgia  (Georgia), Scott, Philadelphia, ca. 1795.  7.5 x 6”.  (BW)  This lovely, small map of Georgia is the fi rst state of this early American 
produced map.  It shows Georgia’s boundary extending from the Atlantic Ocean westward to the Mississippi River, with New Orleans, Mobile and the coast shown 
in West Florida.  The Okefenokee Swamp is named the Ouaquaphenogaw Swamp.  Ref: Wheat & Brun #612.  Some occasional faint offsetting and a narrow top 
margin.  (B+)    $200-250

206. Tennessee, Kentucky  (Map of the State of Kentucky; with the Adjoining Territories), Russell, An Historical...and Philosophical View of the United States…, 
London, 1794.  18.1 x 14.9”.  (BW)  This is an important map depicting the entire state of Kentucky, most of Tennessee (labeled as South Western Territory), and 
the northern part of Georgia.  The best map of the trans-Appalachian frontier, it was issued only two years after statehood for Kentucky and before Tennessee 
became a state.   Within Kentucky, ten counties are delineated and pioneer roads (called traces) are shown throughout both Kentucky and Tennessee.  Towns such 
as Lexington, Louisville, Nashville, Knoxville, Boonsborough, and even mills and orchards are denoted.  Of particular interest are the depictions of the planned, 
but never built, utopian settlements of Somerset, Lystra, Ohiopionmingo, and Franklinville.  Several Bounty Land Grants are shown in the adjacent territory.  Ref: 
cf. Wheat & Brun #646.  Issued folding with faint offsetting, minor toning along one fold, two tiny holes at fold intersections, and a tear at left that just touches the 
neatline and has been repaired on verso with archival materials.  (B+)    $800-1000

207. South Central United States  ([Lot of 3] Section of Map of the States of Kansas and Texas and Indian Territory, with Parts of the Territories of Colorado and New 
Mexico... [and] General Topographical Map. Sheet XXIV [and] General Topographical Map. Sheet XXV), U.S. War Department, Atlas to Accompany the Offi cial 
Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, New York, 1867.  27.7 x 16.7”.  (PC)  This lot consists of Plates CXIX, CLIX, and CLX  from The Atlas to Ac-
company the Offi cial Records of the Union and Confederate Armies 1861-1865, which was published from 1891 to 1895.  Lithography by Julius Bien & Co.  Size 
varies slightly. 

 Plate CXIX, Section of Map of the States of Kansas and Texas and Indian Territory, with Parts of the Territories of Colorado and New Mexico..., is an excellent 
map of the region showing considerable detail.  Topography and hydrology are nicely developed.  Two tables provide lists of stations and authorities with many 
army posts and exploration routes traced on the map.  Numerous Indian Reservations are delineated in Kansas and the plains between the settled regions of Kansas 
and Denver are shown to be the territory of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes.  The map provides an excellent view of the various emigrant roads in the region. 

 Plate CLIX, General Topographical Map. Sheet XXIV, centers on the meeting point of Indian Territory, Texas, and Arkansas.  The following plate, General Topo-
graphical Map. Sheet XXV, covers the region directly north of the previous sheet, stretching from the northern parts of Indian Territory and Arkansas up to southern 
Kansas and Missouri. Both show excellent topographical detail, waterways, towns, military sites, railroads, and Indian lands.     

 Other than some minor offsetting on the third sheet, the maps are in fi ne condition.  (A)    $150-180

208. Colonial Central United States  (Carte de la Louisiane et Pays Voisins pour Servir a l’Histoire Generale des Voyages), Bellin, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voy-
ages, Paris, 1757.  12.1 x 8.8”.  (BW)  This superb small map, based on Delisle’s map of French Louisiana, extends from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico 
and from Nouveau Mexique to Florida (not showing the tip of Florida).   Many Indian place names, forts and early European settlements are shown.  Nouveau 
Mexique in the far west includes Santa Fe and names the S. Jerome de Taos.  The decorative title cartouche includes the distance scale.  Ref: cf. Sellers & Van Ee 
#18.  Issued folding on watermarked paper with a binding trim to the neatline at top left, faint offsetting, and just a hint of toning.  There is a thin 2.25” slice along 
a fold at bottom left that appears to have occurred during the publishing process.  (B)    $150-180

209. Colonial Central United States, Louisana  (Carte de la Louisiane Colonie Francaise avec le Cours du Fleuve St. Louis, les Rivieres Adjacentes, les Nations des 
Naturels, les Stablissems. Franciase et les Mines), Le Page du Pratz, Histoire de la Louisiane, Paris, 1757.  13.5 x 10”.  (HC)  This scarce map of the heart of 
French Louisiana covers the Mississippi River valley and extends from Santa Fe in the West to the Appalachian Mountains in the East.  The Great Lakes, naming 
Forts Detroit and Niagara, are shown with numerous portages linking them to rivers fl owing into the Mississippi River.  The Missouri River fl ows from the West 
unimpeded by any mountains.  This representation was consistent with the widely held belief that the source of the Missouri was near the source of the Rio Grande 
(here called Rio del Nort).  Numerous forts, trading posts, Indian villages and mines are located along the rivers.  Both French and Spanish forts are located near 
Natchitoches refl ecting the confl icting claims to Texas by those two nations.  West of the Mississippi is Lahontan’s Grande Riviere nearly connecting with the Belle 
Riviere (Beautiful River) purportedly forming the long sought Northwest Passage.  In his book, Le Page du Pratz tells of an Indian (Moncacht-ape) who discovered 
a route to the Pacifi c Ocean via the Beautiful River.  The Indian’s path from the Missouri to the Beautiful River is shown on the map.  

 Le Page du Pratz, a French military engineer, resided in Louisiana in the early part of the eighteenth century.  During this period he made a fi ve-month tour of the 
interior of Louisiana.  On his return to France he wrote this important history of Louisiana based on his own adventures combined with information from other 
French explorers including Bourgmont, Charlevoix and Dumont de Montigny.  Thomas Jefferson owned the English edition of Le Page du Pratz’s work and used 
it as a reference source for his treatise on Louisiana.  Meriwether Lewis took a borrowed edition on the expedition to the Pacifi c and made several references to 
the work in his journal of the expedition.  Ref: Wheat [TMW] #139.  Issued folding, now fl attened on watermarked paper with minor offsetting and a few spots of 
foxing.  (B+)    $1200-1400

210. Central United States  (Gli Stati Uniti dell’America Delineati sulle ultime Osservazioni - Terzo Foglio che comprende Parte Della Virginia e della Carolina), Cassini, 
Nuovo Atlante Geografi co Universale, Rome, 1797.  18.8 x 13.5”.  (HC)  This uncommon map is part of Cassini’s six-sheet representation of the settled portions 
of North America, now part of the new United States.  Cassini drew largely from the Zatta-Mitchell map of North America.  This sheet is focused on the Missis-
sippi and Ohio River valleys, showing portions of Lakes Erie and Michigan at top; the latter with the note of Fiume e Porto Chicagou near present-day Chicago.  
The interior is identifi ed as Virginia and North Carolina Territory, but it covers present-day Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, and portions of Missouri and Tennessee.  The 
native tribes are noted, and the forts and roads are located along with a number of towns.  The map is decorated with a landscape cartouche showing a turbaned 
man lounging on the shores of a river.  Ref: Portinaro & Knirsch #166.  Lightly toned with original outline color.  A professionally repaired tear enters the map just 
above the distance scales and is now nearly invisible.  A manuscript ink page number is in the top right corner outside the neatline.  (B+) 

      $500-650

211. Central United States  (Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of Arkansa Territory / Map of Arkansa and other Territories of the United States), Carey & Lea, 
A Complete Historical, Chronological, and Geographical American Atlas, Philadelphia, [1823].  20.6 x 16.6”.  (HC)  For this commercial atlas version of the Stephen 
Long report map, Carey & Lea chose a single sheet format at a reduced scale with the political boundaries highlighted in color.  Extraneous details, including Major 
Long’s astronomical notations, camp site locations, and elevation profi le were eliminated, and information about Arkansas and surrounding territories was added 
in columns framing the map at the sides.  The geological details were retained thus qualifying the map for an affordable alternative to Long’s report-version map.  
Minor variations in place names, landform engravings and lettering between the atlas and Long’s map exist with the most obvious being “Great Desert” substituted 
from Long’s famous “Great American Desert” found on his report map.  Other interesting differences exist, such as “Pawnee villages deserted in 1810”  whereas 
the Long map uses the date of 1820 on the fi rst edition, thereafter changing to 1810.  This second edition Carey & Lea edition also contains minor variations in 
the surrounding text.  Claims are sometimes made that the fi rst edition (1822) Carey & Lea map preceded the publication of the Long report map based on a date 
of 1823 for the report.  However, both were actually published in 1822 making the distinction impossible to tell from date alone.  Even Wheat erroneously assigns 
an 1823 date to the Long report map.  An interesting question that deserves further study.  The map itself measures 14.5 x 14.5”.  Drawn by Stephen Long and 
engraved by Young & Delleker.     Fine, original hand color with light offsetting and toning along centerfold.  There is an archivally repaired centerfold separation 
at bottom that does not enter map.  (B+)    $900-1100

212. Central United States  ([Lot of 2] Amer. Sep. Partie des Etats-Unis. No. 49 [and] Amer. Sep. Partie des Etats-Unis. No. 55), Vandermaelen, [1825].  (HC)  

 A. Amer. Sep. Partie des Etats-Unis. No. 49, (23.0 x 18.9”).  This fascinating map provides an excellent view of Missouri and Illinois with very early county develop-
ment.  The map is centered on the Missouri River, extending to the Platte and Omaha regions with excellent information on Indian Tribes and village populations, 
mineral deposits and explorers routes. 
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 B. Amer. Sep. Partie des Etats-Unis. No. 55, (19.9 x 18.3”).   Interesting sheet depicting the Red River portion of northern Texas and part of the Territory of Arkansas, 
which included a portion of future Oklahoma. 

 The Atlas Universel was a monumental work and milestone in cartography; particularly the cartography of the American West.  It was the fi rst atlas of the world 
with all maps on the same scale (1: 1,641,836 - about one inch to 26 miles) and the fi rst lithographed world atlas.  The maps (400 in all) were intended to be joined 
together, thus forming a globe measuring 7.75 meters in diameter.  There was only one edition, published in a series of parts between 1825-27,  and the subscription 
list shows that only 810 copies were sold.     Clean and bright examples with just a few tiny spots in the images.  (A) $500-650

213. Central United States  (Map Illustrating the Plan of the Defences of the Western & North-Western Frontier, as proposed by Charles Gratiot, in his report of Oct. 
31, 1837), Gratiot, HR Doc 311 25th Cong 2nd Sess., Washington D.C., 1837.  15 x 21”.  (BW)  This map is from the series of maps that illustrated the factious 
Congressional debate over the nature of the frontier defenses in the region between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains.  Issued under the direction of 
Col. J. J. Abert by W. Hood, the map depicts the states of Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana and the Indian nations bordering them to the west.  It shows the locations 
of many military forts and outposts from Ft. Jessup to Ft. Snelling with notations throughout concerning lands ceded by several Indian nations with the dates of the 
treaties.  The threat posed by hostile Indians, whose numbers greatly exceeded those of the area’s settlers, resulted in a protracted Congressional debate concerning 
the defenses required along the frontier.  A table at lower left notes the distances between forts and the equivalent “days of march” at 15 miles per day.  Ref: Wheat 
[TMW] #427; Claussen & Friis #183.  Issued folding with light soiling and several short fold separations and edge tears that just enter map border and have been 
closed on verso with archival tape.  There are a few tiny chips in blank margins and some pencil notations in the top blank margin.  (B+) 

      $250-325

214. Central, Southern United States  ([Maps with Report] Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, Transmitting the annual report of the Commissioner of the General 
Land Offi ce. December 27, 1841), General Land Offi ce, Doc. No. 24, 27th Cong., 2nd Session, Washington D.C., 1841.  5.7 x 9”.  (BW)  This original report con-
tains thirteen early maps by the General Land Offi ce.  The report contains 97 pages plus a 16 page annex to the full report containing the late annual report from 
Arkansas. 

 Sketch of the Public Surveys in the North Part of Michigan (15 x 17.8”).  By W.J. Stone this map locates Grand Traverse Bay, Saginaw Bay, Mackinaw Island and 
shows good watershed detail north from the Kalamazoo River. 

 Sketch of the Public Surveys in Iowa Territory (7 x 10”).  By W.J. Stone this map is centered on Iowa City and locates Salem, Bloomfi eld, Elkford, Davenport, etc.  
Good watershed detail and the progress of surveys is indicated. 

 Sketch of the Public Surveys in Wisconsin Territory (19 x 13.4”).  Extends from Prairie du Chien to Green Bay and also to show part of the valley of the Wisconsin 
River where Grigon’s Trading & Farming Establishment, several mills including Conant’s, and Whitneys, and Yellow Banks and Plover Portage are identifi ed.  
Locates the lands of the Stockbridge and Oneida Indians. 

 Diagram of the State of Illinois (12 x 21.5”).  Shows the entire state with townships.  Major towns are located. 

 Diagram of the State of Missouri, 1841 (21 x 17”).  Shows the entire state with townships.  Major towns are located. 

 [Four maps of Louisiana] Map of the South Western District (10 x 13.5”) ; South Eastern District (10 x 8”) ; Map of the District North of Red River (9.5 x 8.5”) ; 
and St. Helena District (8 x 5”).   Each township is noted. 

 Diagram of he Surveying District South of Tennessee (11 x 16.5”).  Centered on Jackson the map names Grand Gulf, Natches, Vicksburg, Granada, and Columbus.  
Good detail of the Pascagoula, Pearl, Big Black and Yallobusha rivers. Locates the Choctaw Cession of 1830 and the Old Choctaw Boundary. 

 A Diagram of the State of Alabama (11.5 x 22.7”). 

 A Plat Exhibiting the State of the Survey in the Territory of Florida (23 x 10”).  This early, interesting map shows the status of public land surveys in the Eastern and 
Western Land Districts of the Florida Panhandle.  The boundary of the Forbes Purchase is shown. St. Augustine, Amelia Island, and Tallahassee are named. From 
the Surveyors Offi ce in Tallahassee by Robert Butler Survey General Territory of Florida. 

 Arkansas, 1841, (17 x 15”).     

 There is some scattered foxing to the maps with light toning and foxing to the text.  (B)    $200-250

215. Central United States  (North America Sheet VIII Ohio, with Parts of Kentucky, Virginia and Indiana), SDUK Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London, 
1852.  12.7 x 14.6”.  (HC)  This map covers all of Ohio and portions of Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia and Indiana.  The National Road is clearly depicted between 
Springfi eld, Ohio and Indianapolis.  Presents good detail of county lines, villages, courthouses, canals, railways, and roads throughout the area with topographical 
and watershed detail.  Published by Charles Knight.     Original outline color with minor toning along sheet edges.  (A) $80-100

216. Central United States  ([Lot of 3] Johnson’s Missouri and Kansas [and] Kansas and Nebraska [and] [Untitled - Daily Illinois State Journal ... Volume X. - Number 
183]), ca. 1857-60.

 A. Johnson’s Missouri and Kansas, by Johnson & Browning, circa 1860, hand color (23.1 x 17.1”).  This handsome double-page map is dense with information.  It 
locates both proposed and running railroads, trails, forts, and various Indian tribes, as well as the U.S. Mail Route, Santa Fe Road, and many other historic details.  
County development in Kansas is restricted to the eastern portion.  This issue is adorned with three engraved vignettes: Santa Fe from the Great Missouri Trail, Fire 
on the Prairie, and Spearing Fish.  Decorated with scrollwork borders.  Condition: There is a 1.75” centerfold separation at top that has been closed with archival 
tape, light toning along the centerfold, a tiny wormhole, and faint scattered foxing. (B+)

 B. Kansas and Nebraska, by Joseph Hutchins Colton, dated 1857, hand color (15.8 x 24.5”).  This early map covers only the eastern quarter of the territories in a 
vertical confi guration.  Thirty-three counties are organized in Nebraska and 36 in Kansas.  The Santa Fe Road originates in Kansas City.  There is no sign yet of 
Wichita, and Topeka is just a little town, while the capital is shown as Lecompton.  Several reservations and Indian tribes are located.  Condition: There is a short 
centerfold separation that has been closed on verso with old paper, with an adjacent misfold running the length of the map, as well as light toning and offsetting, and 
a few scattered stains. (B)

 C. [Untitled - Daily Illinois State Journal ... Volume X. - Number 183], published 1858, black and white (16.3 x 24.1”).  This fascinating newspaper, published on 
January 18, 1858, by Bailhache and Baker, contains articles about the confl ict in the aftermath of the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854.  Stories on page two detail the 
violence, fraud, and intrigue surrounding the vote on the pro-slavery Lecompton Constitution, which was eventually rejected.  The front page includes an excerpt 
from a speech against slavery in Missouri made by future politician Benjamin Gratz Brown, whose argument is based more on economics than ideas about liberty 
and human dignity.  Condition:  Some minor soiling and a light damp stain at top. (B+)       150-180

217. Central United States  ([Lot of 3] States of Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas [and] Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas [and] County Map of the States of 
Iowa and Missouri), Edinburgh, ca. 1857-61.  (HC)  A. States of Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, by Rogers & Johnston, from Atlas of United States &c., dated 1857 
(16.1 x 12.9”).  Attractive map from this scarce atlas with nice detail including railways and names of Indian tribes.  Engraved by W. & A.K. Johnston.  Condition: 
Original outline color with a small burn hole in Illinois and some small spots. (B+)
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 B. Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas, by Samuel Augustus Mitchell, from Mitchell’s New General Atlas, dated 1860 (13.3 x 10.6”).  This interesting 
map of states in the Midwest is divided into counties and shows towns and cities, rivers, and proposed railways.  Nebraska and Kansas are only partially shown, 
and a part Dacotah appears in the top left corner.  The map is surrounded by a fl oral border.  Condition:  Original color with a very faint spot in the border at left. 
(A)

 C. County Map of the States of Iowa and Missouri, by Samuel Augustus Mitchell, from Mitchell’s New General Atlas, dated 1861 (11.6 x 14.1”).  This political 
map includes some geographical detail and railroads, both proposed and operating.  Features a fl oral border.  Condition: Original color with light scattered foxing 
and chips along the sheet’s edges, well away from image. (B+)       $170-200

218. Central United States  ([Lot of 2] Johnson’s Nebraska, Dakota, Colorado, & Kansas [and] Johnson’s Nebraska Dakota, Colorado Idaho & Kansas), Johnson’s New 
Illustrated Family Atlas, ca. 1861-64.  (HC)  

 A. Johnson’s Nebraska, Dakota, Colorado, & Kansas, by Johnson & Browning, circa 1861 (15.5 x 12.5”).  This colorful map features Nebraska with a long panhandle 
to about present-day Idaho near Ft. Bridger and Fremont’s Peak.  Above Nebraska is a huge Dakota Territory that extends all the way to the Canadian border, west 
to the Continental Divide and east to Minnesota Territory.  The map is fi lled with information and locates numerous Indian tribes, trading posts, wagon roads and 
trails, exploration routes, mountain peaks, and more.  It shows the railroad routes explored by Gov. Stephens, Lt. Beckwith, and Capt. Gunnision, numerous forts 
and early settlements.  The Oregon Trail is shown, but not named, and several other emigrant roads are traced including several converging on Denver.   North, 
Middle, and South Parks, as well as several forts and a few towns are shown in Colorado.  Condition: The sheet is lightly cockled with light scattered foxing and 
a few stains in the Dakota Territory. (B)

 B. Johnson’s Nebraska Dakota, Colorado Idaho & Kansas, by Johnson & Ward, circa 1864 (15.7 x 12.7”).  Handsome map that depicts the Dakota Territory and a 
portion of the huge Idaho Territory as it was prior to the creation of Montana and Wyoming.  There is early detail of topography and watershed.  Numerous explo-
ration and wagon routes in addition to the proposed routes for the Pacifi c railroads are identifi ed.  Indian tribes and army forts are noted.  Decorative scroll-style 
border.  Condition:  Minor scattered foxing and faint show-through of chart on verso. (B+)       $190-220

219. Central United States, Texas  (Maps of the New and Popular St. Louis and Texas Short Line! Composed of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, Texas & 
Pacifi c and International & Great Northern Railways), Railroad Companies, ca. 1878.  31 x 18”.  (PC)  Folding pocket railroad timetable that promises “80 to 140 
Miles Shorter from St. Louis to Texas Points than any other line.”  Great ephemera advertising piece with two maps on one side and marketing text on the other.  
The maps are: A Geographically Correct County Map of States Traversed by the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway and its Connections (16.2 x 15.2”); 
and Map of the St. Louis Iron Mountain and Southern Railway, and Connections (10 x 11.8”), shows the U.S. as far west as central Texas to include Austin and San 
Antonio.  Extremely decorative with wonderful exhortations such as, Emigrants Go through from ST. LOUIS TO TEXAS without change of Cars, on EXPRESS 
PASSENGER TRAINS, over the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway.  200 lbs.  Baggage Free to each emigrant passenger.  The map was stamped in the 
blank area by Henry H. Hannan, Land and Emigration Agent from Swan Creek, Ohio.  

 On the verso is wonderful advertising for the railroad line. There is an invitation to emigrants from the Governor of Texas, R.B. Hubbard, extolling the numerous 
virtues of his state and noting the Moral Advancement as well as Homestead Exemptions available.  A great document of Texas and the rush for westward emigra-
tion during the 19th century.     There are numerous fold separations with a few areas of image loss including a tiny area near Ft. Worth, a small portion of the title 
at top left, and a broader area of loss in the text panel to the right of the map images.  There is a land agent stamp in the lower portion of the image.  (C+) 
     $300-400

220. Central United States  (Dell’s Electric Railway Map. Showing the Various Electric Systems in Operation and Under Construction…), 1907.  23.5 x 17.8”.  (PC)  
This rare and colorful pocket map of the Midwest focuses on the rapidly expanding electric railway system of the early 1900s.  The map covers the region from 
Erie and Pittsburgh west to Detroit, South Bend and Louisville and shows both existing and proposed railway lines.  An inset shows the network in western New 
York from Syracuse to Niagara Falls.  At bottom is an advertisement for the Western Reserve National Bank of Warren, Ohio indicating this was a promotional 
giveaway.  Folds into blue paper wrappers (3.3 x 6.6”).     The map is clean and bright with the fold intersections reinforced on verso with archival tape.  Map is 
no longer glued to paper wrappers, which are slightly worn and faded.  (A)    $200-240

221. Central United States  (Air Navigation Map No. 47 (Experimental) Dayton, Ohio to Mt. Clemens, Mich.), U.S. Corps of Engineers, Washington D.C., 1925.  10.2 
x 34.8”.  (PC)  In 1921, the United States Army Air Corps initiated a compressive evaluation of aeronautical charts in an effort to develop a standardized map for 
aerial navigation.  Based upon this study, the Air Corps issued 63 air navigation maps covering most of the military routes in the United States.  Prior to 1926, 
these maps were jointly compiled by the Geological Survey and U. S. Army Engineer Reproduction Plant.  By 1926, the preparation of air maps shifted to the U.S. 
Coast and Geodetic Survey (under the Commerce Department) with the passage of the Air Commerce Act.  Maps from this point on were intended to merge the 
growing commercial airways system with the military network. 

 This map covers the area from Dayton, Ohio to Mt. Clemens, Michigan and shows elevation and contours, cities and towns, rivers, roads and railroads.  Airfi eld 
classifi cations are shown with different symbols including seaplane landings.  True north and magnetic north are depicted.  On a scale of 8 miles per inch.     A 
colorful example with minor light toning.  Backed in linen.  Ex-library stamp on verso.  (A)    $80-100

222. Central United States  (Airway Map No. 105 Kansas City, MO., to Moline, Ill.), U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey, Washington D.C., 1928.  10.2 x 43.1”.  (PC)  In 
1921, the United States Army Air Corps initiated a compressive evaluation of aeronautical charts in an effort to develop a standardized map for aerial navigation.  
Based upon this study, the Air Corps issued 63 air navigation maps covering most of the military routes in the United States.  Prior to 1926, these maps were jointly 
compiled by the Geological Survey and U. S. Army Engineer Reproduction Plant.  By 1926, the preparation of air maps shifted to the U.S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey (under the Commerce Department) with the passage of the Air Commerce Act.  Maps from this point on were intended to merge the growing commercial 
airways system with the military network. 

 This map covers the area from Kansas City, Missouri to Moline, Illinois and shows elevation and contours, cities and towns, rivers, roads and railroads.  Airfi eld 
classifi cations are shown with different symbols including seaplane landings.  True north and magnetic north are depicted.  On a scale of 8 miles per inch.     A 
colorful example with some minor soiling at top and bottom.  Backed in linen.  Ex-library stamp on verso.  (A)  $80-100

223. Western United States  (A Map of the Sources of the Colorado & Big Salt Lake, Platte, Yellow-Stone, Muscle-Shell, Missouri; & Salmon & Snake Rivers, branches 
of the Columbia River), Bonneville, Irving’s The Rocky Mountains…, [1837].  15.5 x 16.5”.  (BW)  One of the most important maps of the intermountain west, 
it covers the present-day intersection of Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and Utah.  Wheat considered the map the best representation of the region during this period.  
It shows the headwaters of the Wind, Sweetwater, Green (Colorado of the West), Snake, and Salmon Rivers relatively accurately, and completely revamps the 
hydrographical mapping of the region.  Part of Lake Bonneville is shown at lower left and is noted as Salt Water.  The vicinity of the Snake River is particularly 
well delineated with the Three Tetons, the 3 Buttes, and the Great Lava Plain well placed. 

 Captain Benjamin Bonneville’s explorations in the American West (1832-35) were made famous by the account written by Washington Irving.  The expedition 
sought information about the Oregon Country, which at the time was jointly occupied by the United States and Britain and largely controlled by the Hudson’s 
Bay Company.  Even though he was unable to complete his goal of reaching the Willamette Valley, he and members of his party were able to gather invaluable 
information on the region and blazed portions of both the Oregon and California Trails.  Ref: Howes I-85; Wheat [TMW] #423.  Issued folding on a clean sheet 
with several short fold separations closed on verso with archival tape.  There is a binding trim at right and associated binding tear that extends 4” into the image 
also closed on verso with archival tape.  (B+)    $800-1000
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224. Western United States  (Map of the Route Pursued by the Late Expedition under the Command of Col. S.W. Kearney, U.S. 1st Dragoons [with report]), Franklin, 
HR. Doc 2, 29th Congress, 1st Session, Washington D.C., 1845.  13 x 8”.  (BW)  This is an early and historical map of the region included in the uncommon H.R. 
Document #2.  Part of this map is based on Fremont’s map of 1843.  It covers the region between the Arkansas and Platte Rivers, and extends westward to South 
Pass and the Green River.  The dragoons departed Ft. Leavenworth and marched to South Pass via the Oregon Trail and returned 99 days later via the Arkansas 
River route, a distance of 2,200 miles over the tough western terrain.  Engraved by the fi rm of Smith & McClelland. 

 The map is still bound into the 893 pp. report which includes 7 folding tables.  The text includes interesting information involving the annexation of Texas (includ-
ing various proclamations by Anson Jones), the Oregon boundary question, and Colonel Kearny’s report and map of his expedition to the Rocky Mountains.  893 
pp.  Octavo, hardbound in quarter leather other marbled boards.  Ref: Wheat [TMW] #495; cf. Wagner-Camp #117.  Map and text are lightly toned and foxed, with 
a faint damp stain confi ned to bottom blank margin.  Contents are tight with the usual minor shelf wear.  (B+)  $250-325

225. Western United States  (Map of an Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the Year 1842 and to Oregon & North California in the Years 1843-44 [with] 
Report of The Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains…), Fremont/Preuss, Senate Ex. Doc. 174, 28th Congress, 2nd Session, Washington D.C., [1845].  51 
x 30.5”.  (HC)  This is the large edition of the infl uential map which details John Charles Fremont’s epic exploration of the American West.  Fremont and his travel-
ing companion and topographer, George Carl Preuss, launched the expedition from the frontier settlement of Westport at the juncture of the Kansas and Missouri 
Rivers. There Fremont fi rst met Kit Carson who signed on as guide to the expedition. Traveling across the Rocky Mountains at South Pass to the Columbia River in 
Oregon Territory, they then continued south along the Sierra Nevada nearly to the “Pueblo del los Angeles”, northeast to Lake Utah and fi nally east to the Arkansas 
River. Fremont’s map and report had a profound infl uence on emigration to the Far West as his westward route eventually became the Oregon Trail. Wheat, who 
called this “an important step forward from the earlier western maps” devoted seven text pages to its description. The map was drawn by Charles Preuss “whose 
skill in sketching topography has probably never been surpassed in this country.”  There is much to study and appreciate in this rare map, but we return to Wheat for 
this short praise: “To Fremont and his magnifi cent map of his Second Expedition all praise.  This is an altogether memorable document in the cartographic history 
of the West, and for it alone Fremont would deserve to be remembered in history.”  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #497; Wagner-Camp #115.1.  Issued folding with numerous 
splits at fold intersections and a few resulting in small loss in blank areas of map image.  Scattered foxing.  (C+)  $700-900

226. Western United States  (No. 15 Map of Oregon and Upper California), Mitchell, Mitchell’s School and Family Geography, Philadelphia, 1846.  8 x 10”.  (HC)  This 
is the smaller school atlas version of Mitchell’s well-known map which is based largely on Fremont’s map of 1845.  This edition has the US/Canadian boundary 
as we know it today with the notation “Boundary of 1846.”  Upper California extends eastward to the Rio Grande and Oregon Territory to the Continental Divide.  
The map delineates the Oregon Route (Oregon Trail) in good detail as it winds from the Sweetwater River through South Pass to Oregon City.  Numerous Indian 
tribes and villages and forts are located.  An early depiction of the Great Basin is here called the Great Interior Basin of California.  At lower left is the inset “Map of 
the Columbia River from the Cascades to the Pacifi c Ocean” which locates Oregon City, Ft. Vancouver, a mission on the Columbia, Mt. Hood, and Mt. St. Helens 
with a height of 13,300 feet.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #518; Wheat (Gold) #28.  Original color with light toning and minor soiling.  (B+) 

      $140-170

227. Western United States  ([Lot of 2] Map of the Territories & Pacifi c States to Accompany “Across the Continent” [and] Map to Illustrate Capt. Bonneville’s Adven-
tures Among the Rocky Mountains, Compiled by J. H. Colton), 1852-65.   

 A. Map of the Territories & Pacifi c States to Accompany “Across the Continent”, by Samuel Bowles, dated 1865, hand color (18.0 x 13.7”).  A handsome map of 
the western United States showing the routes of the Union Pacifi c and Central Pacifi c railroads, the Butterfi eld Express and Stage route, mail routes and the tracks 
of the Colfax expedition.  The Spanish Trail and Emigrant Road are also featured on this very detailed map that was engraved by Goldthwaite and printed by Colton 
on banknote paper.  The large Dakota Territory includes today’s Wyoming and Arizona is still in possession of the southern tip of Nevada.  An inset titled Plan of 
Central California on an Enlarged Scale is at lower right.  Condition:  Issued folding with light scattered stains and minor extraneous creases in the image. 

 B. Map to Illustrate Capt. Bonneville’s Adventures Among the Rocky Mountains, Compiled by J. H. Colton, by George P. Putnam, dated 1852, black & white (17.6 
x 11.3”).  This interesting map is based on Fremont’s map.  The region west of the Mississippi to the Pacifi c Ocean is delineated with the rivers and towns of the 
gold region in California well shown.  The expedition route described is that of Captain Benjamin Bonneville who explored the American West from 1832-1836.  
The expedition party traveled parallel to the course of the Snake and the Columbia Rivers, going as far as Fort Walla Walla before turning back.  Fremont’s route 
through California is shown, as well as Kearny’s route along the Gila River and the Emigrant route.  Published by J.H. Colton, No. 172, William Street, New York.  
Printed on fi ne banknote quality paper.  Condition:  Issued folding with a binding trim at lower right trimmed to just inside the neatline.  Ref: Wagner-Camp #67:14.  
(B+)    $275-350

228. California, Nevada  (A New Map of the State of California and Nevada Territory...), Ransom & Doolittle, San Francisco, 1863.  21.5 x 26.3”.  (HC)  This rare 
pocket map of California and Nevada Territory is an updated version of a map issued a few short months earlier by the same authors (also copied by A.L. Reed).  It 
depicts the important mining districts that sprung up in the area along with the roads leading to them.  The Reese River district shows the towns of Austin, Clifton 
and Jacobsville, and there are the new districts of Smoky Valley and Big Canyon to the south and Mt. Hope to the north.  The acceleration of mining activity and 
resultant economic boom was a key factor is Nevada’s early statehood (well ahead of its neighbors Utah, New Mexico and Washington Territory).  The map shows 
six land districts in California, delineates counties, and shows the Overland Stage Road with thirteen stations named east of Austin, Nevada (another indicator of 
Nevada’s growth).  Utah is shown appropriately with a western border along the 115th meridian and Washington Territory is still named despite Idaho Territory 
being created early in that same year.  Includes 4 pp. of text showing tables of routes and distances.  Folds into stiff red cloth covered boards with gilt title on front 
cover.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #1071.  Issued folding with several short splits at fold intersections that have all been archivally repaired, a 3” professionally repaired 
tear from Sonoma to Sutter county, and minor toning where the map folds into the boards.  The covers are lightly worn and stained.  (B+) 

      $4000-5500

229. Northwestern United States  (Map of the Territory West of the Rocky Mountains), Bonneville, The Rocky Mountains…, [1837].  16.5 x 17.3”.  (BW)  This map 
was published in Washington Irving’s important book based on the explorations of Capt. Bonneville.  The map extends from Monterey, California to Cape Flattery 
and inland to Flathead Lake in today’s Montana.  The Great Salt Lake is named Lake Bonneville.  The map locates and names the Salmon, Boise, Malade, Snake, 
Columbia and Flat Head Rivers.  Several dead-end rivers and lakes are shown in the Great Basin area including Lost River, Ashley’s Lake, Battle Lake, and the 
Mary or Ogden’s River.  It describes the territories of the Shoshoco, Eutaw, Too-el-Iican, Skynses, Flat Head, Pends Oreilles, Wallawallah and Bannack Indians.  
Of navigational importance to the western immigrants are the three buttes located in the Lava Plains of Idaho.  Among his discoveries, Bonneville is credited with 
fi nding the Humboldt and San Joaquin Rivers.  An important map for any collector of western material.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #424.  Issued folding with light soiling 
and several fold separations and edge tears closed on verso with archival tape.  There is a binding trim at right and associated binding tear that extends 3” into the 
image also closed on verso with archival tape.  (B)    $500-650

230. Northwestern United States  (Milk R. to the Crossing of the Columbia R…), U.S. Railroad Surveys, U.S. Pacifi c Railroad Surveys, Washington D.C., 1853-55.  
60.9 x 27.3”.  (BW)  Remarkable map that details the 1853-1855 surveys conducted to locate a northern route (47th and 49th Parallels) on an expedition led by 
Isaac Stevens, Governor of Washington Territory.  Most of the map covers Montana, with extraordinary detail and excellent relief by hachure, the naming of rivers, 
numerous routes with dates, and interesting topographical commentary.  The map not only shows the main party’s route, but also numerous routes followed by the 
various parties attached to the command.  This large map is joined on two sheets.  It is dated 1853-5, but was published in 1860.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #867.  Is-
sued folding on a bright sheet with a few minor stains.  Professionally backed in tissue to repair several short fold separations and small holes at fold intersections.  
(B+)    $220-250

231. Northwestern United States  (Map of Oregon, Washington, and Part of British Columbia), Mitchell, New General Atlas, Philadelphia, 1860.  13.5 x 10.8”.  (HC)  
In 1859, Oregon became a state and in the process Washington Territory gained land from Oregon that eventually became Idaho and part of Montana.  The map 
clearly shows the Oregon Trail, and the Emigrant Wagon Road to California. The entire eastern half of Oregon is unorganized with Klamath, Curry and Wasgoren 
(likely an editing error for Wasco) counties being the furthest east. The eastern part of the state is labeled as unexplored. Klamath County was not organized until 
1882, so its appearance here is a mystery, as the decorative fl oral border of this edition was replaced long before 1882.     Map image is near fi ne with light toning 
along the sheet edges.  (A)    $140-170
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232. Southwestern United States  ([Lot of 2] Johnson’s New Map of the State of Texas [and] Johnson’s California Territories of New Mexico and Utah), Johnson & 
Ward, Illustrated Family Atlas of the World, New York, ca. 1862.  (HC)  

 A.  Johnson’s New Map of the State of Texas (24.8 x 16.3”).  The fi rst edition of this handsome map, with county development mostly in eastern Texas and only the 
three large counties of El Paso, Presidio, and Bexar in the west.  The panhandle, noted as the Staked Plain (Elevated Table Land, without Wood or Water), includes 
a large section that is unorganized.  There are numerous wagon roads, a few completed railroads, and the US Mail Route traced on the chart.  Insets include a Plan 
of Sabine Lake, Plan of the Northern part of Texas, and Plan of Galveston Bay.  Surrounded by Johnson’s early strapwork border.  On verso is text from a Historical 
and Statistical View of North America.  Condition:  Light offsetting and toning with a few small spots in the image.  There are a few edge tears at bottom confi ned 
to the bottom blank margin closed on verso with archival tape. 

 B.  Johnson’s California Territories of New Mexico and Utah (24.5 16.8”).  This is one of the most desirable editions from this great series of maps covering the 
Southwest.  Arrizona shows up in the southern part of New Mexico Territory.  This is thought to represent the Confederate Territory of Arizona that existed for 
nearly a year from August 1861 until July of 1862.  The Confederate General Baylor appointed himself the territorial governor and claimed all of New Mexico 
Territory south of the 34th parallel.  In the southern part of Arizona is the “Gadsden Ten Million Purchase of Mexico.”  The Utah/Nevada border is too far west on 
the 116th meridian.   Details the Emigrant Road, the Hastings Road, and the routes of numerous explorers and military expeditions.  The Gold Region in Colorado’s 
South Park is prominently shown. The map is fi lled with historic and interesting notations.  One note in the area of Quartzite, Arizona refers to the area as being 
“exceedingly fertile and abundantly timbered and well watered.”  Additional details include the U.S. Mail routes, the Emigrant road to California, the proposed 
railroad route through Utah, Nevada and California, and the Pony Express trail, the last time it appears on this series of map.  Johnson was diligent in constantly 
revising his plates with new information.  Condition:  Light toning with an edge tear at bottom that extends 2” into the image and has been closed on verso with 
archival tape.  

 Ref: cf. Day #1416.  (B+)    $450-550

233. Southwestern United States  (Colton’s Map of California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona & New Mexico), Colton, General Atlas, New York, 1865.  26.5 x 17.1”.  
(HC)  This map of the Southwest features the Pacifi c Railroad which is shown only partially completed just entering Utah, with the “proposed route” extending 
westward.  Arizona Territory encompasses the southern tip of Nevada and has its fi rst four counties, namely Mohave, Yuma, Pima and Yavapai with Prescott as the 
capitol.  New Mexico Territory retains its original ‘strip’ counties.  The Utah/Nevada border still extends to 115&deg, and Wyoming is known as Dakota Territory.  
The Pony Express route is shown, as is the Mail Route.  The map has exceptional information on railroads, both built and planned.  It is fi lled with place names, 
information on topography and watershed, and numerous notes.  For example, one note in west central Colorado states “Elevated plain, fertile, gently rolling with 
fresh water, lakes and timber.”  Fancy titling and decorative scroll-style border.  Dated 1865, but published circa 1869.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #1200.  Original color 
with a few small spots and light toning along centerfold and sheet edges.  (B+)    $220-250

234. Alaska  (The Gold and Coal Fields of Alaska Together with the Principle Steamer Routes and Trails), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Washington D.C., 1898.  
28.5 x 23.5”.  (PC)  This fi ne geological map printed in the fi ve-color lithographic method has considerable place name detail.  The Birch Creek and Forty Mile 
gold regions are prominently shown.  Strong red over printing is used to detail steamer routes, trails, and the gold regions.  There are two insets: “Trails from the 
tide water to the headwaters of the Yukon River, Alaska” and “The Klondike Gold Region, Canada.”  The large Fort St. Michael Military Reservation is shown 
centered on Norton Sound.  The monthly steamer routes servicing areas from Norton Sound, along the south side of the Aleutians and along the Alaskan Coast to 
San Francisco are shown.  Note below the title indicates the map was published in January, 1898 and based in part on a portion of  the 1897 Chart T of the U.S. 
Coast and Geodetic Survey.   Published by the Department of the Interior, Charles D. Walcott, Director.  Bound into report with 44 pp. of related text.  Ref: Falk 
(AK) #1898-51; Phillips (AK) p. 117  Issued folding with a few tiny holes only visible when held to light.  Text is very good.  Covers are toned and soiled with the 
back cover separated.  (B+)    $130-160

235. Arizona  ([Lot of 4] Clason’s Guide Map of Arizona [and] Territory of Arizona [and] Arizona [and] Arizona. Sketch Map of Irrigated Areas and Main Topographic 
Features), ca. 1901-19.

 A. Clason’s Guide Map of Arizona, by Clason Map Company, dated 1919, printed color (15.0 x 17.6”).  This folding pocket map is complete with descriptive 
booklet, “Clason’s Arizona Road Map and Railway Guide” (4 x 6.3”).  The map delineates early Automobile Roads and Main Automobile Roads via red overprinted 
lines.  The legend also locates the state capital (Phoenix), counties lines, county seats, railroads, rail trunk lines, Indian reservations, and National Forests.  Below 
the map is a list of towns with populations: Phoenix had just over 30,000 people, a number that stayed small until air conditioning came into commercial use.  The 
map shows Greenlee County, created from part of Graham County in 1909.  Folds into paper covers with 24-page booklet which includes full-page city plans of 
Tucson and Phoenix.  Condition:  A clean and bright example. (A) 

 B. Territory of Arizona, by General Land Offi ce, dated 1901, printed color (16.9 x 20.2”).  A colorful and fascinating map with great detail issued eleven years 
before statehood.  The extent of nine Indian reservations and at least three Military reservations, including Camp Apache, are clearly shown in different colors.  
Numerous confi rmed and unconfi rmed land claims are named and located.  A huge Grand Canyon Forest Reserve is shown.  The brown hachured mountain area 
and the blue waterways combine to provide great visual impact.  Information includes watershed, mountains, railroads, wagon roads, private claims, unsurveyed 
townships, etc.  A beautiful example published while Harry King was the Chief of Drafting and the Hon. Binger Hermann was commissioner.  Condition:  Fine. 
(A+) 

 C. Arizona, by U.S.G.S, circa 1902, black and white (18.4 x 21.7”).  This uncommon map accompanied the 1902 congressional report on preparations for Arizona 
statehood.  It shows the areas that could and could not support population with the vast majority of land deemed “open to entry, but not capable of supporting 
population.”  Condition:  A clean sheet with one tiny split at a fold intersection and a slightly narrow left margin due to binding trim. (A) 

 D. Arizona. Sketch Map of Irrigated Areas and Main Topographic Features, from Report of Governor of Arizona, dated 1901, black and white (6.4 x 9.0”).  Smaller 
and more basic map as above, showing the irrigated areas of the state.  Condition: Fine. (A+)       $250-325

236. California, Gold Mining  (The Sacramento Valley from the American River to Butte Creek…), Derby, Senate Doc. 47, 31st Congress, 1st Session, Washington 
D.C., 1849.  17.5 x 22.5”.  (BW)  A map of major importance to the California Gold Rush.   On a scale of 4-1/2 miles to the inch, it provides a detailed view of the 
region with numerous small towns, ranches, Diggings (including Mormon and Dry), trails and roads.  Interesting notations concern grazing, road conditions and 
soil fertility.  This early look at the Gold Regions locates Sacramento City just south of the American River (as a simple grid pattern), Vernon, Fremont, Sutter and 
Green Spring.  Ref: Wheat (Gold) #149.  Issued folding with a few very light stains along the folds and a binding trim at left.  (B+) 

      $200-250

237. California  (Geological Reconnoissances in California), Tyson, Sen. Doc #47, 31st Cong., 1st Sess., Washington D.C., [1850].  14.8 x 11.7”.  (BW)  This California 
Gold Rush map shows the area from San Francisco Bay north and east to the Yuba River and east to the Calaveras River.  Published in Tyson’s, Report upon the 
Geology and Topography of California, the map traces his route from San Francisco by way of Vernon to the Yuba diggings, then south passed the Emigrant’s Road 
to the Salt Lake, through the gold region to the Calaveras River, and west through Bonsal’s Ferry, Livernore’s Ranch and Martinez.  It notes dates of his encamp-
ments, geological formations and the points where gold was being mined.  According to Wheat, Tyson’s work was “probably the earliest work of a true scientifi c 
research to emerge from the Gold Rush.”  Ref: Wheat (Gold) #179.  Issued folding and trimmed to the neatline at top with some light stains along one fold.  There 
are a few edge chips confi ned to the left blank margin.  (B)    $120-150

238. California  (Map No. 1 From San Francisco Bay to the Plains of Los Angeles...), Parke, U.S. Pacifi c Railroad Surveys, 1854-55.  34.8 x 28.2”.  (BW)  Wheat dedi-
cates more than a full page to what he calls “a map of the greatest interest, not only for its route, which is that of the Southern Pacifi c Coast Line, but because of 
its showing of ranchos and missions along the route.”  The proposed line is shown from San Jose south to the Pubela de Los Angeles, San Bernardino and through 
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the San Gorgonio Pass on its way east.  Remarkable detail along the route including well rendered hachure depicting elevation.   The Spanish Trail, mail route to 
Salt Lake City and Whipple’s route are shown passing through Cajon Pass and on to the Mojave River.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #852.  Issued folding, with light toning 
along a few fold lines.  Professionally backed in tissue to support a few separations along folds and a couple of small holes at fold intersections.  A binding trim at 
bottom left, with small loss of neatline, has been replaced with paper to accommodate framing.  (B+)   $220-250

239. Central California  (Amer. Sep. Partie de la Nouvle. Californie. No. 52), Vandermaelen, ca. 1825.  19.6 x 18.3”.  (HC)  This map features the central California 
coast from approximately Monterey south to Catalina Island.  A chart of elevations fi lls the bottom of the map. 

 The Atlas Universel contained 400 maps in six volumes.  It was the fi rst atlas made up of lithographed maps, and the fi rst to present all the maps on the same scale 
(1: 1,641,836), with each map covering an area of approximately 20 degrees longitude (from Paris) and 6 degrees of latitude.  If all the maps were joined together 
they would form a globe of 7.75 meters in diameter.  The maps were published by subscription between 1825 and 1827, with each part containing ten maps. There 
was only one edition and the subscription list shows that 810 copies were sold; thus the maps are quite rare.     Original color with scattered foxing.  (B)  
     $200-250

240. Southern California  ([Lot of 4] Sketch of the Battle of Los Angeles Upper California... [and] Sketch of the Passage of the Rio San Gabriel... [and] Sketch of the 
Actions Fought at San Pascal... [and] [Untitled -  Map of the California Coast]), U.S. Government, 30th Congress, 1st Sess., Ex. Doc No. 1, [1847].  (BW)  This 
lot of four government issued maps displays troop positions and actions in Southern California during the Mexican-American war.  These maps were published in 
the Message from the President of the United States to the Two Houses of Congress at the Commencement of the First Session of the Thirtieth Congress in 1847. 

 A. Sketch of the Battle of Los Angeles Upper California, Fought Between the Americans and Mexicans Jany. 9th 1847 (8.4 x 5.8”).  A very early map showing Los 
Angeles.  Locates the Pueblo de Los Angeles, the Rio de Los Angeles, and the moving positions of forces during the battle. 

 B. Sketch of the Passage of the Rio San Gabriel, Upper California, by the Americans, --Discomfi ting the Opposing Mex: Forces, Jan: 8th 1847 (8.3 x 6.3”).  Shows 
the American troops advancing across the Rio San Gabriel and the resulting withdrawal of Mexican forces. 

 C. Sketch of the Actions Fought at San Pascal in Upper California between the Americans and Mexicans Dec. 6th & 7th 1846 (8.0 x 11.2”).  Depicts the battle 
between Kearny’s troops and those of Mexican Major Andres Pico.  Once reinforcements arrived, Kearny was able to push Pico’s troops south and reach San 
Diego. 

 D. [Untitled - Map of the California Coast] (12.0 x 14.5”).  Covers the California coast from Fort Sacramento south with an inset of lower Baja California.  It 
displays the route of the American militia from Sutter’s Fort to San Diego from mission to mission. There is a key at left that gives the number of men present 
between different points of the march.     Issued folding with a few minor spots in the image.  The third and fourth map each have binding trims at top, and the third 
map has one small binding tear closed on verso with archival tape.  (B+)    $300-375

241. Southern California  ([Lot of 5] Los Angeles Times Annual Midwinter Number Parts I-V), [1923].  11.7 x 16.4”.  (PC)  This fascinating lot is a special edition of 
the Los Angeles Times praising the virtues of Southern California.  This “Midwinter” edition, issued on New Year’s Day, ran from 1885 until 1954.  It grew in size 
from a twenty-four page paper in 1886 up to 240 pages composed of fi ve magazines - the maximum size allowable under the postal regulations.  The magazines, 
printed on newspaper, are divided into fi ve parts:  

 Part I - The Year’s Achievements 
 Part II - Commerce, Industry 
 Part III - Encyclopedia 
 Part IV - The Great Southwest 
 Part V - Pictorial Journey (black & white) 

 Part I includes a map of the Southwest United States on the cover and a centerfold entitled “Los Angeles Harbor” which is a bird’s-eye view of the region by Charles 
H. Owens with an explanation of the points on the map on the preceding page.  Part II has a very nice full page illustration of the “Oil Pools and Wells at Santa Fe 
Springs.”  Part III has a double-page map by Owens of “Motor Routes through the Heart of California” showing the topography of the state from Sacramento to 
the Mexican Border.  Part IV has a dramatic centerfold map of the Southwest by Owens “How the Mighty Colorado Will Put to Work for the Whole Southwest,” 
and a full page map of “Rancho de las Palomas,” a massive ranch in Mexico on the U.S. border owner by a Los Angeles family.  Part V includes “The End of the 
Journey - Los Angeles, Metropolis of the West, Has Room for Expansion,” a large, double-page topographical map (black & white) by Owens of the region with 
an aerial photograph of the center city. 

 In addition to the maps and views listed above, the magazines are absolutely fi lled with color illustrations and informative content.  Folio, complete in fi ve parts, 
48 pp. per magazine.  A very unique piece for any Southern California collector.     The overall condition is very good considering it is newsprint.  The magazines 
have light to moderate toning with edge tears and chips as to be expected.  A few of the pages are loose, and Part V has some dampstaining on the sides and bottom, 
not signifi cantly impacting the images and text.  (B+)    $300-400

242. Los Angeles, California  (Map of the City of Los Angeles), [1903].  20 x 21.2”.  (PC)  This great pocket map extends west to the L.A. Country Club at Arlington 
Street and Wiltshire, east to beyond Evergreen Cemetery and south to Ascot Park.  The map extends to the northeast, roughly following Figueroa Street (here named 
Pasadena Avenue), to Highland Park.  Red overprinting radiates from downtown delineating the routes of the Los Angeles Railway, Pacifi c Electric Railway, Los 
Angeles Pacifi c Railway, the Traction Line, and the Los Angeles - Redondo Electric Line.  Detailed route information is in a panel at top and right.  City street 
index is at left.   Blank verso. 

 Folds into the booklet “Newman’s Directory Guide and Handbook of Los Angeles and Southern California.”  The 101-page guide of Los Angeles covers every-
thing imaginable “For Strangers and Residents.”  Plus many unnumbered pages of pictorial advertisements including Morosco’s Burbank Theatre, Hotel Nadeau, 
Redondo Floral Co., The Automobile Livery and several railroad companies.  Beige paper covers, 16mo.  Published by T. Newman, 409 Mason Opera House, Los 
Angeles.  The population is listed as only 160,000.     Map is fi ne.  Text is very good with a few pencil notations in the blank margins.  (A+) 

      $400-500

243. Monterey, California  (Engineer’s Preliminary Map of Monterey Peninsula Country Club Subdivisions No. 1 and No. 2), ca. 1925.  14.6 x 13”.  (BW)  This map 
shows the preliminary design for the Monterey Peninsula Country Club, which opened in 1926.  The layout includes hundreds of homes, the Shore Golf Course, 
Dune Golf Course, tennis courts, a trapshooting course and an open air theater to name a few of the features.  An inset shows the country club’s footprint on the 
Monterey Peninsula.  Issued by the Del Monte Properties Company.  Only 1 copy of a larger version of this map is found on OCLC.     Issued folding with a few 
small ink notations.  (B+)    $100-130

244. Catalina Island, California  ([Lot of 3] [Untitled - Map of Avalon Bay] [and] [Untitled - Map of Catalina Island] [and] Avalon Town), ca. 1925-48.  (PC)  This 
charming lot contains three promotional brochures of Catalina Island and the town of Avalon including: 

 A. [Untitled Map of Avalon Bay], by Frank E. Brown, dated 1925 (22.0 x 8.3”).  This folding brochure includes a detailed panoramic view of Avalon Bay.  Identi-
fi es the names of several buildings including Hotel St. Catherine, Catalina Country Club, the estate of William Wrigley Jr., and the training ground of the Chicago 
Cubs.  The verso contains text and illustrations describing the island and its attractions.  Brochure measures 9.0 x 4.0”.  Condition:  The bottom right corner of the 
brochure is dog-eared with some very minor soiling along the sheet edges. (B+) 
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 B. [Untitled Map of Catalina Island], circa 1927 (13.9 x 6.0”).  Folding brochure containing a pictorial map of the island in the style of Jo Mora or Ruth White.  A 
key at top identifi es 24 different points of interest on the island.  The verso contains text and illustrations describing the island and its attractions.  Brochure measures 
9.0 x 4.0”.  Condition: (A) 

 C. Avalon Town, by Wren Lister, dated 1948 (21.6 x 16.5”).  This attractive bird’s-eye view depicts Avalon and the surrounding hills.  Vignettes around the border 
feature the pleasures of the area including water skiing, fi shing, sailing, etc.  A sticker in the middle of the map image identifi es the location of the Sea Breeze Cot-
tages, and a pink paper label with additional advertising for the cottages has been neatly pasted over the central index of the directory.  On the verso is an additional 
map showing all of Catalina.  Folds into a mailer measuring 8.5 x 5.5”.  Condition: (A+)        $200-250

245. Colorado  (Map of Colorado Territory to Accompany Hollister’s ‘Mines of Colorado’ Corrected from the Public Surveys of 1866 [with book] Mines of Colorado), 
Hollister, Springfi eld, MA, [1867].  21 x 16”.  (HC)  This scarce map of Colorado shows great detail throughout.  The map lists sixteen counties and a large Indian 
Reserve, which is divided into Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes.  There is extensive watershed information and mountains are shown in hachure.  Locates all mining 
communities, forts, railroads, and more.  The map is accompanied by an important book on Colorado: “The Mines of Colorado.”  It provides a view of the geography, 
geology, climate and agriculture with extensive information on over 165 mining enterprises.  450 pp.  Hardbound in quarter leather with tips over marbled paper 
boards with gilt title on spine.     The loose folding map is very good with light toning along one fold and a binding trim at right and an associated 2” binding tear 
just touching Arapahoe County that has been closed on verso with archival tape.  The book is internally very clean and sound with light wear to covers and spine.  
(B+)    $750-900

246. Washington, D.C.  (Plan of the City of Washington), Weld, Travels through the States of North America, London, 1798.  8.5 x 6.8”.  (BW)  This is a reduced and 
simplifi ed version of Ellicott’s plan of 1792.  Washington is bordered by the Potomack (Potomac) River and the Eastern Branch, now the Anacostia River. George-
town, at the left and northwest of Rock Creek, is separately labeled.  Reedy Branch and Tiber Creek are shown to the north outside of the street pattern.  A few 
major buildings including the Capitol and the Presidents House are labeled; others are merely outlined. The proposed landscape design for the Mall is shown with 
some detail.  Near the upper right is an eight-pointed compass indicator surmounted by a fl eur de lis.  Published by J. Stockdale.  Ref: Howes #W-235; cf. Phillips 
(DC) PW #37.  Light toning and soiling along sheet edges, else fi ne.  (A)    $400-500

247. Washington, D.C.  (Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of the District of Columbia), Carey & Lea, A Complete Historical, Chronological, And Geo-
graphical American Atlas, Philadelphia, ca. 1822.  10.5 x 10.8”.  (HC)  This map of the nation’s capital is on a full folio sheet (20.6 x 16.6”) with surrounding text 
describing boundaries, climate, population, nearby towns, commerce, government, and history.  Washington, Alexandria, and Georgetown are shown as plans, and 
several waterways and roads are identifi ed.  A compass rose capped with a fl eur-de-lis indicates that the north is oriented to the upper left and an arrow indicates 
the direction of the Potomac River.  Engraved by Young and Delleker.  Ref: Phillips (DC) PW #84.  Original outline color with centerfold separations at top and 
bottom that do not enter the map image and have been closed on verso with archival tape.  (A)    $350-425

248. Washington, D.C.  (City of Washington), Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., Philadelphia, 1850.  15.6 x 12.5”.  (HC)  This fi nely engraved plan of the Capital names 
all major streets and buildings; notably, the President’s House, the Smithsonian Institute, and the Navy Yard.  The Mall is mostly blank, but the Washington Monu-
ment Reservation is present along the Potomac River.  Extensive table at lower left lists and keys to map 107 important buildings.  Decorative scroll-style border 
with an engraved vignette depicting the “Plan of the Principal Floor of the Capitol.”     Original color with some light toning along the edges of the sheet.  (A)  
     $180-220

249. Washington, D.C.  ([Lot of 2] Johnson’s Georgetown and the City of Washington The Capital of the United States of America [and] Plan of the City of Washington. 
The Capitol of the United States of America), ca. 1861-62.  (HC)  

 A. Johnson’s Georgetown and the City of Washington The Capital of the United States of America, by Johnson & Browning, circa 1862 (15.1 x 12.3”).  This fi ne 
nineteenth century plan of the city also portrays three large vignettes of The Capitol, Washington Monument, and Smithsonian Institution.  All major streets and 
buildings are named.  The map is surrounded with a decorative, metalwork border typical of the earlier Johnson maps.  Condition:  Light toning with a few tiny 
edge tears.  

 B. Plan of the City of Washington. The Capitol of the United States of America, by S.A. Mitchell, dated 1861 (13.6 x 11.0”).  Nice example of this map with major 
buildings and sites noted including the Presidents House, Washington Monument and the Smithsonian Institute.  Engraved by W.H. Gamble.  Surrounded by a 
fl oral and ribbon border, which appeared in Mitchell’s atlases from 1863-66.  Condition:  Just a few tiny spots of foxing and minor soiling in the blank margins.  

  Ref: Phillips (DC) #PW198 & PW213.  (B+)    $200-250

250. Washington, D.C.  (United States Capitol), Johnson, New Illustrated Family Atlas, New York, 1866.  14.9 x 9.3”.  (BW)  This attractive engraving is the frontispiece 
to Johnson’s New Illustrated Family Atlas.  This view is based upon a photograph of the drawings of T.U. Walter and engraved by C.E. Loven that depicts the newly 
replaced and enlarged “wedding cake” style dome that is present today.     Light toning and scattered foxing primarily in the blank margins.  (B+) 

      $100-130

251. Florida  (Cartes Particulieres des Concessions Faites par l’Angleterre a la France et a l’Espagne par la Traite de 1783), Recueil d’Estampes Representant les Dif-
ferents Evenemens, ca. 1784.  6.9 x 5.1”.  (BW)  These four maps represent British possessions that were handed over to Spain and France as a result of the Treaty 
of Paris.  The territories of East and West Florida and Minorca were given to Spain while France gained Tobago and Senegal.  The map of Florida is shown with a 
northern border at 31 degrees latitude, about half a degree farther north than its present border.  A huge area along the east coast is shown as swamp, most likely a 
misplaced Everglades.  Each of the maps show only a few place names and basic topography. 

 The map appeared in Nicolas Ponce and Francois Godefroy’s Recueil d’estampes representant les differents evenements de la guerre qui a procure l’independance 
aux Etats unis de l’Amerique.  This was the fi rst French publication to name the United States in its title.  On a sheet of French text measuring 8.0 x 9.0”.     There 
is a faint damp stain occupying the left portion of the image and an infi lled worm track in the bottom left corner of the text beneath the map image.  (B+)  
     $275-350

252. Florida  (Map of the State of Florida), Hinton, The History and Topography of the United States, London, 1832.  9.8 x 8”.  (BW)  The title of this early map is mis-
leading because in 1832 Florida was a territory and not a state.  There are only a few counties designated including Monroe County taking in the entire southern tip, 
and Mosquito County taking in most of the east coast.  Seminole Indians are shown in Central Florida and an Indian Path connects a solitary road, that terminates 
in the Tampa vicinity, with the east coast.  A road along the east coast terminates at a town named Florida near present-day Miami.     There are a few small spots 
of foxing in the image, else very good.  (B+)    $250-325

253. Florida  (Map of the Peninsula of Florida and Adjacent Islands. Florida East Coast Railway), Matthews-Northrup Co, Buffalo, NY, 1926.  15.6 x 39.8”.  (PC)  This 
1926 edition is one of the last examples of this map, which fi rst appeared in the 1890s.  It shows the Flagler railroad system from Jacksonville to Miami and Key 
West, with steamboat connections to Havana.  Apart from the panhandle, which does not appear on this map, all the current Florida counties are depicted along 
with cities, roads, rivers and lakes.  Includes an inset at bottom “Map of Florida and the West Indies.”     Issued folding with a few fold separations that have been 
closed on verso with archival tape.  There are a few closed edge tears and small damp stains confi ned to the blank margins.  (B+) 

      $250-325

254. Northern Florida  (A Plat Exhibiting the State of the Surveys in the Territory of Florida), U.S. Government, 25th Congress 2d. Session Doc. 11 No. 11, Washington 
D.C., 1837.  23 x 8.4”.  (HC)  This map is one of the earliest to illustrate the status of public land surveys in the Eastern Land District (east of the Suwanee River) 
and the Western Land District (west of the Suwanee) in the Florida Panhandle.  Survey efforts south of the Indian Boundary Line (marked in red/pink) in southern 
Florida were largely suspended due to the guerilla warfare of the ongoing Second Seminole War.  St. Augustine, Amelia Island, and Tallahassee are named.  In this 
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early edition, the supposed boundary of the Forbes Purchase is uncolored and the legend notes that its limits are undefi ned.  From the Surveyors Offi ce in Tallahas-
see by Robert Butler, Surveyor General for the Territory of Florida.  A very early edition of this chart.     Issued folding with a few short fold separations confi ned 
to the blank margins that have been closed on verso with archival materials and some minor toning, mostly along the sheet’s edges and folds.  (B+) 

      $160-200

255. Southern Florida  (Military Map of the Peninsula of Florida South of Tampa Bay Compiled from the Latest and Most Reliable Authorities), Ives, Sen Doc. No. 89, 
62nd Cong, 1st Sess., ca. 1911.  16.5 x 21.3”.  (BW)  This is a rare reprint of the 1856 map covering the southern portion of Florida.  Issued under the direction 
of Jefferson Davis, this highly detailed map depicts swamps, marshes, sawgrass, scrubs and prairie land.  In addition to the vegetation, the map shows towns and 
villages, forts, wagon roads and trails with an extensive note below the image.     A nice example with some light toning and one tiny split at a fold intersection.  
(B+)    $400-500

256. St. Augustine, Florida  (A View of the Town and Castle of St. Augustine, and the English Camp Before It June 20, 1740), Silver, ca. 1740.  6.5 x 11.6”.  (BW)  This 
is a depiction of British General John Oglethorpe’s fi rst unsuccessful expedition against the Spanish at St. Augustine.  The bird’s-eye view depicts the Matanza River, 
the castle, the North and South Channel and warships in the foreground.  A lengthy key and explanatory notes fi ll the bottom third of map.  General Oglethorpe 
was the founder of the American colony of Georgia, which was situated as a buffer colony between Spanish Florida and South Carolina.  Published in both Gentle-
man’s Magazine in 1740 and An Impartial Account of the Late Expedition against St. Augustine… in 1742.  Size includes the key and text.  Ref: Jolly #GENT-12.  
Issued folding on watermarked paper, now pressed fl at, with some faint soiling and a binding trim at bottom right that has been professionally replaced, resulting 
in the loss of a small portion of the neatline.  The top margin at right has been trimmed close to the neatline as well.  (B+) $190-220

257. Georgia  (Plan von Neu Ebenezer [on sheet with] [Untitled - Map of Southeast]), Seutter, ca. 1747.  19.8 x 12”.  (HC)  This rare map features two separate plates 
on the same sheet: a town plan of the important Georgia settlement New Ebenezer, as well as a map of the Georgia coast and a representation of New Ebenezer’s 
water mill.  Both plates originally appeared in Samuel Urlsperger’s third volume of Aussfuhrliche Nachtricht von den Saltzburgischen Emigranten, fi rst published 
in 1747.

 Established by Protestants expelled from Salzburg in 1734 as a “religious utopia,” the site for Old Ebenezer proved to be a poor location due to the sterile land.  
New Ebenezer was settled just two years later, closer to the Savannah River, and it was here that the town prospered until the end of the eighteenth century.  Notable 
for its silk mills and its brief status as the capital of Georgia in 1782, the town deteriorated after being hit particularly hard by the Revolutionary War; by 1855, it 
was a ghost town.  Seutter’s orderly grid plan of New Ebenezer shows roads, marketplaces, the church and school, and several other locations, all explained in the 
key below the map.  Surrounding the plan is a perspective view of the waterways around the settlement along with the cattle and woods on the outskirts of town.

 The second plate on the sheet displays a section of coastline from the southeastern United States stretching from St. Augustine to southern South Carolina, engraved 
by T.C. Lotter.  Within Georgia, there is a large grid representing Savannah, and several smaller grids marking Ebenezer and other settlements and forts.  The ter-
ritory of the Yamacraw Indians is also identifi ed.  An inset depicts the islands of St. Simon and Jekyl.  Below the map is a view of a mill at Ebenezer with notes 
explaining the milling process.  Ref: Cumming #264-65; Deak #95; Tooley #115.  On heavy, watermarked paper with attractive color and light damp stains that 
enter top and bottom corners at right and along centerfold at left.  There is a printer’s crease that just enters the neatline to the right of the town plan and a number 
of a chips and tears along sheet edges that do not affect the images.  (B+)    $6000-8000

258. Hawaii  ([Lot of 4 - Island Maps]), White, ca. 1935.  14.7 x 11.2”.  (PC)  These very colorful and decorative views showing the four main islands of Hawaii are 
drawn in a whimsical, humorous style much like Jo Mora’s celebrated work of the same period.  Cartoonish characters populate each with major roads and points 
of interest noted, which actually make them fairly useful maps for the tourist.  Each has a ribbon title banner and a descriptive cartouche.  Issued by the Hawaii 
Tourist Bureau.  These rotary gravure prints have never been folded and each is in vibrant color.  An exceptional collection of rarely seen pictorial views. 

 The list of maps includes: 

 Island of Hawaii 
 Island of Maui 
 Island of Oahu 
 Island of Kauai 

 Blank versos.  Size varies slightly.     Vivid color with a few very minor creases on the Oahu and Hawaii maps.  (A)  $400-500

259. Necker Island & French Frigate Shoals  (Carte Plate de l’Ile Necker…), La Perouse, Atlas du Voyage de la Perouse, Paris, [1797].  27 x 19.4”.  (BW)  Sea chart of 
the Pacifi c Ocean depicting La Perouse’s route between Necker Island, a northern island in the Hawaiian Group, to French Frigate Shoal.  La Perouse discovered 
Necker Island on November 4, 1786.  This famous French navigator sailed within a third of a league of the island on his passage westward, noting the perpendicu-
lar cliffs, white with the droppings of birds, the absence of trees, and the violence of the sea, which made it impossible to land.  He called it Ile Necker, in honor 
of Monsieur Jacques Necker, French Minister of Finance under Louis XVI.  A large inset shows a bird’s-eye view of the topography of the island as well as four 
landfall approach views.  Drawn by Herault.  Ref: Fitzpatrick, plt. 11.  A bright, watermarked sheet with minor printer’s ink residue at bottom right, a small worm 
hole along centerfold at bottom of map, and several stains in blank margins, far from map.  (A)    $220-300

260. Chicago, Illinois  (Scenes in Chicago), Waud, Picturesque America, ca. 1874.  9.3 x 6.5”.  (HC)  This lovely engraving depicts fi ve scenes along city streets and the 
waterfront in Chicago, including: “Entrance to Chicago River,” “Chicago River from Madison St. Bridge,” “Wabash Avenue,” “Michigan Avenue,” and “Portico 
of the Board of Trade.”  The English text on verso describes the great city.     Attractive color on a bright sheet with minor creasing in wide, blank margins.  (A) 
$55-70

261. Iowa  ([Lot of 3] Karte von Iowa [and] A New Map of the State of Iowa [and] Iowa), New York, ca. 1852-56.  (HC)  

 A. Karte von Iowa, by Joseph Meyer, from Grosser Hand-Atlas, dated 1852 (15.1 x 11.6”).  This is the German edition of Mitchell’s map of Iowa from the New 
Universal Atlas, with a German title but English place names.  This map was issued only six years after Iowa became a state and development is still confi ned to 
the eastern part of the state and along major waterways.  The map shows good detail of the mid-19th century county development as well as the cities, towns, forts, 
topographical details and roads, including the Mormon Trail from Polk City to Wheeling’s Ford.  The capital is located at Iowa City and Des Moines is still Ft. Des 
Moinis.  Many of the western counties are newly organized, but contain no settlements.  Condition: Some faint foxing along the top and bottom neatlines. (A)

 B. A New Map of the State of Iowa, by Charles Desilver, from A New Universal Atlas, dated 1856 (15.9 x 13.1”).  This striking map focuses on the various 
transportation routes in the state, depicting roads (including those proposed and those in progress), canals, and railroads in addition to counties, towns, and rivers.  
Engraved by J.L. Hazzard.  Condition: There are a few tiny spots scattered throughout the map and the margins have been cropped at top and bottom, with loss of 
part of the decorative border at top. (B+)

 C. Iowa, by Joseph Hutchins Colton, from Colton’s Atlas of the World, dated 1855 (15.3 x 12.7”).  This detailed state and county map includes railroads, roads, 
post offi ces, and topographical information.  All counties are present, but the northwestern quarter of the state is largely unsettled.  Condition: Light soiling, minor 
scattered foxing, and an edge tear that enters about 1” into the neatline that has been closed on verso with non-archival tape. (B)    

      $180-210

262. Kansas  (Harper’s Weekly. A Journal of Civilization. Vol. XI. - No. 552...), Harper Bros., New York, [1867].  11.3 x 16”.  (BW)  This issue of Harper’s Weekly was 
published on July 27, 1867, and features a vivid account of a battle between U.S. cavalrymen and three hundred Cheyenne around Fort Wallace, Kansas, illustrated 
with fi ve fascinating engravings.  The article covers with grisly detail the American casualties suffered from the fi erce Cheyenne warriors, led by the legendary 
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Roman Nose.  The engravings include, from the top of the page: Attack of the Indians on Carley and Doherty; Removing Carley’s Body to Ellsworth; Body of 
Sergeant Wyllyams; Fort Wallace, Kansas; and Desperate Battle Between the Cheyennes and Company G Seventh U.S. Cavalry Near Fort Wallace.  Additional 
engravings within the issue include a stunning scene called Happiness in the Desert based on a painting by Carl Haag; Feeding the Swans -- A Scene in Central 
Park, drawn by E. Forbes; and Coronation of Francis Joseph of Austria as King of Hungary -- Brandishing the Sword.     Slightly toned, with some light staining 
on the front page and several fold separations.  Original string ties are missing, so  this should be considered a collection of loose sheets.  (B+) 

      $80-100

263. Eastern Kansas  (Map Showing Location of Pottawattamie Reserve; Lands in Kansas Belonging to Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe R.R. Co.), ca. 1869.  12.4 x 10.6”.  
(BW)  This promotional brochure extols the benefi ts of land in the Pottawattamie Reserve, an area just west of Topeka.  In addition to the reserve area owned by 
the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe railroad company, the map shows county boundaries, towns and cities, and several railroad lines.  The verso describes the land for 
sale and the many benefi ts of the area.  Lithographed by A. Gast & Co. in St. Louis.     Issued folding and now fl attened with an extraneous crease at left and some 
light text show-through from verso.  (B+)    $250-325

264. Louisville, Kentucky  ([Lot of 7 - Engineering Maps of the Ohio River]), Sen Ex. Doc 42, 2nd Session, 32nd Cong., ca. 1852-56.  (BW)  This group of maps show 
the planned improvements to the canal that bypassed the Falls of the Ohio River between Louisville and Portland, Kentucky.  The canal was originally constructed 
in 1830 by the Louisville and Portland Canal Company, but the government eventually acquired it and made several improvements to it.  The establishment of the 
canal was quite signifi cant as the Falls was the only obstacle on the Ohio River from its source in Pennsylvania all the way to the Mississippi River. 

 A. Plans of the Various Improvements at the Falls of the Ohio Made Under the Direction of the Board of Engineers..., by J.W. Abert, dated 1852 (32.1 x 20.4”).

 B. Plan of the Survey and Details of a Canal on the Indiana Side of the Falls of the Ohio, by J.W. Abert and G.K. Warren, dated 1852 (32.0 x 21.5”). 

 C. Plan of the Louisville and Portland Canal Showing the Proposed Enlargement and Extension Made Under the Direction of the Board of Engineers..., by George 
F. Fuller, dated 1852 (34.2 x 23.4”).

 D. Map Showing the Location of the Louisville and Portland Canal at the Falls of the Ohio with the Enlargement and Extension Proposed by Edward Watts, C.E., 
by W.H. Bradley, dated 1856 (32.5 x 22.3”).

 E. [Untitled - Ohio River Map], by A. Hoen & Company, circa 1852 (27.3 x 19.0”).

 F. Plan Sections & Elevations of a Canal Lock for the Enlargement and Extension of the Canal Around the Falls of the Ohio..., by G.K. Warren, dated 1852 (34.2 
x 21.5”).

 G. Plan of Guard Gate Walls and Plan and Elevation of Draw-Bridge Piers for the Enlargement and Extension of Canal Around the Falls of the Ohio..., by G.K. 
Warren, dated 1852 (27.6 x 20.0”).     

 The maps are generally good to very good with a few splits at fold intersections, extraneous creases, pleasant toning, and an occasional tape repair on verso.  One 
of the maps (map D) has a few long separations.  (B+)    $100-130

265. New Orleans, Louisiana  (Plan of the Front Part of the City of New Orleans, in 1818), U.S. Government, State Papers of U.S. 20th Cong., 1st Session, Washington 
D.C., 1827.  22 x 7.3”.  (HC)  An uncommon map of the front of the early city of New Orleans, surveyed by Gilbert Joseph Pilie, and published in 1827.  The map 
shows the custom house, water works, Chartres Street, and the levees along the Mississippi River.  At bottom, a compass rose orients the map with north toward 
the upper right corner.  Ref: Claussen & Friis #11.  Issued folding with good margins and a light damp stain along one fold.  (B+) 

      $170-200

266. Maine  ([Lot of 2] Map of the Northern Part of the State of Maine and the Adjacent British Provinces… [and] Extract from a Map of the British and French Domin-
ions in the North America by Jn O. Mitchell), U.S. Government, Sen. Doc. 502, 25th Cong., 2nd Sess., [1838].  16.5 x 15.3”.    The fi rst map details the boundary 
dispute between the United States and Great Britain relating to Maine.  Hand coloring is used to show the boundary as claimed by the United States and by Great 
Britain, with a third line labeled “that of the Arbiter” which closely corresponds to Maine’s present-day border with Canada.  A table gives the major points of 
contention in this border dispute.  Another table names land grants belonging to six land holders.  The second map (13.3 x 13”) was included in the same Senate 
report for historical purposes.  It was extracted from Mitchell’s map of 1755 by W.J. Stone.  Ref: Claussen & Friis #219 & #220; Phillips (M) p. 384.  Issued folding 
with some light stains in the image and binding trims at left.  (B)    $200-250

267. Maine  (Colton’s Maine), Colton, New York, 1885.  12.4 x 15.7”.  (HC)  This pocket map individually colors each township and depicts roads, towns and villages, 
rivers, railroads and topography.  Printed on fi ne banknote quality paper, the map is surrounded with Colton’s trademark strapwork border.  Folds into 3.5” x 5” 
embossed and gilt brown cloth boards.  The inside front cover features the original paper label advertising the Colton brother’s other “Maps, Atlases & Guide 
Books.”     Fine impression and original color.  There are separations at folds, most of which have been closed on verso with archival tape, and foxing in upper and 
lower right of map.  Covers are slightly rubbed with a few tiny holes along spine and some worn spots on back.  (B)  $150-200

268. Maryland  (Maryland), Finley, A New General Atlas, Comprising a Complete Set of Maps…, Philadelphia, ca. 1824.  11.2 x 8.6”.  (HC)  This copper engraved map 
of the state details the county seats, roads, towns and settlements, and watershed.  Locates the District of Columbia which was created (in part) from a portion of 
Montgomery and Prince George’s county.  Engraved by Young & Delleker.  According to Ristow, Finley published his atlases between 1824 to 1834, with separate 
issues published in the years 1824, 26, 29, 30, 31, 33 and 1834.  Ref: Ristow pp. 268-270.  A strong impression on a clean sheet with attractive color.  (A+)  
     $180-220

269. Maryland  ([Map with Report] Map Showing the General Location of the Natural Oyster Grounds of Maryland… [in] Bulletin of the United States Fish Com-
mission. Vol. XII, for 1892), U.S. Government, Washington D.C., [1894].  22 x 35”.  (PC)  This colorful chart details oyster fi shing beds throughout Chesapeake 
Bay and part of Chincoteague Bay in remarkably fi ne detail. The map locates Washington, D.C., Annapolis, Baltimore and Philadelphia in a street grid pattern. It 
locates areas where oyster gathering is authorized, and by which method, as shown by the color coded key at upper left to include Dredging, Scraping and Tonging. 
The legend also locates Compact and Scattered Reefs. By the 1870’s, Maryland’s oyster fi elds were becoming severely depleted, which led to oyster management 
efforts in the form of laws and regulations.  The map is still bound into a bulletin of the U.S. Fish Commission containing 12 reports: 

 1.  Bibliography of the Salmon of Alaska and Adjacent Regions, by Tarleton Bean 
 2.  Life History of the Salmon, by Tarleton Bean 
 3.  On the Viviparous Fishes of the Pacifi c Coast of North America, by Carl H. Eigenmann 
 4.  Description of a New Sucker (Pantosteus Jordani) from the Upper Missouri Basin, by Barton W. Evermann 
 5.  The Fishes of Texas and the Rio Grande Basin, Considered Chiefl y with Reference to Their Geographical Distribution, by Barton W.  Evermann and William 

C. Kendall 
 6.  Report on the Salmon Fisheries of Alaska, by Marshall McDonald 
 7.  List of Fishes Collected at Sea Isle City during the Summer of 1892, by H. P. Moore 
 8.  Summary of Fishery Investigations Conducted in the North Pacifi c Ocean and Bering Sea from July 1, 1888, to July 1, 1892, by the U. S. Fish Commission 

Steamer Albatross, by Richard Rathbun 
 9.  The Fyke Nets and Fyke-Net Fisheries of the United States, with Notes on the Fyke Nets of Other Countries, by Hugh M. Smith 
 10.  Economic and Natural-History Notes on Fishes of the Northern Coast of New Jersey, by Hugh M. Smith 
 11.  The Oyster Industry of Maryland, by Charles H. Stevenson 
 12.  A Review of the Embiotocidae, by Albert B. Ulrey and C. H. Eigenmann 
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 489 pp. with 118 plates.  Quarto, hardbound in dark brown cloth with gilt title on spine.     The map, in vivid color, has light toning along one fold, a small puncture 
in a blank area of the map image, and a 1.7” binding tear that has been closed with archival tape.  Contents are mostly clean and tight and the covers show minimal 
wear.  (B+)    $200-250

270. Baltimore, Maryland  (F. Klemm’s Map of Baltimore and the Proposed Extension of the City Limits, Compiled from Actual Surveys…), 1872.  37.1 x 29”.  (HC)  
This large folding map depicts the city of Baltimore with its proposed extension.  The map delineates 20 wards and is surrounded by 29 vignettes of prominent 
businesses and landmarks in the city.  Text along the bottom of the map describes the city’s population, property values, and a listing of fi re alarm stations.  Litho-
graphed by A. Hoen & Co. in Baltimore, and folds into dark green cloth covers with dark blue title label on front cover (7.9 x 10.5”).     Issued folding with light 
toning and staining.  Mounted on linen to reinforce and repair a few fold separations.  Covers show typical wear and the back cover is partially separated.  (B)  
     $300-375

271. Boston, Massachusetts  (Plan de la Ville de Boston et Ses Environs...), Bellin, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages, Paris, ca. 1757.  10.8 x 6.5”.  (HC)  At-
tractive early plan of Boston and the harbor including Charles Town and Isle Ronde.  It shows the street plan of the town and wharves, and locates gun batteries, 
powder magazines, Presbyterian churches, prison, town hall, windmill, and beacon.  It indicates an offshore anchorage and the entrance channel and also depicts 
shoreline topography with the roads running down to the harbor.  Large key at left lists sixteen important sites.  Engraved at bottom neatline is Tome XIV, No 10.  
This is very similar to the 1764 Bellin issue from the Petit Atlas Maritime, Tome I, No. 31, but is slightly larger and the title and index are placed on the left.  Ref: 
cf. Tooley (Amer), p.208, #105.  Issued folding, now pressed fl at, on a lightly toned sheet with faint offsetting and minor scattered foxing, mostly confi ned to the 
blank margins.  (B+)    $240-300

272. Boston, Massachusetts, Revolutionary War  (John Malcom), Recueil d’Estampes Representant les Differents Evenemens, ca. 1784.  6.8 x 5.1”.  (BW)  This uncom-
mon and fi nely engraved print depicts the tarring and feathering of John Malcom in 1774, a British tax collector and loyalist in Boston.  This incident was one of 
the most publicized events during the Revolutionary period.  The print appeared in Nicolas Ponce and Francois Godefroy’s Recueil d’estampes representant les 
differents evenements de la guerre qui a procure l’independance aux Etats unis de l’Amerique.  This was the fi rst French publication to name the United States 
in its title.  On a sheet of French text measuring 8.0 x 9.0”.  Ref: Howes #C576.  A fi ne impression with minor soiling confi ned to the blank margins and one tiny 
pinhole below the text that is only visible when held to light.  (A)    $500-650

273. Boston, Massachusetts  (A Plan of the Action at Breeds Hill*, on the 17th of June 1775. Between the American Forces, and the British Troops. *Erroneously Called 
Bunkers Hill), Smith, Monthly Military Repository, London, [1796].  8.3 x 9.2”.  (HC)  This rare map is a reduced version of Thomas Hyde Page’s plan of the Battle 
of Bunker Hill.  Although the battle resulted in a British victory and loss of control of Boston, the campaign was considered one of the fi rst steps towards American 
independence.  Page served as aide-de-campe to General Howe during the action.  His plan was fi rst published by Faden and later in Charles Stedman’s history of 
the American Revolution.  Smith’s edition of the plan, in addition to being publishing in the United States, is important because it correctly identifi es Breed’s Hill 
as the site of the battle.  It also changes the title to emphasize the American forces: “...between the American Forces, and the British Troops” vs. “...between His 
Majesty’s Troops under the Command of Major General Howe, and the Rebel Forces.”  The map shows British landing places, lines of attack, movements of the 
British ships, Warren’s Redoubt, and the deployment of the defending forces.  The British troops are shown in red with the American forces depicted in blue.  Due 
to the ephemeral nature of Smith’s Military Repository, this map is rarely found on the market.  Ref: Wheat & Brun, #247; cf. Nebenzahl (Biblio) #29.  Overall 
toning with minor soiling and margins professionally restored with skilled facsimile of the top neatline.  (B+)  $2750-3500

274. Lexington, Massachusetts, Revolutionary War  (Journee de Lexington), Recueil d’Estampes Representant les Differents Evenemens, ca. 1784.  6.8 x 5”.  (BW)  
This uncommon and fi nely engraved view depicts the Battle of Lexington which, along with Concord, was the fi rst battle of the American Revolution.  This view 
appeared in Nicolas Ponce and Francois Godefroy’s Recueil d’estampes representant les differents evenements de la guerre qui a procure l’independance aux Etats 
unis de l’Amerique.  This was the fi rst French publication to name the United States in its title.  On a sheet of French text measuring 8.0 x 9.0”.  Ref: Howes #C576.  
A fi ne impression with marginal soiling.  (A)    $300-375

275. Cape Cod, Massachusetts  ([Lot of 4] Provincetown Harbor Massachusetts...[and] Physical Survey Cape Cod Mass. Comparison of Surveys Showing Changes in 
Shore Line... [and] Cross-Sections on the Ocean Shore of Cape Cod, Mass... [and] Map Showing Changes in Cotamy Beach…), Washington D.C., 1889-96.  (BW)  
These four maps show the surveying efforts in the area about 25 years before the Cape Cod canal was established in 1914.  The map of Provincetown identifi es 
the high and low water lines, shows numerous soundings and docks, and was drawn under the direction of Lieut. Col. S.M. Mansfi eld of the Corps of Engineers 
in 1896.  The other three maps demonstrate the shifting shore lines and were included in the 1889 Coast and Geodetic Survey report. 

 A. Provincetown Harbor Massachusetts..., by S.M. Mansfi eld, dated 1896 (27.5 x 19.8”). 

 B. Physical Survey Cape Cod Mass. Comparison of Surveys Showing Changes in Shore Line, 1848-1888 , by U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, dated 1889 (42.4 
x 8.3”). 

 C. Cross-Sections on the Ocean Shore of Cape Cod, Mass. Surveyed in 1887-88, by U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, dated 1889 (25.5 x 8.3”). 

 D. Map Showing Changes in Cotamy Beach Martha’s Vineyard from Surveys Made in 1886, 1887 and 1889, by U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey , dated 1889 (29.3 
x 9.3”).     Issued folding, the maps are clean and bright with only light toning along a few folds and minor offsetting in map D.  (A) 

      $100-130

276. Cape Cod, Massachusetts  ([Lot of 3] Cape Cod [and] [Untitled - Map of Cape Cod] [and] [Untitled - Map of Cape Cod]), ca. 1925-34.    

 A. Cape Cod, by Kenneth E. Morang, dated 1934, black & white (19.4 x 19.4”).  A graphic map of Cape Cod drawn by Kenneth E. Morang and issued by the Cape 
Cod Chamber of Commerce. The map shows points of interest in Cape Cod and includes many historical notes, including a point off of Eastham where a German 
submarine fi red a shot inland, “the only shot to land on American soil in the World War.” The seas are fi lled with ships, and a sacred cod, complete with halo. The 
key lists roads by types, including those “’particularly recommended for quaintness and charm.” The sides are fi lled with tourist related information. The map is 
further embellished with fancy ribbon-style titling and a large compass rose. The map self-folds into a mailer with the chamber’s address at top left.   Condition:  
Light toning with several small fold separations.  A previous owner has drawn “approximate town lines” in blue ink throughout the map. (B) 

 B. [Untitled - Map of Cape Cod], by Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce, circa 1934, printed color (12.8 x 12.8”).  This small promotional map of Cape Cod lists the 
numerous hotels and golf courses in the area.  A panel of text to the right of the map shows the driving distances between various cities.  Folds into tan wrappers 
with 8 pp. of text. (4.1 x 7.1”).  Condition:  There is one small separation where the map folds into the wrapper. (B+) 

 C. [Untitled - Map of Cape Cod], by Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce, circa 1925, printed color (12.8 x 12.8”).  This is the same map as above but folds into 
pictorial wrappers with 15 pp. of illustrations showing the history and beauty of the area (4.1 x 8.9”).  Condition:  The map is clean and bright but is secured to the 
brochure by two small rusty staples. (B+)        $180-220

277. Michigan  (Scarborough’s Commercial Map of Michigan and Portions of Adjoining States. With Inset Maps of Detroit, Sault Ste. Marie, Panama, and Eastern 
Asia...), Scarborough Company, Indianapolis, 1904.  39.1 x 42.1”.  (PC)  This uncommon map shows the state of Michigan on the recto with a map of the United 
States on verso.  There is good detail throughout showing roads, towns and villages, railroads and watershed.  The map includes insets of the city of Detroit, Eastern 
Asia, as well as distance tables and population statistics.  Decorated by a keyboard-style border and fancy titling.  Self-folds into brown cloth boards (5.0 x 9.7”).     
Issued folding with several short splits at fold intersections.  The covers have a few light stains.  (B+)   $80-100
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278. Detroit, Michigan  ([Lot of 4 - Plans of the City of Detroit]), Washington D.C., ca. 1860.  (BW)  This lot contains four maps of Detroit from the American State 
Papers of 1860.  The maps were not published with the original government report in 1830, and are not listed in Claussen & Friis.  All were printed by Bowen & 
Co.’s Lith., Philadelphia.  The maps include: 

 A. Plan of Detroit by John Mullett 1830 (17.5 x 13.8”).  The detailed plan of the city includes a list to 15 important buildings and institutions keyed to the plan. 

 B. Plat of The City of Detroit as Laid Out by The Govr. and Judges (18.5 x 11.4”).  Similar in size and style to Mullett’s map.  Prepared by John Farmer January 8, 
1831 from Wayne County Michigan Territory. 

 C. Plan Of Detroit (9.8 x 8.2”).  Good detail of the city from the Grand Circle to the Detroit River. 

 D. The Points Where Private Claims Confl ict with the Plan of The City are Indicated by Dotted Lines (6.5 x 10.8”).  The plan delineates individual plots with the 
owner’s name.  Concerned with property between Larned Street and Jefferson Avenue, and between Congress Street and Woodward Avenue.     

 Issued folding with some faint offsetting, scattered foxing and minor stains.  (B)    $600-800

279. Minnesota  (Map of the Route Passed over by an Expedition into the Indian Country in 1832 to the Source of the Mississippi), Allen, American State Papers, ca. 
1860.  18.7 x 15.2”.  (BW)  An important map, originally issued to accompany a report by Schoolcraft & Allen (HR doc 323, 23rd Cong.).  It covers present-day 
Minnesota from the western tip of Lake Superior to the Red River.  It depicts Ft. Snelling, scores of Sioux villages, trading posts of the American Fur Company and 
many other details.  Schoolcraft led the expedition into the Upper Mississippi Valley to attempt a reconciliation between the Sioux and the Chippewa and to vaccinate 
the Chippewa Indians against Smallpox.  In the process he found time to search for the headwaters of the Mississippi River, which led him to its source in Lake 
Itasca.  As many of the Congressional reports written before 1833 were never printed and many never survived, this map was considered of suffi cient importance to 
be published again in the American State Papers, a compendium of early Congressional documents.     Issued folding with very faint offsetting and toning.  (B+)  
     $120-150

280. Missouri  (Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of Missouri.), Carey & Lea, A Complete Historical, Chronological, and Geographical American Atlas, 
Philadelphia, ca. 1822.  9.8 x 11.7”.  (HC)  This is the fi rst published map of Missouri as a state and is surrounded by text describing the boundaries, rivers, climate, 
chief towns, commerce, education, and religion of the state.  The map depicts 15 counties with virtually all settlement concentrated along the Missouri and Mis-
sissippi rivers.  In the western portion of the state the Osage Boundary Line is shown, in reference to the Treaty of Fort Clark (1808) in which the Osage Nation 
ceded everything east of this line and north of the Arkansas River to the United States.  On a full folio sheet (20.5 x 16.5”) and engraved by Young & Delleker.  Ref: 
Phillips (A) #1373a-34.  A nice impression on a clean sheet with light toning along the centerfold.  (B+)   $325-400

281. Montana  (Map of the Theatre of the Indian War, Showing the Location of the Battles of June 17 and 25), The Daily Graphic, 1876.  12.3 x 15.6”.  (BW)  This is 
one of the earliest, if not the earliest, detailed map to display the area and events leading up to the Battle of the Little Big Horn in which Custer and 267 of his men 
were killed.  The map is still bound in the July 8th, 1876 complete issue of Graphic Magazine and includes a description of the battle and the events leading up 
to it.  It was compiled from a War Department map of Captain Raynolds and Lieutenant Maynadier with the location of the two battles and General Terry’s camp 
superimposed over it.  Details of the battles were slow to reach the East Coast so the map and accompanying article likely represents the best attempt at the time to 
shed light on these two battles. 

 In addition to the map, there are several other illustrations within the newspaper including an impressive double-page sketch of the centennial celebration in Phila-
delphia.  Overall very good condition for newsprint with some light toning along sheet edges and a few edge chips and tears.  (B+)

      $400-500

282. New Hampshire  (Map of the State of New-Hampshire [with book] A Gazetteer of the State of New-Hampshire), [1823].  9 x 11.9”.  (HC)  This early illustrated state 
gazetteer for New Hampshire is composed of eight plates and a folding map, as well as a geographical and statistical description of the state, distance tables, and 
notices of each town.  The attractive colored map was engraved by Abel Bowen, and is entitled Map of the State of New Hamshire, copied with corrections from the 
map of P. Carrigain.  The map shows counties, townships, roads, rivers and topography.  The plates show the statehouse, Exeter Academy, a view of Portsmouth, 
the White Mountains, and an interesting comparative view of New Hampshire mountains.  276 pp., 12mo., hardbound in original full leather with gilt title on spine.     
The map, which is loose, is in good condition with some light color offsetting, a few small damp stains, and a binding trim and associated binding tear that enters 
1” into the image at bottom closed on verso with archival tape.  Contents are very good with light toning and the covers show moderate wear.  (B)   
 $150-180

283. New Hampshire  (Map of the White Mountains New Hampshire from Original Surveys), Boardman, 1858.  22.4 x 19.5”.  (BW)  This attractive map of the White 
Mountains contains images of 9 prominent houses and scenic views in the area including the Flume House, Profi le House and a view at the top of Mt. Washington.  
Intended for the tourist, the map shows towns, roads, rivers and detailed topography by hachure.  Two tables of distances are included at bottom right.  Folds into 
blind stamped blue boards (3.8 x 5.6”) with gilt title on the front cover, New Map of the White Mountains.     Issued folding with light toning and a few short splits 
at fold intersections.  (B+)    $400-500

284. New Jersey, New York  (A Plan of the Northern Part of New Jersey, Shewing the Positions of the American & British Armies, After Crossing the North River in 
1776), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, 1806.  9.9 x 15.7”.  (BW)  This interesting chart illustrates military activity in the region from the autumn 
of 1776 through the summer campaign of 1778.  It extends to include Trenton and Sandy Hook, north to Tappan and Dobbs Ferry, and to New York City, Staten 
Island, and the western part of Long Island.  The map details troop positions, roads, rivers, and mountain ranges.  Scores of towns are located, including some rather 
odd ones: Aquakununk, Watessing, Bottlehill, Vealtown, Pluckamin, and Quibbletown.  A fi ne Revolutionary War plan.  Engraved by Neele.  Ref: Fite & Freeman 
#66.  Issued folding with minor offsetting, a few extraneous creases, and a short edge tear that just enters the neatline.  (B+) $140-180

285. New York  (Sketch of the Country Illustrating the Late Engagement in Long Island), Anon., Gentleman’s Magazine, London, [1776].  12.4 x 7.8”.  (BW)  This is 
the fi rst edition, published in October 1776, of this map that shows the initial troop positions and battle activity of this important and early American Revolution 
battle.  Troop and battle deployments are clearly shown.  A fascinating Revolutionary War map designed to inform the British people about the American cause of 
independence.  Ref: Jolly #GENT-248; Sellers & Van Ee #1150.  Issued folding with faint offsetting and a few misfolds.  A binding trim at left has been replaced 
with old paper.  (B+)    $200-240

286. New York, Revolutionary War  (A Plan of New York Island, Part of Long Island &c. Shewing the Position of the American & British Armies, Before, At, and After 
the Engagement on the Heights Aug. 27th 1776), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, 1806.  10.1 x 16.1”.  (BW)  This terrifi c Revolutionary War plan 
centers on Manhattan and shows part of Staten Island, Long Island, Ft. Washington, and Ft. Independence.  Troop positions are located and the British ships Roe-
buck, Phoenix, Rose, Grayhound, Thunder, and Carcass are identifi ed.  Good detail throughout with numerous forts, roads, villages, and towns named.  Engraved 
by Samuel Neele.     Issued folding on watermarked paper with a hint of offsetting.  There are binding holes and a small chip in the bottom blank margin.  (A)  
     $240-300

287. New York  ([Lot of 2] Map of the State of New York Compiled by the Latest Authorities [and] Geographisch-Statistische und Historische Charte von Neuyork), 
Philadelphia, ca. 1824-1852.  (HC)  

 A. Map of the State of New York Compiled by the Latest Authorities, by S.A. Mitchell, from New Universal Atlas, published by Thomas, Cowperthwait & Co., 
circa 1852 (26.3 x 16”).  This double-page atlas map of New York presents a great amount of information.  The map shows the counties, cities, towns, turnpikes, 
and railroads (proposed, in progress and completed).  Five large insets depict the vicinities of Rochester, Albany, Niagara Falls, New York City, and a long inset 
details the course of the Hudson River from Albany to New York Bay.  At both sides are county statistical tables;  the major towns with populations from the 1850 
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census, county area and population, and miscellaneous, for example 184,882 emigrants arrived, 32 steamboats built, 814 students in 4 medical schools.  Condition:  
An attractive map with light centerfold toning at top and a few insignifi cant spots. (A) 

 B. Geographisch-Statistische und Historische Charte von Neuyork, by Carl Ferdinand Weiland, circa 1824 (15.8 x 11.8”)  This map is an uncommon German edition 
of Carey & Lea’s map of New York.  It shows early towns, roads, rivers, mountains, lakes and other geographical features.  The road details are quite noteworthy.  
Carey & Lee’s Atlas of North America (1822) adopted the style of the Lavoisne Atlas with descriptive text surrounding the map, rather than on the verso or other 
sheets.  The atlas was a commercial success.  In addition to the second and third editions published in Philadelphia, a French edition was published by Buchon in 
1825, and a German edition was published by Weiland in 1824.  For the German edition, the maps were re-engraved by the Weimar Geographischen Institut.  The 
German edition is by far the rarest and the maps are among the earliest state maps printed outside the United States.  Text on three sides, overall sheet dimensions 
are 22 x 18.5”.  Condition: Original outline color with some soil in the map and faint damp stains in the margins and text. (B+)   

      $180-230

288. New York  (Map of the State of New York Compiled from the Latest Authorities), Mitchell, Philadelphia, 1832.  30.5 x 19.5”.  (HC)  This very early Mitchell wall 
map presents a wealth of information.  The map shows counties, cities, towns, turnpikes, canals and railroads (proposed and completed).  The recently completed 
Erie canal is depicted running from Albany to Buffalo, and the only railroads noted are two short lines near Albany and the uncompleted Boston to Albany line.  
Five large insets depict the vicinities of Rochester, Albany, Niagara Falls, New York City, and a long inset detailing the course of the Hudson River from Albany to 
New York Bay.  Decorated by keyboard style border and fancy titling.  The map is attached to its original rollers with brass ring and ribbon tie downs.     Overall 
good condition for a wall map of its age with overall toning and some minor cracks and chips in the image and blank margins.  Rollers are in excellent condition 
while most of the silk along the sides of the sheet is missing.  (B)    $400-500

289. Southeastern New York, Revolutionary War  (Plan of the Country from Frogs Point to Cotton River Shewing the Positions of the American & British Armies from 
the 12th of October 1776 Until the Engagement on the White Plains on the 28th), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, 1806.  8.7 x 16.5”.  (BW)  A 
handsome Revolutionary War plan that centers roughly on White Plains and details the battles and troop positions.  The American forces are shown moving northward 
from a point near present-day Fordham University.  Many property owners, roads, ferries, and towns are named.  Several notable places are located, including Fort 
Washington, Dobbs Ferry, Fort Lee, Fort Independence, and Tarrytown.  Engraved by Samuel Neele.     Issued folding with faint offsetting.  (A) 

      $150-180

290. Saratoga, New York, Revolutionary War  (Sarratoga), Recueil d’Estampes Representant les Differents Evenemens, ca. 1784.  6.7 x 5”.  (BW)  This uncommon 
and fi nely engraved view depicts the surrender of British General John Burgoyne’s army during the Revolutionary War.  The victory by the colonists was seen as a 
turning point in the war and convinced France to join in the colonists’ efforts.  This view appeared in Nicolas Ponce and Francois Godefroy’s Recueil d’estampes 
representant les differents evenements de la guerre qui a procure l’independance aux Etats unis de l’Amerique.  This was the fi rst French publication to name the 
United States in its title.  On a sheet of French text measuring 8.0 x 9.0”.  Ref: Howes #C576.  A fi ne impression with marginal soiling.  (A) 

      $300-375

291. New York City, New York  (View of the Bowling-Green, Broadway), Davis, New York Mirror, London, 1830.  8.5 x 7.6”.  (HC)  This lovely engraving depicts 
Bowling Green, a small park in Lower Manhattan along Broadway.  The park was built in 1733 adjacent to the site of the original Dutch fort of New Amsterdam, 
and is the oldest public park in New York City.  It originally included a bowling green, and today it is still surrounded by its original 18th century fence.  This view 
was drawn by Alexander Jackson Davis and engraved by Vistus Balch for the New York Mirror.     There is a professionally repaired tear that enters 1/4” into image 
at top left, and a few small abrasions, primarily confi ned to blank margins.  (B+)    $240-300

292. New York City, New York  (New York), SDUK Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London, 1840.  14.8 x 11.8”.  (HC)  Very fi nely engraved town 
plan centered on Lower Manhattan and extending north to 42nd Street.  It shows Governors or Nutten Island, and a small portion of Brooklyn, Williamsburg and 
Jersey City.  In Manhattan the newly built Harlem Railroad is shown in red.  Bellevue Hospital and its associated Alms Houses, and the House of Refuge in Madison 
Square are shown.  Gramercy Park is noted along Irving Place.  There are several proposed piers in the Hudson River, of which only some were completed.  A table 
locates and names 40 important buildings.  Along the bottom are large and fi nely rendered views of Broadway from the Park and another of City Hall.     Original 
color with a hint of toning along sheet edges.  (A)    $325-400

293. New York City, New York  (New-York Winter Scene in Broadway / Scene d’Hiver dans Broadway), Sebron, New York, 1857.  34 x 23.5”.  (HC)  This grand scene 
was engraved by Paul Girardet after Hippolyte Victor Valentin Sebron’s painting and published by the famous art dealer Michael Knoedler.  The view looks down 
Broadway between Spring and Prince Streets. The Prescott Hotel, at the corner of Spring Street, was opened in 1852.  Next to it, a building bearing the name Ceinese 
Buildings [Chinese] later becomes the infamous Buckley’s Minstrel Hall.  The lively street scene is fi lled with people and carriages, including a private one carrying 
a family at bottom right, and a public carriage beside it with several dozen passengers.  A fi re truck and fi remen add to the traffi c confusion in the scene.  Sheet size 
measures 35.6 x 26.8”.

 Hippolyte Victor Valentin Sebron (1801–1879) was a French painter of views, portraits, and landscapes.  He was a student of Louis Daguerre in Paris, and traveled 
extensively throughout Europe, the Mediterranean and North America for inspiration.  Sebron spent six years in America, from 1849-55, painting numerous views, 
including this one of Broadway for which he is most famous.  

 Michael Knoedler, the publisher, emigrated from France in 1846 to manage the New York branch gallery of Goupil, Vibert & Cie, a major French art dealer.  In 
1857, Knoedler purchased the New York branch from Goupil and established his own business.  Because the Knoedler gallery was founded before most museums 
in America were established, it played a key role as a conduit for works by master artists, which eventually fi lled American museum collections.     Attractive color 
on heavy paper with very light soiling, a crease in top left corner, very light scattered foxing in blank margins, and a few small abrasions, including one on the face 
of the fi reman with the horn.  There are three archivally repaired tears: one that enters 1” into image at left, another that barely enters image at top left, and the third 
confi ned to right blank margin.  (B)    $2000-2300

294. New York City, New York  (The City of New York. A Birdseye View.), Rogers, Peet & Co., New York, 1879.  7.8 x 10.8”.  (PC)  This detailed bird’s-eye view of 
New York City was a promotional vehicle for the clothing company of Rogers, Peet & Co.  The map depicts the Brooklyn Bridge (4 years prior to its opening), 
the company’s building on Broadway, hundreds of boats and ships in the Hudson and East Rivers, and a key to 16 different points of interest.  The verso contains a 
“Strangers’ Guide to New York.”  Drawn by J.W. Williams and copyrighted by Root & Tinker.  Folded brochure measures 3.0 x 5.5”.     Issued folding with minor 
soiling and a few edge tears confi ned to the blank margins closed on verso with archival tape.  (B+)   $120-150

295. North Carolina, Civil War  ([Lot of 3] Sketch of Vicinity of Fort Fisher… [and] Plan and Sections of Fort Fisher… [and Untitled Map of Wilmington]), U.S. Army, 
Report of Chief Engineer U.S.A., 39th Congress, 1st Session, ca. 1866-1900.  (BW)  The fi rst two maps are plates No. 5  and No. 6 from the report and are early 
published Civil War maps; most reports and maps withheld publication until the 1890’s to allow time for the national wound to heal suffi ciently for a public discus-
sion of the confl ict. 

 A. Sketch of Vicinity of Fort Fisher Surveyed Under the Direction of Brvt. Brig. Gen. C.B. Comstock Chief Engineer (9.8 x 14.4”).  Provides good detail of the 
peninsula, locating Ft. Buchanan, Mound Battery, Fort Fisher, headquarters, Wharf, Hospital, the Commissary and Fort Lookout to the north.  Also locates the Wreck 
of the “Powder Vessel” some 830 yards north of Fort Fisher.  Condition:  Light toning along the folds.

 B. Plans and Sections of Fort Fisher Carried by Assault by the U.S. Forces Maj. Gen. A.H. Terry Commanding Jan. 15th 1865 (15.3 x 10.6”).  Very close detail of 
the Fort to show the position of all armament along the fortifi ed walls.  Locates cannon (“rifl e”) locations including the huge Columbia 10” cannons at each end 
with many smaller (4.5” to 8”) cannons positioned between.  The map shows Electric Wires leading out from the walls to a Line of Torpedoes protecting the open 
ground beyond the fort’s wall.  It is quite rare to see this type of weapon mentioned on a map.  Further research shows electrically triggered land-based torpedoes 
were used as early as during the Crimean War, 1854-1856.  Condition:  Light toning along the folds with a few short splits at fold intersections. 
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 C. [Untitled Map of Wilmington], circa 1900 (4.8 x 6.7”).  Shows the area from Wilmington south to Cape Fear and the defenses.  Condition:  Light toning.  Ref: 
Stephenson (CW) #311 & #315.  Issued folding.  See description for additional details.  (B+)    $100-130

296. Western North Carolina  ([Maps with Report] Eastern Cherokees in North Carolina. Letter from the Secretary of the Interior…), U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
HR Doc. No. 196, 47th Cong., 1st Sess., Washington D.C., [1882].  5.9 x 9”.  (PC)  This uncommon Department of the Interior report of Cherokee lands in North 
Carolina includes three folding maps.  

 Map of Districts Nos 1.5.6 &c 7. in Cherokee County, N.C (26.5 x 18”).  This map shows the region between Graham and Clay counties. Signed in the plate by 
J.A. Williamson, Commissioner. 

 Map of the Qualla Indian Reserve N.C (16.0 x 23.0”).  This detailed map shows hundreds of individual plots occupied by the Big Cove, Wolf Town, Paint Town, 
Yellow Hill, and Bird Town Tribes.  This reservation in western North Carolina is still in existence today and has a population of over 8,000. 

 Diagram Showing Lands Belonging to Cherokee Indians in Graham County, North Carolina  (14.5 x 18.5”).  Shows the Cherokee land surveyed under the contract 
of 1875 and 1878, colored in yellow and red respectively. 

 The 68 pp. disbound report goes into detail on the land claims in the three areas the maps cover.     The maps are clean with light toning along a few folds, a few 
binding tears well away from the map image, and just a hint of offsetting.  The text is very good with the last two maps separated from the report.  (B+)  
     $180-220

297. Ohio River  (Esquisse du Muskinghum [on sheet with] Esquisse du Sioto [and] Esquisse de la Riviere du Grand Castor), Crevecoeur, Lettres d’un Cultivateur 
Ameriquain, ca. 1787.  20.4 x 9.3”.  (BW)  Interesting map from a French edition of Crevecoeur’s important early collection of essays (Letters from an American 
Farmer).  The sheet contains three separate maps showing the Indian villages in the region of the Ohio River.  Engraved by Pierre Francois Tardieu.  At upper left 
above neatline is “Tome IIIme. Page 413.”

 Crevecoeur was a French-born surveyor who settled in New York, where he produced this classic collection of twelve essays that refl ected on the nature of American 
life, particularly its customs and manners.  His description of bountiful American lands spurred many French people to immigrate to America.  Howes describes 
Crevecoeur’s work as follows: “Description of American life of great infl uence in attracting European immigration in the post-revolutionary period.  As literature 
unexcelled by any American work of the eighteenth century.”

 See also Lot 178 for Crevecoeur’s three-volume Lettres d’un Cultivateur Ameriquain.  Ref: Howes #C883.  Issued folding on thick hand-laid watermarked paper 
with some light offsetting.  (B+)    $200-230

298. Marietta, Ohio  (Plan of the Remains of Some Ancient Works on the Muskingum [with magazine] The Columbian Magazine, or Monthly Miscellany, for May, 
1787), Columbian Magazine, [1787].  8.6 x 7.1”.  (BW)  This rare issue with the map and accompanying article represent the birth of American Anthropology as 
they are “thought to have been the fi rst description and plan of an American earthwork ever published” (American Anthropologist, Vol 10, p. 343.).  About two 
pages are devoted to an “Account of Some Remains of Ancient Works, on the Muskingum...” by Captain Jonathan Heart of the First American Regiment.  Heart 
was commissioned as a Captain by Congress and was ordered to the Muskingum Valley to protect the surveying parties there.  It was during his service there that 
he produced the account and plan of the ancient Indian works located near present-day Marietta, Ohio.  As an experienced draughtsman it is likely the plan of the 
ancient mound works was his.  The plan contains a key for circular mounds, walls, caves and graves, and details an area of about one square mile on the east bank 
of the Muskingum River.  The plan is on a scale of 10 chains to an inch (666 feet).  The accompanying magazine contains another fold-out plate and extracts of 
articles by Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin.  Ref: Wheat & Brun #663.  Issued folding with scattered foxing and staining along one fold.  A few short fold 
separations have been closed on verso with archival tape and there is a binding trim at lower right.  Disbound text is good with scattered foxing and toning.  (B)  
     $500-650

299. Oklahoma  ([Lot of 2] Map of Indian Territory Drawn and Engraved on Copper-Plate Expressly for Johnson’s Cyclopaedia [and] Indian Territory Compiled Under 
the Direction of Charles H. Fitch...), New York, ca. 1887-98.  

 A.  Map of Indian Territory Drawn and Engraved on Copper-Plate Expressly for Johnson’s Cyclopaedia, by A.J. Johnson, from Johnson’s Universal Cyclopaedia, 
circa 1887, hand color (8.1 x 6.0”). This appealing map of the Indian Territory shows the land allocations for the various tribes packed into the region. The Indian 
Territory was initially established as a place to relocate the principal eastern Indian tribes and the Five Civilized Tribes formed the nucleus of an organized govern-
ment.  By 1887, however, representatives of some fi fty tribes had settled on lands once promised to the original fi ve.  This map refl ects many of these allocations 
and is divided into 28 separate regions.  A small portion of the panhandle is shown and labeled Public Lands.  Condition: There are a few edge tears well away 
from image, else fi ne. (A)

 B. Indian Territory Compiled Under the Direction of Charles H. Fitch..., by U.S.G.S., from Eighth Annual Report Commission to the Five Civilized Tribes, dated 
1898, printed color (18.0 x 20.0”).  This uncommon map matches the confi guration of the rare State of Sequoyah, which the Indian Nations attempted to create in 
1905 in an effort to thwart the expansive tendencies of the United States.  It is also similar to the rare 1896 Senate edition which was issued in printed color.  The 
regions of the Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek, Seminole, Cherokee, and several other Indian tribes are named.  The Territory of Okalahoma hovers ominously in the 
northwest.  Fitch was the topographer in charge of the Indian Territory Surveys.  Compiled and drawn by Malcolm Lloyd Cudlipp & F.E. Matthew.  Lithography 
by Julius Bien & Co.  Condition: A crisp example, issued folding, with just a few tiny splits at fold intersections, a binding trim at left, and light toning along some 
of the folds. (B+)     $160-190

300. Oklahoma  (Oklahoma Territory), General Land Offi ce, 1907.  22.1 x 13.8”.  (PC)  A colorful map, and the last of Oklahoma Territory that details the region right 
before statehood.  It covers present-day western Oklahoma with the panhandle, but only the western portion of the rest of the state is shown.  A key at bottom 
identifi es Indian Reserves, Military Reserves, Forest Reserves and Land Offi ces.  Gutherie is shown as the capital.  Drawn by Charles J. Helm and compiled under 
the direction I.P. Berthrong (1907), Chief of Drafting.     A clean and bright example with a couple of short fold separations and a short edge tear that extends 1” 
into the image, all of which have been closed on verso with archival tape.  (A)    $140-170

301. Oklahoma  ([Untitled - Oklahoma]), ca. 1907.  11 x 6”.  (PC)  Charming and detailed broadside map with “The Compliments of the American Investment Company 
Atoka, Indian Territory” printed in top margin.  An advertising slogan within a Victorian-style border under the panhandle reads “High Grade First Mortgage Real 
Estate Loans.”  Oddly, some of the counties are listed only with numbers.  For example county “Twenty Four” is McCurtain as it was in 1907.  Details include 
railroads, towns, Indian reservations and roads.  The state capital is located in Guthrie.  An uncommon advertising broadside map.     Pleasant even-age toning and 
two short edge tears confi ned to the blank margins and closed on verso with archival tape.  (A)    $80-100

302. Oklahoma  (Railroad Map of Oklahoma), 1917.  50.8 x 26”.  (PC)  This large format map of Oklahoma depicts the expanding railroad network in the state.  Twenty-
one different lines are displayed including the Sante Fe Railway; the Missouri, Kansas & Texas; and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacifi c.  Distances are shown 
along the various rail lines, and the map also identifi es oil and gas pipelines.  Decorated by a large illustration of a rail car and a gushing oil well.  Published by 
the engineering department of the Corporation Commission of Oklahoma.     There are several splits at fold intersections resulting in minor image loss with some 
toning in the right portion of the map.  (B)    $250-325

303. Oregon  ([Lot of 3] Chart of the Columbia River for 90 Miles from Its Mouth... [and] Sketch K Preliminary Survey of the Mouth of the Columbia River... [on sheet 
with] Sketch K No. 2 Cape Hancock... [and] Map of the Oregon Territory from the Best Authorities), ca. 1838-51.  (BW)  
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 A. Chart of the Columbia River for 90 Miles from Its Mouth. Drawn from Several Surveys in the Possession of W.A. Slacum U.S.N., by M.C. Ewing, circa 1838 
(9.1 x 16.3”).  Detailed map of the river from Point Adams/Cape Disappointment east to Ft. Vancouver, showing villages along the way.  The map shows the navi-
gability of the river with soundings, sand bars and islands.  It was drawn from several surveys in the possession of W. A. Slacum, USN. This is a companion map 
to Hood’s map of the “United States Territory of Oregon, West of the Rocky Mountains.”  Ref: Claussen & Friis #222.  Condition:  Issued folding with a few minor 
spots and faint printer’s ink residue. (B+) 

 B. Sketch K Preliminary Survey of the Mouth of the Columbia River Oregon Territory [on sheet with] Sketch K No. 2 Cape Hancock (or Disappointment) Oregon..., 
by U.S. Coast Survey, dated 1850-51 (8.0 x 9.8”).  Shows the entrance to the Columbia River with numerous soundings and hazards identifi ed.  On the same sheet 
is a proposed site for a new lighthouse at Cape Hancock.  Condition:  Light toning. (B+) 

 C. Map of the Oregon Territory from the Best Authorities, by Charles Wilkes, dated 1849 (13.1 x 8.3”).  This is the reduced edition of Wilkes’ map that was a major 
contribution to American cartography and the most detailed map of the region north of the Sacramento River.  It provided Americans with an accurate view of an 
area still virtually unknown in the mid-nineteenth century.  Wilkes supported the view of Senator Lewis Linn that the northwest boundary of America should be 
54  40’ North, the famous 54-40 or Fight controversy.  This map was used to illustrate that his claim was based on ‘topographical’ grounds and was instrumental 
in setting the scene for American interests in the territory.  The map covers the region from Fraser’s Fort and Fort St. James in British Columbia south to the upper 
Sacramento River, and from the Pacifi c coast to the Black Hills east of the Rocky Mountains.  The map provides excellent detail of the region including dozens 
of forts, watershed and other place names.  A large inset map “Columbia River Reduced from a survey made by the U.S. ex. Ex. 1841” depicts the river from Ft. 
Walla Walla to its mouth, where one of Wilkes’ ships, the Peacock, was lost on the infamous Columbia Bar.  It also features details of missions, Indian villages, 
and the major mountains.  North is oriented to the left.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #655; Hayes 199.  Condition:  Issued folding with a few minor stains in the image and 
a binding trim at lower right. (B)      $200-250

304. Pennsylvania  (A Map of Pennsylvania Delaware New Jersey & Maryland, with the Parts Adjacent [with 2 volumes] The History of Pennsylvania, in North America...), 
Thackara, The History of Pennsylvania, [1797-98].  14.3 x 12.3”.  (BW)  This rare map covers an area from southern New York to Central Virginia and displays 
rudimentary topographical detail of the Allegheny Mountains and Chesapeake Bay as well as towns, settlements, roads and rivers.  Delaware is also labeled as 
Territories of Pennsylvania.  A simple compass rose adorns the Atlantic Ocean.  The map was issued in Robert Proud’s two volume The History of Pennsylvania. 

 Robert Proud was born in Yorkshire, England and moved to Philadelphia in 1759.  He started his career there as a school teacher but later went into seclusion to 
write on various subjects.  Proud was a staunch Loyalist and his beliefs came through in his writings.  Even his most famous work, The History of Pennsylvania, 
was widely considered unsuccessful and not widely distributed due to its loyalist bias at a time of great American pride and enthusiasm.  1025 pp. of text including 
a preface (16 pp.), introduction (149 pp.), main text (694 pp.), appendix (146 pp.) and index (20 pp.).  Includes a frontispiece of William Penn in Volume I.  Octavo, 
rebound in red buckram with gilt title on spine.  Ref: Wheat & Brun #312.  The map is issued folding (loose) with light offsetting and toning.  There is a binding 
trim at right and an associated tiny binding tear confi ned to the blank margin that is closed on verso with archival tape.  Contents are very good with light toning 
and the new binding is pristine.  (B)    $500-650

305. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  (Philadelphia), SDUK Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London, ca. 1844.  11.9 x 14.6”.  (HC)  This is one of the best 
19th century plans of Philadelphia.  It shows the city center between the Schuylkill and Delaware rivers.  There is extensive information on the streets, major build-
ings, parks, and landmarks.  A list at bottom names 96 buildings and institutions.  Lovely engraved vignettes show the United States Bank and the Exchange.  All 
edges gilt.  Published by Charles Knight & Co.  Ref: Moreland & Bannister, p. 45.  On a lightly toned sheet with two small pieces of hinge tape on verso.  (B+)  
     $150-200

306. Lancaster, Pennsylvania  (Map of City of Lancaster Lancaster County, Penna. Showing Manufacturing Establishments, Available Manufacturing Sites Public 
Buildings &c. &c.), Smith, 1887.  17.3 x 21.3”.  (HC)  This city plan of Lancaster outlines the streets between Liberty Street in the north, South Street in the south, 
beyond College Avenue in the west, and to North Broad Street in the east.  Public buildings (highlighted in blue), manufacturing facilities (highlighted in yellow), 
and available manufacturing sites are marked throughout the plan.  Lancaster, named after the English town of Lancaster, was founded in 1730 and laid out by James 
Hamilton in 1734.  The Lancaster County Prison, which was built in 1737 and styled after Lancaster Castle in England, is located at far right.  The Pennsylvania 
iron works, an iron foundry, and a rifl e works are all noted, remnants of the burgeoning iron industry and production of the Pennsylvania long rifl e in the aftermath 
of the American Revolution.  Tobacco warehouses are marked simply with a T.W.  Published for the Lancaster Board of Trade.     Issued folding with original color, 
a few small areas of loss at fold intersections, and numerous fold separations that have all been closed on verso with archival tape.  There is light toning along one 
fold and a few small spots.  (B)    $160-190

307. Rhode Island  (A Map of Part of Rhode Island, Shewing the Position of the American & British Armies at the Siege of Newport, & the Subsequent Action on the 
29th of August 1778), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, 1806.  10.1 x 16.8”.  (BW)  A copper engraved Revolutionary War plan shows Providence 
and Newport with the British fl eet offshore and the various military positions throughout the area.  The map locates towns and villages, roads, and the college 
(Brown).  Distance scale below title indicates a scale of approximately 2 miles per inch.  Elegant fl eur-de-lis lies at right.     Issued folding with light offsetting and 
a few small spots.  (B+)    $120-150

308. Colonial South Carolina  (A New and Accurate Map of the Province of South Carolina in North America), Anon., Universal Magazine, [1779].  11 x 13.3”.  (HC)  
There is a vast amount of information on this uncommon map of South Carolina including precincts, townships, towns, forts, Indian villages and reservations, roads 
and trails, ferries, courthouses, landmarks, swamps, rivers, creeks, harbors, islands and shoals.  The border with North Carolina is marked both Boundary in 1772 
and Old Boundary Line.  Even though the Board of Trade in London order the fi rst survey of the boundary line in 1730, the royal governors of the two colonies took 
seven years to choose the surveyors - none of whom had any surveying experience.  The men were directed to follow a northwestern course, from an agreed-upon 
point on the coast, until they reached the 35th parallel and then to go due west.  After months of battling swamps and other hardships the surveyors quit 11 miles 
south of the 35th parallel.  In 1764, after the Catawba Indian’s 15-miles-square reservation was agreed upon in the Treaty of Augusta, another surveying party was 
ordered to pick up where the earlier group had stopped.  Instead of taking the boundary line 11 miles to the north, as originally instructed, the second party went 
due west for 62 miles before stopping at a place now known as Old North Corner.  It was not until 1772 that commissioners and surveyors from both colonies were 
appointed to run a revised line, which in fact just carried on in a northwestern course from the Old North Corner to a point about 11 miles north of the 35th parallel 
(in order to make adjustment for the previous error that resulted in a loss of territory for South Carolina).  The line then proceeded west and ended at the Cherokee 
Line.  Ref: Jolly #UNIV-180; Sellers & Van Ee #1523  Issued folding on watermarked paper with light off-setting, a minor printer’s crease at top, and a tiny hole 
near center.  There is a binding trim at bottom left that does not affect map.  (B+)    $550-650

309. Colonial South Carolina  (Charles Town, South Carolina, with a Chart of the Bars & Harbour), Lodge, Westminster Magazine, London, 1780.  7.6 x 7.4”.  (BW)  
This Revolutionary War period chart of Charleston was published just one month after British General Sir Henry Clinton’s successful siege on Charleston.  The 
chart gave the British readership of Westminster Magazine a glimpse of the war.  In addition to a note identifying Clintons advanc’d Post, the map includes two 
British warships, the Acteon and the Sphinx, marking the Battle of Sullivan’s Island.  It also features military forts and installations, a lighthouse, depth soundings, 
and details about bridges and channels.  The map is oriented with north to the right.  Ref: Jolly #WEST-8.  Issued folding with some minor soiling and a couple of 
extraneous creases.  (B+)    $500-650

310. South Carolina, Revolutionary War  (Plan du Havre de Charleston, Montrant la Disposition de la Flotte Britannique, Commandee par le Vice-Amiral Marie Arbuthnot, 
a l’Attaque du Fort Moultrie dans l’Isle Sullivan, en 1780), Ramsay, Histoire de la Revolution d’Amerique, par Rapport a la Caroline Meridionale, ca. 1787.  11.5 
x 6.9”.  (BW)  This rare, small map of the Siege of Charleston is from the French edition of Ramsey’s The History of the Revolution of South Carolina.  It depicts 
Charleston Harbor and the surrounding area, including Fort Johnson, Fort Moultrie and the fortifi cation at Charleston.  Numerous ships are shown in the harbor, 
including the blockade along the Cooper River. 
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 The Siege of Charleston was a major battle in the Revolutionary War and occurred in the later stages of the war as the British focused their efforts on the colonies 
to the south.  After a six-week battle, the Americans surrendered the largest number of troops in the entire war.  Ramsay was a resident of Charleston and is known 
for his accurate historical reporting.  Originally engraved by Thomas Abernethie, a Scottish engraver in Charleston, these maps were re-engraved by Picquet for 
the French edition.  Ref: Nebenzahl (Biblio) #85.  Issued folding on watermarked paper with faint offsetting, a few minor misfolds, and a clean 2.5” tear at lower 
right that has been professionally repaired.  Minor soiling in blank margins.  (B+)    $300-400

311. South Carolina, Revolutionary War  (Plan de la Situation et des Stations des Vaisseaux Britanniques, sous le Commandement de Sir Pierre Parker, a l’Attaque du 
Fort Moultrie, dans l’Isle Sullivan Le 28 Juin 1776), Ramsay, Histoire de la Revolution d’Amerique, par Rapport a la Caroline Meridionale, ca. 1787.  11.4 x 6.4”.  
(BW)  This uncommon French map depicts an early American Revolution battle scene.  In 1776, South Carolina patriots began to build a fort to protect Charleston 
and its harbor.  On June 28th of that same year, British Admiral Sir Peter Parker brought nine ships to attack the fort that was still under construction.  The attack 
was unsuccessful and Parker lost one of his ships in the process, here shown running aground.  It wasn’t until the Siege of Charleston in 1780 that the British were 
able to take over the fort.  Published in the French edition of Ramsey’s The History of the Revolution of South Carolina.   Ramsay was a resident of Charleston 
and is known for his accurate historical reporting.  Originally engraved by Thomas Abernethie, a Scottish engraver in Charleston, these maps were re-engraved 
by Picquet for the French edition.  Ref: Nebenzahl (Biblio) #86a.  Issued folding with a few extraneous creases adjacent to the left fold and very faint offsetting.  
(B+)    $400-500

312. Charleston, South Carolina, Revolutionary War  (The Siege of Charlestown), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, 1806.  12.7 x 8.2”.  (BW)  This 
fascinating Revolutionary War map depicts Charleston under British control after the siege of 1780.  British ships fi ll the waterways and the location of their camp 
is indicated.  The Siege of Charleston was a major victory for the British, who had shifted their attention to the southern colonies in the fi nal stretch of the war.  
Major General Benjamin Lincoln surrendered approximately 5,000 American troops after six weeks of battle-- the largest number of American forces to surrender 
throughout the entire war.  Engraved by Cooper.     Issued folding with ample margins.  (A)    $190-220

313. South Carolina  ([Lot of 2] Map of Charleston Harbor S.C. [and] Chart of the Eastern Extremity of Fort Reef, Charleston Harbor, S.C. Exhibiting the Location of 
Fort Sumter... [on sheet with] Plan and Sections Presenting a General View ... Fort Sumter), Bowen & Co., American State Papers (ASP) Military Affairs, Phila-
delphia, ca. 1860.   

 A. Map of Charleston Harbor S.C., hand color (22.6 x 17.6”).  This uncommon chart shows the approaches to Charleston.   It was fi rst published in 1835 and 
republished in the American State Papers.  Using a scale of 4 inches = 1 mile, it served as the basis for subsequent maps of the Coast Survey.  A key in the lower 
left says “The curves drawn in red represent lines on the bottom of the harbor at the depths of 6, 12, 18, and 24 feet below mean low water. The part of the Harbor 
where the water is 18 feet deep is colored with India ink.  The surface always covered with water is colored blue.  The surface between high and low water marks is 
colored with bistre.” Shows drainage, vegetation, cultivated areas, swampland, roads. The forts are prominently featured, and nine inch circles delineate the range 
of their guns.  Fort Sumter, with smaller guns, uses six inch lines to show their range.  Condition:  A nice example, issued folding, with light toning at top, minor 
offsetting, and one tiny split at a fold intersection.  Binding trim at lower left. 

 B. Chart of the Eastern Extremity of Fort Reef, Charleston Harbor, S.C. Exhibiting the Location of Fort Sumter... [on sheet with] Plan and Sections Presenting a 
General View of the Actual Condition of the Foundations of Fort Sumter, black and white (24.0 x 10.5”).  This chart accompanies the map above and shows the 
position and foundation of Fort Sumter.  Condition:  Issued folding with light offsetting and a fold separation that extends 1.5” into the image repaired on verso 
with archival tape.  (B+)    $180-220

314. Texas  (Texas), Morse & Breese, Morse’s North American Atlas, New York, 1844.  12.5 x 15”.  (PC)  This scarce, desirable map of the Independent Republic of 
Texas extends north to above the Red River to the Old Wichita Village, and west to the Presidio Rio Grande and the Rio Colorado at about 101  West.  It is an early 
example of the cerographic engraving process, and was originally issued as a loose supplement, later bound into Morse’s atlas.  The map locates early land grants, 
counties, towns and missions, wagon roads, watershed, forts, and many other details.  Blank verso.  Ref: Day (TX) #110.  Faint toning with a few edge tears and 
chips confi ned to the blank margins.  There is a hole punch stamp from a previous owner in the bottom blank margin.  (A) $550-650

315. Texas  (Map of Texas from the Most Recent Authorities), Williams, New Universal Atlas, Philadelphia, 1845.  14.5 x 12”.  (HC)  This is a very early map of the 
new state of Texas drawn by J.H. Young.   It portrays early counties, towns, and villages and shows “Texas North of the Red River” in an inset at lower left.  This 
panhandle extends north to the Green Mts., just west of Pikes or James Peak in present-day Colorado, and west to the Rio Grande River, thus incorporating Santa 
Fe and Taos.  There is a comment taken from Arrowsmith’s 1841 map in West Texas that the area “as far as North Canadian Fork was explored by Le Grand in 
1833, [and] it is naturally fertile, well wooded, and with a fair proportion of water.”   San Patricio County occupies the south tip, while Bexar, Milam and Robertson 
counties take up the majority of the western region.  Several early roads are depicted including the Presido Road, and Fort Alamo, mines, and the Presidios of Rio 
Grande, del Norte el de las Yuntas, del Paso del Norte are identifi ed.  This map was included in H.S. Tanner’s New Universal Atlas published in 1845.  Ref: Day 
(TX) #108.  Original color with a few minor spots in the image and light toning along sheet edges.  There is a stain in the lower blank margin where cello tape 
previously closed a short edge tear, now archivally repaired.  (B+)    $900-1200

316. Texas  (Texas), Flemming, ca. 1845.  12.5 x 15.5”.  (HC)  This scarce German map, a reduced version of Arrowsmith’s 1841 Republic of Texas map, shows the 
extent of Texas’ claims to the region of the upper Rio Grande, including Santa Fe, Taos and Albuquerque.  The detailed map identifi es many roads, rivers, towns, 
and forts.  Thirty land districts are outlined and named in a table in the top right corner.  The northern panhandle is divided into 12 sections, with the German nota-
tion (copied from Arrowsmith) that the land was well wooded and watered.  There is an inset with a small map of Galveston Bay in the lower left.  The outline 
color on this example delineates both the counties and republic boundaries.  The county lines are somewhat misrepresented, with San Patricio encompassing the 
southern tip of the state which is consistent with 1845, but without the counties of Lamar and Bowie in northeastern Texas, which were already organized by 1841.  
Published in Glogau.     A sturdy sheet with minor color offsetting and light damp stains in both top corners and the bottom right corner of the map.  (B)  
     $800-950

317. Texas  (No. 13 Map of the State of Texas), Mitchell, Mitchell’s School and Family Geography, Philadelphia, 1846.  8 x 10.5”.  (HC)  This map features the 
“Stovepipe” confi guration showing Texas at its largest extent when fi rst admitted to the Union.  It shows the western boundary at the Rio Grande del Norte, putting 
Santa Fe in Texas.  Part of Texas continues to the northwest above Taos in an area labeled the Green Mountains. This edition is the fi rst to name Dallas. There are 
no counties formed west of about 98 , but there is a large unorganized Bexar region above San Antonio de Bexar and below a region labeled Wild Horses.  In the 
western region a number of Indian tribes are named.  This is the most desirable map of Texas from the Mitchell school geographies.     A little marginal toning and 
foxing with some just entering map at left, else very good.  (B+)    $400-500

318. Texas  ([Lot of 2] The Report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, Showing the Progress of That Work), U.S. Coast Survey, Washington D.C., 1848-49.  6 
x 9”.  (BW)  This lot includes the 1848 (HR Ex Doc No. 13, 30th Congress, 2nd Session) and 1849 (HR Ex Doc No. 14, 31st Congress, 1st Session) government 
reports describing the survey of the Texas coast that began in 1848 under the direction of A.D. Bache, Superintendent U.S. Coast Survey.  Each includes the fi rst 
published chart of the survey of the Texas coast “Sketch G Showing the progress in Section No. 9,” centered on Galveston City and extending to include the West 
and East bays and north to Edward’s Point.  The end of the Mexican War and settlement in the northwest with Great Britain nearly doubled the coastline of the U.S. 
under the Coast Survey’s charge.  Surveying work began at Galveston Bay with triangulations laid out in every direction and key points determined from Galveston 
Bay to the mouth of the Brazos River. 

 In addition to the two Galveston maps, there are 30 other charts and plates featuring Cape Cod, Nantucket, Boston Bay, Sandy Hook, Chesapeake Bay, Long Island, 
the Outer Banks area of North Carolina, and Charleston to name a few.  1848 edition - 120 pp.; 1849 edition -- 98 pp.  Disbound.  8vo.  Ref: Martin & Martin, 
p. 147.  1848 edition: contents are clean and bright, with many of the charts having never been opened before.  1849 edition: contents have scattered foxing with 
several of the maps appearing to have never been opened before.  (B)    $150-200
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319. Texas  (Texas), Colton, Atlas of the World, New York, 1855.  16 x 12.8”.  (HC)  This is Colton’s only map of Texas published on a single sheet.  The handsome 
map has extensive detail throughout the settled part of the state.  County development ends with the recent organization of Bosque, Johnson, Coryelle, and Karnes 
counties.  Tarrant county appears, but not the 1855 addition of Parker to Tarrant’s west.  The western third is comprised of the large unsettled areas of Presidio, El 
Paso, Bexar and the Staked Plain.  It locates railroads, forts, post offi ces, roads, springs, and topographical detail.   With two insets:  Plan of Galveston Bay from the 
U.S. Coast Survey, and Plan of Sabine Lake.  All contained in Colton’s decorative scroll border.  The map is accompanied by an additional sheet of text describing 
the state.     Map image is near fi ne with light toning along the edges of the sheet.  (A)    $400-500

320. Texas  ([Lot of 2] County Map of the State of Texas Showing Also Portions of the Adjoining States and Territories [and] County Map of the State of Texas Show-
ing Also Portions of the Adjoining States and Territories), Mitchell, Philadelphia, 1878-84.  21.4 x 14.3”.  (HC)  This lot includes two double-page maps of Texas 
showing the growth of the state over a six-year period.  The maps present an excellent view of the county development with only the large regions of West Texas 
yet to be organized.  Galveston’s role as a main port of entry is obvious as it is depicted in a large inset.  The Llano Estacado, or Staked Plain, is shown extending 
from the New Mexico Territory through the Texas panhandle.  In the later map, the railroad network has extended its reach to El Paso and Laredo.  Drawn and 
engraved in Philadelphia by W. H. Gamble. 

 A. County Map of the State of Texas Showing Also Portions of the Adjoining States and Territories, dated 1878.

 B. County Map of the State of Texas Showing Also Portions of the Adjoining States and Territories, dated 1884.     

 Nice impressions and original color with good margins.  (A)    $275-350

321. Texas  (Colton’s “New Medium” Map of the State of Texas from the Latest & Most Authentic Sources), Colton, New York, 1879.  25.5 x 19.3”.  (HC)  This rare 
pocket map of Texas presents extensive detail throughout the settled part of the state.  While much of the western portion of the state is sparsely settled (El Paso, 
Presidio, Pecos), full county development has taken place in the panhandle, replacing Young Territory.  The map shows excellent detail of the expanding railroad 
network, forts, roads, watershed and topography.  Includes insets of Plan of Matagorda Bay, Plan of Sabine Lake, Plan of Galveston Bay, and Plan of the Northern 
Part or “Panhandle” of Texas.  Taliaferro lists the map with the same copyright date, but dated 1877.  Decorated by a fancy title and scroll border.  Covers are not 
present.  Ref: cf. Taliaferro (Rosenberg) #362.  Issued folding on thin banknote style paper with mildew stains on the left side of the image, several small splits at 
fold intersections, and light toning along a few folds.  There are some light pencil notations and a few spots in the image.  (C+) 

      $2000-2500

322. Texas  (Map of Texas), Page, Chicago, 1886.  16.1 x 26.6”.  (HC)  This large map is a scarce issue of Texas by the little-known H.R. Page & Co. fi rm of Chicago.  
County development is shown in attractive full hand color, which is uncommon for this late date.  The map locates cities, towns, rivers, lakes, and an extensive 
railroad network.  Unlike earlier editions, this map does not contain an inset of Presidio and El Paso.  Published in the Illustrated Atlas of Winnebago and Boone 
Counties, Illinois.  Ref: Rumsey #2861.022.  Overall very good with two small stains in the right blank margin and a centerfold separation that extends 1” into the 
image at right and has been closed on verso with archival tape.  (B+)    $250-325

323. Texas, Railroads  (Iron Mountain Route to All Parts of Texas -  The Way to Texas), Poole Bros., Chicago, 1909.  22.5 x 21”.  (PC)  This is a great folding advertis-
ing map published to promote the routes of the International & Great Northern, and Texas & Pacifi c railways and to encourage settlers to the state.  The rail lines 
are boldly shown in black with all stations noted and named.  Red overprinting is used to locate farming and ranching opportunities for settlers including corn, 
cotton, citrus fruits, alfalfa, Bermuda onions, cattle and sheep.  The area around Amarillo is devoid of any ‘opportunities’ for the land seeker, unfortunately large 
gas and oil fi elds were discovered only nine and twelve years after this map’s publication.   Large inset at upper left shows external rail connections, with the title 
“Round-Trip Homeseekers’ Rates to All Parts of Texas on the 1st and 3rd Tuesdays in Each Month.”  An uncommon issue that is printed on thin banknote-style 
paper.     Issued folding and now fl attened with numerous small splits at fold intersections resulting in minor image loss, now repaired with tissue on verso.  There 
is light ink transfer primarily in the lower portion of the map image.  (B)    $200-275

324. Amarillo, Texas  (Amarillo District Oil Fields), ca. 1920.  20.6 x 26”.  (BW)  Very detailed and uncommon broadside of the Amarillo District Oil Fields.  The map 
focuses on the various holdings surrounding the Canadian River, which is to the north of Amarillo.  A legend identifi es gas wells, abandoned wells, producing 
wells and dry holes.  Beneath the title is a brief history of the oil fi elds by M.C. Nobles, the President of the Amarillo Oil Company.  The map is on an unusual 
scale of 4,000 varas per inch (approximately 2.1 miles per inch), and is surrounded by local advertisements with 2-4 digit phone numbers indicating the map was 
published no later than the 1920s.     Issued folding on watermarked paper with a few tiny fold separations and several pencil notations in the image, indicating it 
was a working map.  (B)    $200-250

325. Vermont  (Complete Map of Vermont Showing Highways & Natural Features…), National Publishing Co., Boston, ca. 1900.  33.5 x 54.5”.  (PC)  This brilliantly-
colored map of Vermont shows much information on roads, railroads, cities, villages and post offi ces.  There is a table of cities to the right and a chart of the 
population censuses taken from 1790-1900, showing the growth from 85,000 to 343,000 people in the state.  The map is linen-backed and folds into a handsome, 
gold embossed case that measures 5 x 10.5”.     Backed in heavy linen to reinforce numerous small fold separations with minimal loss of image.  Covers are very 
good.  (B+)    $140-180

326. Yorktown, Virginia, Revolutionary War  (York Town, and Gloucester Point. As Besieged by the Allied Army), Conder, William Gordon’s History of the Rise, 
Progress ... of the United States…, London, ca. 1788.  8.4 x 11.3”.  (HC)  This fi nely engraved map provides information on this important American Revolutionary 
War battle including the positions of British, American and French troops, and the ships in the York River.  Good detail including many villages, roads, watershed, 
forests, and good topographical information.  Locates with tent icons the quarters of Count Rochambeau, Gen. Washington, Gen. Knox, Gen. Nelson, Gen. Clinton, 
and several French commanders.   Names Moore’s House and delineates the roads to Williamsburg and to Hampton.  The lower quarter of the map is a key that 
names and locates 22 British Fortifi cations and 15 French and American “Approaches”.   North located by a fl eur-de-lys in the York River.   Plate IX at upper left 
above neatline.     Issued folding on watermarked paper, now pressed fl at, with a binding trim to the neatline at bottom left, faint offsetting, and light stains at top 
left caused by non-archival tape that has since been removed.  (B)    $400-500

327. Yorktown, Virginia, Revolutionary War  (Investment and Attack of York, in Virginia), Phillips, Marshall’s Life of Washington, London, 1806.  8.8 x 8.3”.  (BW)  This 
copper engraved map documents the last major battle of the Revolutionary War, showing the positions of Baron de Vomisnil, Gen. Washington, Count Rochambeau, 
and others in Yorktown.  Locates artillery, roads, rivers and creeks, French and American hospitals, and numerous troop positions.  A notation documents the end of 
the war: “Field, where the British laid down their Arms.”  A great historical map that was engraved by Cooper.     A crisp impression with a tiny tear just touching 
the neatline that has been closed on verso with archival tape.  (A)    $140-170

328. Norfolk, Virginia  (The Cornucopia Map of Norfolk and Vicinity), New York, 1887.  27.5 x 24.5”.  (HC)  This map of the Tidewater region of Virginia covers the 
area from Smithfi eld and Suffolk east to Norfolk and Cape Henry.  Several existing and proposed railroads are depicted as well as the Albemarle Chesapeake Canal, 
which was built in 1860 to link the Albemarle Sound to the Chesapeake Bay.  The map is decorated by a series of 21 boats and ships departing from the area along 
with a detailed inset of the Norfolk/Portsmouth area.  Lithographed by Endicott & Co.     Dissected and mounted on linen with some faint damp stains below the 
title.  (B+)    $250-325

329. Richmond, Virginia  (Map of the City of Richmond-VA. Showing Present Corporation Lines as Established Dec. 6, 1906 Also Old Ward Boundaries. And New 
Precinct Lines), 1907.  32.8 x 20.6”.  (PC)  This map of Richmond depicts the newly established corporate limits published a month after the boundary lines were 
redrawn.  Seven different wards are highlighted and several additional locations are identifi ed including Maymont, Belle Isle, the Old Fair Grounds and Capitol 
Square.  Published by Clyde Saunders at Twelfth and Cary Streets.  Folds into tan paper wrappers (3.5 x 6.6”).     Issued folding on watermarked paper with a few 
short splits at fold intersections and a few light pencil notations in the image.  (A)    $100-130
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330. Milwaukee, Wisconsin  (Milwaukee and Wauwatosa, Showing the Route of the Milwaukee & Wauwatosa Rapid Transit Road, the Location of the West Side Public 
Park, and Other Points of Interest), ca. 1892.  28.9 x 19.4”.  (PC)  This rare and beautiful chromolithograph bird’s-eye view of Wauwatosa, Wisconsin looks east 
toward Milwaukee and Lake Michigan.  The Menomonee River fl ows east into Lake Michigan, while Honey Creek fl ows north into the Menomonee.  State Street 
runs parallel to the Menomonee River on its north bank.  Wisconsin Avenue and Bluemound Road cross Honey Creek in the right foreground.  Ten locations are 
keyed at the bottom including the Pabst Building (Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer) and Pabst Farm.  In the distance is the growing City of Milwaukee moving into the 
suburbs to the west.  Published by “The Public Park Land Association,” a land development company with a four-digit phone number.  The verso contains a large 
map and plat layout for lots around West Side Park which are available for purchase.     A clean and bright example with just a few edge tears confi ned to the blank 
margins closed with archival tape and marginal soiling..  (A)    $600-750

331. Wyoming  ([Lot of 8] Wyoming Road Map [and] Naval Reserve Oil Leases [and] Oil and Gas Fields of the State of Wyoming [and] Location of Wyoming Oil 
Fields [and] Pilot Butte Oil Field [and] Oregon Basin Oil Fields [and] Rock Creek Oil Field [and] Mahoney...), ca. 1916-22.  This is a fascinating lot focused on 
the oil producing regions in Wyoming.  The state enjoyed tremendous economic and population growth in the early 20th century fueled by its mineral resources.  
One of the most notable events that occurred during this boom was the infamous Teapot Dome scandal in which Secretary of the Interior Albert B. Fall leased Navy 
petroleum reserves to private oil companies at low rates in return for kickbacks.  Fall was later convicted of accepting bribes from the oil companies, and was the 
fi rst member of a President’s cabinet to go to prison for his actions while in offi ce. 

 The Teapot Dome, and numerous other oil fi elds in the region, are the focus of the maps in this group including: 

 A. Wyoming Road Map, by The Casper Independent, circa 1920, black and white (17.8 x 9.8”).  Rare promotional map for Hotel Henning focused on the road 
network in the state, including “all weather roads” and “roads requiring chains in wet weather.”  More interesting, however, is the identifi cation of 11 oil fi elds 
including the Teapot Dome Oil Field close to Casper.  Folds into a brochure with various advertisements on verso (4 x 9.3”).  Condition: (A)  

 B. Naval Reserve Oil Leases, by U.S. Government, Doc. 210, 2nd Session, 67 Congress, published 1922, printed color (5.9 x 9.1”).  This is Falls’ 44 pp. report to 
the President on the leasing of oil reserves known as the Teapot Dome scandal.  Includes two maps in the report, Structural Map of Salt Creek Region Wyoming 
showing the boundaries of the Salt Creek fi eld and Teapot Dome, and Map of the Salt Creek Oil Field, Including the Shannon Pool and Teapot Dome, Natrona 
County, Wyo.  Condition:  Maps are clean and bright with each having a short edge tear confi ned to the blank margin.  Report is generally good with corners slightly 
dog-eared. (A) 

 C. Oil and Gas Fields of the State of Wyoming, by U.S. Geological Survey, circa 1922, black and white (18.9 x 15.1”).  Very detailed map showing oil and gas fi elds 
including those that are producing.  Oil refi neries are also identifi ed.  Published by G.B. Morgan, State Geologist.  Condition:  Issued folding on a clean sheet with 
faint toning along the folds and a previous owner’s stamp on verso. (A) 

 D. Location of Wyoming Oil Fields, Anonymous, circa 1919, black and white (7.4 x 5.6”).  Small map showing the oil fi elds, pipelines and refi neries in the state.  
The railroad network is also depicted.  Condition:  Watermarked paper with just a hint of toning along the centerfold. (A) 

 E. Pilot Butte Oil Field, by Victor Ziegler, dated 1916, printed color (21.3 x 27.3”).  This map has good detail of the oil wells in the area and notes sandstone and 
shale formations.  Contour lines are also depicted.  Condition:  Issued folding with one small edge tear closed on verso with archival tape. (A) 

 F. Oregon Basin Oil Fields, by Victor Ziegler, dated 1917, printed color (11.9 x 15.8”).  Similar but smaller map to above (E) showing the oil wells and geological 
features of the region.  Condition:  Issued folding. (A) 

 G. Rock Creek Oil Field, by G.B. Morgan, from Press Bulletin Number 7, dated 1920, black and white (6.5 x 11.5”).  This is a copy of a manuscript map showing 
the oil wells in the region including producing wells, incomplete wells and abandoned wells.  A note in the right margin shows that the daily production of this oil 
fi eld is 5,700 barrels.  The map is accompanied by a 5 page note describing the oil fi eld.  Condition:  The lower third of the map has been fully separated and reat-
tached with archival tape on verso.  Light toning. (C+) 

 H. Mahoney and Forest Fields, by G.B. Morgan, from Press Bulletin Number 7, published 1922, black and white (6.8 x 12.0”).  Another copy of a manuscript map 
showing the oil and gas wells in the region, noting those that are unfi nished or abandoned.  Condition:  The lower third of the map has been fully separated and 
reattached with archival tape on verso with several wormholes in the image.  Light toning. (C+)       $250-325

332. Yellowstone, Wyoming  (Map of a Reconnaissance from Carroll Montana Ter. to the Yellowstone National Park and Return), Ludlow, 1875.  19.1 x 24.7”.  (BW)  
Carl Wheat hypothesizes that Capt. William Ludlow (1843 - 1901), Corps of Engineers, was assigned the task of surveying the road from Carroll, Montana on the 
Missouri to Fort Ellis near Bozeman as a reward for good service, since it allowed him to inspect the wonders of Yellowstone without a furlough.  This map was 
produced to accompany Ludlow’s offi cial report.  In his report, Ludlow says “My own interest in this land of wonder is so keen as to lead me again to hope that 
it will be protected from the vandalism which it has already suffered, and that the suggestion of an accurate topographical and geological survey, to complete the 
work so well inaugurated by Professor Hayden, may be made the subject of favorable consideration and recommendation by the Chief of Engineers.”

 The map itself describes the newly opened Carroll Road.  The road cut more than 200 miles from the previous route between Helena and Corinne.  This resulted in 
a savings of about fi fteen days considering the 12 or 13 miles per day the heavy bull-trains averaged.  The map shows a large area from the Missouri River in the 
north to Helena in the west and the newly established National Park in the south.  The fl ow of the Yellowstone, Musselshell, and Missouri Rivers are designated.  
It has a partial look to it; the Topographical Engineers were rigorous about showing only features they had actually surveyed.  Land forms are shown with what 
appears to be contour lines but there is no interval stated, and Wheat calls it a pseudo-contour map.  Carroll was washed away by a fl ood in the 1880’s and no trace 
of it remains today.  Ironically, it is not named on the map itself.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #1257.  Issued folding with several long separations closed on verso with 
archival tape and light toning along the folds.  (B)    $200-250

United States & Mexico

333. United States & Mexico  (Carte du Mexique ou de la Nlle. Espagne Contenant aussi le Nouveau Mexique, la Californie, avec une Partie des Pays Adjacents …), 
Bonne/Lattre, Atlas Moderne, Paris, 1771.  16.3 x 11.5”.  (HC)  This attractive map covers the region from the Chesapeake Bay through California with Mexico 
and Central America.  Excellent detail is exhibited, particularly of the Jesuit missions in Mexico and the Southwest.  Numerous Indian tribes are named.  The tip of 
Florida is shown fragmented with numerous islands and waterways.  A large decorative rococo-style cartouche adorns the map.     A nice impression on watermarked 
paper with just a hint of toning along the centerfold.  (A)    $300-375

334. United States & Mexico, Texas  (Mexique), Tardieu, Paris, ca. 1808.  11.8 x 8.8”.  (HC)  This very nicely engraved, copper plate map features the Province de Texas.  
There is good detail throughout, especially along the coast of California and throughout Mexico.  The title is surrounded by a large vignette of falls and cliffs.  Ref: 
Day (TX) p. 9.  A nice impression with a number of minute worm tracks only visible when held to light and a small damp stain in the left blank margin.  (B+)  
     $100-130

335. United States & Mexico, Texas  (Mexico, & Guatimala, with the Republic of Texas), Lizars, Edinburgh, ca. 1838.  19.4 x 16.7”.  (HC)  This handsome and rare 
map features the Republic of Texas, and shows the southern United States, Mexico and Central America.  The Independent Republic of Texas is bound by the Red 
River in the north, the Sabine River in the east, and in between the Nueces and Rio Grande (Rio Bravo del Norte) Rivers in the south.  Mexico is divided into the 
Intendancies and Guatemala takes in all of Central America except for the British colony of Belize.  New Mexico is shown as a narrow strip of land along the upper 
Rio Grande River, and most of New California is noted as Unknown Parts.  The roads (El Camino Real) connecting Natchitoches and Santa Fe with Mexico City 
are prominently delineated.  Numerous mines are located with small crosses.     A nice impression with light offsetting, moderate toning and a few small spots of 
foxing.  (B)    $700-900
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336. United States & Mexico, Central America  (Map of the United States), Case, Tiffany & Company, Hartford, CT, 1855.  24.3 x 23.8”.  (HC)  This is a scarce, large 
format map of the United States with large vignettes of President Washington in an oval boarder, and a nice view of the “Capitol of Washington.”  The map’s pro-
jection oddly distorts the western portion of the U.S.  The very interesting territorial confi gurations include an odd pre-Gadsden Purchase border with Mexico that 
does a bit of wandering, and a large Oregon Territory that occupies the entire Northwest and extends to the Continental Divide.  Oregon is bordered to the east by 
the huge Missouri Territory that extends to an early confi guration of Minnesota Territory at the Missouri River.  Indian Territory is correctly shown rather than the 
huge area occupied in earlier editions of this map.  Kansas Territory has just formed between Utah and Missouri with no sign of Colorado.  Utah and New Mexico 
territories are at their largest extent.  In Utah a Mormon Settlement is located at the southern end of the Great Salt Lake. The map extends to show Central America 
to below Panama City into Darien and part of the West Indies to Haiti.     Issued folding and now fl attened with original color printed on thin banknote-style paper 
with light toning along one fold.  There are two splits at fold intersections that result in very minor image loss, one of which has been closed on verso with archival 
tape.  Trimmed to neatline at left, with minor loss of neatline in a few spots.  (B)    $600-700

337. Southwestern United States, California & Mexico  (Nouveau Mexique), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, ca. 1663.  4.9 x 3.9”.  (BW)  The 
island of California is the main focus of this charming miniature map.  The map is fi lled with place names including the mysterious seven cities of Cibola.   The Rio 
Nort (Rio Grande) originates from a large Lac de Conibas and incorrectly fl ows into the Mare Vermeio.  The map is based on Sanson’s Audience de Guadalajara 
(1657) with the addition of the Destroit d’Anien above the island and several unnamed, north-south, mountain ranges on the mainland.  This is the second state 
with much new nomenclature added on California and Nouvelle Espagne added at lower right.  Ref: Burden #353; King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; McLaughlin #30; 
Pastoureau, Duval XI.  On watermarked paper with faint toning and a minor damp stain that just enters map along centerfold at top.  (B+) 

      $400-500

338. Southwestern United States & Mexico  (Mexico, or New Spain; in Which the Motions of Cortes May Be Traced), Kitchin, Robertson’s History of America, London, 
ca. 1780.  15.3 x 11.2”.  (HC)  This is a very attractive map of the American Southwest and Mexico.  California is labeled New Albion with no detail outside of a 
few coastal place names.  The region of present-day Arizona and New Mexico is well delineated with numerous Indian villages and the locations of missions.  The 
area from New Mexico to Louisiana is named as “Great Space of Land Unknown.”  The small Texas settlement of Cenis is near the New Kingdm. of Leon.  An 
inset shows Mexico City on the large Lake of Mexico.  Finely engraved with a decorative title cartouche and compass rose.  This map was originally published in 
1777, this being a later edition by T. Cadell.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #172.  Issued folding, now pressed with light soiling.  A binding trim at top right has been replaced 
with old paper to accommodate framing.  (B+)    $275-350

339. Southwestern United States & Mexico  (L’Ancien et le Nouveau Mexique, avec la Floride et la Basse Louisiane, Partie Occidentale), Bonne, Paris, ca. 1780.  9.3 
x 13.5”.  (BW)  This handsome map covers the region of present day southern California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and Mexico.  Excellent detail, particularly 
of the Jesuit missions in Mexico and the Southwest, and of the numerous Indian tribes.  The map locates San Diego, Santa Fe, Taos, Acapulco, Cabo St. Lucas and 
many towns along the Sea of Cortez and Baja Peninsula.  Six distance scales at lower right.     On watermarked paper with faint offsetting and one small rust spot.  
(B+)    $120-150

340. Southwestern United States, Texas, Mexico & Central America  (Mexico & Guatemala), Tanner, New Universal Atlas, Philadelphia, 1834.  14.7 x 11.7”.  (HC)  
This map of the southwest shows Texas as still a part of Mexico but Austins Colony is noted.  Sonora extends north into present-day Utah and is wedged between 
New Mexico and Upper California.  The rivers Timpanogos and San Buenaventura run straight through the Great Basin into the Pacifi c.  Insets include the Valley 
of Mexico and Guatemala.  The map presents a great picture of the region prior to Texas declaring its independence.     Original color with a few small spots of 
foxing.  (B+)    $300-375

341. Southwestern United States, Texas & Mexico  (Carte Generale des Etats-Unis Mexicains de la Republique du Texas et des Etats de l’Amerique Centrale), Brue, 
Atlas Universel de Geographie Physique, Politique et Historique…, Paris, 1840.  14.3 x 20.3”.  (HC)  Handsome and uncommon map that details the independent 
Republic of Texas, the Southwest United States and Mexico.  The lower left quadrant is fi lled with a large inset with Central America shown on the same scale as 
the main map.  The title contains one of the few direct references to the Republic of Texas.  Excellent detail throughout. With Brue’s embossed seal and surrounded 
by a decorative keyboard-style border that indicates longitude from Paris.  Fancy title lettering embellished with fl ourishes.     Original outline color with light ton-
ing, color offsetting, and a fold separation confi ned to the left blank margin closed on verso with archival tape.  Faint pencil notations in right blank margin.  (B)  
     $325-400

342. Southwestern United States & Mexico  (Central America II. Including Texas, California and the Northern States of Mexico...), SDUK Society for the Diffusion of 
Useful Knowledge, London, ca. 1849.  15.8 x 12.3”.  (HC)  This excellent map covers the southwestern United States subsequent to Mexico losing the region in the 
Mexican/American War.  Texas is shown at its largest extent with the panhandle extending well north up to Spanish Peaks.  All of the Southwest and California are 
here noted as “Nueva or Upper California.”  Charles Fremont’s fi rst expedition up the Oregon Trail and through the Sierra Nevada is traced and there are several 
notations in the Great Interior Basin of California from that important exploration.  Lake Tahoe makes an early appearance as <Mountain L.  The Great Spanish 
Track from Pueblo de los Angelos to Santa Fe is also noted.  There is great detail throughout including forts, Indian tribes, and numerous interesting notations.  
This is an updated version of the map fi rst issued in 1842; engraved by J. & C. Walker and published by Charles Knight.  Ref: cf. Wheat (TMW) #460.  There is a 
hint of toning and one short edge tear just entering the neatline at left that has been closed on verso with archival tape.  (A) $600-750

343. Southwestern United States, Texas & Mexico  (Mexico, California and Texas), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1850.  13 x 
10”.  (HC)  This is the second, and most desirable, state of this fi ne steel-engraved map that was issued during a time of great transition in the region.  After gold was 
discovered in California, the plate was re-engraved to include a vignette of gold panning and to locate the gold regions of California which are delineated through 
hand coloring.  Texas is shown with its original state borders that include much of present-day New Mexico and extend into Colorado.  Two other vignettes show 
Mexican peasantry and the ancient Mayan ruins at Uxmal.  The very decorative border incorporates native plants of the region.  Map drawn and engraved by John 
Rapkin, vignettes drawn by H. Warren and engraved by J. Rogers.  Ref: Wheat (TMW) #694.  Light toning along the centerfold and sheet edges with a few minor 
spots.  (B+)    $450-550

344. Mexico & Texas  (Nova Hispania), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Paris, [1618].  5.2 x 3.9”.  (HC)  A handsome small map of 
Mexico and southern Texas, noting numerous rivers and towns, including Mexico City, Guadalajara, and Veracruz (Cruz).  The R. de Palmas is approximately where 
the current border lies between Mexico and Texas, and the R. Escondido is believed to be the Nueces River.  Adorned with a decorative cartouche incorporating the 
distance scale.  French text on verso.  Ref: Burden #186; King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #9510:342.  A fi ne impression with minor show-through 
of text on verso and a damp stain in bottom blank margin.  (A)    $200-240

345. Mexico & Texas  (A Map of Mexico and the Republic of Texas), 1838.  16.5 x 12.8”.  (HC)  This map features a young Republic of Texas and was issued in Niles 
& Pease’s History of Mexico & Texas.  Settlements are confi ned to the eastern coast and include Houston, San Antonio, Galveston and Nacogdoches to name a 
few.  The states of Mexico are delineated and the map extends to show a portion of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama.     Issued folding on thin, banknote style 
paper with moderate offsetting, uneven toning, and remnants of masking tape on verso confi ned to the blank margins.  A 2” edge tear and two 1” fold separations 
have been closed on verso with archival tape, and a chip in right blank margin that enters border in a few spots has been repaired with paper.  (C+) 

      $200-250

346. California & Baja Mexico  (Carte de la Californie Suivant I. la Carte Manuscrite de l’Amerique de Mathieu Neron Pecci...), Robert de Vaugondy, Diderot’s En-
cyclopedie (Supplement), Paris, ca. 1772.  15.3 x 11.5”.  (HC)  This sheet has fi ve depictions of California that present a fascinating cartographic history of the 
region.  It was one of ten maps compiled by Robert de Vaugondy for Diderot’s important encyclopedia and depicts the mapping of California by fi ve important 
cartographers.  The earliest map reproduces Neron Pecci’s manuscript map of 1604 showing the peninsula with a ragged coastline and place names derived from 
Cabrillo’s voyage of 1542-3.  The second map is a detail from Sanson’s 1656 map showing the island of California with place names from the voyage of Vizcaino.  
Map three is from Delisle’s map of America of 1700 with the question of California’s insularity left open to interpretation.  Next is Fra. Eusebio Kino’s important 
map of 1705 that fi nally ended that cartographic myth.  It is based on his overland expedition from the mainland to the Sea of Cortez.  Finally, map fi ve is a portion 
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of a Spanish map, showing the Jesuit explorations, that fi rst appeared in Miguel Venegas’ Noticia de la California in 1757, which is the fi rst published history of 
California.  This is an essential map for any California map collection.  Ref: McLaughlin #241; Fite & Freeman #52; Heckrotte & Sweetkind #15; Pedley #474.  
Nice impression on a clean sheet with minor printer’s ink residue and a binding trim at lower left.  (A)   $450-550

Latin America & Caribbean

347. Mexico  (Hispaniae Novae Sive Magnae, Recens et Vera Descriptio), Bry, Grands Voyages Part V, Frankfurt, 1595.  17.3 x 13”.  (HC)  This is a particularly inter-
esting version of Ortelius’ map of Mexico that was the prototype map of the region.   It covers the Pacifi c coast from present-day Acapulco to about Mazatlan and 
inland to Mexico City, which is situated on a large lake.  It is densely engraved with place names and shows the mining districts northwest of Mexico City.  The 
map is elaborately decorated with engravings of Native Americans, bison, canoes, ships and two fabulous cartouches.  Ref: Garratt (TMC-9) pp. 2-11, #G5.  A nice 
example with minor soiling and a few tiny tears in blank margins that have been archivally repaired.  Professionally remargined at bottom with old paper and with 
a minor amount of neatline replaced in facsimile.  (B+)    $600-750

348. Mexico  (Hispaniae Novae Nova Descriptio), Hondius, Atlas sive Cosmographicae, Amsterdam, ca. 1619.  19 x 13.7”.  (HC)  This splendid map illustrates the 
heart of the Spanish empire in the New World.  The map is focused on the western part of Mexico from about Mazatlan to Acapulco (neither of which is named) 
and inland to include Lake Chapala and Mexico City, which is situated on a large lake.  At upper left is a large inland sea fi lled with islands where the natives sup-
posedly extracted salt.  There are numerous notations, taken from Ortelius, that describe the native people including one that refers to cannibalism - Anthropophagi 
sunt, qui his montibus habitant (They who live in these mountains are cannibal).  Diamond-shaped symbols mark the locations of numerous silver and copper 
mines.  The map is fully decorated with three elaborate, strapwork cartouches.  A Spanish Galleon and a fanciful sea monster adorn the ocean.  Jodocus Hondius 
prepared this map for inclusion in his editions of the Mercator-Hondius atlas.  Latin text on verso.     Old color with light toning, some color offsetting mainly along 
the centerfold, and an archivally repaired centerfold separation that extends 2” into the image at bottom.  (B)  $400-500

349. Mexico, Native Americans  (Viztlipuztli Idolum Mexicanorum), Montanus, De Nieuwe en Onbekende Weereld, London, ca. 1671.  13.5 x 10.9”.  (HC)  A fabulous 
copper engraving of Huitzilopochtli, the Aztec god of war standing on an altar receiving offerings.  This is an imaginative European depiction of an Aztec shrine 
with the deity depicted as half-man and half-beast with a face in its belly.  Pagan gods were of considerable interest to Europeans, and much information was sent 
to the Old World despite Spanish attempts to eradicate the religions.     A nice impression on watermarked paper with a printer’s crease adjacent to centerfold and 
a few tiny holes along centerfold only visible when held to light.  (A)    $170-230

350. Central Mexico  (Provincia d. S. Diego de Mexico en la Nueba Espana...), Chronica de la Santa Provincia de San Diego de Mexico, 1682.  10.4 x 6.3”.  (BW)  This 
is the fi rst state of one of the fi rst copper-engraved maps published in Mexico.  The map is centered on Mexico City and presents a bird’s-eye view of central Mexico 
extending from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacifi c Ocean.  The region is known as the ecclesiastical province of San Diego, and extends from Aguascalientes and 
Guanajuato in the north to Acapulco and Oaxaca in the south.  The title cartouche mentions 12 convents in the region, which are depicted on the map.  The map is 
handsomely embellished with a rising sun, several sailing ships, a compass rose, and even birds fl ying above in the sky.

 The map was engraved by the highly skilled Antonio Ysarti for publication in Baltasar de Medina’s Chronica de la Santa Provincia de San Diego de Mexico.  Little 
is known about Ysarti, who also engraved a remarkable frontispiece for Medina’s book, depicting numerous Franciscan martyrs within a Franciscan temple.  Friar 
Baltasar de Medina was born in Mexico and became a Discalced Franciscan, a separate order of Franciscans that remain barefoot.  Medina was named the offi cial 
chronicler for the Discalceds, and in 1682 he published a history of the order’s accomplishments in his masterwork Chronica, which focused on both Franciscan 
martyrs and colonial life in New Spain.  Ysarti’s map was the only one to be included in the Chronica.

 This scarce map is an important milestone in Mexican cartography and the history of the Americas.  The Library of Congress holds the revised copperplate of the 
map, which mentions 14 convents with Valladolid added at center left and has the date removed from the bottom border.     A slightly uneven impression with minor 
foxing and soiling.  (B+)    $5500-6500

351. Mexico & Central America  (Mexique ou Nle. Espagne), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  5.2 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This charming map of 
Mexico and Central America includes the western portion of Cuba and the southern tip of Florida.  Texas is named Floride, while Florida is named Teqeste.  Pierre 
Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many 
of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A fi ne impression with attractive color on watermarked paper and light 
toning along the centerfold.  (B+)    $110-140

352. Mexico  (Parte della Nuova Spagna, o’ del Mexico doue Sono le Provincie di Guadalaira Xalisco Mecoacan e Mexico), Coronelli, Atlante Veneto, Venice, ca. 1690.  
23.9 x 17.9”.  (HC)  This scarce and superbly decorative map of western and central Mexico covers from Xiamora to Acapulco and includes Mexico City and 
Guadalajara along with cities, towns, mines, missions and Indian villages.  Notations in the mountains north of Mexico City describe the rich deposits of silver and 
other annotations describe the manners and customs of the Indians.  The active volcano at Popocatepec (Popocatzin) is vividly erupting in the lower right corner.  
Coronelli, a Franciscan priest, was a highly respected cartographer & globe maker.  Largely through his religious connections, Coronelli had access to geographical 

information from the expeditions exploring the southwestern regions of North America.  This map is decorated with an elaborate title cartouche with mythological 
fi gures and an equally attractive cartouche for the scale of miles.     A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with attractive color.  This is a clean, bright example 
with a few minor centerfold separations that have been professionally repaired.  (A)    $600-750

353. Mexico  (A Sketch of the Vice Royalty Exhibiting the Several Provinces and its Aproximation to the Internal Provinces of New Spain), Pike, An Account of the 
Expeditions to the Source of the Mississippi..., Washington D.C., [1810].  16.1 x 13”.  (BW)  This map of Mexico was included in Pike’s landmark report of the 
Southwest, describing his expeditions from 1805-1807.  His book is one of the most important of all American travel narratives, and stands alongside those of 
Lewis and Clark as a cornerstone of early western exploration.  The report itself includes accounts of Pike’s travels to fi nd the headwaters of the Arkansas and Red 
Rivers, his explorations along the Mississippi River, and his Spanish escort to Santa Fe, New Mexico and Chihuahua, Mexico. 

 Contained within the report are six maps including this one, which covers the area from Zacateca south to Oxaca and depicts the internal political boundaries, or 
administrations, and their capitals.  Roads, towns, villages and Indian villages are depicted as well as numerous evacuated towns.  At top is the boundary line divid-
ing the Vice Royalty from the Internal Provinces.  Ref: Howes #P373; Wagner-Camp #9:1; Wheat (TMW, Volume 2) pp. 16-27.  Issued folding and now fl attened 
with a binding trim at left, light offsetting, and a few tiny splits at fold intersections that have been closed on verso with archival material.  (B) 

      $750-1000

354. Mexico, Exploration  (Travels in the Interior of Mexico, in 1825, 1826, 1827, & 1828), Hardy, London, [1829].  6 x 9”.  (BW)  This fi rst edition is a vivid and early 
portrayal of the culture and geography of northwestern Mexico based on the author’s extensive travels in the region.   Hardy was in search of pearls in the Gulf 
of California.  The result of his journey is a fascinating book and map on “the little known regions of Senora and Lower California”, (Map of Sonora and Gulf of 
California, 17 x 13”).   This scarce map extends from the Gila River in the north to Mexico City.  Most of the eastern portion is blank and shows only western towns, 
including S. Juan del Rio, Guanaxuato, Guadalaxara, Durango, Chihuahua and much of the Rio Grande River.  Curiously, the town “Arizona” is shown south of 
the Gila River in today’s New Mexico.  Scores of villages are named in the northwest.  All of Baja is included with only a few towns -- La Paz, Loreto and Mulege.   
Legend locates Hardy’s route, Ranchos, Gold and Silver Spots, Real di Minas, Mines, Presidio, and Missions.  A second map, Plan of the Rio Colorado, by Lieut. 
R.W.H. Hardy (7.5 x 4.5”)  is the fi rst American exploration and mapping of the Colorado River from its mouth in the Gulf of California to its confl uence with 
the Gila River.  A note claims the high water changes by 22 feet. The six called for plates are present and include: The Game of Monte, in the Streets of Mexico; 
A Pilgrimage Performed in Mexico; A Mexican Cavallero; Morning Salutations in Mexico; Water Carrier in Mexico; and An Evangelista, or Letter-Writer in the 
Haza Grande of Mexico.  Most descriptions list seven plates, but here we count as a map the Colorado River plate. 
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 The book is hardbound in green cloth with gilt title on spine.  This fi rst edition is complete, 540 pp, two maps and six plates.  Published by Henry Colburn and 
Richard Bentley, London, 1829.     The map has light offsetting, a 1” binding tear, and a small puncture in a blank area of the map near the center.  Contents are 
clean and tight in near fi ne condition and the spine is lightly sunned.  Library stamp on title page and pastedown on inside front cover.  (B+) 

      $600-750

355. Central America  (Nova Hispania Nova Galicia Guatimala), Montanus/Ogilby, America, London, ca. 1671.  14 x 11.4”.  (BW)  This well-engraved map, based on 
the cartography of Hessel Gerritsz, includes Mexico through Costa Rica with nice detail.  It also includes the U.S. Gulf coast, southwest Florida and a bit of Cuba 
with less detail.  The large pictorial cartouche depicts Native Americans loading goods for a European merchant.     A fi ne impression with wide margins, slightly 
uneven toning, a small hole near center of map, and an archivally repaired centerfold separation in bottom blank margin.  (B) $220-300

356. Panama  (Plan de la Baye et Ville de Portobelo en 1736), Bellin, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages, Paris, ca. 1750.  12.8 x 7.5”.  (BW)  This attractive chart 
shows Portobelo, the important Spanish port city on the northern coast of Panama.  Numerous soundings are located and a key at right identifi es important loca-
tions.  The chart is surrounded by a boldly engraved border.     Issued folding with light toning and offsetting.  (B+)  $120-150

357. Gulf of Mexico & Caribbean  (Culiacanae, Americae Regionis, Descriptio [on sheet with] Hispaniolae, Cubae, Aliarumque Insularum Circumiacientium, Delineatio), 
Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, ca. 1598.  19.5 x 13.9”.  (HC)  Two great early maps of important regions in the New World are combined into this 
interesting composition.  The fi rst covers the region of western Mexico around Culiacan and the Spanish settlement of Villa S. Michael’s, the region noted for its 
silver mines.  The second is the fi rst detailed map of the Greater Antilles with detail in southern Florida, the Bahamas, and the Caribbean that is quite remarkable 
for the period.  Ortelius based the maps on a variety of sources including Mercator’s world map (1569) and other maps by Guttierez and Alonso De Santa Cruz.  
Three strapwork cartouches and sailing ships decorate the map.  Dutch text on verso with page number 8, published between 1598-1613.  Ref: Van den Broecke 
#14.  Lovely original color on watermarked paper with a hint of toning along centerfold and a few small stains near center of map.  (B+) 

      $900-1100

358. Gulf of Mexico & Caribbean  (Insulae Americanae in Oceano Septentrionali ac Regiones Adiacentes, a C. de May usque ad Lineam Aequinoctialem), Visscher, 
Amsterdam, ca. 1682.  22.2 x 18.2”.  (HC)  This handsome map focuses on the West Indies and covers the region from the Chesapeake through the Gulf of Mexico, 
with Central America and the northern part of South America.  Two lovely cartouches with cherubs and mermaids decorate opposite corners.  Eight ships sail the 
seas and three native canoes are depicted off the coast of North America.  A number of interesting cartographic myths appear on the map.  These include two large 
nonexistent lakes in the region of western Georgia and a non-existent mountain range extending from the Piedmonts bearing across the North American continent.  
In South America, the archetypal cartographic myth, Manoa o’ El Dorado (the golden city), is located on the shores of the Lacus Parime vel Roponowini in Guyana.  
This is the second state with the addition of the privilege in the cartouche.  Ref: Burden #531; Portinaro & Knirsch #82.  A fi ne impression in attractive original 
color with some small stains and a centerfold separations at top and bottom that have been archivally repaired on verso.  (B) $1100-1400

359. Gulf of Mexico, Mexico & Central America  (Le Vieux Mexique ou Nouvelle Espagne avec les Costes de la Floride), Fer, L’Atlas Curieux ou le Monde, Paris, 
1705.  12.8 x 8.8”.  (HC)  This attractive small map covers the Gulf of Mexico through Central America and includes parts of Cuba and Jamaica.  It extends through 
Mexico to show the southern tip of Baja California.  This is an early map to show the correct location of the Mississippi River delta gleaned from the expeditions 
of La Salle and Iberville.  Two French forts are located: LaSalle’s Fort St. Louis in Texas (Fortbati en 1685) and another near present-day New Orleans.  One of 
the prominent features in northern Mexico is Les Fameuses Mines de Ste. Barbe, the legendary Santa Barbara mines of the Chihuahua-Durango region.  The large 
cartouche features two native fi gures.  Included with the map is a full page of text describing the region.  Ref: Pastoureau, FER I [111].  Watermarked paper with 
light toning and a small worm track in the dedication cartouche that has been closed on verso with old paper resulting in minimal image loss.  There are minor 
damp stains mostly confi ned to the lower blank margin.  (B+)    $350-450

360. Gulf of Mexico & Caribbean  (Carte des Isles de l’Amerique et Deplusieurs Pays de Terre Ferme...), Anville, Paris, 1731.  17.3 x 12”.  (BW)  This detailed map 
covers the southern U.S., Central America, the West Indies, and northern South America.  The map is dense with town names, waterways, and mountains.  Florida 
features prominently here, stretching west just past Mobile Bay to Louisiane and north to Caroline, with its southern portion broken into an archipelago.  A decora-
tive title cartouche appears in the top right corner.  Engraved by Delahaye.     Issued folding on watermarked paper with a binding tear at right that just enters the 
neatline that has been closed on verso with archival tape, a line of minor toning down the map’s center, and faint offsetting.  (B+) 

      $200-240

361. Gulf of Mexico & Caribbean  (Mappa Geographica, Complectens I. Indiae Occidentalis Partem Mediam Circum Isthmum Panamensem II. Ipsumq. Isthmum. III. 
Ichnographiam Praecipuorum Locorum & Portuum ad has Terras Pertinentium...), Homann Heirs, Nuremberg, ca. 1740.  19.1 x 22.6”.  (HC)  This informative and 
very graphic folio sheet has a large map of the region, titled “Carte des Isles de l’Amerique et Deplusieurs Pays de Terre Ferme,” attributed to D’Anville (1731).  
It covers the Gulf of Mexico, Central America and all of the Caribbean islands.  It is nicely detailed with a key to show European possessions and a beautifully 
engraved title cartouche.  Above the main map is the large, decorative title cartouche, fl anked by insets of the isthmus of Panama and a plan of St. Augustine in 
Florida.  Below the map is a large view of Mexico City, fl anked by plans of Vera Cruz and San Domingo.  A very handsome sheet, absolutely fi lled with informa-
tion on the West Indies.     Original color on a sturdy, watermarked sheet with light toning confi ned to blank margins.  (A) $750-900

362. Gulf of Mexico & Caribbean  (An Accurate Map of the West Indies. Drawn from the Best Authorities, Assisted by the Most Approved Modern Maps and Charts, 
and Regulated by Astronomical Observations), Bowen, A Complete System of Geography, London, ca. 1747.  16.5 x 13.6”.  (BW)  This handsome map covers 
the southeastern United States, eastern Mexico, Central America, the West Indies, and the northern part of South America.  It is derived from Popple’s important 
map of the region.  The British colonies in North America are confi ned east of the Appalachians with France in control of Louisiana.  Many early forts and Indian 
tribal territories are located.  There are several interesting notations concerning the history of the region, such as a notation concerning the southern boundary of 
the Province of Carolina, “so that Fort St. Augustin as well as Georgia falls within these limits.”  Trade winds and sea routes are marked throughout, including the 
course of the Spanish gold fl eet from Old Spain and the return trip from Cartagena and Vera Cruz.  The title cartouche is adorned with Native Americans and an 
incongruous lion (likely representing the British colonies).  This is the second state.  Ref: Sellers & Van Ee #1682; McCorkle (18th C. Geography Books) #17-38.  
Issued folding, now pressed fl at, with minor soiling and light offsetting concentrated along the centerfold, as well as centerfold separations at top and bottom that 
have been closed on verso with archival materials.  (B+)    $500-650

363. Gulf of Mexico & Caribbean  (A New General Chart of the West Indies from the Latest Marine Journals and Surveys, Regulated and Ascertained by Astronomical 
Observations), Sayer & Bennett, London, 1779.  40.2 x 27.3”.  (HC)  A spectacular, large-scale chart of the Gulf of Mexico, Florida and the Caribbean printed 
on two separate sheets and joined.  The map is extremely detailed, and fi lled with information on coastal features, soundings, shoals and hazards.  It extends to 
Central America and the northern tip of South America.  The colonial possessions are denoted in color: pink for the British, yellow for the Spanish, and green for 
the French.  The title is surrounded with a well-engraved cartouche comprised of items relating to the trade in the region.  An uncommon map.     Issued folding on 
watermarked paper with original color, archival repairs to a few short fold separations, and very light toning along one fold.  There are a few light spots of foxing 
and minor soiling.  Please note that the bluish shadows running vertically along the folds are caused by our scanner, and do not appear on the map itself.  (B+)  
     $1700-2000

364. Gulf of Mexico  (L’Ancien et le Nouveau Mexique, avec la Floride et la Basse Louisiane, Partie Orientale), Bonne, Paris, ca. 1780.  9.3 x 13.7”.  (BW)  This nice 
map covers the Gulf of Mexico and Central America through Panama and includes most of Cuba and the Bahamas.  It provides a good amount of detail along the 
gulf coast, including the Mississippi to above its conjunction with the Ohio.     Watermarked paper with a few minor spots in the image, else very good.  (B+)  
     $100-130

365. Gulf of Mexico, Central America & Caribbean  (Nouvelle Espagne, Nouvelle Mexique, Isles Antilles), Robert de Vaugondy/Delamarche, Nouvel Atlas Portatif, 
Paris, ca. 1785.  12 x 9.5”.  (HC)  This attractive, small map was reissued by Delamarche, who was the successor to the Robert de Vaugondy family of mapmakers.  
It details the southern portion of North America, Central America, the West Indies and the northern tip of South America.  The Azores are represented in an inset 
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at the top right, and below the scales of miles is an additional title: “les Audiences de Guadalahara, de Mexico, et de Guatimala, forment Le Mexique ou Nouvelle 
Espagne.”  Engraved by E. Dussy.  Ref: cf. Pedley #481.  Watermarked paper with some extraneous creases in left blank margin.  (A) 

      $140-170

366. Gulf of Mexico & Caribbean  (A Map of the West-Indies and of the Mexican-Gulph / Carte des Indes Occidentales et du Golfe du Mexique), Lapie/Tardieu, Paris, 
1806.  29.1 x 19”.  (HC)  This extremely rare large-scale map of the Gulf of Mexico shows the European possessions through a color-coded key adjacent to the 
title cartouche.  The regions and islands controlled by the French, Spanish, British, Danish, Dutch, and Swedish are shown, along with the area belonging to the 
United States.  This map was published shortly after the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, and shows the United States in control of Louisiana.  Florida is divided into 
East and West, and extends to the Mississippi River.  There is great topographical detail throughout, and rivers and place names fi ll the map.  Engraved by Tardieu 
and separately issued in Paris by Tardieu and Dezauche.     Printed on heavy, bluish, watermarked paper with very minor offsetting.  (A) 

      $400-600

367. Gulf of Mexico & Caribbean  (Map of Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies), Mitchell, New General Atlas, Philadelphia, 1860.  21 x 13.1”.  (HC)  This 
double-page map of Mexico and the West Indies extends to include the southern states, all of the Caribbean and Bahama Islands, and a portion of northeastern 
South America.  There is excellent detail throughout Mexico and Central America.  The Baja Peninsula is here called Lower California.  Four insets show Cuba, 
Jamaica, Bermuda Islands and a map of the Panama Railroad.     A clean and bright example with two short edge tears that have been closed on verso with archival 
tape - one is confi ned to the top blank margin and the other just enters the map border at left.  (A)    $90-120

368. Caribbean  (Isles Antilles), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  5 x 4”.  (HC)  This miniature map of the Caribbean includes southern 
Florida and the Bahamas, and depicts major towns and key topographical features.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range 
of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, 
Duval XI Fa.  Watermarked paper with wide, original margins and one tiny rust spot in title cartouche.  (B+)  $160-200

369. Caribbean  (Les Isles Antilles, &c entre Lesquelles sont les Lucayes, et les Caribes), Sanson, L’Amerique en Plusieurs Cartes Nouvelles et Exactes…, Paris, [1683].  
12.2 x 8.2”.  (HC)  Attractive map covering the southern tip of Florida and all of the Caribbean islands.  There is good detail, especially on Cuba and Hispaniola, 
which display numerous place names and mountains in profi le.  Engraved by Antoine d’Winter.  Ref: Pastoureau, SANSON II F [7].  Light toning, minor soiling, 
and one small hole in border at top left.  There are a few tiny tears and chips in blank margins, and the left margin has been extended with old paper.  (B+)  
     $350-425

370. Caribbean  (Les Isles de l’Amerique Connues sous le Nom d’Antilles, ou Sont les Isles de Cuba, St. Domingue et Jamaique les Lucayes, les Caribes, et celles du 
Vent), Fer, Atlas Curieux, Paris, 1702.  13.2 x 8.8”.  (HC)  There are a number of interesting historical and geographical notes on this map of the Caribbean.  The 
map extends north to the Bahamas and the tip of southern Florida and encompasses the eastern shore of the Yucatan, parts of Central America, Panama and the 
northwest coast of South America.   Between Florida and Cuba and the Bahamas, a reference to the Gulf Stream notes that is always fl ows north.  Engraved by 
Herman van Loon with a handsome title cartouche and a small central compass rose.  Ref: Pastoureau, FER I [112], fi g. 67.  Watermarked paper with some light 
damp staining confi ned to the lower blank margin.  (B+)    $300-400

371. Caribbean  (The West Indies Exhibiting the English, French, Spanish, Dutch & Danish Settlements), Jefferys, The Natural and Civil History of the French Dominions 
in North and South America, London, [1760].  17.7 x 18.4”.  (HC)  This is an uncommon map of the Caribbean showing the colonial holdings of Britain, France, 
Spain, the Netherlands and Denmark during the Seven Years’ War.  Southern Florida is shown with large, interconnected waterways effectively turning the region 
into an archipelago.  The boundary between Florida and Georgia is labeled Limits Stipulated in 1738.  There is good detail of the rivers, mountains, and coastal 
place names throughout.  This map was published in The Natural and Civil History of the French Dominions in North and South America, Jefferys’ monumental 
geographical and historical work describing Canada, Louisiana and the French possessions in the West Indies.  This map is rarely offered on the market.  Ref: 
Shirley (BL Atlases) G.JEF-1a #9.  A nice impression, issued folding, now pressed with light offsetting and a few fold separations that have been professionally 
repaired.  There is a binding tear at right that enters 1.5” into image that has also been professionally repaired.  (B+)  $450-550

372. Cuba & Jamaica  (Cuba et Iamaica), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.2 x 3.9”.  (HC)  Charming miniature 
map of the islands of Cuba and Jamaica with a strapwork title cartouche.  The map extends to include parts of Nicaragua and Haiti.  Latin text on verso.  Ref: King 
(2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #9610:342; Cueto #18.  A nice impression with attractive color and light toning.  (B+) 

      $350-425

373. Cuba  (Das Eylandt Cuba mit Deroselben Gelegenheit), Merian, Frankfurt, ca. 1660.  15.6 x 7.2”.  (BW)  This scarce engraving of the Dutch and Spanish fl eets in 
Patanca Bay, Cuba illustrates the events in 1628 when the Dutch buccaneer Pieter Hayn captured the Spanish silver fl eet.  Vignette portraits of General Pieter Hayn 
and Admiral Cornelius Long overlook the scene with a map of Cuba inset at lower left.  Ref: cf. Cueto (Cuba) #26.  A nice impression with minor soiling.  Narrow 
margin at binding side.  (B+)    $1200-1400

374. Cuba  (L’Isle de Cuba), Bonne, Raynal’s Atlas de Toutes les Parties Connues du Globe Terrestre, Paris, ca. 1785.  12.6 x 8.5”.  (HC)  Attractive copperplate engraving 
of Cuba and the Bahamas.  It is geographically accurate with some overall scale distortion, most notably in present-day Bay de Buena Vista, Golfo de Batabano, 
and Golfo de Guacanayabo.  In the lower part of the map are the Cayman Islands and in the north are part of the Florida Keys to include the Tortugas.  Interior and 
coastal information includes shoals, towns, missions, hospitals and plantations.  The southern coast is a fragmented collection of islands and shoals.     Watermarked 
paper with light offsetting and soiling.  (B+)    $190-220

375. Cuba  (Carta Esferica que Comprehende desde el Rio Guaurabo Hasta Boca-Grande en la Parte Meridional de la Isla de Cuba), Direccion de Hidrografi a, Atlas 
Maritimo Espanol, 1805.  22.7 x 34.8”.  (BW)  This crisp and detailed Spanish map of the southern coast near present-day Trinidad includes coastal features, 
anchorages, soundings, navigational hazards, currents, coastal islands and settlements.  At top are profi le views of the Trinidad and the Sancti Spiritus mountains 
as viewed from the water.  Drafted by Jose del Rio who began his military service in 1775, traveled to Havana in 1776, and became a commissioned captain in 
1794.  During his land duty he was attached to the Hydrographic Offi ce where he drew various plans of Cuba, Eastern Florida and the mosquito coast of Central 
America. 

 Spanish sea charts are rarely offered on the market, especially from this very rare fi rst edition.  Ref: Cueto #58; Phillips (A) #4155-19.  On watermarked paper with 
some light foxing and staining.  Overall very good condition for a large sea chart.  (B+)    $600-750

376. Cuba  (Cuba Part of Chart E (Special Edition)), U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey, Washington D.C., 1898.  41 x 17”.  (PC)  A large and very detailed U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey chart printed as a special edition to accompany the report of the Major General Commanding giving information on the progress of the war in 
Cuba.  Location and number of Spanish and Cuban troops given by overprinted fl ag and text.  This example includes the Cayman Islands as well as some of the 
lower Bahamas.  The detail is extraordinary, with hundreds of soundings as well as numerous roads and extensive topographical features on the land.     Issued 
folding with very faint color offsetting and a short binding tear that just passes the neatline.  (A)    $150-200

377. Jamaica & Bermuda  (La Jamaique aux Anglois dans le Golfe du Mexique [on sheet with] La Bermude aux Anglois), Le Rouge, Atlas Nouveau Portatif, Paris, 
1746.  10.7 x 8”.  (HC)  These two maps on one sheet show the British Possessions in the Caribbean and the Atlantic Ocean,  Jamaica above Bermuda.  Jamaica is 
engraved to show the plantations, denoting those growing sugar, cotton, cacao, and indigo.  The map of Bermuda includes an interesting cartographic error which 
resulted from copying John Speed’s map of 1627.  In that map, Bermuda was superimposed over a map of the coastline of New England and Virginia to show the 
relative position of Bermuda in addition to the main map of the island.  Le Rouge dropped the coastlines of North America, but left the small depiction of Bermuda, 
which appears on this map as a small offshore island named Bermudos.  Ref: Palmer (MCC-19) #35.  On watermarked paper with two pairs of minute symmetrical 
wormholes on either side of the centerfold.  (A)    $180-210
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378. Hispaniola  (Hispaniola), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  A beautiful miniature map of the 
island also showing the eastern tip of Cuba.  The ribbon style title cartouche incorporates the distance scale and the map is ornamented with a sea battle and two 
sea monsters.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #9630:342.  A fi ne impression with minor show-through of text on 
verso and a damp stain in bottom blank margin.  (A)    $140-170

379. Hispaniola  (Carte de l’Isle de Saint Domingue Dressee en 1722 pour l’Usage du Roy sur les Memoires de Mr. Frezier…), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, 
ca. 1730.  24.1 x 18.6”.  (HC)  This is an important map of Hispaniola and the Turks & Caicos Islands.  When initially published in 1722 by Delisle it was one 
of the fi rst to depict the island’s true contours following Frezier’s important map of the island.  The chart provides excellent detail of the three districts showing 
mountains, roads, towns, ports, plantations, sugar works and navigational hazards.  Decorated with a large title cartouche and compass rose.  Latin title above, 
“Insulae S. Dominicae Tabula Accuratissima.”     Original color with a hint of toning along sheet edges.  (A+)  $350-425

380. Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands  (Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands), Carey & Lea, A Complete Historical, Chronologi-
cal, and Geographical American Atlas, Philadelphia, ca. 1822.  17.2 x 10.3”.  (HC)  The map is on a full folio sheet (20.8 x 16.5”) with English text giving a brief 
description of the islands, chief towns, population, government and history.  Shows good detail along the coastline with little inland information.  Colored to show 
the possessions of the English, Dutch and Spanish.  Engraved by Kneass.  Ref: Phillips (A) #1373a-43.  A strong impression on a sheet with a six-pointed star 
watermark.  There is faint offsetting and toning along the centerfold.  (B+)    $160-200

381. Lesser Antilles  (Carte des Antilles Francoises et des Isles Voisines Dressee sur des Memoires Manuscrits), Chatelain, Atlas Historique, Amsterdam, ca. 1719.  12.9 
x 18.9”.  (HC)  This is Chatelain’s version of Delisle’s map of the Lesser Antilles that includes the interesting cartographic error of an upside-down Grenada.  It 
extends from Guadeloupe to Grenade and includes Barbados.  Numerous place names are shown, as are the locations of forts, churches, rivers, towns and villages.  
French text describes the European discovery and history of the islands.     A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with light offsetting, minor toning, and a few 
tiny spots of foxing.  (B+)    $325-400

382. Curacao  (Nieuwe Afteekening van het Eyland Curacao...), Keulen, Amsterdam, ca. 1728.  23.3 x 20.6”.  (HC)  This scarce map is one of the earliest detailed maps 
of Curacao.  Based on Arent Roggeveen’s map of the island fi rst published in 1675, Van Keulen closely copied a vignette featuring Fort Amsterdam as well as 
an inset map with a bird’s-eye plan of Fort Amsterdam and the Santa Anna Bay.  With north oriented to the top left, Van Keulen updated Roggeveen’s map with 
numerous details along the coastline and the interior of the island.  Navigational notes surround Curacao, with additional notations regarding the locations of salt 
pans, plantations, and landings by the French.  Above the map Van Keulen has also included six land approach views of Curacao.

 The island of Curacao was the historical nexus of the Netherlands Antilles.  With its large and protected natural port, the island was the major center for commerce 
of the Dutch West India Company.  Although fi rst inhabited by the Spanish around 1500, they soon abandoned the island due to its lack of gold and fresh water.  
In 1634 the Dutch claimed Curacao and began building settlements and plantations.  During much of the 17th and 18th centuries, Curacao was the center for the 
Dutch slave trade in the West Indies.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) M.KEU-3b #83.  A nice impression with minor soiling and light toning along centerfold.  (B+)  
     $8000-9000

383. St. Kitts & Barbados  (Isle St. Christophle une des Antilles aux Anglois [on sheet with] La Barbade une des Antilles aux Anglois Divisee par Paroisses), Le Rouge, 
Paris, ca. 1748.  8.1 x 10.9”.  (HC)  Small map of the islands of St. Kitts and Barbados on one sheet, with parish divisions shown on Barbados and rocks noted 
around the islands by a small ‘x’.  The cities, churches, and other sites of interest are located by means of a key at the lower left.  Ref: Tooley (MCC-81) #26.  On 
watermarked paper with one small rust spot and faint soiling confi ned to the blank margins.  (A)    $120-150

384. St. Kitts  (Carte de de l’Isle St. Christophe pour Servir a l’Histoire Genle. des Voyages), Bellin, L’Histoire Generale des Voyages, Paris, ca. 1757.  12.2 x 7.8”.  
(HC)  This lovely map of St. Kitts is fully engraved with mountains, rivers, lakes, and towns.  The island has twelve quarters and parishes, which are sometimes 
indicated by hand coloring, but not on this example.  In the center of the island a note on the mountain Mont Misery locates Mines de Souffre.  Grande Saline, 
Ville de la Basse Terre, forts, churches, and more are identifi ed.   Decorated with baroque-style title and scale of miles cartouches and a fl eur-de-lys.  Ref: Tooley 
(MCC-81) St. Christopher #34.  There is minor foxing and toning confi ned to the blank margins.  (A)   $110-150

385. St. Kitts  (An Accurate Map of the Island of St. Christophers, from an Actual Survey Shewing the Parishes, Churches, and Rivers...), Bew, Political Magazine, 
London, 1782.  14.5 x 10.9”.  (HC)  Handsome map of this Leeward island with detail of cities, towns, forts, plantations, and parishes.  The surroundings waters are 
fi lled with depth soundings, shoals, and rocks.  Engraved by John Lodge.  Ref: Tooley (MCC-81) St. Christopher #52.  Issued folding, now pressed on watermarked 
paper with minor soiling and offsetting and a narrow left margin.  (B+)    $230-275

386. St. Kitts, St. Lucia & Nevis  (West India Islands - St. Christophers [on sheet with] St. Lucia [and] Nevis), Thomson, New General Atlas, Edinburgh, ca. 1816.  23.8 
x 20”.  (HC)  A large sheet with maps of these three Caribbean islands, each with fi ne detail of the topography and colonial settlements.  These islands were all 
important parts of the British West Indies.     Issued on watermarked paper with light toning and soiling.  There are centerfold separations that enter 1.5” at bottom 
and 1” at top that have been closed on verso with archival tape.  (B)    $200-230

387. Grenada  ([Lot of 2] Carta dell’ Isola Grenada [and] Plan of the Town & Fort of Grenada), Paris, ca. 1762-81.

 A. Carta dell’ Isola Grenada, by Jacques Nicolas Bellin, from Teatro Della Guerra Marittima, circa 1781, hand color (6.2 x 8.3”).  Very well described chart of the 
island showing administrative subdivisions, villages, churches, watershed, and some relief.  Many features are named along the coastline.  This is the third Italian 
edition appearing in Teatro Della Guerra Marittima.  Ref: Tooley (MCC-62) Grenada #21; cf. Sellers & Van Ee #2098.  Condition: Issued folding with faint offset-
ting and a binding trim at left that has been replaced using old paper.

 B. Plan of the Town & Fort of Grenada, by Caylus, from London Magazine, published 1762, black and white (6.9 x 9.8”).  Fine plan of the harbor and town of St. 
George’s.  Details include soundings, anchorages, and shoals in the harbor, and the barracks, parade ground, church, and guardroom in the fort.  The map is fully 
engraved with vegetation and shows the location of an Ancient Town abandon’d.  Includes an inset map of the island.  From the December 1762 issue.  Ref: Jolly 
#LOND-219; Sellers & Van Ee #2103.  Condition: A dark impression with some minor offsetting from an opposing page of text.  (B+) 

      $140-180

388. Antigua  (Carte de l’Isle d’Antigue Situee par la Latitude 17 Degres et par la Longitude de 64 Degres a l’Occident de Paris), Bellin, Petit Atlas Maritime, Paris, 
[1764].  5 x 8”.  (HC)  This fi ne small map of Antigua provides information on the roads, topography, parishes, towns, soundings and anchorages.  Adorned by a 
decorative title cartouche, rhumb lines and fl eur-de-lis.  Ref: Tooley (MCC-55) #32.  Very wide margins.  (A)  $180-210

389. Antigua  (A New and Exact Map of the Island of Antigua in America, According to an Actual and Accurate Survey, with the Different Parishes, the Churches, Divi-
sions, Boundaries; and a Plan of English Harbour), Bew, Political Magazine, London, 1782.  14.5 x 11”.  (HC)  This attractive small map of Antigua was reduced 
from Robert Baker’s large survey of the island.  The divisions and parishes are noted and there is a considerable amount of interior detail provided including the 
locations of churches.  The coastal soundings and hazards are meticulously identifi ed, with excellent notes of submerged rocks and other hidden dangers.  A plan 
of English Harbour is included in an inset map.  Ref: Jolly #POL-44.  Issued folding, now pressed, on watermarked paper with a hint of offsetting and light tissue 
reinforcing the folds on verso.  (A)    $300-400

390. St. Vincent  (Plan du Port et du Carenage de Cariacoua Situe dans la Partie du Sud de l’Isle de St. Vincent), Bellin, Le Petit Atlas, Paris, ca. 1764.  8.6 x 6.7”.  (HC)  
This attractive bird’s-eye plan shows the town of Calliaqua (Cariacoua) at the southern end of St. Vincent.  Two “proposed forts” are depicted, as well as soundings, 
shoals, and a location suitable for anchoring both small and large vessels.  The tiny island just south of Young Island, here called Le Grand Islet, later became the 
location for Fort Duvernette.     A nice impression on watermarked paper with very wide margins, minor offsetting, and one crease along edge of sheet at bottom.  
(A)    $160-190
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391. South America  (America Meridionalis), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.2 x 3.8”.  (BW)  This handsome 
miniature map of South America still depicts numerous geographical myths.  A massive Terra Australis is separated from the continent by the Strait of Magellan, 
with no mention of Tierra del Fuego.  Within the continent, two mythical lakes appear: Eupana Lacus, which connects the Amazon River to the Parana River; and 
Parime Lacus (here not named), with the fabled golden city of Manoa on its northern shore.  Handsomely embellished with two sailing ships, a sea monster, and a 
strapwork title cartouche.  The majority of the maps for Bertius’ geographical treatise were engraved by Jodocus Hondius Jr. after Mercator, although there is no 
attribution on this map.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Koeman (Vol. III) #9800:342.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with two 
small stains in blank margins, not affecting map.  (A)    $160-190

392. South America  (Descripcion de las Yndias de Mediodia), Herrera y Tordesillas, Descripcion de las Indias Occidentalis, Madrid, ca. 1622.  11.5 x 8.6”.  (BW)  
Antonio de Herrera Y Tordesillas was the offi cial historian of Spain and the Indies.  He compiled a history of the Spanish conquests and early explorations in the 
Americas, which included this simply engraved map of the continent.  This rare map is largely derived from the manuscript charts of Juan Lopez de Velasco.  The 
continent is dominated by the huge R. de los Amazona and R. de la Plato and the western mountain range.  The Papal Line of Demarcation (Meridiano de la de 
Marcacion), which divided the non-Christian world between Spain and Portugal, divides the continent between Portugal’s tiny Brazil with the rest (Peru) belonging 
to Spain.  Ref: cf. Burden #196.  Watermarked paper with wide, original margins, light toning, and a few small spots of foxing.  (B+) 

      $500-650

393. South America  ([Lot of 2] Amerique Meridionale [and] Amerique Meridionale), Paris, ca. 1662-85.  (HC)  

 A. Amerique Meridionale, by Nicolas Sanson & Pierre Mariette, from L’Amerique en Plusieurs Cartes..., circa 1662 (10.9 x 7.8”).  Delicately engraved map of 
South America with a charming cartouche and a simple compass rose.  It presents very good information in the interior, focusing particularly on the systems of the 
La Plata and Amazon rivers.  A remnant of the mythical Lac de Parime with the fabled Manoa o el Dorado (City of Gold) is still shown straddling the equator in 
Guyana.  Another mythical lake, Lac de Eupana ou de los Xarayes, is depicted in Paraguay.  Engraved by A. Peyrounin.  Ref: Pastoureau, Sanson II C.  Condition: 
Light offsetting.

 B. Amerique Meridionale, by Alain Manesson Mallet, from Beschreibung des Ganzen Welt-Kreisses..., published 1685 (3.8 x 5.7”).  A fi nely engraved miniature 
map of the whole of South America showing the principal colonies and kingdoms.  It is embellished with vignettes of Indians on land, sailing ships in the surround-
ing seas, and an ornate title cartouche.  The mythical equatorial lake Parime is shown, as well as the equally spurious Xarayes Lac, depicted as the headwaters of 
the La Plata.  From a German edition of Mallet’s Description de l’Univers…, published by Johann David Zunner, with a German title at top.  Ref: Pastoureau, 
Manesson-Mallet I B.  Condition: A few spots of foxing, primarily confi ned to blank margins.  (B+)   $300-400

394. South America  ([Lot of 2] La Terre Ferme et le Perou avec le Pays des Amazones et le Bresil dans l’Amerique Meridionale [and] Le Chili et les Provinces qui 
Composent Celle de Rio de la Plata avec les Terres Magellanique), Fer, L’Atlas Curieux ou le Monde, Paris, 1705.  13.5 x 9.1”.  (HC)  This pair of maps combine 
to create a map of the continent, although each map stands on its own with full borders and a drape-style cartouche.  Both maps were fi nely engraved by Charles 
Inselin.  Size varies slightly.

 The northern map gives great detail of the Amazon River and its tributaries.  Possible connections between the Paraguay River and the Amazon or Sao Francisco 
Rivers are depicted.  Numerous towns are identifi ed, primarily along the coasts, with several notations throughout the map.  On the southern map, detail is again 
mostly confi ned along the coastlines, but there are some inland features including rivers, lakes, marshes and the locations of missions.  The Andes are noted as 
a vast volcanic cordillera.  A table of longitudes and latitudes of key cities and the publisher’s imprint are presented on a large chest, which is also supporting a 
globe, compass and armillary sphere.  Ref: Pastoureau, FER I [113-114].  Nice impressions on watermarked paper with one small, professionally repaired hole in 
the Atlantic Ocean on the southern map and light printer’s ink residue.  (A)    $300-400

395. South America  (L’Amerique Meridionale Dressee sur les Observations de Mrs. de l’Academie Royale des Sciences & Quelques Autres...), Delisle/Covens & 
Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  22.9 x 18.1”.  (HC)  This large copper engraved map shows the continent with good detail and has interesting notations concerning 
the explorations of the interior.  The tracks of several voyages are shown in the Pacifi c.  The mythical Lac des Xarayes appears in the center of the continent.  The 
large decorative title cartouche is fl anked by natives.  The map is based on the work of Guillaume Delisle, who is credited in the title cartouche.     Original color 
with a couple of insignifi cant spots.  There are some shadows that appear in the image that are caused by our scanner, and do not appear on the map itself.  (A)  
     $400-500

396. South America  (Carta Geografi ca della America Meridionale), Albrizzi, Atlante Novissimo…, Venice, ca. 1740.  16.9 x 13”.  (HC)  Beautifully engraved, Italian 
edition of Delisle’s map of South America, extending from Nicaragua to Tierra del Fuego.  Place names in South America are focused primarily along the coasts 
and along the Amazon and Parana Rivers.  Two mythical lakes still appear: Lago Cassipa Dorada (a smaller version of the more-commonly known Lac de Parime) 
with the fabled city of Manoa to the southeast, and Lago des Xarayes in the center of the continent.  Central Brazil is left blank except for a note explaining that the 
Brazilians claim that the S. Francesco and Real Rivers run for a long time together and connect with the Rio della Plata (Parana River).  The south Pacifi c is also 
depicted with the routes of various explorers shown, including Magellan, le Maire, Olivier van Noort, and Mendana, with a portion of the Salomon Islands depicted.  
The large pictorial title cartouche features a mounted female surveying galleons in the distance and a hunter attempting to spear an alligator.  Ref: Mickwitz & 
Miekkavaara #64-43.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with attractive color and two minute worm holes only visible when held to light.  There are minor 
creases adjacent to centerfold at top of map and in top blank margin.  (A)    $325-400

397. Northern South America  (Tabula Americae Specialis Geographica Regni Peru, Brasiliae, Terrae Firmae, & Reg: Amazonum...), Homann Heirs, Nuremberg, ca. 
1740.  22.2 x 18.9”.  (HC)  This large map covers the northern half of South America centered on the Valley of the Amazon.  It delineates the river and its tributaries 
in particularly fi ne detail and is fi lled with annotations and place names.  The title is enclosed in a very large allegorical cartouche with soldiers, a personifi ed sun 
burst, and a pot of coins.     Watermarked paper with minor printer’s ink residue and a few soft creases.  (B+)  $325-400

398. Ecuador & Northern Peru  (Carta Particolare del’ Peru che Comincia con il Capo di Guanapo e Finisce con il’ C. S. Francesco), Dudley, Arcano Del Mare, Florence, 
[1661].  28.8 x 18.3”.  (BW)  An elegant sea chart of the coastline of Ecuador and northern Peru, extending just south of Trujillo.  Numerous place names are shown 
along the coast, as well as anchorages, soundings, and shoals.  The equator is featured prominently towards the top of the chart, and Quito is depicted inland.  The 
chart is embellished with Dudley’s trademark calligraphic style, a strapwork title cartouche, a large compass rose, and a sailing ship.  This is the second edition 
with Lo. 6. added to the title cartouche.  Printed on two sheets, joined as issued.

 Robert Dudley was the fi rst Englishman to produce a sea atlas, Dell Arcano del Mare (Secrets of the Sea).  A skilled mathematician and navigator, Dudley was 
exiled from England and settled in Florence where his atlas was published.  He introduced a totally new style for sea charts in the atlas with only lines of latitude 
and longitude and no rhumb lines.  The charts were meticulously compiled from original sources and were both scientifi c and accurate for the time.  This important 
atlas was the fi rst sea atlas of the whole world; the fi rst to use Mercator’s projection throughout; the earliest to show the prevailing winds, currents and magnetic 
deviation; and the fi rst to expound the advantages of Great Circle Sailing.  In an introductory leaf found in one copy in the British Library, the engraver states that 
he worked on the plates in seclusion for twelve years in an obscure Tuscan village, using no less than 5,000 pounds of copper for the printing plates.  It was only 
issued in two editions and the maps are rarely seen on the market.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) M.DUD-1b.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with very good 
margins.  There is light soiling, primarily along the joint, and some small cracks along the joint that have been archivally repaired.  A small hole near the coastline 
at bottom has been professionally repaired, and there is an extraneous horizontal crease.  (B)    $700-850

399. Venezuela  (Venezuela, cum Parte Australi Novae Andalusiae), Hondius, Amsterdam, ca. 1636.  19.2 x 14.9”.  (HC)  Beautifully engraved map based on the car-
tography of Hessel Gerritsz covering the northern coast of South America, Venezuela, east to the mouth of the Orinoco, and including the offshore islands from 
Aruba through Dominica and Tobago.  The fi ne engraving illustrates the mountains, forests, rivers and indigenous animals but shows place names primarily along 
the coastlines owing to the relatively few explorations made into the interior.  The map is richly embellished with title and distance scale cartouches, compass roses 
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and a galleon.  Engraved by Evert Symonsz Hamersveldt and S. Rogeri.  German text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #9830:1.1.  Nice impression and color 
with wide original margins, minor printer’s ink residue in the image, and just a few small areas of paper weakness at far left and right.  (B+) 

      $400-500

400. Venezuela  (La Province de Venezuela, ou Nouvelle Venise, avec la Partie Meridionale de la Nouvelle Andalousie, en Amerique...), Aa, Leiden, ca. 1729.  13.9 x 
11.3”.  (HC)  This very uncommon map of Venezuela is based on the work of the important Dutch cartographer, Hessel Gerritsz, as were most maps of the region 
during this period.  The map concentrates the detail along the coastlines with the interior graphically engraved to show mountains, forests and rivers.  The superb 
title cartouche is fl anked by two Dutch traders with natives, Neptune and merfolk providing an interesting illustration fi lling most of the Caribbean Sea.     Water-
marked paper with wide, original margins, a printer’s crease adjacent to centerfold, and light damp stains confi ned to blank margins.  (A) 

      $450-550

401. Guyana, Suriname, French Guiana  (Guaiana Sive Provinciae Intra Rio de las Amazonas Atque Rio de Yuiapari Sive Orinoque), Gerritsz/De Laet, Leiden, ca. 
1630.  14.1 x 11.1”.  (HC)  Hessel Gerritsz was apprenticed to Blaeu as an engraver before starting his own business.  He then was appointed Cartographer to the 
Dutch East India Company and subsequently held the same position in a newly formed West India Company.  Although Gerritsz actually traveled to the area dur-
ing his voyage to South America and the West Indies undertaken in 1628, this map obviously lacks fi rst-hand knowledge, except along the coastline.  The interior 
is dominated by the huge lake (Parime Lacus) with the legendary city of El Dorado (Manoa, o el Dorado) on its shores.  The map is beautifully engraved with 
decorative title and distance scale cartouches and a large compass rose.     Watermarked paper with light toning and a 2” tear just northwest of Parime Lacus that 
has been professionally repaired.  (B)    $300-400

402. Guyana, Suriname, French Guiana  (Guiana sive Amazonum Regio), Blaeu, Toonneel des Aerdrycks, Amsterdam, ca. 1642.  19.4 x 14.7”.  (HC)  Blaeu’s beautiful 
map of Guiana covers the coastline from the Isla Margarita in the northwest to the coast of northern Brazil near Sao Luis east of the Amazon delta.  At center lies 
a large inland sea, Parime Lacus; on its northwestern shore is the fabled city Manoa del Dorado, or the golden city of the Incas.  The search for this city led many 
explorers, including Sir Walter Raleigh, on wild adventures through the jungles.  The map is beautifully decorated with three cartouches, ships engaged in a sea 
battle, a sea monster, and a fi ne compass rose.  Dutch text on verso, published between 1642-64.

 This is a fascinating and rare example, in which the publisher accidentally printed Blaeu’s map of Guinea on the sheet.  After realizing the mistake, he printed the 
correct map of Guiana on a separate sheet, and then carefully pasted it over the map of Guinea.  When holding this map up to the light, the underlying map can 
clearly be seen hiding behind the pastedown.  This unique piece gives insight into the complexity of the printing process and the high cost of reprinting sheets.  One 
can image that perhaps the copper plates were organized alphabetically by title!  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #9840:2.2.  A nice impression and original color on 
a sound sheet with wide margins.  There is minor show-through of the Guinea map.  The bottom corner of the pastedown, extending just a bit into the map border, 
was torn off and reattached, most likely during the printing process.  (A)    $400-500

403. Guyana, Suriname, French Guiana  (A Chart of the Coast of Guayana, from the Entrance of the River Orinoco, (in the Lat. 8.30.’ N. Long. 61. W. from London) 
to the Entrance of the River Amazones), Mount & Page, The English Pilot, London, ca. 1758.  24.6 x 18.4”.  (BW)  This chart depicts the coastline between the 
Orinoco and Amazon Rivers, naming forts, rivers, capes, and other key locations in between.  Two large insets show detailed views of the mouth of the Orinoco 
River and the area surrounding the Suriname River, each with numerous depth soundings and shoals depicted to aid in navigation.  The map is attributed to Robert 
Waddington.  Ref: Sellers & Van Ee #2145.  Issued folding with a few small spots of foxing and trimmed to neatline at top.  There is a short fold separation and 
two tiny adjacent holes at top that have been archivally repaired.  (B)    $240-300

404. French Guiana  (Carte de l’Isle de Caienne et des Rivieres Voisines...), Anville, Paris, 1729.  16.9 x 12.8”.  (HC)  Attractive chart of the coast of French Guyana 
locating the important fortifi cations and natural harbor of Cayenne.  There is excellent detail of rivers, towns, political boundaries, and mountains throughout the 
area, and soundings are marked in the Atlantic Ocean.  Numerous notes are included regarding the terrain and availability of resources, and below the map is a 
brief history of Cayenne.  At bottom right is a an inset with a bird’s-eye plan of Fort St. Michael in Cayenne.     A fi ne impression with light toning.  Issued folding 
with faint offsetting and a few tiny holes at fold intersections.  (B+)    $200-230

405. French Guiana and Northeastern Brazil  (Carte de la Guyane Francoise ou France Equinoxiale Grand, Beau et Tres Fertile Pays de l’Amerique Meridionale, Situee, 
Entre la  Riviere de Marauny, et le Cap Nord...), Paris, 1763.  18.1 x 14.6”.  (HC)  This scarce and handsome map depicts the coastline between the Maroni River 
along the western border of French Guiana to the Araguari River, just north of the Amazon River.  There is good detail of the rivers, mountains, and settlements in 
the region.  There are several notations regarding the quality of the land and the location of Native Indians, including one that explains that “this land is very good 
and is inhabited by the Maures, with whom we are at war.”  At right are large insets of St. Lucia, incorrectly oriented with the northern end of the island pointing 
west, and a bird’s-eye plan of the city of Cayenne with numerous locations identifi ed by a lettered key.  An extensive description of the region accompanies the 
map.  Below the main title is the imprint of Mr. Beteow, who is not listed in Tooley’s Dictionary of Mapmakers.     Watermarked paper with light toning along 
centerfold, minor soiling, and a few minute worm holes only visible when held to light.  (B+)    $400-500

406. Brazil  (Brasil Nuova Tavola), Ruscelli, La Geografi a di Claudio Tolomeo Allessadrino…, Venice, [1574].  10 x 7”.  (HC)  This is one of the earliest maps of Brazil 
that is available to collectors.  Though most of the maps in Ruscelli’s edition of Ptolemy are enlarged re-engravings of those found in the Gastaldi edition of 1548, 
there are four important, original maps including this one of Brazil.  The map is oriented with north to the right.  There are some coastal place names, but very little 
interior detail other than scattered rivers, mountains, forests and a large volcano.   The interior is labeled Terra non Descoperta and there is a notation referring to 
cannibals (Gli indi natij di questi paesi mangiano carne humana).  In later editions this notation is replaced with an illustration of cannibalism.  This is the second 
state with the platemark confi ned within the page.  Italian text on verso.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #220 [62].  Watermarked paper with some printer’s ink 
residue, light toning along centerfold, minor offsetting, and some small worm tracks along centerfold that have been archivally repaired.  (B) 

      $300-375

407. Brazil, Native American  (Ornatus Foeminae in India ex Pulcherrimis Plumis Concinnatus / Ein Indianische Fraw in irer Klaidung), Habitus Praecipuorum Populo-
rum, ca. 1577.  6.8 x 11”.  (HC)  This woodcut engraving shows a Tupi woman in traditional dress.  Below the engraving is descriptive verse in German explaining 
how Indian women make their own clothes from beautiful feathers.  The item in the woman’s hand is called a Tammaraca, a hollow gourd which is fi lled with small 
stones and was rattled to invoke the gods.  The engraving was published in Hans Weigel’s Habitus Praecipuorum Populorum, tam Virorum Quam Foeminarum 
Singulari Arte Depicti. Trachtenbuch: Darin Fast Allerley und der Furnembsten Nationen die Heutigs Tags Bekandt Sein, published in 1577.  Weigel’s encyclopedia 
of costumes included over 200 plates depicting people and costumes from around the world, with plates by Jost Amman.     A nice impression on heavy paper with 
light toning and soiling.  Trimmed at right, apparently as issued.  (B+)    $200-250

408. Brazil  (Accuratissima Brasiliae Tabula), Hondius/Jansson, Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, ca. 1652.  19.3 x 14.9”.  (HC)  Magnifi cent depiction of Brazil with north 
oriented to the right by a handsome compass rose.  The map is inset with two regions of Dutch interest in the area; Baja de Todos los Sanctos and Pernambuco.  
The interior is bereft of geographical information except for largely imaginary rivers and forests.  Instead the region is fi lled with dramatic scenes of the indigenous 
people, including warfare and cannibalism, and some curious wildlife.  The hereditary captaincies established by the Portuguese are noted along the coastline.  
The decorative title cartouche is fl anked by a native family and the seas are adorned with sailing ships, a sea monster and a compass rose.  French text on verso, 
published between 1652-58.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #9850:1.2.  Attractive old color with light toning, minor printer’s ink residue, a few spots of foxing, and 
several professionally repaired centerfold separations.  (B+)    $800-950

409. Brazil  (Bresil), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.8 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This miniature map of Brazil depicts major towns and key 
topographical features, with details mostly confi ned to the coastline.  Two large spurious lakes are shown in the interior: L. Parime and Lac Eupana ou de Xarayes.  
Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with 
many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  Attractive color on watermarked paper with light toning along the 
centerfold.  (B+)    $110-140
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410. Central South America  (Delineatio Orarum Peru Cujus Metropolis Lima in qua Vicarius Regis Archiepiscopusque Habitant haec Civita ex Varys Nationibus 
Populosa est las Salinas...), Anon., ca. 1710.  6.6 x 5.4”.  (BW)  Oliver van Noort was an explorer and the fi rst Dutchman to circumnavigate the world.  In 1598, he 
set out with four ships with the intent to attack Spanish possessions in the Pacifi c, conduct trade with China and the Spice Islands, and circumnavigate the globe.  
Van Noort completed the voyage, losing three ships and over 200 men along the way, and chronicled his travels in Description du Penible Voyage Faict entour de 
l’Univers ou Globe Terrestre, fi rst published in 1602.  The book featured maps of central and southern South America, which depict some of the earliest and most 
detailed maps of the western coastline of the continent.  Van Noort’s account was republished in 1703 by Constantin Renneville in Recueil des voyages qui ont 
servi a l’etablissement et aux progres de la Compagnie des Indes Orientales with re-engraved maps.

 This map was copied from Renneville’s map, and shows the western coastline from the Gulf of Guayaquil in Ecuador to Copiapo, Chile, with numerous place 
names.  The eastern coastline extends from north of Cabo de Santo Agostinho and Recife to the Ilha de Sao Sebastiao, just east of Sao Paulo.  Van Noort’s track 
is shown in the Atlantic, with landfall near Rio de Janeiro, as well as in the Pacifi c, extending the length of the coast.  The size of the Parana River is quite exag-
gerated, dotted with small islands.  A fascinating map detailing this early Dutch exploration, with all examples of this map being extremely rare.     Issued folding 
with light offsetting and a chip at bottom right, not affecting map.  (B+)    $800-1000

411. Paraguay & Uruguay  (La Plata), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.8 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This miniature map of Paraguai (Uruguay) is 
centered on the Rio de la Plata and depicts major towns and key topographical features.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a 
wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; 
Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A fi ne impression with attractive color on watermarked paper and light toning along the centerfold.  (B+) 

      $110-140

412. Paraguay & Uruguay  (Carte du Paraguay et des Pays Voisins pour Servir a l’Histoire des Etablissemens Europeens), Bellin, Raynal’s Atlas Portatif…, Paris, 1771.  
12.2 x 8.2”.  (HC)  Detailed chart covering the region of northern Argentina with Paraguay, Uruguay, southern Brazil and part of Bolivia and Chile.  The mythical 
Lac des Xareyes is shown as the source of the La Plata River at the top of the map, and Buenos Aires is shown at the bottom.  Engraved by A. v. Krevelt.     Fine 
impression with original color and light toning along sheet edges.  (A)    $80-95

413. Peru  (Peru), Bertius/Claesz, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum, Amsterdam, [1606].  4.9 x 3.5”.  (BW)  An interesting miniature map of Peru oriented with 
north at right, and extending into Ecuador, Bolivia and Chile.  Major cities and villages are noted, including Quito, Lima, Cusco and La Paz.  A simple strapwork 
cartouche and moire-patterned sea adorn the map.  Latin text on verso.  This map was originally published in Cornelis Claesz’ Map-Treasury, with maps engraved 
by Jodocus Hondius and Pieter van den Keere.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #9820:341; King (2nd Edition) pp. 80-82.  There is some printer’s ink residue at bot-
tom of map and two small worm holes in right blank margin, not affecting image.  (A)    $80-100

414. Peru  (Peru), Hondius/Blaeu, Amsterdam, ca. 1635.  19.4 x 14.9”.  (HC)  Beautifully engraved map based on the cartography of Hessel Gerritsz.  The map covers 
the Pacifi c coast of South America from Ecuador as far south as the Atacama Desert in the northern reaches of Chile.  It includes the Potosi silver mines, Titicaca, 
Cusco, Quito and numerous other towns and villages.  The dramatic strapwork cartouche incorporates both the title and the distance scales.  A large compass rose 
orients the map with north to the left.  It is further decorated with four Spanish galleons and three sea monsters.  This is one of the plates that Blaeu acquired from 
the widow of Jodocus Hondius in 1629.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #9820:2.2.  Nice impression and color on watermarked paper with a 
faint extraneous crease adjacent to the centerfold and two small worm tracks near center of map that have been professionally repaired.  (B+) 

      $275-350

415. Callao, Peru  ([Lot of 2] Callao [and] Vertoning van ‘t Callao de Lima), Paris, ca. 1645-84.  (BW)  In 1614 the Dutch West India Company dispatched a fl eet of 
ships under the command of Joris van Spilbergen to promote Dutch trade in South America and the East Indies.  Over the next decade, numerous battles ensued 
between the Dutch and the Spanish, who maintained control over the important port city of Callao.  These engravings depicts two of those battles.

 A. Callao, by Alain Manesson Mallet, from Beschreibung des Ganzen Welt-Kreisses…, circa 1684 (4.1 x 5.5”).  This engraving depicts a fl eet of galleons in the 
harbor engaged in battle with an army of infantry on land.  The city of Callao is depicted in the background.  Condition: Watermarked paper with light soiling.

 B. Vertoning van ‘t Callao de Lima, by Jacques l’Hermite, from Iovrnael van de Nassausche Vloot, circa 1645 (8.0 x 6.1”).  On May 12, 1624 Dutch Admiral 
Jacques L’Hermite attacked Callao and succeeded in burning 30 Spanish ships.  This engraving was published in L’Hermite’s account of his voyage around the 
world from 1623-26.  This bird’s-eye view shows the port of Callao with Spanish and Dutch ships in the bay, engaged in battle.  Each of the Dutch ships are labeled 
on the map, including the Hollandia, the Delft, the Amsterdam, and the Eendracht.  A compass rose orients north to the bottom left.  Condition: There is one small 
hole in an unengraved area of the image.  There is some paper weakness in top blank margin, with one small tear that has been archivally repaired..  (B)  
     $100-130

416. Lima, Peru  (Lima, Ciudad de los Reyes, Corte, y Emporio del Imperio Peruano…), La Estrella de Lima Convertida en Sol, [1688].  20.4 x 14.5”.  (BW)  After 
Mexico City, Lima was the second-most important city in the Hispanic New World.  Spaniards fi rst began to settle in Lima at the end of 1534, and Francisco Pizarro 
offi cially named the native village “Lima, la Ciudad de los Reyes” on January 18, 1535.  In 1543 the Spanish crown declared Lima the capital of the Viceroyalty 
of Peru, and the following year it was designated as an audiencia (high court), both of which helped to populate and grow the city with merchants, offi cials, law-
yers, and other high-society Spaniards.  As Lima and its port at Callao became a standard stopping-point for trade along the Pacifi c coast, they were vulnerable to 
numerous attacks by pirates and English and Dutch navigators, including Francis Drake and Joris van Spilbergen.  As a result, the Viceroy of Peru, Don Melchor 
de Navarra y Rocafull, built walls and around Lima in 1687.  Shortly thereafter the city suffered a devastating earthquake, killing hundreds and leveling much of 
the city and new walls.

 In conjunction with the building of the walls, Juan Ramon Koninick, a Flemish Jesuit, was appointed to draw an offi cial plan of the city.  He completed his manu-
script map in 1685, which depicted the city’s symmetrical streets, numerous churches, and various districts.  Koninick’s plan was used as the source for the fi rst 
printed plan of Lima, published in Francisco de Echave y Assu’s “La Estrella de Lima Convertida en Sol” in Antwerp in 1688.  Echave’s work was created to 
record the festivities regarding the beatifi cation of Saint Toribio Alfonso de Mogrovejo, the second Archbishop of Lima, by Pope Innocent XI in 1679.  The work 
also included a thorough description of Lima and an ecclesiastical history of the diocese.

 Echave’s plan exaggerated the regularity of the city’s blocks and the size of the churches, the latter of which was meant to demonstrate the piety of Lima’s citizens.  
Surrounding the plan are further religious symbols, including portraits of Saints from Lima: Mogrovejo, Rose, and Francis Solanus.  Echave wanted Lima to be 
seen as a “western paradise,” and therefore incorporated exotic animals into the plan, such as a camel, a lion, an armadillo, a toucan, and a puma.  The plan also 
includes a key to 61 locations and the town’s coat of arms held aloft by putti.  Engraved by Joseph Mulder.  As Echave’s plan was the fi rst printed plan of Lima, it 
became the foundation map for the city and was copied by numerous others throughout Europe.     A dark impression, issued folding and now pressed with a few 
short fold separations that have been professionally repaired.  There is light toning and offsetting, and the map has been remargined at right and left to accommodate 
framing, with a small amount of neatline replaced in facsimile.  (B+)    $6000-8000

417. Lima & Callao, Peru  ([Lot of 2] Plan of the City of Lima Capital of Peru [and] Plan de la Ville du Callao Scituee ala Cote du Perou par 12 7 de Latitude Australe), 
London, ca. 1713-70.  (HC)  

 A. Plan of the City of Lima Capital of Peru, by Thomas Jefferys, circa 1770 (6.7 x 5.6”).  A lovely bird’s-eye plan of the city of Lima with a numbered key at left 
identifying numerous locations on the map including churches, hospitals, monasteries, palaces, the university, a copper mill, and the cathedral.  Condition:  Issued 
folding, with a hint of offsetting from an opposing text page. 
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 B. Plan de la Ville du Callao Scituee ala Cote du Perou par 12 7 de Latitude Australe, by Frezier, dated 1713 (11.4 x 6.9”).  This bird’s-eye plan of Callao includes 
a lettered key identifying various churches and a numbered key naming the bastions fortifying the city.  Below the plan is a land approach view of the port city.  
The cartouche is surrounded by fl ags, cannons, shields, and other weaponry.  A compass rose orients north to the bottom left.  Condition: Watermarked paper with 
attractive color.  (A)    $80-110

418. Western South America, Peru  ([Lot of 3] Viceroyalty of Peru [and] Charte der Provinz oder Audiencia von Lima oder des Alten Konigreichs Peru [and] Perou 
et Bolivie), London, 1806-41.   .  (HC)  This lot of 3 maps illustrates the fascinating political changes that took place in Peru during the fi rst half of the 19th cen-
tury.

 A. Viceroyalty of Peru, by Cadell & Davies, dated 1806, hand color (8.1 x 9.9”).  This topographical map depicts Peru extending from Tumbes in the north to past 
Iquique in the south, well into present-day Chile.  Lake Titicaca falls entirely outside of Peru, in the Viceroyalty of La Plata; however the eastern border of Peru 
encompasses portions of Brazil and Bolivia.  Mountains are shown by hachures and rivers are well delineated.  Engraved by Lowry.  Condition: Watermarked paper 
with light soiling and one tiny hole in image. 

 B. Charte der Provinz oder Audiencia von Lima oder des Alten Konigreichs Peru, by Weimar Geographisches Institut, dated 1820, hand color (11.5 x 16.3”).  This 
map was published just 4 years before Peru gained its independence from Spain, and again shows Peru extending from Tumbes in the north to past Iquique in the 
south, however the Viceroyalty only encompasses a narrow strip along the coast.  The majority of the region surrounding the Maranon River is labeled Land der 
Missionen oder der Amazonen.  The map is fi lled with information on the river systems, mountains, towns, and political boundaries.  Condition: Original color on 
watermarked paper.  Issued folding with light offsetting and a few small spots.  There is a binding trim at bottom left, but still ample room for framing.

 C. Perou et Bolivie, by Frederic Lacroix, from L’Univers Pittoresque Histoire et Description de tous les Peuples, de Leurs Religions, Moeurs Coutumes, etc., 
dated 1841, black & white (9.0 x 6.9”).  Peru, now an independent country, still extends south into present day Chile, and now also encompasses a portion of Lake 
Titicaca.  However Bolivia extends west almost to Cusco.  The northeastern portion of Peru is labeled Pays Inconnus (land unknown).  There is good detail of the 
rivers and mountains, with a few place names primarily near the coast.  Engraved by Jenotte.  Condition: Issued folding with a few tiny spots.  

 (B+)    $120-150

419. Western South America  (West Coast of South America Including Chili & Part of Bolivia & Peru), Fullarton, The Royal Illustrated Atlas, Glasgow, ca. 1860.  12.5 
x 18.7”.  (HC)  This sheet contains four maps encompassing the western coast of South America from southern Peru to Taitao Peninsula in Chile.  The top map 
includes charts of the principal mountains and passes in the region with their heights.  The maps are surrounded with vignettes of regional fi gures and animals, as 
well as a view of Valparaiso.  Drawn and engraved by J. Dunlop.     Attractive color on a clean sheet with a narrow right margin, as issued.  (A) 

      $120-150

420. Argentina  (Tucuman), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.9 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This miniature map depicts the region west of the Rio de 
la Plata, known as the historical province of Tucuman.  A number of cities are named, including Buenos Aires, La Plata (on the northern instead of the southern 
side of the estuary), and S. Miguel de Tucuman, the provincial capital.  The present-day province of Tucuman is the smallest, yet most densely populated province 
in Argentina, and is situated in the northwest of the country.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and 
individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  
A nice impression on watermarked paper with attractive old color that has been partially refreshed and light toning along centerfold and sheet edges.  (B+)  
     $100-130

421. Southern South America  (Magellanique), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.8 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This miniature map of the southern 
tip of South America shows Tierra del Fuego and the Straits of Magellan and Le Maire.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a 
wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; 
Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with attractive color and light toning along centerfold and sheet edges.  (B+) 

      $110-140

422. Southern South America  (Carte du Paraguai, du Chili, du Detroit de Magellan &c. Dressee sur les Memoires les Plus Nouveaux & les Observations les Plus 
Exactes), Chatelain, Atlas Historique..., Amsterdam, ca. 1719.  20.3 x 15.9”.  (HC)  Large, fi nely engraved map of the southern part of South America with great 
topographical detail and notations throughout.  The tracks of several explorations are noted in both oceans and Amerigo Vespucci’s ship is shown sailing in the 
Atlantic.  A depiction of a water fowl is also shown in the Atlantic, with a note that there are a lot of animals in the arctic waters that are “half bird and half fi sh.”     
A nice impression on watermarked paper with light, scattered stains, and archivally repaired centerfold separations at top and bottom.  There are a few small holes 
at bottom of image near centerfold that have also been archivally repaired.  (B+)    $300-375

423. Southern South America  (Typus Geographicus Chili Paraguay Freti Magellanici &c.…), Homann Heirs, Nuremberg, 1733.  22.4 x 19”.  (HC)  Handsome, de-
tailed map covering the southern part of the continent based on the cartography of Delisle and the information gleaned from the voyages of Brouwer, Narbouroug 
and Beauchesne.  Filled with information of settlements, missions, forests, rivers, volcanoes and mountains.  In the lower right corner is an inset plan of the city 
of Santiago and in the lower left corner is a decorative title cartouche incorporating an erupting volcano.     Watermarked paper with minor toning and a few soft 
creases.  (B+)    $400-475

424. Strait of Magellan  (Magellanici Freti Delineatio), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.4 x 3.8”.  (HC)  Miniature 
map of the strategic Strait of Magellan.  Tierra del Fuego is still shown as a large landmass with the strapwork title and scale cartouches conveniently obscuring 
its extents.  The tiny map is beautifully engraved with a stippled sea, elaborate compass rose and penguins decorating the scale cartouche.  French text on verso.  
Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #9950:342A.  A nice impression with minor show-through of text on verso.  (A) 

      $160-190

425. Strait of Magellan  (Le Detroit de Magellan...), Fer, L’Atlas Curieux ou le Monde, Paris, 1700.  13.4 x 8.9”.  (HC)  This attractive map provides excellent detail of 
the coastlines, soundings, anchorages and navigational hazards of the Strait of Magellan.  The title is enclosed in a large drape style cartouche.  Finely engraved 
by Charles Inselin.  Ref: Pastoureau, FER I [24].  A nice impression with a few small spots and a hint of offsetting.  (B+) $275-350

426. Strait of Magellan  (A New Mapp of Magellan Straights Discovered by Cap. John Narbrough (Comander Then of His Majesties Ship the Sweepstakes) as He Sayled 
Through the Sade Straights), Thornton, London, ca. 1706.  20.8 x 16.6”.  (HC)  In 1670, John Narborough was the fi rst Englishman to sail through the Strait of 
Magellan in both directions; thus demonstrating the falsity of the accepted wisdom that the wind and currents would prevent any eastward passage of the strait.  
He had been commissioned by James, Duke of York (later James II), to sail to South America to investigate potential trade possibilities.  Narborough’s expedition 
proved that a profi table trade with South America was possible, and this set the course of Britain’s foreign policy for the next half century.  Narborough published 
his journal of the voyage in An Account of Several Late Voyages… in 1694.  His description of the Strait of Magellan provided the basis for British charts of the 
strait until the time of Captain Cook.  This map is closely based on the map from Narborough’s book, and provides a detailed view of the tortuous course of the 
strait with soundings and safe anchorages carefully noted.  There are several notations along the coasts describing the countryside.  A large inset map shows Pa-
tagonia and Tierra del Fuego.  This re-issue was fi rst published by John Thornton with the addition of numerous embellishments, including the English royal coat 
of arms of Charles II, a European soldier, Native Americans, ships, animals such as a rhea and guanaco, and a native American dwelling.  Samuel Thornton, John 
Thornton’s brother, took over John’s business in 1706, and then re-published the map with his own imprint, as seen here.

 Both the original Narborough map and the Thornton re-issues are extremely scarce.  We have only found one record of either states of the Thornton map being on 
the market in the past 25 years.     Wide, original margins with a hint of toning along centerfold.  A very nice, clean example.  (A) 

      $1600-2000
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427. Strait of Magellan  (Carte du Detroit de Magellan dans Laquelle on a Insere les Observations et les Decouvertes du Capne. Byron, du Capne. Wallis, et du Capne. 
Carteret), Benard, Relation des Voyages Entrepris par Ordre de sa Majeste Britannique, Paris, ca. 1789.  29.4 x 18”.  (BW)  A spectacular chart detailing the Straits 
of Magellan and illuminating the truly complicated and treacherous nature of this passage.  It depicts the discoveries of the navigators Byron, Wallis and Carteret.  
Terrifi c detail includes soundings, current directions, rocks and anchorages.  Four large land approach views (Cap des Vierges, Rochers Blancs, Cap Beau Tems 
and Vue du Port Famine) in upper portion show the land to be rugged and mountainous.  Published in a French edition of John Hawkesworth’s An Account of 
the Voyages Undertaken by the Order of his Present Majesty for Making Discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere.     Issued folding with a couple of insignifi cant 
spots.  (A)    $350-425

Atlantic & Arctic

428. Atlantic Ocean  (A. Knivets Zeldzame Reystogt door de Straat Magellaan na de Zuyd Zee tot aan zyn Vlugt in Angola Agtervolgt), Aa, Naauwkeurige versameling 
der gedenk-waardigste zee en landreysen…, Leiden, ca. 1706.  8.9 x 6”.  (HC)  This map of the Atlantic Ocean depicts the areas explored by Anthony Knivets, an 
English sailor who traveled with Thomas Cavendish in 1591 on a voyage to Brazil.  After developing frostbite in the Strait of Magellan, Knivets was abandoned 
on a remote island, where he was captured by the Portuguese.  Knivets was forced to work as a slave for many years in South America, but escaped and fl ed to 
Angola and eventually made his was back to England.  Knivets’ memoir of his travels was published by Samuel Purchas in his Purchas his Pilgrimage in 1613.  
This map was published in van der Aa’s compilation of early voyages of exploration.     A nice impression with minor toning and several small worm holes within 
the image, some of which have been closed on verso using archival materials.  There are also three short edge tears that just enter the neatline, all of which have 
been archivally repaired, and a chip in top left corner has been repaired with a tiny amount of neatline replaced in facsimile.  (B) 

      $160-190

429. Atlantic Ocean  (Kaart ter Opheldering der Geschiedenis, van de Bezittingen en den Koophandel der Europeaanen in de Beide Indien), Bonne, Paris, ca. 1785.  
18 x 12.6”.  (HC)  This chart is roughly centered on the Atlantic Ocean and includes most of Africa, the southern part of North America, the West Indies and all 
of South America.  The focus of the chart is European trade and commerce with the Americas.  Arrows depict the directions of the currents or prevailing winds in 
the oceans.  There is a fair amount of detail in Central and South America.  Two mythical lakes, L. Parim and L. Xarayes, appear in South America.  The Baja is 
here called Californie, and only the cities of New Orleans, Santa Fe and St. Augustine appear in the U.S.  Embellished with a decorative title cartouche.  The map 
is based on the work of Rigobert Bonne, who is credited in the title cartouche.  Drawn by Th. Koning and engraved by M. Schalekamp.     Issued folding, now 
pressed, on watermarked paper with light soiling and minor offsetting.  (B+)    $150-180

430. Atlantic Ocean, Indian Ocean  ([Lot of 2] Islands in the Atlantic [and] Islands in the Indian Ocean), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, 
London, ca. 1851.  9.8 x 13.9”.  (HC)  Size varies slightly. 

 A. Islands in the Atlantic.  Beautiful steel engraved map consisting of four maps with six vignette views.  Maps include the island groups of Cape Verde, Canary, 
Azores, Bermuda, and Madeira.  Vignettes include Fayal, Villa Franca, and Pico (Azores), Chapel in the Rock St. Vicente (Cape Verde), Teneriffe (Canary Is-
lands), and Funchal (Madeira).  All surrounded in a delicately engraved border.  Map drawn and engraved by J. Rapkin, illustrations drawn and engraved by H. 
Winkles.  

 B. Islands in the Indian Ocean.  Beautifully engraved map featuring vignette views with delicate decorative borders and titling.  The main map is centered on the 
Indian Ocean and extends from Africa and Madagascar to Sumatra including the southern part of India.  Names numerous small islands.  Uncolored vignettes 
include “Point de Galle - Ceylon,” “Port Louis - Mauritius,” “North Beach - Prince of Wales Island,” and “Falls of the River Roche - Isle of Bourbon.”  Additional 
map of the island of Mauritius is enclosed within a large inset and is very detailed.     

 Original outline color with binding holes and faint toning along sheet edges, away from the map image.  (A)  $220-250

431. Terciera, Azores  (Tercera), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  Charming tiny map of this 
important Atlantic island.  The cities, ports, plantations, mountains and forests are all well defi ned.  The important port of Angra is shown, which was an important 
stop on the way to the New World.  A tiny ship and sea monster decorate the map.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) 
#6355:342.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with minor show-through of text on verso.  (A)   $110-140

432. Azores Islands  (Isles Terceres dites Acores), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.9 x 4.1”.  (HC)  A handsome miniature map of the 
Azores Islands featuring the title cartouche in the form of a large sailing ship.    Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range 
of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, 
Duval XI Fa.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with attractive color and light toning along centerfold and sheet edges.  (B+) 

      $110-140

433. Canary Islands  (Isles Canaries), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.9 x 4”.  (HC)  This miniature map of the Canary Islands depicts 
a few towns and topographical features.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps includ-
ing a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A nice impression on 
watermarked paper with attractive color and light toning along centerfold and sheet edges.  (B+)    $110-140

434. Canary Islands, Madeira  (Carte des Isles Canaries, avec l’Isle de Madere, et Celle de Porto Santo), Bonne, Atlas de Toutes les Parties Connues du Globe Ter-
restre..., Paris, ca. 1780.  8.4 x 12.7”.  (HC)  This copper engraved map of the Canary Islands includes the islands of Porto Santo, de Madere, Tenerife, Palme, de 
Fer, de Canarie and Fortaventure.  There are three distance scales including French leagues, marine leagues and Spanish leagues.     On watermarked paper with 
faint toning along the centerfold, two tiny worm holes, and a hint of offsetting.  (B+)    $70-90

435. Cape Verde Islands  (Isles du Cap Verd Hispanis Islas de Cabo Verde, Belgis de Soute Eylanden), Covens & Mortier, Atlas Novus ad Usum..., Amsterdam, ca. 1733.  
19.1 x 14.8”.  (HC)  A beautiful sea chart of the Cape Verde Islands that were so important to the Atlantic trade routes.  The chart is embellished with rhumb lines, 
a compass rose, and two strapwork cartouches featuring cherubs and birds.  This map was originally published by Blaeu in 1662.     Attractive color with wide, 
original margins and light toning.  (B+)    $400-475

436. Cape Verde Islands  (Carte des Isles du Cap Verd Dressee sur les Journaux et les Remarques des plus Habiles Navigateurs), Bellin, Paris, 1746.  11.2 x 8.5”.  (HC)  
Charming small map of these important Atlantic islands showing topography, ports, and towns.  The chart is centered on a fi ne compass rose and adorned with a 
delicately engraved title cartouche.     Issued folding on watermarked paper  (A+)    $70-90

437. St. Helena  (Map of the Island of Saint Helena, Drawn for the Memorial de Sainte Helene, by an Engineer Formerly of Napoleon’s Cabinet...), Hall, London, 1823.  
11.9 x 8.8”.  (BW)  This excellent map of St. Helena provides a very detailed glimpse into the topography of the island.  Several locations related to the British 
military presence in the area are identifi ed, as are the names and locations of many residents.  A key at bottom notes fi fteen other sites of interest, including several 
relating to the island’s most signifi cant resident, Napoleon, such as his residence at the start of his exile and his tomb.  North is oriented to the bottom of the map.  
Published by Henry Colburn & Co. and M. Bossange & Co. in August of 1823.     Issued folding on sturdy paper, now pressed fl at, with minor offsetting.  (A) 
     $180-220

438. North Atlantic  (A Map of the King of Great Britain’s Dominions in Europe, Africa, and America), Bowen, London, ca. 1740.  17.4 x 14.6”.  (HC)  This scarce 
map drawn on a circular projection shows the extent of Great Britain’s empire in the middle of the 18th century.  It centers on the Western or Atlantick Ocean and 
stretches from the Arctic Circle down to the equator.  A note beneath the title at top right explains the color coding of the map, with all areas outlined in yellow 
part of the contemporary British empire, and those in green formerly belonging to England.  Additionally, places distinguished by a fi ne black stroke drawn under 
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their respective Names are under the crown’s rule as of the time of publication, while a dashed stroke indicates a former possession.  On the Western Hemisphere, 
nine colonies are delineated and outlined in yellow, with St. Augustine, Charleston, Boston, and many capes and bays identifi ed along the coast.  The area west of 
the Appalachians is labeled as Louisiana.  Florida appears in an unusual shape.  Several islands in the West Indies are also yellow.  Curiously, the area of Canada 
called New Britain is left uncolored.  A rather sizable note of the coast of Newfoundland announces The Great Fishing Bank of New-Found Land, with text at top 
left outside the map discussing the places the French can legally fi sh in the area after the Treaty of Utrecht.

 On the Eastern Hemisphere, Portugal and the coast of France are outlined in green.  Much of Africa is left unengraved except for around Grain Coast, Gold Coast, 
and Slave Coast, where several places are named and specifi ed as British possessions.     Issued folding, now pressed fl at, with several edge tears at top and bottom, 
including one that enters about 1.25” into the image, all of which have been archivally repaired.  A tiny portion of the paper at lower left has been replaced with a 
minute amount of image in facsimile.  There is a small hole in a blank area of the image that has been infi lled.  (B)  $1000-1300

439. North Atlantic  (Carte Reduite des Mers du Nord, pour Servir a l’Histoire Generale des Voyages), Bellin, L’Histoire Generale des Voyages, Paris, 1758.  17.8 x 13.1”.  
(HC)  This nice chart is centered roughly on Iceland and covers from the eastern shores of Canada through Greenland to Scandinavia and Britain.  The coastlines 
are intricately drawn with coastal place names the only detail.  A fi ne chart with decorative title cartouche and rhumb lines.     Issued folding on watermarked paper 
with faint offsetting and a small damp stain that just enters the neatline at right.  (A)    $120-150

440. North Atlantic  (Carte Reduite de l’Ocean Occidental, Contenant les Cotes Occidentales de l’Europe et de l’Afrique, et les Cotes Orientales de l’Amerique...), 
Buy de Mornas, Atlas Methodique et Elementaire de Geographie et d’Histoire, Paris, ca. 1761.  17.9 x 11.4”.  (HC)  This beautifully engraved chart shows the 
Atlantic Ocean north of the equator, delineated with rhumb lines.  A good portion of each of the continents is shown with major port cities identifi ed, including 
New Orleans.  In North America the Appalachian Mountains are depicted extending south to Florida and the colonies of Carolina, Virginia, New York, and New 
England are named.  The coastline of the colonial United States is rendered as a series of peninsulas.  The map includes two fl eurs-de-lis.  Engraved by Le Roy.     
On watermarked paper with minor offsetting and a few scattered faint spots.  (B+)    $250-350

441. North Atlantic  ([On 2 Sheets] Carte des Declinaisons et Inclinaisons de l’Aiguille Aimantee Redigee d’Apres la Table des Observations Magnetiques Faites par les 
Voyageurs Depuis l’Annee 1775), Buffon, Histoire Naturelle Histoire des Mineraux, ca. 1780.  21 x 16.7”.  (BW)  This chart, printed on two sheets, came from a 
series of 8 maps published in the scarce mineralogy section of Buffon’s Historie Naturelle.  The variations in terrestrial magnetism at different points on the earth’s 
surface are indicated throughout the map, especially along the western coast of Africa and eastern coast of South America.  Only the outlines of the continents are 
depicted along with a few place names.  If joined together, the chart would measure 20.5 x 33.5”.     Issued folding on heavy, watermarked paper with moderate 
offsetting and light scattered foxing. Please note that the blue hue in the image is caused by our scanner and not in the physical map.  (B) 

      $300-400

442. North Atlantic  (Carta General del Oceano Atlantico u Ocidental...), Direccion de Hidrografi a, Paris, 1804.  35.7 x 22.9”.  (HC)  This large, uncommon Spanish 
chart by Antonio Cornel centers on the Atlantic Ocean north of the equator.  The left side of the chart spans from Labrador down to the northern part of South 
America while the right side covers from the southern tip of Ireland to the Gulf of Guinea off the coast of Africa.  Although the inland areas are largely left blank, 
there is good coastal detail, with ports, waterways, and soundings identifi ed.  Hazards and various notes appear across the ocean, and fi shing banks are marked off 
the coast of Canada.  The seal of the Deposito Hidrografi co can be found in the upper left corner.  Engraved by Fernando Selma.     A crisp impression with light 
soiling, pencil markings along the European and African coasts, and several short centerfold separations that have been closed on verso with archival tape. There 
are a few small chips in the top blank margin and a tear entering 5.25” into the image at left that has been repaired on verso with archival materials.  (B)  
     $350-450

443. Atlantic Ocean - Louisbourg, Havana, Cartagena, Portobello  (A Plan of the Town and Harbour of Louisbourg [on sheet with] A Plan of the City and Harbour of 
Havana [and] A Plan of the Town and Harbour of Cartagena [and] A Plan of the Harbour, Town and Forts of Portobello), Gibson, London, ca. 1765.  11.2 x 7.6”.  
(BW)  This sheet includes four detailed charts of harbor towns on the Atlantic that played a role in the War of Jenkins’ Ear and the wider War of Austrian Succes-
sion: Louisbourg, Nova Scotia; Havana, Cuba; Cartagena, Colombia; and Portobelo, Panama.  The Louisbourg chart shows several fortifi cations with notes on the 
various batteries and the fi shing industry of the region.  A key on the Havana map identifi es twenty places of interest, most of them religious in nature.  Prominently 
featured on the chart of Cartagena is the Castillo San Felipe de Barajas, the most elaborate of all the fortresses built by the Spanish in their colonies.  There are 
two castles on the chart of Portobelo.  All four charts include a distance scale and a compass rose capped with a fl eur-de-lis, and soundings appear on all but the 
Louisbourg chart.     Issued folding with a binding trim at right, minor soiling, and a chip out of the top left corner that has been reattached with archival materials.  
(B+)    $150-180

444. Iceland  (L’Islande), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  5.1 x 4.3”.  (HC)  A delightful little map of Iceland that is based on the map 
of Joris Carolus.  M. Hekla is shown erupting, with towns and other topographical features depicted.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He 
published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  This is one of the 
few maps in the atlas that is not based on his uncle’s work, and did not appear until the second edition of Duval’s Geographie Universelle.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 
132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A fi ne impression with attractive color on watermarked paper and light toning along the centerfold.  (B+) 

      $275-350

445. Arctic & Scandinavia  (Septentrionalium Regionum Descrip.), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, [1573].  19.3 x 14.1”.  (HC)  Ortelius based this 
infl uential map on the work of earlier authorities including Mercator, Zeno and Magnus.  Of particular interest are the mythical islands of Brasil, Frisland, Drogeo, 
Icaria, and St. Brendan.  Part of Mercator’s imaginary polar continent is depicted with a Latin note that it is inhabited by pygmies.  Iceland (Islant, Thule) is basi-
cally unchanged from Mercator´s map of Europe from 1554 with the shape originated by Zeno.  Greenland is separated from Europe by a wide sea and a portion 
of North America appears in the upper left corner with the name Estotilant.  The map is adorned with a variety of very inventive creatures including a half-man, 
half-sea creature playing a lute.  This is the second state, prior to the addition of the dot on the second “i” in “Liuoniae.”  Dutch text on verso.  Ref: Van den Broecke 
#160.2; Ginsberg #22; Burden #40.  Bold original color on watermarked paper with minor soiling and a few small creases.  There are damp stains in the blank 
margins that just enter the neatline at the corners of the map.  (B+)    $2400-3000

Europe & Mediterranean

446. Europe  (Europa Recens Descripta), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, ca. 1643.  21.9 x 16.2”.  (HC)  This classic map of Europe is presented 
in the carte-de-fi gures style with vignettes on three sides.  The upper frieze has nine bird’s-eye views of Amsterdam, Prague, Constantinople, Venice, Rome, Paris, 
London, Toledo and Lisbon.  The side borders contain the costumes of the noblemen and women of ten European nations.  The map is embellished with sailing 
ships, sea monsters, bears, and Neptune riding a dolphin and holding his trident.  A beautiful map produced at the height of the Golden Age of Dutch mapmaking; 
it was included in the fi rst volume of Blaeu’s magnifi cent atlas. French text on verso.  Ref: Goss (Blaeu) #4, p.30; Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #1000:2.  Old color with 
moderate toning, a centerfold separation entering 0.75” into neatline at top that has been closed on verso with archival materials, and a few small abrasions.  There 
is also an edge tear entering about 0.5” into image at top as well as a crack in the carte-a-fi gure border at left, both of which have been archivally repaired.  (B)  
     $2400-3000

447. Europe  (Europe), Sanson, Geographise en Historische Werelt Beschryving…, Paris, [1683].  9.2 x 7.3”.  (HC)  A very lovely little map of Europe fi lled with fully 
engraved towns and topography.  The map is decorated with a strapwork cartouche and a simple compass rose.  Engraved by Antoine d’ Winter.  Ref: Pastoureau, 
SANSON VII F bis.  Light soiling along centerfold and left margin has been extended with old paper to accommodate framing.  (B+) 

      $200-230
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448. Europe  (Scena Historiarum Occidentalis Quinti Seculi P. N. Chr. in qua Imperii Romanorum & Accolarum Barbarorum Status Sistitur Accurate), Weigel, Descriptio 
Obis Antiqui in XLIV, Nuremberg, ca. 1720.  15.9 x 12.7”.  (HC)  A handsome map of Europe and north Africa, fi lled with detail of cities, political boundaries, 
rivers, and topography.  Includes an inset of the western hemisphere with no place names but showing the major rivers and lakes in the New World, the islands in 
the Pacifi c, and a partial outline of New Zealand.  Off the coast of Africa, the Canary islands are named Fortunatae Insulae.  The map also features a number of 
notations in Latin.  Engraved by Michael Kauffer.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.WEIG-2a #43.  A nice impression with a few printer’s creases and minor soiling 
mostly confi ned to the blank margins.  (A)    $230-275

449. Europe  (Carte Geographique du Monde Ancien, Suivant le Partage des Enfans de Noe, Apres Leur Dispersion Arrivee a Babel), Calmet, Paris, 1721.  17.8 x 13.1”.  
(HC)  Attractive map showing the regions of the world that were known in biblical times.  Place names are concentrated in the Middle East with only tribal names 
in the more distant areas.  Embellished with two compass roses and a decorative title cartouche.  Engraved by P. Starckman.     A nice impression with light toning 
and very minor offsetting.  (B+)    $200-230

450. Europe  (Carte d’Europe Dressee pour l’Usage du Roy…), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, 1739.  23.1 x 18.7”.  (HC)  This densely engraved map of Europe 
depicts towns, roads, rivers, lakes, counties, etc.  The decorative title cartouche is surmounted by the French Royal coat of arms.  Engraved by Johannes Condet.  
The Latin title above neatline, Europa Accurate in Imperia, Regna, Status & populos Divisa, ad Usum Ludovici XV Galliarum Regis, dedicates the map to King 
Louis XV.     A nice impression with original color on sturdy paper.  There are some shadows that appear in the image that are caused by our scanner, and do not 
appear on the map itself.  (A)    $240-300

451. Europe  (Neue Carte von Europa), 1782.  20.3 x 17.3”.  (HC)  This rare map of Europe was published by August Freidrich Wilhelm Crome, and includes detailed 
information on the commercial and industrial production of each country.  Tables on either side of the map list the products made by each country, and a lettered 
key at bottom further identifi es the specifi c locations from where these products derive, including gold, silver, honey, fruit, rice, wine, fi sh, horses, tobacco, pearls, 
and many more.  The map is embellished with a decorative cartouche showing a rocky seaside view with various commodities.  With text the sheet measures 28 
x 21.3”.     A nice impression on watermarked paper with original outline color and later color in the cartouche.  Issued folding, now pressed, with professional 
repairs to several minor fold separations and a few large chips at top, with a portion of top neatline expertly replaced in facsimile.  (B) 

      $240-300

452. Europe  (Europe, Describing all the Changes of Territory, Together with Their Deviations in the Boundary Lines of its Several Empires and States Agreed to and 
Confi rmed by the Defi nitive Treaty of Paris), Faden, London, 1815.  61.7 x 59.3”.  (HC)  This large scale wall map, joined on six sheets, shows all of Europe fol-
lowing the Treaty of Paris.  Crisply engraved, the map refl ects the changes in political boundaries following Napoleon’s defeat.  Highly detailed, the map shows 
roads, rivers and topography with thirteen different distance scales shown at bottom.     Overall bright and clean example for a wall map of this size with light 
scattered foxing and minor soiling primarily along the edges of the map.  Professionally backed with linen, ribbon along the edges and attached to wooden rollers.  
(B+)    $1000-1300

453. Europe  (Nouvelle Carte d’Europe Dressee pour 1870 / Carte Drolatique d’Europe pour 1870), 1870.  15.4 x 9.8”.  (HC)  This rare satirical map was created by 
Paul Hadol, a French illustrator and caricaturist, at the outset of the Franco-Prussian War.  Various countries and regions are represented by human and animal 
caricatures with props to help illustrate the situation.  French text below the map describes each country’s “character.”  Published in Paris by Vallee.  The original 
price of 20 centimes is indicated at either side of the map.

 At the center of the confl ict are France and Prussia, with France depicted as a fi erce, bearded soldier thwarting the advances of Prussia with a bayonet.  Prussia ap-
pears as a stocky Otto von Bismarck with his hat pulled over his eyes and kneeling on Austria, a sleeping soldier, while his right hand completely covers Holland.  
England is shown as an enraged old woman with Ireland, a small bear, on a leash.  The Balkans are represented by a man who is yawning and just beginning to 
awake.  Russia is depicted as the bogey-man, trying to fi ll up his basket (with shadowy bear-like fi gures behind him).  And both Spain and Turkey are shown as 
women, passively smoking and lounging.

 Although the human personifi cation of continents and countries can be seen as early as the 14th century (on maps by Opicinus de Canestris), human and animal 
metaphors on maps reached a new level in Europe between 1845 and 1945 with political cartoon maps.  The rise of these satirical maps refl ected the momentous 
political and cultural changes that occurred during the time.  Political leaders were caricaturized and European nations were given symbolic identities that lent 
humor and accessibility to the geographical map.  Based on popular stereotypes, these visual representations even found their way into the classroom to help bring 
geography and politics to life.  Original serio-comic maps are very scarce due to their ephemeral nature.     Issued folding, now pressed with original color and light 
soiling.  There are professional repairs to a few fold separations and tiny holes at fold intersections, as well as a large chip in blank margin at top right, far from 
image.  (B+)    $2200-2500

454. Britain  (Anglia Scotia et Hibernia), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (BW)  This handsome min-
iature map depicts the British Isles and is fi lled with place names.  The map extends to show parts of Belgium, the Netherlands, Denmark, and Norway.  While the 
majority of the maps for Bertius’ geographical treatise were engraved by Jodocus Hondius Jr. after Mercator, the individual maps of England, Scotland and Ireland 
were engraved by Salomon Rogiers after John Speed.  Adorned with two strapwork cartouches and a moire-patterned sea.  French text on verso.  Ref: Shirley (BI 
to 1650) #347; King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #5000:342.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper.  (A) $150-180

455. Britain  (Tab. I. Europae, Continens Albion, Britanniam, et Hiberniam...), Ptolemy/Mercator, Claudii Ptolemaei’s Atlas Tabulae Geographicae Orbis Terrarum, 
Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  15.6 x 13”.  (HC)  This fi ne Ptolemaic map of the British Isles shows ancient place names and divisions.  Scotland is presented with its 
distinctive east-west orientation.  The map is decorated with a strapwork title cartouche, a sea monster and a fi shing scene in the North Sea.  Mercator originally 
published this map in his 1578 edition of Ptolemy’s great Geography; this is from the last edition and a crack in the plate at top is evident in this example.  Although 
he is most renowned today for the projection he popularized and for fi rst using the term ‘atlas’ for a collection of maps, he devoted much of his life to his Ptolemaic 
maps.  The maps were beautifully engraved as nearly as possible to their original form and decorated with strapwork cartouches and interesting vignettes refl ecting 
the customs of the region.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #235-19; Shirley (BI) #123; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #0901:1.3.  Nice impression and color on watermarked 
paper.  What appears in the image to be centerfold toning is simply show-through of the backstrap.  (A)   $350-425

456. Britain  (Les Isles Britanniques qui comprennent les Royaumes d’Angleterre, d’Ecosse et d’Irlande), Robert de Vaugondy, Atlas Universel, Paris, 1754.  23.2 x 
18.9”.  (HC)  This fi nely engraved map of the British Isles is fi lled with a plethora of place names. A large inset details the Shetland, Orkney and Faroe Islands. The 
decorative title cartouche incorporates trade goods, military fl ags and canon, and the royal coat of arms.  This is the fi rst state with no islands to the west of Ireland.  
The cartouche was engraved by one of the talented Haussard sisters.  It was published in 1757 as part of the fi rst edition.  Ref: Pedley #43.  On watermarked paper 
with light soiling, a few extraneous creases adjacent to the centerfold, and a printer’s crease at lower right.  In bottom blank margin are a faint damp stain and a 
tear that has been repaired on verso with old paper.  (B)    $275-350

457. Britain  (Les Isles Britanniques ou sont le Rme. d’Angleterre Tire de Sped Celuy d’Ecosse...), Delisle/Buache, Paris, 1772.  24.1 x 18.5”.  (HC)  This is Buache’s 
reissue of Delisle’s infl uential map of the British Isles that was fi rst published in 1702.  It is based on the foremost authorities: Speed for England and Wales, Pont 
for Scotland, and Petty for Ireland.  The bottom right shows the coasts of the Netherlands, Belgium, and northern France and at the upper right is the southern tip 
of Norway.  The important fi shing banks in the North Sea are prominently illustrated and De Kimmen ou le Borneur traces what is now known to the edge of the 
European continental shelf.  The note at lower left explains that Delisle doubts the existence of the islands of Brasil and Assmanda, which appeared on earlier maps.  
The large title cartouche incorporates mermen, fi shing nets, sea birds and sea monsters and is surmounted by Neptune.  Another decorative cartouche contains fi ve 
distance scales fl anked by hunting dogs.  This is the seventh state, issued just before Buache’s death.  Ref: Shirley (BI to 1750) Delisle-1.  On watermarked paper 
with printer’s ink residue concentrated at the top of the centerfold.  (A)    $240-300
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458. Britain  ([Lot of 2] Ancient Britain I [and] Ancient Britain II), SDUK Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London, 1834.  11.9 x 14.6”.  (HC)  Nice 
matched pair of maps showing Britain according to Ptolemy with the Roman roads and stations according to the Itinerary of Antonine.  Map I covers England and 
Wales and map II covers Scotland.  Keyboard style borders.  Published by Baldwin & Cradock.  Size varies slightly.     Map I has light scattered stains.  There is a 
slight abrasion in the upper border of Map II.  Both maps have light toning along the edges of the sheet.  (B+)  $80-100

459. British Islands  (Holy Iland [on sheet with] Garnsey [and] Farne [and] Iarsey), Speed, Theatre of the Empire of Great Britaine, London, [1676].  20 x 15”.  (BW)  
This folio sheet has four maps fi nely engraved by Jodocus Hondius for Speed in 1610 as noted in the imprint at lower left.  The islands of Holy Island and Farne 
(Lindisfarne), off the Northumberland coast are shown at left, and at right are Guernsey and Jersey.  The islands are described in English text on verso.  Each map 
is embellished with a compass rose, title and scale cartouche.  At the bottom, the cartouche includes the coat of arms with two cherubs and the imprint of Bassett 
and Chiswell indicating it was published in 1676.  English text on verso.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.SPE-1k #68.1-68.4.  Light toning along the centerfold with a 
separation at bottom that just touches the neatline and a few small spots.  Faint text show-through.  (B+)   $325-400

460. Southern England  (Surria Vernacule Surrey), Blaeu, Amsterdam, ca. 1645.  19.5 x 14.8”.  (HC)  Beautiful county map with London illustrated at upper right.  The 
map is fully engraved to show the topography, forests, parks, towns and villages, and divided into the thirteen hundreds.  Richly embellished with the royal coat 
of arms and the armorials of ten noblemen; three of which are blank.  The title cartouche features a stag and hunting hound.  Latin text on verso.     Original color 
with wide original margins, minor soiling, a few small abrasions, and an archivally repaired 1.5” crack from Camerwell to Grenewich (below London) due to the 
oxidation of the green pigment.  There is a centerfold separation confi ned to the top blank margin with remnants of paper tape on verso.  (B) 

      $600-750

461. Southeastern England  (De Zee Custen Tuschen Dovere en Orfordts Nesse, Daer de Teemse de Vermaerde Rivire va Lonen Gelegens is, met Alle Sanden Ondiepte, 
Naer Haren Wesen en Ghedaente), Waghenaer, Spieghel der Zeevaerdt, ca. 1589.  19.9 x 12.8”.  (BW)  A very early sea chart covering the southern coast of England 
from Dover to Walton on the Naze and centered on a 32-point compass rose.  There is a wealth of detail including soundings, sandbars, towns, and coastal topography 
with two coastal perspectives included at top.  The map is from the Spieghel der Zeevaerdt, the fi rst detailed atlas of charts covering the coastlines of Europe.  The 
map is elaborately embellished with two large strapwork cartouches, extravagant sea monsters, and two sailing ships.  Waghenaer’s charts are renowned for their 
fi ne engraving by the best craftsmen of the period including Theodore de Bry and the Doetecum brothers.  This map was engraved by Joannes Doetecum.  German 
text on verso.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) M.WAG-1a  Watermarked paper with light toning along the centerfold, some printer’s ink residue, a few minor spots, and 
a short centerfold separation in top blank margin that has been closed on verso with paper tape.  There are remnants of hinge tape confi ned to the blank margins on 
recto.  (B+)    $2000-2400

462. Eastern England  (Carte de l’Entree de la Tamise avec les Bancs, Passes, Isles et Costes Comprises Entre Sandwich et Clay), Bellin, La Neptune Francois…, Paris, 
[1773].  35.8 x 18”.  (HC)  Large-scale chart of the eastern coastline of Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex, from Sheringham in the north extending south to the Isle of 
Thanet.  The handsome sea chart is fi lled with navigational information at the entrance to the Thames River, including soundings, anchorages, shoals, etc.  A large 
inset map shows the course of the Thames River from its entrance to London.  Two large compass roses orient north to the right.  This is a Depot de la Marine issue 
with the seal and the price (Prix trente Sols) below the title.  Ref: Pastoureau, NEPTUNE FRANCAIS D #9.  A nice impression on heavy, watermarked paper with 
moderate soiling and professional repairs to a long centerfold separation and a 5” tear extending from the compass rose at left.  (B) 

      $300-400

463. London, England  (Shoreditch, Norton Folgate, and Crepplegate Without, Taken from ye Last Survey with Corrections), Stow, A Survey of the Cities of London and 
Westminster…, London, ca. 1720.  13.8 x 11.1”.  (HC)  A handsome bird’s-eye plan of the area between Liverpool Station, Old Street and Goswell Road, reaching 
east to Shoreditch High Street and Norton Folgate.  Several tables surrounding the map identify streets, yards, squares, churches and public buildings.  The boundary 
between the parishes of St. Leonard Shoreditch and St Giles Cripple Gate is marked with a dotted line.  Hoxton Square, which was laid out in 1683 and is believed 
to be one of the oldest squares in London, is shown to the right of the title cartouche.  John Stow’s Survey of London was fi rst published in 1598, and was updated 
by John Strype with new plans and republished in 1720 and 1755.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.STRY-1a #28.  Issued folding, now pressed on watermarked paper 
with light soiling and several minor misfolds.  (B+)    $200-230

464. London, England  (Prospect von der Koniglichen Mauth in London nebst einem Theil des Londners Thurns von der Temse Anzusehen / Vue de la Douane avec 
une Partie de la Tour de Londres Prise de Dessus la Tamise), Collection des Prospects, ca. 1780.  15.6 x 11.3”.  (HC)  A lovely view of a street along the River 
Thames in London.  Numerous ships and small vessels can be seen in the river, with the Tower of London in the background.  Engraved for a Vue d’Optique, it 
was designed to be viewed in a special apparatus that gave the scene a strong 3-D impression.  The title at top is engraved in reverse.  These views are some of the 
most distinctive and interesting images of the eighteenth century, and their distinctive engraving style, striking perspective and bright original color makes them as 
visually delightful as they are historically fascinating.  Engraved by George Godofroid Winckler.     Bold original color with marginal soiling and a small hole in 
left blank margin, far from image.  (A)    $150-200

465. London, England  (Vue du Pont de Westminster du Cote du Nord de Londres), Collection des Prospects, ca. 1780.  15.6 x 11.1”.  (HC)  This scenic view of West-
minster bridge depicts numerous small vessels traversing the Thames River.  In the background are Westminster Abbey and the old Parliament buildings.  Built 
between 1739-50, the Westminster bridge was fi nanced by private capital, lotteries and grants, and was built to alleviate traffi c issues to the expanding West End.  
Engraved for a Vue d’Optique, it was designed to be viewed in a special apparatus that gave the scene a strong 3-D impression.  The title at top is engraved in 
reverse.  These views are some of the most distinctive and interesting images of the eighteenth century, and their distinctive engraving style, striking perspective 
and bright original color makes them as visually delightful as they are historically fascinating.  Engraved by Balthazar Frederic Leizelt.     Bold original color with 
damp stains in bottom blank margin and a small hole in left blank margin, far from image.  (A)    $110-150

466. London & Liverpool, England  ([Lot of 7] Plan of the East and West India Docks [and] Plan of the London Docks [and] Plan of the St. Katharine Docks... [and] 
[Map of Warehouses...] [and] River Thames with the Docks... [and] Plan of Docks and Warehouses... [and] Plan of Liverpool Docks), ca. 1841-49.  These seven 
maps show the development of the London and Liverpool docks and were published for the Senate during the 2nd Session of the 30th Congress.  The largest map, 
Plan of the East and West India Docks, shows very good detail of the Eastern and Western docks along the Thames River with several notations along the river’s 
edge displaying the operating companies and individual land holders.  Also included is Plan of the Liverpool Docks, which shows good detail of the docks in cur-
rent operation, those under construction, and proposed docks along the Mersey River.  A table above the map is fi lled with information about water, quay space and 
dock dimensions for each individual dock. 

 A. Plan of the East and West India Docks, by C.B. Graham, dated 1841, black and white (21.4 x 16.5”).  Condition:  Issued folding with minor foxing in the image. 
(B+) 

 B. Plan of the London Docks, circa 1849, black and white (9.0 x 5.3”).  Condition:  Light toning along the left neatline and faint offsetting. (B) 
 C. Plan of the St. Katharine Docks the Nearest Docks to the Seat of Business, circa 1849, black and white (8.9 x 6.6”).  Condition:  Light toning along the left 

neatline and faint offsetting. (B) 
 D. [Map of Warehouses Near Blackwall Railway], circa 1849, black and white (8.8 x 7.9”).  Condition:  Trimmed to the neatline at top and thus missing the title 

placed above the neatline with a few minor spots in the image. (B) 
 E. River Thames with the Docks from Blackwall to the Tower [on sheet with] Plan of Liverpool Docks, circa 1849, black and white (11.9 x 10.5”).  Condition:  

Issued folding and trimmed to the neatline at left with a small edge tear confi ned to the blank margin closed on verso with archival tape. (B+) 
 F. Plan of Docks and Warehouses Proposed to Be Made at Birkenhead, in the County of Chester, by C.B. Graham, dated 1844, hand color (16.7 x 11.0”).  Condition:  

Issued folding with faint offsetting and toning along one fold. (B+) 
 G. Plan of the Liverpool Docks, by C.B. Graham, dated 1846, hand color (29.8 x 11.3”).  Condition:  Issued folding with light toning and faint offsetting. (B+)      

     $180-220

467. Norfolk, England  (Norfolk), Morden, Camden’s Britannia, London, ca. 1695.  23 x 14.7”.  (HC)  This map of Norfolk is an early county map to show the local 
roads.  The county is divided into “Hundreds” (sometimes abbreviated as Hund on the map), an old English term for an area that would support a hundred families.  
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It locates towns, buildings, forests, rivers, bridges and parks, which are noted by fenced areas.  There is a decorative cartouche and three different distance scales.  
Sold by Abel Swale, Awnsham & John Churchil.  Engraved by John Sturt.

 Morden was one of the fi rst English cartographers to show longitudes measured from the meridian of St. Paul’s Cathedral (shown in degrees at the bottom of the 
map) and time in minutes measure locally from the sun (shown at the top).  The roads on his maps are based on Ogilby’s earlier survey.  The Britannia was fi rst 
published by historian William Camden (1551-1623) in 1586. After the publication of the fi nal edition of Britannia in 1637, the work was not published again until 
1695 when Gibson revised and translated the text from the original Latin and included fi fty maps, mostly of the English counties, prepared by Robert Morden, 
replacing the outdated maps of Christopher Saxton.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.CAMD-5a.  A clean, bright example with a tiny tear entering the top border that 
has been professionally repaired.  Issued folding, now pressed and partially trimmed to neatlines at left, top and right.  (B+) $240-300

468. Rochester, Kent, England  (Rochester Inscrib’d to Sr. Thomas Palmer Bart. & Sr. Ion. Iennings Knt. Memrs. of Parlmt. for ye City), Harris, History of Kent, 
London, ca. 1719.  32.2 x 14.6”.  (BW)  This rare bird’s-eye view of Rochester was drawn by Thomas Badeslade and engraved by John Harris.  The city, bustling 
River Medway, and surrounding countryside fi lled with livestock are well depicted, with numerous locations named.  Six profi le views of buildings are shown at 
each side, depicting the famous Rochester Castle and Cathedral, the court hall, the market house, a hospital for Poor Travellers, and the Mathematik Free School.  
The Rochester Cathedral is the second oldest bishopric in England, after Canterbury, and the 11th century Castle boasts one of the best preserved stone towers in 
all of England.  On two sheets, joined as issued.     Issued folding with light toning along right-hand fold, several creases adjacent to folds, and a couple of short 
fold separations just entering neatline.  There are a some tiny tears and chips in blank margins.  (B+)   $550-700

469. England & Wales  (Anglia Regnum), Mercator/Hondius, Gerard Mercatoris Atlas, Amsterdam, ca. 1595.  18.1 x 13.8”.  (HC)  This attractive map of Elizabethan 
England is fi lled with names taken from Saxton’s map of 1579.  County boundaries and the Latinized names of counties are shown.  The map is beautifully en-
graved in Mercator’s characteristic style featuring a stipple engraved sea with a sailing ship, bold calligraphy and a handsome title cartouche.  Latin text on verso, 
published between 1595-1602.  Ref: Shirley (BI to 1650) #181; Van der Krogt #5100:1A.1.  An early impression on watermarked paper with a few small spots and 
a centerfold separation that enters 3” into map at top and has been repaired with old paper on verso.  (B+)  $600-750

470. England & Wales  ([Lot of 8] Anglia [and] Northumbr. Cumberlan.... [and] Westmorlad... [and] Cambria [and] Cornub. Devonia... [and] Eboracum Lincolnia... [and] 
Warwicum Northapton... [and] Anglesey Ins. [on sheet with] Wight ol. Vectis [and] Ins Garnesay [and] Ins. Iarsay), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum 
Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (BW)  This matched set of 8 miniature maps comprise the entire section on England and Wales from Bertius’ 
geographical treatise.   Each map is beautifully engraved with a strapwork title cartouche and moire-patterned seas.  While the majority of the maps for Bertius’ 
geographical treatise were engraved by Jodocus Hondius Jr. after Mercator, the individual maps of England, Scotland and Ireland were engraved by Salomon 
Rogiers after John Speed.  Rogiers’ imprint appears on the map of Anglia.  French text on verso.  Size varies slightly.  This lot includes:

 A. Anglia. 
 B. Northumbr. Cumberlan. Dunelm. Episcop.. 
 C. Westmorlad: Lancastria Cestria etc.. 
 D. Cambria. 
 E. Cornub. Devonia Somserset etc.. 
 F. Eboracum Lincolnia Derbia Staffordia etc.. 
 G. Warwicum Northapton Hunting. etc.. 
 H. Anglesey Ins. [on sheet with] Wight ol. Vectis [and] Ins Garnesay [and] Ins. Iarsay.  

 Ref: Shirley (BI to 1650) #349; King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #5100-5114:342 & 5500.  Dark impressions with a faint damp stain in top blank 
margin.  Anglia and Cambria each have one professionally repaired tear in right blank margin.  (A)   $300-400

471. England & Wales  (Britannia Saxonica), Morden, Camden’s Britannia, London, ca. 1695.  11.7 x 14.6”.  (HC)  The Saxon kingdoms are the focus of this historical 
map of England and Wales.  Saxon place names and battlefi elds are shown.  The distance scale cartouche includes a key to the symbols used and gives examples 
of Saxon lettering.  The map was engraved by John Stuart, with his imprint at bottom.  Ref: Shirley (BI to 1750) - Morden #12.  A fi ne impression on watermarked 
paper with light offsetting.  (B+)    $130-160

472. England & Wales  ([Lot of 18 - English Strip Road Maps]), London, ca. 1720.  14.2 x 11.9”.  (BW)  This large lot of strip road maps are based upon the surveys 
contained in John Ogilby’s Brittania, fi rst published in 1675.  This edition is slightly reduced, but larger than the editions by Thomas Gardner (1719), John Senex 
(1720), and Bowen & Owen (1720), which were more conducive for the traveler.  Each of the sheets contain plate numbers at top right with the following titles: 

 A.  Survey of the Roads from London to Bath and Wells...[on sheet with]…from Ferrybridge to Boroughbridge...
 B.  A Survey of the Road from London to Boston...[on sheet with]...London to Burton...
 C.  A Survey of the Road from London to Flamborough Head...
 D.  A Survey of the Road from London to Lynn-Regis...[on sheet with]...London to Montgomery...[on sheet with]...London to St. Neots...
 E.  The Road from London to Bristol...
 F.  The Road from London to the 145th Mile-stone in the way to Berwick
 G.  The Continuation of the Road from London to the Lands End...[on sheet with]…Plymouth to Dartmouth...[on sheet with]…London to New Haven…
 H.  The Continuation of the Road from London to Holy Head…[on sheet with] The Road from London to Northampton…
 I.  The Road from London to Barnstable…[on sheet with]…Barnstable to the 73 Mile Stone in the Way to Truro…
 J.  A Survey of the Road from London to Norwich…[on sheet with]…London to Okeham…
 K.  A Survey of the Road from London to Richmond…[on sheet with]…London to Alresford…
 L.  The Continuation of the Road from London to Southampton…[on sheet with]…London to Pool…[on sheet with]…London to Shrewsbury…
 M.  Continuation of the Road from Shrewsbury to Welshpool...[on sheet with]…London to Wells...[on sheet with]…London to Weymouth…
 N.  A Survey of the Roads from Chelmsford in Essex to St. Ed. Bury...[on sheet with]…Chelmsford to Malden and Raleigh…
 O.  A Survey of the Road from Chester to Cardif...[on sheet with]…Dartmouth to Minehead…
 P.  A Survey of the Road from St. Davids to Holywell…
 Q.  A Survey of the Road from Exeter to Barnstable...[on sheet with]…Exeter to Dorchester...[on sheet with]…Glocester to Coventry...[on sheet with]…Glocester 

to Hereford…
 R.  A Survey of the Road from WelshPool to Carnarvan...[on sheet with]…Whitby to Durham...

 Size varies slightly.  Images representative of lot.  Issued folding on watermarked paper and now fl attened with several short fold separations and binding tears that 
have been repaired on verso with archival tape and old paper.  The maps have light offsetting, occasional toning along the folds, and a few scattered small stains.  
(B)    $500-650

473. Southern Wales  (The Road from Monmouth to Llanbeder in Cardigansh South Wales), Ogilby, Britannia…, London, ca. 1698.  17.3 x 12.9”.  (HC)  This attractive 
strip-style map covers the road from Monmouth to Llanbedr, through Abergavenny and Brecon.  It is in the pictorial style pioneered by Ogilby with the road laid 
out in several ribbon-like panels.  The road detailed is 68 miles long.  Each of the six panels has a decorative compass rose to orient the traveler.  The strapwork title 
cartouche features the royal coat of arms and several putti herding Welsh Mountain Sheep.  Ref: Moorland & Bannister, pp. 157-8; Shirley (BL Atlases) T.OGIL-4a 
#77.  Attractive color with minor soiling and some light creasing.  (B+)    $220-250

474. Scotland  ([Lot of 3] Scotia [and] Scotia Septentrion. [and] Scotia Australis), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  
5.3 x 3.8”.  (BW)  This matched set of 3 miniature maps comprise the entire section on Scotland from Bertius’ geographical treatise.   Each map is beautifully 
engraved with a strapwork title cartouche and moire-patterned seas.  While the majority of the maps for Bertius’ geographical treatise were engraved by Jodocus 
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Hondius Jr. after Mercator, the individual maps of England, Scotland and Ireland were engraved by Salomon Rogiers after John Speed.  Rogiers’ imprint appears 
on the map of Scotia.  French text on verso.  Size varies slightly.  Ref: Moir, p. 168; King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #5800:342-#5802.342.  Dark 
impressions with a faint damp stain in top blank margin.  (A)    $300-400

475. Scotland  ([On 2 Sheets] Scotiae Regnum), Mercator/Hondius, Gerardi Mercatoris Atlas…, Amsterdam, ca. 1628.  17.9 x 13.9”.  (HC)  The cartography of this 
beautiful pair of maps of Scotland shows the infl uence of an earlier map by Nicolas de Nicolay.  Mercator’s depiction of Cape Wrayght or Faro Head was to infl u-
ence maps of Scotland for almost two centuries.  The Hebrides and Orkney Islands are also superbly delineated.  The maps are richly engraved with a moire pattern 
in the seas and strong topographical features in the interior.  The northern map is decorated with Mercator’s trademark metalwork cartouche, while the southern 
section is untitled and decorated with a single sailing ship.  A matched pair, with French text on verso, published between 1628-33.  Size varies slightly.  Ref: Moir, 
p. 166; Van der Krogt #5801:1.1 & 1.2.  Nice impressions with light soiling, archival repairs to several separations along the centerfold, and a couple of printer’s 
creases.  (B+)    $700-850

476. Scotland  (Cantyra Chersonesus, Cantyr a Demie-Yland), Blaeu, Toonneel des Aerdrycks oft Nieuwe Atlas…, Amsterdam, ca. 1654.  19.8 x 16.4”.  (HC)  This 
fi nely engraved map depicts the peninsula of Kintyre within Argyll and Bute, with north oriented to the right.  The map, based on the work of Timothy Pont, famous 
surveyor of Scotland in the late sixteenth century, includes great detail of the rivers, villages and castles.  An elaborate title cartouche and scale of miles cartouche 
decorate the map, both illustrated with putti.  Dutch text on verso, published between 1654-62.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #5882:2.  A very bright, clean example 
on watermarked paper.  (A)    $240-300

477. Scotland  ([Lot of 2] Scotland [and] A New & Correct Map of the Counties of Argyle, Bute, and Dumbarton, Drawn from the Latest & Best Authorities), ca. 1758-
90.  (HC)  

 A. Scotland, by Thomas Jefferys, circa 1758 (7.8 x 7.2”).  This map divides Scotland into shires, and shows towns, rivers, and mountains.  There is an inset of the 
Shetland Islands in the upper right corner and a lovely title cartouche featuring a majestic bird, fi sh, and two barrels.  Condition: Issued folding with one small faint 
spot in an unengraved area at right. (A)

 B. A New & Correct Map of the Counties of Argyle, Bute, and Dumbarton, Drawn from the Latest & Best Authorities, by Thomas Conder, circa 1790 (8.4 x 8.4”).  
This is the larger part of a sheet with two maps.  It depicts the region from Glasgow north to Inverness, and shows basic detail of towns, villages, castles and to-
pography.  The map adorned by a decorative title cartouche.  Published by Alexander Hogg at No. 16 Paternoster Row.  Condition: A nice impression on a slightly 
toned sheet with the neatline missing at left from where the map was separated from the larger sheet.  There is some faint scattered foxing and two pieces of hinge 
tape on recto in the blank margins.  (B)      $130-160

478. Scotland  ([Lot of 2] Geographical and Statistical Map of Scotland [and] Scotland), ca. 1820-24.  (HC)  

 A. Geographical and Statistical Map of Scotland, by M. Carey & Son, from Lavoisne’s Genealogical, Historical, Chronological, & Geographical Atlas, dated 1820 
(12.3 x 13.6”).  This map of Scotland is on a full sheet (20.8 x 16.6”) with text on three sides covering geographical, historical, and cultural topics.  A small inset 
features the Shetland Isles.  Drawn by J. Aspin and engraved by J. Yeager.  Condition: The map has been repaired with archival materials on verso after being split 
the length of the centerfold.  An edge tear enters 1.5” into the text at bottom has been archivally repaired and there is minor scattered foxing, mostly outside of the 
map image. (B)

 B. Scotland, by Anthony Finley, from A New General Atlas, circa 1824 (8.6 x 11.3”).  This attractive map stretches from the southern Orkney Islands to the North 
Channel, and shows shires, towns, waterways, and mountains.  Engraved by Young and Delleker.  Condition: Light soiling. (B+)    

      $160-190

479. Eastern Scotland  (Fifae Pars Occidentalis, the West Part of Fife), Blaeu, Amsterdam, ca. 1654.  21.2 x 16.5”.  (BW)  Beautifully engraved map of the region that 
stretches from the western edge of Fife to Leven, with the Firth of Forth to the south.  The map is covered with mountains, forests, castles, lakes, and villages and 
includes the cities of Kirkcaldy, Dumfermline, Rosyth, and Falkland.  A lovely title cartouche with a pastoral theme adorns the top right corner.  Dutch text on 
verso, from an edition published from 1654 to 1662.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #5842:2.  This example has ample margins as well as a light damp stain running 
along the centerfold, scattered mildew stains, minor show-through of text on verso, and a bit of offsetting.  (B)  $200-230

480. Western Scotland  (Mula Insula, Quae ex Aebudarum Numero Una Est, et Lochabriae ad Occasum Praetenditur / The Yle of Mul Whiche Is One of the Westerne 
Yles, and Lyeth Ovir Against Lochabyr), Blaeu, Amsterdam, ca. 1654.  21.3 x 16.8”.  (HC)  This lovely map shows the Isle of Mull off the western coast of Scot-
land, and includes many of the smaller islands nearby including Coll, Tiree, and the northern portion of Jura.  There is good detail of the rivers, cities, villages, 
and topography.  The map includes two decorative cartouches, one fl anked by putti holding fi sh that encloses the distance scale, and another for the title that is 
surrounded by Neptune and his entourage.  Blaeu’s rendering is based on the work of Timothy Pont, who conducted an important survey of Scotland in the late 
sixteenth century.  Dutch text on verso, from an edition published from 1654 to 1662.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #5871:2.  This example has attractive color and 
ample margins, with some faint staining, minor show-through of text on verso, and centerfold separations in top and bottom blank margins that have been closed 
on verso.  There are damp stains in the blank margins.  (B+)    $240-300

481. Ireland  (Hiberniae Ireland Anglis. Yverdon Britannis Erin Incolis. Ierna Orphaeo & Arist. Iris Diodoro Siculo Ivverna Juvenali Ioyernia Ptol.), Hole, Camden’s 
Britain, London, ca. 1610.  13.2 x 10.5”.  (HC)  A decorative seventeenth century map that depicts the Emerald Isle, oriented with the north on the right.  The map 
is based closely on Mercator’s map of 1595, and is divided into counties with fair detail of mountains, forests, rivers, lakes and towns.  It is richly ornamented 
with a strapwork title cartouche, ships and sea monsters in a stippled sea and an elaborate compass rose.  The map was fi rst published in the Latin text edition of 
Camden’s Britannia in 1607 with Latin text on verso, and was reprinted for English text editions in 1610 and 1637 with no text on verso, as seen with this example.  
Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.CAMD-1c; Law, pp. 36-37.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with an archivally repaired tear that enters 1/2” into map at top 
with a minute loss of image.  A clean and bright example.  (B+)    $700-850

482. Southern Ireland  (Hiberniae Pars Australis), Mercator/Jansson, Atlas Novus, Amsterdam, [1638].  18.4 x 13.4”.  (HC)  This is the southern sheet of Mercator’s 
two-sheet map of Ireland compiled from his landmark map of Britain (1564).  It is one of fi ve Irish maps Mercator designed for the second part of his Atlas.  The 
map is richly engraved with strong topographical features in the interior.  The sheet contains a large strapwork title cartouche and has full borders.  The map was 
fi rst published by Mercator in 1595, and was reissued by Jansson with the stippling removed and the title cartouche re-engraved.  Latin text on verso.  Ref: Van der 
Krogt #5902:1.2; Law, pp. 19-20.  A nice impression with attractive color, wide margins, and a printer’s crease in left blank margin.  There is minor show-through 
of text on verso, a few small spots of foxing, and an archivally repaired centerfold separation that enters 2” into map at bottom.  (B+) 

      $350-425

483. Northern Europe  (Nouvelle Carte des Differents Etats du Roi de Prusse, et de Ceux des Autres Princes de la Maison de Brandebourg), Chatelain, Atlas Historique, 
Amsterdam, ca. 1720.  18.8 x 15”.  (HC)  This map focuses on Northern Germany and covers the area from the French border to Konigsburg (Kaliningrad), thus 
including part of today’s Poland.  The bottom is composed of four detail plans: the Frederick William Canal in Brandenburg, the principality of Orange, the prin-
cipality of Neuchatel and Vallangin, and the vicinity of Berlin.  City crests adorn the map.     An attractive, clean example with two tiny wormholes southwest of 
Berlin only visible when held to light.  (A)    $160-200

484. Scandinavia & Baltic  ([On 2 sheets] Carte des Courones du Nord qui Comprend les Royaumes de Danemark, Suede, & Norwege, &c.), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, 
Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  23.8 x 17.7”.  (HC)  Magnifi cent map on two sheets of Scandinavia and the Baltic States with a brilliant fi gurative armorial cartouche 
dedicating the map to Charles XII, King of Sweden.  The map is fi lled with excellent detail of the topography and the cities, towns and villages.  The size given is 
for each sheet, and varies slightly.  If joined the map would measure 23.8 x 35.5”.     Fine impressions with original color on watermarked paper and light toning 
along sheet edges.  There is minor printer’s ink residue in the Gulf of Finland.  (A)    $400-500
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485. Scandinavia  ([Lot of 2] La Scandinavie ou les Royaumes de Danemark de Norvege de Suede et Laponie... [and] Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland), ca. 
1745-50.  (HC)  A  pair of well-engraved eighteenth century maps of Scandinavia.

 A. La Scandinavie ou les Royaumes de Danemark de Norvege de Suede et Laponie..., by Elias Baeck, circa 1745 (8.8 x 5.5”).  Although it lacks topographical 
detail, this small map of the region is fl anked by columns of coats-of-arms and has a banner running over top of it providing coordinates in German and French.  
The map also extends to show parts of the United Kingdom and Iceland.  Condition: Some color offsetting, minor soiling, and marginal toning. 

 B. Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Finland, by Thomas Jefferys, circa 1750 (9.1 x 7.4”). Filled with details of towns, political boundaries, rivers, and topography, 
this map includes an elaborate title cartouche, a distance scale enclosed in a drape style cartouche, and an inset showing Svalbard.  Condition: Issued folding, now 
fl at, with some minor toning on the left side of the image and a spot in an unengraved area within the inset.  (B)  $100-140

486. Scandinavia  (Sweden and Norway), Salmon, The Universal Traveller, London, ca. 1752.  10.9 x 12.8”.  (BW)  This striking map of Scandinavia extends to show 
parts of Russia, Poland, and Germany.  There is good topographical detail within Scandinavia, and many towns, political divisions, and rivers are identifi ed.  An 
inset in the top left corner shows the Norwegian Sea with Greenland and Iceland.  The map is adorned with a beautiful title cartouche and a compass rose capped 
with a fl eur-de-lis.  Engraved by John Gibson.  Ref: McCorkle (18th C. Geography Books) #375-25.  A dark impression issued folding on evenly toned, watermarked 
paper with light offsetting and a few fold separations confi ned to the blank margins closed on verso with archival tape.  (B) $110-140

487. Scandinavia  (Royaume de Suede Seconde Carte Suede Ancienne), Tardieu, Paris, ca. 1797.  16.9 x 12.8”.  (HC)  This basic map of the Swedish Empire shows 
the watershed and mountain ranges of the region.  Features three distance scales and a simple block style title cartouche.  Engraved by Andre.     Issued on sturdy, 
bluish paper with some light staining in the left portion of the image.  (B+)    $120-150

488. Scandinavia  ([Lot of 3] Sweden & Norway [and] Sweden and Norway [and] Sweden Denmark Norway and Finland from the Best Authorities), ca. 1807-54.  (HC)  
An interesting lot of English maps of Scandinavia from the nineteenth century, each complete with details of towns, political boundaries, rivers, and topography.

 A. Sweden & Norway, by Adam and Charles Black, from General Atlas Of The World, circa 1854 (10.1 x 15.1”).  Engraved  by Sidney Hall.  Condition: Original 
color with one rust spot and some faint toning. (B+)

 B. Sweden and Norway, by Charles Smith, from Smith’s New General Atlas, dated 1816 (10.3 x 13.8”).  Engraved by E. Jones. Condition: A nice impression. 
(A)

 C. Sweden Denmark Norway and Finland from the Best Authorities, by Brightly & Kinnersly, dated 1807 (8.6 x 7.1”).  Includes an inset of Iceland.  Engraved by 
Barlow.  Condition:  Original color with light toning and offsetting from an opposing page of text. (B+)    $140-180

489. Scandinavia  (Scandinavia, or Sweden, Denmark & Norway), Thomson, Thomson’s General Atlas, Edinburgh, ca. 1814.  18.6 x 23.7”.  (HC)  This detailed early 
nineteenth century atlas map of Scandinavia shows towns, political divisions, rivers, and topography.  Decorated by a block-style title cartouche and three distance 
scales.  Engraved by J. and G. Menzies.     Original color on sturdy watermarked paper with color offsetting and centerfold separations at left and right that each 
enter approximately 0.5” past the neatline.  (B)    $100-140

490. Southern Sweden  (Ducatus Uplandia), Blaeu, Le Grand Atlas, Amsterdam, [1663].  19.4 x 15.1”.  (HC)  A decorative map of the area around Stockholm with 
well-engraved detail of the interconnected waterways from the Baltic through to Lake Malaren and its tributaries.  The map is embellished with a number of coats 
of arms with the heraldry for Uppsala being the most prominent.  The map is dedicated to Jacob de la Gardie in the lower left, while farmers and allegorical fi gures 
fl ank the title cartouche on the right.  This is the second state with French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #1435:2.2.  Attractive original color on a 
sheet with wide margins and a large elephant watermark.  There are a few faint spots, an abrasion above the title cartouche, and some creasing along the centerfold.  
(B+)    $400-500

491. Gotland, Sweden  (Gotland), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  This charming miniature map 
depicts the island of Gotland, with several towns named throughout.  Soundings are noted along the coast, and the map is adorned with a 16-point compass rose.  
French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #1425:342.  Light toning and show-through of text on verso.  (B+) 

      $110-140

492. Norway  (Dioecesis Stavangriensis, & Partes Aliquot Viciniae, Opera L. Scavenii, S.S.), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  19.6 x 
16.4”.  (HC)  This fi ne map shows the Bishopric of Stavanger and the adjacent regions from the work of Laurids Clausen Scavenius, the bishop of Stavanger from 
1605 to 1626.  The map locates the major villages and towns and presents reasonable coastal detail.  However, the interior topography is not very accurate with 
Opslo Tellemarck shown as a large empty region, save for a large lake and a notation describing the road from Stavanger to Hallengdal as “very hard due to the 
steepness of the mountains.”  The map is beautifully embellished with two coats of arms, four sailing ships and two fi ne cartouches.  French text on verso.  Ref: 
Ginsberg (Scandia) #CE51; Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #1310:2.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with old color that has been partially refreshed.  There are 
a few spots of foxing and damp stains in bottom blank margin that just enter map border in a few spots.  (B+)  $400-500

493. Southern Norway  (Tractus Norwegiae Danicus Magnam Dioeceseos Aggerhusiensis), Homann, Nuremberg, 1729.  21.5 x 18.8”.  (HC)  The focus of this map of 
Aggerhus is the spectacular cross-section of a mountain mine that fi lls the right side of the map.  The map itself covers the vicinity of Oslo (Christania) and provides 
a fi ne view of the roads, towns, villages and forts in the region.  The large title cartouche is beautifully engraved with putti in a cloud background.  Ref: Ginsberg 
(Scandia) #CE57.  Light offsetting and toning with a short centerfold separation at bottom that just passes the neatline and has been closed on verso with archival 
tape.  There is a small printer’s crease in the bottom left corner.  There are a few small spots of sticky residue along sheet edges on verso.  (B) 

      $325-400

494. Spitsbergen, Arctic  (Delineatio Spitsbergiae), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  A small and 
very early map of the island showing just a small part of the western coastline from Point Loockhoute to Ysfe Caep.  It is beautifully engraved with two sailing 
ships, a raft of penguins, a compass rose and a strapwork title cartouche.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #1260:342.  
A fi ne impression with light show-through of text on verso.  (B+)    $140-170

495. Spitsbergen, Norway  (Europe. Spitsberg. No 1 (Ter)), Vandermaelen, Atlas Universel de Geographie Physique, Politique, Statistique et Mineralogique, ca. 1825.  
19.2 x 19.1”.  (HC)  This striking map depicts islands of the Svalbard archipelago in the Arctic Ocean.  There is good coastal and topographical detail along with 
several notes throughout the map that indicate navigational hazards or details of the terrain.     Original color with spots of minor foxing along the centerfold and 
a faint stain that just enters the neatline at right.  (B+)    $140-170

496. Finland  (Magnus Ducatus Finlandiae Auct. Andrea Buraeo Sueco), Blaeu, Amsterdam, ca. 1662.  20.6 x 17.1”.  (HC)  This superb map was the fi rst separately 
printed map of Finland, and was also found in several editions of Blaeu’s Atlas Maior and in a few composite atlases.  The map is attributed to Anders Bure (1571-
1646), a Swedish cartographer and mathematician.  Bure, also known as Andreas Bureus, is best known for his 6-sheet map of Scandinavia and for serving as the 
fi rst director of the Swedish land survey.  The map shows the numerous lakes, rivers, and waterways in Finland, which was a Grand Duchy of the Swedish Empire 
at the time of publication.  The title cartouche is adorned with the coats of arms of the various regions in Finland, held aloft by two putti.  The map is dedicated 
to Gustav Horn, a Swedish/Finnish politician and military commander who was appointed Field Marshall by the King of Sweden at the outset of the Thirty Years 
War.  No text on verso, indicating that this example was likely bound in a composite atlas.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #1470:2.  Nice impression and color with 
just a hint of toning along centerfold.  (A)    $1600-1900
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497. Baltic Sea, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia  (Livoniae Descrip.), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  
A charming small map of the eastern Baltic Sea and present-day Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia.  The map is adorned with a strapwork cartouche and moire patterned 
seas.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #1710:342.  A fi ne impression with very light toning, minor show-through of 
text on verso, a printer’s crease in left blank margin, and a chip in top blank margin.  (B+)    $110-140

498. Baltic  (Livonia Petrus Kaerius Caelavit), Mercator/Cloppenburgh, Atlas Minor, Amsterdam, ca. 1630.  10 x 7.3”.  (HC)  Beautiful map of present-day Estonia, 
Latvia and part of Lithuania.  Fully engraved to illustrate the forests, cities and villages.  Larger cities, including Stockholm and Riga, are depicted with miniature 
castles.  Embellished with a strapwork title cartouche.  Engraved by Pieter van den Keere (Petrus Kaerius).  French text on verso, published between 1630-36.  Ref: 
Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #1710:353.  Nice impression and color on watermarked paper.  (A)    $180-210

499. Denmark  (Dania Regnum in quo sunt Ducatus Holsatia et Slesvcium Insulae Danicae et Provinciae Iutia, Scania, Blekingia et Hallandia), Wit, Amsterdam, ca. 
1680.  23.1 x 19.9”.  (HC)  This is a large, attractive map of Denmark, Sleschwig-Holstein and southern Sweden with good detail throughout. The title cartouche 
features the Danish coat of arms and is supported by the traditional woodwose with a variety of farm animals in the background.     A nice impression with original 
color, refreshed in a few spots where repairs have been made, and light soiling primarily near the borders.  There are professional repairs to a centerfold separa-
tion that enters 2.5” into map at bottom and small chips in top corners with a small amount of border in facsimile.  Remargined at left with a portion of neatline in 
facsimile as well.  (B+)    $350-425

500. Denmark  (Carte du Royaume de Danemarc), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  23.6 x 19.1”.  (HC)  Handsome engraved map of Denmark and 
southern Sweden.  The map is fi lled with detail of the towns, topography, traveling routes and numerous fortifi ed cities.  Three distance scales show French, Ger-
man and Danish miles.     A fi ne impression with original color on watermarked paper and a hint of offsetting.  (A)  $160-190

501. Islands of Denmark  (Insulae Danicae in Mari Balthico Sitae, Utpote Zeelandia, Fionia, Langelandia, Lalandia, Falstria, Fembria Mona), Homann, Nuremberg, ca. 
1730.  22.8 x 19.6”.  (HC)  Very detailed and fi nely engraved chart shows the main islands plus the eastern coastline of Denmark and a little of Sweden. The superb 
cartouche features a large vignette depicting the approach to Copenhagen with ships in the harbor.  It is further adorned with the royal arms and a scene of merfolk 
frolicking in the sea.     A nice impression and lovely color on watermarked paper with minor printer’s ink residue and one tiny centerfold separation.  (A)  
     $275-350

502. Middleburg, Netherlands  (Die Belegerung von Middelburg), Hogenberg, Geschichtsblatter, Antwerp, ca. 1600.  11.6 x 8.4”.  (BW)  Finely engraved bird’s-eye 
plan of the city, which is completely encircled by a canal.  The scene depicts the Siege of Middleburg (1572-74), which was a two year battle during the Dutch War 
of Independence.  The panoramic view displays the fortifi ed city, surrounding farms, soldiers and numerous boats and ships in the harbor.  The plan of the city is 
a reduced version of a similar map in Civitates Orbis Terrarum, which depicts the city at a time of peace.  This engraving was included in Hogenberg’s Geschich-
tsblatter, or history broadsheets, which was a series of several hundred prints depicting various battles during the Dutch War of Independence, published between 
1569 to 1637.  After Frans Hogenberg’s death in 1590, his publishing fi rm was continued well into the 17th century by his son, Abraham.     A dark impression on 
watermarked paper with minor printer’s ink residue.  (A)    $250-325

503. Amsterdam, Netherlands  (De Uytrechtze Poort), Commelin, Amsterdam, ca. 1690.  13.4 x 10.4”.  (HC)  This copper engraved view shows one of the major gates 
into the old city of Amsterdam.  The scene is fi lled with activity as a crowd enters into the city.  A bridge spans a canal and two windmills appear in the distance.  
The title is on a ribbon-style cartouche.     Attractive color on watermarked paper with some marginal soiling and damp stains at the top corners that do not enter 
into image.  (A)    $160-190

504. Amsterdam, Netherlands  (Amsterdam), SDUK Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London, 1835.  15.2 x 12.8”.  (HC)  A fi nely engraved plan detail-
ing the large walled and fortifi ed city.  Major streets and canals are named and major buildings are delineated.  Below are elevations of principal buildings.  Above 
the map is “Plan of the Environs of Amsterdam” enclosed in a scroll-style border.  Note at top gives the English translation to several Dutch words used on the 
plan.  Drawn by W.B. Clarke, engraved by B.R. Davies and published for the SDUK by Baldwin & Cradock, Paternoster Row.     Original color with minor toning 
primarily along the sheet’s edges and some slight edge tears and chips, none of which enter the image.  (B+)  $120-150

505. Eastern Belgium  (Leodiensis Dioec.), Mercator/Hondius, Atlas Minor, Amsterdam, [1607].  7.6 x 5.1”.  (HC)  Splendid small map of the Meuse River valley, 
centered roughly on Liege with east oriented at the top of map.  Adorned with a strapwork title cartouche that incorporates the distance scale.  This is from the fi rst 
edition, with Latin text on verso.     Watermarked paper with light foxing in blank margins.  Cardinal directions and page number written in manuscript ink in blank 
margins.  (A)    $80-100

506. Brussels, Belgium  (Brussels (Bruxelles)), SDUK Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London, 1837.  15 x 13.2”.  (HC)  Crisply engraved plan of the 
city roughly centered on the Hotel de Ville.  It shows the city from the Rue de Paris and the Canal de Willebroeek to Fauburg de Namur and Fauburg de Louvain.  
Names all major streets and many public places. Elevations of eight important buildings are engraved along bottom.  An inset map of the vicinity around Brussels 
is contained in a scroll.  Published by Chapman & Hall.     Original color with light toning mostly confi ned to the blank margins and a few closed edge tears and 
chips completely confi ned to the blank margins.  (B+)    $80-100

507. Luxembourg  (Lutzenburg Ducatus), Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1640.  19.7 x 15.1”.  (HC)  Striking map of the vicinity of Luxembourg that 
also includes the cities of Metz, Trier, Leige, and Namur.  Great detail of mountains, forests, villages, fortifi ed cities and roads.  Title cartouche includes the royal 
coat of arms.  Latin text on verso, published between 1640-43.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #3380:2.2.  A fi ne impression on a bright sheet with professionally 
repaired centerfold separations at top and bottom.  (A)    $300-375

508. Belgium & France  (Comitatus Hannoniae in Suas Quasque Castellanias Balliviatus Praefecturas et Territoria Accurate Divisi Descriptio), Homann, Nuremberg, 
ca. 1692.  22.4 x 18.9”.  (HC)  This detailed map, centered on Mons, includes the towns of Doornick, Halle, Charleroy, Camerijk, and Dounay.  It is fi lled with 
information on the topography, roads, and towns, and adorned with an uncolored title cartouche surrounded by angels and putti.     On watermarked paper with a 
tiny abrasion at top left and minor toning along the midsection of the centerfold.  (A)    $140-170

509. Western Europe, German Empire  ([Lot of 5] Germaniae Populorum... [and] Germaniae Cisrhenanae ut Circa Julii Caesaris... [and] Germaniae Cisrhenanae ut Inter 
I. Caesaris et Trajani... [and] Scaldis, Mosae, ac Rheni Ostiorum... [and] Germaniae Antiquae Libri Tres…), Cluver, Germaniae Antiquae Libri Tres, [1631].  13.8 
x 10.4”.  (BW)  This lot includes four maps and the title page from Cluver’s study of the ancient geography, peoples, culture, history, and language of Germany, 
based on numerous ancient literary sources.  The four maps were engraved by Nicolaas van Geelkerken.

 A. Germaniae Populorum Inter Rhenum et Albim Amneis, ut a Trajani Imperio, et Circa Marcellini Aetatem Incoluerunt, Descriptio.  This map shows the extent 
of the ancient German Empire at the time of the reign of Roman Emperor Trajan (53-117 AD), who successfully expanded the territory of the Roman Empire to 
the Rhine and Danube Rivers.  Only a few towns are depicted among the extensive system of rivers.

 B. Germaniae Cisrhenanae ut Circa Julii Caesaris Suit Aetatem, Descriptio.  This map shows the German Empire to the west of the Rhine River, into Belgium 
and France, during the time of Julius Caesar (100-44 BC).  The few towns shown are located in the southeast, including Lutetia, which fell to the Romans under 
Caesar’s rule in 52 BC, and later became Paris, France.

 C. Germaniae Cisrhenanae ut Inter I. Caesaris et Trajani Suit Imperia Descriptio.  This map is geographically identical to the previous one, and shows the changes 
in the region between the time of Julius Caesar and Emperor Trajan.  There are now numerous towns depicted along the Rhine and Moselle Rivers.

 D. Scaldis, Mosae, ac Rheni Ostiorum, Gentiumque Accolarum Antiqua Descriptio.  This map centers on the area to the north of the Sambre and Meuse Rivers, 
and to the west of the Rhine River, showing the mouths of each of the rivers.
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 E. Germaniae Antiquae Libri Tres. Opus Post Omnium Curas Elaboratissimum, Tabulis Geographicus, et Imaginibus....  This sheet contains the title page to Clu-
ver’s study on ancient Germany and a rare portrait of Cluver himself.  The title page is fl anked by ancient Germanic fi gures, with the male holding a decapitated 
head with another atop his spear.  Below is a river god representing the Rhine River, and at top is a medallion bearing the portrait of Arminius, a chieftain of the 
Germanic Cherusci who defeated the Roman army in the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest.  Pairs of wild animals complete the composition.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) 
T.CLUV-1c.  The four maps have light toning, some offsetting, and minor soiling.  The title page is moderately toned with light soiling and some tiny chips and 
tears along sheet edges.  (B)    $350-450

510. France  (Carte Nouvelle du Royaume de France Divise en toutes ses Provinces et ses Acquistions...), Ottens, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  23.3 x 19.1”.  (HC)  A hand-
some map of France showing the country divided into provinces.  The map is boldly engraved with good detail throughout.  The title cartouche incorporates the 
royal coat of arms and several distance scales.  A panel at right displays the twelve coats of arms of the ancient governments, and includes the subdivided regions 
within each.  An alternate Latin title, “Galliae Regnum in Omnes suas Provincias Accurate Divisum”, can be found in the upper margin.  This map was originally 
published by Pieter Husson in 1708.     Original color with a few light stains and an archivally repaired centerfold separation that enters 2” into map at bottom.  
(B+)    $150-190

511. France  (Nieuwe Kaart van Frankryk), Tirion, Nieuwe en Beknopte Hand Atlas, ca. 1740.  15 x 13”.  (BW)  Copper engraved map of France showing provinces, 
topography, cities and towns.  A simple compass rose is the only embellishment.  The map extends to include parts of the adjacent countries, including England, 
Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, and Belgium.     Issued folding, with light soiling, two small pen marks, and a faint damp stain at bottom just entering map 
border.  Remargined at right and left with old paper.  There is a tear that enters 2” into map at right that has been closed on verso with archival tape.  (B)  
     $110-150

512. France  ([Lot of 4] A New Map of the Kingdom of France... [and] A New Map of France... [with] [Title Page and Index Page]), Laurie & Whittle, A New Universal 
Atlas…, London, ca. 1794-98.  These two beautifully engraved maps portray France as it was after the creation of the French Republic and the division of the 
country into departments in 1791.  The maps shows all the major roads and cities, and extend to show portions of Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, Italy and a 
portion of Corsica.  Also included with these two maps is the matched title page and index of A New Universal Atlas published in 1798. 

 A. A New Map of the Kingdom of France Divided Into Its Governments with All the Post Roads According to the Latest Description Published by the Order of the 
Post-Master General, dated 1794, hand color (22.9 x 18.5”). 

 B. A New Map of France Divided Into Eighty-Three Departments According to the Decree of the National Assembly in 1790, dated 1795, hand color (22.0 x 
21.8”). 

 C. [Title Page] A New Universal Atlas, Exhibiting All the Empires, Kingdoms, States, Republics, &c. &c. in the Whole World. Being a Complete Collection of the 
Most Approved Maps Extant ... the Second Edition..., published 1798, black and white (13.8 x 21.3”). 

 D. [Index], published 1798, black and white (13.8 x 21.3”).     

 Issued on thick, hand-laid paper with light offsetting, toning, and damp stains in blank margins.  Each map has a 1.5” fold separation in the image at bottom.  (B)  
     $275-350

513. France  (Nouvelle Carte de la France Indiquant les Routes de Poste, les Routes Imperiales & Departementales, avec les Distances en Kilometres, les Chemins de Fer 
et les Canaux), Charle, Atlas National Illustre, 1856.  21 x 23”.  (HC)  This intensely detailed map of France shows all major cities, towns, harbors, roads, railroads, 
rivers and canals.  The map includes the southern coast of England and the English Channel (Pas de Calais) and depicts sea routes and mileages in kilometers from 
London, Dover and Southampton to the northern coast of France.  In the Mediterranean, sea routes with mileages are depicted from France to Barcelona, Alger, 
Ajaccio, and Genoa (Genes).  Two detailed inset maps of Paris and its environs and Corsica fi ll the corners.  At top right is a legend identifying various sizes of 
towns and types of routes.  Jean Baptiste-Louis Charle was a prominent French Geographer in the mid-19th century and his map was included in Victor Levas-
seur’s Atlas National Illustre de France in 1856.     Issued folding with original color, one short fold separation that has been closed on verso with archival tape, 
and minor toning along one fold.  There are a couple of minute worm holes only visible when held to light, and a binding trim at top right with a 1/4” binding tear 
that has also been closed with archival tape.  (B+)    $140-180

514. Southern France, Provence  (Provincia - La Provence), Hondius, Atlas (German Edition), 1621.  19.6 x 14.9”.  (BW)  This striking map of Provence in southern 
France is fully engraved with hundreds of place names and adorned with three decorative cartouches, including one enclosing the title that features an animal’s face, 
crown, and fl eur-de-lis.  The map is dense with graphic depictions of mountains, forests, and towns and cities.  The Rhone and Durance Rivers are meticulously 
mapped, with even the marshy area at the mouth of the Rhone noted.  In the Mediterranean, there is a sailing ship and a compass rose capped with a fl eur-de-lis.  
German text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #4700:1B.1.  On moderately toned, watermarked paper with some faint show-through of text on verso.  (B)  
     $200-240

515. Southern France, Vaucluse  (La Principaute d’Orange et Comtat de Venaissin), Hondius, Atlas (German Edition), 1627.  19.8 x 14.9”.  (BW)  This decorative cop-
per engraved map features the cities of Avignon and Orange, as well as several smaller villages.  The mountains and forests that distinguish the topography of the 
region are graphically depicted.  In addition to the title cartouche, there is a dedication cartouche topped with a coat-of-arms.  North is oriented at the bottom of 
the map.  Engraved by Evert Sijmons van Hamersveldt.  German text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #4730:1.2.  On watermarked paper with some spots of 
light toning and minor show-through of text on verso.  (B+)    $200-240

516. Southern France  (Carte du Languedoc), La Feuille, Les Tablettes Guerrieres…, ca. 1706.  9.5 x 7”.  (HC)  Charming small map of this region in southern France 
oriented with north to the right.  It is surrounded by 12 bird’s-eye plans and views of the major cities and fortresses.  At the top is a view of Montpellier and at 
bottom a view of Pont-Saint-Esprit.     Issued folding, now pressed with a hint of toning along folds.  (A)   $80-100

517. Southern France  ([On 2 sheets] Le Gouvernement General de Languedoc Divise en Trois Lieutenances Generales Scavoir la Haut Languedoc, la Bas Languedoc et 
les Sevennes…), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  18.1 x 23.3”.  (HC)  Handsome two-sheet map of the Midi-Pyrenees and Languedoc Roussillon 
regions extending from Pau in the west to Avignon in the east, and from Martel and St. Flour in the north to Perpignan in the south.  The map is densely engraved 
with information, with particular emphasis on the fortifi ed cities, which are colored in red.  The distance scale at bottom right incorporates a legend, identifying 
towns of various sizes, castles, and ports.  The large title cartouche features putti and a river god and goddess.  The size given is for each sheet, which varies slightly.  
If joined, the map would measure 35.3 x 23.3”.     Dark impressions with original color on watermarked paper, minor offsetting, and marginal soiling.  (A)  
     $200-250

518. Paris, France - Incunabula  (Folio XXXIX / Parisius [and on verso] Maguncia), Schedel, Liber Chronicarum, Nuremberg, [1493].  9 x 8”.  (BW)  This fabulous, 
woodblock view from the renowned Nuremberg Chronicle is one of the earliest printed plans of Paris.  An equally impressive view of Mainz is on the verso.  On 
a sheet of Latin text (12 x 16.2”).

 See also lot 824 for The Making of the Nuremburg Chronicle by Adrian Wilson.     Scattered spots of foxing, light show through of the image on verso, with marginal 
soiling and a damp stain in right blank margin.  The left blank margin has been reinforced with old paper.  (B+)  $475-600

519. Paris, France  (Paris Paris), Werner, Augsburg, ca. 1740.  16 x 11.5”.  (HC)  This rare decorative bird’s-eye view of Paris includes numbered keys in French and 
German identifying 47 locations.  The title banner is held aloft by two putti, while fi ve allegorical fi gures are portrayed in the foreground of the view.  Minerva 
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and a saint are on the left, while Prudence, Mercury and a soldier are on the right.  In between them is the coat of arms of the city surmounted by the Royal Crown.  
The view is encased in a delicately engraved picture-frame style border, below which are brief descriptions of the great city in Latin and German.  This lovely view 
was drawn by Werner and engraved by Iohannes Georg Pinz, with ornamentation by Thomas Scheffl er.  Published in Augsburg by Martin Engelbrecht.     Expertly 
remargined at top and right with a portion of frame-border replaced in facsimile.  Backed in tissue to repair several small tears, creases, and a hole in German legend 
at right.  Trimmed close to neatlines, but still ample room for framing.  Despite these imperfections, this piece presents itself quite well.  (B) 

      $1400-1800

520. Spain & Portugal  (Hispania), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  A handsome miniature map 
of the Iberian Peninsula depicting numerous towns, political divisions, rivers and topography.  Adorned with a strapwork cartouche and stippled sea.  French text 
on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #6000:342.  A fi ne impression with minor toning.  (A) $110-140

521. Spain & Portugal  (L’Espagne Dressee sur la Description qui en a ete faite par Rodrigo Mendez Sylvia…), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  23.6 
x 18.8”.  (HC)  Handsome, large map of the Iberian Peninsula, including the Balearic Islands and part of the north coast of Africa.  The map is based on the cartog-
raphy of Rodrigo Mendez Sylva.  The sheet is fi lled with detail and decorated with a beautiful title cartouche featuring Zephyrus, the Greek god of the west wind 
and Chloris, the goddess of spring and fl owers.  Engraved by Joan van Lugtenburg.  Latin title above map: Nova Regni Hispaniae Accurata Descriptio ad Usum 
Serenissimi Burgundiae Ducis.     A nice impression with original color on watermarked paper and two soft creases.  (A) $240-300

522. Northern Spain  (Legionis Regnum et Asturiarum Principatus), Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1645.  19.7 x 15”.  (HC)  This handsome map 
covers the Cordillera Cantabrica region on the northwest coast of Spain.  It is roughly centered on Leon and shows a small portion of Portugal around Braganca.  
The major cities included are Lugo, Oviedo, Leon, Burgos, Palencia, Lerma, and Valladoilid.  The coat of arms above the decorative cartouche is held by two fi erce 
lions.  Further embellishing the map are a compass rose and a fancy scale of miles cartouche with an armillary sphere.  Latin text on verso, published between 
1640-55.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #6010:2.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with wide, original margins.  There is offsetting and two small rust stains 
in map image.  (B+)    $250-325

523. Eastern Spain  (Le Royaume d’Arragon…), Fer, Atlas ou Recueil de Cartes Geographiques…, Paris, 1706.  17.5 x 19.8”.  (HC)  This scarce map of the Kingdom 
of Aragon in northeastern Spain is fi lled with rivers, roads, and place names.  Saragoca (Zaragoza), Tortosa, Castello de la Plana, Lerida and numerous other large 
cities are depicted with miniature castles.  Adorned with a decorative title cartouche featuring the coat of arms of the Crown of Aragon.  Ref: Pastoureau, FER II 
C [67].  Watermarked paper with original outline color and wide margins.  There is toning along the centerfold, light offsetting, and a few stains.  There are a few 
short edge tears, far from map image.  (B)    $300-400

524. Western Spain  (La Castille Vieiele et Nouvelle l’Estramadura de Castille et de Leon), Fer, Atlas ou Recueil de Cartes Geographiques…, Paris, 1706.  23 x 17.3”.  
(HC)  This scarce map of the heart of Spain includes Palencia, Segovia, Madrid, Tarazona, Toledo and Badajoz.  The map is divided into provinces and fi lled 
with rivers, roads, and place names.  Madrid, Valladolid, Badajoz and numerous other large cities are depicted with miniature castles.  Adorned with a decorative 
rococo-style title cartouche featuring the coat of arms of Castile.  Ref: Pastoureau, FER II C [66].  Watermarked paper with original outline color and wide margins.  
There is toning along the centerfold, light offsetting, a bit of color transfer, and a few spots.  There is a damp stain in top blank margin, and a centerfold separation 
in bottom blank margin, neither of which affect the image.  (B)    $275-350

525. Alicante, Spain  (Plan of the City and Castle of Alicant, Besieged by the Chevalier d’Asfeldt Nov. 30th 1708 and Surrendered by Capitulation Apr. 19th 1709), 
Rapin-Thoyras, Mr. Tindal’s Continuation of Mr. Rapin’s History of England, ca. 1745.  18.5 x 14.8”.  (HC)  Detailed plan of this Spanish Mediterranean city, with 
fortifi cations, troop positions, ships in harbor, etc.  This scene depicts the siege of Alicante by the French fl eet during the War of the Spanish Succession.  The map 
includes a lettered key identifying numerous locations.  Finely engraved by Isaac Basire and published in Tindal’s English edition of Mr. Rapin’s The History of 
England.     Issued folding, now pressed, on watermarked paper with an archivally repaired fold separation and adjacent 1/2” tear in blank area of image at bottom.  
Top margin extended with old paper to accommodate framing.  (B+)    $240-300

526. Central Europe  (Germaniae Veteris, Typus), Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1640.  19.1 x 15.1”.  (HC)  This beautifully engraved map is based 
on Ortelius’ map of ancient Germany.  The region covered takes in all of central Europe from Belgium and France through Poland, to northern Italy and Hungary.  
It is richly engraved and features three large strapwork cartouches.  The towns and cities from the time of Charlemagne are noted in the legend in the lower left.  
Latin text on verso, published between 1640-43.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #2000H:2.  A fi ne impression on a bright sheet with professionally repaired centerfold 
separations at top and bottom.  (A)    $220-300

527. Central Europe, Rhine River  (Rhenus Fluviorum Europae Celeberrimus, cum Mosa, Mosella, et Reliquis, in Illum se Exonerantibus, Fluminibus), Blaeu, Theatre 
du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  38.9 x 16.4”.  (HC)  This splendid map depicts the Rhine River valley from its headwaters in southern Switzerland 
to where it empties into the North Sea in the Netherlands.  The map is fully engraved with the tributaries of the Rhine, hundreds of towns, political boundaries, and 
even graphic depictions of mountains and forests.  Oriented with north to the right, the map is embellished with a large allegorical cartouche featuring Bacchus, 
river gods, and woodland animals.  A decorative cartouche at top right dedicates the map to Andreae Bickero.  The distance scale includes a row of putti holding 
the coats of arms of the regions represented in the map.  Blank verso.  On two sheets, professionally joined.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #1120:2B.  A nice impres-
sion on watermarked paper with old color that has been partially refreshed.  There is some very minor soiling and crumpling of the bottom edge of the sheet, not 
affecting the map.  (A)    $500-650

528. Central Europe, Germany  (Allemagne), Sanson, Geographise en Historische Werelt Beschryving…, Paris, [1683].  9.8 x 7.4”.  (HC)  This copper engraved map 
covers the German Empire, which covered the heart of Europe at the time and stretched from Belgium through Poland and from the Baltic Sea to the Gulf of 
Venice.  The map shows the political divisions and major cities and towns.  It is adorned with a strapwork title cartouche and was engraved by A. d’Winter.  Ref: 
Pastoureau, SANSON VII F bis.  Lightly toned with a few small spots.  Margin extended with old paper at left to accommodate framing.  (B+) 

      $80-100

529. Central Europe  (Svevia quae cis Coda num suit sinum Antiqua Descriptio), Cluver, Introductio in Universam Geographicam, [1697].  9.8 x 7.9”.  (HC)  Densely 
engraved small map covering the region of present-day Pomerania showing the ancient Germanic tribes, extending south to the Danube River.  It is adorned with 
a wreath-style title cartouche.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.CLUV-8a [11].  Attractive color with a hint of offsetting.  (A) $80-100

530. Central Europe, Germany  (L’Allemagne avec Ses Confi ns et Ses Dependances), La Feuille, Les Tablettes Guerrieres…, ca. 1706.  8.2 x 5.9”.  (HC)  Attractive 
small map of the German Empire, which covers the heart of Europe.  The map is fl anked by panels of coats of arms.     Issued folding, now pressed on watermarked 
paper with wide margins.  A nice impression with light toning along folds.  (B+)    $100-130

531. Central Europe  (Carte d’Allemagne pour Servir a l’Intelligence de l’Histoire de la Guerre...), Beaurain, Paris, 1765.  38.7 x 28.4”.  (HC)  This appealing wall map 
on two joined sheets centers on Germany and spans from southeast England to Poland.  Political divisions, towns and cities, rivers, and mountains are identifi ed.  
Markings scattered throughout the map indicate the dates and locations of battles as well as the positions of many camps, with corresponding information about 
the history of war in Europe from 1748 to 1763 in two boxes of text located in the bottom left and bottom right corners.  Also included is an elaborate decorative 
title cartouche complete with putti, an angel, and several coats-of-arms.  Engraved by Babel.  Ref: Phillips #2813.  Issued folding on watermarked paper with a 1” 
fold separation that has been repaired with non-archival tape on verso and a 2.5” separation where the two sheets are joined. There is also a damp stain that enters 
the text box at bottom right, light soiling, some minor wear along the folds, and a 5” printer’s crease at right.  Despite these imperfections, this piece is in nice 
condition given its size.  (B)    $500-600

532. Central Europe  (Oro-Hydrographische und Eisenbahn-Wand-Karte von Deutschland), ca. 1870.  60 x 58”.  (PC)  This giant folding map extends from Copenhagen 
in the north to Toulouse and Florence in the south, and from Paris in the west to Warsaw in the east.  Red lines criss-crossing the map depict the extensive system 
of railroads throughout central Europe, with red dashed lines denoting rail lines under construction.  The various towns and cities identifi ed in the map are limited 
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to those that fall on or near railroad lines.  A secondary purpose of the map is to show the relation of the mountains to drainage and water sheds in the region.  The 
topography of the land is graphically depicted and the size of the rivers is indicated through the width of the black lines.  Surrounded in a decorative border with oak 
leaves and acorns.  Created by Dr. Heinrich Mohl and printed by Theodor Fischer in Kassel.  Dissected and backed in linen.     Brightly colored with light soiling 
and a few small abrasions at the top of the map.  The dissected sections are detaching from the linen, and some of the sections have a tendency to stick together when 
folded, but they are fairly easily separated without causing damage.  (B)    $140-170

533. Hungary, Romania  (Carte de la Hongrie, de la Transilvanie et des Pays Adjacents Appartenants a la Maison d’Autriche), Chanlaire & Mentelle, Paris, ca. 1797.  16.7 
x 13”.  (HC)  Nicely detailed map centered on present day Hungary and Romania. There is good detail of rivers and mountains, and hundreds of towns and cities are 
identifi ed, including Vienna, Graz, Belgrade, Krakow, and Budapest, here still split across the banks of the Danube as Bude and Pest.  Includes fi ve distance scales.     
On bluish paper.  (A)    $100-140

534. Northern Germany  (Wesphalia cum Dioecesi Bremensi), Mercator/Hondius, Atlas Minor, Amsterdam, [1607].  7.4 x 5.5”.  (HC)  This small map centers roughly on 
Bremen and shows the waterways of northern Germany in careful detail.  The map reaches from Emden in the west to the Elbe River in the east.  It is adorned with 
a small ship and a strapwork title cartouche that incorporates the scale of miles.  This is from the fi rst edition, with Latin text on verso.     A nice impression with one 
small spot in image at top right.  Cardinal directions and page number written in manuscript ink in blank margins.  (B+) $80-100

535. Northern Germany  (Saxonia Inferior et Mekleburg), Mercator/Hondius, Atlas Minor, Amsterdam, [1607].  7.7 x 5.5”.  (HC)  Lower Saxony and Mecklenburg are the 
central theme of this appealing map.  It covers from Lubeck and the Baltic Sea in the north to Celle, Rathenow and Spandau in the south.  Adorned with a strapwork 
title cartouche that incorporates the distance scale.  This is from the fi rst edition, with Latin text on verso.     A nice impression with very light soiling.  Cardinal direc-
tions and page number written in manuscript ink in blank margins.  (B+)    $80-100

536. Western Germany  (S.R.I. Circulus Rhenanus Inferior sive Electorum Rheni Complectens Tres Archiepiscopatus, Moguntinum Coloniensem et Trevirensem Palati-
natum Rheni...), Homann, Nuremberg, ca. 1720.  19.4 x 23”.  (HC)  This highly detailed map of central Germany follows the Rhine River from the French border to 
beyond Dusseldorf.  The Moselle River also dominates the landscape through Trier.  Centered on the region of Frankfort and Nassaw, the map extends to include the 
walled cities of Wesel, Munden, Stuttgart, Sar Louis, Heidelberg, Aken, and Mulhein.  A nice title cartouche is surrounded by fi gures and the crests of the cities of 
Trier, Maintz, Coln, and Pfaltz.     There are several small cracks that have been backed on verso with paper.  Some of the city names have been underlined in black 
ink and there are a few small spots in the image as well as minor soiling mostly confi ned to the blank margins.  (B)  $190-230

537. Poland  (Polonia Regnum, et Silesia Ducatus), Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1640.  20.3 x 16.5”.  (HC)  This splendid map of the Polish–Lithuanian 
Commonwealth extends just past Lublin in the east and Krakow in the south.  There is excellent detail of towns, rivers, and forested areas.  The map is handsomely 
adorned with an allegorical title cartouche, the coat of arms of Poland held aloft by putti, and a distance scale surrounded by putti and the coat of arms of Silesia.  
Latin text on verso, published between 1640-43.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #1900:2.  A fi ne impression on a bright sheet of watermarked paper with professionally 
repaired centerfold separations at top and bottom.  (A)    $500-650

538. Southern Poland  (Comitatus Glatz Authore Jona Sculteto), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  19.8 x 16.4”.  (HC)  Handsome map of 
the Silesia region with Glatz (Klodzko) at center, attributed to the work of Jonas Scultetus (1540-1614).  The forested region was renowned for its wild game and the 
map includes tiny illustrations of the wildlife.  Two large strapwork cartouches at bottom are surrounded by hunters and game animals.  French text on verso.  Ref: 
Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #2960:2.  A nice impression with an abrasion southeast of Glatz and faint damp stains at bottom of image.  (B+) 

      $200-240

539. Southwestern Poland  (Silesia Ducatus a Martino Helwigio Nissense Descriptus), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  19.7 x 15.1”.  (HC)  
Decorative map centered on Breslaw (Wroclaw) and bordered by Brandenburg and Bohemia.  The map is embellished with the elaborate coat of arms of Silesia and 
a fi gurative title cartouche festooned with birds, animals, a nymph and a satyr.  Based on the surveys of Martin Helwig.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt 
(Vol. II) #2900:2.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with old color that has been partially refreshed.  There are some faint damp stains in bottom blank margin 
that enter map border in a few spots.  (A)    $240-300

540. Czech Republic  (Bohemia), Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1640.  21.6 x 16.3”.  (HC)  A beautifully engraved map centered on Prague and fi lled 
with pictorial representations of the topography and towns that cover the countryside.  The map is adorned with cartouches for the title and key and two heralds fi ll 
the upper corners of the map.  Latin text on verso, published between 1640-43.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #2850:2.  A fi ne impression on a bright sheet with profes-
sionally repaired centerfold separations at top and bottom.  (A)    $300-400

541. Switzerland  (Argow cum Parte Merid. Zurichgow), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, ca. 1643.  19.7 x 15.2”.  (HC)  Nice copper engraved 
map of Canton Aargau and parts of the Cantons Schwyz, Zurich, and Glarus.  Includes the cities of Bern and Lucern.  Beautifully engraved to depict the numerous 
lakes and mountainous countryside and embellished with a small title cartouche.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #4930:2:12-3.  On watermarked 
paper with light toning and minor show-through of text on verso.  (B+)    $240-300

542. Switzerland  (Nova Helvetiae, Foederatarumque cum ea, nec non Subditarum Regionum Tabula, ad Usum Serenissimi Burgundiae Ducis...), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, 
Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  24.1 x 18.6”.  (HC)  This densely engraved map of Switzerland depicts the rugged terrain of the area along with the numerous lakes.  The map 
is fl anked by the coats of arms of towns throughout Switzerland, and a note on the country’s allies.  A legend at bottom right identifi es towns of various sizes, abbeys, 
locations with Protestant or Catholic affi liations, baths, etc.  A note below indicates that the map is more correct than any previous maps, but that the authors don’t 
guarantee that it is “perfect.”     A nice impression with original color on watermarked paper.  (A)    $200-230

543. Northern Switzerland  (Zurichgow et Basiliensis Provincia), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  19.6 x 15”.  (HC)  This fi ne map of the 
northern part of Switzerland includes Zurich, Schaffhausen, Basel, and Solothurn.  Decorated with a strapwork title cartouche and distance scales.  French text on 
verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #4910:2.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with old color that has been partially refreshed.  There are some faint damp 
stains in bottom blank margin that enter map border in a few spots.  (A)    $240-300

544. Eastern Switzerland  (Alpina seu Foederatae Rhaetiae Subditarumque ei Terrarum Nova Descriptio), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  
19.7 x 14.9”.  (HC)  Handsome map of eastern Switzerland and northern Italy around Lake Como.  The region is known as Graubunden, which was once part of a 
Roman province called Raetia.  The map highlights the fortifi cations along the Adda River, as well as provides excellent information on the topography, cities and 
tiny villages throughout the region.  Each corner of the map is adorned with a decorative cartouche.  The title cartouche credits Philip Cluver and features a soldier 
and river gods, and the cartouche at top right dedicates the map to Hadrianus Pauw.  Engraved by Evert Symonsz van Hamersveldt.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van 
der Krogt (Vol. II) #4940:2.2.  A nice impression with old color that has been lightly refreshed and damp stains in bottom blank margin that just touch neatline in a 
few spots.  (A)    $300-400

545. Eastern Austria  (Austria Archiducatus Auctore Wolfgango Lazio), Hondius/Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1640.  21.6 x 14.5”.  (HC)  This striking, 
large map of the Danube River valley is based on the cartography of Wolfgang Lazio.  Vienna is prominently featured with the Danube river fl owing across the center 
of the map.  The map extends south to Graz and west past Linz, but not as far as Salzburg.  Numerous tiny villages, cities, mountains, forests and lakes are depicted.  
Three decorative cartouches grace the map including a coat of arms.  Latin text on verso, published between 1640-43.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #2710:2.2.  A fi ne 
impression on a bright sheet with professionally repaired centerfold separations at top and bottom.  (A)   $275-350

546. Western Austria  (Saltzburg Archiepiscopatus, et Carinthia Ducatus. Auct. Ger. Mercatore), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  19.7 x 
15”.  (HC)  Handsome map of the archbishopric of Salzburg and the Duchy of Carinthia.  The map illustrates the mountainous terrain fi lled with rivers, lakes, forests 
and villages.  The title acknowledges that the map is based on Gerard Mercator’s map of the region.  It is adorned with coats of arms displayed by three cherubs.  
Visually a very striking map.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #2720:2.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with old color that has been 
partially refreshed.  There are some faint damp stains in bottom blank margin that enter map border in a few spots.  (A) $200-275
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547. Eastern Europe  (Tab. VIII. Europae, in qua Sarmatia, Maeotis Palus, ac Germaniae, Daciaeq. Pars...), Ptolemy/Mercator, Claudii Ptolemaei’s Atlas Tabulae Geo-
graphicae Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  16.6 x 13.3”.  (HC)  A crisply engraved Ptolemaic map covering the region from the Vistula River eastward, 
includes the Sea of Azov and the Baltic Sea.  Engraved with rope-like mountains, ancient place names and a nomadic group pictured in the Asiatic part of Sarmatia 
(present-day Russia).  Mercator originally published this map in his 1578 edition of Ptolemy’s great Geography; this is from the last edition and two cracks in the 
plate at top and center are evident in this example.  Although he is most renowned today for the projection he popularized and for fi rst using the term Atlas for a 
collection of maps, he devoted much of his life to his Ptolemaic maps.  The maps were beautifully engraved as nearly as possible to their original form and embel-
lished with fi ne cartouches.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #235-26; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #0908:1.3.  Nice impression and color on watermarked paper.  (A)  
     $250-325

548. Eastern Europe  (Estats de la Couronne de Pologne Subdivises Suivant l’Estendue des Palatinats...), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  23.9 x 17.8”.  
(HC)  This large map covers the region of present-day Poland, Lithuania, Belarus and part of Ukraine based on sources including Starovolsk, Beauplan, Hartnoch 
and Hevelius.  It is still fi lled with topographical information, roads, forests and place names.  The title cartouches is richly engraved with fi gures and is balanced 
by a decorative distance scale cartouche.  An alternate Latin title, “Tabula Regni Poloniae, Ducatus Lithuaniae &c.”, can be found in the upper margin.     A dark 
impression with original color on watermarked paper.  (A)    $400-475

549. Eastern Europe  (Mappa Geographica Regni Poloniae ex Novissimis quot quot sunt Mappis Specialibus Composita et ad LL. Stereographica Projectionis Revocata 
a Tob. Mayero), Homann Heirs, Nuremberg, 1773.  20.1 x 17.3”.  (HC)  This map of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was published just one year after the 
First Partition of Poland.  A note below the map indicates that areas marked in “violet” were seized by the “three neighboring powers” in 1772.  After the reign 
of Augustus III (1696-1763) weakened the Commonwealth, the Russian Empire, the Kingdom of Prussia and Habsburg Austria decided upon partitions of the 
Commonwealth, and simultaneously sent troops to occupy the newly annexed territories.  The Commonwealth was unable to protect the occupied provinces, and 
ultimately lost 30% of its overall territory in the partition.  The title cartouche attributes the map to Johann Tobias Mayer, whose detailed map of the Polish Empire 
was based on Barnikel’s map of Curland (1747) and Jan Nieprzecki’s map of Lithuania (1749).  Poland extends along the Baltic coastline from Riga to Gdansk and 
stretches southeast to include much of present-day Romania and Ukraine.  Topographical information is very good and there is a wealth of information on towns, 
rivers, lakes, forests and political divisions.  French title is outside top border: Carte des Etats de la Couronne de Pologne, Nouvellement dessinee par Mr. Tob. 
Mayer...  Ref: Malinowski (MCC-25) #151.  Watermarked paper with original color that has been partially refreshed.  There is light toning and some printer’s ink 
residue.  (B+)    $300-375

550. Eastern Europe, Poland  (Poland), Robinson, London, 1799.  15.4 x 13.6”.  (HC)  Great map of the Prussian Empire that extends from Poznan and Vienna in the 
west to Kiev and the Dnieper River in the east, as well as north to Riga and south to the Carpathian Mountains; thus extending from modern day Poland into parts 
of modern Latvia, Lithuania, Kaliningrad, Belarus and Ukraine.  Numerous towns, rivers, and geo-political subdivisions are shown.  Engraved by Neele.     Light 
toning along the centerfold with a few minor stains and printer’s creases.  (B+)    $160-190

551. Eastern Poland, Western Ukraine and Belarus  (Polonia), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  A 
miniature map of Poland, extending east to Kiev, Ukraine along the Dnieper River (Nijepper fl u.).   The map is fi lled with information on towns and rivers.  Embel-
lished with two strapwork cartouches and a moire-patterned sea.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #1900:342.  Light 
show-through of text on verso.  (B+)    $110-140

552. Russia  ([On 2 sheets] Carte de Moscovie Dressee par Guillaume de l’Isle de l’Academie Royale des Sciences a son Excellence Monseigneur Andre Artemonides 
de Matueof…), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  24.3 x 19”.  (HC)  Matched pair of the north and south sheets of Delisle’s important map of the 
Russian Empire.  Both sheets provide great detail of the towns, roads, forests and topography.  The northern map is decorated with a nice title cartouche featuring 
a sleigh, coat of arms, animals and a hunter.  The southern sheet includes Moscow and features three distance scales.  Size given is approximate for each sheet.  A 
very attractive example of this map in original unjoined state.  If joined the map would measure approximately 24.3 x 39”.     Fine impressions with original color 
on watermarked paper and a soft crease adjacent to centerfold on northern sheet.  There are some shadows that appear in the images that are caused by our scanner, 
and do not appear on the maps themselves.  (A)    $550-700

553. Russia  ([Lot of 2] Partie Occidentale de l’Empire de Russie, ou se Trouve Distinguee la Russie Europeenne... [and] Partie Orientale de l’Empire de Russie en 
Asie...), Robert de Vaugondy, Atlas Universel, Paris, 1750.  23.3 x 18.7”.  (HC)  A pair of large, fi nely engraved maps that cover the entire Russian Empire.  Size 
varies slightly.  

 The fi rst map shows the western part of the Russian Empire extending from Poland, and east to Irkurkoy, Ilimskoy, and the R. Tunguska, and south to include part 
of the Black and Caspian seas.  The map provides topographical details, watershed, forests, and cities.  The decorative title cartouche features a trio of wind heads 
and two bears.  This map was done by Didier Robert de Vaugondy.

  The second map describes the region from Tomsk eastward to include the Kamchatka and Sakhalin.  Decorative rococo-style title cartouche fi lls the lower corner.  
This map was done by Gilles Robert de Vaugondy.  

 Ref: Pedley #404 & #405.  Both are on watermarked paper with toning along the centerfolds and light color offsetting.  The bluish hue that appears in the scanned 
images is a result of the scanning process and is not present on the actual sheets.  (B+)    $350-450

554. Southwestern Russia  (Russiae, Vulgo Moscovia, Pars Australis. Auctore Isaaco Massa), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  20.9 x 
15.3”.  (HC)  This map covers the southwestern part of the Russian Empire bordering the Caucasus.  The cities of Moscow, Smolensk, Vologda, Nizhniy Novgorod, 
and Azov are depicted with miniature castles, and smaller towns are shown along the river systems in the region.  The map is elaborately embellished with richly 
dressed people and wild animals fl anking three cartouches.  The strapwork title cartouche credits the map to Isaac Massa, who visited Moscow in the early 1600s.  
The imprint of Johann and Cornelius Blaeu is at bottom, just left of centerfold.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #1802:2.  A nice impression with 
old color that has been partially refreshed and light toning.  There are some faint damp stains confi ned to bottom blank margin.  (B+) 

      $350-450

555. Moscow, Russia  (Moscva), Merian, Neuwe Archontologia Cosmica, Frankfurt, ca. 1650.  14.1 x 10.8”.  (HC)  Great bird’s-eye plan displaying Moscow situated at 
the junction of the Moskva and Neglinnaya Rivers, which form a moat protecting all but the northeast fl ank of the Kremlin.  The map shows the Kremlin and old 
city, Kitay-gorod, at center.  These are surrounded by successive rings of fortifi cations in an elegant and superbly well-protected metropolis.  The plan is ornamented 
with a coat of arms, simple compass rose and a key to the numbered features, quarters and buildings contained in a monument-style cartouche.     Attractive color 
with several printer’s creases and a hint of toning along centerfold.  (A)    $1100-1300

556. Ukraine  (Taurica Chersonesus Nostra Aetate Przecopsca et Gazara Dicitur), Mercator/Hondius, Atlas, Amsterdam, ca. 1628.  15.9 x 12.4”.  (HC)  Mercator’s fi ne 
map of the region north of the Black sea encompasses the Crimea and the southern steppes of Ukraine.  This map served as the basis of most other cartographer’s 
depictions of the region throughout the seventeenth century.  The interior is fi lled with large forests and mountains with little information on settlements except 
along the rivers.  It is embellished with small strapwork title cartouches.  French text on verso, published between 1628-33.  Ref: Vavrichin et al, p. 140-41; Van 
der Krogt (Vol. I) #1890:1A.1.  Original color with a few tiny abrasions and some small cracks caused by the oxidation of the original green pigment, all of which 
have been reinforced on verso with archival material.  There are some damp stains and tears closed with archival tape in the wide, blank margins.  (B) 

      $220-250

557. Ukraine  (Ukrania quae et Terra Cosaccorum cum Vicinis Walachiae, Moldaviae, Minorisq., Tartariae Provinciis), Homann, Nuremberg, ca. 1716.  22.8 x 18.9”.  
(HC)  This splendid map covers the Ukraine and extends to take in Moldavia, Romania and Bulgaria.  The map is beautifully engraved to illustrate the topography 
and show the locations of the major fortifi ed cities, villages, and roads.  The handsome title cartouche refl ects the Cossacks’ struggle for Ukrainian independence.     
Watermarked paper with marginal soiling.  (A)    $700-1000
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558. Southern Europe  (Vindeliciae et Norici, Conterminarumque Terrarum Antiqua Descriptio), Cluver, Introductio in Universam Geographicam, [1697].  10.1 x 8.1”.  
(HC)  This historical map shows an important region of the old Roman Empire, covering parts of Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Hungary and Italy.  It centers 
roughly on the important Danube River, which fl ows across the map. The title cartouche is surmounted by a royal eagle.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.CLUV-8a 
[12].  Attractive color with a narrow top margin, as issued.  (A)    $100-130

559. Southern Europe  (Le Cours du Danube des sa Source jusqu’a ses Embouchures…), Homann, Nuremberg, ca. 1719.  21.9 x 19.1”.  (HC)  This map details the 
course of the Danube and covers parts of northern Italy, Switzerland, Bavaria, Austria, Tyrol, Carinthia, Balkins, and Monrovia.  Extends west to St. Tropez, north 
to Nuremberg, east to Wein and Canischa, and south to Rome.  As the title cartouche indicates, the course of the Danube is “illuminated in red.”  A legend identi-
fi es towns of various sizes, universities, and Archbishoprics.  Latin title above map: Danubii Fluminis (a Fontibus Prope Doneschingam usqe Posonium urbem 
Designati) Pars Superior, in qua Suevia, Bavaria, Austria, Stiria, Carinthia, Carniola, Tyrolis et Helvetia cum magna parte Italiae Exhibentur…     A nice impression 
with original color and a bit of printer’s ink residue in the Adriatic Sea.  The map was separated along the centerfold, and has been professionally repaired.  (B+)  
     $200-240

560. Southeastern Europe, Danube River  (Danubius, Fluvius Europae Maximus, a Fontibus ad Ostia, cum Omnibus Fluminibus, ab Utroque Latere, in Illum Defl uen-
tibus), Blaeu, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1640.  38.2 x 16.4”.  (HC)  This dramatic map depicts the course of the river Danube and the surrounding 
countries from its headwaters in the Black Forest of southern Germany to its mouth on the Black Sea.  The river fl ows through a series of broad and fertile valleys 
with several of eastern Europe’s most important cities on its banks.  This is one of Blaeu’s largest atlas maps, printed on two joined sheets.  The extravagant title 
cartouche is fl anked by the Holy Roman Emperor and Europa on one side and the Ottoman Sultan and Asia on the other, representing the long struggle between 
the two powers for control of the region.  The scale of miles is attended by an assortment of muscular river gods and putti representing the mighty river and its 
tributaries.  Blank verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #1110:2B.  A fi ne impression on a bright sheet with a few unobtrusive spots.  (A)  

      $800-950

561. Southeastern Europe, Hungary  (Le Royaume de Hongrie Divise en Haute et Basse Hongrie Transilvanie Esclavonie et Croatie), Janvier/Lattre, Atlas Moderne, ca. 
1771.  17.4 x 12.1”.  (HC)  This is a handsome and cleanly engraved map covering the region from Vienna through Moldavia and from the Dalmatian coast to the 
Bulgarian coast of the Black Sea.  There is good detail particularly along the Danube River.  The map is decorated with a garland draped cartouche that incorporates 
the Hungarian coat of arms.     A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with a minor crease along centerfold and marginal soiling.  (A) 

      $150-200

562. Hungary, Balkans  (Hungariae Ampliori Signifi catu et Veteris vel Methodicae Complexae Regna: Hungariae Propriae, Croatiae Dalmatiae Bosniae Serviae Bulgariae 
Cumaniae Principatum: Transsylvaniae...), Haas/Homann Heirs, ca. 1744.  23.4 x 18.7”.  (HC)  This is a wonderfully detailed map of the region of present-day 
Hungary, Romania, and the Balkan republics.  Political divisions, towns and cities, and topographical details are shown.  Johann Matthias Haas was a professor 
of mathematics at Wittenberg and provided several fi ne maps for Homann’s various atlases.  The map is completed by large decorative title and distance scale 
cartouches at the bottom corners, and an alternate title running along the top: Carte d’ Hongrie en General Contenant Selon la Division Ancienne & Methodique, 
la Hongrie en Particulier la Croatie la Dalmatie, la Bosnie, la Servie la Boulgarie; la Principaute de Transylvanie les Despotats de Walchie & de Moldav....     On a 
cockled sheet with light toning and some minor soiling.  The margins have been trimmed at left and right, with a tiny portion of the neatline missing on both sides.  
Manuscript notations appear in the lower right corner and lower blank margin, and there are a few small spots in the image.  The dark spots in the scanned image 
are shadows due to the sheet being cockled and do not appear on the actual map.  (B)    $140-180

563. Balkans  (Sclavonia, Croatia, Bosnia cum Dalmatiae Parte. Auct. Ger. Mercatore), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  19.7 x 15.1”.  
(HC)  The course of the Danube and its tributaries across the northwestern Balkans is the focus of this handsome map.  It shows the political divisions of Slovenia, 
Croatia, Bosnia, Serbia and Dalmatia and locates even the tiniest hamlets.  The title is enclosed in a strapwork title cartouche that credits the map to Gerard Merca-
tor.  The coats of arms of the Venetian Republic, Habsburg Monarchy, and Ottoman Empire refl ect the power struggle that dominated this region.  French text on 
verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #7601:2A.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with old color that has been partially refreshed and a soft crease at top left 
of image.  There are some faint damp stains in bottom blank margin that enter map border in a few spots.  (A)  $240-300

564. Eastern Balkans  (Walachia Servia, Bulgaria, Romania), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  20 x 15.1”.  (HC)  This attractive map of 
the Eastern Balkans is centered on Bulgaria and includes Macedonia, Serbia, the Bosphorus and Constantinople.  It is based on Gerard Mercator’s map of the region.  
The Danube and its tributaries fl ow across the map.  It is adorned with decorative title and distance scale cartouches, the title festooned with the accoutrements of 
war and topped with emblem of the Turkish Empire.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #7602:2.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with 
old color that has been partially refreshed, light printer’s ink residue at top, and a soft crease at top left of image.  There are some faint damp stains in bottom blank 
margin that enter map border in a few spots.  (A)    $275-350

565. Western Balkans  (Karstia, Carniola, Histria et Windorum Marchia. Ger. Mercatore Auctore), Blaeu, Theatre du Monde ou Nouvel Atlas, Amsterdam, [1643].  19.7 
x 15.1”.  (HC)  A fi ne map of the northern tip of the Adriatic Sea and the Gulf of Venice, present-day northeastern Italy, Slovenia and Croatia.  Decorated with 
a title cartouche, compass rose, distance scale cartouche and a sailing ship.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #2740:2.1.  A nice impression on 
watermarked paper with old color that has been partially refreshed and a soft crease at top left of image.  There are some faint damp stains confi ned to bottom blank 
margin.  (A)    $240-300

566. Greece & the Balkans  (Tab. X. Europae, Macedoniam, Epirum ac Peloponnesum Repraesentans...), Ptolemy/Mercator, Claudii Ptolemaei’s Atlas Tabulae Geo-

graphicae Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  17.6 x 13.4”.  (HC)  A beautiful map of the Balkan Peninsula, Greece, Crete and the Aegean islands.  Mercator 
originally published this map in his 1578 edition of Ptolemy’s great Geography.  Although he is most renowned today for the projection he popularized and for fi rst 
using the term Atlas for a collection of maps, he devoted much of his life to his Ptolemaic maps.  The maps were beautifully engraved as nearly as possible to their 
original form and embellished with fi ne cartouches.  This cartouche shows frolicking mer-people.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #235-28; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) 
#0910:1.3.  Nice impression and color on watermarked paper.  (A)    $300-400

567. Central Greece  (Achaia quae et Hellas Hodie Livadia), Cluver, Introductio in Universam Geographicam, [1697].  10.1 x 7.9”.  (HC)  Crisply engraved map showing 
part of ancient Greece with two nice insets of Athens and ancient Thebes.  The large title cartouche portrays a dramatic scene of Greek heroes conquering foes in 
battle.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.CLUV-8a [26].  Attractive color with a visible tiny crack in plate at top.  (A)  $100-130

568. Italy  (Italia), Quad, Cologne, ca. 1596.  10.7 x 8.3”.  (HC)  This attractive map of Italy extends to show portions of the Balkan peninsula including Croatia, Bosnia, 
Montenegro and Albania.  The islands of Corsica, Sardinia and Sicily are well depicted including an erupting Mt. Etna.  Adorned by a decorative title cartouche, 
sailing ship and sea monster.  Bears the imprint of Johan Bussemacher, who published several of Quad’s works.  Latin text on verso.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara 
#236-53.  A dark impression on watermarked paper with light toning along the centerfold and some minor printer’s ink residue along the left platemark.  (B+)  
     $325-400

569. Northern Italy  (Ducatus Mediolanensis, Finitimarumq Regionu Descriptio, Auctore Ioanne Georgio Septala Mediolanense), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 
Antwerp, [1598].  19 x 14.2”.  (BW)  Handsome map of Northern Italy with north oriented to the right.  The map is based on the cartography of Johannes Septala and 
is fi lled with detail and embellished with an ornate title cartouche, a sea monster and a sailing ship.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van den Broecke #125.  Watermarked 
paper with wide, original margins, all edges gilt, and just a hint of toning along centerfold.  (A)   $400-500

570. Northern Italy  (Veronensis Ager), Ortelius/Marchetti, Il Theatro del Mondo, Antwerp, ca. 1598.  4.1 x 2.9”.  (HC)  This handsome miniature map is centered on 
Verona, with north oriented to the left.  The map extends west to Lake Garda and east to Vicenza, and depicts numerous small towns, rivers and mountains.  Pietro 
Maria Marchetti produced the second pocket atlas based on Abraham Ortelius’ folio Theatrum.  It is often referred to as the plagiarized version of the Epitome.  The 
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copper plates are closely copied from those of Philip Galle’s 1593 Italian edition.  On a full sheet of Italian text measuring 5.5 x 7.5”.  Ref: King (2nd Edition) pp. 
78-79.  Watermarked paper with marginal soiling, minor show-through of text on verso, and a worm track in top blank margin.  (A) 

      $140-170

571. Northern & Central Italy  (Larii Lacus vulgo Comensis Descriptio, Auct. Pavio Jovio [on sheet with] Territorri Romani Descrip [and] Fori Iulii, vulgo Friuli Typus), 
Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, [1598].  19.2 x 13.4”.  (BW)  Handsome and beautifully composed sheet with three maps of important districts in 
Italy.  At top is a map of Lake Como based on the cartography of Paulus Jovius.  At bottom left is a fi ne map of the region surrounding Rome based on Eufrosino 
della Volpaia and at right a map of Friuli at the tip of the Gulf of Venice taken from the work of Gregorio Amaseo and Giovanni di Vavassore.  French text on verso 
with page number 81.  Ref: Van den Broecke #129.  A dark impression with wide, original margins and all edges gilt.  There are a couple of small, faint spots in 
map image that do not distract.  (A)    $400-500

572. Northern Italy  (Italia Gallica Sive Gallia Cisalpina ex Conatibus Geographicis), Jansson, Nouvel Atlas, Antwerp, [1662].  18.1 x 13.6”.  (HC)  Handsome map of 
northern Italy showing the region during Roman times.  The map was copied from Abraham Ortelius’ map, which in turn was based on classical sources including 
Livius, Ausonius, Tacitus, Cato, Linius, Polybius and Cassidore.  The Roman road, Aurelia via Antonino, is shown along the southern coast and into the important 
marble quarry district.  Richly decorated with three cartouches and engraved by Pieter van den Keere (Petrus Kaerius).  French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt 
(Vol. I) #7010H:1.  A nice impression with attractive color and wide, original margins.  (A)    $550-700

573. Northwestern Italy & Southeastern France  (Les Etats de Savoye et de Piemont Dressez sur les Memoires les plus Nouveaux...), Nolin, Paris, 1691.  24.7 x 31.4”.  
(HC)  This large-scale map depicts the regions of Piedmont, Italy and Savoy, France during the Nine Years’ War, also known as the War of the Grand Alliance or 
the War of the League of Augsburg.  The map was published by Nolin and presented to King Louis XIV “for the service of his troops” and in celebration of French 
victories over Victor Amadeus II, the Duke of Savoy.  The map is densely engraved with towns of various sizes, roads, political divisions, rivers, and graphic 
depictions of mountains and forested areas.  At bottom left are three inset maps depicting bird’s-eye plans of Turin and Vercelli and a view of the fortifi ed town of 
Verrua, situated on the Po River between Turin and Casale.  The striking title cartouche incorporates numerous elements highlighting French power and superior-
ity.  At top are triumphant angels of Fame fl anking a view of Chambery, the capital of Savoy, illuminated by a sun representing the Sun King, Louis XIV.  Below 
are chained prisoners, instruments of war, and symbols of the defeated enemies of the Grand Alliance, including an Imperial eagle, Dutch lion, and the python of 
rebellion.  The composition is completed with bird’s-eye plans of the fortifi cations of Nice and Montmelian in France and Carmagnole and Yvree in Italy, each 
taken by Louis XIV early in the war.  Dated 1691 but published circa 1694.  Ref: Petto, p. 32.  A dark impression with light toning, minor soiling, and a number of 
tiny tears that enter map border at right and left that have been archivally repaired.  (B+)    $1000-1300

574. Central Italy & Corsica  (Senensis Ditionis, Accurata Descrip. [on sheet with] Corsica [and] Marcha Anconae, Olim Picenum), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, 
Antwerp, 1572.  19.3 x 12.9”.  (HC)  Folio sheet with three separate maps.  At left is a map of part of the Tuscan region in Italy with Sienna near the top, based on 
the work of Cesare Orlandi in 1573.  At top right is the island of Corsica, based on the work of Agostino Giustiniani in 1567, and below that is the Ancona region 
along the coast of the Adriatic, based on an anonymous map from 1564 published by Vincenzo Luchini.  Each map is adorned with decorative cartouches.  Dutch 
text on verso, published in 1573.  Ref: Van den Broecke #137.  Superb original color on watermarked paper with damp stains in blank margins that just touch the 
corner of the map at bottom right.  (A)    $350-425

575. Central Italy  (Perusini Agri; Exactissima Novissimaque Descriptio: Auctore Egnatio Dante), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, 1584.  18.5 x 13”.  (BW)  
Ortelius based this handsome map of the Umbria region of Italy on Egnatio Danti’s 1580 map of Perugia.  Centering on the city of Perugia, the map captures the 
region in intricate detail, with rivers, bridges, mountains, and Lake Trasimeno illustrated, and many towns depicted as miniature castles.  The map is adorned with 
an elegant strapwork title cartouche, and a blank cartouche in the top left corner.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van den Broecke #136.  On watermarked paper with 
wide, original margins and all edges gilt.  There is some light foxing, primarily in the blank margins, as well as minor offsetting.  (A) 

      $500-650

576. Central Italy  (Florentini Dominii, Fidelissima et Nova Descriptio. Auctore D. Stephano Monacho Montisoliueti), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, 
[1598].  18.5 x 13.5”.  (BW)  Ortelius based this map of Tuscany on a map by Stefano Buonsignori, engraved by Domenico Vito in 1584.  Centered on Florence, 
this map depicts the towns, mountains, and rivers of the Tuscany region, and extends east to the Adriatic Sea.  Florence, Siena, Pisa, and several other large cities 
are illustrated with miniature views.  The map is adorned with three large galleons, a strapwork cartouche featuring the head of a monkey, and the coast of arms 
of the Medici family, a political dynasty from the 15th to 18th centuries in Tuscany.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van den Broecke #131.  Watermarked paper with 
wide, original margins, all edges gilt, and minor foxing in blank margins.  (A)    $600-750

577. Central Italy  (Abruzzo), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  This charming miniature map 
depicts the Abruzzo region in central Italy.  Numerous tiny towns are shown, including L’Aquila, Pescara, and Termoli.  Adorned with a strapwork cartouche 
incorporating the distance scale.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #7430:342.  Watermarked paper with light toning 
and show-through of text on verso.  (B+)    $110-140

578. Southern Italy  (Regni Neapolitani Verissima Secundum...), Ortelius/Marchetti, Il Theatro del Mondo, Antwerp, ca. 1598.  4.1 x 2.9”.  (HC)  This handsome minia-
ture map presents the boot of Italy, with north oriented to the top left.  Numerous small towns and rivers are noted, and the map is embellished with a stippled sea 
and a sailing ship.  Pietro Maria Marchetti produced the second pocket atlas based on Abraham Ortelius’ folio Theatrum.  It is often referred to as the plagiarized 
version of the Epitome.  The copper plates are closely copied from those of Philip Galle’s 1593 Italian edition.  On a full sheet of Italian text measuring 5.5 x 7.5”.  
Ref: King (2nd Edition) pp. 78-79.  Watermarked paper with marginal soiling and light show-through of text on verso.  (A) $140-170

579. Southern Italy  (Typus Regni Neapolitani in suas Provincias Diligenter Divisi), Weigel, Johann David Kohlers ... Bequemer Schul-und Reisen-Atlas..., Nuremberg, 
[1718].  13.1 x 15.4”.  (HC)  This handsome map of southern Italy features a legend identifying cities of various sizes, archbishoprics, bishoprics, universities, and 
castles.  The map is embellished with a lovely vignette of a smoking Mt. Vesuvius and the coastline of Naples, as well as a decorative title cartouche featuring two 
large arachnids, woodwind instruments, and sheet music.  Likely engraved by Michael Kauffer, who engraved the maps for this atlas, although his imprint does 
not appear here.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.WEIG-1a, #29.  Original color on watermarked paper with minor soiling and an archivally repaired chip in left blank 
margin.  (B+)    $180-210

580. Elba, Italy  (Elba), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  This miniature map of Elba and adjacent 
islands provides a delightful view of the important Mediterranean island of Elba with graphic depictions of the topography, cities, and the fortifi cation of Cosmopoli 
(Portoferraio).  The coastline of Tuscany is at far right.  The map is adorned with a winged sea monster, a sailing ship, and a decorative title cartouche in the form 
of a lion-like creature.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #7540:342.  A fi ne impression with light show-through of text 
on verso.  (B+)    $110-140

581. Ischia, Italy  (Ischia Insula), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.2 x 3.8”.  (HC)  A nicely engraved copper plate 
map of this Italian island at the edge of the Gulf of Naples.  The map is oriented with north to the bottom, and towns are depicted as tiny castles.  The Romans 
were the fi rst to discover the healing effects of the island’s hot springs, which are still in use today.  Adorned with a decorative strapwork cartouche.  French text 
on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #7550:342.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with one faint stain in image and minor 
show-through of text on verso.  (A)    $110-140

582. Sicily, Italy  (Sicilia), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.4 x 3.8”.  (HC)  This tiny map portrays Sicily with 
castles marking the major cities, and a few rivers and mountains noted.  The map is adorned with a fl aming Mt. Etna, a strapwork title cartouche, and a stippled 
sea.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #7510:342.  A fi ne impression with minor show-through of text on verso.  (A)  
     $160-200
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583. Sicily, Italy  (Sicilia), Morden, Atlas Terestris, London, ca. 1700.  5.1 x 4.3”.  (HC)  Delightful small map of Sicily fi lled with topographical detail, early roads, and 
place names.  The island is divided into three valleys, and a smoking Mt. Etna is depicted at right.  Embellished with a ribbon title cartouche.  This map was published 
in editions of Morden’s Atlas Terestris and Geography Rectifi ed.  On a page of English text measuring 6.1 x 7.8”.     A nice impression on a full sheet with minor 
toning along sheet edges.  (A)    $200-230

584. Sicily, Italy  (Carte de l’Isle et Royaume de Sicile), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  22.8 x 18.8”.  (HC)  This important and graphic map of the 
island of Sicily extends to include the Aeolian Islands, which are here called the Lipari Islands.  It is fi lled with a wealth of interesting detail including roads, forests, 
fortresses, churches, abbeys, ancient ruins, aqueducts, and towns.  The most prominent feature of the map is the large active volcano, Mt. Etna.  The inset at lower 
left focuses on the islands of Malta and Gozo, and includes its own scale and a list of signifi cant buildings and fortifi cations.     A nice impression with original color 
and two soft creases.  There are some shadows that appear in the image that are caused by our scanner, and do not appear on the map itself.  (A) 

      $400-500

585. Messina, Sicily, Italy  (Plan de la Ville de Messine dans l’Isle de Sicile), Bellin, Paris, ca. 1764.  6.6 x 8.5”.  (HC)  A handsome bird’s-eye plan of the town of Mes-
sina.  Several locations are identifi ed, and the harbor is fi lled with depth soundings.  Adorned with a rococo-style cartouche.     Watermarked paper with marginal 
soiling and light toning along sheet edges.  (A)    $180-210

586. Palermo, Sicily, Italy  (Plan de la Ville de Palerme dans l’Isle de Sicile), Bellin, Le Petit Atlas..., Paris, ca. 1764.  6.7 x 8.6”.  (HC)  A detailed bird’s-eye plan of the 
city of Palermo on the northern shore of Sicily.  The plan identifi es the citadel, a small fort, and an aqueduct, among other features.  Numerous soundings fi ll the 
waters.     A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with wide, original margins.  (A+)    $190-220

587. Mount Vesuvius, Italy  (Typus Montis Vesuvii...), Kircher, D’Onder-Aardse Weereld, Amsterdam, [1682].  16.1 x 14.2”.  (HC)  Very unusual view with a cut-away 
to reveal the interior of Mount Vesuvius erupting with smoke and fl ames billowing forth.  A small village named Portici is shown in the foreground.  This is from 
Kircher’s masterpiece, an immense and amazing work covering all aspects of anything that dwelled or occurred within the earth’s interior - from dragons, to fossils, 
to mountain springs, earthquakes, and volcanoes.  Kircher’s work was the fi rst serious effort to describe the physical makeup of the earth, proposing theories (some-
times fantastic) in the areas of physics, geography, geology, and chemistry.  It was, in part, based on Kircher’s observations of the eruption of Vesuvius and the two 
weeks of earthquakes that shook Calabria in 1638.  He suggested the existence of a vast network of underground springs and reservoirs, as well as the theory that 
subterranean temperatures increase directly in proportion to depth.  Published in a Dutch edition of Kircher’s famous Subterranean World by Johann Waesberger.     
A nice impression with attractive color, minor soiling, one tiny hole in the image, and a soft crease at bottom left.  (B+) $275-350

588. Naples, Italy  (Naples), Fer, L’Atlas Curieux ou le Monde, Paris, 1705.  13.3 x 8.9”.  (HC)  Delightful bird’s-eye plan of the city and its important port with great 
detail of the major buildings.  A key at bottom identifi es 30 sites in and around the city.  The plan is oriented with north to the right by a compass rose in the harbor 
where several ships and boats are depicted.  Ref: Pastoureau, FER I [41].  Attractive color with a minor crease at top right and a small hole in the image that has 
been professionally repaired.  (B+)    $275-350

589. Mediterranean  (Pas-caart van de Middellandsche Zee, Verthoonende Alle de Zee-kusten van Granaden, Catalonien, Provencen Italien...), Keulen, Amsterdam, ca. 
1728.  23.5 x 20.8”.  (HC)  This rare sheet depicts the entire Mediterranean, divided into two charts, with the western portion at top and the eastern portion at bot-
tom.  The coastlines are fi lled with place names, and navigational hazards are shown in the coastal waters, including shoals and rocks.  Tiny islands throughout the 
Mediterranean are numbered, with two corresponding tables identifying the names of each island.  The chart is adorned with two compass roses and an allegorical 
title cartouche featuring Mercury.     A nice impression with a professionally repaired hole near centerfold at bottom of map.  Numerous chips in the bottom blank 
margin have also been professionally repaired, a few of which just enter the neatline.  (B+)    $1100-1400

590. Mediterranean  (Chart of the Mediterranean Sea), Thomson, New General Atlas, Edinburgh, 1817.  23.6 x 19.4”.  (HC)  Very handsome chart of the Mediterranean 
Sea from the Strait of Gibraltar to the coasts of Egypt, Turkey and Palestine.   The chart extends north to include the Black Sea, and shows islands with numerous 
place names along the coasts.  Includes seven inset charts with bird’s-eye plans, soundings, and sea battle plans: Bay & Roads of Marseilles; The Harbour of Genoa; 
Plan of the Rock & Bay of Gibraltar Shewing the Position of the Combined Fleet and Attack of the Battering Ships in 1782; Leghorn Road; Sketch of the Watering 
Place of Algeziras; Attack on Algiers by the Fleet under the Command of Admiral Lord Exmouth. Aug. 22, 1816; and Gulf of Smyrna.     Original color on a sound 
sheet.  There is a light blue shadow along the centerfold that is caused by our scanner, and does not appear on the sheet.  (A) $275-350

591. Mediterranean  (British Possessions in the Mediterranean), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1851.  9.8 x 13.5”.  (HC)  Finely 
engraved sheet with several maps of Mediterranean islands, including Corfu, Gibraltar, Malta, Gozo, and the Ionian Islands.  There are also six lovely vignettes, 
including Gibraltar, Valetta, Ithaca, Corfu and two ships.  The illustrations are drawn and engraved by H. Winkles, and the map is by J. Rapkin.     Original outline 
color with some minor soiling confi ned to the blank margins.  Binding holes in right blank margin.  (A)   $160-190

592. Northern Mediterranean, Italian & Dalmatian Coasts  (Pas-Caart van de Weder Zytsche Zee-Kusten soo van Italia als Dalmatia en Griecken inde Golff van Venetien), 
Keulen, Amsterdam, ca. 1710.  23.2 x 20.4”.  (BW)  This chart of the Adriatic Sea depicts the coastlines of Italy, Croatia, Albania and Greece.  Place names, anchor-
ages, and navigational hazards are all well depicted.  The map includes a large inset of Corfu and smaller inset of the mouth of the Po River and Paxos & Andipaxos 
islands.  The chart is embellished with fi ve compass roses, rhumb lines, and a decorative title cartouche featuring putti.  Ref: Zacharakis #1182.  A nice impression 
with light toning, a small damp stain along centerfold towards bottom, a 0.5” inch centerfold separation at bottom, and a few small spots.  Trimmed close to neatline 
at top.  Remnants of hinge tape on verso.  (B)    $1200-1400

593. Gibraltar  ([Untitled - Baya de Gibraltar]), Meteren, ca. 1614.  32.2 x 12.9”.  (HC)  This large-scale copper engraved view illustrates the celebrated sea-battle that 
took place in the Bay of Gibraltar on the 25th April, 1607.  It was a crucial event in the history of the Netherlands’ fi ght for independence against the Spanish.  The 
Dutch fl eet, led by Admiral Jacob van Heemskerck, surprised the Spanish fl eet that was anchored off the coast of Gibraltar.  Within four hours, Don Juan d’Alvares 
d’Avila’s entire fl eet was destroyed.  The ships of the Spanish admiral and vice- admiral are shown completely surrounded by Dutch ships including those of Admiral 
Van Heemskerck and Captain Madderer.  An inset map at bottom depicts the strategic Strait of Gibraltar.  Printed on three joined sheets, as issued.  The Dutch title 
of this engraving was masked during printing, resulting in the blank cartouche at top.     Attractive color on watermarked paper with professional repairs to a tear 
that enters 8” into image at bottom center (and is now barely perceptible), some tiny worm holes in image, and a chip in blank margin at top right.  (B) 

      $600-750

594. Malta  (Malta), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  Charming miniature map of Malta with 
towns depicted with castles.  The map is embellished with a horned sea monster and a decorative strapwork cartouche.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) 
pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #7590:342.  Light toning and show-through of text on verso.  (B+)   $180-220

595. Sardinia  (Sardinia), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.2 x 3.7”.  (HC)  Attractive miniature map of Sardinia 
with north oriented to the left.  Towns, rivers, and the mountainous topography are depicted.  The map is embellished with a title cartouche in the form of two birds 
spouting water.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #7530:342.  A fi ne impression with minor show-through of text on 
verso.  (A)    $140-170

596. Corsica  (Corsica), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  A handsome miniature map of Corsica, 
showing towns, rivers, and the topography of the island.  The map is embellished with a strapwork title cartouches and a distance scale depicted in a shell.  French 
text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #7520:342.  A fi ne impression with minor show-through of text on verso.  (A) 

      $140-170

597. Eastern Mediterranean  (Natoliae, quae Olim Asia Minor, Nova Descriptio [on sheet with] Aegypti Recentior Descriptio [and] Carthaginis Celeberrimi Sinus Typus), 
Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, ca. 1609.  19.4 x 12.7”.  (HC)  Three maps are on one folio sheet.  On the left is a map of Turkey oriented with east 
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at the top.  The detailed map is based on the cartography of Gastaldi/Forlani and extends to include Candia and Cyprus.  At top right is a map of northern Egypt 
showing the Nile River delta.  Below is a map of the vicinity of ancient Carthage (Tunis) with many oared ships in the sea.  Latin text on verso and marked page 
125, published between 1609-12.  Ref: Van den Broecke #174.  Original color on watermarked paper with light toning and soiling, three small worm holes, and 
archivally repaired centerfold separations in top and bottom blank margins.  (B+)    $400-475

598. Eastern Mediterranean & Middle East  (Geographische Beschryvinge, van de Wandeling der Apostelen ende de Reysen Pauli…), Savry, Amsterdam, 1648.  19.3 x 
13”.  (HC)  This map portrays the Eastern Mediterranean from Rome, through Asia Minor and the Holy Land, to Babylon.  Territorial divisions refl ect the political 
conditions of the fi rst century A.D.  The route of Apostle Paul is charted from Jerusalem to Rome.  The decorative panels at top and bottom show the major events 
of Paul’s journey; each vignette being a composite of two or three episodes.  The one at the left of the cartouche shows Paul’s baptism by Ananias and his daring 
escape from Damascus.  Other scenes depict the young Paul before his conversion, healing the paralytic, his ship wreck at Malta, and his appearance before Nero.  
Dutch text on verso.  Ref: Poortman & Augusteijn #111.  A nice impression, issued folding with professional repairs to several fold separations and some light 
soiling.  (B+)    $350-425

599. Eastern Mediterranean & Middle East  (Turquie en Asie), Sanson, Geographise en Historische Werelt Beschryving…, Paris, [1683].  9.8 x 7.5”.  (HC)  Handsome, 
decorative map of the region from the Balkans to the Caucasus, and from Egypt to the Persian Gulf.  The map is fi lled with cities, topography and is adorned with 
a decorative title cartouche.  Engraved by Antoine d’ Winter.  Ref: Pastoureau, SANSON VII F bis.  A dark impression with a spot of printer’s ink residue along 
centerfold at top.  The right margin has been extended with old paper to accommodate framing.  (A)   $120-150

600. Eastern Mediterranean & Middle East  (Geographische Beschryvinge, van de Wandeling der Apostelen ende Pauli...), Visscher, Amsterdam, ca. 1748.  15.5 x 6.6”.  
(HC)  This uncommon map of the eastern Mediterranean covers the region from Rome through Asia Minor and the Holy Land and depicts the track the ship of the 
Apostle Paul on his route from Jerusalem to Rome. This is the third state with Visscher’s name removed from the cartouche.  The engraver’s imprint (G. Coeck) 
is at bottom.  Ref: Poortman & Augusteijn #96.  Issued folding on watermarked paper with light soiling.  (B+)  $120-150

Asia, Middle East & Holy Land

601. Near & Middle East  (Alexandri Magni Expeditio), Hondius/Purchas, Purchas His Pilgrimes, ca. 1625.  7.4 x 5.9”.  (HC)  Charming small map showing the region 
conquered by Alexander the Great stretching from Greece through northern India.  Asia Minor is shown in detail in the inset.  Decorated with a strapwork title 
cartouche and two medallions.  On a full sheet of English text measuring 8.2 x 13”.     There is minor show-through of text on verso and marginal soiling.  (A)  
     $200-230

602. Near & Middle East  (Carte de la Turquie de l’Arabie et de la Perse Dressee sur les Memoires les Plus Recens Rectifi ez par les Observations de Mrs. de l’Academie 
Royle. des Sciences), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  22.6 x 18.4”.  (HC)  Superb map of the Ottoman Empire stretching from the Balkans through 
present-day Turkmenistan in the north and including Northeastern Africa and the Arabian Peninsula.  The map is boldly engraved, packed with information and 
decorated with a fi ne title cartouche.  Delisle’s maps of the Middle East were some of the most accurate early maps published until the end of the 18th century.  
Ref: Ankary #139; Tibbetts #229.  A fi ne impression with original color and a hint of toning along sheet edges.  (A+) $400-475

603. Middle East  (De Gelegentheyt van t’ Paradys en t’ Landt Canaan, Mitsgaders d’Eerst Bewoonde Landen der Patriarchen...), Stoopendaal, Amsterdam, ca. 1729.  
18.1 x 13.8”.  (HC)  This Dutch Bible map covers the region between the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf, depicting numerous Biblical sites, including the 
wanderings of the Children of Israel, Jonas & the whale, and the Garden of Eden.  The map is richly embellished with a banner style title cartouche and four corner 
vignettes - the creation of Adam & Eve, Paradise, Eve offering Adam the apple, and the expulsion from the Garden of Eden.  At bottom center is a large scene of 
the Ark.  Dutch text on verso.  Ref: Poortman & Augusteijn #131 GIII3.  A nice impression and color on a bright, clean sheet with wide margins and a profession-
ally repaired centerfold separation that enters 1/2” into map at bottom.  (A)    $325-400

604. Turkey & Cyprus  (Anatolie), Sanson, Geographise en Historische Werelt Beschryving…, Paris, [1683].  9.3 x 7.2”.  (HC)  Small map of Turkey showing major 
cities and rivers and extending to include Cyprus.  It is decorated with a nice strapwork title cartouche.  Engraved by Antoine d’ Winter.  Ref: Pastoureau, SANSON 
VII F bis.  There is a printer’s crease at bottom left and some printer’s ink residue in image.  The right margin has been extended with old paper to accommodate 
framing.  (A)    $110-150

605. Istanbul, Turkey  (Veue de la Ville et du Port de Constantinople), Fer, L’Atlas Curieux ou le Monde, Paris, ca. 1705.  13.4 x 9.3”.  (HC)  This interesting bird’s-eye 
view of Constantinople is based on Guillaume-Joseph Grelot’s travels in the late seventeen century.  It shows the city across the strategic Bosphorus Strait that is 
fi lled with ships.  The title is contained in a banner at top.  Ref: Pastoureau, FER I [101].  Superb impression and color on watermarked paper with light toning 
along sheet edges.  (A)    $275-350

606. Holy Land, Eastern Mediterranean & Middle East  ([Lot of 6] Tabula Geographica, in qua Paradisus... [and] ...in qua Iisraelitarum... [and] ...in qua Omnes Regiones 
... Fluvii Israeliae... [and] Waerachtige Beschryvinge ...  Ierusalem [and] ...in qua Regiones Cananaeae [and] ...in qua Omnes Regiones...), Plancius/Cloppenburg, 
Amsterdam, ca. 1612.  19.3 x 11.4”.  (HC)  This is the second series of Dutch bible maps by Petrus Plancius, fi rst published in 1604 by Johannes Cloppenburg.  
The fi rst series consisted of a world map and 4 small maps of the Holy Land and Middle East, engraved by Johannes van Deutecum and his two sons, Johannes and 
Baptista.  After Johannes van Deutecum (the younger) published a new set of maps in 1595, Plancius realized that his own maps required updating.  He commis-
sioned Baptista van Deutecum to engrave the second series, who also enlisted the assistance of engravers Daniel van Bremden and Pieter Bast.  Plancius’ second 
series retained the same world map (not included in this set) and 6 larger, re-engraved maps of the Holy Land and Middle East.  The purpose of the maps was to 
help explain the biblical texts, but Plancius decided to take the maps one step further by adding 15 biblical vignettes surrounding each map, thereby transforming 
each map into a work of art.  This matching set of maps are the fi rst state of the second series, each with Dutch text on verso.  Size varies slightly.

 A. Tabula Geographica, in qua Paradisus, nec non Regiones, Urbes, Oppida, et Loca Describuntur; Quorum in Genesi Mentio Sit.  This supremely graphic map 
features a large engraving of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, surrounded by a variety of animals and birds.  The scene is juxtaposed beside the map locating 
Paradisus just south of Babylon.  The sheet is then further embellished with fi fteen oval vignettes from Genesis.  Engraved by Baptista van Doetichum, with the 
large Garden of Eden vignette engraved by Daniel van Bremden.  References: Laor #565; Poortman & Augusteijn #73.

 B. Tabula Geographica, in qua Iisraelitarum, ab Aegypto ad Kenahanaeam Usque Profectiones Omnes, et Stationes Describuntur.  This extremely decorative Bible 
map illustrates the region surrounding the Dead Sea through the Nile Delta and depicts the wanderings of the Children of Israel.  Beautifully engraved panels at the 
top and bottom include vignettes of important events of Exodus, Deuteronomy and Numbers.  Inset within the map are two depictions of the Tribes surrounding the 
Tabernacle in the desert.  The signature of the engraver P bast F (Peiter Base Fecit) appears in the vignette of Exodus 12 at left.  References: Laor #566; Poortman 
& Augusteijn #75.

 C. Tabula Geographica, in qua Omnes Regiones, Urbes, Oppida, Loca et Fluvii Israeliae Describuntur; Quorum Mentio Sit in Iosua, et Aliis Veteris Testamenti 
Libris de Integro Multis in Locis Emendata....  This map covers the region from Sidon to Rinocoruru and is oriented with north to the left.  The Kishon River con-
nects the Mediterranean with the Lake of Tiberia.  The area is divided among the twelve tribes and is fi lled with place names and regions as mentioned in the Book 
of Joshua.  Fifteen vignettes from the Book of Joshua surround the map including a scene of the battle between David and Goliath.  Based on Jodocus Hondius’ 
Terrae Promissionis quae Palestina Vocatur, Descriptio circa 1595, this is one of two maps added by Plancius for his second series of Bible maps.  Engraved by 
Baptista van Deutecum.  References: Laor #567; Poortman & Augusteijn #78.

 D. Waerachtige Beschryvinge Vande Wydvermaerde Conincklicke Hoost Stadt Ierusalem; Waerinne Oogenschynelick Verthoont Wordt de Eygenthicke Gelegen-
heydt Vande Oude Stadt....  This attractive plan of Jerusalem displays its well laid out streets and major religious sites within the outer walls, with west oriented 
to the top.  Numerous market places are noted, including those for wood, cattle and fi sh.  This is the second new map that was added to Plancius’ second series of 
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Biblical maps, and is based on Van Adrichem’s plan.  Fifteen Biblical vignettes surround the plan, including temple vessels and other religion icons.  References: 
Laor #1101; Poortman & Augusteijn #79.

 E. Tabula Geographica in qua Regiones Cananaeae, et Locorum Situs Prout ea Tempore Christi, et Apostolorum Suerunt de Integro Describuntur, ac Suis Limitibus 
Distinguntur.  A superb and graphic map depicting the land of Canaan with political divisions during the time of Christ.  Fifteen vignettes illustrating the life of 
Christ surround the map, beginning with the genealogy of Jesus and ending with his appearance to the disciples after the Resurrection.  The map is nicely detailed 
and is decorated with a strapwork scale cartouche, sailing ship and a compass rose orienting north to the left.  Engraved by Baptista van Deutecum.  References: 
Laor #569; Poortman & Augusteijn #80.

 F. Tabula Geographica, in qua Omnes Regiones, Urbes, Oppida, et Loca Describuntur, Quorum Mentio Sit in Actis et Espistolis Apostolorum, et Apocalypsi; de 
Integro Multis in Locis Emendata, ac Regionum Suntibus Destincta.  This superb map of the eastern Mediterranean, from Rome to Babylon, depicts the spread 
of Christianity as reported in the Acts of the Apostles.  This is the fi nal map of the standard set of Holy Land maps normally found in Dutch Bibles.  The map is 
surrounded by fi fteen Biblical vignettes including the apostles receiving heavenly inspiration, and the events of the Apocalypse as in the book of Revelations.  The 
map includes a small inset of the whole Mediterranean region and is further decorated with a compass rose, sailing ship and strapwork distance scale.  Engraved 
by Baptista van Deutecum.  

 References: Laor #570; Poortman & Augusteijn #82.     The maps are all early, dark impressions issued folding and now pressed with lovely, original color, with 
just a few minor touch-ups.  The left and right side margins are very narrow, as issued.  There are some short fold separations and cracks due to the oxidation of the 
green pigment that have all been professionally and archivally repaired.  Map B has two small holes in the vignettes at bottom right and map D has a small hole in 
the center left vignette that have also been professionally repaired.  (B)    $5500-7000

607. Holy Land  (Terra Sancta quae in Sacris, Terra Promissionis Palestina), Mercator/Cloppenburgh, Atlas Minor, Amsterdam, ca. 1630.  10.1 x 7.5”.  (HC)  This small 
map is based on Ortelius’ famous map of the Holy Land.  It is oriented with east at the top and centered on Samaria.  The Dead Sea has four cities shown burning 
within it: Sodoma, Gomorra, Adama and Seboim.  The map is adorned with a strapwork cartouche.  French text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #8150:353.  
Attractive color with a faint damp stain along bottom of map and a few tiny edge tears that have been professionally repaired.  (B+) 

      $140-170

608. Holy Land  (Chorographia Terrae Sanctae in Angustiorem Formam Redacta, et ex Variis Auctoribus a Multis Erroribus Expurgata [in book] R. P. Joannis Stephani 
Menochii Doctoris Theologi Commentarii Totius Sacrae Scripturae…), Tirinus, Antwerp, ca. 1632.  32.3 x 12.5”.  (BW)  This visually stunning map of the Holy 
Land is surrounded with panels displaying sacred objects, including a menorah, the arc of the covenant, the altar of sacrifi ces, the Tabernacle, and a plan and eleva-
tions of the Temple.  At center is an inset bird’s-eye plan of ancient Jerusalem based on the Spanish biblical geographer, Juan Bautista Vilalpando.  Oriented with 
east at top, the map includes the territories of the twelve tribes on both sides of the Jordan River and the route of the Exodus and Wandering.  Two sheets joined as 
issued. 

 The map is bound into a book by Giovanni Stefano Menochio entitled R. P. Joannis Stephani Menochii Doctoris Theologi Commentarii Totius Sacrae Scripturae 
(9.0  x 15.0”).  Menochio (1575-1655) was a Catholic scholar who was highly regarded as a commentator, and taught at several colleges during his lifetime.  His 
greatest work was the Brevis Explicatio Sensus Literalis Sacrae Scripturae optimus quibusque Auctoribus per Epitomen Collecta.  This example is a later edition 
revised by Rene-Joseph Tournemine and published in 1771 with Latin text.  Contains three volumes with indices: Volume 1 (352 pp.), Volume 2 (396 pp.), and 
Volume 3 (416 pp.).  Folio, hardbound in full calf with raised bands on spine with gilt title and tooling.  Ref: Laor #771.  Map is in excellent condition with a strong 
impression.  Text is clean and tight with some occasional damp stains in blank margins.  Covers show some light shelf wear with a few chips and scuffs and the 
spine has some minor cracks.  (A)    $1500-1800

609. Holy Land  (Patriarchatus Hierosolymitani Geographica Descriptio), Tavernier, Paris, 1640.  19.8 x 13.8”.  (HC)  This is a handsome map covering the region 
from the Nile Delta to Lebanon.  It shows the extent of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem in Roman times.  An elegantly designed title cartouche fi lls the Mediterranean 
Sea.  Ref: Laor #768.  Watermarked paper with original outline color and later coloring in the cartouche.  There is minor soiling and one short crack caused by the 
oxidation of the original green pigment that has been closed on verso with archival tape.  (B+)    $240-300

610. Holy Land  (Regnum Salomonicum seu Tabula Digesta ad Libros), de la Rue, La Terre Sainte en Six Cartes Geographiques…, Paris, [1651].  21.4 x 15.6”.  (HC)  
Very handsome map of the Holy Land during the reign of King Solomon, showing the provinces of the Twelve Tribes.  Solomon reigned over a large region that 
included Damascus in the north and the entire area east of the Jordan.  The Mediterranean coastline is depicted from Sidon to Sirbon Lacus.  Haifa Bay is enlarged 
and there is an imaginary bay south of Jaffa.  The map is adorned with a lovely drape and ribbon-style cartouche.  Ref: Laor #417; Pastoureau, LA RUE [3].  Lovely 
color on watermarked paper with one minute hole under title cartouche.  (A)    $180-210

611. Holy Land  (Israels Peregrination, or the Forty Years Travels of the Children of Israel Out of Egypt Through the Red Sea, and the Wilderness into Canaan, or the 
Land of Promise), Moxon, London, ca. 1671.  18 x 12.4”.  (BW)  This map shows the Palestinian and Lebanese coast and depicts the Jews’ passage through the Red 
Sea and the Sinai Desert.  North is oriented to the right.  At the bottom are vignettes displaying the encampment of the tribes fl anked by Aaron and Moses as well 
as Temple vessels held up by putti.  Originally by Nicolas Visscher, the map was translated into English by Joseph Moxon.  Ref: Laor #519.  There is a printer’s 
crease at top left and light toning along sheet edge at left.  (A)    $275-350

612. Holy Land  (Canaan, or the Land of Promise. Possessed by the Children of Israel and Travelled Through by Our Saviour Jesus Christ; and His Apostles), Moxon, 
London, ca. 1671.  18.2 x 12.4”.  (HC)  This fi ne map of present-day Israel is oriented with north to the right.  There is a large, decorative title cartouche at bottom 
fl anked by vignettes depicting the life of Christ.  At top, putti hold banners with the key to the map and scale of miles.  Tiny ships and the track of Apostle Paul are 
shown in the sea.  At top center is a coat of arms with a dedication to Lord Bishop Humphrey.  This map was based on Nicholas Visscher’s map of Canaan, and 
was translated from Dutch by Joseph Moxon.  Ref: Laor #522A.  Issued folding, now pressed, on watermarked paper with attractive color, very light soiling, and 
a few professionally repaired fold separations.  There is some minor extraneous creasing in map image that has been pressed fl at.  (B+) 

      $325-400

613. Holy Land  (Iudaea, seu Terra Sancta quae Hebraeorum Sive Israelitarum in Suas Duodecim Tribus Divisa...), Sanson/Jaillot, Atlas Nouveau, Paris, 1677.  33.5 x 
21.5”.  (HC)  This spectacular map of the Holy Land shows the division of Judea into the Twelve Tribes of Israel.  The map is based on the cartography of Guil-
laume and Nicholas Sanson and is from a series of greatly enlarged maps published by Jaillot in collaboration with the heirs of Sanson.  It is fi lled with notations, 
topography and place names, including the locations of Gomorra, Sodoma, Seboim and Adama as fl aming cities in the Dead Sea.  There are a pair of extravagant 
cartouches adorning this map.  The title cartouche is festooned with garlands, ribbons and fruit, and is surmounted by the French royal coat of arms and fl anked 
by the fi gures of Moses and Aaron.  At the foot of the title cartouche is a minutely engraved medallion featuring Moses and the brazen serpent.  The distance scale 
cartouche includes the key to the royal and priestly cities and sanctuaries.  It is topped by a scene of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, with the serpent and the 
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil.  Engraved by Cordier.  This is the fi rst state, printed on 2 joined sheets, as issued.  Ref: Laor #367; Pastoureau, JAILLOT I 
Aa #45.  A fi ne impression and lovely color with one short repaired edge tear at bottom that extends 0.5” into the image, a few small insignifi cant spots, and two 
very faint pencil notations in the image.  Professionally mounted on linen.  (A)    $800-1000

614. Holy Land  ([On 6 sheets] Dimida Tribus Manasse ... [and] Tribus Ruben, et Gad ... [and] Pars Maxima Tribus Iuda ... [and] Tribuum Ephraim ... [and] Tribus 
Aser ... [and] Tribus Simeon …), Jansson, Accuratissima Orbis Antiqui Delineatio…, Amsterdam, [1677].  28.1 x 16.9”.  (HC)  This superb, large wall map on 
six separate sheets is based on Adrichom’s “Situs Terrae Promissionis.”  Oriented to the east, the map shows the region divided into the twelve tribes on both 
sides of the Jordan River, the shoreline running from Sidon to Alexandria.  The Cison Torrens (Kishon River) is shown as connecting the Sea of Galilee with the 
Mediterranean Sea, and there are many nonexistent rivers, e.g., a river connecting Jerusalem with the Dead Sea.  In the Dead Sea, four burning cities are shown: 
Sodoma, Gomorra, Seboim, and Adama.  The dramatic map is beautifully engraved to show topographical features, major roads, towns and villages and richly 
embellished with dozens of biblical illustrations.  Inset maps in the top corners depict Abraham’s journey and the wandering of the Israelites through the desert.  
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This map was published in Jansson’s Accuratissima Orbis Antiqui Delineatio…, with text by Georg Horn.  Two of the six sheets are made up of one and a half 
sheets joined together, resulting in the map sometimes being described as a seven-sheet map.  The two left-hand sheets measure 28.1 x 16.9”, and the remaining 
four sheets measure 21.3 x 17.1”.  If the sheets were joined the entire map would measure 70 x 34”.  Ref: Laor #343-349.  Fine impressions with attractive color, 
wide margins, and a couple of insignifi cant spots.  (A)    $3750-4500

615. Holy Land  (Historie des Nieuwen Testaments, Verrykt met veele Printverbeeldingen…), Mortier, Amsterdam, [1700].  11.4 x 17.5”.  (BW)  This is volume two 
from a Dutch history of the Bible covering the New Testament, published by Pierre Mortier.  There are numerous illustrations interspersed within the text includ-
ing portraits of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John with engraved frames and an elaborate frontispiece.  Accompanying the text are fi ve maps depicting the regions 
described including: 

 Carte Generale du Monde, ou Description du Monde Terrestre & Aquatique.  This unique world map drawn on Mercator’s projection depicts California as an island 
and the Detroit d’Anian connected by dotted lines through the Northwest Passage to Button’s Bay located to the west of Hudson Bay.  There is an erroneous large 
lake shown as the source for the Rio Norte (Rio Grande River) located in the Southwest, as well as an early, open-ended version of the Great Lakes named Mer 
Douce.  A small coastline of New Zealand appears in the Pacifi c.  The northeast coast of Asia is severely truncated and shows Witsen’s Cap de Glaces.  Australia’s 
northern coast is shown connected to New Guinea, and two disjointed coastlines appear to the south, including Van Diemen’s Land.  The most interesting features 
of the map are the fi ve spheres presented along the top depicting day and night, the fl ood, the phases of the moon, and the Western and Eastern Hemispheres.  The 
map was precisely engraved by Jan van Luchenburg (imprint at lower left).  

 Het Heylige Land Verdeeld in de Twaalf Stammen Israels.  This decorative map of present-day Israel, Lebanon and Jordan is fully engraved with mountains, 
towns, forests and notations of important Biblical sites.  It shows both the divisions in the Twelve Tribes of Israel and the regions in Christ’s time. The pictorial 
title cartouche depicts Jesus healing the sick and a scale of miles cartouche portrays two scholars.  Also included is a depiction of a Jerusalem Shekel from the First 
Jewish Revolt against Rome.  Engraved by Jan van Luchetenburg.  

 Voyage des Enfans d’Israel dans le Desert Depuis leur Sortie d’Egypte par la Mer Rouge.  This interesting pictorial map focuses on the Exodus of the Children of 
Israel from Egypt to the Promised Land and their wandering in the desert.   Mount Sinai is prominent at the center of the map.  At top left are the Jordan River and 
the Mare Mortuum (Dead Sea) and at bottom right is a graphic scene of the pursuing Egyptians being swallowed in the Red Sea following the successful escape of 
the Hebrews.  Numerous place names and biblical references fi ll the map which is decorated with a large title cartouche depicting women gathering the Manna.  

 Carte de la Situation du Paradis Terrestre, Et des Pais Habitez par les Patriarches Dressee pour bien entendre l’Histoire Sainte, Par Messire Pierre Daniel Huet.  
This interesting map covers the region from the Mediterranean through the Persian Gulf.  Detail is omitted in favor of Biblical depictions including the Sermon on 
the Mount, Babylon, the Garden of Eden, Noah’s Ark, Abraham’s journey from Ur, and others.  Pictorial scale of miles with a lion, lamb, and a serpent in an apple 
tree.  Three tiny ships sail in the Persian gulf with a compass rose.  Title is in both French and Dutch in panel at top. 

 Byzondere Kaart van de Landen Daar de Apostelen Het Evangelium Gepredikt Hebben....  This expansive engraved map of the eastern Mediterranean and the 
Middle East features the tract of St. Paul from Jerusalem to Rome.  The map is fi lled with mountains, forests, and oases, and is decorated with a compass rose. 

 163 pp.  Hardbound in full calf with gilt titling on raised spine and marbled endpapers.  Ref: Shirley #622; Laor #507, #508 and cf. #224.  The maps, plates and 
text are very good to fi ne with a light damp stain along the bottom centerfold of each map image.  The front free-endpapers and frontispiece are partially detached.  
Covers are worn and bumped and the spine has minor chips at top and bottom.  (B+)    $1800-2200

616. Holy Land  (Geographiae Sacrae ex Veteri, et Novo Testamento Desumptae Tabula in qua Terra Promissa, Sive Iudaea in Suas Tribus Partesq’ Distincta), Sanson, 
Paris, 1702.  19.8 x 15.6”.  (HC)  A fi ne map illustrating the lands described in the Old and New Testament.  The Kishon River connects the Mediterranean to the 
Sea of Galilee.  The map provides good detail throughout and is adorned with a wreath-style title cartouche featuring a pair of sea monsters.  Ref: cf. Laor #691.  
A nice impression on a bright, watermarked sheet with ample margins and couple of small, insignifi cant spots.  (A)  $240-300

617. Holy Land  (Iudaea seu Palaestina ob Sacratissima Redemtoris Vestigia Hodie Dicta Terra Sancta Prout Olim in Duodecim Tribus Divisa Separatis ab Invicem 
Regnis Iuda et Israel...), Homann, Nuremberg, ca. 1707.  22.3 x 19.1”.  (HC)  Homann based this map of the Holy Land on the cartography of Guillaume Sanson.  
It presents the region divided among the twelve tribes of Israel and covers from Sidon to Sirbonis L in the Egyptian desert.  The Kishon River is shown as con-
necting the Mediterranean Sea with the Sea of Galilea.  The dramatic title cartouche features Moses receiving the Ten Commandments and inset in the opposite 
corner is a map showing the Exodus and Wandering surrounded by a fi nely engraved scene including Moses, Aaron, and the two spies of Moses bearing a huge 
bunch of grapes.  Ref: Laor #340.  A dark impression with original color on watermarked paper with toning along the centerfold, a spot of minor soiling, and a tiny 
wormhole near the centerfold.  (B)    $275-375

618. Holy Land  (De Veertig-Jaarige Reys-Togten der Kinderen Israels Num. XXXIII…), Aa, Leiden, ca. 1729.  30.3 x 11.6”.  (HC)  This is a spectacular panoramic 
landscape view of the Sinai Peninsula and the desert where the Children of Israel wandered for forty years.  It is shown from a perspective high above the Mediter-
ranean Sea.  The view begins with Mt. Pisgah on the left and shows the Dead Sea, Jordan, Mt. Sinai and the Red Sea.  The encampments are shown throughout the 
landscape along the road taken.  The view is adorned with a dramatic cartouche and was printed on two joined sheets.  Ref: Laor #4.  Issued folding, now pressed 
on watermarked paper with attractive color and professional repairs to a few minor fold separations.  There is a 1” tear near center that has also been professionally 
repaired, with a tiny abrasion adjacent to the tear.  (B+)    $500-700

619. Holy Land  (Afbeelding van ‘t Land van Israel, Naar Deszelfs Natuurlyke Gesteltheid…), Bachiene, Amsterdam, 1749.  15.2 x 19.4”.  (HC)  This attractive map 
from a large Dutch Bible shows the land of Israel with all the places, rivers, mountains, and seas mentioned in the Holy Scriptures.  It covers all of Palestine on both 
sides of the Jordan River and the Mediterranean coastline from Tzor (Sur) to Rhinocolura (El Arish).  At bottom is a lovely pastoral scene with Moses standing on 
Mount Nebo overlooking the land that God forbade him to enter.  Engraved by Jan van Jagen.  Ref: Laor #69; Poortman & Augusteijn #180.  A clean, watermarked 
sheet with light toning along sheet edges.  (A)    $160-190

620. Holy Land  (Nouvelle Carte de la Terre Sainte pour Servir a l’Intelligence de l’Ancien, & du Nouveau Testament), Anon., ca. 1750.  14.6 x 10.7”.  (HC)  This is a 
handsome map showing the divisions of the twelve tribes in the Holy Land, with many place names and topographical details.  A decorative title cartouche adorns 
the map featuring Moses’ spies carrying the fruit from the Promised Land.     Issued folding, now pressed on watermarked paper with wide margins and a few 
printer’s creases.  (A)    $160-190

621. Holy Land  (T’ Land Kanaan Benevens Gilead Verdeelt Onder de XII Stammen Israels...), Bachiene, Amsterdam, 1750.  15.3 x 19.5”.  (HC)  This attractive map 
from a large Dutch Bible shows the land of Israel divided into the 12 Tribes with all the places, rivers, mountains, and seas mentioned in the Holy Scriptures.  It 
covers all of Palestine on both sides of the Jordan River and the Mediterranean coastline from Tzor (Sur) to the “River of Egypt.”  At bottom is a lovely pastoral 
scene with the Elders of Israel encircling a map and dividing the land among the Tribes.  Engraved by Jan van Jagen.  Ref: Laor #70.  Attractive color on water-
marked paper with minor offsetting and a hint of toning along centerfold and sheet edges.  (B+)    $160-190

622. Holy Land  (Generaale Kaart van het Beloofde Land tot Verlichting voor de Geschiedenisse; Vervat in des Bybel…), Elwe, Atlas Geographique et Universel, Am-
sterdam, 1792.  23.3 x 19.5”.  (HC)  Large, detailed map of the Holy Land based on De Wit’s map.  West is oriented to the top of the map, which is spanned by a 
large title cartouche draped in a garland held aloft by six cherubs.  The Mediterranean is fi lled with various types of ships and boats, including a depiction of Jonah 
and the whale.  The map is divided into the twelve tribes of Israel.  Several roads are depicted and the route of the Children of Israel through the desert.  At bottom 
center is an engraving of the Tabernacle surrounded by the twelve tribes and fl anked by Moses and Aaron.  Ref: Laor #268.  Original color on map with later color 
on decorative elements.  On watermarked paper with a few faint spots and light soiling.  Centerfold is reinforced on verso with archival material.  (B+) 

      $400-500
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623. Holy Land, Syria  (Margat), Raignauld, ca. 1629.  10.4 x 7.6”.  (BW)  This small plan depicts the fortifi ed city of Margat, in present-day Syria, on a ridge above 
the town of Valanie.  In the top corner of the image is the Order of the Knights of St. John’s coat of arms.  Also known as the Knights Hospitaller, the Order was 
responsible for the protection of the pilgrims’ travel to the Holy Land, and Margat served as a strategic stop in that journey given its location on a hill and proximity 
to the Mediterranean.  The walled city is guarded by two large cannons and surrounded by illustrations including various ships, windmills, small animals, hamlets, 
a farmer, and a weeping woman.     A nice dark impression with two small holes that have been professionally infi lled with a tiny amount of image replaced in 
facsimile.  (B+)    $800-1000

624. Syria  (Syriae sive Soriae Descriptio), Cluver, Introductio in Universam Geographicam, [1697].  9.8 x 7.9”.  (HC)  This charming map of ancient Syria is fi lled 
with details of topography and place names.  The title cartouche is draped over an elephant.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.CLUV-8a [39].  Attractive color with a 
hint of offsetting.  (A)    $110-140

625. Jerusalem, Holy Land  (Hierosolyma, Clarissima Totius Orientis Civitas, Judae Metropolis…), Braun & Hogenberg, Civitates Orbis Terrarum, Vol. I, ca. 1572.  
19.3 x 13.5”.  (HC)  This interesting engraving contains two bird’s-eye views of the city; one an imaginary view as it was during the time of Christ and the other 
contemporaneous to the 16th century.   The view on the left also portrays the procession of Jesus to Golgotha, with Judas hanging from a tree outside the city 
walls.   Each has a key to important buildings and places.  At lower right is a vignette of Moses receiving the Commandments and a table identifying the garments 
and accoutrements worn by Aaron.  Latin text on verso.  Ref: Laor #1039; Fussel pp. 124-25 & 128.  There is minor soiling confi ned to the blank margins and two 
holes only visible when held to light: a minute hole to the left of the lower centerfold and a small hole in the upper border.  (A) $700-850

626. Jerusalem, Holy Land  (Ierusalem), Bruyn, Risen van Cornelius de Bruin, door de Vermaardste Deelen van Klein Asia…, ca. 1698.  49 x 11.1”.  (HC)  Spectacular 
panoramic view of Jerusalem as viewed from Mount of Olives with several fi gures in the foreground.  Cornelius van Bruyn (1652-1726) was a painter who trav-
eled through the Holy Land and other portions of Asia.  De Bruyn had to disguise his activities because this was a repressive period during the Ottoman rule when 
foreigners were regarded with suspicion and the making of “graven images” was prohibited.  De Bruyn avoided detection by pretending to be picnicking with 
two Franciscan monks who stood guard while he made his drawings.  This gorgeous view of Jerusalem is probably the engraving for which he is best known.  His 
works are particularly historically valuable because of their accuracy.  Printed on two joined sheets as issued.  Ref: Laor #967.  A dark impression with superb 
color.  Issued folding with one small, professionally repaired chip in bottom blank margin that barely enters into image (below dog), with a minute amount of image 
expertly replaced in facsimile.  (A)    $1400-1700

627. Jerusalem, Holy Land  (Nieuwe Plattegrond van het Oude Jeruzalem Volgens den Schryver), Calmet, Het Algemeen Groot Historisch … Woord-Boek, van den 
Gantschen H. Bijbel, Paris, [1727].  17 x 12.6”.  (HC)  A simple bird’s-eye view of the ancient city of Jerusalem shows its divisions with prominent depictions 
of the Temple of Solomon and the royal palace and gardens.  The map is oriented with west at top, with the Calvary outside the city walls at top right.  Ref: Laor 
#973.  Issued folding on watermarked paper with a few archivally repaired fold separations and narrow margins.  (B) $140-170

628. Red Sea  (Carte des Principales Ports de Mer Bancs de Sable &c.: Qui sont dans la Mer Rouge Levee par Ordre Expres des Roys de Portugal sous qui on en a Fait 
la Decouverte), Mortier, Neptune Francais, Amsterdam, ca. 1720.  16.8 x 19.9”.  (HC)  The bays and safe anchorages in the Red Sea are mapped on this interesting 
chart from this scarce sea atlas.  Eleven separate plans are included with details of ports in Egypt, Somalia, Arabia, and Yemen.  This is one of the earliest maps to 
focus on this region.     A fi ne impression with full original color on watermarked paper.  There are a few professionally repaired cracks caused by the oxidation of 
the green pigment.  (A)    $325-400

629. Arabia  (Tab. VI. Asiae, Arabiam Felicem, Carmaniam ac Sinum Persicum Comprehendens...), Ptolemy/Mercator, Claudii Ptolemaei’s Atlas Tabulae Geographicae 
Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  18.4 x 13”.  (HC)  This classical map is a landmark in the mapping of the Arabia Peninsula.  Ptolemy drew on the accounts 
of travelers and sailors and though the information was secondhand and often inaccurate it represented the most advanced account of the world’s geography at that 
time.  In the case of Arabia, Ptolemy overestimated both the width of the southern part of Arabia and the size and shape of the Persian Gulf.  Arabia Petrea and 
Arabia Deserte are both placed in the north and Arabia Foelix is the term applied to the whole peninsula, rather than to the southern portions of it.   Ptolemy’s map, 
as interpreted by European cartographers such as Mercator, was hugely infl uential and served as a standard for European mapping of the peninsula for many years.  
This map is from the last edition of Ptolemy’s Geography, having been published numerous times from 1477 to 1730.  Ref: Ankary #113; Tibbetts #40; Mickwitz 
& Miekkavaara #235-12; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #0926:1.3.  Watermarked paper with attractive color and a slightly uneven impression along the centerfold at bot-
tom.  What appears in the image to be centerfold toning is simply show-through of the backstrap.  (A)   $400-500

630. Persia - Iran  ([Title on Verso] Tabula V Asiae), Ptolemy/Fries, Claudii Ptolemaei Geographicae…, Strassburg, [1525].  19.8 x 12.1”.  (HC)  This map depicts the 
region between the Caspian Sea and the Persian Gulf, covering most of present-day Iran.  At far left are Armenia, Mesopotamia, and Babilonia Regio (the Fertile 
Crescent).  The map is based on the 1513 map by Waldseemuller.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #208-19.  A nice impression with wide, original margins and 
several small worm tracks along centerfold that have been professionally repaired, only one of which is in the image with minute loss of text.  (A) 

      $475-600

631. Persia - Iran  (Persiae Regnum sive Sophoru Imperium), Quad, Geographisch Handtbuch, Cologne, 1600.  10.4 x 8.2”.  (HC)  A handsome map of the Persian 
empire based on Ortelius’ map of the region.  The map is centered on Persia, and it also shows present-day Iraq and Afghanistan, and the Indus River.  It is fi lled 
with scores of place names, details of the Persian Gulf, and graphic detail of the topography and cities.  Printed by Johannes Bussemacher.  Latin text on verso.     
A dark impression on watermarked paper with some show-through of text on verso and marginal soiling.  (B+)  $300-375

632. Persia - Iran  (Persicum Regnum), Hondius/Purchas, Purchas His Pilgrimes, ca. 1625.  7.3 x 5.6”.  (HC)  Reduced from Hondius’ folio map of the Persian Empire, 
this small map shows the region from the Caspian Sea to the Persian Gulf.  The map is fi lled with place names and pictorial topography and is adorned with strap-
work cartouches for the title and scale of miles.  On a full sheet of English text measuring 8.3 x 12.6”.     A fi ne impression with attractive color.  (A+) 
     $140-170

633. Persia - Iran  (Perse), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  5 x 4”.  (HC)  This miniature map of Persia depicts major towns and key 
topographical features.  The Persian Gulf is named Mer d’El-Catif, named for the city of Al-Qatif on the Arabian Peninsula that was the major trade port of the 
region.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography 
with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with wide, original 
margins.  (A+)    $110-140

634. Persia - Iran  (A New & Accurate Map of Persia, with the Adjacent Countries. Drawn from the Most Approved Modern Maps &c. The Whole Being Regulated 
by Astronl. Observations), Bowen, A Complete System of Geography..., London, ca. 1747.  16.6 x 13.6”.  (HC)  This fi ne map of the Persian Empire is packed 
with detail of the topography, cities, towns and roads.  It covers the region from the Caucasus through present-day Afghanistan, Iraq and Iran.  Decorated with a 
pictorial title cartouche and a small compass rose.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.BOW-2a #39.  Watermarked paper with archivally repaired centerfold separations 
at top and bottom, a few faint stains, and a 1/2” tear just south of Maragheh (Maragha) that has been professionally repaired.  (B+) 

      $220-250

635. Persia - Iran  (Persia), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1851.  9.9 x 13.7”.  (HC)  Finely engraved map of Persia that extends 
from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian Sea.  Surrounded by beautifully engraved and rendered vignettes of a Bactrian camel, a Persian, Kurds and the city of Isfahan.   
Surrounded by a delicately engraved decorative border.     Original outline color on a bright, clean sheet.  (A+)  $140-170

636. Persian Gulf  (Ormus Regnum), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  This miniature map is 
centered on the Persian Gulf, depicting portions of Arabia and Persia.  The focus of the map is the Kingdom of Ormus, which existed between the 10th and 17th 
centuries.  Tiny towns, rivers, and mountains are depicted, along with a strapwork title cartouche incorporating the distance scale.  French text on verso.  Ref: King 
(2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #8210:342.  A fi ne impression with minor show-through of text on verso.  (A) $140-180
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637. Caucasus  (Tabula Asiae III), Munster, Geographia Universalis…, Basel, ca. 1541.  13.3 x 10.5”.  (HC)  This woodblock, Ptolemaic map covers the region between 
the Black and Caspian Seas.  The map is divided into three regions: Colchidis, Albania and Armenia.  A large gate (Portae Albaniae) is shown in the mountains at 
the top of the map.  This refl ects the legend of Alexander the Great, who is said to have discovered the evil hordes of Gog and Magog in this region.  Alexander, 
calling upon the power of God, moved the mountains together and built a mighty wall spanning the entire Caucasus range, closing off the civilized south from the 
forces of darkness.  Noah’s Ark is shown in the Caspian Sea.  Woodblock illustration with the title Tertia Asiae on verso.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #210-19.  
A clean, bright example with light show-through of text on verso and three archivally repaired tears confi ned to bottom blank margin.  (A) 

      $350-425

638. Caucasus  (Tabula Colchidis Hodie Mengrelie), Dapper, Beschreibung des Konigreichs Persien, Amsterdam, ca. 1672.  13.8 x 11.5”.  (HC)  An interesting map of 
the eastern shore of the Black Sea covering the region up to the Caucasus Mountains.  A large wall is shown in the mountains owing to a legend of Alexander the 
Great, who is said to have discovered the evil hordes of Gog and Magog in this region.  Alexander, calling upon the power of God, moved the mountains together 
and built a mighty wall spanning the entire Caucasus range, closing off the civilized south from the forces of darkness.  The large title cartouche represents the 
lucrative trade between Asia and Europe.  Published in Beschreibung des Konigreichs Persien, Dapper’s comprehensive treatise on Asia.     A fi ne impression with 
attractive color and wide, original margins.  There are two printer’s creases adjacent to centerfold.  (A)   $230-275

639. Caucasus  (Colchis, Iberia, Albania quaeq; Caucasiae Gentes, Isthmum qui Pontum Euxinum Caspiumq; Mare Interjacet, Incolunt), Sanson/Mortier, Amsterdam, 
ca. 1697.  18.8 x 14.2”.  (HC)  This attractive map focuses on the region between the Black and Caspian Seas.  There is great detail of the mountains, cities and 
villages.  Colchis is the legendary kingdom in the Greek myth wherein Jason and the Argonauts stole the Golden Fleece from King Aeetes.  The decorative title 
cartouche is draped in a sheepskin and fl anked by two hunting dogs.     A nice impression with bold color and very wide margins.  Minor toning along sheet edges.  
(A)    $275-350

640. Caucasus & Caspian Sea  (Carte des Pays Voisins de la Mer Caspiene Dressee pour l’Usage du Roy...), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  24 x 18.2”.  
(HC)  This is likely the most detailed and attractive eighteenth century map to focus on Georgia, Azerbaijan and Armenia.  It depicts roads, forts, cities, villages, 
topography and is fi lled with notations.  The map is embellished with a title cartouche featuring the French crown and coat of arms, and two beautiful compass 
roses.     A fi ne impression with original color on watermarked paper and a hint of toning along sheet edges.  (A+)  $450-550

641. Central Asia  (Tab. VII Asiae, Exhibens Scythiam, intra Imaum Sogdianam, Bactrianam, Hircaniam, aliasq. Asiae Regiones…), Ptolemy/Mercator, Claudii Ptolemaei’s 
Atlas Tabulae Geographicae Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  17.9 x 13.3”.  (HC)  This fi ne copper engraved map covers Central Asia east of the Caspian 
Sea and what is now Turkestan, the Steppes, Afghanistan and beyond.  The Himalayas and Northern India run across the bottom of the map.  Mercator originally 
published this map in his 1578 edition of Ptolemy’s great Geography.  Although he is most renowned today for the projection he popularized and for fi rst using the 
term Atlas for a collection of maps, he devoted much of his life to his Ptolemaic maps.  The maps were beautifully engraved as nearly as possible to their original 
form and embellished with fi ne cartouches and cultural scenes.  This map includes scenes of shepherds and their fl ocks and a great sea monster.  Ref: Mickwitz & 
Miekkavaara #235-13; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #0927:1.3.  Nice impression and color on watermarked paper.  What appears in the image to be centerfold toning is 
simply show-through of the backstrap.  (A)    $275-350

642. Asia  (Asia ex Magna Orbis Terre Descriptione Gerardi Mercatoris Desumpta, Studio et Industria), Mercator, L’Atlas ou Meditations Cosmographiques..., ca. 
1613.  18.4 x 14.8”.  (HC)  Derived from the elder Mercator’s world map of 1569, this map of Asia was engraved by his grandson.  The coasts of Northeast Asia 
and Northwest North America are separated by Gastaldi’s fabled Strait of Anian.  South of this strait a beautifully engraved galleon gives speculation to the pos-
sibility of a northern route to Asia.  Sumatra has a curiously archaic outline, while the relationship between New Guinea and Terra Australis is left to the viewer’s 
imagination.  The place names, Beach, Regio, Lucach and Maletur are all taken from Marco Polo’s account, but erroneously ascribed to locations in the vicinity of 
present-day Australia.  French text on verso.  Ref: Yeo #13; Parry #3.13, Van der Krogt (Vol. I) 8000:1A.  In striking original color on watermarked paper with an 
extraneous crease parallel to the centerfold that runs the length of the sheet, an edge tear at top that just enters the neatline and has been closed with archival tape, 
and faint foxing that is mostly confi ned to the blank margins.  (B+)    $1600-1900

643. Asia  (Asia Noviter Delineata), Blaeu, Amsterdam, ca. 1642.  21.9 x 16.2”.  (HC)  This is one of the most famous 17th century maps of the continent of Asia.  It 
is surrounded in a beautiful carte-a-fi gures border and is richly ornamented with animals, sea monsters and sailing ships.  The eastern coastline of Asia is severely 
truncated, Korea is shown as an island, and Japan is depicted on the Ortelius-Teixeira model.  The Indian subcontinent is too narrow and the islands of Indonesia 
are very sketchy.  A large island labeled Ceiram probably represents the western part of New Guinea.  In the interior, the Caspian Sea is oriented on an east-west 
axis and there are several large erroneous lakes in China including the mythical Chiamay Lacus.  The frieze across the top features vignettes of the cities of Candy, 
Calecut, Goa, Damascus, Jerusalem, Hormuz, Banten, Aden and Macao.  The inclusion of Banten refl ects the emergence of the Dutch as a major commercial 
power in the East Indies.  The side panels fl anking the map depict costumed fi gures of the various Asian peoples.  This is a later edition with evidence of a crack in 
the copperplate at bottom center.  Dutch text on verso.  Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. II) #8000:2; Walter #25; Yeo #24.  A lovely old-colored example on watermarked 
paper with a spot in the Pacifi c and a hint of toning.  (B+)    $3750-4750

644. Asia  (L’Asie Divisee en Ses Principales Regions, et ou se Peuvent Voir l’Estendue des Empires, Monarchies, Royaumes, et Estats...), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, 
Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  22.9 x 18.4”.  (HC)  An attractive map of Asia based on the Sanson-Jaillot map of 1692, with the now obsolete delineation of Siberia and 
Japan.  The island of Hokkaido is attached to the mainland as part of the Yupi peninsula.  Korea appears as an elongated peninsula, and the mythical Lac de Chiamay 
is shown as the source of fi ve major rivers in Cochinchine.  Covens & Mortier updated the map to include the northern coastline of Australia (Nouvelle Hollande) 
based on the Delisle confi guration of 1705.  The upper corners contain a decorative title cartouche with a dedication to the Duc de Bourgogne and a scale of miles 
cartouche.  The title appears in Latin above the map: “Asia Divisa in Imperia Regna & Status…”  Ref: cf. Yeo #119.  A fi ne impression with original color and a 
hint of toning along sheet edges.  (A+)    $600-750

645. Asia  (L’Asie, Suivant les Nouvelles Observations...), Aa, Leiden, ca. 1730.  11.7 x 8.9”.  (HC)  Attractive map of the continent and the East Indies.  The most 
interesting region of the map is the depiction of Japan and the Northeast coast of the continent.  Japan is connected to a huge land mass to the north, which is named 
Terre d’ Yeco, a Jesuit name for Hokkaido.  To the west is Terre de la Compagnie (noted as being discovered by the Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama).  Witsen’s 
icy cape is prominently shown to block travel into the Arctic regions.  The pictorial cartouche features a royal procession.     Issued folding with attractive color 
and a small spot of soot at top right.  (B+)    $300-400

646. Asia  (L’Asie Dressee sur de Nouveaux Memoires Assujetis aux Observations Astronomiq...), Danet, Paris, 1732.  28.1 x 19.4”.  (HC)  This is one of the most dis-
tinctive and decorative maps of Asia from the 18th century.  It is surrounded by an intricately engraved border composed of the coats of arms of Asian nations and 
is embellished with a large allegorical title cartouche.  This map was drawn and engraved by J. Luillier and published by Guillaume Danet, son-in-law of Nicholas 
de Fer.  Danet was not a prolifi c publisher and his separately issued maps are quite scarce.

 While much of the map is based on Delisle’s revised map of Asia [1722], this map presents an early depiction of Kamchatka taken from Strahlenberg’s map [1730], 
which was in turn was based on the work of Abu Al-Ghazi Bahadur’s history of the Tartars.  There are a number of notations in the region noting that the inhabitants 
either pay tribute to, or are the enemies of, the Moscovites.  Korea is depicted as a blunt peninsula and the sea between it and Japan is called the Detroit de Coree.     
On watermarked paper with minor soiling, some printer’s ink residue, and a professionally repaired cut measuring  6.5” at bottom right.  (B+)   
     $1100-1400

647. Asia  ([On 2 Sheets] Asia and Its Islands According to d’Anville: Divided into Empires, Kingdoms, States, Regions, with The European Possessions and Settlements 
in the East Indies…), Laurie & Whittle, A New Universal Atlas…, London, 1794.  46.8 x 20.2”.  (HC)  A superb, large-scale map based on the cartography of the 
famous French cartographer Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’ Anville.  It provides an extremely detailed view of the continent and extends to include all of South East 
Asia and numerous islands of the Pacifi c, with emphasis on English exploration.  The discoveries of Capt. Cook appear in the Aleutian Islands (Foxes Islands) and 
the Northeast coast of Asia.  Hokkaido is featured as an archipelago named Isles of Yeso,  including the Three Sisters.  The Carolines are accurately depicted on an 
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east-west axis.  The large decorative cartouche features an Asian merchant, his exotic goods, and a camel.  If joined together, the map would measure 46.8 x 40.4”.     
Issued on watermarked paper with moderate offsetting, brown stains, a 6-7” clean fold separation on each sheet, and two small holes along the top border.  (C+) 
     $1200-1500

648. Asia  (Asia), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1851.  12.7 x 10.2”.  (HC)  Finely engraved map of Asia that extends from 
Turkey through China and Russia to show a little of Alaska, and from the Arctic Ocean south to delineate all of the East Indies.  Beautifully engraved and rendered 
vignettes of Petra, Tartars, Russian Peasants, The Walrus, and Sun-Birds of India and the Philippine Isles.  The map is surrounded by a decorative border.     Original 
outline color.  There are binding holes and a few small abrasions all confi ned to the top blank margin.  (A)  $160-190

649. Northern Asia  ([Lot of 2] Groot Tartaryen [and] Tartaria), ca. 1635-83.  (HC)  

 A. Groot Tartaryen, by Nicholas Sanson, from Geographise en Historise Werelt Beschryving, circa 1683 (9.8” x 7.5”).  Attractive map of Siberia, northern China, 
and Korea, which is shown here as an island.  The cities, mountains, forests and rivers are well-detailed.  Siberia still refl ects some of Ptolemy’s conceptions with 
the Island of Tazata and the Cape of Tabin in the extreme north.  The map is decorated with a lovely title cartouche as well as a beautiful compass rose.  Engraved 
by Antoine d’Winter for a Dutch edition of Sanson’s small atlas.  Ref: Pastoureau, Sanson III F.  Condition: Old color with gilt highlights and wide margins with 
minor color offsetting and tiny abrasions adjacent to compass rose. 

 B. Tartaria, by Mercator/Hondius, from Historia Mundi, circa 1635 (7.5” x 5.5”).  Charming small map of the northern region of Asia fully engraved with moun-
tains, forests, and towns. It includes part of China and the island form of Korea.  The Anian Fretium separates Asia from Americae Pars, the Pacifi c Northwest of 
America.   The map is adorned with decorative strapwork title and scale of miles cartouches.  English text on verso.  Condition: Lovely color with light toning 
along sheet edges.  (A)    $200-250

650. Northern Asia  (Tartaria Sive Magni Chami Imperiorum), Merian, Newe Archontologia Cosmica, Frankfurt, ca. 1646.  13.8 x 10.6”.  (HC)  A deftly engraved map 
based on Blaeu’s map of Tartaria and northern China with information that was compiled by the English and Dutch explorers as well as the reports of Marco Polo 
and the Greek classics.  Tiny devils and dragons frolic in the desert outside the Great Wall and numerous notes fi ll the unexplored regions.  The decorative features 
of the map are also similar to Blaeu’s;  the title is symbolically engraved onto the saddle blanket of a camel, representing the trade over the Silk Road.     Heavy, 
watermarked paper with attractive color, a hint of toning along centerfold, and an abrasion in left blank margin.  (A)  $350-425

651. Northern Asia  (Tartarie), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  5 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This miniature map of Tartary extends from the Caspian 
Sea to the Pacifi c, and to the Arctic Ocean in the north.  The map depicts major towns and key topographical features.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew 
and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: 
King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  Attractive color on watermarked paper with light toning along the centerfold.  (B+)  

      $110-140

652. Northern Asia  (Scythia et Tartaria Asiatica), Cluver, Introductio in Universam Geographicam, [1697].  10.1 x 8.3”.  (HC)  This attractive map of northern and 
central Asia shows ancient divisions and place names.  The northeastern coastline is severely truncated.  Adorned with a decorative title cartouche featuring a lion.  
Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.CLUV-8a [33].  A dark impression with a hint of toning along centerfold.  (A)  $160-190

653. Northern Asia  (La Grande Tartarie Suivant les Nouvelles Observations de Messrs. de l’Academie Royale des Sciences, etc.), Aa, Nouvel Atlas Tres Exact, Leiden, 
ca. 1714.  11.8 x 8.9”.  (HC)  This is a great small map of the northern parts of Asia extending from the Black Sea through northern China and Korea.  The map is 
fi lled with an amazing amount of detail for its size.  Terre de Jelmer, “discovered in 1664 par Corn Jelmerse Kok,” forms a bridge between Novaya Zemlya and 
the mainland east of the Yenisey estuary.  Witsen’s Icy Cape protrudes in the Arctic Ocean.  The pictorial title cartouche features a Cossak encampment.     A fi ne 
impression on watermarked paper with wide margins and a bit of printer’s ink residue.  (A+)    $180-210

654. Northern Asia  (Carte de Tartarie Dressee sur les Relations de Plusieurs Voyageurs de Differentes Nations...), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  
24.1 x 18.8”.  (HC)  This is the Covens & Mortier edition of Delisle’s expansive map that includes Russia, Northern China and Tibet, from Novaya Zemla in the 
north to Afghanistan.  The Pacifi c coast shows a portion of the Terre d’Eso, with the small Isle de Amour shown above.   The map is fully engraved with forests 
and mountains and, for the period, has quite good detail of cities and towns.  The Great Wall is graphically depicted, as are the extensive trade routes.  A decorative 
cartouche surrounds the title in the lower left.  Latin title above the map: “Tartaria, sive Magni Chami Imperium.”     A fi ne impression with original color and 
minor soiling in blank margins.  (A)    $350-425

655. Northern Asia  ([Lot of 2] Carte de la Tartarie Occidentale pour Servir a l’Histoire Generale des Voyages Tiree des Auteurs Anglois [and] Carte de la Tartarie 
Orientale ... Tiree des Cartes Levees par les P.P. Jesuites), Bellin, Paris, ca. 1749-73.  (HC)  This pair of maps provides a very detailed view of the Tartary region 
of Russia.  The maps are based on Jesuit surveys, the cartography of Ivan Kyrlov, and English maps of the region.

 A. Carte de la Tartarie Occidentale pour Servir a l’Histoire Generale des Voyages Tiree des Auteurs Anglois, from Prevost’s L’Histoire Generale des Voyages, (12.2 
x 8.8”).  This map covers western Tartary with a focus on the region of present-day Mongolia.  This map includes information from Kyrkov’s important surveys 
of this remote region in addition to Jesuit and English sources.  It includes detail of the roads and shows sections of the Great Wall.  It is dated 1749, when it was 
fi rst published in the French edition of Prevost’s history of important voyages.  Condition: Issued folding with light soiling and minor printer’s ink residue. (B+)

 B. Carte de la Tartarie Orientale pour Servir a l’Histoire Generale des Voyages, Tiree des Cartes Levees par les P.P. Jesuites, from Raynal’s L’Atlas Portatif, (12.1 
x 8.1”).  This map covers the eastern part of Tartary with part of present-day Manchuria and Sakhalin Island.  The map was based primarily on Jesuit and English 
sources and is particularly detailed with regard to the river systems.  Features a lovely decorative cartouche.  Dutch title appears along the bottom.  Engraved by 
van Schley.  Condition:  Issued folding on watermarked paper. (A)    $190-230

656. Russia, Caucasus & Central Asia  (La Grande Tartarie vers l’Occident… / L’Asie ou sont Exactement Decrites Toutes les Costes de la Mer), Duval, Cartes de 
Geographie les Plus Nouvelles et les Plus Fideles, Paris, 1684.  20.6 x 15.8”.  (HC)  This is the northwestern sheet of Duval’s scarce four-sheet wall map of Asia, 
depicting western Russia and extending south to the Black and Caspian Seas.  Rivers, mountains, forested areas, roads and numerous towns are shown, including 
Moscow, Kiev, and Kabul.  Some of the cartography is still conjectural, such as the Caspian Sea, which is depicted with an odd, round shape.  At left is a brief 
description of Asia, followed by a diagram showing the political divisions of the continent and a legend identifying kingdoms, castles, sea ports, etc.  Each of the 
four sheets stands on its own with a separate title cartouche and borders.  This sheet also contains the elaborate title cartouche for the entire wall map, which is 
embellished with fi gures, animals, and fl owers representing Asia.  Ref: Pastoureau, DUVAL II E [75].  A nice impression with minor soiling.  There are two small 
worm holes along the right-hand side of the large title cartouche that have been professionally repaired, with minute loss of image.  Margins at right and bottom 
have been extended to better accommodate framing.  (B+)    $350-450

657. Northeastern Russia  (Suite de la Carte de la Siberie et le Pays de Kamtschatka pour l’Histoire Generale des Voyages), Bellin, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voy-
ages, Paris, ca. 1750.  10.3 x 9.5”.  (BW)  A fi ne map of eastern Siberia above and below the Arctic Circle, showing the Sea of Okhotsk, the Kamtschatka Peninsula, 
and Sakhalin Island.  The map depicts Russia’s northern coastline along the Arctic Sea, and shows the tracks of an exploratory voyage to Kamtschatka made in 
1648 by three Russian ships.  The land is fi lled with rivers and mountain ranges, with a few cities, towns, and regions identifi ed.  A decorative title cartouche in 
top right containing leaf, fl ower, and scroll motifs adorns the map.     A nice impression with some light toning in the blank margins.  (A) 

      $100-130

658. Eastern Asia  (Plan de la Baye d’Awatska... [on sheet with] Plan du Typa ou de Macao [and] Partie du Japon ou Nipon), Bonne, Atlas Encyclopedique, Paris, ca. 
1780.  9.3 x 13.6”.  (BW)  Copper engraving with detailed maps of Kamchatka, part of Japan, and the island of Macao.  The Kamchatka map includes an inset: 
Plan du Havre de St. Pierre et St. Paul.  Soundings, anchorages, and topographical details are shown.   Engraved by Andre.     On watermarked paper with a few 
small spots and minor offsetting.  (A)    $100-130
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659. Eastern Asia  (Map of Korea and Manchuria Prepared by the Second Division, General Staff (Military Information Division)...), U.S. War Department, Washington 
D.C., 1904.  33.8 x 39.3”.  (PC)  This large, highly detailed map covers the scene of the confl ict during the Russo-Japanese war, which was considered the fi rst 
major war of the 20th century.  It is fi lled with hundreds of place names, roads and communication cables on both land and sea.  Includes insets of Port Arthur and 
Vladivostok with an index map at bottom.  Prepared by the War Department and published as a supplement to the March 1904 issue of the National Geographic 
Magazine, shortly after the confl ict broke out.     Issued folding with a narrow right margin, several small splits at fold intersections, and some occasional light 
toning.  (B)    $100-130

660. Central China  (Suchuen, Imperii Sinarum Provincia Sexta), Blaeu, Novus Atlas Sinensis, Amsterdam, ca. 1655.  19 x 15.7”.  (BW)  The second landmark in the 
European mapping of China was the appearance of the Novus Atlas Sinensis in 1655.  It was compiled by Father Martino Martini, an Italian Jesuit and produced 
by the most prominent Dutch cartographer of the time, Johannes Blaeu.  Father Martini compiled the work based on Chinese sources between 1643 and 1650, and 
it greatly advanced European knowledge of the region including the astronomical positions of many cities and topographical features.  It remained the standard 
geographical work on that country until the publication in 1737 of D’Anville’s Atlas de la Chine.  This map of the Suchen province is decorated with two particu-
larly graphic cartouches.  The scales are fl anked by mythical woodwose who represent the mighty Yangtze River, and a warlord and his guard stand behind the title 
cartouche.     Dark impression and wide margins with a few tiny centerfold separations and some light, uneven toning.  (B+) $600-750

661. China & Korea  (China), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  This miniature map of China is 
oriented with north to the right.  Rivers and small towns fi ll the interior, and the Great Wall is prominently shown.  The map extends to include Korea in island 
form and Luconia Insula, which is most likely Luzon.  Embellished with two strapwork cartouches.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der 
Krogt (Vol. III) #8410:342.  A fi ne impression with minor show-through of text on verso.  (A)    $240-300

662. China & Korea  (Imperii Sinarum Nova Descriptio. Auctore Joh van Loon), Jansson, Amsterdam, ca. 1656.  21 x 18.6”.  (HC)  This superb map of the Chinese 
Empire is drawn largely from the Blaeu map compiled by Jesuit Father Martino Martini who traveled through the region between 1643 and 1650.  It deviates from 
that model in its depiction of the Korean peninsula, which is shown with a cluster of islands at its southern tip.  The map is embellished with sailing ships and 
Chinese junks.  The title cartouche is fl anked by Chinese and Jesuit men and the scale of miles cartouche is surrounded by putti.  Engraved by Johannes van Loon.  
Ref: Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #8410:1C.  Marginal soiling.  (A)    $1500-1800

663. China & Korea  (L’Empire de la Chine pour Servir a l’Histoire Generale des Voyages), Bellin, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages, Paris, 1748.  15.9 x 11.4”.  
(BW)  Attractive and detailed map of China and Korea, with Canton, Nanking, and Taiwan noted.  Taiwan is called Isle Tay-wan ou de Formose, and the Sea of 
Japan is labeled Mer de Coree.  A note at bottom left explains that towns of the “First Order” are indicated on the map with Roman lettering, while towns of the 
“Second Order” are indicated by italics.  The map is adorned with a large decorative title cartouche featuring fl owers and wind heads with dragonfl y wings.     Is-
sued folding, now pressed fl at, on watermarked paper with a damp stain at bottom that just enters the neatline, very faint offsetting, and several small edge tears 
confi ned to the blank margins.  (B+)    $240-325

664. China, Korea & Japan  (Carte Generale de l’Empire Chinois et du Japon), Brue, Atlas Universel, Paris, 1821.  20.3 x 14.4”.  (HC)  Beautifully engraved and highly 
detailed map that shows the size and breadth of China to include Taiwan (Formosa) and extends to include Korea and all of Japan.  Filled with watershed and 
topographical detail, the map also locates the Great Wall and scores of towns.  Names the Straits of Korea, but calls the sea between the two countries the Sea of 
Japan.  Brue’s embossed stamp with fancy lettering and fl ourishes embellishes the title.  A decorative keyboard-style border surrounds the map.     This example 
has wide margins and original outline color with some light offsetting and toning.  (B+)    $180-210

665. China, Korea & Japan  (Chine et Coree), Migeon, Nouvel Atlas Illustre Geographie Universelle, Paris, ca. 1892.  16.7 x 12.3”.  (HC)  This very detailed map fea-
tures China, Korea, Formosa (Taiwan), the Kuriles Islands, and Japan, including all the islands off Japan’s eastern and southern coasts.  The map labels hundreds 
of cities, towns, harbors, rivers, and mountains throughout and shows Canton and Hong Kong on China’s southern coast.  Two fi nely engraved vignettes of Peking 
(Beijing) and Tokyo are included in the bottom right corner.     Original color, wide margins, and marginal soiling.  (A) $95-120

666. Northeastern China, Korea & Japan  (Et des Rojaumes de Coree et de Iapan), Homann Heirs, Nuremberg, ca. 1750.  15.6 x 19.8”.  (HC)  This is the eastern half of 
a two-sheet map of northern Asia, depicting northeastern China, Korea and Japan.  There is great detail throughout of towns, political divisions, rivers and topog-
raphy.  There is particularly good detail throughout Korea, based on Jesuit missionary surveys.  Two islands appear between Honshu and Sakhalin, following the 
mistaken discoveries of Maerten Gerritsz Vries in 1643.     A nice impression with original color and light soiling.  There are two tears and a centerfold separation 
that enter 1-2” into map at bottom that have all been closed on verso.  (B+)    $600-700

667. Japan & Korea  (Iaponiae Insulae Descriptio), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, 1595.  19 x 14.1”.  (HC)  This landmark map was the fi rst map of 
Japan published in a European atlas.  Ortelius received the map from Ludovico Teixeira, a Portuguese Jesuit cartographer and mathematician.  While Teixeira had 
not personally traveled to Japan, he obviously had access to Japanese sources as the map presents the fi rst reasonably accurate and recognizable depiction of the 
island nation with numerous Japanese place names.  Korea appears as an island tapering to a point labeled Punta dos ladrones.  The map is elegantly embellished 
with three large galleons, two elaborate cartouches and a boldly engraved border.  This infl uential map was to become the basis for many other cartographers’ maps 
of Japan for more than fi fty years.  Italian text on verso with page number 119, published between 1608-12.  Ref: Van den Broecke #165; Walter OAG #5, plt. 19.  
Lovely original color with light soiling and professional repairs to a 2” tear in the sea just west of Korea and two 1” cracks in Korea, caused by the oxidation of the 
green pigment.  One small worm hole above scale of miles cartouche has also been professionally infi lled.  Margins have been extended at right, left and bottom 
to accommodate framing.  (B)    $3000-3750

668. Japan & Korea  (Iapan), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.2 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This very beautifully engraved map 
of Japan shows a few major cities, rivers and the mountainous topography.  The map extends to include much of the Korean peninsula.  The stippled sea features a 
large ship and a sea monster.  The map is also adorned with a strapwork title cartouche that also incorporates the distance scale.  French text on verso.  Ref: King 
(2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #8450:342.  A fi ne impression with light show-through of text on verso.  (B+) $400-500

669. Japan & Korea  (Impero del Giappone), Marmocchi, Geografi a Commerciale, Genoa, ca. 1845.  9.4 x 7.7”.  (HC)  This map depicts Japan divided into provinces 
with a few place names.  The map extends to include part of Korea.  A rare Italian map.     A bright example with a few minor spots.  (A) 

      $130-170

670. Japan & Korea  (Japan & Corea), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1851.  13.2 x 10”.  (HC)  Handsome and detailed map of 
the region embellished with three vignettes: a ceremonial barge, Korean dress, and a view of Yedo (Tokyo). The coastline of Korea is considerably less precise 
than that of Japan, as it was still relatively unknown.  Surrounded by geometrically designed borders accented by fl owers in the corners.     Original outline color 
with minor even-age toning.  (A)    $160-200

671. Japan  (Isles du Iapon), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.9 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This little map is important in the cartographic history 
of Japan because it presents a new form in the evolution of the European mapping of Japan.  Duval altered the Blancus/Moreira type by changing Lake Biwa into 
a wide gulf, while Kyushu appears as a very rugged narrow island and Honshu takes on an exaggerated mushroom shape.  This cartography was copied by sev-
eral other cartographers, particularly in pocket atlases.  This is a later state of the map with Korea acknowledged as being a peninsula.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas 
Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based 
on Sanson.  Ref: Walter #48 & OAG-33; King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with attractive old color 
that has been partially refreshed and light toning along centerfold and sheet edges.  (B+)    $240-300

672. Japan  (Carte de l’Empire du Japon), Bellin/Van Schley, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages, Paris, 1752.  12.3 x 8.4”.  (BW)  This is a reduced Dutch version 
of Bellin’s infl uential map made for Jesuit Father Pierre-Francois-Xavier de Charlevoix’s Histoire du Japon, published in 1758.  Japan is presented on the Kaempfer/
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Scheuchzer model with several corrections to the coastlines, and individual provinces are delineated via engraved line.  The Mer de Coree is shown to the west.  
The decorative rococo-style title cartouche includes two distance scales.  Dutch title below the map image.  Engraved by J. van Schley.  Ref: Walter #OAG-107.  
A crisp impression, issued folding and now pressed fl at.  (A+)    $300-400

673. Japan  (L’Impero del Giapon Diviso in Sette Principali Parti…), Zatta, Atlante Novissimo…, Venice, 1785.  15.5 x 12”.  (HC)  This detailed map of Japan is divided 
into seven principal provinces and depicts numerous towns, mountains, and rivers.  The map represents typical European cartography of the late 18th century, with 
a misshapen Honshu and an elongated Lago d’Otis (Lake Biwa).  The map is adorned with a decorative title cartouche with potted plants and a parasol.  Engraved 
by G. Pitteri.  Ref: Walter #OAG-119.  Original color on watermarked paper with light toning and scattered foxing.  (B) $550-700

674. Tokyo, Japan  (Plan de Jedo), Bellin/Van Schley, Raynals’ Atlas Portatif, Amsterdam, ca. 1752.  9.8 x 9.8”.  (HC)  This detailed plan of Tokyo is patterned on the 
Scheuchzer/Kaempfer map of 1702.  The grounds surrounding the Edo Palace depict an imaginary, French-style, formal garden. The Niponbas, ou le Pont du Japan, 
marked with a B, is shown east of the palace, and the Shinagawa ward of the city is indicated by a C.   This version of the plan has a decorative rococo-style  title 
cartouche.  Titled in Dutch below the map: Platte Grond van Jedo.  Ref: cf. Walter #90.  Issued folding, now pressed fl at, with remnants of hinge tape on verso.  
The top margin has been extended with old paper to accommodate framing.  (A)    $190-230

675. Tokyo, Japan  ([Japanese Pocket Map] Tsukiji Hacchobori Nihonbashi Minami Ezu), ca. 1849.  19.8 x 18.2”.  (HC)  This map was created by Kageyama Chikyo 
and published by Owariya Seishichi.  The map shows a portion of Chuo City in Tokyo, including the areas of Tsukiji (site of the Tsukiji fi sh market), Hatchobori, 
and the south of Nihonbashi (a business district).  This colorful woodblock pocket map was printed on two sheets and joined, as issued.  The map folds into stiff 
paper self wrappers in bright blue with a paper label on front wrapper.  Travel and tourist maps are called dochuzu or “on-the-road-maps”.     A nice impression 
with numerous worm holes and tracks, most of which have been closed on verso with tissue.  The covers show moderate wear.  (B) 

      $275-350

676. Osaka, Japan  ([Japanese Pocket Map - Osaka, Japan]), Anon., ca. 1847.  20.3 x 15”.  (HC)  This late Edo period map depicts the city of Osaka on the southern part 
of Japan’s main island of Honshu.  The map clearly displays streets, extensive waterways, city blocks and individual buildings including Osaka Castle.  There is 
an unusual 5 x 8” extension at right which shows the mouth of the Yodo River as it enters Osaka Bay (with the extension, the dimensions would measure 25.3 x 
15.0”).  North is oriented to the bottom.     Issued folding with a number of worm tracks and a short split at a fold intersection resulting in some small loss of image.  
(B)    $350-450

677. Nikko, Japan  ([Lot of 3 - Untitled Views of Nikko, Japan]), Anon., ca. 1889-1901.   .  (HC)  This lot consists of three vivid woodcut views of Nikko, Japan, 
a mountain resort city in the Tochigi Prefecture of Japan which is approximately 90 miles north of Tokyo.  The city itself grew around the temples of Rinno-ji 
and Chuzen-ji, which were established in the 8th century and are prominently shown at the center of each view.  The fi rst two were printed circa 1889 and come 
with their original decorative woodcut envelopes.  The third view, circa 1901, is focused on the center of the city near the temples and is surrounded by 12 local 
scenes.  These maps were most likely intended for tourists, as the Japanese National Railways began service to the city in 1890.  A very unusual and attractive set 
of views. 

 A. [Untitled - with Envelope] (21.2 x 14.7”). 
 B. [Untitled - with Envelope] (21.2 x 15.0”). 
 C. [Untitled] (18.5 x 12.5”).     

 Maps are clean and bright with brilliant color.  There are several binding holes in the top margin of the third map, away from the image.  Envelopes have minor 
soil and one of them has a small hole away from the image.  (A)    $450-550

678. Southeast Asia  ([Title on Verso] Tabula XI Asiae), Ptolemy/Fries, Claudii Ptolemaei Geographicae…, Strassburg, ca. 1535.  16.1 x 11.3”.  (HC)  This is a slightly 
reduced version of Waldseemuller’s Ptolemaic map drawn on the typical conical projection set in a trapezoidal frame.  It illustrates the Ptolemaic concept of Malaya 
and Indochina, labeled India Extra Gangem or India beyond the Ganges.  The map shows an oddly shaped Malaysian peninsula, labeled Aurea Chersone (Golden 
Peninsula) to the east of the Ganges.  The Golden Peninsula was thought to be the location of Ophir, the mysterious source of Solomon’s gold.  The China Sea 
(Sinus Magnus), with yet another completely spurious landmass, is to the east of that.  The map hints at the Ptolemaic concept of a landlocked Indian Ocean, in 
which there are several large islands.  Latin text on verso, surrounded by elaborate woodcut decorations.     A nice impression with wide, original margins, very 
minor soiling, and expert paper repairs along centerfold.  Light show-through of text on verso.  (B+)   $1100-1400

679. Southeast Asia  (Malacca), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.7”.  (HC)  This handsome miniature map 
presents the southeast Asian mainland, based on elements from various geographic models of the time, including Plancius.  The Malay Peninsula is quite mal-
formed with a huge bay fi lled with tiny islands, a misinterpretation of the Mergui Archipelago, located off the western coast of Burma.  Sian (Siam) is in the form 
of a large island at the mouth of the Chao Phraya River (Menam fl uvius).  Langoma (Chiang Mai) is depicted along the MeKong River, which is depicted fl owing 
to the northwest.  A strait bisects the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula, resulting from a misunderstanding of reports of a trans-peninsular river.  French text on 
verso.  Ref: Suarez #108; King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #8495:342.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with minor show-through of text 
on verso.  (A)    $200-240

680. Southeast Asia  (Les Isles Philippines Molucques et de la Sonde), Sanson/Mariette, Cartes Generales de la Geographie Ancienne et Nouvelle, Paris, 1654.  21.7 
x 15.4”.  (HC)  This is Sanson’s map of the Philippines, Malaysia and the East Indies.  While French cartography of South East Asia primarily followed standard 
Dutch models, the map is presented in Sanson’s handsome style with restrained embellishment.  It extends to show the Mariana Islands, Islas de los Ladrones and a 
sketchy New Guinea that includes the Dutch discoveries in the region.   Beautifully engraved by J. Somer with a title cartouche formed by the wings of two mythi-
cal harpies.  Ref: Manasek #53.  Original color on watermarked paper with light toning primarily along sheet edges, a few spots of foxing, and several extraneous 
creases near the center of the map image.  There are a few chips and edge tears confi ned to the blank margins.  (B)  $800-1000

681. Southeast Asia  (Tab. XI. Asiae, Comprehendens Indiam Extra Gangem...), Ptolemy/Mercator, Claudii Ptolemaei’s Atlas Tabulae Geographicae Orbis Terrarum, 
Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  12.6 x 13.4”.  (HC)  This great map illustrates the Ptolemaic concept of Malaya and Indochina, labeled India Extra Gangem or India beyond 
the Ganges.  The map shows an oddly shaped Malaysian peninsula to the east of the Ganges, and the China Sea (Sinus Magnus), with a landmass to the east of that.  
The map hints at the Ptolemaic concept of a landlocked Indian Ocean, in which there are several large islands.  Mercator originally published this map in his 1578 
edition of Ptolemy’s great Geography.  Although he is most renowned today for the projection he popularized and for fi rst using the term ‘atlas’ for a collection of 
maps, he devoted much of his life to his Ptolemaic maps.  The maps were beautifully engraved as nearly as possible to their original form.  The map is embellished 
with a galleon and two native boats, elephants, camels and a caravan vignette.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #235-17; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #0931:1.3.  Nice 
impression and color on watermarked paper with a printer’s crease adjacent to centerfold.  What appears in the image to be centerfold toning is simply show-through 
of the backstrap.  (A)    $300-400

682. Vietnam & China  (Carte des Costes de Cochin Chine, Tunquin, et Partie de Celles de la Chine), Bellin/Van Schley, Raynal’s Atlas Portatif, Paris, ca. 1773.  5.6 x 
8.1”.  (HC)  Finely engraved map of the Gulf of Tonkin covering the coastline from Canton through to the Mekong River delta.  Detail is confi ned to coastal place 
names and islands.  The map is decorated with a delicate title cartouche and fl eur-de-lis.  An alternate Dutch title runs below the map.     On watermarked paper 
with original color and minor toning along sheet edges.  (A)    $100-140

683. Philippines  (Philippinae Insulae), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.4 x 3.8”.  (HC)  Charming miniature 
map of the Philippine archipelago, extending south into Borneo, with north oriented to the left.  This was one of the fi rst two maps published that focused on the 
Philippines and used the term Philippines within the title.  Based on Plancius’ map of 1590, the map depicts Luzon with a truncated southeast peninsula.  Samar is 
shown fairly accurately, here labeled Achan and Tandola, however the islands between Mindanao and Luzon are still depicted in a rudimentary fashion.  Palawan 
is mistakenly labeled Calamianes, which is actually a smaller group of islands between Mindoro and Palawan.  The map is embellished with two strapwork car-
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touches and a moire-patterned sea.  French text on verso.  Ref: Suarez #105; King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #8580:342.  A fi ne impression on 
watermarked paper with minor show-through of text on verso.  (A)    $300-400

684. Philippines  (Carte des Isles Philippines Dressee sur la Carte Espagnole du R.P. Murillo de Velarde 2e Feuille...), Bellin, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages, 
Paris, 1752.  11.9 x 8.3”.  (BW)  Attractive map depicts the southern islands of the Philippine archipelago, including Mindanao, Palawan, Panay, and part of Borneo.  
The map has good detail throughout and is adorned by a lovely rococo-style title cartouche.     Minor toning in the blank margins and a few faint spots.  (B+) 
     $180-210

685. Manila Bay, Philippines  (Plan de la Baye de Manille), Anson, Voyage Autour du Monde, London, ca. 1749.  9.9 x 8”.  (BW)  This attractive chart of Manila Bay 
comes from a French edition of Anson’s Voyage Around the World.  Anchorages, soundings, and rocks are indicated in the water, and several places are named 
along the coast, including Bataan, Metro Manila, and Cavite.  A fl eur-de-lis orients the north to the left.  Ref: cf. Shirley (BL Atlases) G.ANS-2a #9.  Issued folding 
on watermarked paper with light printer’s ink residue, faint offsetting from an opposing page of text, and a tiny infi lled hole.  (B+) 

      $160-200

686. Sumatra  (Sumatra ein Grosse Insel so von den Alten Geographen Taprobana Genennet Worden), Munster/Petri, Cosmographiae Universalis, Basel, ca. 1588.  14.2 
x 12.4”.  (BW)  Early, desirable map of the island of Sumatra and the southern part of Malaysia.  This map is Petri’s revision of the early Ptolemaic map of the 
same name, which confused Sumatra with the island of Ceylon.  It is one of the earliest maps to focus on this region.  Shown near today’s Singapore on the tip of 
the Malay peninsula is Cingafufa.  Text to the right quotes Pliny, and below is a large engraving of an elephant and his mounted handler (oddly dressed in European 
clothes).  German title and woodcut illustration on verso.     A nice impression with moderate toning, a small separation along centerfold that has been closed on 
verso with archival tape, and several stains.  (B)    $200-240

687. Sumatra  (Sumatra Insula), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.7”.  (HC)  This handsome map of Sumatra 
is oriented with north to the right, and extends to show portions of Java and the Malay Peninsula.  The equator is prominently shown through the middle of the map, 
and a large ship and two decorative cartouches complete the composition.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #8530:342.  
A fi ne impression with minor show-through of text on verso.  (A)    $200-240

688. Sumatra  (Carte Plate de la Cote Occidentale de l’Isle Sumatra, Depuis la Riviere de Touroumane Jusqu’a la Pointe d’Indrapour; Destinee pour les Vaisseaux qui 
Negocient sur Cette Cote), Apres de Mannevillette, Neptune Orientale, Paris, ca. 1775.  26.2 x 19”.  (HC)  This sea chart depicts the central portion of the western 
coastline of Sumatra, from approximately Singkil in the north and extending south of Padang.  The islands of Musala and Nias are noted offshore, although other 
islands a similar distance from the coast are missing, including Kepulauan Batu and Siberut.  A safe sailing route along the coast is shown along with soundings, 
rocks, shoals and safe anchorages.  The chart is oriented with north to the left.  Engraved by Guillaume-Nicolas Delahaye.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) M.APR-1c.  
A fi ne impression on heavy, watermarked paper with very minor soiling.  There are a few shadows caused by our scanner that appear in the image, but are not on 
the map itself.  (A)    $120-150

689. Sumatra  (Carte de la Cote Occidentale de l’Isle Sumatra, Depuis la Pointe d’Indrapour Jusques au Detroit de la Sonde), Apres de Mannevillette, Neptune Orientale, 
Paris, ca. 1775.  19.1 x 25.6”.  (HC)  This sea chart depicts the southern portion of the western coastline of Sumatra, from just north of Mukomuko to Lampung 
Bay and the Sunda Strait.  The islands of Enggano (Isla Trompeuse) and Krakatoa (I. Du Prince), as well as the western tip of Java are noted.  Numerous sound-
ings, rocks, shoals and safe anchorages are shown.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) M.APR-1c.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with a faint damp stain along 
centerfold at right and a few tiny spots.  There are a few shadows caused by our scanner that appear in the image, but are not on the map itself.  (B+) 

      $140-170

690. Borneo  (Borneo Insula), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.7”.  (HC)  A miniature map of Borneo largely 
based on the map of Theodore de Bry.  The map is oriented with north to the right with the hypothetical eastern coastline and place names primarily derived from 
Portuguese records.  The interior is fi lled with mountains, forests, and a large river.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) 
#8540:342.  A fi ne impression with minor show-through of text on verso.  (A)    $140-170

691. New Guinea  (Eine Carte von Nova Guinea, Neulich im ihar 1616... / Novae Guineae Tabula... / Description de la Coste Septentrionale de Nova Guinea...), Bry, 
Historische Beschreibung, der wunderbarlichen Reyse, Amsterdam, ca. 1619.  10.8 x 5.9”.  (BW)  This interesting map shows the route of Willem Cornelisz 
Schouten and Jacob le Maire along the northern coast of New Guinea and through the Spice Islands.  The main purpose of the voyage was to search for Terra Aus-
tralis, which eluded them, and to discover a new route to the Pacifi c and the riches of the Spice Islands.  They discovered Le Maire Strait and rounded Cape Horn, 
which Schouten named for his birthplace, the Dutch city of Hoorn.  The map is embellished with two compass roses, a tiny ship, and a strapwork title cartouche 
in German, Latin and French.  This map was published in Volume XI of De Bry’s Grand Voyages, Historische Beschreibung, der wunderbarlichen Reyse, welche 
von einem Holländer, Willhelm Schouten…, fi rst published in 1619.     Just a hint of toning and one minute worm hole only visible when held to light.  (A) 
     $700-900

692. East Indies, Indonesia & Malaysia  (Isles de la Sonde), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.9 x 3.9”.  (HC)  This miniature map covers 
Malaysia, Borneo, Java and Sumatra and depicts major towns and islands.  Sincapura (Singapore) is prominently named at the tip of Malaysia.  Pierre Duval was 
Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps 
based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A nice impression with attractive color on watermarked paper and light toning along 
the centerfold.  (B+)    $140-180

693. India  (Carte des Cotes de Malabar et de Coromandel Presentee au Roy), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  22.2 x 17.3”.  (HC)  A striking map of 
southern India showing the Malabar Coast, the Gulf of Cambay and the mouth of the Ganges.  It extends to the Lakshadweep Islands, a portion of the Maldives 
and the northern tip of Sri Lanka.  Cities, trade routes and topography are detailed with notes on the Dutch and English colonies along the coast.  A pair of deftly 
engraved compass roses and a decorative cartouche complete the composition.     A fi ne impression with original color on watermarked paper and a hint of offset-
ting.  There are some shadows that appear in the image that are caused by our scanner, and do not appear on the map itself.  (A)

      $300-375

694. India  (Overland Route to India), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1851.  9.8 x 13”.  (HC)  Two maps showing routes from 
Europe to India over land and by sea. The top map of Europe includes vignettes of the Post Offi ce in London, Gibraltar, Malta and the Mail Crossing the Desert by 
way of camel caravan.  Arabia and India are shown at the bottom with vignettes of Suez, Aden, Bombay and Madras.  An ornate outline border surrounds the two 
maps.  Maps drawn and engraved by John Rapkin, with vignettes drawn by H. Warren and engraved by J.H. Kernot.     Original outline color with minor soiling 
in blank margins.  Binding holes in left blank margin.  (A)    $160-190

695. India & Indian Ocean  ([Lot of 2] A Correct Chart of the Indian Ocean. Engraved for Malham’s Naval Gazetteer [and] A Correct Chart of the Coasts of Hindostan. 
Engraved for Malham’s Naval Gazetteer), Malham, Naval Gazetteer, 1801.  9.3 x 7.5”.  (HC)  Two small and detailed charts of the Indian Ocean depicting parts of 
Arabia, India, Sri Lanka, and the Maldive Islands.  The charts locate numerous places along the coasts, and label major cities and regions such as Calcutta, Madras, 
Mangalore, Bombay, Hindostan, and Mysore.  Three compass roses with radiating rhumb lines fi ll the seas.  The charts were engraved for Rev. John Malham 
(1747-1821), a writer and teacher of navigation, for an American edition of Malham’s The Naval Gazetteer; or, Seaman’s Complete Guide. 

 A. A Correct Chart of the Indian Ocean. Engraved for Malham’s Naval Gazetteer.  Condition: Issued folding with some minor soiling.  Reference: McCorkle (Maps 
in 18th Century Geography Books) #253, Vol. II-5. 

 B. A Correct Chart of the Coasts of Hindostan. Engraved for Malham’s Naval Gazetteer.  Condition: Issued folding on watermarked paper with some faint offset-
ting.  Reference: McCorkle (Maps in 18th Century Geography Books) #251, Vol. II-2.  (B+)    $150-190
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696. Northern India & Southern Asia  (Empire du Mogol), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  5 x 4”.  (HC)  A handsome miniature map 
of northern India, Bangladesh, and northern Burma.  The Ganges Rivers is shown at center, and the mythical Lac Chiamay is depicted with its fi ve rivers.  Pierre 
Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many 
of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  Watermarked paper with minor soiling in wide, original margins.  (A)  
     $150-180

697. Northern India  (Carte de la Partie Septentrionale de la Presqu’ile de l’Inde en Deca du Gange), Brion de la Tour, Histoire Universelle, Paris, ca. 1780.  13.6 x 9.3”.  
(BW)  This striking map of central and northern India shows region names, rivers, mountains, and several towns and cities, including Bombay.  Beneath the title 
cartouche, the Bouches du Gange (“Mouths of the Ganges”) appear in the Bay of Bengal.     Issued folding on watermarked paper with a binding trim at left and a 
hint of offsetting.  (A)    $70-90

698. Eastern India  (Regionum Choromandel, Golconda, et Orixa. Nova et Accurata Descriptio), Waesberger, Wahrhaftige Ausfuehrliche Beschreibung der Beruehmten 
Ost-Indischen Kusten, Amsterdam, ca. 1672.  14.4 x 11.6”.  (HC)  This map depicts the eastern coast of India from the Palk Strait to Baleshwar, with north oriented 
to the right.  Numerous towns and place names line the coast, with soundings and anchorages noted along the shore.  In the interior are rivers, mountains, a few 
place names, and depictions of animals, including pairs of elephants and leopards.  The map extends to include the northern tip of Sri Lanka, with several place 
names and soundings noted.  The strapwork title cartouche is features two Indian boys with several treasure chests and oysters with pearls.  Published in Wahrhaftige 
Ausfuehrliche Beschreibung der Beruehmten Ost-Indischen Kusten Malabar und Coromandel Als auch der Insel Zeylon by Johann Waesberger, Philippus Baldaeus, 
and Johan van Somerener.     A nice impression on watermarked paper with a few small worm holes that have been professionally infi lled.  (A)   
     $275-350

699. Goa, India  (Plan de Goa), Bellin, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages…, Paris, ca. 1749.  13.8 x 8.3”.  (HC)  A lovely bird’s-eye view of Goa, with north 
oriented to the bottom.  The view shows the streets, buildings, and surrounding area with a numbered key at right.  The coastline is fi lled with ships, and a pair of 
elephants are shown on the docks.  This map appeared in Tome VIII of Abbe Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages, which was published in 20 volumes.     Is-
sued folding, now pressed with attractive color and marginal soiling.  (A)    $200-250

700. Sri Lanka & Maldives  (Ceylon. I.), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  This handsome miniature 
map shows Sri Lanka with a few place names, mountains, rivers and forests.  The Maldives are depicted as rectangular clusters of islands forming a long belt.  The 
Maldives map is adorned with a ship, a spouting whale, and a giant crab.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #8380:342.  
A fi ne impression with a tiny printer’s crease at top left and minor show-through of text on verso.  (A)   $140-170

701. Sri Lanka  (Isle de Ceilan), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4 x 4.9”.  (HC)  This charming miniature map depicts towns, rivers, and 
mountains throughout Sri Lanka.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne 
miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A fi ne impression with attractive 
color on watermarked paper, some soiling at top left, and a hint of toning along the centerfold.  (B+)   $110-140

702. Sri Lanka  (Carte de l’Isle de Ceylan Dressee sur les Observations de Mrs. de l’Academie Royale des Sciences), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  
22.6 x 18.5”.  (HC)  This is one of the largest maps to focus on the island of Ceylon - present-day Sri Lanka.  The various kingdoms and regions are delineated with 
the Jaffna kingdom in the north, the Kingdom of Kandy occupying the central section, and the Dutch possessions shown in the southeast.  Numerous Dutch forts, 
an extensive road network, and several salt works are shown.  Two cartouches and a compass rose adorn the map.  The Latin title appears at top: “Insula Ceilon 
olim Taprobana.”     A fi ne impression with original color and a couple of insignifi cant spots.  There are some shadows that appear in the image that are caused by 
our scanner, and do not appear on the map itself.  (A)    $400-500

703. Sri Lanka  (Tab. XII. Asiae, Taprobanam Repraesentans...), Ptolemy/Mercator, Claudii Ptolemaei’s Atlas Tabulae Geographicae Orbis Terrarum, Amsterdam, ca. 
1730.  13.6 x 13.1”.  (HC)  This is a superb example of this Ptolemaic map of Sri Lanka.  Ptolemy drew on the accounts of travelers and sailors and though the 
information was secondhand and often inaccurate it represented the most advanced account of the world’s geography at that time.  This map depicts the island with 
the typical misconceptions of Ptolemy with the island straddling the Equator and nearly divided by a ridge of mountains.  A small part of India is incorrectly shown 
in the northeast corner of the map.  The stipple engraved sea is fi lled with an oriental ship and two great sea monsters.  The handsome map is further embellished 
with a strapwork title cartouche.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #235-18; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #0932:1.3.  Nice impression and color on watermarked paper with 
minor printer’s ink residue at top.  What appears in the image to be centerfold toning is simply show-through of the backstrap.  (A) 

      $275-350

704. Sri Lanka  (Carte de la Baye et du Port de Trinquemalay dans l’Isle de Ceylan), Apres de Mannevillette, Neptune Orientale, Basel, [1775].  26 x 19.3”.  (BW)  This 
detailed nautical chart depicts the Bay of Trincomalee, a strategic seaport in the international trading history of Sri Lanka located on the northwest coast.  The chart 
is fully engraved with great detail of the coastline and countless soundings, and features a legend identifying 23 locations, a compass rose and two views of the 
coastline.  Columns of French text at left give detailed sailing instructions.  Engraved by Guillaume Delahaye.     A nice impression on a bright, watermarked sheet 
with light offsetting, minor toning along the centerfold, and two tiny worm holes.  There is a damp stain at bottom of sheet at centerfold, just entering neatline.  
(B+)    $180-230

705. Southern Asia  (Tabula Asiae IX), Ptolemy/Ruscelli, La Geografi a di Claudio Tolomeo Allessadrino…, Venice, ca. 1562.  9.5 x 7.5”.  (BW)  This Ptolemaic map 
covers most of present-day Iran, Afghanistan and Pakistan, with a graphic depiction of the delta of the Indus River.  Mountain ranges divide the regions and the 
major cities are shown.  Latin text on verso.     Watermarked paper with light toning along centerfold, some printer’s ink residue, and a few minute worm tracks 
along centerfold and in upper border.  (B+)    $140-180

706. Southern Asia  (Partie Meridionale de l’Inde en Deux Presqu’Isles, l’une deca et l’autre dela le Gange…), Sanson/Mariette, Cartes Generales de Toutes les Parties 
du Monde, Paris, 1654.  20.5 x 14.8”.  (HC)  This map of southern Asia is divided into kingdoms and extends from India in the west to Sumatra and Borneo in 
the east.  The mountainous topography of the region is depicted, and there are numerous place names along the coasts.  Adorned with a decorative title cartouche, 
fl oating in water.  Engraved by J. Somer.  Ref: Pastoureau, SANSON V [9].  Original color on watermarked paper with light toning along the centerfold, a few tiny 
rust spots, and a couple of small damp stains confi ned to the blank margins.  (B+)    $600-750

707. Southern Asia  (Les Vrays Indes dits Grands Indes ou Indes Orientales), Fer, Atlas Curieux, Paris, 1705.  12.4 x 9”.  (BW)  An attractive small map covering the 
region from India east to Thailand and the Malay peninsula, north to China.  The map is fi lled with towns and villages along the coastline, rivers and topography.  
Adorned by a decorative drape-style title cartouche and distance scale.  Engraved by Charles Inselin.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) T.FER-3a; Pastoureau, Fer 1 [107]  
Nice impression on watermarked paper with wide margins.  (A)    $250-325

708. Southern Asia, India  ([Lot of 2] Carte de l’Indoustan, Suivant les Cartes les Plus Recentes... [and] Suite de la Carte de l’Indoustan IIe. Feuille...), Bellin/Van Schley, 
Raynal’s Atlas Portatiff, Paris, 1752.   .  (HC)  A pair of maps together depicting the Indian subcontinent, with nicely detailed topography.  The fi rst map (13.3 x 
8.7”), depicts the northern part, which includes present-day Pakistan and Afghanistan.  A river extending west from Baleshwar has a note indicating that the course 
of the river is unknown.  The second (9.5 x 8.5”), covers the southern part along with Sri Lanka.  The maps stand on their own, with decorative title cartouches, 
and Dutch titles below.     Both are fi ne impressions with original color on watermarked paper.  The fi rst has a small wormhole just inside the neatline at left, and 
the second a small abrasion by the centerfold at bottom in an unengraved area.  (A)    $200-240

709. Northeastern India, Bangladesh & Burma  (Bengala), Hondius/Bertius, Tabularum Geographicarum Contractarum…, Amsterdam, [1618].  5.3 x 3.8”.  (HC)  Charm-
ing miniature map of the northern part of the Bay of Bengal, which includes parts of northeastern India, Bangladesh and Burma.  Locates and names numerous 
towns, with rocks and shoals noted offshore.  Nicely engraved map featuring a strapwork-style cartouche and a sea monster.  French text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd 
ed.) pp. 96-99; Van der Krogt (Vol. III) #8340:342.  A fi ne impression with minor toning.  (A)    $140-170
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710. Northern India, Pakistan, Afghanistan & Nepal  (Carte de l’Inde en Deca du Gange Comprenant l’Indoustan &c. Suivant les Cartes les Plus Recentes...), Bellin, 
Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages, Paris, 1752.  13.5 x 9.1”.  (BW)  This map depicts the northern section of the Indian subcontinent and includes present-
day Pakistan, Afghanistan, Nepal, and Tibet, in addition to northern India.  It features regions, towns and cities, rivers, topographical detail, and a few geographical 
notes, and is adorned with two cartouches, containing the title and distance scales, respectively.     Issued folding with light scattered foxing and a hint of toning.  
(B+)    $80-100

711. Indian Ocean  (Carte des Declinaisons et Inclinaisons de l’Aiguille Aimantee Redigee d’Apres la Table des Observations Magnetiques Faites par les Voyageurs 
Depuis l’Annee 1775), Buffon, Histoire Naturelle Histoire des Mineraux, ca. 1780.  23.1 x 20.1”.  (BW)  This chart came from a series of 8 maps published in the 
scarce mineralogy section of Buffon’s Historie Naturelle.  The variations in terrestrial magnetism at different points on the earth’s surface are indicated throughout 
the map, especially along the southern coast of Africa and East Indies.  Only the outlines of the continents are depicted along with a few place names.     Issued 
folding on heavy, watermarked paper with moderate offsetting.  (B)    $200-250

Africa

712. Madagascar  (Isle de Madagascar Autrement Isle de St. Laurent), Bellin, Prevost’s Histoire Generale des Voyages, Paris, 1747.  9.1 x 11.6”.  (HC)  Fine map of 
Madagascar with good detail of the mountainous topography, rivers, sand bars, and harbors.  The note at bottom right explains that the southeastern portion of the 
island, between the Antavare and Mandreray Rivers, requires a level of detail that could not be included on this map, but is available on a map by Sr. de Flecourt 
published in 1656.     Issued folding, now pressed with minor offsetting and light soiling.  Remargined at right and the top margin has been extended, both with old 
paper.  (B+)    $150-180

713. Africa  (Africa XVIII Nova Tabula), Munster, Geographia Universalis…, Basel, [1540].  13.6 x 10”.  (BW)  This is one of the fi rst modern maps of the whole 
continent.  The Ptolemaic geography, with large rivers and convoluted mountains, is augmented from Portuguese and Arabic sources.  From the Portuguese comes 
Caput Bonespei (Cape of Good Hope) and a small group of islands off the eastern coast named Zaphala Aurifodina that were supposedly the region from which 
King Solomon imported gold and silver.  The Arab kingdoms of Quiola and Melinde appear in eastern Africa and Hamarich, the capital of the mythical Christian 
king Prester John, is shown at the confl uence of the twin sources of the Nile.  The island of Madagascar is strangely absent, even though its presence was known 
from the time of Marco Polo.  The map is illustrated with crowns and scepters, forests, parrots, an elephant, a Cyclops (Monoculi) and a large galleon under full sail.  
The strapwork cartouche contains a text description of the continent.  This is from the fi rst edition, with the Latin title above the map and Latin text on verso.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Betz #3, variant 1; Norwich #2; Tooley (MCC-29) #6.  A bright, clean example with a fi ne, early impression 
and wide, original margins.  There is just a hint of toning along centerfold and remnants of hinge tape on verso.  (A)  $1200-1500

714. Africa  (Africae Tabula Nova), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, 1570.  19.8 x 14.7”.  (HC)  This striking map is one of the cornerstone maps of Africa 
and remained the standard map of Africa well into the seventeenth century.  It was designed by Ortelius from elements of contemporary maps by Gastaldi, Mercator, 
and Forlani and used several recent sources: Ramusio in Navigationi et Viaggi (1550), Joao de Barros in Decadas da Asia (1552), and Leo Africanus in Historiale 
description de l’Afrique (1556).  The majority of the nomenclature is taken from Gastaldi.  The Nile is based on the Ptolemaic concept, originating from two large 
lakes south of the equator.  Curiously Ortelius did not represent the Mountains of the Moon (a prominent feature on most prior maps) and the twin lakes are not 
named.  Ortelius introduced two important changes to the shape of the continent on this map; the Cape of Good Hope is more pointed, and the eastward extension 
of the continent was reduced signifi cantly.  The map is decorated with a strapwork title cartouche, a grand sea battle (copied from Diego Gutierez’ wall map of the 
Americas), and sea monsters.  The presence of the ghost monster is barely visible in the sea off the Arabian peninsula.  This beautiful map was engraved by Frans 
Hogenberg who engraved many of the maps for the Theatrum.  This is the fi fth state with a colon added after Oceanus Aethio and the emergence of a crack along 
the right-hand letters in the title cartouche.  French text on verso, published in 1598.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Betz #12.5; Van de Broecke #8; Norwich #10.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with attractive color 
and several short centerfold separations that have been professionally repaired.  Two tears that enter 1/2” to 1” into image at bottom right have been expertly and 
nearly invisibly repaired.  (B+)    $1900-2200

715. Africa  (Africa), Langenes, Caert-Thresoor, Amsterdam, [1598].  4.9 x 3.5”.  (HC)  This map of Africa is interesting for its strange depiction of the Nile, which 
originates in a large lake south of the Equator.  From this lake three large rivers fl ow to the seas: the Nile to the Mediterranean, the Congo to the Atlantic and what 
could be the Zambeze to the Indian Ocean.  This map is based on the Gastaldi-Ortelius and Mercator models, although it includes the unique feature of a lake along 
the Equator into which both the two Ptolemaic lakes fl ow.  The sea is engraved in a moiré pattern, and the map is further decorated with a strapwork title cartouche 
and three sea monsters, including a sea “lion.”  Though not signed, this map was likely engraved by either Jodocus Hondius or Petrus Kaerius, who engraved the 
majority of the maps of the Caert-thresoor (Map Treasury).  This is the scarce fi rst state without degrees of latitude in the borders, published by Cornelius Claesz 
and printed by Langenes.  Dutch text on verso.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) pp. 80-82; Betz #37.  There is light soiling, minor show-through of text on verso, and a couple 
of minute worm holes only visible when held to light.  (B+)    $190-220

716. Africa  (Aphrica), Quad, Geographisch Handtbuch, Cologne, ca. 1608.  11.7 x 8.3”.  (HC)  Lovely continental map by Johan Bussemacher, an engineer and printer, 
who collaborated with Quad on this work.  The map, largely based on Mercator, is covered with mountains and rivers, but in the south Vigiti Magna and the Rio de 
Infante are depicted with the absence of Monomotapa.  Also in the south, an unnamed lake serves as the source for the major rivers fl owing into the Indian Ocean, 
the Congo (Zaire Rio) fl owing into the south Atlantic, and the Nile River.  Stipple engraved sea with bold strapwork title cartouche and a panel of text beside the 
map.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Betz #46; Norwich #20.  A dark impression on watermarked paper with a hint of toning.  (A) 
      $700-850

717. Africa  (Carte de l’Afrique...), Bertius/Tavernier, ca. 1627.  19.9 x 15”.  (HC)  Although the title cartouche credits Petrus Bertius, this map was created by Melchoir 
Tavernier, and was derived from Hondius’ infl uential maps from 1619 and 1623 (as was Bertius’ map from 1624, hence the attribution).  The geography is typical 
for the 17th century and is fi lled with spurious rivers, mountains and kingdoms.  The map is embellished with a variety of exotic animals in the interior, including 
elephants, ostriches, lions, and even a dragon.  The seas are fi lled with ships, Neptune with his consort, fl ying fi sh, and sea monsters.  This map was published by 
Tavernier as part of a set of the four continents.  This is the fi rst state.  Ref: Betz #63.1.  A fi ne impression with superb color on watermarked paper with a few light 
spots of foxing and a professionally repaired tear that just enters map border at bottom left.  Very nearly an “A” example.  (B+) 

      $1300-1600

718. Africa  (Africae Nova Tabula), Hondius, Atlantis Maioris Appendix, Amsterdam, 1631.  19.8 x 14.9”.  (HC)  This richly ornamented map of the continent is Henricus 
Hondius’ issue of Jodocus Hondius’ map, but without the decorative borders that were masked in order to fi t the map into an atlas format.  The geography is largely 
speculative and follows Blaeu’s map of 1617 with the Cuama River originating in the mountains rather than in the Sachaf Lake below the Mountains of the Moon 
(Lunae Montes).  The origin of the Nile conforms to the Ptolemaic tradition of the two twin lakes south of the equator.  The Kingdom of Monomotapa occupies a 
large area of southern Africa.  Ornamentation includes a wreath-style title cartouche, sailing ships, fl ying fi sh, various sea monsters and Neptune consorting with a 
comely mermaid.  Elephants, lions, zebras, ostriches, and even a dragon occupy the interior.  This is the third state, with Latin text on verso, published in 1638.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Betz #58.3; cf. Norwich #34.  An attractive old color example on watermarked paper with wide margins and 
minor refreshing of color.  There are a number of cracks and a couple of tiny holes caused by the oxidation of the green pigment that have been professionally 
repaired and reinforced on verso with Japanese tissue.  A centerfold separation that enters 4” into image at bottom has also been professionally repaired.  (B)  
     $1800-2000
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719. Africa  (Nova Africa Descriptio), Wit, Amsterdam, ca. 1665.  21.9 x 17.3”.  (HC)  This is De Wit’s uncommon map of Africa, fi rst published in 1660 in a set of 
maps of the four continents, each with decorative native fi gures at the sides and town views above.  These were some of the earliest maps by De Wit, and also 
the last folio-sized maps with decorative borders to be issued in Amsterdam.  This map shows views of Cairo (Alcair), Alexandria, Algiers (Alger), Tunis, Tangi-
ers (Tanger), and Ceuta across the top, which are close copies from Jodocus Hondius’ map of Africa from 1623.  The fi gures at both sides of the map are nearly 
identical to those from Van den Keere’s Africa map of 1614, with the exception of the top two (Congensis and Mulier Abissinea).  The geography on the map is 
based on Jodocus Hondius’ Africae nova Tabula from 1623, which was copied from Willem Blaeu’s Africae nova Descriptio from 1617, although De Wit omits 
the engravings of animals in the interior.  The Nile is shown according to Ptolemy with its sources arising in the lakes Zaire and Zafl an, the fi ctitious Lake Sachaf 
of Laurent Fries appears, as well as the R. de Spirito Santo.  De Wit’s map of Africa was issued separately, as well as in composite Dutch atlases.  This is the third 
state, with the addition of a woman and infant in the right-hand shield of the publisher cartouche at bottom.  Ref: Betz #96.3.  A fi ne impression on watermarked 
paper with a few tiny spots in the Atlantic and a professionally repaired centerfold separation that enters 2” into map at bottom.  (A) 

      $3000-3750

720. Africa  (Afrique), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.9 x 4.1”.  (HC)  Charming small map of the continent with typical mid-sev-
enteenth century cartography.  The Nile rises from large twin lakes below the equator.  This is the third state, with the addition of several place names: the island 
of S. Helene la Nouvelle and Gothar just below the equator in central Africa.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range 
of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: Betz #95.3; King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; 
Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  Attractive color on watermarked paper with light toning along the centerfold.  (B+)  $160-190

721. Africa  (Afrique), Sanson, L’Afrique en Plusieurs Cartes Nouvelles et Exactes…, Paris, ca. 1683.  10.9 x 7.8”.  (HC)  Attractive and detailed map of Africa that 
includes the Arabian Peninsula, the Canary and Cape Verde Islands, Madagascar, as well as several other islands and a little of the coastline of Brazil.  The Nile 
originates in two, spurious large lakes just north of the fi ctional Monts de la Lune.  The title is enclosed in a wreath style cartouche.  Engraved by Antoine d’ 
Winter.  Ref: Pastoureau, SANSON I F [1].  A nice impression with minor soiling and a tiny centerfold separation and chip in top blank margin that have both 
been professionally repaired.  (A)    $200-230

722. Africa  (L’Afrique Divisee Suivant l’Estendue de Ses Principales Parties, ou sont Distingues les uns des Autres les Empires, Monarchies, Royaumes, Estats, et 
Peuples...), Sanson/Jaillot, Paris, 1685.  34.9 x 21.8”.  (HC)  This striking map is Jaillot’s map of the continent and is a larger version of Sanson’s maps of 1650 
and 1668.  Engraved by Cordier, it is one of the early works in the collaboration between Sanson and Jaillot.  The source of the Nile is shown emanating from 
two lakes below the equator.  This map introduces a new depiction of the rivers south of these Ptolemaic lakes.  The Zambeze River appears above the Zambere 
and Rio de Spiritu Santo, all of which fl ow into the Indian Ocean.  A large section of South America is shown and two St. Helena islands appear - a common 
error in maps from this period.  Six distance scales are presented on a drape-style cartouche.  The very large and decorative title cartouche includes a tumult of 
fi gures, cornucopias, an elephant, a crocodile, a lion and an ostrich under the coat of arms of the Dauphin.  Two sheets joined, as issued.  This important map of 
the continent was copied by several other cartographers including Pieter Mortier and Marc Huguetan, who published their own edition of Jaillot’s Atlas Nouveau 
in 1692, with Jaillot’s imprint instead of their own.  This is the second state, dated 1685.  On two sheets, joined.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Betz #118.2; Norwich #46, Tooley (MCC-47) p. 46, plt. #16.  A fi ne impression on watermarked paper with 
a crease adjacent to joint and another crease in the Indian Ocean that has been professionally pressed and reinforced.  (A) $1400-1700

723. Africa  (Africa), Heylin, Cosmographie in foure Bookes, London, [1703].  16.5 x 14”.  (BW)  This rare map of Africa depicts some unusual interior cartography.  
The Nile originates in Abyssinia but the large Ptolemaic lakes, Zaire and Zafl an, are retained.  But instead of spawning the Nile River, the Zebee River fl ows into them from the north while the Zaire, Zembeze and several other rivers fl ow out to the west and south.  Numerous kingdoms are located throughout.  The title is 
contained is a small strapwork cartouche. 

 Peter Heylin was a noted geographer and cosmographer who was also Chaplain to King Charles I of England.  He wrote Microcosmus, or a Little Description of 
the World in 1621 which was later expanded into his Cosmographie, published from 1652 into the early 18th century.  Ref: Betz, p. 332.  Watermarked paper with 
light toning along the centerfold and a printer’s crease at top.  There are several worm tracks that have been professionally infi lled and a few tiny wormholes only 
visible when held to light.  (B)    $400-500

724. Africa  (L’Afrique Selon les Autheurs les plus Modernes), La Feuille, Les Tablettes Guerrieres…, ca. 1706.  8.1 x 5.6”.  (HC)  Attractive little map of the continent 
fl anked by the coats of arms of each of the major nations.  Title cartouche with fi gures and native inhabitants.  The source of the Nile is correctly located.     Issued 
folding, now pressed on watermarked paper with wide margins.  There is a hint of toning along folds and a few small spots.  (B+) 

      $200-230

725. Africa  (L’Afrique Dressee pour l’Etude de la Geographie...), Brion de la Tour/Desnos, Paris, 1766.  12.3 x 11.1”.  (HC)  Handsome continental map decorated 
with a pictorial title cartouche and several ships under full sail.  The interior of the map contains little geographical information, as is typical of the period.  Large 
rivers are evident but the larger lakes are not marked.  The Nile fl ows from two small lakes, located in the Mts. de la Lune above the equator.  In the south there is 
a minimum of place names and a few tribal names.   Brion was the former Geographer to the King of France, and Desnos was Geographer to the King of Denmark.  
This edition is exactly the same map as described by Norwich but has a slight variation on the highly decorative surrounding border.  A separate plate was used to 
print the border.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Norwich #97.  A few light scattered spots and very minor toning along the centerfold.  (B+) 
      $200-230

726. Northern & Southern Africa  (North Africa [on sheet with] South Africa), Thomson, New General Atlas, Edinburgh, ca. 1817.  20.2 x 23.1”.  (HC)  Two maps on 
one sheet detailing northern and southern Africa.  The top map covers north Africa’s Mediterranean coast and extends to include all of the Red Sea in the east and 
the Gulf of Guinea in the west.  The map shows the areas of Morocco, Algeria, Libya, and Egypt, as well as the Sahara and Libyan deserts and the Mountains of 
the Moon.  The bottom map depicts the southern tip of Africa divided into the districts of Stellenbosch, Zwellingdam, and Graaf Reynet.  Both maps are fi lled with 
interesting details indicating the locations of caravan routes, cannibal tribes, cave paintings, “good water,” and historical events.     Original color with some light 
offsetting, a tiny abrasion in the upper map, and two small edge tears that do not enter map image.  (B+)   $140-170

727. Northern Africa  (Libyae Interioris Pars [Title on Verso: Tabula III Aphricae]), Ptolemy/Fries, Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini Geographicae Enarrationis…, Strass-
burg, ca. 1535.  17.8 x 11.8”.  (HC)  This stunning, Ptolemaic map covers eastern Libya, Egypt and the Nile Delta in considerable detail with the characteristic 
rope-like mountains and exaggerated rivers.  The map is a slightly reduced version of Waldseemuller’s similar map of 1513.  This edition was printed by Melchior 
and Gaspar Trechsel, and edited by Michael Servetus.  The verso has Latin text with elaborate wood cut panels fl anking it, which are said to be the work of Hans 
Holbein.  Ref: Mickwitz & Miekkavaara #209-29.  A dark impression with some light creasing along centerfold and archival repairs to several worm tracks along 
the centerfold, with a minute amount of image replaced in facsimile.  (B)    $400-475

728. Northern Africa  (Barbariae et Biledulgerid, Nova Descriptio), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, ca. 1571.  19.9 x 13”.  (HC)  Handsome map of the 
famed Barbary coast based on Gastaldi’s Africa.  The map extends from Morocco to Libya and the western Mediterranean showing the proximity of the Balearic 
Islands, Corsica, Sardinia, southern Italy and Sicily.  Richly engraved with place names, mountains, and numerous spurious lakes in the Sahara Desert.  The title 
is contained in a strapwork panel across the top.  Two fantastic sea monsters and a sailing ship ornament the map.  Dutch text on verso with page number 53, 
published between 1571-73.  Ref: Van den Broecke #176.  Original color on watermarked paper with damp stains in blank margins, entering map border in a few 
areas.  (B+)    $350-425
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729. Northern Africa  (Le Biledulgerid ou Numidie, et le Zaara Autrement le Desert), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  5 x 4”.  (HC)  
Charming miniature map of northern Africa just north of the Niger River, and extending to include the Canary Islands.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew 
and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: 
King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  Watermarked paper with wide, original margins and a few light stains.  (B+) 

      $100-130

730. Northern Africa  (In Notitiam Ecclesiasticam Africae Tabula Geographica), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  20.9 x 15.4”.  (HC)  This boldly en-
graved map focuses on the regions controlled by the Moors in northern Africa and the Iberian Peninsula in the latter part of the medieval period.  The map displays 
good detail along the north African coast from Morocco to Libya.  It also covers the western Mediterranean with the islands of Sardinia, Corsica, Malta and the 
Balearics.  Sicily features a smoking Mount Aetna.  Three decorative cartouches and a compass rose complete the composition.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Norwich #297.  A fi ne impression with original color and a tiny hole in northwestern Libya.  There are some 
shadows that appear in the image that are caused by our scanner, and do not appear on the map itself.  (A)  $250-325

731. Northwestern Africa  (Fezzae et Marocchi Regna Africae Celeberrima, describebat Abrah: Ortelius), Merian, Newe Archontologia…, Frankfurt, ca. 1646.  13.1 
x 10.1”.  (HC)  This is a small version of Blaeu’s decorative map of Morocco oriented with north on the right and including the Strait of Gibraltar.  It is based on 
the cartography of Abraham Ortelius who is credited in the cartouche.  The Atlantic is fi lled with fi ve sailing ships, including two engaged in battle.  Two dancing 
satyrs brandishing their javelins fl ank the large title cartouche.  Ref: Phillips (A) #58-91.  A nice impression with a tiny hole near the border of Fez and Morocco.  
The lower margin has some tissue repairs on the verso.  (B+)    $240-300

732. Northwestern Africa  (Carte de la Barbarie de la Nigritie et de la Guinee), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  24 x 19.5”.  (HC)  Deftly engraved 
18th century map of western Africa from Barbary, Nigeria, and Guinea to below the equator.  There is a mass of geographic detail and notations in the interior with 
information on the rivers and lakes.  Numerous tent encampments are depicted throughout the Sahara Desert.  A note at the eastern end of the Niger River explains 
that some believe that the Niger is an “arm of the Nile.”  This map fi rst appeared in Delisle’s Atlas de Geographie (1700-1712) and was here re-issued by Covens 
& Mortier, with their imprint below the title.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: cf. Norwich #317.  A fi ne impression with original color and a few insignifi cant spots.  (A) 
      $200-240

733. Northwestern Africa  (Coste Occidentale d’Afrique Depuis le Detroit de Gibraltar…), Bellin, Paris, 1738.  7.8 x 9.8”.  (HC)  Map of the northwestern coast of Africa 
covering from the Strait of Gibraltar to just below the Cape Verde Islands.  There is a wealth of information along the coastlines.  Embellished with a compass rose 
and decorative title cartouche featuring leaf and scroll motifs.     Issued folding and now fl attened with very faint toning along one fold.  (A) 

      $70-90

734. Egypt  (Abissinie ou Haute Ethiopie), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4 x 5”.  (HC)  This miniature map of Egypt depicts major 
towns and key topographical features.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps includ-
ing a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A fi ne impression on 
watermarked paper with wide, original margins.  (A+)    $80-100

735. Egypt  (Egypte), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.1 x 5”.  (HC)  A charming miniature map of Egypt, extending south to Quesir 
(Cossir).  The pyramids are depicted just south of Giza.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual 
maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A nice 
impression on watermarked paper with attractive old color that has been lightly refreshed and light toning along centerfold and sheet edges.  (B+) 

      $110-140

736. Egypt & Ethiopia  (Egypt [on sheet with] Abyssinia), Thomson, New General Atlas, Edinburgh, 1817.  23.4 x 19.4”.  (HC)  Two maps on one sheet.  The left 
side shows a portion of Egypt along the Nile river from Luxor to the Mediterranean Sea.  A slightly larger map at right shows Ethiopia with the tracks of various 
explorers displayed in outline color with an index at bottom.  Both maps have various notations about natives and explorers and show basic detail of topography 
and place names.     Original color with a few light stains and minor offsetting.  (B+)    $120-150

737. Suez Canal, Egypt  (The Illustrated London News No. 1529. - Vol. LIV...), [1869].  11.3 x 15.8”.  (BW)  This issue of The Illustrated London News was published 
March 13, 1869, and features two maps, four engravings, and an in-depth article focused on the Suez Canal,  then under construction.  The fi rst map, Plan of the 
Harbour of Port Said, and the Mediterranean Entrance of the Canal (5.0 x 6.1”), is a detailed plan of the northern terminus of the canal, locating various basins and 
other sites of interest, including the famous Light-house of Port Said, which would have been in progress at the time.  Below this plan is the second map, Plan of 
the Maritime Canal, with the Small Fresh-Water Canal (9.3 x 3.5”), which zooms out and shows the entire length of the canal and its surroundings.  In addition to 
these maps, four striking engravings are included that provide a glimpse into the region: The Isthmus of Suez Maritime Canal: Workmen Loading Dromedaries 
(9.4 x 8.1”); The Isthmus of Suez Maritime Canal: Breakwater at Port Said, and Mediterranean Entrance to the Canal (13.5 x 9.6”); Lake Menzaleh (9.4 x 6.0”); 
and The Pelusian Plain (9.4 x 5.9”).  The magazine contains several other engravings, including a portrait of the newly elected President Ulysses S. Grant and a 
full page showing helmets and shields on display at the Great Exhibition Palace in South Kensington at the time.     Clean and bright, with one sheet loose from 
the original string ties and minor extraneous creases on a few pages.  (A)    $100-130

738. Northeastern Africa & Arabia  (Carte de l’Egypte de la Nubie de l’Abissinie &c.), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  22.8 x 19.5”.  (HC)  This 
very detailed and fascinating map of northeastern Africa, the Red Sea and the Arabian peninsula shows the political divisions and kingdoms, roads, topography, 
settlements, encampments and much more.  The Nile originates in the mountains near the L. de Dambee.  The map is fi lled with notations concerning the various 
tribes, trade routes, and the location of emeralds.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: cf. Norwich #298.  A fi ne impression with original color and two minute worm holes, only visible when held 
to light.  (A)    $300-400

739. Fort Sao Sebastiao, Island of Mozambique  (Obsidio Urbis et Castelli Mozambiquensis), Bry, India Orientalis, Frankfurt, ca. 1612.  6.5 x 5.6”.  (HC)  This dramatic 
engraving depicts the Dutch siege of Fort Sao Sebastiao on the Island of Mozambique in 1608.  The Portuguese began construction of the fort in the mid-16th 
century, and it was repeatedly attacked by the Dutch.  Although the Portuguese maintained control over the fort, the majority of their belongings on the island were 
robbed or destroyed.  The engraving is based on the accounts of Johann Verken, a German in the employ of the VOC who witnessed the siege.  Verken joined a 
fl eet traveling to the Moluccas commanded by Pieter Willemszoon Verhoeff, who attacked the fort in July and August 1608.  Verken’s account was published in 
Volume IX of De Bry’s India Orientalis.  On a sheet of Latin text measuring 7.8 x 12.0”.     A nice impression with a few small, archivally repaired tears confi ned 
to blank margins.  (A)    $200-240

740. Western Africa  (Guinea), Langenes, Caert-Thresoor, Amsterdam, [1598].  4.9 x 3.5”.  (HC)  A beautiful miniature map of the west coast of Africa covering the 
coast from Liberia to Cameroon.  The majority of the place names are confi ned along the coast, while the interior is largely blank except for the Niger River and 
a large lake.  Though not signed, this map was likely engraved by Petrus Kaerius, who engraved the majority of the maps of the Caert-thresoor (Map Treasury).  
This is the scarce fi rst state without degrees of latitude in the borders, published by Cornelius Claesz and printed by Langenes.  Dutch text on verso.  Ref: King 
(2nd ed.) pp. 80-82.  There is light show-through of text on verso, marginal soiling, and a chip in bottom right blank margin that has been repaired with old paper.  
(B+)    $100-130
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741. Western Africa  (Guinee), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.9 x 4”.  (HC)  Miniature map of the west coast of Africa from Senegal 
to Cape Lopez, just below the equator.  Pierre Duval was Nicolas Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps includ-
ing a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A nice impression on 
watermarked paper with old color with minor refreshing and light toning along centerfold and sheet edges.  (B+)  $100-140

742. Western Africa  (A Chart of the Grain Ivory & Quaqua Coasts in Guinea. From Cape St. Anee to Teen Pequene), Mount & Page, English Pilot, Part V, London, ca. 
1739.  20.7 x 16.9”.  (HC)  This is an uncommon English coastal chart engraved by Francis Lamb.  It covers the coast from Malegete (Sierra Leone) to the Ivory 
or Tooth Coast (Cote d’Ivoire).  An inset map at upper right continues the coverage with the Band and Quaqua Coast (Gold Coast, Ghana).  The handsome map 
has a strapwork title cartouche, two compass roses and rhumb lines.  Ref: Shirley (BL Atlases) M.M&P-6a #15.  The thick, watermarked paper has a bit of faint 
uneven toning and an archivally repaired centerfold separation that enters 1.5” into image at bottom.  (B+)  $240-300

743. Southern Africa, Madagascar  (Aethiopia Inferior, vel Exterior...), Blaeu, Amsterdam, ca. 1642.  19.6 x 14.9”.  (HC)  This handsome map formed the standard for 
the depiction of South Africa throughout the 17th century, covering the region from Congo-Zanzibar to the Cape.  Blaeu based the map on Portuguese exploration 
and most detail is confi ned to the coastlines.  There are two large lakes in the interior, one unnamed and the other called Zachef, which is the lake out of which the 
Zambere (Zambesi River) fl ows,  probably based on reports of Lake Ngami, which was not conclusively discovered until the mid-19th century.  The interior shows 
the mythical Mountains of the Moon or Lunae Montes.  Indigenous animals including elephants and monkeys are illustrated, while large galleons sail the sea.  The 
dramatic title cartouche is drawn on an ox hide held up by natives, with monkeys and turtles at their feet.  Dutch text on verso, published between 1642-64.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Norwich #154; Van der Krogt (Vol. I) #8800:2.  Original color with light, overall toning and a few faint spots 
of foxing.  (B+)    $550-650

744. Southern Africa  (Cafrerie et Monomotapa), Duval, Le Monde ou la Geographie Universelle, Paris, [1682].  4.9 x 4.1”.  (HC)  Charming small map of the southern 
part of Africa fully engraved with mountains, several large rivers, and lakes. The kingdom of Monomotapa covers most of the interior.    Pierre Duval was Nicolas 
Sanson’s nephew and pupil.  He published a wide range of atlases and individual maps including a fi ne miniature world geography with many of the maps based on 
Sanson.  Ref: King (2nd ed) pp. 132-135; Pastoureau, Duval XI Fa.  A nice impression on watermarked paper with attractive color and light toning along centerfold 
and sheet edges.  (B+)    $80-100

745. Southern Africa, Madagascar  (Partie Meridionale d’Afrique ou se Trouvent la Basse Guinee, la Cafrerie, le Monomotapa, le Monoemugi, le Zanguebar et l’Isle 
de Madagascar), Fer, Atlas Curieux, Paris, ca. 1715.  12.5 x 8.3”.  (HC)  This interesting map of the southern part of Africa and Madagascar contains numerous 
historical and geographical notations.  Among the geographical errors is a large bulge in the southwest coastline.  Notations describe the Portuguese discoveries of 
St. Helene, Tristan Island,  and the Cape of Good Hope.  The large title cartouche is decorated with a galleon and a comical-looking sea monster.  Engraved by C. 
Inselin.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Norwich #167; Pastoureau, FER I [104].  Wide margins and attractive color with a light damp stain that enters 
map at right, resulting in minor creasing in top right corner with several small holes that have been professionally repaired and some paper weakness in right blank 
margin that has been professionally reinforced.  (B)    $220-250

746. Southern Africa, Madagascar  (Carte du Congo et du Pays des Cafres), Delisle/Covens & Mortier, Amsterdam, ca. 1730.  23.8 x 18.6”.  (HC)  This meticulously 
detailed map is emblematic of all Delisle’s works, distinguished by his scientifi c approach to cartography.  His work was the basis of most African maps made in 
the 18th century.  The map is fi lled with information concerning European trade, native kingdoms and mineral wealth.  It covers Africa south of the Equator and 
includes Madagascar and several islands in the Indian Ocean.  This is the Covens & Mortier edition.     Original color on watermarked paper with some very faint 
offsetting.  There are some shadows that appear in the image that are caused by our scanner, and do not appear on the map itself.  (A) 

      $400-500

747. Southern Africa  (Das Land der Hottentoten an dem Vorgebirge der Guten Hoffnung), Bellin, Allgemeine Historie der Reisen, Paris, ca. 1754.  13.4 x 9.6”.  (HC)  
A beautifully engraved copper-plate map of the Cape of Good Hope from Saint Helena Bay to Mossel Bay.  Dutch settlements are mostly confi ned along the coast 
and southern regions.  The inland regions are depicted as deserts, savannas, forests and mountain ranges with tribal names indicated and a few Boer colonies.     A 
dark impression, issued folding, now pressed.  (A)    $190-220

748. Southern Africa  (South Africa), Wyld, 1844.  32.4 x 20.1”.  (HC)  A very large and detailed map of southern Africa below the Tropic of Capricorn.  It is fi lled with 
detail of the settlements in the region and the realms of the Zulus, Basuto and other native tribes.  Notes throughout the map indicate the locations of ruins, pools, salt 
pans, etc.  A lettered key at bottom identifi es the “country ceded to the Kaffi rs in 1836,” the colony of Natal (established in 1843), and lands taken from aboriginal 
tribes by emigrants.  Wyld attributes the information in the map to Major Selwyn, Lieutenant Sherson, Alexander Backhouse, Centlivre Chase, Christopher Moffat, 
and the M.S. of the Missions Evangelique.  This example appears to be the fi rst state; Norwich notes an issue published in 1844 but without the date in the title and 
showing later colonial boundaries.

 See also lot 827 for Norwich’s Maps of Africa.  Ref: Norwich #198; cf. Tooley (MCC-61) #301.  A nice impression and original color on a sound sheet with light 
offsetting and scattered foxing.  (B)    $240-300

749. Cape of Good Hope  (Plan du Fort et de la Ville du Cap de Bonne Esperance), Bellin, Prevost’s Suite de l’Histoire Generale des Voyages…, Paris, ca. 1761.  10.5 
x 8.3”.  (HC)  Detailed plan of the Dutch fort and settlement at the Cape of Good Hope showing the town and fort with a key at bottom listing fourteen important 
locations.     Nice impression and color with a printer’s crease at top and a tiny hole in the key that has been archivally repaired.  (A) 

      $140-180

Pacifi c Ocean, New Zealand, Australia

750. Pacifi c Ocean  ([Lot of 2] Carte de l’Oceanie Contenant l’Australie, la Polynesie et les Iles Asiatiques [and] Oceania and Pacifi c Ocean. From Admiralty Surveys), 
ca. 1829-67. 

 A. Carte de l’Oceanie Contenant l’Australie, la Polynesie et les Iles Asiatiques, by Alexander Emile & Pierre Lapie, from Atlas Universel, dated 1829, hand color 
(21.4 x 15.6”).  This fi nely engraved chart covers the islands of the South Pacifi c from Southeast Asia through Hawaii, and from Australia through the Bass Islands.  
The map is intensely detailed, showing names of islands and island groups, harbors, channels, and straits.  This interesting map was published by Colonel Pierre 
Lapie (1777-1850) and his son Alexandre Emile, who was the Royal Geographer to the King in Paris.  The map was engraved by Lallemand.  Lapie’s embossed 
stamp appears to the left of the title.  Condition:  A fi ne impression with original outline color. (A) 

 B. Oceania and Pacifi c Ocean. From Admiralty Surveys, by Adam and Charles Black, circa 1867, printed color (21.7 x 16.5”).  This elegant chart of the Pacifi c 
Ocean centers on Hawaii.  Nearly all of North America is shown, including the Alaska Peninsula, as is the western part of South America, Australia, the islands of 
the South Pacifi c, and part of the Russian Empire.  Even pin-sized islands are identifi ed, and there is excellent coastal detail throughout.  Drawn by John Bartho-
lomew Jr. and the engraved by John Bartholomew.  W.H. McFarlane is credited with the color printing.  Ref: Tooley (Australia) p. 22.  Condition:  Light toning 
along the centerfold, faint offsetting, and a short centerfold separation at bottom that has been closed on verso with archival tape.  There are a few miniscule worm 
holes that are only just visible when held up to light. (B+)     $160-190
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751. Pacifi c Ocean  (Pacifi c Ocean), Arrowsmith, The London Atlas..., London, 1842.  23.8 x 19.8”.  (HC)  An informative map of the Pacifi c and surrounding continents 
in Arrowsmith’s typically precise and scientifi c fashion.  The date of the fi rst land fall for many islands is noted.  Sheet shows all of New Zealand and Australia, the 
East Indies to Java and Borneo (but not Sumatra), the Philippines and Japan.  There is minimal detail in southwestern Australia, with only a few rivers and place 
names noted.  In North America the map provides fi ne detail of the Aleutian Islands and the coast of Alaska; place names continue from British Columbia all the 
way to the southern tip of South America and Tierra del Fuego.  The Baja is Old California.  Ref: Tooley (Australia) p. 17, #107.  Original color on a full sheet with 
a hint of toning and offsetting along centerfold, one small spot, and an archivally repaired centerfold separation confi ned to bottom blank margin.  (B+)  
     $190-220

752. North Pacifi c, Northern Asia & Northwestern North America  (Tartariae sive Magni Chami Regni Typus), Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, Antwerp, ca. 1580.  
18.6 x 13.8”.  (HC)  This extremely decorative map is important for several reasons and therefore becomes a foundation map for a variety of collection subjects. 

 It is the earliest printed map to focus on the North Pacifi c and the Stretto di Anian.  Ortelius’ depiction increased public awareness of Gastaldi’s theory of a strait 
between the continents of Asia and America.  It also includes a very early depiction of Japan, which is shown as a huge group of islands taking up nearly the entire 
North Pacifi c and located equal distance from both Asia and America.  A notation reveals that Japan, called Zipangri by Marco Polo and also Chryse, was once 
attacked by the great Khan.

 It is also one of the earliest (obtainable) maps to depict Northwestern America and to name California (C. Califormio).  Six of the mythical Seven Cities of Cibola 
are located in the present-day Southwestern United States.  This information was derived from reports of the ill-fated expedition of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado 
in 1541.

 The map was designed to illustrate the expansive Kingdom of the Great Khan in Asia, which according to Ortelius is bounded by the river Ob, Lake Kataia, the 
Volga, the Caspian Sea, the river Chesel, the mountains of Usson, the area of Tibet, the river Caromora and the Morning Ocean. 

 The map was beautifully engraved by Frans Hogenberg and is fi lled with decoration including two encampments of Tartars, sailing ships, a fl ying fi sh and two 
elaborate strapwork cartouches.  This is the second state with German text on verso, published between 1580-89.  Ref: Burden #41; Van den Broecke #163.2; 
Wagner (NW) #81; Wheat (TMW) #16; Walter #11E.  Original color on watermarked paper with light toning and soiling.  There is one tiny worm track above the 
“R” in Septentrio, only visible when held to light.  (B+)    $1600-2000

753. North Pacifi c Ocean  (Carte des Nouvelles Decouvertes dressee par Phil. Bauche… [on sheet with] Extrait d’Une Carte Japonise de l’Univers…), Robert de Vaugondy, 
Diderot’s Encyclopedie (Supplement), Paris, ca. 1772.  14.9 x 11.7”.  (BW)  Two very contrasting maps within a single border.  Each map covers the north Pacifi c, 
including the continents bordering it.  The top map depicts the theories of Philip Buache concerning the Northwest Passage, with numerous possible routes through 
North America, including Lace de Valasco, Lac de Fonte, and Mer de l’Ouest.   Alaska is shown as an elongated island.  In Asia, Kamchatka is fairly well formed 
but Japan is still quite misshapen.  The bottom chart depicts the region per Kaempfer, with Japan nicely detailed, but the coasts of both Asia and North America 
very deformed.  Ref: Falk (AK) #1752-2; Wagner (NW), pp. 158-162; Pedley #452; McGuirk #146; Kershaw #1230.  Issued folding on a clean sheet, now pressed 
fl at.  There is some faint off-setting, one small spot, and a binding trim at lower left.  (A)    $200-250

754. North Pacifi c Ocean  (A Map of the Discoveries Made by Capts. Cook & Clerke in the Years 1778 & 1779 Between the Eastern Coast of Asia and the Western 
Coast of North America, When They Attempted to Navigate the North Sea...), Carey, Carey’s American Edition of Guthrie’s Geography, Philadelphia, ca. 1795.  
11.1 x 7.4”.  (HC)  This chart details the track of the explorations of Captain Cook in 1778 & 1779 including the ill fated stop in Hawaii, here called the Sandwich 
Islands.  Covers the area from eastern Asia and Japan to California.  The Aleutian chain is labeled the Northern Archipelago.  Dotted lines show the routes traveled 
by the explorers.   This map indicates the longitude measured from Philadelphia.  Ref: Wheat & Brun #24.  Issued folding on watermarked paper, now pressed fl at, 
with a series of extraneous creases mostly concentrated on the right side of the map, minor soiling, and a tiny fold separation by Comptroller’s Bay that has been 
archivally repaired on verso.  (B)    $140-180

755. Australia, East Indies  ([Lot of 2] Chart of the New Discoveries East of New Holland and New Guinea [and] Asiatischer Archipel und Neu Holland), 1797-1847.   

 A. Chart of the New Discoveries East of New Holland and New Guinea, by Jedidiah Morse, from Morse’s American Gazetteer, dated 1797, black & white (9.7 x 
6.5”).  This is a small map covering Australia, New Zealand and New Guinea.  Easter Island appears at the far right of the map.  While the map shows the discoveries 
made by Captain Cook, it does not show his exploration route.  The tracks of other explorers from 1595 to 1769 are traced.  Van Diemen’s Land (now Tasmania) 
is shown attached to New Holland (Australia) which was thought to be attached to the mainland until Matthew Flinders and George Bass circumnavigated it in 
1798-99.  Engraved by Benjamin Callender, Jr.  Condition:  Issued folding on watermarked paper with faint offsetting and a few minor spots. (B+) 

 B. Asiatischer Archipel und Neu Holland, by Hildburghausen Bibliographisches Institut, dated 1847, hand color (10.6 x 8.0”).  Covers Australia and the East Indies 
with insets of New South Wales and Western Australia.  The map is colored to show the claims of England, the Netherlands, Spain and Portugal.  Condition:  There 
is a faint damp stain along the centerfold, else fi ne. (A)  

 Ref: Wheat & Brun #911.    $180-220

756. South Pacifi c Ocean  (New South Wales New Zealand New Hebrides and the Islands Adjacent Comprising the Discoveries of Mendana, Quiros, Carteret, Bou-
gainville, Surville, Cook, Shortland, &c. &c....), Wilkinson, London, 1808.  9.4 x 12”.  (HC)  This nicely detailed map refl ects the contemporary explorations in 
the South Pacifi c and the British colonization of Australia.  It shows eastern Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, the New Hebrides, and the Solomon Islands, with 
several smaller islands identifi ed and many places along the coasts named.  There are three insets: the volcanic remnant Lord Howes Island, Port Jackson with Its 
Environs, and Norfolk Island.  Engraved by Froggett.     On a sturdy sheet.  (A)    $200-240

757. Tonga Islands  (Oceanique. Iles des Amis. No. 47), Vandermaelen, Atlas Universel, ca. 1825.  21.9 x 18.7”.  (HC)  This fi ne, large-scale map depicts the Tonga (or 
Friendly) islands and includes the southeastern portion of the Fiji islands as well.  The inset text block describes the explorations of the islands by Tasman and Cook, 
as well as the fl ora, fauna and inhabitants of the islands.  This map is from the Atlas Universel, the fi rst atlas to present all the maps on the same scale (1: 1,641,836), 
with each map covering an area of approximately 20 degrees of longitude (from Paris) and 6 degrees of latitude.  The atlas was also the fi rst lithographic atlas ever 
published.  There was only one edition, published in 1825-27, and the subscription list shows that 810 copies were sold.     Original color on a clean, bright sheet 
with a minor amount of offsetting in the title.  (A)    $160-190

758. Pitcairn Island  (Carte et Vues de l’Isle Pitcairn...), Benard, Hawkesworth’s Cartes et Figures des Voyages, Paris, ca. 1774.  9.9 x 7.2”.  (HC)  Small map of the 
rocky island with four sailor’s prospective views below.  Pitcairn Island was discovered by Admiral Carteret and named for Robert Pitcairn, the midshipman that 
fi rst sighted the island in 1767.  One of the most romantic tales of the Pacifi c centers on the remote Pitcairn Island, located southeast of the Tuamotu Archipelago.  
In 1790 nine mutineers from the British ship Bounty, accompanied by 18 Polynesians, sought refuge on the island and remained hidden until the small colony was 
discovered in 1808.     Issued folding on watermarked paper.  (A)    $140-170

759. Tahiti  ([Lot of 2] Le Capitaine Wallis est Attaque dans le Dauphin par les Otahitiens [and] Vue de la Baye de Matavai a Otahiti Appellee Havre du Port-Royal par 
le Capitaine Wallis), Cook/Benard, Histoire des Voyages, ca. 1774.  (BW)  

 A. Le Capitaine Wallis est Attaque dans le Dauphin par les Otahitiens, (12.6 x 8.3”).  This exciting view depicts Captain Samuel Wallis and his ship, the Dolphin, 
arriving in Tahiti.  The Dolphin is fi ring to intimidate natives who were approaching the vessel and throwing stones.  Wallis discovered Tahiti and provided Cook 
with information and some of the Dolphin’s crew that proved helpful on Cook’s own voyages.  Condition: There are a few small faint spots and a pair of miniscule 
worm holes around the centerfold that are only visible when held up to light.  
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 B. Vue de la Baye de Matavai a Otahiti Appellee Havre du Port-Royal par le Capitaine Wallis, (6.7 x 8.7”).  Another view of Tahiti, this time presenting a peace-
ful landscape of  Matavai Bay.  There are natives performing various tasks on top of a hill, with the Dolphin, a trio of smaller boats, and a village visible in the 
background.  Condition: A dark impression with a single tiny abrasion.  (A)    $140-180

760. Huahine, Palau  ([Lot of 2] Vue de Huaheine [and] View of the Causeway or Landing Place &c. Near Pelew the Capital of the Pelew Islands), Cook, London, ca. 
1774-93.  (BW)  

 A. Vue de Huaheine, from Atlas du Troisieme Voyage de Cook, circa 1785 (18.3 x 9.1”). Well rendered view of the harbor of Huahine with numerous native canoes 
and two sailing ships.  Huahine is one of the Society Islands and lies northwest of Tahiti.  Cook had visited this island on earlier voyages, fi rst stopping in 1769.  
The Society Islands were great favorites with Cooks’ crew. Finely detailed with some of the trees and shelters refl ected in the water.  Engraved by Robert Benard.  
Condition: Issued folding on watermarked paper with slight wear along the folds and faint soiling in the blank margins. 

 B. View of the Causeway or Landing Place &c. Near Pelew the Capital of the Pelew Islands, dated 1793 (8.1 x 6.9”).  Another serene view, this one of the Micro-
nesian island of Palau.  Boats, huts, and exotic vegetation are visible.  A note beneath the image reads, “Drawn on the Spot, by an Offi cer of the Antelope Packet.”  
The Antelope was a packet ship with the British East India Company.  Engraved by Wilkes, and published by Alexander Hogg.  Condition:  A dark impression with 
touch of marginal soiling.  (A)    $120-150

761. Pacifi c Islands, Tahiti  ([Lot of 2] The Island of Otaheite According to the Survey Taken by Cap. Cook 1769, Corrected by His Later Astronomical Observations 
[and] Carte des Isles Decouvertes aux Environs d’Otahiti, dans Plusieurs Voyages Faits Autour du Monde...), Cook, ca. 1778-99.  (HC)  

 A. The Island of Otaheite According to the Survey Taken by Cap. Cook 1769, Corrected by His Later Astronomical Observations, from A Missionary Voyage to 
the Southern Pacifi c Ocean..., dated 1799, (15.2 x 11.2”).  Copper engraved map of the island of Tahiti based on the survey of Capt. Cook and improved by Wil-
liam Wilson with the location of houses along the shores and the addition of numerous place names.   A Curious Lake is located near the center of the large island.  
Condition: Issued folding, now pressed fl at, with light soiling, and some extraneous creasing, especially in the bottom right corner.  A few edge tears that enter into 
the neatline have been repaired on verso as well.  A binding trim at bottom right has been replaced with old paper.

 B. Carte des Isles Decouvertes aux Environs d’Otahiti, dans Plusieurs Voyages Faits Autour du Monde..., from Hawkesworth’s Account of the Voyages, circa 
1778, (20.4 x 9.7”).  This is a chart that depicts the Society Islands, including Tahiti, and the tracks of Commodore Byron, Capt. Cook, Capt. Carteret, and Capt. 
Wallis.  Drawn on a Mercator projection and engraved by Benard for the Paris edition of John Hawkesworth’s Account of the Voyages.  Condition: Issued folding 
on watermarked paper with four short fold separation that have been closed on verso with archival tape and some minor offsetting.  The map has been remargined 
with old paper at top.  (B+)    $140-180

762. Pacifi c Islands  (Polynesia, or Islands in the Pacifi c Ocean), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1851.  13.5 x 10”.  (HC)  This 
very detailed map covers Oceania from the east coast of Australia to California.  Scores of islands, the Society, Friendly, New Hebrides, Caroline, and Sandwich 
island groups are located, including tiny islands and shoals.  A delicately engraved border surrounds the area and vignettes of Kalakakooa - Sandwich Islands; 
Otaheite; Harbour of Dory - New Guinea; and Resolution Bay - Marguesas.  The Baja Peninsula is Old California.     Original outline color with some minor soiling 
and tiny edge tears confi ned to the blank margins.  Binding holes in top blank margin.  (B+)    $160-200

763. French Polynesia  (Baye de Matavai a Otahiti [on sheet with] Havre d’Ohamaneno a Ulietea [on sheet with] Havre d’Owharre dans l’Isle d’Huaheine [on sheet 
with] Havre d’Oopoa a Ulietea), Cook/Benard, Paris, ca. 1780.  13.5 x 8.6”.  (HC)  Four well engraved charts on one sheet show protected bays on the islands of 
Otahiti (Tahiti), Ulietea, and d’Huaheine, with numerous soundings, shoals, and anchorages noted.  Each features a compass rose and fl eur-de-lys.     Issued folding 
on watermarked paper with some faint offsetting, minor toning along one fold, and a small abrasion on the right neatline of the Huahine map.  (B+) 

      $120-150

764. Tahiti & Tonga Natives  ([Lot of 3] Habit of a Young Woman of Otaheite Bringing a Present [and] Habit of a Young Woman of Otaheite Dancing [and] Une Femme 
de Eaoo), Cook, London, ca. 1785-93.  (BW)  

 A. Habit of a Young Woman of Otaheite Bringing a Present, circa 1793 (6.1 x 8.5”).  This Tahitian view, engraved by Charles Warren, shows a native woman in 
an unusual and massive barrel-like skirt.  Condition: This example has nice margins. 

 B.  Habit of a Young Woman of Otaheite Dancing, circa 1793 (5.9 x 8.4”).  Another Tahitian view engraved by Charles Warren, this one depicting a woman in 
sophisticated formal dress and hat as she sways in front of a nature scene.  Condition: An example with ample margins and a couple faint spots. 

 C. Une Femme de Eaoo, circa 1785 (6.8 x 9.3”).  This striking portrait presents a native woman of Tonga as she looks on with a serene gaze.  Engraved by Robert 
Benard.  Condition: Some marginal toning and a faint damp stain at top that just enters neatline.  (A)   $150-180

765. Australia  (Carte de l’Australie, (Partie Sud-Ouest de l’Oceanie)), Brue, Paris, 1826.  21 x 14.3”.  (HC)  This is a terrifi c and attractive map of New Holland which 
includes New Zealand and New Guinea, plus many smaller islands of the East Indies.  The coastal detail is exceptional with a large number of place names, but the 
interior is virtually blank.  An inset of the southeast coast is centered on the unnamed Sydney and has a key locating the nine political divisions.  The inset locates 
Port Macquarie, Port Jackson, Port Hunter, Port Stephens, Botany Bay,  and extends into the interior well west of the Blue Mountains.  With Brue’s embossed seal 
and a decorative keyboard-style border.     Wide, original margins with one small spot above title, light offsetting in the image, and a centerfold separation confi ned 
to top blank margin that has been closed on recto with archival tape.  (B+)    $325-400

766. Australia  (Part of South Australia), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1851.  9.6 x 13.5”.  (HC)  Finely engraved map featur-
ing a large and well-rendered vignette city view of Adelaide, Natives on a canoe and smaller vignettes of the state’s seal, a dingo and a tropical bird.  The steel 
engraved map details the region to include Adelaide, Kangaroo Island, York Peninsula and Spencer Gulf.  Mining districts are noted with hand coloring as given 
by small legend at upper left.  Surrounded by a delicately engraved decorative border.     An attractive example with ample margins and a few minor creases and 
chips confi ned to blank margins.  (A)    $160-200

767. Southeastern Australia  (Victoria, or Port Phillip), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1851.  12.7 x 10.5”.  (HC)  Superb steel 
engraved map of New South Wales roughly centered on Melbourne.  Vignettes of Aborigines, a kangaroo, the River Glenelg, Victoria and a large view of Melbourne 
across the water with a sailing ship and two early steam ships maneuvering in the foreground.  Surrounded by a delicately engraved decorative border.     Original 
outline color with a few faint spots of foxing and some minor soiling confi ned to the blank margins.  Bottom blank margin is trimmed, but there is still ample room 
for framing.  (A)    $160-190

768. Tasmania  (Van Diemen’s Island or Tasmania), Tallis, Illustrated Atlas and Modern History of the World, London, ca. 1854.  9.9 x 13.7”.  (HC)  This decorative 
steel-engraved map of the island with good detail of cities, rivers, boundaries, and topography.  The map features three well-rendered vignettes:  Hobart Town, a 
Tasmanian Tiger (Thylacinus Cynocephalus), and the Residence of the V.D.L. Company’s Agent, Circular Head.  The V.D.L. (Van Diemen’s Land) Company was 
a large landholder in the north west corner of Tasmania.  Surrounded by a delicately engraved decorative border.     Minor offsetting with a hint of toning along 
centerfold.  (A)    $200-230

769. New Zealand  (Plan de la Baye Dusky (Obscure) a la Nouve. Zelande), Cook/Benard, Paris, 1773.  14.8 x 8”.  (BW)  A remarkable and early chart of the area cen-
tered on Resolution Island in today’s Fiordland National Park on the southern island.  The complex geography of the fi ords is illustrated, naming Long Island, Point 
Five Fingers, Break-Sea Island, Gilbert Isles, Wetjacket Arm, Coopers Island, and much more.  Inset details Pickersgill Harbour with a fl eur-de-lis and soundings 
in fathoms.  Engraved by Benard.     On watermarked paper with a couple minor spots.  (A)    $200-250
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770. New Zealand  (The Islands of New Zealand), SDUK Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London, 1844.  12.3 x 15.6”.  (HC)  Fine 19th century map 
of the islands with primarily coastal detail.  Features interesting notes such as High mountains said to be covered with perpetual snow, Supposed coal fi elds, and 
Lookers on appearance of a fi ne harbour.  Engraved by J. and C. Walker.     A hint of toning along sheet edges.  (A)  $190-230

Prints & Engravings

771. Prints - Botanical  (Curtis’s Botanical Magazine; or, Flower-Garden Displayed...), [1805].  6 x 9.6”.  (HC)  This attractive collection of botanical plates was pub-
lished in Curtis’s Magazines for the year 1805.  In 1800 John Sims took over the publication for the deceased William Curtis.  It contains 29 botanical plates and 
accompanying Latin and English text.  The plates are beautifully rendered delicate engravings with original hand coloring of the plants and fl owers.  The plates 
are single page with one fold out.  This volume contains the plates for 789 to 831 (43 in total) which means that 13 plates are not present.  Octavo, rebound in faux 
leather with silver titling on spine.     Plates range from good to near fi ne with occasional toning, foxing, and offsetting.  New binding is pristine.  (B+)  
     $250-325

772. Prints - Botanical  ([Lot of 6 - Fruit]), Pomologie de la France, [1864-65].  7.2 x 11”.  (PC)  Nice lot of chromolithographs by Beau, printed by Fugere.  Size varies 
slightly.  This lot features pears, including:

 A. Zephirin Gregoire. 
 B. Belle Sans Pepins. 
 C. Deux Soeurs. 
 D. Calebasse Tougard.
 E. Passe Colmar Francois. 
 F. Rousselet de Reims.     

 Light toning along sheet edges with a few scattered spots of foxing.  (B+)    $95-120

773. Prints - Botanical  ([Lot of 8 - Fruit]), ca. 1880.  5.43 x 8.6”.  (PC)  This lovely lot contains 8 chromolithographs of various types of fruit, including cherries, pears, 
grapes, and apples.  The prints were created by Pieter de Pannemaeker, a botanical painter and lithographer who created thousands of illustrations for botanical 
books and periodicals.  Size varies slightly.  This lot includes:

 A. Kerse Leopold II.
 B. Peer Sanguinole. 
 C. Druif Chasselas Rose. 
 D. Calebasse de Tirlemont [Calebasse Pierre]. 
 E. Druif Chasselas de Tournai. 
 F. Beurre St-Francois. 
 G. Beurre Chaboceau. 
 H. Appel Prinses Maria.     

 Bold original color with light soiling on a few, and narrow margins as issued.  The Beurre St-Francois has raised scribble-impressions all over the sheet, as though 
someone has scribbled on the verso of the sheet, although there are no pencil or ink margins on the sheet.  (B+)  $220-275

774. Prints - Ships  (Marine Fig 1 Coupe d’un Vaisseau dans Toute sa Longeur Fig 2 Coupe d’une Galere dans Toute sa Longeur), Anon., ca. 1770.  16.1 x 6.7”.  (BW)  
Large cross-section views of two sailing ships fi nely engraved with detail right down to individual planks. Interior view of all holds includes examples of cargo, 
sleeping quarters, ladders, and more. The upper cross-section is of a sleek cargo runner and the other of a deep-hulled three master.     Issued folding with light 
offsetting and a small damp stain confi ned to the lower left blank margin.  (B+)    $150-180

775. Satire - Stock Trading  (Toverkaart of Genees Middel der Wind-breuken vant Zuid West en de Uituaart van Cartouche), Anon., Het Groote Tafereel der Dwaasheid…, 
ca. 1720.  14.7 x 11.9”.  (BW)  This engraving is from the important account of one the most infamous fi nancial meltdowns in history, known as the Mississippi 
Bubble incident.  The engraving is partitioned into 18 compartments lettered A through S, which were intended to be cut and used as playing cards.  Each compart-
ment has a different fi gure participating in an odd activity or type of circus act; in compartment B, a man points an arrow at the sun while trying to catch scurrying 
rabbits and mice; in compartment G a strong man holds a bench between his teeth; in compartment M one man lies on the ground balancing a chair on his foot, 
while a second man dives through a burning barrel; in compartment S a man sits astride a cannon chained at the wrists, while the devil (Professor Bombarismi) 
hold a wheel and lights the cannon’s fuse.

 John Law, a Scottish fi nancier, established the Banque Generale (central bank) in France.  He was then granted control of Louisiana and founded the Compagnie 
de la Louisiane d’Occident, in 1717.  Law developed an elaborate plan to exploit the fabulous resources of the region, which quickly gained popularity and people 
rushed to invest, not just in France, but throughout Europe.  This resulted in the development of several other overseas companies, such as the English South Sea 
Company and a number of smaller companies in the Dutch Republic.  The share prices rose dramatically in a frenzy of speculation.  In 1720 the bubble burst; 
speculators cashed in, caused a run on the shares, and the company went bankrupt.  As a consequence of the failure, confi dence in other similar companies failed, 
and thousands of individual investors across Europe were ruined.     Very minor soiling.  (A)    $350-450

776. Satire - Stock Trading  (Vasten Avonds Vreugde Krans en Tooneel Stuk), Anon., Het Groote Tafereel der Dwaasheid…, ca. 1720.  7.5 x 11.8”.  (BW)  This engraving 
is from the important account of one the most infamous fi nancial meltdowns in history, known as the Mississippi Bubble incident.  At the center is an engraving 
of Cupid teaching Pan to play the pan-pipes, while a naked nymph and bearded man peer from behind a tree.  In the top corners are a putto at left and a winged 
monkey at right, who appears to have a human head and is blowing bellows.  The engraving is fl anked by verses in Dutch, which are surrounded by an elaborate 
border consisting of Callot fi gures, a contortionist dwarf between reliefs of Heraclitus and Democritus, and numerous odd objects, including a tobacco pipe, a 
guitar, carrots, playing cards and dice, and a pheasant.

 John Law, a Scottish fi nancier, established the Banque Generale (central bank) in France.  He was then granted control of Louisiana and founded the Compagnie 
de la Louisiane d’Occident, in 1717.  Law developed an elaborate plan to exploit the fabulous resources of the region, which quickly gained popularity and people 
rushed to invest, not just in France, but throughout Europe.  This resulted in the development of several other overseas companies, such as the English South Sea 
Company and a number of smaller companies in the Dutch Republic.  The share prices rose dramatically in a frenzy of speculation.  In 1720 the bubble burst; 
speculators cashed in, caused a run on the shares, and the company went bankrupt.  As a consequence of the failure, confi dence in other similar companies failed, 
and thousands of individual investors across Europe were ruined.     Watermarked paper with marginal soiling and an archivally repaired tear in right blank margin.  
(A)    $70-90

777. Satire - Stock Trading  (De Zuidze Compagnie Door Wind in Top Gerezen Beklaagt Nu Haar Verlies met een Bekommerd Wezen), Anon., Het Groote Tafereel der 
Dwaasheid…, ca. 1720.  11.6 x 6.8”.  (BW)  This engraving is from the important account of one the most infamous fi nancial meltdowns in history, known as the 
Mississippi Bubble incident.  This engraved view depicts a woman lounging in a lavish library, surrounded by her debit and commerce books.  Beside her cherubs 
play music, while one holds a note that translates as “it’s not like losing what one hears,” meaning that the woman may have lost all her money, but at least hasn’t 
lost her ability to hear.  The central image is surrounded by four vignettes of others impacted by the Mississippi Bubble incident.  There are three columns of verses 
in Dutch below the scene.  With text measures 11.9 x 12.8”.
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 John Law, a Scottish fi nancier, established the Banque Generale (central bank) in France.  He was then granted control of Louisiana and founded the Compagnie 
de la Louisiane d’Occident, in 1717.  Law developed an elaborate plan to exploit the fabulous resources of the region, which quickly gained popularity and people 
rushed to invest, not just in France, but throughout Europe.  This resulted in the development of several other overseas companies, such as the English South Sea 
Company and a number of smaller companies in the Dutch Republic.  The share prices rose dramatically in a frenzy of speculation.  In 1720 the bubble burst; 
speculators cashed in, caused a run on the shares, and the company went bankrupt.  As a consequence of the failure, confi dence in other similar companies failed, 
and thousands of individual investors across Europe were ruined.     A dark impression on a full sheet of watermarked paper.  (A+) 

      $70-90

Manuscripts, Early Printing & Miscellany

778. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Bifolium]), Anon., ca. 1300.  4.1 x 5.5”.  (HC)  This double-sheet vellum leaf is from an early Breviary written in northern 
France or Flanders.  The text is written in a single column (19 lines) in a clear gothic book hand in black and red ink.  There are numerous small initials in red and 
blue, and one large initial in red, blue, white, and burnished gold, with a decorative border extending into the margins.  The text is from Psalm 22, and starting with 
the large “D” on the recto at top, the text translates as:

 O God my God, look upon me: why hast thou forsaken me? Far from my salvation are the words of my sins.
 O my God, I shall cry by day, and thou wilt not hear: and by night, and it shall not be reputed as folly in me.
 But thou dwellest in the holy place, the praise of Israel.
 In thee have our fathers hoped: they have hoped, and thou hast delivered them.
 They cried to thee, and they were saved: they trusted in thee, and were not confounded.
 But I am a worm, and no man: the reproach of men, and the outcast of the people.     

 Toned with light soiling and numerous tiny holes and cracks caused by the oxidation of the black pigment.  There are two small chips at right.  (B) 
      $275-350

779. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1300.  4 x 5.6”.  (HC)  This vellum leaf is from an early Breviary written in northern France or Flanders.  
The text is written in a single column (21 lines) in a clear gothic book hand in black and red ink.  Each side has two large initials and a lovely left border in red and 
blue pen work.  The text is from the gospel according to St. Luke, chapter 4.  Beginning on the verso near the top, the text begins with verse 38, which translates 
as:

 And he arose out of the synagogue, and entered into Simon’s house.
 And Simon’s wife’s mother was taken with a great fever; and they besought him for her.     

 Light soiling with a number of tiny holes in the text caused by the oxidation of the black pigment.  (B)   $200-230

780. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1430.  4.4 x 5.9”.  (HC)  A nice vellum manuscript from a French Book of Hours, in the style of a Rouen 
scriptorium.  Written in brown and red ink, the leaf has one large initials and one line fi ller in red and blue and burnished gold leaf, as well as a decorative panel in 
the margin on the recto with ivy and fl owers.  The text is from Isaiah 7, verses 14 and 15.  Beginning with the large initial “E” on the recto, the text translates as:

 Behold, a virgin will conceive, and she will give birth to a son, and his name will be called Immanuel.
 He will eat butter and honey, so that he may know to reject evil and to choose good.     

 Lightly toned with a few minute worm holes only visible when held to light.  (B+)    $160-190

781. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1450.  5.6 x 7.6”.  (HC)  A beautiful leaf from a French Book of Hours.  The text is written in a regular 
gothic bookhand in brown/black with red rubrics.  Both sides are fi nely illuminated with a total of 11 initials and 4 line-fi llers in red, blue, white and lots of gold 
leaf.  The margins are fi lled with fl owers in bright colors and tendrils with gold leaves.  The text is from the Hours of the Virgin, Sext, Psalms: 122, 123 and 124.  
Beginning on the recto, the text translates as:

 Our soul hath passed through a torrent: perhaps our soul had passed through a water insupportable.
 Blessed be the Lord, who hath not given us to be a prey to their teeth.  
 Our soul hath been delivered as a sparrow out of the snare of the followers. 
 The snare is broken, and we are delivered. Our help is in the name of the Lord, who made heaven and earth. 

 The text on verso translates as: 

 They that trust in the Lord shall be as mount Sion: he shall not be moved for ever that dwelleth in Jerusalem. 
 Mountains are round about it: so the Lord is round about his people from henceforth now and for ever. 
 For the Lord will not leave the rod of sinners upon the lot of the just: that the just may not stretch forth their hands to iniquity. 
 Do good, O Lord, to those that are good, and to the upright of heart. 
 But such as turn aside into bonds, the Lord shall lead out with the workers of iniquity: peace upon Israel.     

 Minor marginal soiling.  (A)    $300-400

782. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1460.  4.8 x 6.4”.  (HC)  A very pretty leaf from a Parisian Book of Hours, written on a fi ne sheet of buttery, 
white vellum in black ink.  The leaf is decorated with one large and seven small initials as well as four line fi llers illuminated in red, blue, white and burnished 
gold leaf.  Both sides feature decorative panels painted with gold leaves on hairline stems with colorful fl owers and fruits.  The text is from Psalm 8.  Beginning 
on recto at the large initial “D” the text translates into English as:

 O Lord, our Lord, 
 how wonderful is your name in the whole earth! 
 Since your magnifi cence is lifted above the heavens.
 You have brought praise from the mouths of babies 
 and infants because of your enemies, 
 so that you may destroy the enemy and avenger.
 So I will see your heavens, the works of your fi ngers, 
 the moon and stars which you created.     

 Minor marginal soiling.  (A)    $240-300
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783. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1460.  3.8 x 5.3”.  (HC)  A very pretty leaf from a Book of Hours from Bruges, written in batarde script 
with several initials in red and blue pen work with some gold leaf decoration.  The text is part of the Seven Penitential Psalms, beginning with Psalm 37 on the 
third line:

 O Lord, rebuke me not in Thy furor; nor chastise me in Thy wrath. 
 For thy arrows are fastened in me: and Thy hand hath descended upon me. 
 There is no health in my fl esh in the face of Thy wrath: there is no peace for my bones in the face of my sins. 
 For my iniquities are gone over my head: and are a heavy burden too heavy to bear.     

 Marginal soiling.  (A)    $160-190

784. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1470.  3.8 x 5.1”.  (HC)  A very rare and unusual vellum leaf from a Dutch Book of Hours.  The border on 
the verso is illuminated in a sophisticated fountain-style array of acanthus leaves in red, green and dark blue.  There are two large initials, one illuminated in gold.  
This decoration is often found in books illuminated by the Masters of the Haarlem Bible; these masters took their name from a three-volume bible made for the 
Knights of St. John in Haarlem, Holland.  The text is from the Book of Hours translated into Dutch, probably by Geert Groote.  Most medieval books were written 
in Latin, the language of the church.  Geert Groote, the father of the Devotio Moderna, or Broederschap des Gemenen Levens as his movement was called in Dutch, 
was a great advocate of the vernacular in religious books.

 Beginning with the large “I” on the recto, the text is from Psalm 121:

 I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, from whence cometh my help.
 My help cometh from the Lord, which made heaven and earth.     

 Very minor soiling and a few minute worm holes only visible when held to light.  (A)    $350-425

785. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1480.  5.5 x 7.8”.  (HC)  This creamy vellum leaf is from an Italian book of hours, written in black, red and 
blue ink.  One large initial on the recto is also decorated with pen work.  The text is from Psalms 135 and 136.  Beginning with the large initial “S” on the recto, 
the text translates as:

 Upon the rivers of Babylon, there we sat and wept: when we remembered Sion:
 On the willows in the midst thereof we hung up our instruments.
 For there they that led us into captivity required of us the words of songs.
 And they that carried us away, said: Sing ye to us a hymn of the songs of Sion.     

 Marginal soiling.  (A)    $140-170

786. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1480.  4.2 x 6”.  (HC)  A fi ne vellum leaf from a French Book of Hours, written in Angers on the Loire 
River.  This region was well known for the many workshops for Books of Hours.  Many masters who worked there became famous, including Jouvenel, Robinet 
Tesard and the Master of the Geneva Boccaccio.  This leaf has several initials and one line fi ller in red, blue and gold.  The text is in French, which was unusual 
for a Book of Hours at the end of the Middle Ages, when most Books of Hours were in Latin.     Minor marginal soiling with a few minute worm holes only visible 
when held to light.  (A)    $110-140

787. Medieval Manuscripts  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1570.  4.4 x 6.5”.  (HC)  A wonderful vellum leaf from a Book of Hours written in Paris in the latter part 
of the 16th century.  This is one of the last Books of Hours, as their value was declared null by Pius V in 1568.  The scribe used dark brown ink and wrote in fi ne, 
Roman script, possibly trying to imitate printed type.  The leaf is decorated with one large initial in red, gold and white and adorned with a fl ower, as well as numer-
ous small initials and line fi llers in red, blue, green and gold.  The text is from Psalm 64; beginning with the large initial “T” on the recto the text translates as:

 A Hymn, O God, becometh thee in Sion: and a vow shall be paid to thee in Jerusalem.
 O hear my prayer: all fl esh shall come to thee.
 The words of the wicked have prevailed over us: and thou wilt pardon our transgressions.
 Blessed is he whom thou hast chosen and taken to thee: he shall dwell in thy courts. We shall be fi lled with the good things of thy house; holy is thy temple,
 Wonderful in justice. Hear us, O God our savior, who art the hope of all the ends of the earth, and in the sea afar off.     

 Minor soiling in bottom blank margin.  (A)    $160-190

788. Incunabula  (Blat CLXXIII), Schedel, Liber Chronicarum, Nuremberg, [1493].  10.9 x 16.2”.  (HC)  The recto of this sheet with German text shows an illustration 
of the monastery of Cluny in addition to the portraits of Arnulf (Arnulphus), the seventh emperor of the Guals, Berno, the abbot of the Cluny monastery, and King 
Rudolph.  The verso depicts portraits of Michael (Michaelis), the archangel, and Popes John (Ioannes) the Ninth, Benedict (Benedictus) the Fourth, Leo the Fifth, 
Christopher, and Sergius the Third.

 See also lot 824 for The Making of the Nuremburg Chronicle by Adrian Wilson.     Minor toning with light soiling.  (B+) $100-130

789. Incunabula  (Blat CLXI), Schedel, Liber Chronicarum, Nuremberg, [1493].  10.9 x 16.2”.  (HC)  The verso of this sheet of German text shows the portraits of King 
Egidius (Giles) and Archbishop Boniface (Bonifacius) the First, along with a triple portrait of Saint Kilian (Kilianus), Saint Colman (Colonatus) and Saint Totnan 
(Totnanus), who were slain together at Wurtzburg.  The recto shows the lineage of Emperors from Philippicus to Anastasius, Theodosius the Third, and Leo the 
Third.

 See also lot 824 for The Making of the Nuremburg Chronicle by Adrian Wilson.     Watermarked paper with minor toning, marginal soiling, and a couple of damp 
stains confi ned to the blank margins.  (B+)    $100-130

790. Incunabula  (Blat CLVII), Schedel, Liber Chronicarum, Nuremberg, [1493].  10.9 x 16.2”.  (HC)  The recto of this sheet of German text shows a portrait of Emperor 
Constantine the Fourth, the Sixth Ecumenical Council, which was called by Emperor Constantine at Constantinople, and depictions of a comet and eclipses of the 
sun and moon.  The verso illustrates the lineage of Popes from Conon to Sergius, John the Sixth, John the Seventh, and Sisinnius.

 See also lot 824 for The Making of the Nuremburg Chronicle by Adrian Wilson.     Watermarked paper with minor toning and marginal soiling.  (B+) 
      $100-130

791. Incunabula  (Blat CLIIII), Schedel, Liber Chronicarum, Nuremberg, [1493].  10.9 x 16.2”.  (HC)  The recto of this sheet with German text depicts the lineage of 
emperors from Constantine the Third, to Heracleonas, to Constans.  At bottom is an image of a council of bishops held in Rombe by Pope Martin (Martinus) against 
Paul, the Constantinopolitan patriarch.  The verso of the sheet shows numerous portraits, including: Jodoc (Iodocus) the holy hermit; Etheldreda (Egiltrudis), queen 
of England; Aurea, most holy virgin; Fursey (Forseus), son of a Hibernian king; and Oswald (Oswaldus), king of Northumbria.

 See also lot 824 for The Making of the Nuremburg Chronicle by Adrian Wilson.     Minor toning and marginal soiling.  (B+) $100-130
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792. Incunabula  (Blat CXLVIII), Schedel, Liber Chronicarum, Nuremberg, [1493].  10.9 x 16.1”.  (HC)  The recto of this sheet with German text shows the portraits of 
Radegunda (Radegundis), a queen of the Franks, Gregory (Gregorius), archbishop of Tours, and several other bishops: Fortunatus, bishop of Tudertinus; Germain 
(Germanus), bishop of Paris; Samson (Sampson), bishop of Dol; Amandus, bishop of Maastricht.  At bottom is an image of Gregory the Great (Pope Gregory I) 
with an odd-looking dove, the symbol typically attributed to Gregory.  The verso of the sheet depicts Popes Gregory, Sabinianus, Boniface the Third, and Boniface 
the Fourth.

 See also lot 824 for The Making of the Nuremburg Chronicle by Adrian Wilson.     Watermarked paper with light toning, minor soiling and damp stains confi ned 
to bottom blank margin.  (B)    $100-130

793. Early Printing  ([Book of Hours Leaf]), Kerver, ca. 1505.  3.6 x 5.5”.  (HC)  Superb vellum leaf from this important transitional period when books began to be 
printed from movable type, decorated with metal-cut illustrations and combined with hand-painted illuminated initials.  It is printed on vellum in black and red 
with many initials hand painted in red, blue and gold.  On the verso is a depiction of an execution in the foreground with Job, his friends, and Jerusalem in the 
background with the beginning of Psalm 114 below, from the Offi ce of the Dead.  The recto has an ornamental border depicting scenes from the Old and New 
Testament with captions in red, as well as some mythical animals. 

 Thielman Kerver was a printer in Paris, who worked “in vico sancti Iacobi ad signum Vnicornis & ibidem venales habent” (in Saint Jacob’s lane under the sign 
of the Unicorn where they are also for sale).  He began printing Books of Hours in 1497 and continued until his death in 1522.  His widow, Iolande Bonhomme, 
took over the fi rm, and continued to produce liturgical books until 1556.  Kerver’s work is much less common than that of his colleagues, Simon Vostre and the 
Hardouins.     Light toning and minor soiling.  (B+)    $275-350

794. Early Printing  ([Book of Hours Leaf]), Kerver, ca. 1505.  3.6 x 5.6”.  (HC)  Superb vellum leaf from this important transitional period when books began to be 
printed from movable type, decorated with metal-cut illustrations and combined with hand-painted illuminated initials.  It is printed on vellum in black and red with 
many initials hand painted in red, blue and gold.  The ornamental border depicts scenes from the Old and New Testaments with captions in red, as well as some 
mythical animals.  On the recto are images of the temptation of Jesus by the devil (Matthew 4:1-11) and of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden with a serpent 
with a human head.  On verso is an image of the resurrection of Lazarus (John 11:1-46).

 Thielman Kerver was a printer in Paris, who worked “in vico sancti Iacobi ad signum Vnicornis & ibidem venales habent” (in Saint Jacob’s lane under the sign 
of the Unicorn where they are also for sale).  He began printing Books of Hours in 1497 and continued until his death in 1522.  His widow, Iolande Bonhomme, 
took over the fi rm, and continued to produce liturgical books until 1556.  Kerver’s work is much less common than that of his colleagues, Simon Vostre and the 
Hardouins.     Light soiling and toning.  (B+)    $100-130

795. Early Printing  ([Illuminated Leaf]), Hardouin, Paris, ca. 1518.  4.6 x 7.3”.  (HC)  This leaf is from a Book of Hours printed on vellum by Gilles Hardouin for 
Germain Hardouin librayre demourant entre les deux portes du Palays en l’enseigne Saincte Marguerite (bookseller living between the two gates of the Palace at 
the sign of Saint Marguerite) of Paris.  This leaf is from the transitional period when the new technology of printing with movable type was combined with the 
more labor intensive methods of hand painting.  Illuminated manuscript books of hours were costly to make, and early printers realized the commercial value in 
printing larger quantities of illustrated books of hours at a lower cost.  These printers tried to make their books of hours appear as similar to the manuscript books 
as possible, even going so far as to mimic the red lines scribes used to keep their text uniform.  This leaf has numerous initials that were hand painted in red, blue 
and gold.  The text is from Psalms 148 and 149.  Beginning with the large initial “D” on recto, the text translates as:

 Sing ye to the Lord a new canticle: let his praise be in the church of the saints.
 Let Israel rejoice in him that made him: and let the children of Sion be joyful in their king.
 Let them praise his name in choir: let them sing to him with the timbrel and the psaltery.
 For the Lord is well pleased with his people: and he will exalt the meek unto salvation.     

 Minor marginal soiling.  (A)    $100-130

796. Music  ([Antiphonal Leaf]), Anon., ca. 1700.  12.3 x 16.7”.  (HC)  A large vellum leaf from an antiphonary.  Both sides with seven staves of fi ve-line music, written 
in black and red ink.   The thin sheet of vellum includes a large initial on each side that is decorated in fi ligree pen work.     One small stain adjacent to the large 
initial “B” with light soiling and some creasing in bottom blank margin.  There are a few tiny worm holes in blank margins.  (B+) 

      $160-190

797. Indentures  ([Lot of 2 - Vellum Manuscript Indentures]), 1786-87.  28.6 x 20.4”.  (HC)  These two vellum indentures describe the debts and property of the Hoare 
family, from the parish of St. Clement Danes in London.  On November 17, 1764 Robert Hoare Sr. used his property, including a cottage, outhouse and garden, 
as collateral to borrow 50 pounds from Richard Prickett, for a term of 500 years “under the yearly rent of a pepper corn.”  In 1765 and 1775, Robert Hoare Sr. 
borrowed a further 30 pounds from Mr. Prickett, bringing his total debt to 80 pounds.  Upon Mr. Hoare’s death on May 11, 1778, his estate was passed to his wife, 
Elizabeth, for the duration of her life, and then to their son, Robert Hoare Jr.  

 Elizabeth Hoare paid off the full interest and 30 pounds of the principal to Joseph and Mary Cullum and Thomas and Elizabeth Pearce, Mary Cullum and Elizabeth 
Pearce being the benefi ciaries of Richard Prickett.  Elizabeth Hoare then contracted with Edward Wells the younger, of Wallingford in the county of Berkshire, to 
pay the remaining 50 pounds to the Cullums and Pierces, thereby entitling Edward Wells to the mortgage to the Hoare property.

 The fi rst indenture, signed June 2, 1786, witnesses the borrowing of 30 pounds by Robert Hoare Jr. from Edward Wells against the mortgage of the property, 
bringing the Hoare family debt back to a total of 80 pounds.  The debt was due on December 2, 1786, but Robert Hoare Jr. was only able to pay the interest on the 
debt.  On March 23, 1787, Robert Hoare Jr. sold the family property outright to Edward Wells for a sum of 126 pounds, from which the 80 pounds owed were to 
be deducted.

 The second indenture, signed March 22, 1787, witnesses the further sale of the property by Edward Wells to John Wells, “being a person nominated by and in trust 
for the said Edward Wells,” for the sum of 80 pounds and 5 Shillings.

 The top of the indentures are cut in a jagged (“toothed”) line, as was the common practice with indentures.  The legal contract was duplicated on a single sheet, 
and then the copies were separated by a jagged edge, so that the two pieces could be fi t together again to verify authenticity.  The indentures includes tax stamps 
and the red wax seals of Robert Hoare and Edward Wells.     Issued folding with minor toning and soiling.  (A)  $400-500

798. Indentures  ([Vellum Manuscript Indenture]), 1823.  17.9 x 16.8”.  (HC)  This vellum indenture, signed on July 17, 1823, recognizes the lease of a farm and adjoin-
ing lands to Sir George Cooke of Wheatley in the county of York and Bryan Cooke of Owston in the county of York.  Sir George Cooke was the 7th Baronet of 
Wheatley Hall.  The term of the lease is 21 years, at a yearly rent of 3 pounds and 10 shillings.  The lease was granted by Lord Bishop of Lichfi eld and Coventry 
Dean and the Chapter of Durham, the Hon. James Cornwallis.  The indenture includes a tax stamp and a 4” diameter wax seal.     Issued folding with minor toning.  
(A)    $200-240

799. Indentures  ([Vellum Manuscript Indenture]), 1894.  27.1 x 21.7”.  (HC)  This indenture serves as testament to the sale of land owned by the Walsall Wood Colliery 
to several members of the Macpherson family of Wyrley Grove, Lachlan Andrew Macpherson, his wife Elizabeth Macpherson, and George Macpherson.  The land 
was sold for 1175 pounds with the contingency that the Walsall Wood Colliery retained the right to mine beneath the land.  The Walsall Wood Colliery would not 
be permitted to enter the surface of the land, but could extend mine shafts from adjacent lands, without liability for any damage caused either to the surface of the 
land or any buildings upon the land. 
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 A large plat is included on the indenture with a scale of 4 chains per inch, depicting the boundary lines of the land in the sale.  A table at bottom describes each of 
the areas on the plat and indicates in which parish the areas reside. 

 The top of the indenture is cut in a jagged (“toothed”) line, as was the common practice with indentures.  The legal contract was duplicated on a single sheet, and 
then the copies were separated by a jagged edge, so that the two pieces could be fi t together again to verify authenticity.  The indenture include tax stamps, the red 
embossed stamp of the Walsall Wood Colliery Company, and fi ve red wax seals.     Minor toning and soiling.  (A)  $400-500

Books, Atlases & Reference Books

800. Atlases  ([2 Volumes] Introductio in Omnem Geographiam Veterem Aeque…), Cluver, [1694].  6.8 x 8.5”.  (HC)  Cluver’s Introductio is considered the standard 
for 17th century geographical text books, as he is the father of modern historical geography.  This edition of Cluver’s geography was published in 1694 by the 
heirs of Johann Buno in Wolfenbuttel, Germany.  There are 37 copper-plate engravings including the world map, maps of the continents (America, Africa, Asia, 
and Europe), and many regional European maps.  A few of the European maps have outline color. 

 The map of America (9.8 x 8”) was derived from the Nicolas Visscher map of 1658, with a Briggs type island of California and no Great Lakes in North America.  
The interior rivers of South America are all connected to a large, spurious lake labeled Lago de los Xarzyes.  A depiction of the discoveries of Maarten Gerritsz de 
Vries’ voyage appears in the waters north of Japan, and Abel Janszoon Tasman’s discoveries are shown in New Zealand.  The map of Africa, Africa, Antiqua, et 
Nova (10.2 x 8.4”), is an interesting continental map that is very similar to Sanson’s Africa Vetus.  Well engraved with few place names in the south and only the 
major river systems and mountains shown.  The Nile originates from two large lakes well south of the Equator in the Ptolemaic style. 

 The Introductionis was published numerous times between 1624 and 1729 with each successive edition becoming more elaborate and the later editions including 
fi nely engraved maps.  608 pp. of Latin text.  Octavo, original full calf binding with ornately embossed covers and raised bands on spine.  All edges gilt (a.e.g.).  
Ref: cf. Shirley (BL Atlases) T.CLUV-5a ; Burden #732; McLaughlin #25.  The maps have light to moderate foxing and toning throughout.  A few of the regional 
maps have damp stains in the lower blank margin and a few others have manuscript notations in the blank margins (including the world map).  Text has scattered 
foxing but the contents are tight.  Covers show average wear with one small chip on the front cover.  (B)   $1900-2300

801. Atlases  (Atlas de Toutes les Parties Connues du Globe Terrestre, Dresse Pour l’Historie Philosophique & Politique…), Bonne/Raynal, Paris, ca. 1780.  8.3 x 10.3”.  
(BW)  This is the atlas volume for Abbe Raynal’s “L’Histoire Philosophique et Politique des Etablissemens et du Commerce des Europeens dans les Deux Indes.”  
The atlas is complete and is fi lled with Bonne’s well-drawn maps and charts engraved by Andre.  Included are a title page, list of maps, Analyse Succincet de Cet 
Atlas (28 pp.), and 50 maps.  The map contents include two world maps, Europe, Asia, Africa, ten related to Europe, three related to Africa, two related to India, 
Arabia, the East Indies, the Moluccas, China, Persia, Philippines, Russia, six related to South America, several Caribbean charts, plus North America and those 
related: Mexico; le Nouveau Mexique; Terre-Neuve, Acadia...; Occidentale du Canada; Louisiana & Florida; Partie Nord des Etats Unis; and Partie Sud des Etats 
Unis. 

 In the North America map, the entire western part of the continent is left mostly blank.  Indian tribes occupy the edges of defi ned territory -- Apaches, Sioux, 
Outagamis, and Assenipouels.  The British Colonies and a few major cities are named along the eastern seaboard and in the Great Lakes region.  Alaska is shown 
as a group of islands, the largest of which is labeled Alaschka.    

 Full original leather with gilt tooling and title on spine.  The atlas volume did not carry any publication information on the title pages, but was known to be published 
in 1780.     Nearly all of the maps are very good to near fi ne with some occasional foxing, faint offsetting (much less than average for this atlas), and a few of the 
regional maps have some toning.  Some of the maps are printed on bluish paper, but not throughout.  Binding is very nice with just a little cracking along the joints 
and the edges are bumped and worn.  (B+)    $2500-3250

802. Atlases  (Atlas Geographique, Statistique, Historique et Chronologique des Deux Ameriques et des Iles Adjacentes...), Buchon, Paris, [1825].  14.9 x 22.2”.  (HC)  
This very attractive atlas is from the French edition of Carey & Lea’s American Atlas.  Included are 63 maps and tables of North America, South America, the 
United States and the West Indies.  Each of the maps is surrounded by text including economic, political, social and historical data.  Of particular interest are the 
following maps: 

 Carte Geographique, Statistique et Historique de l’Amerique Septentrionale (14.3 x 14.0”).  The United States extends to the Pacifi c Ocean and reaches far north 
into Canada showing the boundary that becomes the Fifty-Four Forty or Fight dispute between England and the U.S.  Alaska is Amerique Russe with good detail 
and place names along the coastal region, but a fully blank interior.  Many Indian regions are noted throughout.  In Texas (unnamed) only a few places are named;  
S. Antonio, Rancho, Matagorda, and San Saba.  A bizarre mountain range diagonally crosses the Great Basin from Utah and nearly reaches the coast in the direction 
of San Clemente.  The R. del Carmelo ou St. Phelipe, originating in L. Teguanyo ou Salo, freely runs through the Great Basin to its mouth at Monterrey. 

 Etats-Unis d’Amerique (21.0 x 16.8”).  This map is directly derived from John Melish’s seminal map of the United States.  The large Arkansas Territory takes in 
most of present-day Oklahoma; the new state of Missouri has a vertical western border; Michigan Territory includes most of present-day eastern Wisconsin; and the 
Northwest Territory takes in present day Wisconsin and Minnesota.  The balance of the Midwest is included in the Territoire d’Oregon and is fi lled with information 
on numerous Indian tribes.  The Grand Desert Americain takes in the southern plains region.  Texas is a part of Mexico. 

 Carte Geographique, Statistique et Historique du Territoire d’Arkansas (14.2 x 14.1”).  Refl ecting Major Stephen H. Long’s exploratory expeditions, this is an 
important map of the early western territories, focusing on the large Arkansas Territory, and depicting an early western border in Missouri.  The map extends to the 
Rocky Mountains,  and the plains are labeled Grand Desert.  Numerous Indian villages are shown based on information gained from the Lewis and Clark expedi-
tion, and other important exploration routes are shown.  The map shows Arkansas Territory extending to include present-day Oklahoma.  The western portions of 
the map are identical to Long’s map of 1823, also published by Carey & Lea. 

 Carte Geographique, Statistique et Historique de Michigan  (10.3 x 14.2”).  This fi ne early map of Michigan Territory depicts a western boundary on a line 10  30’ 
West Longitude from Washington, resulting in Green Bay and a strip of present-day Wisconsin being incorporated into Michigan.  The Frontiere Indienne divides 
lower Michigan on a diagonal line.  The only settlements shown are in the southeast around Detroit, and along the Saginaw River is a Nouveaux Etablissements.  
The initial counties of Michilimakinak, Monroe, Oakland, DeWayne and Macomb are named but not delineated.  There is a road depicted from Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
to Mt. Clemens.  The rest of the territory is virtually blank except the a few portages and Indian villages.  Several battlegrounds from the War of 1812 are located 
by tiny fl ag symbols. 

 Complete.  Large folio, hardbound in marbled paper boards.  Text block has deckled edges.     Maps and text are very good to near fi ne with some occasional light 
soiling and damp stains in the blank margins.  Covers are worn and detached and the spine has perished.  Given the quality of its contents, this atlas would benefi t 
from professional restoration.  (B+)    $4000-5000

803. Atlases  (Geographical Annual or Family Cabinet Atlas), Starling, London, 1832.  4.5 x 7”.  (BW)  Instead of the usual book of poetry which was the typical “Gift 
Annual” (New Year’s present), this annual atlas would have been a more practical memento.  The atlas includes 46 single-page maps of the United States, the 
continents, and regional maps mostly of Europe.  A key to points of interest on each map can be found on the facing page.  A beautiful steel engraved title page 
features a small globe at center, and is followed by the preface, table of contents and maps.  18 mo.  Complete.  Hardbound in original green cloth with decorative 
embossing on front and back covers and all edges gilt.  Ref: King (2nd ed.) p. 188.  Maps are clean, bright and nearly fl awless.  Covers and spine show light wear 
and the corners are bumped.  Previous owner pastedowns on front inside cover and front endpaper.  (A)   $600-800
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804. Atlases  (The Diamond Atlas with Descriptions of All Countries … The Western Hemisphere), Morse & Gaston, New York, [1859].  6.4 x 7.5”.  (HC)  This is a 
very desirable edition of this small atlas that contains pre-Civil War American state and territory maps.  It includes maps of all the Americas, with specifi c focus 
on the U.S. states and territories, several interesting thematic world maps showing data like animal distribution, religions and climate.  The map of the territories 
of Washington and Oregon extends to the Continental Divide.  The map of Utah and New Mexico is nearly identical to Colton’s important map of the territories.  
The fi rst 30 pages of the book feature beautiful engravings of ships, animals, natural disasters and climates. The book contains two title pages, publishers’ preface, 
table of contents, text and 54 maps (two double page), 239pp.  Rebound using original red leather embossed boards with new spine and endpapers.  All edges gilt.     
Maps are in original color and are very good with light toning and very occasional foxing.  The original boards are bumped and worn.  (B+) 

      $400-500

805. Atlases  (Johnson’s New Illustrated (Steel Plate) Family Atlas, with Physical Geography, and with Descriptions Geographical, Statistical, and Historical, Including 
the Latest Federal Census…), Johnson & Ward, New York, [1864].  14.8 x 18.8”.  (HC)  This complete atlas contains 66 beautifully rendered, steel-engraved maps, 
including 34 double-page maps.  There are several thematic maps and diagrams interspersed throughout the text that display the geology, weather, tides, agriculture, 
fl ags and animal kingdoms of the world.  The beautiful American Atlas frontispiece shows Native Americans overlooking a rapidly developing river valley.  This 
1864 edition is the last year with steel engraved plates, with a few of the maps featuring vignettes, and some retaining the early strap-work style borders.  It also 
has the desirable edition of the New Military Map of the United States which shows all state and territory boundaries rather than the limits of military divisions.   
And it features the double-page Civil War map Vicinity of Richmond. 

 The Southwest map is the early 1864 edition in this series of maps.  Arizona still claims the Southern tip of Nevada and has the county confi gurations of the old 
New Mexico Territory, with the addition of Castle Dome and Ewell counties in the south. The Utah/Nevada border is now at 115 .  This is a completely new plate 
with extensive revisions in the watershed and mountain detail and several of the earlier notations removed.  The map details the U.S. Mail routes, the Emigrant 
roads to California, the proposed railroad route through Utah, Nevada and California, and the Pony Express trail.

 The double-page map of Texas shows county development mostly in eastern Texas and only the three large counties of El Paso, Presidio and Bexar in the west. 
The panhandle, noted as the Staked Plains (Elevated Table Land, without Wood or Water), includes a large section that is unorganized. There is nice depiction of 
the wagon roads, many named, with several completed railroads. The inset maps include a ‘Plan of Sabine Lake,’ ‘Plan of the Northern part of Texas,’ and ‘Plan 
of Galveston Bay.’  The map of the Northwest shows the newly created territory of Idaho.  The map of Minnesota shows the newly created region of Dakota with 
an undefi ned western boundary.

 Folio.  Hardbound in original green cloth with quarter calf spine and tips, embossed covers with gilt titling on cover and spine, and marbled edges and end papers.     
Contents are generally very good with light toning and foxing.  The map of the world on Mercator’s projection is completely separated along the centerfold, and 
the map of England & Wales has a 2” centerfold separation at top.  Covers and spine show only light wear with a few small stains on the front cover.  (B+)  
     $1400-1700

806. Atlases  (Colton’s General Atlas, Containing One Hundred and Eighty Steel Plate Maps and Plans…), Colton, New York, [1872].  15 x 17.5”.  (HC)  Colton’s 
massive General Atlas, is considered by many to be the pinnacle of American cartography in the latter part of the 19th Century.  There are 85 single-page and 22 
double-page maps, plans and charts in all, including many highly sought-after state and regional maps such as California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New 
Mexico and Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana and British Columbia.  Other important state maps featured in this atlas are the double-page editions of Kansas 
and Nebraska, both of which show very little development in the western reaches of each state.  The atlas also features several thematic maps including brightly 
colored examples of National & Commercial Flags of All Nations, Mountains and Rivers and Comparative Size of Lakes and Islands.  A pair of fi ne city plans are 
the single-page, uncolored versions of Environs of London and Environs of Paris.  These plates were originally published in 1855, and are fi nely engraved, highly 
detailed examples that locate all major landmarks, parks, topography, train stations, rail lines and more.  The plan of Paris includes a depiction of the original wall 
that encircled the old city.  This is a beautiful example of a rarely offered atlas by one of America’s pre-eminent cartographers.  Folio.  Complete.  Hardbound in 
original green cloth with quarter calf spine and tips and decorative gilt titling on front cover and spine.  All edges gilt (A.E.G.).     Contents are in very good to near 
fi ne condition with light toning primarily along the sheet edges.  The hinges are starting, the spine is chipped at top and bottom, and the covers are worn.  (B+)  
     $2500-3000

807. Atlases  (Black’s General Atlas of the World…), Black, Edinburgh, [1882].  13 x 18”.  (PC)  This attractive atlas includes 33 double-page and 34 single-page maps 
of the world and continents, with regional maps of the United States.  There are four detailed maps of the South Pacifi c including Australia, New South Wales, 
Victoria, and Oceania (the map of New Zealand is not present).  Unlike other atlases of the time, the maps have blank versos and have been tipped into the binding.  
Includes an impressive 70-page index.  Published by Adam and Charles Black in Edinburgh.  Hardbound, quarter calf with leather tips over green cloth with gilt 
title on front cover.  All edges gilt (A.E.G.).     The maps are generally clean and bright with a few occasional tears and separations, including the United States and 
world map.  Two maps have complete separations and are loose - the southern half of England and western Germany.  Covers are worn and detached, the spine is 
missing, and the frontispiece and front endpapers are loose.  (B)    $300-400

808. Atlases  (Mitchell’s New General Atlas, Containing Maps of the Various Counties of the World, Plans of Cities, Etc…), Mitchell/Bradley, Philadelphia, [1888].  
13.4 x 16”.  (HC)  Complete with 147 maps and plans on 67 sheets together with statistical tables, a list of post offi ces of the United States and Territories, and 
the census of 1880.  This edition contains a number of maps and city plans not found in earlier editions, including separate maps for Colorado, Indian Territory, 
Dakota Territory, Detroit and the double-page “Railroad Map of the United States.”  Includes the very nice double-page “County and Township Map of Arizona 
and New Mexico and County” and “County Map of the State of California.”   Also includes a double-page map of Texas and double-page city plans of Boston, 
Philadelphia, and New York.  Some, but not all, maps are printed on both sides.  Original half calf over cloth boards with gilt title on front cover.  Published by 
William M. Bradley & Bro. who took over the publication in 1880.     Overall, the maps are good to very good with the exceptions being a 5” separation at bottom 
on the World map (B), and the United States and Vermont map are completely separated along the centerfold (C).  Covers and spine are bumped and worn.  (B)  
     $900-1100

809. Atlases  (Arbuckles’ Illustrated Atlas of the United States of America), Arbuckle Bros. Coffee Co., New York, [1889].  11.2 x 7”.  (PC)  A nice example of this 
unusual atlas that was designed to advertise Arbuckle’s Coffee.  The atlas is printed on loose pages held together with original twisted string tie.  This oblong 4to 
atlas has 12 sheets, each with four beautiful chromolithographic maps, plus the covers.  The front pictorial cover features a fi ne bird’s-eye view of the Capitol build-
ing in Washington with an eagle and small map of the District of Columbia on the U.S. shield.  The back cover has a great map of Alaska surrounded by regional 
views of seals and whalers caught on an ice fi eld by two Polar bears, plus a moonlit view of the Arbuckle’s Coffee factory in New York.  Each of the 48 interior 
maps is surrounded by vignettes showing the beauty and commerce of the state, with text on the facing page describing the state or territory.  Each of the 50 maps 
is beautifully lithographed in full color.

 Beginning in the mid-1880’s, the Arbuckle Bros. Coffee Company began to include advertising cards, commonly referred to as “trade cards” in packages of their 
coffee.  This was a common device used by companies of the time to tout the virtues of their products.  But the Arbuckle company carried the concept a step further 
and created a series of very desirable images.  They then encouraged their customers to collect the entire series of cards and to trade cards with their neighbors in 
order to complete their sets.  Thus, “trade” cards began to evolve into “trading” cards.

 Arbuckle issued a great variety of cards including birds, animals, cooking, satire, sports and maps.  The map series, U.S. States and Nations of the World, were 
extremely popular.  Both series were reissued in album format, available from the company as a mail-order premium.  These fascinating cards and albums are still 
actively collected today, more than 120 years after they were issued.  The original Arbuckle Bros. Coffee Company, on the other hand, vanished from the scene over 
60 years ago.     The maps are near fi ne with very minor soil along the edges of the sheet and a few tiny creases in the blank margins.  The back cover is separated 
and both covers contain numerous small chips and stains.  (B+)    $650-800
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810. Atlases  (Iliff’s Imperial Atlas of the World), Iliff & Co., Chicago, 1891.  12 x 15”.  (PC)  This is the eleventh census edition of this attractive, complete atlas that 
contains 128 cerographic maps, of which 21 are double-page.  The atlas features numerous diagrams, tables, wood engraved vignettes, and an exhaustive 89-page 
index.  The maps were originally produced by George Cram, and feature the entire railroad system and postal routes of the United States in good detail.  Roads, 
counties, provinces, topography, Indian reservations and many other details are shown.  An index of towns and counties lists the population according to the census 
of 1890.  An engraved vignette on the title page shows a large globe surrounded by items representing industry, agriculture, transportation, history and the arts.  
Hardbound in original red cloth boards with embossed titling on front cover.  Folio with 319 pages.     Maps are generally good with some occasional soiling, 
especially the United States map.  The accompanying text is lightly toned, the front endpaper is torn, and there is a damp stain in the top 2-4” of the fi rst 10 pages 
including the three world maps.  Hinges are starting with the back cover nearly detached and the covers are worn and sunned.  (B) 

      $170-200

811. Facsimile Atlases  (Cosmographia Roma 1478), Ptolemy, [1966].  12.3 x 17.8”.  (BW)  Cosmographia Roma 1478 is from the “Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Series 
of Atlases in Facsimile Second Series - Volume VI,” and is an excellent edition both in regard to the scholarship of the text and the accuracy of the maps, fi nely 
engraved after the Greek manuscript of Ptolemy preserved in Vienna.  260 pages including 27 double-page maps and a bibliographical note by R.A. Skelton.  Folio, 
hardbound in brown cloth with gilt insignia on front cover and title on spine, with dust jacket.     Contents and covers are fi ne with only minor wear to dust jacket.  
(A)    $350-450

812. Facsimile Atlases  (The American Atlas [Facsimile]), Jefferys, London, [1974].  14.9 x 22.8”.  (BW)  This superb facsimile atlas was published nearly 200 years 
after Jeffrey’s original atlas, published by Sayer & Bennett in 1776.  This full-size reproduction includes 23 maps (several folding) on 30 sheets.  Of the 23 maps, 
only three focus on Central and South America, with the remainder of the maps presenting the North American continent as it was known on the eve of the American 
Revolution.  Published in Amsterdam by the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Press with an introduction by Walter Ristow.  Hardbound in green cloth with gilt insignia 
on front cover and title on spine, with blue dust jacket.     Text and maps are near fi ne with the top corner of the pages slightly dog-eared.  Covers are very good 
with edges slightly bumped and light wear to dust jacket.  (A)    $1000-1200

813. Geography Books  (A Compendious Geographical Dictionary, Containing, a Concise Description of the Most Remarkable Places, Ancient and Modern, in Europe, 
Asia, Africa, and America, Interspersed with Historical Anecdotes...), Peacock, London, [1793].  3.8 x 5.2”.  (HC)  This little geography book contains 7 folding 
maps of the world, solar system, Africa, South America, North America, Asia, and Europe.  The world map shows Tasmania still attached to Australia, however 
the rest of the world is fairly accurately portrayed, including the Alaskan coastline.  The North America map most notably contains a River of the West, extending 
from Strait of Juan de Fuca and almost connecting to several rivers west of the Great Lakes, reminiscent of the elusive northwest passage.  Cartographically, the 
United States is confi ned to east of the Mississippi River, Florida is divided into East and West and both are still a Spanish possession, and Texas is named.  The 
book includes dictionary-style descriptions of historical anecdotes and the most important places within the four continents.  A chronological list of “remarkable 
events, discoveries, and inventions,” a monthly list of the “fi xed fairs in England and Wales,” and a table of currency for different cities and countries all appear at 
the end of the book.  24mo, bound in red leather with gilt title and embellishments on spine, marbled end papers, a.e.g.     Maps are in original outline color with 
light offsetting and a small 0.5” edge tear on the left side of the world map.  Text is very clean.  Covers and spine show moderate wear and the edges are bumped.  
Previous owner pastedown on inside front cover and ink notations on the front endpapers.  (B+)    $220-275

814. Geography Books  (Elements of Geography: Containing a Concise and Comprehensive View of That Useful Science...), Morse, [1796].  3.4 x 5.8”.  (BW)  This the 
second edition of the work fi rst published in 1795.  Elements of Geography was written for students and explains the world as a whole with an emphasis on North 
America.  It also includes sections on Asia, Africa, and Europe and how America was “peopled.”  The geography includes two small maps: Chart of the World on 
Mercator’s Projection (4.5 x 6”), and A Map of the United States of America (4.5 x 5”) which shows the United States confi ned to east of the Mississippi with a 
large Georgia and Northwestern Territory.  143 pp., 24mo., hardbound in quarter calf over marbled wooden boards.  Ref: Wheat & Brun #30 & #124.  Maps and 
text show light toning, moderate foxing, and several damp stains.  Covers and spine show moderate wear but the binding is sound.  (B) 

      $200-250

815. Geography Books  ([2 Volumes] Geographie Moderne et Universelle, Precedee d’un Traite de la Sphere, et d’un Precis d’Astronomie…), Paris, [1800].  5 x 8”.  
(HC)  This comprehensive geographic work by Nicolle de la Croix includes eight hand-colored folding maps by Bonne including a world map, Europe, France, 
Asia, Africa, North America, South America, and ancient world.  The text gives detailed information about both countries and regions discussing history and politics, 
astrology and geography.  Volume 1 has a fi nely engraved frontispiece.  Two volumes - Volume 1 (679 pp.) and Volume 2 (752 pp.).  Hardbound in full calf with 
gilt title and embossing on spine.     Maps are overall very good to near fi ne with occasional tiny spots and a few short binding tears confi ned to the blank margins.  
Contents are tight, the hinges are starting, and the covers and spine show average wear.  (B+)    $375-450

816. Geography Books  (System of Geography, for the Use of Schools.  Illustrated with More Than Fifty Cerographic Maps, and Numerous Wood-Cut Engravings), 
Morse, New York, 1845.  9.5 x 12.5”.  (HC)  Morse’s popular series of geographies, with their easy to read maps and fact-fi lled text, quickly became a standard for 
American educators during the early 19th century.  This edition contains a total of 53 wax-engraved maps including a double-page map of the United States that 
features a large Indian Territory that stretches as far west as the Rocky Mountains, and a large Territory of Iowa that includes most of Minnesota and the Dakotas.  
Another nice map is North America, which shows an Independent Texas in an unusual shape.  4to.  72 pages. Complete.  Hardbound in original decorative paper 
covered boards with a black paper spine.     Contents are generally good with light to moderate foxing.  Front cover has a few abrasions and light wear, spine has 
a few cracks.  (B)    $220-275

817. Geography Books  ([Lot of 2] Guyot’s New Intermediate Geography [and] Geography of the Pacifi c Coast Region), New York, [1882-89].  (PC)  

 A.  Guyot’s New Intermediate Geography, by Charles Scribner’s Sons, published 1882 (9.0 x 11.8”).  100 pp. of text with 18 maps including a world map, maps of 
the continents, two United States maps, and several U.S. regional maps.  This is the New York edition with a 13 pp. supplement accompanied by a state map and 
one of New York City.  Condition:  Contents are generally very good with light toning and some occasional pencil notations in the map images.  Covers and spine 
show moderate wear. 

 B.  Geography of the Pacifi c Coast Region, by James Monteith, published 1889 (7.8 x 9.6”).  This unusual geography is dedicated to the western states with the 
typical format for these books: maps, statistics and student questions.  17 pp. with 5 color maps and 2 b&w relief maps.  Condition:  Internally good with light 
toning.  Covers show light wear.  (B+)    $80-100

818. Exploration and Surveys  (Notes of a Military Reconnaissance, from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California, Including Part of the Arkansas, Del 
Norte, and Gila Rivers), Emory, House Ex No. 41, 30th Cong., 1st Sess., Washington D.C., [1848].  6 x 9”.  (BW)  This is the House edition of Emory’s important 
report documenting the 1846-1847 journey of the advanced guard of General Kearny’s Army of The West.  Emory was Brevet Major of the Corps of Topographi-
cal Engineers.  This report features full-page lithographs of the natives, rivers, landscapes, towns and pueblos, fl ora and fauna that were encountered during the 
march to the Pacifi c.  Emory’s reports are enjoyable reads with passages such as “I stopped in the little town of Isoletta, to visit my friend, the alcalde, who has the 
reputation, Indian though he be, of being the most honest man and best maker of brandy in the territory.”  

 This expanded edition contains Emory’s report plus the reports of Lt. Abert, Col. Cooke and Capt. Johnston.  Together these reports summarize the activity of 
the U.S. Army of the West after the capture of New Mexico with important early views of the region.  It is illustrated with 64 lithographed plates (40 Emory + 24 
Abert), 3 battle plans and 2 folding maps.  The maps are both important contributions to western cartography.  The fi rst map,Map of the Territory of New Mexico 
(25.5 x 19.5”) was compiled by Lieutenants Abert and Peck after the conquest of New Mexico.  The second, Sketch of Part of the March and Wagon Road of Lt. 
Colonel Cooke, From Santa Fe to the Pacifi c Ocean  (12 x 23”) shows the route of the Mormon Battalion from Santa Fe to the Gila River.  Among the important 
illustrations are views of Santa Fe, several New Mexican pueblos, the Junction of the Gila and Colorado Rivers (Yuma), San Diego, and Sketch of the Battle of 
Los Angeles Upper California Fought Between the Americans and the Mexicans Jan. 9th 1847 (not referenced in Wagner & Camp).  Printed by Wendell and Van 
Benthuysen.   614 pages.  8vo.  Original hardbound in brown cloth with original paper label on spine.  Ref: Wheat [TMW] #505 & 532;  Wagner & Camp 148:5; 
Howes #E145.  Text and plates are generally very good with some light scattered foxing and about 15 pages of text separated from the block.  The fi rst map (New 
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Mexico Territory) has some light toning along one fold, a few tiny wormholes along the left neatline, and a few misfolds.  The second map is clean and bright with 
just a few spots of foxing (both are laid loose).  Binding is a little loose and the covers show the typical light stains and wear.  (B+) 

      $600-800

819. Exploration and Surveys  ([Lot of 3] Map of the United States Showing Progress in Preparation and Engraving of Topographic Maps [and] Sketch Showing Progress 
of Triangulation in the Appalachian Region to June 30th 1886 [and] Seventh Annual Report of the Director…), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), Washington D.C., 
[1888].  (PC)  This lot contains 2 maps and 143 pp. of text from the Seventh Annual Report of the Director of the United States Geological Survey. 

 A. Map of the United States Showing Progress in Preparation and Engraving of Topographic Maps, by Henry Gannett, printed color (28.1 x 17.4”).  Depicts the 
extent of surveying at the close of the fi scal year 1886.  Surveyed areas include the southern Appalachians, the Great Basin, California and Washington state.  Areas 
shaded in red represent regions previously surveyed.  Condition:  Near fi ne with a hint of toning along the folds and a binding trim at lower left. (A)  

 B. Sketch Showing Progress of Triangulation in the Appalachian Region to June 30th 1886, black and white (24.8 x 19.3”).  Shows the surveying effort in the Ap-
palachians from Atlanta to Washington D.C.  The triangulation points refl ect the survey work of both the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Geological Survey.  
Condition:  Issued folding with very faint toning. (A) 

 C. Seventh Annual Report of the Director of the United States Geological Survey, by the United States Geological Survey, black and white (9.1 x 12.0”).  Includes 
the 42 pp. report of the director and 101 pp. of administrative reports including Gannett, Gilbert, Dutton and Walcott to name a few.  Includes plates showing the 
surveying efforts in Texas, Missouri and Massachusetts.  Condition:  Pleasant light toning and rebound in stiff black paper boards with title on paper label on front 
cover.  Page 21 is trimmed at bottom but without loss of text. (B+)    $140-170

820. Miscellaneous Books  (The American Lawyer, and Business-Man’s Form Book…), Beadle, New York, 1852.  5 x 7.8”.  (BW)  This is the second edition which 
carries the fi rst edition copyright date on the title page, but is dated 1852 on its cover.  It contains numerous double-page maps, each printed on a separate page.  
The map Utah New Mexico and California shows a huge Gold Region with important rivers named including the Feather and American.  There are numerous other 
state maps, mostly from east of the Mississippi River, but also Louisiana and a nice Texas.  The map of the United States shows Oregon Territory, a large Nebraska 
Territory (encompassing present-day Montana, Wyoming and Colorado), and an extremely large Indian Territory.  Pictorial paper boards, 8vo, quarter-leather, 
359pp.     Text and maps are generally good with scattered foxing, damp stains and toning.   Covers and spine are bumped and rubbed and the hinges are starting.  
(B)    $180-220

821. Miscellaneous Books, United States & Canada  ([2 Volumes] Picturesque America; or, the Land We Live in…), Bryant, New York, [1872-74].  10 x 13”.  (BW)  
These are some of the most beautiful plate books on the United States and Canada ever produced.  Volume I contains 24 fi ne steel engraved views and 284 wood 
engravings, many full-page including works by Thomas Moran, Harry Fenn, Granville Perkins, James D. Smillie and other important American artists of the 19th 
century.  This volume contains works on Yellowstone, Yosemite, Richmond, Savannah, Charleston, Watkins Glen, Mackinac, the California Coast, the Golden 
Gate, and the terrifi c steel engraved frontispiece of Niagara Falls.   Volume II contains 25 steel engraved views and hundreds of wood engravings, many full-page 
including works by Harry Fenn, Granville Perkins, A.C. Warren, F.O.C. Darley and others.  Volume II contains New York City, the Mammoth Cave, the Northwest, 
Chicago, Milwaukee, the Canons of the Colorado, the Rocky Mountains, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Susquehanna, Boston, and much more.  The great “New York, 
from Brooklyn Heights” is the steel engraved frontispiece.   These matching volumes are in full presentation binding in full leather with fancy tooling and emboss-
ing with gilt, raised bands on spine.  The front cover is stamped with gilt title.  All edges gilt  (A.E.G.)  Volume I - 568 pp.,  Volume II - 576 pp.     Condition code 
is for the plates, which are all bright and crisp, with toning along the sheet edges of a couple of plates.  The text is lightly toned, the fi rst 10 pages of Volume II are 
loose, and the tissue sheet opposite the frontispiece in Volume I is chipped.  The covers show moderate wear with some rubbing and bumped corners.  (A)  
     $400-475

822. Miscellaneous Books - Geology  (Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.  Vol. XV.), 1887.  6 x 9.3”.  (PC)  This book contains 63 papers 
on various mining-related topics which, in addition to the C.H. Hitchcock paper describing the geology of the entire United States, include signifi cant papers and 
maps on the geology and vein structure of southwest Colorado (San Juan Mountain region) by Theodore Comstock, and the silver mines of Calico, California, by 
Waldemar Lindgren.  Complete with several folding plates including Sketch Map of the Clifton Mining District, Arizona; design plans for a “Sectional hanging 
Pipe Hot Blast Oven”; Orographic Features of Southern Colorado, Showing Boundaries of Mineral Zones; Geological Map of S.W. Colorado; Map of the Central 
San Juan Area, with the Red Mountain District and the Rico Tract”; Map of the Oil & Gas Fields in McKean & Elk Counties, Pennsylvania; Sketch Map of Calico 
District, San Bernardino, Cal. and a few others. All folding maps are printed on fi ne banknote style paper.  Hardbound in original quarter leather and tips over 
pebbled boards with gilt title and raised bands on spine.     The large Hitchcock map is near fi ne with a binding tear confi ned to the left blank margin.  Contents are 
clean and tight and the covers show some wear.  (A)    $275-350

823. Reference Books  (Decorative Printed Maps of the 15th to 18th Centuries), Skelton, London, [1965].  10 x 12”.  (BW)  Second impression, this being a revised 
edition of “Old Decorative Maps and Charts” by A.L. Humphreys with new text by R. A. Skelton.  Mr. Skelton was the Superintendent of the Map Room at the 
British Museum when he published this work. 84 images in color and B & W, 80 text pages. Hard bound in blue cloth, titled in gilt on spine.     Text and plates are 
generally clean and bright.  Dust jacket has some wear and abrasions.  (B+)    $75-95

824. Reference Books  (The Making of the Nuremberg Chronicle), Wilson, Amsterdam, [1978].  10 x 13.8”.  (BW)  Detailed examination of the making of this important 
early illustrated book taken from surviving page layouts, original contracts for the illustrations, contracts for printing, etc.  It includes a history of the printer, Anton 
Koberger, and a list of known copies of the fi rst Latin and German editions.  The text of this study of the Chronicle’s production combines scholarship with wit, 
providing a fascinating view of the incunabula period.  Introduction by Peter Zahn and published by Nico Israel, 253 pp., illustrated, including color plates.  First 
edition, second printing.  Hardbound in gray cloth, pictorial dust jacket.       (A+)    $160-190

825. Reference Books  (The Mapping of the World Early Printed World Maps 1472-1700), Shirley, [1983].  9.8 x 13.7”.  (PC)  This standard reference work on world 
maps includes 18 color-plates and hundreds of black and white illustrations, each with a detailed description and carto-bibliography.  The scholarship behind this 
work is unparalleled, providing comprehensive information about each map.  669 pages, extensive index and appendices.  Hardbound in red cloth with gilt and black 
titling at spine, with illustrated dust jacket.  Slips into a matching red slipcase.  An absolutely essential reference work in splendid condition.     Overall excellent 
condition.  Text and covers are nearly fl awless with only slight wear to dust jacket and slipcase.  (A)   $550-750

826. Reference Books  ([Lot of 6] Mercator’s World The Magazine of Maps, Atlases, Globes and Charts Vol. I-VI), [1996].  8.5 x 10.9”.  (PC)  This publication is an 
authoritative reference resource with many articles and illustrations covering a wide range of topics about antique maps, mapmakers and exploration as well as 
modern mapmaking.  Published by Aster Publishing.     Very minor wear.  (A)    $60-80

827. Reference Books  (Norwich’s Maps of Africa an Illustrated and Annotated Carto-bibliography), Norwich, [1997].  8.6 x 11.3”.  (PC)  This great reference was 
written by one of the leading collectors of the maps of Africa.  The book comprises an in-depth look at the continent from the beginning of the Age of Exploration 
to modern times.  Both maps of the African continent as a whole, as well as regional maps of Africa are catalogued.  Second edition, revised and edited by Jeffrey 
C. Stone.  408 pages fi lled with illustrations, some colored, covering 345 maps.   Hardbound in red cloth with illustrated dust jacket.     Brand new in publisher’s 
shrink wrap.  (A+)    $95-120


